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Foreword

The move went smoothly! As might be expected,
the big change for Malmö Art Academy when this
academic year began in September 2018 was the relocation to our new premises, which are distributed
across three buildings in central Malmö. The largest
of these structures is Båghallarna, the old tram sheds
at Celsiusgatan, which has been fully refurbished and
now houses the Academy’s workshops for sculptural
technique, photo studio and darkroom, seventy studios
and student kitchen, and the technicians’ workrooms.
In addition to these facilities, at Bergsgatan 20 the
school has seven more studios, offices for teachers and
professors, kitchens, and video editing and computer
suites. Across the street, in the Mazetti Culture House,
lies the final piece of the puzzle: two galleries (KHM1
and KHM2), administrative offices, the workroom for
Critical & Pedagogical Studies, a lecture hall, and classrooms. We were all excited to see how this new home
was going to work, and it’s all turned out to be surprisingly frictionless. A big thanks to all the students and
members of staff who made it so!
Rosa Barba defended her PhD thesis, On the Anarchic
Organisation of Cinematic Spaces: Evoking Spaces be
yond Cinema, on December 13, 2018, before a lecture
hall that was packed to seating capacity. The opponent
was Dr. Margherita Sprio and the examination committee consisted of Professors Max Liljefors and Matts
Leiderstam and Dr. Verina Gfader. Barba’s doctoral

thesis exhibition was held in the KHM1 gallery. Two
new PhD candidates enrolled with us in January 2019,
Jürgen Bock and Pia Rönicke. They are both familiar
presences within the international art scene—Bock as a
founder and leader of Maumaus School of Visual Arts in
Lisbon, and Rönicke as one of the leading proponents
of research-based art.
Matts Leiderstam, who has been a Professor at the
Academy since 2009, left his post this year. However,
he will continue working with our students as a visiting
lecturer, and he remains attached to the school through
his three-year research project “What Does the Grid
Do?,” which is supported by the Swedish Research
Council. He began the project by sharing his research
results in a student course last autumn, a class that is
also reported on in this Yearbook.
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Fourteen MFA students from the Academy’s studio-
based Master of Fine Arts programme have graduated
this year, and you can see and read about their work in
this Yearbook. We received external examination assistance from the professor and curator Marie Muracciole,
who was recently Director of the Beirut Art Center. The
students of the Critical & Pedagogical Studies MFA programme graduated too, with examination assistance
from the professor and artist Apolonija Šušteršic and
curator Maria Lind. You can likewise read the students’
essays and writings about their graduation projects in
this Yearbook.
Twelve BFA students also graduated, with examination
assistance from Axel Wieder, Director of Bergen Kunst
hall. This year, you can find the BFA students’ texts and
documentation of their work in the Academy’s digital
edition of the Yearbook.
In addition to their graduation exhibition, all MFA2
students in the studio-based programme participated in
the exhibition Flux at Skissernas Museum—Museum
of Artistic Process and Public Art in Lund, held during
the summer of 2019. A heartfelt thanks to Museum
Director Patrick Amsellem for this initiative, which means
so much to young artists.
This year’s field trip for MFA1 students took us to Venice
and the Venice Biennale and was guided by Professors
Joachim Koester and Gertrud Sandqvist.
This edition of the Yearbook will be the last to be edited
by Marie Thams. Thank you for your exceptional work
these last six years, Marie! One of our painting teachers, Viktor Kopp, is also leaving us after having taught
at the Academy for ten years. Viktor has made a signi
ficant contribution to Malmö Art Academy’s fine reputation as a great place to receive painting tuition, and
I’d like to extend my sincerest thanks to him for all the
great work he’s done here.
— Gertrud Sandqvist
Rector
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Andreas Amble

Why Insist on It?
In the beginning, it was all beautiful promises; I too
believed in the promise of the new, addicted to progress.
Modernism was supposed to be in opposition to the old,
the bourgeois, the violent social changes in the wake of the
Industrial Revolution. Providing new rooms to be filled
with new things—some fundamentally changing society,
others simply “things.” But modernism was also in part
blinded by itself and its shining light of “new.” Modernism
was the style of new, and you had to wear it in order to be a
part of progressive society.
In the end, the narrative of modernism was too shallow. This
should have been apparent already in 1910, when Adolf
Loos delivered his lecture “Ornament and Crime.”1 In this
influential text, Loos presents a rigid hierarchy of value. He
argues that the feminine and the rural are lesser, he speaks
of otherness and ethnicity with clear fascist undertones, and
he uses his own privilege to assert what is progressive and
what should be replaced and forgotten. In this new regime
of taste, he states, “no ornament can any longer be made
today by anyone who lives on our cultural level,” and he
goes on to explain, “I can tolerate the ornaments of the
Kaffir, the Persian, the Slovak peasant woman, my shoemaker’s ornaments, for they have no other way of attaining
the high point of their existence.”2 An argument about “us”
and “them.” A vain man trying to define what is progressive
according to his aesthetic regime.
Naturally, not all of his contemporaries shared Loos’s mindset. Take, for example, Francis Picabia, Marcel Duchamp,
Sophie Taeuber-Arp, Hannah Ryggen, and Melvin Edwards;
it is nice to namedrop artists, but for now I will focus on
the last three. These artists developed new artistic ecologies
on different fronts. Sophie Taeuber-Arp was a key figure
in developing constructivism and growing Dadaism. From
the beginning of her career, she was a figure that moved
between different art forms—educated in textiles, visual
arts, and dance—and she was an influential participant
of Dada. She developed new works across the disciplines
of textile art, painting, and sculpture, and connected them
to theatre and dance. Her early paintings, prints, and
tapestries are considered as some of the first constructivists works, parallel to those of Piet Mondrian and Kazimir
Malevich. Her sculptural work is usually exemplified by
her use of painted wooden mannequin heads for hats, and
she also worked t owards the stage, playing between dance,
theatre, and sculpture: kinetic sculptures; costumes as sculpture; augmenting the relations between actor, dancer, and
props; blurring the lines and creating new hybrid forms. In
many of Taeuber-Arp’s works—regardless of whether they
are considered constructivist tapestries, early head-shaped
sculptures, or robot-like costumes created for dancers at
the Cabaret Voltaire,3 like herself—she created blends that
seem to embed passionate relations and subtle intimate
understandings within the wide spectrum of elements she

brought together. Some of the patterns and elements from
her early tapestry compositions gained new life when they
remerged in newly fabricated costumes, where they took on
a character similar to traditional costuming, as far as fabric,
use of colour, and the importance of patterns. (I wonder,
in the eyes of Loos, if these patterns where considered as
ornament, or if their abstracted and condensed forms
helped them avoid detection.) Some of her costumes as
sculpture were shaped so they directly affected how dance
could be perceived, by altering the shape of the body and
hiding traditional points of reference (such as elbows,
knees, and hips), thus allowing for a different perception,
yet still in relation to the known.
Taeuber-Arp was based in cities such as Hamburg, Zurich,
Strasbourg, and Paris, meaning that her surroundings were
very different from those of Hannah Ryggen. After growing up in Malmö, Sweden, Ryggen spent most of her life
on a small farm on the coast of Norway. She was a talented
painter, but nevertheless made the decision to start working
with tapestry. At the time, in the early twentieth century,
tapestry and textile work was, to some degree, regaining its
position as an updated artistic medium. In addition to those
of Taeuber-Arp and Ryggen, examples include the works
of influential groups such as the Bauhaus. In Norway, the
painter Gerhard Munthe (a passionate nationalist) gained
national renown around 1910 for a series of tapestries,
designed by him and woven by his wife, who was credited
as craftswoman. Ryggen was interested in the materials of
tapestry and how the medium and its process made it possible to make a direct connection between the living earth,
which sustained her and her family, and art. She collected
the materials for weaving, developed and dyed the colours
herself,4 and produced most of her works on the farm where
she lived with her husband and daughter. After a few years
of experimentation, she started gaining recognition for the
craft aspects of her work, but from the beginning, Ryggen
was clear about her ambitions and status as an artist. Acceptance of this status, however, did not come about easily.
A woman working with tapestries in many cases placed her
in the safer, or less politically potent, category of craft. Regardless, her political voice as an antifascist and a feminist
always had a clear presence in her works. She cultivated and
maintained contact with a wider art world outside Norway,
and her recognition grew despite the apparent discrimination against her gendered work and medium. In 1937,
her work Etiopia (Ethiopia, 1935) was exhibited alongside
Pablo Picasso’s Guernica (1937) at the World’s Fair in Paris
(although it was censored to some extent, since some found
Ryggen’s portrait of Benito Mussolini’s head pierced with
a spear controversial). Fifteen years later, in 1953, Henders
bruk (Work of hands, 1949), depicting young men using
their hands to kill (rather than for good), became the first
textile work purchased by the National Museum of Norway.
In a letter to her cousin Emil Nilsson, Ryggen describes this
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as “being given the right to vote as an artist.”5 Two years
later, she received a commission for a tapestry in the lobby
of the new government building in Oslo.6 The work, titled
Vi lever på en stjerne (We are living on a star, 1958), came
to be known as her major work and hung next to a relief
collaboration between Picasso and Carl Nesjar.7 Beside her
tapestry, a brass sign read:

thirty injured. Whole buildings rendered useless in the city
centre. Gradually, the reports from the Workers’ Youth
League (AUF) summer camp at Utøya came in, where the
attacker had dressed in a police uniform and killed sixty-
nine and injured sixty-six youth. I was in Oslo that day,
hearing and feeling the bomb blast and seeing the reports
ticking in. A city and nation in shock.

“Vi lever på en stjerne,” 1958. 400 x 300 [cm]
Belongs to the Norwegian state. The government
building. The mysteries of the universe and the
central position of love in our world.8

Two and a half years later, as an assistant on a project for the
artist Jumana Manna (who did much of her art studies in
Oslo), I ended up working in the very same and still burnedout lobby of the government building. Two months later,
Manna’s work was displayed at Henie Onstad K
 unstsenter,
in Høvikodden, in an exhibition dealing with the attack.
The exhibition’s title was that of the tapestry, and it included
the restored Vi lever på en stjerne.10 And this was my point
of introduction.

Vi lever på en stjerne was damaged in the bomb blast.

Image courtesy of Joakim Sandqvist

My introduction to Ryggen came as a consequence of
a brutal confrontation with what she fought against.
The 2011 Oslo attacks included a bomb in front of the
Regjeringskvartalet where her tapestry hung.9 The attacks
were inspired by fascism and everything that Ryggen stood
against. The consequences were harrowing. Eight dead and

Andreas Amble, Untitled (A nod from a Hammerhead), 2019. Beech wood, wool fabric (by Nanna Dietzel) and copper, 279 x 85 x 56 cm

Image courtesy of Joakim Sandqvist
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Andreas Amble, Stand, 2019. Copper and sheet metal, 86 x 34 x 14 cm. Installation view, MFA exhibition, KHM1 Gallery, Malmö, 2019

There are many forms of ecology,11 just as there are many
interests and aspirations behind it; the artists previously
mentioned exemplify that. Sophie Taeuber-Arp developed
a work ecology that spanned across mediums and formats.
Doing many different things is not a quality in and of itself
(poor attention and lack of focus arises in works with similar
properties); however, Taeuber-Arp moved across disciplines
because it was a way of building and enriching her project,
in part because she had the talent and experience with all of
the elements she brought in and because combining them
could provide her with a richer and better language. This
move between categories rendered a body of work that
spans and connects disciplines, which Taeuber-Arp is best
known for today. She was an important voice of her time
and a key figure of the Dada movement, which she basically
lived in the midst of, and she also wielded influence on the
Bauhaus movement, contemporary theatre, dance, design,
painting, and sculpture, due to her own work as well as her
involvement with that of the many colleagues she worked
alongside. Nevertheless, it is easy to suspect that her recog
nition today has been affected by factors such as gender
discrimination.

painful, but somehow still hopeful and intriguing. His
sculptural works use formal and material properties to
bring people in, to confront, to influence, and to provide
testament to the times. Today they remain clear reminders
of the subjects and challenges of the civil rights movements.

Two decades after Taeuber-Arp’s early death,12 Melvin
Edwards emerged as a young artist. Born in Texas and
raised in Ohio, he later moved to California to pursue an
art degree. He then taught at various schools, including
what later became the California Institute of Arts in S
 anta
Clarita. While teaching and already considered a notable
talent, Edwards’s work crystallised at the same time as the
civil rights movement in the United States peaked. This
was when he first started producing his famous Lynch
Fragments (1960 – ).13 Edwards went on to become a prolific
artist, but, like Taeuber-Arp, it feels likely that his prominence would have been greater if it weren’t for being treated
as an “other” due to being African American. This “other”
is an important aspect in his oeuvre, namely through the
inclusion of symbols, tools, and traumas from African
American history, incorporating the stories of enslaved
people who were liberated but were still systemically discriminated against, employed in cheap labour positions,
lacked equal civil rights, and remained targets for aggressive racism. His works are complex yet very clear, building
on contemporary and historical political urgency; brutal,

Edwards uses steel and steel readymades in most of his
works, showing a different side of modernity through the
historical connections embedded within his chosen material
and artefacts. A visual language of a modernist, albeit one
very different from most of his European and American
counterparts. Ryggen’s works have a very different relationship to materials, but, like Edwards’s, her materials carry
history and tradition and held a close personal connection
for her. A feminist at heart, Ryggen used tapestry not to
abide by gender roles but to break free from societal norms.
She could make equally relevant art through tapestry as
through painting, and this choice of medium also made
her independent in her process. She could collect the wool,
harvest the linen, and amass the knowledge needed to
produce the colour dyes herself through materials found in
her local surroundings.16

The contexts from which Melvin Edwards and Hannah
Ryggen emerged could hardly be more different. Edwards
is based in Los Angeles and New York, and Ryggen lived
on a small rural farm on the Norwegian coast. Still, both
use their art to speak of and respond to acts of violence
and discrimination motivated by fascism, racism, and suppressive state powers. Their works speak bluntly about
the realities of these battles, producing urgent representations of the victims and the realities of their times. Despite
their bluntness, both artists also possess precision in their
craft, their sense of composition, and their political drive.
Their works, such as Edwards’s Some Bright Morning
(1963)14 and Ryggen’s Spania (La hora se aproxima) (The
approaching hour, 1938),15 share an artistic language that
embraces 
culture, history, and knowledge of craft and
labour traditions.

Some of Ryggen’s contemporaries described her choice of
medium and aesthetics as outdated, but it was in p
 articular
her practice of preparing all her materials herself that
resulted in descriptions of her such as “primitive,” “a simple
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peasant woman,” “witch-like,” and “sorceress.”17 The condescending tone echoes that of Adolf Loos and his view of
what he deemed as the uncultivated human existing on the
outside of his reality. Today, society embodies a simultaneously new and old relation to nature and resources based
on a greater awareness of our situation of dependency on,
or rather interdependency with, our natural environment.
Still, many of the assumptions and divisions from the
modernist perspective prevail still today. Ryggen’s work
ecology and knowledge were immense, connecting nature
and sociopolitical aspects in a tightly interlocking process;
I find this approach beautiful, but for quite some time, that
connection to material and craft has been seen as lesser and
other.
In his book Picasso and Truth, the art historian and critic
T.J. Clark offers a binaristic view of artistic practice, putting
those who make a move toward retrogression and isolation
on one side (in other words, the increasing escapism of
modern art), and the artists who make themselves instruments of propaganda on the other.18
To me, such a treatment feels ridiculous or inapt at best.
A generalising assumption that an existence outside the
main junctions of modern society is the same as isolation
and retrogression feels naive and limiting. I would rather
point the finger at the artist examples Clark builds his
argument on, which shows his own bias and reveals the
privilege he and the artists he mentions have. That his own
rigid reading should be the only reality of art seems to me
a depressing outlook; in some sense, Clark’s positioning
is a very modernistic move in itself. In the same way that
society at large has to be wary of such perspectives, it is
essential that the art world also avoids reproducing privilege and excusing behaviour and relations that build on
misguided ideals. To romanticise the avant-garde in our
current time and sociopolitical conditions can be dangerous: it easily becomes an aesthetic and a role to play and
presumes self-asserted liberties, and is in itself a move away
from the responsibilities that connect us to one another. It
is such behaviour that in fact speaks of the easy and o
 ften
seemingly invisible path to retrogression—not making
a choice to live in Ambleside instead of London.19 Claims
to artistic freedom cannot be used as an excuse for actual
disconnect and to provide room for aggression. Institutions
and actors in the art world must be held accountable, and
they should not be able to maintain their legitimacy while
being reactionary and facilitating politically motivated
aggression or ignorance through their own sort of (comfortable) disconnect. In the end, I believe in the coexistence of
the non-normative freedom of artistic practice and speech
combined with an inherent responsibility and accountability for what it appropriates and its conditions, in part
answering to the privilege that art holds. Criticising modernism in the way Clark does runs the risk of making the
same mistakes Loos made with his categorical treatment of
his own milieu, in particular by accounting only for what
exists within a subjective and privileged scope. To identify
various relations to “other” surroundings as “retrogression” is a good example. Some of what is lacking in Clark’s
argument might be nuance and room for self-contradiction.
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Many of the examples he uses in his book are prime examples of men unaware or ignorant of their privilege and how
they used and related to their milieux. But to me, it seems
like the fundamental object of Clark’s criticism is the move
itself—the move away from an urban environment—that
very same urban environment that Clark seems to think is
the only thing capable of producing progress and critical
thinking. That is probably me putting words in his mouth,
but still, there is this feeling.
The art critic and curator Marit Paasche argues that
Hannah Ryggen is an artist who is hard to fit into Clark’s
schematic divide;20 I would argue that this is the case for
Melvin Edwards and Sophie Taeuber-Arp too. Even weak
or vague connections have a wider context, and being in
certain surroundings does not cancel out connections to
the various outside environments that exist. Ryggen is a
perfect example of this, with her constant relation to both
outside milieux and her local ecological reality. A practice
like hers shows clearly the movement that occurs between
interdependent realms, which most artists take part in to
some degree.
In The Human Condition, philosopher Hannah Arendt
uses the tilling of soil as an example of a relation to work,
or to be more specific, of how labour transforms into work,
since the soil can develop products, but requires treatment and continuous conditioning to preserve its ability
to produce. The soil itself connects the objects it produces
to a larger cycle, a larger ecology between the objects,
human consumption, and the biosphere. In Ryggen’s case,
the labour of the farm did not constitute work in itself; the
environment did produce the materials she needed, but the
work was the production of art, and the rest of the labour
was embedded in her process and way of life. In modern
society, most processes have been instrumentalised, and
few individuals have such a total ecology as Ryggen had.
Ryggen is also a great example of the artist as defined by
Arendt: she is the one tilling the soil and making the food
and materials she needs (the animal laborans); using the
skill and knowledge of the carpenter (the homo faber); and,
when acting towards the political, taking on the role of the
artist (which is also political), using the prior activities as
both a foundation but also content in order to operate on
all levels of the human condition. Arendt states that when
human hands remove material from its natural location,
they are “either killing a life process, as in the case of a tree
which must be destroyed in order to provide wood, or interrupting the slower processes, as in the case of iron, stone,
or marble torn out of the womb of the earth. This element
of violation and violence is present in all fabrication, and
homo faber, the creator of the human artifice, has always
been the destroyer of nature.”21
To some degree, this is true for all humans, but the more
prominent the disconnect, the more brutal the consequences, especially when combined with privilege. On a global
scale, more and more people are experiencing a loss of connection to the earth and losing sight of our interdependency. Many things are in need of change today, but we should
perhaps start with ourselves. For example: Do two hundred
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days of travel, living at various accommodations, flying
even more, drinking great wine, dressing really fashionably, experiencing refreshing scenery every other day, and
constantly shipping works internationally need to be the
consequence of a successful art career? We have to remind
ourselves of our place in the global ecosystem; if not, we are
simply the reckless and cynical homo faber, the consumer
and destroyer above all others: “Homo faber is indeed a
lord and master, not only because he is the master or has set
himself up as the master of all nature, but because he is master of himself and his doings.”22 Arendt continues, “Within
the life process itself, of which labouring remains an integral part and which never transcends, it is idle to ask questions that presuppose the category of means and end, such
as whether men live and consume in order to have strength
to labor, or whether they labor in order to have the means
of consumption.”23 It is not hard to recognise these traits in
our society and world.
Both Hannah Ryggen and Melvin Edwards could be seen
as artists speaking to craft and labour, through a language
that also relates to labourers, farmers, and factory workers—to the animal laborans in all of us. Their work is more
confrontational and complex than some of their more privileged counterparts—so again the question arises: Has this
forceful character also affected their legacy? Arriving at a
conclusion is not the point; rather, we have to be aware of
such questions today, because we need to recognise interdependency at all levels in order to contend with our future
ordeals.
To clarify, I am not suggesting we treat craft and art as the
same, because both have some essential traits that should
not meet the scrutiny and critique of the other. An o
 bvious
example is that art cannot be valued on its usefulness or
utility.24 But this does not eliminate responsibility or questions of how we should relate to our surroundings and
ecological material realities, because this defines us all.

Change the perspective, change the time frame, and all of
a sudden it becomes hard to value human life above that
of a tree or a pig, the sand on a beach above mud or water,
or a bench over a sculpture. To me, “deep ecology,” a term
coined by philosopher and environmentalist Arne Næss, is
about how to see oneself in the world, where all is equal and
we are in the middle of it. Deep ecology is a fundamentally
feminist view25 that does not subscribe to anthropocentric
(that is, human-centred) environmentalism. It provides
a holistic way to look at the world while still addressing
subjective and collective responsibility. As Næss states:
“For a very long time we have looked at the world and
the abstract relations in reality, not the content. In no way
undermining the value and necessity of natural science,
but there is still more than that.”26 To me this speaks of an
open ecology, of interdependence with room for subjective m
 agical experiences. It also speaks of the connectivity
between the factual, material, social, and psychological

chaos of the world, and art.
So what and who is the artist, then? One making unique
objects, emotional objects, allegorical and metaphorical
objects, attached and detached at the same time. And one

also embroiled in all those ideas about the originality of
thought objects, existing outside the notion of utility but still
valued on their properties of exchangeability (valued both
from a subjective point of view, which could be anything,
but eventually also by the art market). Art is the product of
thought being made for thought, and is entirely “useless”
in the eyes of homo faber.27 It is like Arendt’s example of
the failure of the carpenter who creates a two-legged table,
which is unable to function as a table.28 It is important to
note that this is not Arendt’s perception of art; rather, she
places art in a unique position because of its capacity to
carry value and relations not solely defined by the parameters of the animal laborans and homo faber. She states:
“It is as though worldly stability has become transparent
in the permanence of art, so that promotions of immortality, not the immortality of the soul or of life but something
immortal of mortal hands, has become tangibly present, to
shine and be seen, to sound and to be heard, to speak and
to be read.”29 Art can hold time and content away from the
usual parameter of usefulness. Art possesses the freedom to
connect and join elements and thoughts precisely because
of its “uselessness.” It can speak of interrelations between
us all, including the ground under our feet, the water, the
workers, the forest, the soil, the rivers, and the ocean.
Our contemporary lives, discussions, and values are per
meated with tropes that preserve illusions of a simple life
and ideals for progress and ignorance. This arrangement
can provide some ease, but it conceals substantial material
and social processes of our surroundings. Endless consumption has in many cases replaced other forms of value and
experience. Almost frictionless matter constructed for
escape. The construct of modernity and globalism needs
workers who have the potential of gaining economic freedom in order for them to develop addictions to consumption
of the products they produce. Today, one of those products
is entertainment—an almost limitless matter spanning from
TV to the very experience of consuming goods itself. The
consequences of this behaviour grow as entertainment i tself
becomes an ecology seemingly completely severed from the
ecology of the physical living world, but still dependent on
the resources extracted from it. On top of this, our society is moving in a direction with labour where we barely
see people working and making. There are many reasons
for this shift, but by not seeing the work and the materials
involved, the actual content, meaning, and consequences of
a product become more vague, and it becomes increasingly
hard to see the work and life of the humans behind what we
consume, regardless of whether it is a logistics worker at an
Amazon warehouse or a farmer tilling the soil.
Artists also have to be very aware that art does not end
up becoming instrumentalised. A situation where the main
attribute of art is an escape from cognition has to be avoided. Because art can provide the space where matter (body),
time (sensation), and gravity (cognition) meet and bend
themselves and each other.
In my current project, I have chosen craft traditions as a
language and medium in order to connect the treatment of
body, materials, and their inherent interdependency. Herein

Image courtesy of Joakim Sandqvist
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also lies one of the reasons why I have chosen Taeuber-Arp,
Ryggen, and Edwards as artist references: they each move
across a spectrum where they to some degree speak of craft,
through craft, using it as a symbol and a code to create connectability, but are not in any way limited by it. My project
can also sit in dialogue with Arendt, and her use of homo
faber as a critique of the modern privileged but ignorant
human: my works are still work of the hand, of dismantled material, taken from the earth, soil, and trees through
destruction, but unlike the work of homo faber, mine is not
set above; rather it is (attempting to be) brought into an
ecology seeking sensibility, connected to its surroundings,
cultural and historical implications, and its position in a
wider ecology, to be brought into life but also beyond ego.
Holding the body, being a body.

of history and relations. Throughout my bachelor’s degree,
I kept making works based on intricate (messy) and abstract
narratives. In the end, I often lost track of the narrative
myself.
In order to reach back to myself, I started with a fundamental review of my own encounters and relation to traditions,
crafts, and topics that drew me in. As a way to isolate and
focus my efforts, I took the surroundings of the home in
which I grew up31 and the crafts, myths, social issues, and
challenges that either exist or resonate there, and investigated how these connect the past to the present and my home
to the world.

The above only speaks of a portion of my motivation—the
social and ecological aspects. In regard to my art, I have
many other things that drive, motivate, and inspire me, but
there is no need to decode all the language involved in its
creation; besides, translations will always produce glitches
and gaps in the transferred knowledge—it simply cannot be
the same.30

The specific craft traditions I use in my current project were
chosen firstly because I feel a strong connection to them,
and not solely a positive one. It began with traditional
ornamentation patterns that I have a very contradictory
relation to. I began with a blunt approach focused on why
these crafts had obtained nationalistic and perfectionistic
tendencies locally (at home) when their origin so obviously
is one of craft traditions and—if I may—human relations
migrating beyond borders.

For years I tried to hold emotions, to use allegories, materi
als, and details I felt could capture parts of the world and
its contradictions. And I have always been interested in
materials; not for their economic value, but as containers

Physically the works themselves grew from a play between
the flatness of patterns bent into the shape of a body. They
also involved taking up drawing again, which I hadn’t practised much for some time. First on paper, then on sheet

Image courtesy of Joakim Sandqvist
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metal, which I bent using the heat of the plasma cutter
or by hammering it into a shape. It became a game and a
method for myself—picking up what draws me in, flipping
it, changing it, and through that seeing it with new eyes,
because of its augmentation. The process in and of itself
was basic, but I found this simple rhetorical game fruitful.
I allowed myself a slow and gradual process that lasted
almost two years. I then went from drawing illusions of
shape to making sculptures. I was clear about not wanting
to allow full animation,32 about not trying to achieve a clear
depiction. I wanted the works to be sheet metal showing
its thin and incomplete nature. Membrane and skin, representation and half-bodies. The violence of giving the thin
sheet metal shapes, and the violence of not giving them a
full body: strong and frail. Out of this, the wood and the
metal structures next merged, and gradually I found ways
for them to support each other while showing themselves.
The ornamentation I have chosen to work with is the
traditional acanthus pattern and the dialects of it emerging
in certain part of rural Norway, but I intentionally break
with the craft norms for its composition and production.
I have no desire to present these patterns “truthfully,” or
to sustain illusions that such a quality exists. The designs
are intentionally liquified through the use of watercolour
and a plasma cutter, which also dissolves them physically.
I grew up with such swirling patterns in my childhood home.
Old tools, tapestry, and ornamented furniture, set right next
to modernist furniture. And now I bring them together to
break down illusions of a value hierarchy, to make new
works and new suggestions, and also because I find substance in the different ways of relating to material and craft.
What caused me to “return” to childhood territory were
certain aspects of the acanthus pattern’s history. It came to
rural Norway in the late baroque period. The church was
essential for this introduction, but soon a different version
grew out of this religious one. A more egalitarian tradition
started among local farmers, where woodcarving became a
way of bringing the outside in and of introducing an aesthetic of luxury and comfort into poor households. This

transformation is of importance, because historically the
acanthus pattern has been a symbol of wealth and power.
It was most likely established as a type of ornamentation
in ancient Greece and was used in architecture to emphasise power.33 The acanthus ornamentation was focused in
the head of the column, otherwise known as the “capital.”
Later it was widely used across the Roman Empire and
prevailed as a design motif well into the baroque era, during
which time it was distributed as an essential part of the
then “modern style” while remaining a symbol of power
and wealth—in particular of “old wealth.” The contrast
between the rural region where I grew up and the surroundings of Adolf Loos, a successful Austrian architect, are
obvious. The only gilded acanthus ornamentation where I
grew up is on the altar of the church in the neighbouring
village, and around 1910 this region was among the poorest
in a poor country. By contrast, Vienna is full of representations of power and wealth—the gilded capital, overflowing
with acanthus patterns covered in gold.
For my works, I joined this historical motif full of meaning
with modernist furniture, a tradition that was supposed to
be “borderless” and grew out of a new international movement. (It is a slight paradox that the modernists are now
almost exclusively categorised based on their nationalities.)
Modernist furniture replaced heavy ornamentation with
a different fetish: a decor that didn’t look like decor—decoration that ostensibly was not there. I wanted to join these
traditions together to produce weird new forms out of a
well-known and familiar language. To make shapes resembling modernist furniture and to make it support ornamentation while also being supported by ornamentation as it
provides functional support to a common body. In the end,
the work that went the furthest with this approach to craft
and function was Untitled (A nod from a Hammerhead)
(2019). For this work, I was attempting to make a sculpture
that also looked like reliable, high-quality furniture, with
a respect for and understanding of modernistic material use
and aesthetic composition and design.34 I wanted to do so
to eliminate much of my own distance to it; to truly invest
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in the language of craft. It represents an honest attempt
to reach out and be available and relatable, although in
subtle ways, and also personally to learn and understand. The
project grew out of a desire to challenge value hierarchies,
in this case how we (and myself) differentiate between craft
traditions and art. The role of an artist comes with a privilege that carries a responsibility, so I wanted to look closer.
Personally and formally, Untitled (A nod from a Hammerhead) is about transforming a familiar object and formal
language to provide the comfort of recognition (which
can hopefully open up conversations and relations beyond
art-educated viewers) while remaining challenging, due to
its newness or unknown-ness, since the object does not fully
behave as it should. I have always been interested in architecture and design and in the relation between sculpture
and the body. With this work, I combine these. The function
of furniture is almost an inverted body, holding the body;
in this version, the idea of furniture, is also being held and
supported by a sculpture, becoming a sculpture and a body.
Built as functional furniture in order to be a sculpture.
This relation exists in my other recent sculptures too—
traces of interdependency, and hopefully an openness.
Both traditions of the acanthus ornaments and modernistic
furniture have many properties that make them intriguing
material to work with—especially because we “know” them
so well, but not their common offspring. For c enturies, the
term “discovery” has been used in relation to the establish
ment of new territory. I wish to break from this, to instead discover existing overlapping territory; this offers an
awareness and a possibility for strengthening relations—
interrelations between categories. But my motivation is
not only about ethics, political reflection, and the gravity
of global issues. It is also about the attitude and mindset
required to make works work. How a bench I carefully built
over a month gets a copper limb (hammered out over a
few hours) attached to it as if it is the most natural thing to
do (all because I made a drawing that just “felt right” two
months prior). Or to take a plasma cutter and draw lines
on two sheets of industrial steel and play with composition
just on the border of sloppiness, so that it becomes stronger.
Or the phenomenon of how a generic piece of sheet metal
comes alive at the first stroke of the hammer’s head, and
how bodies and identities emerge as the form takes shape.
I think the coldness and preciseness of the post-conceptualist
artist Christopher Wool is intriguing, as is the fact that
I can’t stop thinking about wallpapers by William M
 orris
when I look at many of his paintings, such as Untitled
(1998). And how Nairy Baghramian’s sculptures changed
and expanded in my eyes after she presented works by the
furniture designer Janette Laverriere. Or simply how I cannot ignore the impact of Robert Rauschenberg, and how
happy I was when I realised he worked with the chore
ographer Merce Cunningham on stage sets (and how Jutta
Koether’s paintings casually walk off stage).
I loved to build things, paint, draw, and dance while growing up. What was most prominent, though, was perhaps my
love for skiing. After high school, I attended a preparatory
art school, but the following year I did not apply to go on
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to an academy; instead, I moved to Western Canada to
ski full-time. After seven years of skiing and working as
a journalist, I started to think of that unsent application.
I spent two years resetting my mind, and then in 2012 I
started to work at an art supply store in Oslo while renting a studio. Through my work during this time, I learned
a lot about material and I met a lot of people, one whom
was the artist Fredrik Værslev. In the spring of 2013, while
visiting his studio, we ended up speaking about Malmö
and Frankfurt, about the artists Haegue Yang and M
 ichael
Krebber. That autumn, I visited Bergen Kunsthall and

saw my first Yang exhibition. I stood there quite bewildered among her m
 ovable sonic and kinetic sculptures
and wall pieces in conversation with the Bauhaus, Oskar
Schlemmer’s Triadisches Ballett (Triadic Ballet),35 and
Sophie Taeuber-Arp. Her intricate yet very direct formal
play is reference heavy; playful and deadly serious simultaneously. And I simply did not know how to relate to it.
One year later, she was my professor. Since then, I have had
her as a teacher through my bachelor’s degree at Malmö
Art Academy and then during my year at the Städelschule
in Frankfurt, and now it is easy to revisit her exhibition at
Bergen Kunsthall and see it differently. I don’t mean to say
it requires five years of schooling to do so. It is simply that I
am now in a different mindset, and no longer a wannabe art
student, lost and trying to figure everything out. Now I look
closer and let my intuition and relations guide me. The formal play, the sculptures, reanimating those of Schlemmer
and the Bauhaus; somehow goofy when activated, but also
oddly familiar. Beauty, reanimated on the border between
continuation and absurd suggestion. I have learned much
from Yang’s attentive approach, intensity, and belief in art.
This includes her appreciation and understanding of craft,
which she connects to her immense knowledge of history
and art; she always employs references with purpose, fuelled
by love and humour. Her choice of Schlemmer’s Triadisches
Ballett as a touchpoint is no coincidence; many parallels
exist between his and her works, especially in the way they
fuse old and new ideals and relations through works of formal strength, using craft techniques to create unknown yet
familiar objects and arrangements, set in surroundings we
also almost know. In the case of the Triadisches Ballett, the
format and rules of the old traditions of ballet are fused
with a Dadaist play (or in this case, “Bauhaus play” would
be more correct). Weird fiction and folk-like dance routines
are mixed with the stiff ballet; the oddness of yellow, the
charm of pink, the stiffness of black.
Through Yang, I also was introduced to the artists Danh Vo
and Nairy Baghramian. These three artists helped put me
on track of finding ways to tear down illusions of separation
and division in my works. Be honest, treat what you care
for with respect, and don’t edit it away. Learning from these
artists for whom craft is essential to their practices and is
not seen as in opposition to conceptual integrity. Where
material reality points outwards, to a sensibility beyond
the visual and functional aspects while still holding some of
that language. Danh Vo treats object with such care while
also not being intimidated by how others might value them,
and he allows various elements to operate on several levels.
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Allowing his taste and sensibility to run freely, both visually
and in other ways, in making suggestions and mergers that
could almost be considered careless, but that are done
with consideration and while applying an acquired touch
and understanding of the material. Merging marble sculptures from antiquity with an old log, held together with the
same type of brass structures that hold historical artefacts
safely in place within historical museums and in Vo’s own
Guggenheim show. A big slab of marble with a photo, transforming the slab into a sculpture; simultaneously working
as a historical link and a suggested fiction, by placing a
photo of the hands of one of Michelangelo’s sculpture on
it. Or a fridge, a washing machine, a TV, and a cross merged
into one: somehow liberating them from the hierarchies
defining their previous value by bringing them together in
a new whole, augmented and juxtaposed, often merged into
a composite, but still available for subjective reading and
relations.36 Nairy Baghramian has a sense of form, tension,
balance, and relation between materials that I found almost
intimidating at first, but also deeply inspiring. I can almost
see her smile while joining together some of the pieces. They
feel embedded with her knowledge, sharp wit, and attitude.
So strong yet vulnerable, and intensely bodily—qualities
exemplified in her Klassentreffen (Class reunion, 2008),
Londoner Türsteher (London bouncer, 2010), and Retainer
(2013).37 In all of these works, her choice of materials feels
so precise, yet also playful, and therefore it feels like her
work rests on both sides of that scale.
After my bachelor’s degree, I had a clear feeling that I
wanted to work more directly with sculpture and to make
available the materials I use, the narratives they embed,
and the languages of my artistic practice. So this was my
ambition in going to the Städelschule, to challenge myself
and to make more distinct decisions. The opportunities and
coincidences that arose during my year in Frankfurt gained
importance because I had this desire that made me pay attention and look for solutions and tools. Because I wanted
to move away from works in which I remove my own presence and replace it with layers of abstraction that become
impenetrable, like a defence mechanism. Seeing with new
eyes a vulnerability in Haegue Yang’s work, and getting

a glimpse of Nairy Baghramian’s treatment of the body
as a relatable medium and material, and witnessing Dahn
Vo’s ability to craft room for other voices and craft traditions, because he himself always walks around looking and
listening.
Now in my final year of my master’s degree, I am back with
Fredrik Værslev again, only this time as my professor, and it
feels very natural. I came back with a project and a feeling
of how to work with my sculptures, but I still had to figure
out how to deal with my paintings alongside the sculptures,
wanting them to relate. So, through the guidance of Yang’s
questions of “why” and comments about the need for formal strength and distinction, I started a new type of conversation with Værslev that felt both ambitious and playful.
Today, the many obvious differences between our practices
are clear, and also liberating, because I know what I want
to do and am not in danger of mimicking the gestures and
approaches of Værslev. At the same time, we share some
of the same combination of profound respect and a loose
but direct attitude towards painting and art in general, and
this balance has produced conversations that made it easier
for me to develop my paintings, to transfer this balance to
other works, and to think ahead. In the end, what drives me
in my art practice remains the same; now I just have a few
better tools and more tranquillity, making it easier to work
harder and be more dedicated. The premise of my artworks
are often the junction of contradictions and counterintuitive realities with all of their implications, such as: “Look,
I bent this sheet of steel, and now it has a body.”
There is no need for conclusions pointing to some sort of
illusion of a cure, which always would be too shallow. In
the end, we have to ask ourselves what is lacking today. Isn’t
that a confrontation with privilege, the misuse of power, the
neglect of responsibility, and the seemingly universal lack
of holistic thinking? To me, that has something to do with
what and who an artist is: one who tries to care beyond oneself and who uses what one has that connects, that speaks,
and that can be something different than itself.

“Prefer what is multiple, difference over unity
what is productive is not sentry, but nomadic.”38
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Adolf Loos first gave the lecture in 1910 at the Akademischer Verband für Literatur und Musik in Vienna. The essay was then published in
1913 in Les Cahiers d’aujourd hui in French as “Ornement et Crime.” Only in 1929 was the essay published in German in the Frankfurter Zeitung,
as “Ornament und Verbrechen.” “Ornament and Crime,” Wikipedia, last modified October 20, 2018, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ornament_
and_Crime.
Adolf Loos, “Ornament and Crime” (1908), in Programs and Manifestoes on 20th-Century Architecture, ed. Ulrich Conrads, trans. Michael Bullock
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1971), 24.
Cabaret Voltaire, an arts nightclub in Zurich, was a project of the artists Hugo Ball and Emmy Hennings and an essential venue for Dadaist
performances.
Marit Paasche, Hannah Ryggen: En Fri (Oslo: Pax Forlag A/S, 2016), 35. An English translation of Paasche’s book is forthcoming: Hannah Ryggen:
Threads of Defiance (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2019).
Hannah Ryggen, quoted in Paasche, Hannah Ryggen, 134.
The government building, referred to as Regjeringsbygget or Høyblokka, opened in 1958 and houses the prime minister’s office along with the judicial
department. The complex was designed by Erling Viksjø in a modernist style and ornamented with patterns and mural reliefs by Pablo Picasso and
Carl Nesjar, mainly in the lobby and the stairwells, as well as the end walls of the Y-blokka building. It is noteworthy that Y-blokka is now set for
demolition.
Nesjar established a collaboration with Picasso for a project where they decorated the lobby and the stairs of Regjeringsbygget and the end wall
of Y-blokka.
Paasche, Hannah Ryggen, 211. My translation. The original Norwegian: reads “‘Vi lever på en stjerne’. 1958. 400x300—Tilhører den norske stat.
Regjenringbygningen. Universets mysterier og kjærlighetens sentrale stilling i vår verden.”
On July 11, 2011, the prime minister and judicial ministry offices were attacked by a white nationalist using a car bomb, followed by murders at Utøya.
The exhibition Vi lever på en stjerne (We live on a star) was curated by Tone Hansen and Marit Paasche and ran January 30 – April 27, 2014.
In this text, the word “ecology” has plural meanings. It speaks of the connections and relations between material, thought, and the processes that drive
them, referring to a link between them. This could be, for example, an artist ecology, meaning the components and relations constituting an artist’s
practice, or the ecology of surroundings in the traditional sense, relating to the various levels of ecology in the biosphere on this planet. To use
Hannah Ryggen as an example, her artistic ecology crosses into the ecology of her physical surroundings and her political convictions. The reason
I do not make a clear distinction between these ecologies in the text is because I want to bring them together and to address relations in wider sense,
as interrelation from the internal to the global.
Sophie Taeuber-Arp died in 1943 and Melvin Edwards had his breakthrough in 1965.
Lynch Fragments is a series of works that has been made over five decades, from the 1960s until today. Beginning as a response to the civil rights
movement, it later went on to address the Vietnam War and later Edwards’s own interests and relations to African culture. The entire project is an
investigation of intersectional identity, social justice, and political awareness. It is important to note that all of Edwards’s works are relevant, but
that the Lynch Fragments are the most emblematic of his oeuvre. In connection to Ryggen (and later Hannah Arendt), his more recent work Agricole
(2016) has specific relevance too.
Some Bright Morning is the first sculpture in Edwards’s Lynch Fragments series.
Ryggen made Spania (La hora se aproxima) in 1938 as a response to the Spanish Civil War.
Paasche, Hannah Ryggen, 35.
Paasche, Hannah Ryggen, 74.
“First, the longer I live with the art of Europe and the United States in the twentieth century … the more it seems to me that retrogression is its
deepest and most persistent note. Picasso is far from alone. Think of Schwitters immured in his erotic cathedral, or Matisse reassembling Morocco
in his apartment; of Mondrian in his desperate dream-chamber and Brâncuși among the totems; of Tatlin plunging earthward in his flying machine;
Bonnard in his bathroom, Malevich in his coffin; of Duchamp playing peek-a-boo through a crack in the door and Pollock holed up in his eternal
log cabin; and ask yourself, what is modern art but a long refusal, a long avoidance of catastrophe, a set of spells against an intolerable present?”
T.J. Clark, Picasso and Truth: From Cubism to Guernica (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2013), 14.
Kurt Schwitters started on his never completed Merz Barn in Ambleside in England’s rural Lake District. Maybe Schwitters wanted isolation and
sought out the countryside for that. Hannah Ryggen is a potent reminder that it is the practice itself, not the location, that is the defining factor.
Paasche, Hannah Ryggen, 167.
Hannah Arendt, The Human Condition, 2nd ed. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1998), 139.
Arendt, The Human Condition, 144.
Arendt, The Human Condition, 145.
See Immanuel Kant, The Critique of Judgement, trans. J.H. Bernard, 2nd ed. rev. ( London: MacMillan, 1914), Online Library of Liberty ebook,
https://oll.libertyfund.org/titles/kant-the-critique-of-judgement.
Deep ecology is fundamentally nonhierarchical, and is related to eco-feminism. The figure of Næss was public and at the same time easy to accuse
of using privilege to be escapist. He had a very romantic relation to nature, but at the same time a radical one, and it is the fundamental values in deep
ecology that I find captivating. In addition, some of the ideas involved in deep ecology might resonate because of my own relation to nature and the
mountains, having spent a good portion of my life in the midst of it.
Arne Næss, in The Call of the Mountain: Arne Naess and the Deep Ecology Movement, documentary, directed by Jan van Boeckel (Netherlands:
ReRun Producties, 1997), YouTube video, 50:54, uploaded by Arne Næss / Deep Ecology, August 22, 2015, https://youtu.be/Wf3cXTAqS2M.
Arendt, The Human Condition, 170.
Arendt, The Human Condition, 171.
Arendt, The Human Condition, 168.
My favourite example of translation is when an author translates their own work, but in that process writes a new version; Samuel Beckett
is always my go-to example here. Beckett also wrote books and plays that he never translated and which he insisted never should be translated,
mainly meaning from French into English.
Dombås, Norway, where I grew up and lived for nineteen years.
By “full animation” I mean the fully animated body, whole and almost free from its material reality. Essentially a classical sculpture: obviously
made from material, but being so whole it takes on a different life, outside/inside the rock, wood, or metal.
The origin of the acanthus pattern is multiple, related to many patterns used in a similar fashion and with similar designs, such as the Egyptian lotus
and papyrus pattern. But based on archaeological indications, the acanthus design was established as an ornament tradition in northern Greece
around 700 BCE.
Much of the material use, aesthetic, and techniques of this work were inspired by Japanese and Chinese woodworking. In these traditions, the
evidence of understanding of function and skill of production is often supposed to be laid bare in the final result, as an aesthetic property signifying
value, not unlike well-made ornamentation.
Schlemmer premiered his Triadisches Ballett in 1922, which became an important work of the Bauhaus.
I am referring in this section to Danh Vo’s exhibition Take My Breath Away, Guggenheim Museum, New York, February 9 – May 9, 2018; his untitled
exhibition at CAPC Contemporary Art Museum Bordeaux, May 19 – October 28, 2018; and his sculpture Oma Totem (2009).
To view these and others of Baghramian’s works, see “Nairy Baghramian,” kurimanzutto, http://www.kurimanzutto.com/artists/nairy-baghramian.
These are notes I made while doing research for this paper, but I can’t recall what exactly I was reading at the time; possibly these ideas come from the
first chapter of Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari’s Anti-Oedipus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1987).
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Rannveig Jónsdóttir, Thursday – January 3 – 13:00, 2019. Plastic, steel. Part of Flowline, mixed media installation. Installation view, MFA exhibition,
KHM2 Gallery, Malmö, 2019
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HRINGRÁS*
* An Icelandic word for “circuit” or “something that goes full circle.”

I
Stumble …
Hands and feet sprawling out of control—balance lost.
Everything spins in rhythm with the unsteady horizon of
reality. The ground beneath you vanishes and your only
drive is to regain balance—the eternal tendency of the body
to maintain an inner stability starts turning the wheels.
When you feel no resonance with your works, the tendency
is to seek support in your life views, your own ideas of the
purpose of yourself and your work; even trusting in doubt
and its nature.1

William Shakespeare claimed that all the world is a stage
and all the men and women merely players. We are drawn
into a life full of drama where the theme is constantly
repeated. Each of us carries a world of characters who regularly engage with one another, and this inner world, always
recurring, determines what happens in the external world.
Psychoanalysis implies that the script of the soul was written long ago, and the writer is a childlike I, struggling with
living in an adult world whose overwhelming drama is quite
different from the child’s.2

Day 1—Thursday, January 3, 2019
I step aboard and the first thing I learn is that we’ll be
twice as long out there as I had expected. It’s too late
to back out. All alone in the middle of the ocean with
fifteen fishermen for four days and four nights. The
weather forecast is not good, and they tell me that this
is not exactly the best tour I could have selected. Still,
I believe that I won’t get seasick and that I’ll manage
to do good work. In my backpack I’ve got a sketchbook, books, watercolours, sound-recording gear, and
a camera. After the first few hours, I’m not as optimistic. I haven’t been able to work much—I’ve become
so seasick, I need to lie down in my bunk bed just to
be able to exist. The thought of standing and rolling
between the walls of the ship is unbearable. Everything
creaks—I feel like the hulk of the ship is straining with
each mile. It rolls and groans—is in groaning balance.
It is very peculiar to be in total imbalance in your own
body, mind, and environment. We had battered fish
for dinner, but I quickly regurgitated that. At least the
boys were fishing well—they hauled over seven tonnes
in one go. A lot of redfish slipped in, though. I understand that the goal is to catch eighty tonnes of cod. We
are a bit south of the Westfjords—at the very edge of
the fishing jurisdiction. I hope I’ll feel better tomorrow.

At the beginning of a process, everything seems unclear.
The best thing to do at that point is simply to close your
eyes and start a blind search. A certain ambiguity comes
with not knowing the surroundings in the way you are used
to. Little by little you become more tuned in to your other
senses. Uncertainty develops into excitement and c uriosity,
which in turn leads to a new understanding each time.3
At some point in time, you may stumble and falter—lose
balance and fall. At that point, uncertainty looms and the
only thing to do is to simply allow the fall to happen and
accept your fate.
In this essay I attempt to go through the journey leading
to my works. In the beginning, more often than not there
is doubt, which later turns into courage that takes me to
a destination, where I stop for a while before continuing
on, and then the whole thing repeats itself. Now, as I write
this text, I am in the middle of the process, and connections
take hold like vegetation that I need to tend to and find the
right soil for. I rely on the writings of Joyce McDougall and
Sigmund Freud on psychoanalysis. I mention the Dutch
artist Bas Jan Ader, in addition to the life and philosophies
of the Icelandic artists Sigurður Guðmundsson and Hreinn
Friðfinnsson, who were members of the so-called SÚM
movement in the 1960s in Iceland. I write about the process
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that I am in now, in addition to a couple of my earlier works.
I touch upon the writings of John Ruskin, the Victorian art
critic, and the works of the English painter J. M. W. Turner.
Lastly, I mention three contemporary artists: photographer
Allan Sekula, performance artist and photographer Janine
Antoni, and sound artist Jana Winderen.
II
… and Fall
Just after the turn of the year, I ventured out alone on a little
journey. Despite a foreboding weather forecast, I stepped
aboard with fifteen fishermen on a large fishing vessel. The
ship is a trawler from Hnífsdalur, which is a village in the
northwest of Iceland with a population of six hundred. This
great hulk of a ship is named Páll Pálsson ÍS-102 and the
captain shares a first name with his vessel. It’s a brand-new
ship where the catch is gutted and chilled on board and then
sold on as high-quality raw goods for demanding markets.4
I decided early on not to think of this journey until just
before sailing off—then it would be too late to back out. To
go out to sea was completely alien to me, as I had never been
so far out; yet it was familiar at the same time, as I have lived
close to the wharf my whole life. I stepped aboard steeled
with my stubbornness, starting a blind search—trusting my
instincts. The night before departure I didn’t sleep much;
the anxiety of the past months took form in a dream where
I was given the task of tackling a great mountain of shellwhite little fish and arranging them prettily for four days.
The days aboard were filled with rhythmic repetition and
I felt like time stood still as if inside a broken hourglass.
The Dutch artist Bas Jan Ader made a series of video works
that he called Fall. He created these works in 1970 – 71 and
they were pivotal to his career—through them he developed his ideas on tragedy, which finally led him to the last
piece of the series, and subsequently his last work of art,
In Search of the Miraculous (1973 – 75). As a part of the
work he set off on a solo sail across the Atlantic on a small
boat and disappeared.5 Ader’s work from this time evokes a
strong desire in me to realise my inner condition. I feel how,
with each work, he exposes his vulnerability, and I find it
challenging to look at some of them. In his work I’m Too
Sad to Tell You (1970 – 71), Ader appears in a black-andwhite silent film and cries for three minutes for reasons
unknown. It is a simple act that evokes a familiar, human
feeling with its sincerity. Many have tried to decipher what
Ader’s intention was with his journey across the Atlantic. I
think it was simply an important part in the development
of his work. He had a strong and romantic feeling for the
concept and made the decision to set sail on the grounds of
needing to follow his instincts.
Day 2—Friday, January 4, 2019
I feel terrible! I can’t do a single thing—can’t walk or
stay awake. I am so weak, I feel like the forces of the
ocean are pulling the ship down, deeper and deeper,
and me along with it. I made two attempts to eat some
rice porridge for lunch, but threw up both times. I have
never felt like this—I feel how the waves of the ocean
fight with the hull of the ship and within me it is as if
all the fluids in my body are fighting with their vessel,
looking for a way out until finally—some of it does find
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the way up. I feel best lying down on my back with my
head slightly tilted to the right. I stubbornly get to my
feet once in a while and cope for about half an hour,
and that’s when I manage to get a bit of work done.
The lads are all so good to me, they make sure I eat
something and show me where I can hear interesting
sounds. It is beautiful to see how these tough fishermen
become so soft. I suppose they find it kind of nice to
have someone to take care of, for a change. They all
understand me, as most of them have been through this
at least once. Today is not such a good day for them
though: the trawl got a hole in it earlier and I gather
that it happened again this afternoon—they lost a bit
of the catch. We are still fishing in the same waters as
yesterday. I went up to the bridge to the captain around
nine to call home, as I have no telephone or internet
connection. The view was beautiful up there with
Captain Páll, the horizon all around us. I have never
seen that before.
In her writings, the psychoanalyst Joyce McDougall maintains that there is not much in this life governed by coincidence. Yet we seem to find solace in the idea that we are
playthings of fate and that life is a series of coincidences
that automatically solve concerns that are important to us.
However, we are in fact merely unaware of the subliminal
choices that lead to our actions and their consequences.6
I have an ongoing conversation with myself about how
personal I can allow myself to be—in the end, the driving
force in my works always stems from personal experience. It is no coincidence that the ocean appears in almost
everything I do. It is a direct connection to my origins, and
possibly it is always the little I who chooses the subject each
time. I grew up with the ocean as my neighbour, this neighbour that I know and yet can’t fathom at the same time, and
will probably never truly understand in depth. I don’t trust
it and I can’t control it, and yet it is extremely important to
me—my foundation and my greatest fear at the same time.
From an early age, I have been influenced by the philosophies of the so-called SÚM artists in Iceland from the 1960s
and the art scene of that same time in the Netherlands. My
father studied in the Netherlands and was an assistant to the
artists Sigurður Guðmundsson and Hreinn Friðfinnsson.
As a child I listened to their conversations, slowly but
surely adding to my knowledge and then later partaking in
these conversations myself. I have long admired Sigurður’s
attitude towards life and art. I find his concept of the artwork as a “fingerprint of the soul” such a beautiful outlook
on creativity—that the work of art is in fact one’s soul’s
endeavour to connect with the outer world.7 Sigurður has
little interest in making works on any political topic, but
rather sees his works as abstract feelings whose outcome is a
lyrical dialogue with life.8 I have found it helpful to see how
fearless he is in his work regarding romanticism, feelings,
and expressing them—unafraid of these clichés, because
there you find an infinite source of material. I try to pursue
my feelings, whatever they may be, without needing further
reasoning than that. Sometimes my mind gets in my way,
and then I try to find balance between the ideas and the
feelings.
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The works of Hreinn Friðfinnsson have provided me with
another type of knowledge. I have been more drawn to
his work aesthetically and conceptually. They are in fact a
good combination of the lyrical feelings of Sigurður and
thorough conceptual grounding. House Project (1974 – ) is a
work that spans almost all of Hreinn’s career. He stumbled
onto a story of a man called Sólon Guðmundsson who lived
in Ísafjörður, which happens to be my hometown. Sólon
lived in a house that he built inside and out and named
Slunkaríki. Later, my father used that same name for a
gallery he operated, with other artists, for three decades in
Ísafjörður. The special thing about Sólon’s house was that
the things that are usually concealed and closed off from
the public became the external part of the house, and that
which is usually on display to the world was turned inside.
Sólon said that the purpose of wallpaper is to please the
eyes, and so it only made sense to have it on the outside of
the house for all to enjoy. In the summer of 1974, Hreinn
built a house in the same style in the wilderness of Iceland,
where no other man-made thing is to be seen.9 He describes
the project this way: “The existence of this house has made
outside shrink into a small fenced off space that the walls of
the house border. Everything else is now inside. The house
therefore contains the entire world except itself.”10 Hreinn
has so far built four houses. The Second House was built
in France in 2008, but then he turned the house outside in,
making it possible to only look through its windows; inside
there was wallpaper, pictures documenting The First House,
and a miniature model of the first iteration, reduced to a
three-dimensional drawing made of wire. Then, the little
wire model of The Second House was scaled up to life size
and placed on the original site of The First House in Iceland
as The Third House in 2011. The fourth and last house
(so far) was constructed in Germany as a part of Skulptur
Projekte 2017. The house was set up just outside Münster in
a small forest, this time built from the model of The Third
House, except now made of stainless steel, giving the effect
that the surroundings are mirrored in it, and so it is hardly
possible to tell the difference between the internal and the
external.11
Lately in my practice I have been addressing the journeys of
fishermen and their battles with the weather gods. Through
the fishermen’s surroundings, I have pondered birth, existence, and impermanence, like a story that has a beginning,
a middle, and an end. The visual artist Allan Sekula published a very interesting book, Fish Story, which he worked
on from 1989 to 1995. He photographed harbours and the
fishing industry all over the globe. In the beginning of the
book, he talks about having grown up by the sea and a
harbour area, which made him think about ideas around
existence and impermanence:
I’m speaking only for myself here, although I suspect
that a certain stubborn and pessimistic insistence on
the primacy of material forces is part of a common
culture of harbor residents. This crude materialism is
underwritten by disaster. Ships explode, leak, sink, collide. Accidents happen every day. Gravity is recognized
as a force.12

I agree with Sekula. Growing up by the seaside has without
a doubt influenced how I experience impermanence. The
difference is how I use my origins; unlike Sekula, I am more
interested in the romanticism surrounding the world of
the harbour, rather than a political view. In my graduation
work from the Iceland University of the Arts, Reykjavík,
from 2017, I reflect on this impermanence and express these
reflections through a sound work and sculpture. The central
point of the work is its title and a text referring to an actual
event where a ship capsized: Gentle Northerly Winds and
Calm Seas. It is a weather description from the midsummer
day, with mild weather, gentle northerly winds, and calm
seas, when the ship capsized. In the text, I wonder if the
undercurrent was to blame, or something else. Reason leads
us to some possible conclusions, but the gap between the
dead and the living will always be there. Out of this t ragedy,
I borrowed a scientific weather report that I translated into
a sound work and sculpture, and I carefully try to find a
way, through the work, to link this tragedy to the larger
context of impermanence that we all need to deal with in
life.
III Balancing Acts
I was a line boat, more than eighty years old, con
tinuing my struggle to keep balance in the harbour.
I followed the moon and the tides—every day, four
times a day. First the low tide—I go down—then the
high, and up I go. A few months back I felt something
different. When I went down, and the moon pulled
me back up I struggled more than ever. The ocean
expanded, and the surface of the sea raised. It was a
quiet day—the weather was calm, and the air cooled
rapidly. My home—blue as ice—felt like knives against
my old watertight hull. In total silence and by myself I
lost balance. The salty sea flowed in, slowly filling my
inboards. I got heavy and soon I went under. Listening
to my colleagues’ unclear rumbling above me, fighting
the same fight. My white flag was up. I lost balance
within myself—I was no longer balanced on the sea or
by the moon.13
This narrative is from my textual work Before She Lost
Balance (2018). It came in the wake of the earlier Gentle
Northerly Winds and Calm Seas, and with this work the
running theme in my work becomes clear. It is, in fact,
another attempt to give substance to a feeling through an
actual event. The work is composed of four wall sculptures
made of plastic and metal, a sound work, and two texts
written on silk. A print of measurements of the tides in
Ísafjörður harbour hangs at the entrance of the exhibition
space and functions as information regarding the work,
thus locating the work in time and space. The core of Before
She Lost Balance is a first-person narrative of a boat struggling to maintain balance by the harbour, its home. One
day, as the tide came in, it lost balance and sank. By personifying the boat, her struggle for balance is transferred to a
familiar human battle—to come to terms with the thought
that perfect balance can never be achieved. This struggle
for balance reminds me of a work by Janine Antoni, Touch
(2002), where she attempts to walk on the horizon. The
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video work shows Antoni walking along a tightrope set up
on the beach outside her childhood home in the Bahamas.
With each step, she touches the horizon; she falters but
never falls. She had practised walking the tightrope for an
hour a day. After a week of practice, she started to notice
that she was getting more balanced, but then she realised
that she wasn’t in fact achieving balance, but rather becoming more comfortable with being off balance.14
The sound work component of Before She Lost B
 alance is
twofold. Two different interpretations of the same topic.
The first is a sound recording taken underwater in the
harbour here in Malmö, where a sunken ship lies on the
bottom of the sea, with distant sounds of an old boat’s
choppy motor struggling to keep running. The second is the
sound of three trombone players interpreting, in dialogue
with me, the tidal information from the week before the
boat in Ísafjörður harbour sank. I am very familiar with
musical instruments; I played the piano for a long time, and
my mother is a professional pianist. Interpretation is, in my
opinion, something that you are constantly dealing with.
Just as you interpret music, acting, dance, and visual art,
you are constantly interpreting feelings, experiences, and
conversations in everyday life.
The last part of the work consists of four wall sculptures,
also made from the tidal tables, which are symbols of the
ebb and flow of the tide leading up to the event. An attempt
to materialise the moments before the boat collapsed. The
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sculptures thus contain information of time, place, and the
event itself. The plastic is semi-transparent, and the ice-cold
colour impacts the space, rendering it cold. The final texture
of the plastic forms is of drops and bumps that shed a light
on a clumsy, and failed, man-made attempt to control.
J.M.W. Turner combined lighthouses and sunken ships in
his paintings to emphasise human endeavours to overcome
the forces of nature. I combine scientific graphs with sunken
ships to underline the same thing. Turner’s work Loss of
an East Indiaman (c. 1818) depicts the moment before the
vessel The Halsewell sank in January 1786 by the Isle of
Purbeck, in England, with more than 166 souls aboard.15
The ship’s mast is in the foreground, but the painting shows
mostly the wreckage and a terrifying wave that is about to
wash the people overboard into the sea. With this painting, Turner attempts to capture the moment right before
the ship finally sank. With Before She Lost Balance, I am
making a similar attempt to capture the antecedents to the
event of the ship disappearing under the surface.
Day 3—Saturday, January 5, 2019
The weather is foul, bræla, as we call it in Icelandic—
but at least I managed to sleep through the night. I’m
lucky I’m a sound sleeper; I think the motion-sickness
patch might be helping a bit with that. The lads were
worried that I was scared, as we found ourselves tumbling about in our bunks, but I don’t feel any fear,
I feel very safe—my stomach trouble seems to be getting
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worse though. We had waffles during the coffee break,
but I couldn’t eat lunch. I was completely depleted—
not surprising, as I haven’t eaten for three days. I doze
in my bunk listening to them haul the trawl up—I hear
it through my sleep, how the chains clash on the ship’s
hull; wires screeching and the capstans pulling against
the weight every three hours. At least I had my recording gear ready and managed to record the sounds
in my weak state between sleep and consciousness.
I managed to get up for supper; it’s better to eat even
though I can’t keep the food down. It is so difficult to
get up the stairs to the kitchen. I always feel like I’m
being dragged down. Sometimes I don’t make it, but
this time I did. Hamburgers for dinner; I finished mine,
but the story repeats itself. I was starting to fantasise
about jumping overboard, that it would be better than
being stuck on this ship for another minute—but I have
to endure this. I am more frightened of the fathoms of
the sea. Fishing is going well, however—I think they’ve
caught just under ninety tonnes.

out of it. The art critic John Ruskin wrote in detail about
composition in The Elements of Drawing in the mid-nineteenth century, and I find it still relevant today. He uses music composition as an example. In it, each and every note has
value in the piece it which is written, and if it is removed, the
whole composition falls apart.16 Ruskin explains:

When executing a work of art, I find it key that each element
achieves harmony and dialogue with the others. It is a question of composition and precision. I don’t w
 orry much
about lack of context, as an underlying common thread
always runs through that forms automatically in the process. It is my role to find this thread and make it visible to
the viewer, opening the work up for others to get something

In my opinion, Hreinn Friðfinnsson has long been one of
the masters of composition, where each component within
the artwork belongs and everything connects. In an interview with the art historian Jean-Hubert Martin from 1989,
Hreinn mentioned that the only thing that matters to him
is that there is one or more materials within each work that
mediates some sort of feeling. That there is some sort of

Composition means, literally and simply, putting
several things together, so as to make one thing out of
them; the nature and goodness of which they all have
a share in producing. Thus, a musician composes an
air, by putting notes together in certain relations; a
poet composes a poem, by putting thoughts and words
in pleasant order; and a painter a picture, by putting
thoughts, forms, and colours in pleasant order. In all
these cases, observe, an intended unity must be the
result of composition… . It is the essence of composition that everything should be in a determined place,
perform an intended part, and act, in that part, advantageously for everything that is connected with it.17
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i nteraction where each element corresponds with the others,
either as contrasts or to balance each other out.18
The second afternoon on the ship, I was confronted by a
sight that immediately enthralled me. We had already lost
sight of land, and the only thing I saw was the horizon, all
around me. For the first time, I felt a slight tremor of fear.
I felt like the horizon had lost its purpose, while at the same
time I was in fact experiencing it in its natural form for the
first time. I was in the middle of everything, and at the same
time, in the middle of the void. I reminded me of a work
by Hreinn from 1973 called Attending. Two photographs
show a hand holding a mirror: one of the photographs has a
blue, cloud-speckled sky in the back, and the mirror reflects
bright green grass; the other photograph has it reversed—
the green grass forms the backdrop while the sky is reflected
in the mirror. An interplay of sky and earth, a horizon of the
body and soul.
IV
Just before Landing
One thing leads to another and each gesture flows into the
next.
When I was a child, my father once told me something that
has stayed with me ever since. The family sat around the
kitchen table having dinner in complete silence. Nobody
said a word—I found it uncomfortable and asked if we
couldn’t have a conversation. My dad quickly answered,
“My dear Rannveig, silence preserves the most beautiful
moments.” I have kept these words of wisdom close to
my heart and try to enjoy these moments. When there is
nothing to listen to, you start to hear.

“Silence is not the absence of sound but the beginning of
listening.”19
In terms of psychoanalysis, Joyce McDougall talks about
the recurrence of characters of the past and how each inner
stage is bound to these characters who appear again and
again in the same role. Each of these characters of ours uses
a technique that they discovered in childhood and relives,
with great precision, the same sorrows and joys of the past
with the same outcome of pleasure and discomfort.20
The world of silence has interested me for a long time—
the mundane sounds that you stop hearing. During the
few days I spent on the trawler, I didn’t have many conversations, but I experienced silence in its most beautiful
and interesting form. The sounds of the ship contained so
much—struggle, weather change, humanity, machinery,
strength, nausea, weakness, movement, dizziness, creaking
and clanking, bleakness, lightness, and so on and so forth.
Sound artist Jana Winderen has made an effort to collect
sounds from places that are not easily accessible. She talks
about sound as an immaterial that opens up another sort
of experience that can offer both associative and direct
experience and sensory perception.21 Thus, sound shas an
impact on everything surrounding you; it intensifies the
atmosphere that exists in the interaction of all environmental factors. It draws you closer to what you see and
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experience, like a ghost floating around visuality, moving
and playing with it—giving it life and shaping the visual
with a formless breeze.22
With sound you can become more aware of your inner
body and feelings. When I listen to the sound recordings
I made on the ship, I feel myself physically travelling back
to the leather couch where Captain Páll sat across from me
in his chair, looking at the computer monitors. I feel how
the ship rocked from right to left in rhythm with the creaking and cracking. The first days after I returned ashore,
I couldn’t listen to the recordings, as they evoked the constant nausea I suffered on board the ship. This quality of
sound is extremely interesting and powerful; it strengthens
and improves other aspects of the work, ties up loose ends,
and helps me to get a feel for the entirety.
Day 4—Sunday, January 6, 2019
Today is the last day. I woke up at half past eleven to
the kitchen bell—lunch was a hog roast, which I of
course couldn’t eat. I had dry toast a bit later. Now
we are in the famous Halamið fishing grounds—just
a bit further north than yesterday. These have been
good fishing waters for decades. I finally managed to
get some proper work done in the afternoon—because
I was starting to feel slightly better. The fact that this
is the last day is also a kick in the arse. I captured a
fantastic sound from the bow thruster; it is at the very
front of the prow, as far down the ship as is possible. I
also completed recording in the engine room. We had
meatballs for dinner. They were so good, and this was
the first meal I managed to keep down. I lasted quite
long in the lounge too, and watched a bad Icelandic
television series. About two hours later, the meatballs
found their way up again. I had a little nap. My goal for
the day was to get a good sound recording of when they
were hauling in the trawl. I got a call from the captain
about twelve; he was letting me know that they were
going to heave the trawl in. I got up and went outside.
A shy fellow was waiting for me there with a helmet
and told me that he’d been put on watch duty over me.
He watched me sneak around with all my equipment
around the working lads. I managed to document the
whole heave—sound, video, and a few good photos.
Pleased, I went to bed and looked forward to tomorrow, because then I would be heading home.
V
Landing
The work of art has long been a sort of platform for people
to create context in a world that seems at odds and without
context.23 A character resides in the artwork who tackles the
soul in order to achieve harmony with the external world. In
the end, this character finally reaches a conclusion and the
world becomes one and whole; harmony forms. The process
is a cycle of repetition and attempts to find this entirety,
and when all is said and done, it is simply about allowing
yourself to fall and land—again and again until you find
logic. When I was a child, I was told that I would have to
fall about a hundred times on my cross-country skis before
I would become good. The next time I fell, I welcomed it.
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In his paradigm-shifting work Beyond the Pleasure Principle from 1920, Sigmund Freud puts forth a hypothesis that
the point of all life is death. We live for the sole purpose
of dying—of getting back to an earlier state that we once
disappeared from and aim to regain. Returning to this state
is a long and winding road full of repetition. Freud saw recurrence of painful experience in the nightmares of patients
with post-traumatic stress disorder and in children’s play
based on the reoccurring disappearance of the mother. With
repetition, higher powers of the soul are at work, stemming
from repeated unease to gain control over it and achieve an
inner balance.24 Within each work of Bas Jan Ader, this repetition appears; he falls, cries, and puts himself in difficult
situations that test his endurance. With each work, he floats
closer to the earlier state, and finally the end came for him,
with deadly force, most likely in the middle of the Atlantic
Ocean.
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Impermanence forms a strong thread in my works, it reoccurs and takes on a new form each time. Higher powers are
probably at work, helping me to face the knowledge that,
for each soul, the story will reach an end—which most
probably has been decided long ago by a childlike heart.
Heading Home—morning, Monday, January 7, 2019
I see land, woken up by the Captain. I go up to the mess
hall and stare out to sea through the window. We approach the pier fast, and I finally step on solid ground.
I feel like I haven’t been in my own body aboard this
ship. But it was worth it—I am richer in experience
and I feel a bit like a hero; it’s a good feeling. I am so
grateful for my friends on the Páll Pálsson ÍS-102. The
most beautiful thing I take back home with me is the
experience of having the horizon all around me—that
was unique.
Hands and feet sprawling out of control. I allow myself to
fall and land shortly after.
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An Expensive Mishap

“Do something, talk about something.
Brutus, thou sleep’st. Awake, awake!
What did I see today? Some watercolors!
May I speak about watercolors?
Certainly. Go right ahead. Why not?
The watercolorist is perhaps a feuilletonist in the field of painting.
Did these watercolors please you my dear fellow?
They did. Very much so, in a sense.
What sense is that?
With regard to their daintiness, their objectivity.
The watercolorist watercolors freely while appealing to common sense. He paints cheekily, as it were,
and at the same time documents his own good judgment, his feeling for what it is.”
—Robert Walser, “Watercolors”1

Reading is perception through translation. The stiff, in
themselves meaningless, letters come alive and turn into
pictures in your mind. Swiss writer Robert Walser wrote
the most amazing little story, “Das Zimmerstück” (A oneroom story, 1913).2 The story is about a writer who struggles
with writer’s block, but then, in the throes of doubt, comes
up with the brilliant idea of going exploring under his bed,
although this appears to have been all in vain when he soon
realises that the idea feels constructed and unnecessary.
He hardly has time to begin worrying again before he sees
something else in the room that triggers his mind and his
pen. This time, it is a broken umbrella hanging from a rusty
little nail, which he likens to two homeless people propping
each other up in all their misery. He is inspired, and the
writing gushes forth, but he stops abruptly when he realises
that his landlord has turned off the heating in the apartment because he has been late with the rent. The story is
only a few pages long but still manages to elegantly portray
the solutions, problems, and absurdities that exist in any
artistic practice, both within and beyond the work itself. I
also feel that the story is part of what you might call a “for
now” practice, in which Walser uses “Das Zimmerstück”
and several other stories to plug the gap between what he
wants to do and what he’s capable of doing. It’s as though
he was trying to use his characters and stories to pick the
lock of the door to his true practice, which seems to have
become jammed somehow. You see, he keeps returning to
his creative block, and to the ways his time is used, spent,
and finally disappears.

Walser’s career as an author was relatively short, as he, after
a period of fictional exile in Paris (which he imagined to
himself day after day), suffered a breakdown that resulted
in his admission to Waldau, a psychiatric hospital in Bern,
in 1929. At the hospital, Walser began to experiment with
self-prescribed rules and limitations, such as using only
a single page for a story, or not bothering to number the
pages in longer stories. After a time, he withdrew further
into himself and began writing texts in what was first
assumed to be a kind of coded micro-writing, but was later
discovered to be nothing but extremely small handwriting.
Near the end of his life, Walser was transferred, against his
will, to a nother psychiatric institution, where he gave up
writing and reading entirely and began taking endless walks
instead.3 I like to think that Walser grew increasingly obsessed with capturing the motion of thought rather than its
finished results, and that he moved on to turning time into
space through his walking. I feel a kinship with Walser and
his characters, with his evasive behaviour, which becomes
just another path, and with the problems he had coming up
with ideas that he simply didn’t have.

“Perhaps I’m an artist trying to be a writer, perhaps I’m a
writer trying to be an artist.”4
Plans and ideas that seemed fully thought through when
you awoke in the morning get jumbled up during the few
steps it takes to reach your desk or studio. I spend a lot of
time in the studio—thinking, daydreaming. I read, write,
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take notes, look at things I’ve brought in, try to remember
why. Days change quickly, as does my mood. My desk is
full of opened books, mostly fiction, but also an artist book
or two; it’s the same next to my bed at home. I don’t know
if it’s my impatience or my laziness that causes me to read
just a page here and there. Sometimes I feel like I’m looking
for something very specific, other times I feel like I’m just
passing the time.
In Roland Barthes by Roland Barthes (1975), Roland
Barthes writes that the process of writing begins by mistaking oneself for another, and that the first thing an artist
needs to create before they actually create is an author.5
Marcel Broodthaers started out as a poet, but after years of
literary and financial struggle, he decided to become a visual
artist and start making objects. His first work involved taking fifty unsold copies of his poetry collection Pense-Bête
(Memory aid, 1964) and casting them in plaster. In the foreword of the exhibition catalogue for his first show, he wrote:
I, too, wondered whether I could not sell something
and succeed in life. For some time I had been no good
at anything. I am forty years old… . Finally the idea of
inventing something insincere crossed my mind and I
set to work straightaway. At the end of three months
I showed what I had produced to Philippe Edouard
Toussaint, the owner of the Galerie St Laurent. “But
it is art” he said “and I will willingly exhibit all of it.”
“Agreed” I replied. If I sell something, he takes 30%.
It seems these are the usual conditions, some galleries
take 75%.
What is it? In fact it is objects.6
Through this text, the transformation occurs, and he takes
on the role of an artist. He turns reality into fiction and
fiction into reality, and went on to produce a series of works
in which he both incorporates text and plays on the absence
of text. In Rosalind Krauss’s text A Voyage on the North
Sea: Art in the Age of the Post-Medium Condition, she calls
fiction itself Broodthaer’s “master medium,” when commenting on his imaginary museum Department of Eagles
(1968), which he was the director of.7 On several occasions,
he also expressed that fiction was an effective way of getting
things done.
Broodthaers is the subject of an incredible amount of
writing, which is something that can sometimes make him
seem a little inaccessible to me. His works are multifaceted,
and precise, and yet so hard to place. He’s a romantic, but
he’s also cynically honest, and he seems able to exist in art
the same way that Marcel Proust existed in his writing.
Last spring, when I was on an exchange for a month at
HISK (Higher Institute for Fine Arts) in Ghent, Belgium,
I visited the Broodthaers cabinet at S.M.A.K. (Municipal
Museum of Contemporary Art). The casts of the books that
I mentioned earlier were there, and so was the film La Pluie
(Projet pour un texte) (The rain (project for a text), 1969).
The film shows Broodthaers sitting in a garden (which belonged to his fictional museum), writing intensely in what

appears to be a notebook. Rain begins to fall (poured from
a watering can) onto the pages, upon which the ink, still
not set, turns from writing into pools and abstract patterns.
When he finally gives up and stops writing, the paper is
soaked through, beyond repair. The text is illegible, and
I begin to read the film instead. The dissolved letters, which
now form images instead of words, turn the writer’s intentions into something unfamiliar. I see the text connecting
with reality, and I think of when I spilled a cup of coffee
over my keyboard (an expensive mishap, as it turned out).
The themes that recur throughout the exhibition are mussels, eggs, and René Magritte’s pipe (which isn’t a pipe).8
Broodthaers’s favourite restaurant is said to have been
the source for the mussels and eggs. The mussels are often
thought to be comments on his home country, and the eggs
are regarded as symbols of a kind of beginning.
Shell and content, form and idea? Broodthaers was particularly fascinated by mussels and claimed that they were
perfect. In Pense-Bête, he writes: “The Mussel / This clever
thing has avoided society’s mould. / She’s cast herself in her
very own. / Other look-alikes share with her the anti-sea.
/ She’s perfect.”9
Many of Broodthaers’s works appear to be in constant
transition, so that the beginning coexists with the end, and
vice versa, and you end up somehow in between, or in the
middle of the work. Paul Valéry wrote that a poem can
never be finished, only abandoned.10 Broodthaers reminds
me of that.
I say that I’m writing, I write that I’m writing. During my
years at Malmö Art Academy, I’ve written twenty or so
texts that all in some way address or deal with various kinds
of creative processes. These texts often take short, narrative
formats, spanning one to ten pages or so. Here are some of
the titles: “Sculpture in Europe,” “Sculpture in the Mode,”
“Sculpture Tail,” “Reading Tree,” “Talking Sculpture,”
“Something Completely New,” “My Other Painting Is a
Lamp,” “Mr. Phale,” and “The Text.” At first, I separated
writing from the rest of my practice, but I soon discovered
the potential of text for transforming creative blocks and
problems into something more constructive, and this was
something I was keen to use in my work instead of having
it weigh me down by going unused. The written word can
function as method, source, and material. In my previous
search for form, essential aspects of the content were always
lost. The analogue quality of text seems to allow me to
grasp many of the translation phases that have otherwise
tended to be sticking points for me when working with other
mediums. Text has a clearly defined start and finish, you
read from left to right, left to right, left to right. From top to
bottom. The longer the text is, the longer it will take to read.
The use of text in my practice became a story in its own
right, with a before and an after. Before I wrote, and after
I started writing. The written word feels full of p
 ossibility,
the feeling that you can create something out of almost
nothing. Text is closer to thought, whereas everything else
feels like ideas, analogue versus digital.11
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After dematerialising my works through text, my desire to
make something more physical began to return. I started
experimenting with and testing various ways of combining
and activating the texts. They were read aloud, printed on
sheets of A4 paper, turned into booklets, posters, books.
Pasted to walls, sculptures, and paintings. Placed on tables,
benches, and podiums. The objects that I combined with
the various texts were specific to each one, and served to
extend the written word into space.

Image courtesy of Joakim Sandqvist

Broodthaers talked about his practice as a feedback loop between language and images, fiction and reality, and I began
to follow a similar path myself. The difference between text,
object, and image gradually dissolves, and what remains is a
form of narration. The painter R. H. Quaytman talks about
her exhibitions as site-specific chapters of a book in which
her paintings function as pages that the viewers can wander
around in.12 Page after page, chapter after chapter, I read
her exhibitions.

In 1998, the artist Seth Price published the text Dispersion,
which is an artwork in the form of a historical essay. It was
published in a wide variety of formats and editions: printed
in various publications and books, made available as a PDF
file on Price’s website, and, finally, turned into sculptural
objects and paintings. The text addresses various systems
of distribution, circulation, and production in relation to
the accessibility of the internet and how these systems affect
our experiences of a work of art. Price’s essay also provides
suggestions of new potential places and contexts in and
during which art might actually exist. The text becomes the
result of what the text itself addresses, and, finally, it emerges as a kind of manifesto for Price’s own practice. Since
Dispersion, he has written several works of fiction such as
Fuck Seth Price (2015) and How to Disappear in A
 merica
(2008) while also producing conventional exhibitions at
major institutions. He mixes different materials and practices to get where he wants to go as efficiently as possible,
but he always expresses a particular reverence for text as a
material. He claims that the written word is unique in the
sense that it can be used even when one is totally blocked.13
You can write about not writing, and I think it’s this same
quality that I admire too—writing as a kind of way out, or
a way of approaching something unfamiliar.

Carl-Oskar Jonsson, Untitled (repaired), 2019. Metal and cover film, 120 x 120 cm; and 8, 2019. Street number

Image courtesy of the artist
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Carl-Oskar Jonsson, too late, 2019. Watercolor on Daler Rowney paper, 42 x 29,7 cm

Watercolours
I was out walking when I saw a man who seemed to be in
a great rush, and whose brisk pace finally broke into a run.
The man dramatically stood out from the crowd because of
his shift in tempo, and he looked like the main protagonist
of the scene, rushing past the city’s cast of extras. It was
easy to project dramaturgy onto the situation, as I wanted
to know where he was headed, what had happened, and
what would happen. I was fascinated by the fact that, in this
particular moment, he probably needed to be somewhere
else. After this event, I began to pay attention whenever I
saw somebody running and would come up with different
stories to explain why they seemed to be in such a rush. I
began to write short potential stories for them—all that the
running people needed was a before and an after. I captured
the protagonists and antagonists of the city with my camera, creating a kind of archive for my writing. The photo
graphs were necessary for me to get writing, and I used
them as starting points and a way of storing my characters.
When the writing became its own thing, it was as though
the photographs had served their purpose, and needed to be
made less specific.
To me, characters in books often appear as blank shovels,
or possibly figures with postures and clothing, but no face.
Page after page, they continue to lack facial features, but
then, for a fraction of a second, this changes, and the blank
faces suddenly remind me of myself or somebody I know.
As soon as I look away from the text and try to remember
who I actually saw, the shifting faces disappear and become
shovels once more.

I decided to try to place the photographs within a similar
vision or process, and began using them as references for
watercolours.
Working with watercolours seems to me to have the same
unpredictable quality as trying to photograph somebody
who is running, and a lot of things happen due to chance.
One movement blends into another. You only seem to be
able to control technique to a certain degree, and if you try
to avoid chance entirely, the picture loses its focus. Watercolour painting is good in the sense that it can be carried out
in the same place where you write without making too much
of a mess. It is a medium that is forgiving of certain kinds of
mistakes, and you can apply a sense of fortunate misfortune
in your process.
In Thomas Mann’s The Magic Mountain (1924), the
protagonist Hans Castorp visits the office-cum-studio of
Behrens, the director of the sanatorium where he is staying
for tuberculosis treatment, to admire his oil paintings.
When Castorp, mostly to keep the conversation going, says
that he himself has made an attempt or two along those
lines, Behrens energetically responds, “You don’t say!
Real, serious ones? Oil paintings?” To which Castorp says,
“No, no! All I ever managed was a few watercolours.”14
Watercolour painting becomes a kind of excuse here, one
that I find myself drawn to.
Watercolours have long been a neglected medium, a pursuit
ordinarily mastered in evening classes, but despite this, they
still involve the particular qualities of the brushstroke in the
struggle to articulate something. Covering your tracks is
just another way of leaving tracks.
I paint character after character, scene after scene.

Image courtesy of the artist
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Carl-Oskar Jonsson, hurry up now, 2019. Watercolor on Daler Rowney paper, 42 x 29,7 cm

Signs
Bridge, Twin, Mayco, Winsor 34, Untitled 1, The Paradoxical Absolute, and Locate are some of the titles of Robert
Ryman’s15 white monochrome paintings.16 Ryman lacked
formal art education, but in 1953, tempted by the prospect
of spending his days looking at art, he took a security guard
job at the Museum of Modern Art in New York. Ryman
used his scheduled rounds to study the objects in the particular room he was posted in. He was basically forced to
see it all. The guard shifts rotated weekly, which meant he
would get to spend a whole week in intimate encounter
with each room he was assigned to. Day in, day out, like
a sponge, he absorbed exhibition upon exhibition, artwork
upon artwork:
I was very open, I accepted anything I saw. I mean
I didn’t reject things, I looked at hundreds of painters. Of course the giants of the time I looked at more,
Matisse, Cézanne, Picasso, all of that. But I guess

I was very naïve. I felt that anything in the museum was
worthy of being there. So I looked at everything and
got something from everything.17
Ryman’s “painterly approach” (his favourite phrase) when
he began to paint later on was to explore the ways his tools
and materials responded and behaved. Each area, marking, and surface tested the characteristic properties of the
pigment. The first painting he made that he thought of as
“something” was (no.I) (1955), an orange monochrome.

After that, the colour white would come to dominate every
shade and tone. Ryman explains: “The use of white in
my paintings came about when I realised that it doesn’t
interfere. It’s a neutral colour that allows for a clarification
of nuance in painting. It makes other aspects of painting
visible that would not be so clear with the use of other
colours.” He continues, “White recommended itself by

what it didn’t do as well as what it did.”18
My own industrially produced signs remind me of Ryman’s
white paintings. However, if you look closer at the glossy,
white surfaces of the signs, you’ll find embossed remnants
of text, symbols, and logos that belong instead to the
tradition of Art & Language, who often combined text and
imagery or used them to accompany one another. My signs
are the result of a part-time job I’ve had for several years
at an advertising agency, which I’ve pursued on the side of
my practice. Advertising agencies and sign workshops have
a procedure for recycling and reusing old and m
 isprinted
signs, whereby they cover the old surface with a white
“neutral” film, so that they can print onto the used plate
over and over again. Through the supposedly new surface,
you can still vaguely make out the message the sign once
communicated. The sign ends up in a state of transition
from one message to the next. What’s been said and what
will be said reminds me of something … —What to do next?
When the sign is removed from its natural cycle and shown
in this extended resting state, it ends up somewhere between
text and image and becomes something to be both read and
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regarded. The individual signs are often parts of larger formations, like a puzzle. A sign on a rooftop, for instance,
could be made up of eight or nine smaller signs. Together,
they make up letters, words, and, equally as importantly,
empty spaces—meaning.
In Georges Perec’s novel Life: A User’s Manual (1978),
the character Bartlebooth decides to organise his entire
life around a single, big project.19 He studies watercolour
painting for ten years and then spends the next twenty travelling around the world to paint five hundred watercolours
of m
 arine subjects. His assistant pastes these watercolours
onto wooden boards, and they are subsequently sawn into
jigsaw puzzles. Then Bartlebooth spends another twenty
years solving and compiling the various jigsaw puzzles,
and next sends the assembled pictures back to the locations
where they were originally painted. At these locations, the
paintings are finally submerged into a detergent solution,
leaving nothing but blank white watercolour paper, on
which the manufacturer’s engraved watermark can still be
made out.
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The following phrases are each written in acrylic, under
a thin layer of oil paint, on Heimo Zobernig’s blue paintings from 2011: FUCK PAINTING, FORMALISM, PERFORMANCE PAINTING SCULPTURE, SCULPTURE
SCULPTURE PAINTING, FUCK SPIRIT, FINANCIAL
TRANS- ACTION.20 Who is saying what here? Is it the
artist, the image, or the discourse? The text and the words,
which are set in Helvetica typeface, address keywords from
contemporary painting criticism and say something about
how we choose to talk about what we hang on our walls.
Like a magician revealing his secrets after the performance,
Zobernig shows us what actually exists and what we’re
simply projecting. It’s paint on canvas.
For his ongoing series Exquisite Corpse: The Complete
Paintings of Manet (1988 – ),21 Stephen Prina started out
with Èdouard Manet’s full list of 556 works (paintings and
drawings) and is in the process of producing a kind of inventory of Manet’s work in a series of monochrome ink drawings at a scale of 1:1 (to be shown individually, alongside
a picture of Manet’s completed works) based on the sizes,

Image courtesy of Joakim Sandqvist
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grids, and colours of Manet’s pictures. The monochrome
pictures look more or less empty, but Prina insists on their
visual effect:
Perhaps the lowest common denominator of expressivity. The surfaces are sponged with a diluted sepia ink
wash. Some people see them as being vacant or empty
images. They are subtle, but they aren’t empty. In some
ways they’re as full as they could be. There’s pigment
edge to edge. Every square inch has been mapped
out, plotted and occupied. They are quite clearly
hand-made.22
Prina goes on to explain that the project is about trying
to gain a full understanding of somebody else’s work on
a physical level: “His body, my body, his paintings, my
paintings.”23

“Perception of ideas leads to new ideas.”26
Making myself a stranger in my own studio, or at the very
least, my own assistant, has been an effective way for me to
get things done. For a minute or two, doubts and critical
voices disappear. Move this, fetch that, do such and such.
Once the work is done, it’s hard not to be reminded of the
fact that what we do is often reminiscent of something else,
something that’s already been done. But, I don’t know—
perhaps that’s not a problem? Artists without images,
images without artists. A text is read through another text,
an image seen through another image. The text through
the image, the image through the text. What remains is an
allegorical picture, an appropriated picture, a picture that
has not been created, but taken.27 The works never seem to
get finished, and in their unfinished state, they are elements
within a shifting stream of materials that undergoes constant rearranging and retesting. What is actually created
seems to me to be a kind of intimate distance, a fictional
machine whose “real” product is ultimately the pretence of
making itself.

Image courtesy of Joakim Sandqvist

Dieter Roth is said to have copied Paul Klee’s paintings
in his youth, because he thought they were so good. The
strange part, according to him, was that his Klee paintings
never turned out as good as Klee’s paintings. The difference
amused him.24

“Every image of the past that is not recognized by the
present as one of its own concerns threatens to disappear
irretrievably.”25

Carl-Oskar Jonsson, Second thoughts on (no.1), 2019. Chipboard, paint, watercolours 21 x 29,5 cm, brochure holder. Installation view, MFA exhibition,
KHM2 Gallery, Malmö, 2019
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Short Story
“It must all be considered as if spoken by a character in a
novel.”
—Roland Barthes28
As a further development of works that never ended up
being made (for a variety of reasons), I’ve written a short
story, “A Dream Artist.” In the story, we follow an artist
who has grown weary of his own self, and who spends his
life at home in bed, imagining the works of his dreams without ever lifting a finger. His dream works grow increasingly
advanced as he becomes a better and better dream artist.
On particularly productive days, he doesn’t even get out of
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bed. Like Frenhof in Honorè de Balzac’s “The Unknown
Masterpiece” (1831), the character is a painter who is on his
way to losing his grasp on reality.29 It all begins when, one
night, he decides to stay and sleep in his studio instead of
going home. His concept of time dissolves, and eventually
he can’t tell the colours on his palette apart. He paints the
front and back of every last thing in his studio, and soon he
can no longer find his way out of the room-cum-painting.
Jorge Luis Borges supposedly said, “Why write a 500-page
novel when one can express the idea of the novel in one
single paragraph?”30
The short story ends with the artist asking himself if he can
be angry with himself. The answer turns out to be: yes.
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A Way Out

“I think a man spends his whole lifetime painting one picture or working on one piece of sculpture. The question of stopping
is really a decision of moral considerations. To what extent are you intoxicated by the actual act, so that you are beguiled by
it? To what extent are you charmed by its inner life? And to what extent do you then really approach the intention or desire
that is really outside it? The decision is always made when the piece has something in it that you really wanted.”
—Barnett Newman1

Post Art Card Shop
During my first year at Malmö Art Academy, my artistic
practice was fuelled by a curiosity about the inner e ssences
of things. Perhaps it was a desire to understand what an
artwork truly is. I searched for answers in various theories
and materials. In professors Emily Wardill and G
 ertrud
Sandqvist’s course “Some Roses and Their Phantoms”
(2015 – 16), I was given an introduction to Graham H
 arman’s
object-oriented philosophy. This philosophy states that
we humans are not able to perceive the world of objects
immediately, although we can catch a glimpse of objects’
true 
nature by approaching them indirectly.2 Another
philosopher whose works I studied at that time was Walter
Benjamin. Through his writings, I studied in some depth
the aura of the artwork, and what happens to an artwork
when it can be mass-produced.3 During my search, I also
began to take an interest in the relationship between the art
object and the museum. What role does this building play?

Is the museum, as Allan Kaprow states in his critique, a
mausoleum, or is it a place for empty spaces to be filled with
something other than life, as Robert Smithson suggests?4
My personal conclusion was that the museum is a curious
place that keeps objects alive through repetition, and thus
has the power to influence our memories through artworks.
While I was on this theoretical quest, I worked in materials
like ceramics, metal, and plastic. During this exploration of
sculpture and ontology, I began to research the relationship
between the museum giftshop souvenir and the artwork.
Despite the fact that it shares features of the original (the
artwork), the souvenir has no aura and no authenticity.
Being a copy, it has other characteristics instead, such as
being mass-produced, in order to serve as mementos for
gallery visitors to take home. Based on these ideas, for the
2016 A
 nnual Exhibition, I created the artwork Post Art
Card Shop.

Post Art Card Shop (2016) *
The Souvenir - mass-produced, reproduction character x
The Museum shop (commodity) x

The Artwork - genuine - tradition - (aura)
The Museum (work)

x = Unknown

In search of the art object

*At the end of each spring semester, Malmö Art Academy produces an Annual Exhibition. During this exhibition, the students invite visitors to their studios,
and the school building takes on the form of a museum. During the 2016 Annual Exhibition, I turned my studio into a museum shop, which was also an artwork.
Pictures are available in the Malmö Art Academy Yearbook for 2016 – 17.

Image courtesy of the artist
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The installation Post Art Card Shop set a tone for my
coming works, as it was with this work that I first began to
employ dialectical thinking in my practice. By this, I mean
a philosophical enquiry juxtaposing the various contradictions inherent to concepts in order to establish a process that will lead to a deeper understanding that is so far
unknown to me. This method for theoretical analysis was
inspired by the truth-oriented theory of philosopher Georg
Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel.†
Fragments between Stillness and Movement
One year later, I created the installation Fragments between
Stillness and Movement (2017). In this artwork, continuing this dialectic mode of thinking came naturally, although
my fascination for the deeper truths about art objects had
moved on to notions like memory, oblivion, and history.
Now, I was searching for the locus of memory—does it
reside in objects, or in us? Also, I was investigating how
history is written and recalled. In this installation, I wove
together the motion of film with the stillness of sculpture,
all in the context of the complex properties of the archive.
I took inspiration from a variety of thinkers and philosophers, including Jacques Derrida. I found his ideas about
the archive to be very fascinating. In Archive Fever, Derrida
writes that the desire to archive has nothing to do with
preserving or mummifying materials; rather it’s a matter
of the future itself. Because, although the archive was compiled in the past, it is always reconstructed in the present.5
During this time, I also had a silent conversation with my
own personal archive. Being adopted at a young age means
that a part of my history will always be lost.

“A man, marked by an image from his childhood.”6

†

With this sentence, artist Chris Marker begins his beautiful
film La Jetée (The Jetty, 1962) alongside an opening shot
of a black-and-white photograph of an airport. It’s a short
feature about a man’s longing to go back. I find similarities between this artwork and Derrida’s concept of “archive
fever,” that is, an irresistible longing to return to the absolute beginning.7 However, according to many 
stories,
back is somewhere you can never go unharmed. For example, Orpheus loses his love when he looks back to see his
wife, Eurydice, making her passage from the underworld
to the world above. Oedipus plucks out his own eyes when
he realises that he has failed to avoid the destiny an oracle
had prophesied for him and has married his own mother.
While Oedipus blinds himself, Scottie, the protagonist of
Alfred Hitchcock’s film Vertigo (1958), recreates his trauma
by going back in time to re-experience a loss.8 Despite the
abundance of warnings in these stories, I find myself drawn
to them. In Christopher Nolan’s non-linear film Memento
(2000), which, like La Jetée, begins with a photograph, this
one in colour, we are told a complex story about the line
between memory and forgetfulness. In the film, Leonard,
the protagonist, says, “Probably tried this before. Probably
burned truckloads of your stuff. Can’t remember to forget
you.” In my installation Fragments between Stillness and
Movement, my film If I fall asleep someone might die (2017)
had a central role. It tells the story of a man who can’t sleep
because he doesn’t want to forget. The film begins, “On the
twelfth night, without sleep …” The same sculptures used
for the set in the film were also shown as sculptures in the
installation. Through this shift, I wanted to give the sculptures an opportunity to come to life through the motion of
film. This also allowed the film to wander into the peaceful
backdrop outside the projector’s lens in its encounter with
the viewer.

Hegel claims that the world spirit grows constantly as a result of encountering contradictions that in turn necessitate a transition to a higher order of truth.
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Fragments between Stillness and Movement (2017)
Memories
		 Scenography (stillness)

x
x

Forgetfulness (death drive) *
Film (motion)
* Reference to Derrida’s definition of forgetfulness as a mute death drive.
x = History
In search of lost time

Blind Spot, I Didn’t Know Their Stories but We Had the
Same Eyes
Chapter I: Doubt
After these two larger installations, I was suffering from
some kind of fatigue as the first semester of the Master of
Fine Art programme began in the autumn of 2017. As I
have a lovely son and a beautiful dog, taking an exchange
at another school wasn’t an option for me, and my practice
was mired in doubt. I had grown weary of searching for
lost memories, the inner essence of things, and interactions
with silent materials, because I longed to get out. I felt an
urgent need to wake up. Although philosophy had become
an inspiration in my artistic practice, I was beginning to feel
almost brainwashed by Harman’s object-oriented ontology
and eloquent articles like artist Joseph Kosuth’s 1969 essay
“Art after Philosophy.” I had an uncanny feeling that my
interest in art was coming dangerously close to Karl Marx’s
concept of commodity fetishism. Like commodities, art
objects have a mysterious nature. What follows is Marx’s
discussion of a table: “But, so soon as it steps forth as a
commodity, it is changed into something transcendent. It
not only stands with its feet on the ground, but, in relation
to all other commodities, it stands on its head, and evolves
out of its wooden brain grotesque ideas, far more wonderful
than ‘table-turning’ ever was.”9
I feel a sense of kinship with Marx’s description of the
worker, as I work very closely with my material. As a nurse,
I work in direct contact with other human beings. And as
an artist, my process is characterised by a silent dialogue
between my thoughts, my hands, and the material. I often
experience brief moments of grief, but also relief, when a
work leaves my studio. It is, after all, an opportunity to start
over, as what I seek is not something static. During the first
semester of the master’s programme, I tried using different
materials and mediums, but I felt stuck. I was going around
in circles, and my practice was lacking something. It felt
almost as rigid as the stone walls of my studio. One late
night that autumn, when I was on my way home from an
evening shift at the hospital, the artist Jere Aalto sent me
a YouTube clip. It was a debate between the philosophers
Slavoj Žižek and Graham Harman, and what they said

moved me. In this dialogue, they discussed how truth in
itself is of limited interest and that what matters is rather what is real. Harman claims that the reason for US
President Donald Trump’s success is his talent for making
reality unfamiliar to us, by doing things like denying refugee
crises and climate change.10 After listening to their debate,
I realised that I needed to get away from the familiar walls
that surrounded me. The following quotation, which is
taken from this dialogue and in which Harman interprets
the writer J.G. Ballard, was the key that ended up showing
me a way out:
In the past the artist produced fictions.
Now we are surrounded by fictions. The artist has to
produce reality. 11
To rediscover something that felt real, I had to go back.
I found what I was looking for in an unfinished film project
from 2014. It was a simple sketch of a film that I made during an introductory video class run by the technician Sophie
Ljungblom during my first semester at Malmö Art Academy. The film is just three minutes long and features dialogue
between the people who fish in Malmö’s industrial harbours
at dusk. While I was finding this project, I had also enrolled
in the course “Photography—Creative Perspective,” given
by the artists Maria Hedlund and Johan Österholm. In this
class, I was given the opportunity to learn the foundations
of analogue photography, a field that was completely new
to me as I had mostly worked with sculpture and film in
the past. This was when I fell in love with the camera. I had
never felt that way about a machine before, and it didn’t
take long before I bought my friend Emil’s large-format
camera. When I was working with sculpture, I had become
attached to the way art critic Rosalind Krauss describes
sculpture as a “medium peculiarly located at the juncture
between stillness and motion, time arrested and time passing.”12 I can see now that her description of sculpture is also
applicable to the medium of photography.
With ideas from an unfinished film and my new analogue
photography knowledge, I returned to the fishermen by the
ocean, at the edge of the city. It was here, in the company
of these people, in this industrial landscape, that I felt the
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desire to create again. That was how my installation Blind
Spot—I didn’t know their stories, but we had the same eyes
(2019) gradually began to take shape. In this artwork, which
became my graduation exhibition, I was able to weave together different interests that I have had for a long time: the
ways that memories travel between the mind and the world
of objects, how history is written and what gets left out, and
the blind spots that exist in our perception.

Blind Spot—I didn’t know their stories but we had the same eyes (2019)
			
			

Image (light/participation)
Subject/original (soul/being)
Life

x

Anti-image (dark/anonymous)
Object/copy (corpus)
From Life - Afterlife

In search of reality within the act of a portrait (in a photographic context)

One evening I got a bag of fish to take home with me as
a friendly gesture. Another evening, I was invited to
Christmas lunch with a young Swedish fisherman and his
dad. Many of the teenagers were curious to know how
much the large-format camera cost, while others did not
want to speak at all. There was often no need to approach
the people who wanted to be left alone, because body language soon reveals if you don’t want company. So if I felt
that a fisherman didn’t want to become an image, then I
would continue along the oceanside on my bike, or sometimes walk, with my son sleeping in his stroller in front of

Image courtesy of the artist

Chapter II: A Beginning
I created my own safe haven between the industrial harbours
of Malmö and the darkrooms of the Academy. There, my
work with analogue photography took on a similar rhythm
to that of the fishermen, as we both took our time. The title
of the installation came from something familiar that I saw
in their eyes, maybe a longing for somewhere else, or for
home? Whatever it was, I had found my balance again. Like
with my past work with sculpture, I mainly photographed
in silence, as body language was often at least as important
as speech.

Cecilia Kanthi Jonsson, Untitled, from installation Blind Spot, I didn’t know their stories but we had the same eyes, 2018. Analogue negative, ink print, 117 x 95 cm

Image courtesy of the artist
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Cecilia Kanthi Jonsson, Untitled, from installation Blind Spot, I didn’t know their stories but we had the same eyes, 2018. Analogue negative,
ink print, 110 x 110 cm

me. Some evenings, I would take my dog, Iris, with me, and
when we approached the Ribersborgs fields, I always took
her leash off so she could run freely. My meetings with the
fishermen were always brief, because I sensed that these
people enjoyed their solitude, or the opportunity for some
time alone with family and friends. Even I was drawn to this
solitude, because loneliness is not the same outdoors as it is
indoors. Sometimes I was seen as one of them, but even so,
I always asked for permission before taking a photograph.
Because a picture is far more complicated than a lifeless
material.
Art critic Arthur C. Danto writes, “From the perspective
of magic, every image has the possibility of coming to
life.”13 Also worth considering is the art historian Richard
Brilliant’s perspective when he contends, “To kill an image
is to kill the possibility that the image will cause someone to
remember the original.”14 The complex nature of pictures
draws me to them.
When a photograph is absorbed by the half-living, halfdead networks of the internet, a new transformation takes
place. In this artificial, rhizomatic structure, both the person who has been photographed and the photographer lose
control of the image. In her video work Is the Museum a
Battlefield? (2012), artist Hito Steyerl’s traces the way that

the internet is turning material immaterial, and then back
to material again. Like ghosts, the pictures move back and
forth between the screen and our reality.15 Steyerl describes
the nature of the internet this way:
This space is also a sphere of liquidity, of looming rainstorms and unstable climates. It is the realm of complexity gone haywire, spinning strange feedback loops.
A condition partly created by humans but also only
partly controlled by them, indifferent to anything but
movement, energy, rhythm, and complication. It is the
space of the Ronin of old, the masterless samurai freelancers fittingly called wave men and women: floaters
in a fleeting world of images, interns in dark net soap
lands.16
I have experienced life in both worlds. I spent the first
half my life without the internet, and the second half with
it. Before there was such a thing as electricity, moths were
drawn to the light of the stars. Today, we find them fluttering around in the artificial glow of street lights in the
evening.
During my evenings walking along the harbour, I was aware
of the presence of the ocean. The colours of the sea followed
the sky, and patterns of waves and sounds were formed in
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 هل تأخذ صور إلى زرافة او، هكذا، هذا جيد مصور، ضاحكة،هذا جميل فقط
places and how new histories are written. On the coast, by
the Sea of Åland, sits a bunker from World War II that used
to be covered with xenophobic graffiti. At that location,
Chapter IV: Physical Blackness
I created the installation The Skier (2013). When the exhiI found myself spending more and more time in the darkbition closed, I continued working on the piece, and subseest room of the school. Perhaps because my own home was
quently made a new installation, Vårt Folkhem. Now, the
feeling less and less like a home. How do you handle the
bunker became a meeting place, where I collaborated with
realisation that you need to end things with somebody who
unaccompanied refugee minors who lived at the asylum acyou’ve been with for more than fifteen years?
commodation Vårljuset (Springlight) and students from the
elementary school in Grisslehamn, making sculptures based
*
on our experiences of home. I have many great memories
of this piece.
In the basement, where the school’s darkroom used to be
located, I could leave the lights off. Here, I got to be alone
*
with my thoughts. There was no need for me to speak. It
was dark, I was dark, and I’ve never feared darkness. “Black
As part of my process for Blind Spot—I didn’t know their
is beautiful,” as Nina Simone sang.18 The small surprises
stories, but we had the same eyes, I met many fishermen
provided by repetitive analogue processes made me smile.
who, like myself, had roots in other countries. Although
There, in the red light, I began to learn to sculpt an image
we often shared similar complexions, and although they
out of light and movement. It was in this darkness that
trusted me with taking their picture, my role as artist (in
I realised what had been missing from the artwork I was
this case, as photographer) brought with it a vague sense
working on: it needed room for darkness—a blind spot
of imperialism. Because although I was on the same side
in my otherwise bright exhibition. All this from a wish to
of the ocean, I was clearly external to the others, who gave
preserve the fishermen’s privacy. It also felt good to include
me their visual stories. In my desire to treat the fishermen
a section of the exhibition that didn’t focus so much on
respectfully, I sought knowledge in Edward Said’s book
faces. I had grown a little weary of the prevalence of faces
Orientalism. After reading the book, I found myself proven
in modern society, with Facebook, and passports, and so on.
right: the material was sensitive in nature. With this insight,
Later, while I was installing the exhibition, I also dimmed
I found myself wanting to be particularly clear in my role as
the lights in the bright section, to give it an atmosphere of
artist about what my story was in relation to the fishermen’s
dusk. The black-and-white photographs that I had develstories (assuming that is possible). Because portraits reflect
oped in the darkroom worked well in the dimmed light,
social realities. Brilliant describes it like this: “Portraits exist
but I found it more difficult to achieve a good balance of
at the interface between art and social life and the pressure
light and dusk for the large colour photographs made from
to conform to social norms enters into their composition
analogue negatives printed in ink—they needed a lot of
because both the artist and the subject are enmeshed in the
light. My solution was to attach a blue filter to the fluovalue system of their society.”17
rescent lights in the bright room. For the darkened room,
I created the sound piece Anti Image. It is a sound loop
In my attempt to apply the knowledge I received from
made from recordings of the voices of fishermen who didn’t
Said’s Orientalism, I began making audio recordings of the
want to be photographed but gave me permission to use
fishermen who didn’t want to be photographed, but didn’t
their voices. This made the artwork as a whole come alive,
mind having their voices recorded, such as in these excerpts
as the darkened room could serve as a blink of the eyelids
from my sound work Anti Image (2019):
within the installation. Like René Magritte did with his
etching Paysage de Baucis (Baucis landscape, 1966), I left
No, I couldn’t, no, absolutely, no pictures. I can’t. Not
filling in the outlines to the viewer.
beautiful, if you’re going to photograph somebody, not
beautiful. I love so… . Nobody needs to photograph
*
us, we come here, all natural, and then somebody’s
photographing here, who is that photographer for me
I did not expect this sound loop to become as central as it’s
or for you? It’s nothing? The important thing, exactly
turned out to be. However, I never set out to turn portraits
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of the people fishing in Malmö into objects. What I wanted
to show the viewers was these fishermen’s state of mind—
that is, to provide a glimpse of both their existence and
my own—and for that I would need both dark and light,
participation and the option of anonymity.

darkness and sound. The experience of this film has stayed
with me ever since our BFA trip to Kassel, Germany, to v isit
documenta 14 in 2017. Certain artworks have this effect
and, in retrospect, I can clearly see that this work was of
great help to me in my work on my graduation exhibition.

I’ve only seen Richard Avedon’s photograph William
Casby, born in Slavery, Algiers, Louisiana, March 24 (1963)
as a copy in a book, but even so, I can see why cultural
theorist Roland Barthes wrote that this portrait makes the
mask real.19 Marcel Duchamp’s artwork Wanted $2,000
Reward (1923) is interesting on many levels. The readymade
poster to which Duchamp attached a portrait of himself
under the legend “Wanted” can be regarded as a work of
parody or anti-portrait.20 However, although I did want to
create an anti-image, my sound work was not intended as
an anti-portrait. Rather, it was an attempt to recreate the
existence of the fishermen without a mask.

Many artists have used darkness in different, creative ways
to express something. In Marker’s film La Jetée, this shift
between image and no image is a critical component. As
Janet Harbord describes it: “In the structure of seeing and
not seeing lies the kernel of the idea of memory, of what
we remember and what we forget.”22 Marker uses darkness
differently in Sans Soleil (Sunless, 1983). In this film, which
lives in the twilight zone between documentary and fiction,
we encounter the voice of an unknown woman reading letters
she has received from a friend who is travelling the world
while working as a cameraman. The first shot is dark, and
the woman reads to us: “The first image he told me about
was of three children, on a road in Iceland, 1965.” Next,
we see a beautiful film sequence of two or three seconds, in
which children play in the sunshine by the side of the road.
After this, back to darkness, and the woman continues:
He said that for him it was the image of happiness and
also that he had tried several times to link it to other
images, but it never worked. He wrote me one day I’ll
have to put it all alone at the beginning of a film with a
long piece of black leader; if they don’t see happiness in
the picture, at least they’ll see the black.

Image courtesy of the artist

Douglas Gordon’s film I Had Nowhere to Go: A Portrait of
a Displaced Person (2016) is an artwork made with Super
8 film. It tells a story based on filmmaker Jonas Mekas’s
journal entries from his teenage days in occupied Lithuania
during WWII up through his adult life as an immigrant in
the United States. Mekas, who passed away in January 2019,
was one of the leading names in American avant-garde film
and one of the few people who managed to survive the
Nazi’s labour camps.21 What makes this film different from
other films I’ve seen in cinemas is that it consists mainly of

Cecilia Kanthi Jonsson, Untitled (close-up), from installation Blind Spot I didn’t know their stories but we had the same eyes, 2018. Silver gelatin print, 50 x 60 cm

Image courtesy of the artist
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Cecilia Kanthi Jonsson, To become material—The Fall (Location: Outside Malmö Museum), 2019. Silver gelatin print, 20 x 30 cm

Chapter V: Lost History
According to composer and writer Gustav Janouch, the
novelist Franz Kafka once said, “We photograph things in
order to drive them out of our mind. My stories are a way
of shutting my eyes.”23 The dialogue is given in its entirety
in Janouch’s book Conversations with Kafka, but some,
including Czech journalist Alena Wagnerová, claim that
the book is not a reliable biography.24 I’ve spent some time
considering this quotation, even if Janouch’s account of
it may not be entirely accurate and is based on a writer’s
context. I can’t decide if my own photography is a way to
remember or a way to forget. Perhaps both.
In Sans Soleil, the unknown woman reads the following
sentences to us: “I will have spent my life trying to understand the function of remembering, which is not the opposite of forgetting, but rather its lining. We do not remember.
We rewrite memory much as history is rewritten.”
*

When I first came to Sweden, just six weeks old, my new
parents thought I was blind because I didn’t make eye
contact. And I kept my eyes closed for a long time, as my
history is blind. In the course of this project, I have begun
to accept who I am.

“To accept one’s past—one’s history—is not the same thing
as drowning in it; it is learning how to use it. An invented
past can never be used; it cracks and crumbles under the
pressures of life like clay in a season of drought.”25

My birth mother didn’t build railroads or pick cotton, she
picked tea.

Cecilia Kanthi Jonsson
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Image courtesy of the artist
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Cecilia Kanthi Jonsson, Man of Light, 2019. Video projection, loop. Installation View, MFA exhibition, KHM2 Gallery, Malmö 2019
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Ahead of Us Yet Maybe

“Alla vi i snömoln gå,
famla kring i dimma.
Kanske framför oss ändå
gröna öar simma.”
(Wandering through snow clouds we,
Through a haze, groping.
Ahead of us yet maybe,
Green islands floating.)
—Birger Sjöberg, “Kanske framför oss ändå” (Ahead of us yet maybe)1

A THOUGHT OBJECT is something that can only be
touched by thought. It cannot be influenced or modelled,
but we can see it before us as an autonomous entity. It conforms to its own premises, as though it exists independently
of everything external to itself. While a thought object does
possess a certain clarity, it can vanish as soon as it appears.
Like a snow cloud, thrown up into the air, only to fall to
the ground and melt away. However, the ground is not the
ground, and the sky that’s drawn up behind the snow cloud
is no sky; they are the ether of human consciousness.
The thought object exists, and does not exist.
We experience it as existing within us, sometimes without
us; sometimes we can access it, sometimes we can’t. Most
of the time, we experience it as a picture. However, once
it is translated into matter, it takes another form: that of
the object. The thought object is humanity’s response to the
object. It is concrete and abstract at once.2
Might we find an in-between state for an object, in which it
is constantly shifting back and forth between reality and fiction? This in-between state would involve the object being
correlated to two worlds at once. The art object has this
capacity. It is able to rest on the line between fiction and
reality. The art object corresponds to the fictional object,
which exists in literature. Here, we see a point of contact between literature and art, between what is thought and what
is tangible. When we read about Don Quixote and his world
view, it becomes clear that the object is precisely what we
believe ourselves to see it as being. In Miguel de Cervantes’s
novel, Don Quixote’s world view is no less true than the

one that the text refers to as the real one. The poet and
novelist Inger Christensen points this out in her admirably
titled essay “Jag tänker, därför är jag en del av labyrinten”
(I think, therefore I am part of the labyrinth):
In 1605, Cervantes sent his knight Don Quixote out
into the world, to challenge its duplicity by taking it
at face value. He wanted to let the word create what
it denotes, and turn reality into fiction, i.e., change the
world to suit his mind.
And so, he comes riding in his cardboard helmet with
his rusty weapons, which he believes to be a spectacular
set of arms, and the audience gives him a stunning reception. Laughter erupts all around this absurd break
with illusion.3
The literary approach has an edge here, in that it can turn
reality into fiction within the boundaries of fiction. This
fact is rather plain, as fiction is created in the reading of,
well, fiction. The art object possesses a different kind of
fiction, one that grows in the encounter with it, in the mind
of the viewer.
In Eva Löfdahl’s sculpture 3D π (2009), two
different worlds have collided and revealed themselves.
Actually, the sculpture consists of an encounter between
two found objects: a toilet roll and a portobello mushroom.
However, the collision does not occur here. It occurs when
the title and the object are joined. The title specifies something exact, a mathematical number, while the sculpture
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itself is an abstraction. There is a visual resemblance between this sign for the number pi and the abstracted shape,
but not at first glance. Let’s go over this step by step:
The title includes a mathematical constant, pi, and thus a
reference to reason, but as we know from school, pi is also
an irrational number, with an infinite sequence of decimals.
If the title represents the irrational aspects of reason, the
sculpture itself makes the opposite statement: what meets
the eye is an abstract shape, which actually consists of two
concrete objects, the toilet roll and the portobello mushroom. Here, the concrete and the abstract are locked in a
fertile embrace. The structure of meaning dissolves, and the
viewer faces an object with an inner will that wants to go in
all directions at once. A collision that topples the principles
of rational thinking only to ironise the possibility for abstraction. The object’s meaning appears not to be unfolding
outwards, but inwards, in on itself, like a knot whose ends
refuse to reveal themselves. The rational interpretation has
collapsed, and we’re left with an art object that continues to
communicate this collapse.

“No artwork could ever be fully permeable, it always casts
some incomplete reflection. We see what has been lost, what
has been absorbed, what has been forgiven. The imaginary
turns outward.”4
The imaginary object exists, tangibly, before us, but it is also
like any other object, always an arm’s length away from
us. This distance is an invisible barrier between us and the
objects we regard. One way to illustrate this barrier would
be to think of it as looking at an object through a sheet of
paper densely riddled with perforations. If this paper also
happened to be painted with mirror paint, so that what
we saw was half the object and half our own reflection,
we would have created an even stranger illusion. Here, the
paper represents the projecting mirror of the mind. Each
surface seems to have such a paper glued tightly to it. What
we see through the perforated surface is the object. The
gaze has learned to filter out our reflections and all the
surrounding things. Acknowledging this mirror image is an
exercise in perceiving ourselves from without. Any attempt
to understand something external to ourselves is simply an
attempt to understand ourselves.
Flipping this perspective around, where the
object views the viewer, would be an interesting thought
experiment. If humankind perceives itself through objects,
then this means that objects can perceive themselves through
humankind. In “On Some Motifs in Baudelaire,” philosopher Walter Benjamin describes this phenomenon: “To say
‘Here I see such-and-such an object’ does not establish an
equation between me and the object. … In dreams, how
ever, there is an equation. The things I look at see me just as
much as I see them.”5 However, what separates the dreaming state from the waking state’s encounter with an object
that’s in front of us? Benjamin continues along this thesis:
“To experience the aura of an object we look at means to
invest it with the ability to look back at us.”6
For one of her works, Rosemarie Trockel cast
various everyday objects and assembled them into a small
figure. It reminds me of the cartoon cowboy Lucky Luke,
ready to draw his revolver on the viewer. Time seems to be

standing still around this figure. The arm poised to pull the
revolver out of its holster looks like a cast ketchup bottle,
the weapon is a small glass vial, and two black feathers jut
up over the cowboy’s hat. It looks like an assembly of the
kinds of things you’d expect to find in an art studio k itchen.
However, through the act of assemblage, something else
has been created: these units of pure figuration have lost
their inherent value and been absorbed into a unity with its
own reason for being. The sculpture is titled Kiss my aura
(2008).
P

AFTER SOME TIME, a memory will be created, but
this memory will be different in character: it will be the
memory of something you’ve forgotten and then reawakened, a memory that has disappeared and then returned
to be strengthened. What might we call a memory like this?
A false memory that has the original event’s force squared,
for the simple reason that it was recreated to suit you in
particular, and your will in the moment. We’re not talking
about a memory that’s been created for you by others—we’d
call that an externally constructed memory. No, what we’re
discussing here is a memory that is in itself a reformulation
of a memory. Treacherous memory, memory without end,
memory without boundaries, memory as you specifically
want it has such an effect on you that it cannot be erased
from the retina or removed from your person; memory is
your person. A memory such as this can be likened to an
overly intimate film sequence in which you view the world
from the eyes of the protagonist. Memory is an object.
There is a bronze sculpture in Västertorp, a suburb of
Stockholm, that fascinated me as a child. The sculpture was
located on a rise, on a rock overlooking a footpath, so that
whenever I passed by and looked up at it, its outlines were
drawn against the backdrop of the sky, making it loom as
large over me as the tower blocks that surround it. When,
at age ten, I was given the school assignment of sketching a
sculpture in the park, it was the obvious choice. I sat there
drawing the outlines of the sculpture in black crayon, and
it felt easy until I tried to recreate the surface of the rock in
front of the sculpture. I couldn’t make sense of how the rock
looked—neither the actual rock in front of me nor the one
in the drawing.
The picture of the sculpture is etched into my
memory. The sculpture is still there in Västertorp, and my
mother framed the drawing and hung it on her wall. So,
I get regular reminders of it. Two years ago, this memory
came back to life when I visited Skissernas Museum and
discovered a small plaster model of the same sculpture.
What had once been so strongly connected to a place I
knew in childhood had now taken on a completely different
appearance: less than a foot high, it was stored on a shelf
alongside models and sketches for other public works.
I got the sense that somebody had extracted my memory
from my mind and recreated it there on that shelf in Lund,
as though nobody else could see the sculpture and I had
simply projected it there. Like a madeleine cake, intended
for nobody but me. But that wasn’t the case: there it was,
along with the related information: Arne Jones, Katedralen
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(The cathedral, 1947). There was something about the size
of the model that matched my memory of the sculpture so
closely, as though the sculpture had been manipulated and
scaled entirely differently than the one I’d actually seen as
a child. It had somehow shrunk, changed its colour, and
changed its shape. This thought object was now materialised in front of me. In Rolf Söderberg’s biography of the
sculptor Arne Jones, we can read the following:
THE CATHEDRAL scurries up and away. Matter is
dissolved, and we are, whether on the inside or the outside, equal parts of this structure, in which spheres of
air are held within a slender web of extremities. The
boomerang-shaped parts are modelled with thin and
thick sections, alluding to male and female limbs. In
the bay of the top section, the angles display a slight
swelling, suggesting heads.7
The sculpture is simultaneously a line drawing depicting a
Gothic cathedral and two stylised human figures holding
hands in mid dance. Most of all, it consists of these “boomerang-like parts” that seem to return to me over and over.
A new form each time, with something new to express.

19.5 × 24.7 × 25.7 cm
These measurements have followed me around these last
few years. They represent the external dimensions of my
head, expressed as a cuboid, and they have served as a recurring reference point in the studio. Everything around
me seems to be in some way related to this volume. The
dimensions provide a kind of external framework for

thought objects. Collecting objects of this volume has been
a way for me to attempt to equalise the relationship between my consciousness and that of the object. A dissolution of the boundaries between that which defines me and
that which is in front of me.
In my master’s exhibition, I showed an object
titled 19.5 × 24.7 × 25.7 cm (2019). It is a cast of a small bag,
which is itself slightly larger than the dimensions in the title.
However, before I made that cast, I filled the bag with a cast
of my own head, so the head is the actual object referred to
in the title. The bag acts as the shell of a concealed form.
However, its surface tells a different story: it’s a bag.
P
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EVERYTHING IS LOCKED IN A STATE OF PLAY
between being what it is and being all that it can never
be. Each thing contains that which encompasses it. Each
form is surrounded by its cast, which is tasked with keeping
everything in its place. In fiction, this can easily be broken
with, and words can easily determine and reformulate the
very nature of objects, just as Don Quixote is a casting
of the hallucinatory world he inhabits. To shape something,
to give it new form, and to twist the meaning of something—these seem to be expressions of the subject’s longing
to understand, as though, in every moment, we refuse to
think of ourselves as able to see what is actually before us.

THE TRANSITION from one object to two is achieved
with the assistance of space. Space, here, is tasked with the
transport of information between one, two, or an infinite
number of surfaces. A manner of exchange takes place in
the emptiness—one resembling communication. Small light
signals are transmitted between lighthouses, together making up a whole that conveys information to the ship. Without this communication, everything would be isolated units
that couldn’t possibly be approached or parried. Placing
two objects beside one another is to grant them meaning
outside of themselves. Space is the external correspondent
to the ether of consciousness.

Many of my projects have involved castings of objects.
My ambition has never been to create exact replicas; it has
always been for the objects to reveal themselves through the
process of casting. Casting an object is to undress it with
your gaze, removing all excess information and replacing it
with new meaning. A cast is not figuration; it is abstraction.
It is abstracted imitation. Casting is taking a concrete shape
and pausing it in a snapshot. The mould is the gaze moving
around an object. It searches for little nooks and surfaces
to linger on and copy. When something has gone through
the casting process, it has been taken out of one context
and placed into another. In a conversation with f ellow artist
Carina Hedén, Eva Löfdahl said, “When you take casts of
certain objects, the cast becomes clearer than that which
has been cast. The casting material is much d
 enser and
less transparent… . Water, which makes all living objects
transparent, has evaporated.”8 One of Löfdahl’s works that
expresses this sentiment is her casts of cauliflower heads
called Utan titel (Untitled, 1989). The cauliflowers have
been turned into matter and drained of all transparency.
The representation has turned into a picture, and the reading, from this point, must be a different one entirely. As a
viewer, you’re standing before a thought and a material that
has entirely different connotations than those of the represented object. It has passed through a membrane, which
tightly covered the original object, as though it had been
hiding there in its entirety. But casting doesn’t just do this;
the decisive difference between the original object and the
cast of it is the ways in which layers of information have
undergone transformation. The information no longer belongs to the original object: a cast of canvas fabric is not
canvas fabric. Instead, the information has been engraved
into something else. Specific properties have been transferred to and attached themselves as the information of a
new material. The structures of the cauliflowers are there
in Löfdahl’s piece, but nobody would claim that they are
still cauliflowers. What happens is that our mind is tricked
into thinking of cauliflower when it ought to be thinking
of dental stone (the material they are cast in). By drilling
a visible hole into a cast surface, you remove its function
as a representation—it becomes no more than a punctured
illusion.
As I see it, the process of casting has no inherent value; it simply happens to be part of the process of
reformulating something concrete into something abstract.
When an object is cast, a chain consisting of concretisation
- cast - abstraction - cast - concretisation is established.

In 1798, Novalis co-founded the literary group that would
later be known as the Jena Circle. Their invention was the
literary fragment. They manifested, time and time again,
that truth cannot be found in the whole, but merely in the
fragment. In his collected fragments, Novalis proclaims,
“Everything is seed.”9 According to this idea, everything is
a seed that can be planted and grown. Each little detail has
the potential for expansion. The word “seed” leads on, in
turn, to pollen. Pollen is necessary for plants to be fertilised,
and thus replicate. There are different kinds of pollination.
Wind pollination relies on chance, as the wind carries the
pollen grains in any direction it chooses to, and the pollen
being caught is a best-case scenario. In a room, two objects
can be placed in such a way that they will be connected by
the viewer’s own wind pollination.

P

After visiting his friend, the dramaturg Bertolt Brecht, in
the summer of 1932, Walter Benjamin wrote in his diary:
“July 24. On a beam supporting the ceiling of Brecht’s study
are painted the words ‘Truth is concrete.’ On a window sill
stands a little wooden donkey that can nod its head. Brecht
has hung a little notice around its neck saying, ‘I, too, must
understand it.’”10
The fact that Brecht chose to paint this quote on the
support beam of his ceiling deserves some consideration.
Perhaps it is not the inherited axiom “truth is concrete” that
is the most interesting part; perhaps it is the combination of
the quote and its placement in space. Human truth is illustrated very well by this image of “the beam supporting the
ceiling.” Not the ceiling itself, or the little donkey, but the
truth of the fact that the ceiling is actually held up by this
beam. If you should remove it, or saw through it, not only
would the beam fall apart—the entire structure holding up
the building, protecting the little nodding wooden donkey,
would probably collapse. A most concrete truth that is hard
to ignore. As Brecht notes, more than a nod of agreement
is required in response to this truth. Most of what exists
consists of a substructure and a superstructure, with the
superstructure being the part that is visible to the eye. But
what was that little donkey doing there on the windowsill?
It seems almost like a self-portrait, a constant reminder of
Brecht’s own insignificance in the face of the massive ceiling structure, the system that humankind has constructed to
shelter itself from sudden changes in the weather. A system
that is present in all the things humankind has created.
This is the system we rely on and that we proudly protect
from outside dangers. The system is the one we’ve created
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over the generations to safeguard us from chaos, decay, and
destruction, and in the case of the roof beam: gravity. The
system is concrete, something constructed by humankind
for humankind. It is the system that we can understand and
rationalise.
The little donkey was a birthday present given
to Brecht by his wife Helene Weigel during their time
in exile, when they lived in an old house in Svendborg in
Denmark. It was used as a writing tool. When Brecht read
his drafts to his guests, they were asked to rock the donkey’s
head whenever they felt his words were getting too hard to
follow and needed to be simplified.11 According to B
 recht,
truth was supposed to be concrete and graspable, not
distanced. This was where Brecht flipped the perspective.
He wanted to shatter the illusion and to have the audience
at the theatre be made aware of the effect that the fiction
was having on them, rather than have them lose themselves
in the narrative and their identification with the characters
on stage.
There is a small fire alarm stuck to the ceiling of my apartment. And on the windowsill, there is a toaster. Or rather,
there used to be a toaster. One morning when I sat down to
have breakfast, I put a slice of bread in this toaster, without
giving it much thought. After a few minutes, my fire alarm
went off. The toaster had gotten jammed, and the slice of
bread caught fire. A plume of smoke scaled the wall, spread
along the ceiling like rings on the water, without my n
 oticing
it, and finally triggered the fire alarm.
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The toaster that used to be on the windowsill
was of the cheapest variety, and I’d had it for a fair n
 umber
of years. So, it was no real surprise that it caught fire or
that the fire alarm went off. What caused me to bring the
toaster to the studio to work with as a form was the fact
that I only began paying attention to it after it caught fire.
A dialogue was sparked then and there, between myself and
the toaster. The fact that it had lost its function allowed
me to suddenly see it for what it really was: a shape that
corresponded with my head in terms of volume. On looking
even closer, I noticed that the knob to set the heat level also
had a shape that I had worked with in the past, in a steel
sculpture. The toaster had initiated a dialogue with me that
I felt compelled to pursue. This project has been going on
for two years now, and I still haven’t figured out what the
toaster tried to tell me.
P
Sculptures, as a rule, are created in relation to one another.
It is as though one object requires another before it can be
realised. Just as with Löfdahl’s portobello mushroom and
toilet roll, Brecht’s ceiling beam and donkey, or my t oaster
and fire alarm, sculptures receive their external function
only once they stand in relation to something beyond themselves. In my studio, I use this truth as a method in my
project work. In this way, each new sculpture I work with
is contrasted with an earlier work, sometimes in order to be
blended with it and sometimes in order to take a separate
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Left: Gabriel Karlsson, uTurn, 2019. Ceramic, plaster, modeling clay, lashing straps, wire, tape, plastic, enamel paint and metal angles. Detail
Right: Gabriel Karlsson, Two Fingers, 2018. Ceramic and plaster

path. I try to set my studio in motion so as to progress, a bit
like toppling dominoes. B always relates to A, and C to AB.
Another rule is that each object that possesses corporeality,
or volume, is to be complemented by a steel sculpture, a
skeleton. 1 always relates to A. If an object has declared
itself finished, I weld a sculpture in response to it. The steel
sculptures are three-dimensional objects that communicate
the gap between the physical object and space. Through
this, I’ve created an alphabet of metal sculptures that
I use to present suggested readings of the objects. The sculptures exist at another degree of abstraction and are closer
to D
 avid Smith’s sculptures than they are to the objects of
Marcel Duchamp. I think of them as immaterial objects
removed from the context of real space that suggest a
fictional conception of space. The metal sculptures have no
surface; they are neutralised. They are skeletons of volumes.
Volumes relate to space in the opposite way: they are containers. A volume is in immediate contact with whatever is
outside it.

My sculpture Two fingers (2018) was created in the interplay between my fingers and a plastic bag. Or rather, it was
created in a plastic bag. Initially, the plastic bag contained
leftover clay from earlier projects, little pieces I’d kneaded
together and tossed in it. But when I went to take the lump
of clay out of the bag, what I found wasn’t a lump of clay;
it was something else. It had been given a surface that was
partly the imprint of the bag and partly the imprint of my
fingers as I took it out. A double exposure. The mimicking surfaces and the form had modelled themselves, and
they obviously intended to keep me out of the process. The
volume of clay that lay before me had created itself.
I continued working with the lump of clay, cutting it into three parts—the cuts like surgical procedures,
my gaze applied to this organic lump like artificial breaks
with the illusion. After I hollowed out and baked one of
these lumps of clay, I attached a pair of cast index fingers
to the top of it with epoxy: in this way, the clay sculpture
carries on modelling itself.

P

“If I regret it exists, it’s because it’s so visible. To see me;
unrolled, my surface is roughly one meter thirty-three by a
narrowness of twenty centimeters, which makes 133 x 20 =
2,660 cm2 of skin, which would allow one square centimeter
of a man’s fingers to touch me in about two thousand six
hundred sixty square portions of my person.” 12

THE SURFACE KEEPS SOMETHING from leaking
out. However, it also keeps something unfamiliar out. The
surface is always there, like a membrane that is constantly
activated from within and from without. If you get close
enough to a surface, you’ll soon find it to be out of its own
scale, as though it is the scene of an isolated activity, independent of the outside world. This activity does not merely
activate itself; it also activates anything that is placed b
 efore
it. An encounter of two surfaces is a collision between two
separate worlds. But there is also an exchange here, an
activity. As the studded tire hits the asphalt, you can hear
the hailstorm slamming into the hillside.

A surface can be both visible and invisible. It expresses itself
in different ways in different dimensions. It contains different states depending on how it is viewed. Under a magnifying glass, everything becomes a trace of some event or other.
If you glue two surfaces together, they cannot be seen; they
are nothing more than memories of surfaces. Even the i nside
of something hollow has a hidden surface. I’ve collected
blankets for many years, and I decided to make a cast of
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one of these blankets. I rolled it up to make it the same size
as my head. Originally, this cast blanket was a surface, but
by rolling it up, I turned it into the object of a surface.

position from which we view it. Changing the size of something that exists before you is to alter the outside world
after your own mind.

P

“French toys: one could not find a better illustration of the
fact that the adult Frenchman sees the child as another self.
All the toys one commonly sees are essentially a microcosm
of the adult world; they are all reduced copies of human
objects, as if in the eyes of the public the child was, all told,
nothing but a smaller man, a homunculus to whom must be
supplied objects of his own size.”14
				
P

GULLIVER’S TRAVELS. Looking at a surface from up
close means to abandon other perspectives, and zooming
out, on the other hand, means abandoning the surface and
seeing the relations of surfaces to one another instead.
Zooming out further reveals constellations and patterns.
Zooming in and out like this is a way of fixing on something, but also a way of forgetting or ignoring something.
Zooming in dangerously close causes the totality to collapse. In an illustration for Jonathan Swift’s Gulliver’s
Travels, Gulliver is depicted as holding a sword-waving, attack-minded Lilliputian in the palm of his hand and gazing
at him through a spyglass.
In Gulliver’s Travels you can read:
I felt something alive moving on my left leg, which
advancing gently forward over my Breast, came almost
up to my Chin; when bending mine Eyes downwards as
much as I could, I perceived it to be a human Creature
not six Inches high, with Bow and Arrow in his Hands,
and a Quiver at his Back. In the mean time I felt at
least Forty more of the same Kind (as I Conjectured)
following the first. I was in the utmost Astonishment,
and roared so loud, that they ran back in a Fright; and
some of them, as I was afterwards told, were hurt with
the Falls they got by leaping from my Sides upon the
Ground.13
When Gulliver floats ashore in Lilliput, the inhabitants
think of him as a giant. Gulliver tells the story of his travels
from a human perspective, and, accordingly, he describes
the Lilliputians as miniatures of himself, as tiny copies of
humans. The story soon reveals itself to be a tale of scale.
Or, scale and shifts in perspective. You have to keep in mind
that Gulliver is the human at the centre of these events
and that the Lilliputians are the unfamiliar element in
this story. However, at Gulliver’s feet, a life is playing out,
and one that does not seem too unlike Gulliver’s own life
back in E
 ngland. He does not at all concern himself with
this new country, instead continuing his ordinary existence, feeling that he is being seen as the person he is, with
a giant’s appetite to boot. In the second part of the book,
Gulliver has become a miniature among giants in the land
of Brobdingnag. Here, the story is told from a perspective
close to that of an insect. These narrative perspectives relate
to the outside world in two completely different ways, and
the size of the narrator doesn’t merely impact his descriptions of the world around him, but it also determines how
his thoughts are connected to it. Zooming in on something,
or zooming out from something, is to travel weightless
through space. Placing an o
 bject on the floor means placing it within the scale at which we exist, while placing it on
a table or on a podium alters the relations of scale. Just like
a photograph suggests a specific way of seeing something,
an installation of objects can alter and manipulate the

SPACE, in the grand sense, encompasses everything. Space
in the smaller sense might refer to Brecht’s study or my own
apartment. When the blinds are down, and I lie in bed to
sleep, my apartment is all I can relate to, but once the blinds
are raised again, the sense that I’m in a sealed space goes
away. Looking out through the window creates an extension of space. Writing with the blinds up and with them
down are two completely different things, like looking with
your eyelids up or down.
What happens in space happens in the mind.
Space is ambiguous; spaces can intersect one another and
give rise to new spaces. There are enclosed spaces and open
spaces. Aware spaces and unaware spaces.
It feels necessary to write about space, even though it may
be the last thing I really ought to write about. It extends
outwards, like a constant repetition of itself, and serves
as a container for each object in isolation, but also for all
the relations between them. When you talk about matter,
you’re talking about the contents of space. When you turn
an object on a table, you’re also turning all the space that
surrounds that particular object. This is how space relates
to everything at the same time. Real and fictional space are
blended together. Fiction exists in space like an invisible
mass: it floats around, takes root, needs to be picked at and
sorted with tweezers. Fiction is flies buzzing around instead
of getting trapped by the sticky surfaces of the objects. Bees
carrying pollen. Or butterflies folding and unfolding their
wings. All of these things occur invisibly in space, and all
of these things anchor a time in space. Space itself cannot
be defined as anything other than space. It seems to be in
an unwavering state, in which it is unconcerned by mass’s
desire to go back to being one.
P

BODY AND SKELETON. Superstructure and substructure. Everything seems to relate to vertical and horizontal
lines. It’s as though the system we humans have constructed
couldn’t possibly break free of the coordinate system with
its X, Y, and Z axes. One of them appears to be a rising
and falling motion, the other an undulating one. Each thing
seems to relate to these basic parameters. The origin. The
point that more than any other relates to the coordinate
zero of the mind. Any point other than the origin of a coordinate system is easy for us to relate to. Structure. System.
Categorisation. Architecture. What is it that systematises
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the origin, which always seems to exist at the centre of something, at its core? All matter appears to be pushed against a
single centre point within its common totality. At the centre
of the earth, we can identify a point that everything earthly
is drawn to, to which all matter strives to convene into a
kind of sensus communis of physics. The sensation of falling
is the sensation of losing yourself to egolessness and becoming one with all other matter. Falling flat. But this is something that all bodies have in common; they are dependent
on this slow free fall in accordance with gravity’s formula.
The human mind rebels against this law; it strives upwards
in the name of enlightenment. The linguistic sign is opposed
to the law and exists in a weightless state rather than being
pushed against the ground. This is the truth that language
rests against.
This centre point, or rather, these centre points, seem to be
what everything relates to. In the grand perspective, it is the
centre of the earth that attracts everything to it, but in an
even grander perspective, it is the sun, which earth orbits.
In my master’s exhibition uTurn, I related to
this centre point in three different ways:
1: The object as its own centre point: I have
used this centre point in several objects, and in my master’s
exhibition, I showed an object titled Pivot (2019). The object was placed at the centre of the space and served as the
position in space (the object) that everything else related to.
But in the object, which is a welded steel construction, a
rotation is happening too. Walking around it on any side
activates it and causes it to continue its movement. Onto
the steel structure, which rests on a wheeled dolly, I have
attached little round bodies that have ceased their orbit of
the object itself.
2: The object in relation to the centre of the
earth: I have worked with objects that strive to push themselves downwards, to become part of another mass. In these
projects, I’ve been working with clay. The will of clay is
always to find a way down, and allowing it to fall to the
ground is the easiest way to shape it. Over a year, I made castings of bags and then cast them in clay. These objects have
a weight. They are abstract bodies, looking for a way down.
3: The experience of the self as the centre of the
mind: The mind is the imagined position from which I experience my surroundings. In the mind, objects and thoughts
seem to orbit this central point as though it is the core.

In 1543, Nicolaus Copernicus published his book On the
Revolutions of the Heavenly Spheres, which features his
discovery that the sun is at the centre of the solar system,
not the earth. The earlier geocentric world view, which had
been established by the likes of Aristotle, was about to be
toppled. This must be one of the largest shifts of perspective
ever made, at least in spatial terms. However, we can in turn
topple Copernicus’s view by again changing our point of
perspective:
If scientists today point out that we may assume with
equal validity that the earth turns around the sun or
the sun turns around the earth, that both assumptions
are in agreement with observed phenomena and the
difference is only a difference of the chosen point of
reference, it by no means indicates a return to Cardinal
Bellarmes’ or Copernicus’ position, where the astronomers dealt with mere hypotheses. It rather signifies
that we have moved the Archimedean point one step
farther away from the earth to a point in the universe
where neither earth nor sun are centers of a universal
system. It means that we no longer feel bound even to
the sun, that we move freely in the universe, chasing
our point of reference wherever it may be convenient
for a specific purpose.15
Immanuel Kant describes his own transcendental idealism,
which he presented in Critique of Pure Reason in 1781,
as a Copernican revolution. Kant switches the focus to
human subjective knowledge and claims that we can only
gain knowledge of that which exists before us through our
capacity for judgement. Instead of being fed knowledge
directly by the thing, we can only gain knowledge from
the human subject’s inner image of the thing. The thingin-itself, for Kant, is completely isolated from humankind.
These two shifts of perspective—Copernicus’s and Kant’s—
follow me around, and have become images that I relate to
in the studio. In one way, the objects have occasionally related to one another like bodies in orbit, only to trade places
and interfere with one another’s existence constantly. Each
day, a new object has taken centre stage. In another way, the
objects are related to myself, and to my mind, which I am
trying to distance from the activity in the studio as much as
I possibly can. On a good day, I haven’t had to make any
decisions at all; I’ve left them all to the things-in-themselves.
The objects, then, hover through the air, slowly gliding into
and through each other and myself.
P

P

EVERY MIND is a flashing point on a map. A position that
moves when the body moves. Like any body and any object
that orbits it, this flashing point also moves around on the
map, producing new constellations. Thus, each movement
can be localised, and this relocation will cause all other
points to relate to one another in new ways. Suppose you
have this point inside you, and suppose that any movement you make will cause you to see everything from a new
perspective. This is the perspective that will determine your
experience of what is before you.

All movement follows that of the circle, and if you throw
a boomerang, it won’t be long before it’s returned to your
hand. In this way, all kinds of information is gathered, and
each time the boomerang returns to its point of origin,
the conditions will have changed for the next throw. When
something has orbited something else for long enough,
it will suddenly trade places with it. This is a constantly
ongoing spatial exchange. Everything is thus constantly in
motion and constantly undergoing change.

Gabriel Karlsson
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Empty Shells

From early on in my practice, I was fascinated by objects’
capacity to speak together when they are placed in another reality, as if they are words that, together, form new
meanings. I felt, in a way, that I was being introduced to
a new language—created by the physical world of objects
and materials. This is why my work consists of object- and
material-based investigations as language unfolded within
sculptural character.

“Everything ideological possesses meaning: it represents,
depicts, or stands for something lying outside of itself. In
other words, it is a sign. Without signs there is no ideology.”1
If there is no ideology in an object, then it cannot appear as
anything but its naked self. Accordingly, it cannot represent

any new ideology or meaning, either. It is through signs that
are “preserved and concealed” within a material that we
can formulate ourselves without the written word. When
I say “preserved and concealed,” I’m speaking about that
which we, as human beings, ascribe to the given object when
it comes to importance and ideological significance.
My method is that I recognise certain objects or certain
materials as being such strong signs because they have

already been laden with emotional significance and have
been assigned a certain comprehensibility, of which I can
make use as an ideological utterance or a cultural fact.
This idea relates to Karl Marx’s thinking about commodity fetishism, where wares are inevitably conjoined to the
labour that underlies them. This means that commodities
are defined and determined on the basis of an economic
market value, and so are their producers. The labour (the
producers) are thus juxtaposed with the commodities and
are assigned value in much the same way as the commodities, since the producers, with their capabilities, are reduced
to a commodity.
The Story of the TÅNUM, the Flatwoven Patchwork Rug,
and The Gates of Hell
IKEA reproduces flatwoven patchwork rugs under the
product name TÅNUM. On YouTube, they have released
a promotional video entitled “Berättelsen om TÅNUM
trasmatta” (The story of the TÅNUM flatwoven p
 atchwork
rug).2 This video can easily be mistaken for a trailer for a
great new Hollywood movie; it boasts a narrator’s voice that
sounds reminiscent of broadcaster David Attenborough’s
and that calmly, empathetically, and, to boot, piquantly
guides the viewers through the story of the TÅNUM. This
way of marketing a product calls to mind the promotion

for the reproduction of The Gates of Hell (1880 – 1917),
Auguste Rodin’s sculptural bronze doors, which Rosalind
Krauss describes in an essay published in the journal
October in the autumn of 1981.3 Krauss’s essay begins with
a presentation of the great hype that surrounded Rodin’s
allegedly largest exhibition ever, which had been presented
at the National Gallery of Art in Washington that summer.
A hype that might have been generated by the gallery to distract from the nature of the artworks themselves. Not only
was this a matter of the largest Rodin exhibition ever—it
also included completely new works, and this in spite of
the fact that Rodin was, of course, already long deceased.
Nevertheless, exhibition visitors could take a seat inside
a small theatre and watch a film about the casting of the
completely new sculptures. This drama, which the film
was re-presenting, could be said to have rubbed off on the
“products” that were being marketed within these bombastic environments. This tactic automatically injected a sense
of excitement and a story into the Rodin exhibition, which
the viewer of the film could perhaps be drawn into. I am
assuming this to be so, because I myself have run up against
several such scenarios—one example being the marketing
and story of the TÅNUM rug, which shares similarities
with how The Gates of Hell’s reproduction was marketed
and presented. To be taken behind the scenes can feel exclusive for a spectator.

“To some—though hardly all—of the people sitting in that
theatre watching the casting of The Gates of Hell, it must
have occurred that they were witnessing the making of a
fake.”4
The French state has full rights to reproduce Rodin’s work,
just as IKEA has full rights to reproduce the flatwoven
patchwork rug. But the same question can be asked of both
parties— a question concerning originality, and one that
Krauss also poses in her essay: “In what sense is the new
cast an original?”5 Furthermore, Krauss explains that the
very first cast of Rodin’s work was made in 1921, that is to
say, three years after the artist’s death in 1918, adding that
all the way up until the end of his life, Rodin experimented
with the composition of the doors’ surfaces; he had made
it possible to move around the various sculptural elements
on The Gates of Hell, from one position to another, because
this was his signature way of working with sculptures. This
is also why, at the time of his death, there was no definitive
“final product” with respect to this artwork’s appearance.
Seeing as Rodin never participated, during his professional
activity, in either casting his works or adding their finishing touches, and seeing as it was the artist himself who had
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granted full ownership of his work to the state, what we
have before us is accordingly not a question of ownership
or ethics—in any event, it is not a question that is o
 bviously
debatable, seeing as the legal rights are in place. What can
certainly be discussed, however—and a question I also
observe in relation to the production of the TÅNUM—
is: What is it that represents the so-called “new” product
in relation to the old one? What happens to the authenticity of the object? And can this be carried into the new
productions?
In her essay, Krauss quotes the philosopher Walter
Benjamin and his comments pertaining to when “authenticity” ceases, which he deals with in “The Work of Art in the
Age of Mechanical Reproduction.” Benjamin says that this
happens when the possibility of reproduction, including
mass production, is an option. In this instance, one could
claim that The Gates of Hell fits more neatly under this
theory than the TÅNUM does, because the TÅNUM flatwoven patchwork rugs are, in principle, unique, since they
are handwoven (albeit each and every one is manufactured
through a commissioning system that tends t owards industrial mass production). So, as isolated objects, B
 enjamin’s
ruminations on authenticity do not really apply to the
TÅNUM rugs. I would say instead that, as objects, they
are reproductions of the original Scandinavian flatwoven
patchwork rug, since the production of TÅNUM (and, of
course, all contemporary flatwoven patchwork rugs that
are not produced in the context of, might we say, domestic
surroundings) miserably fails at drawing near to anything
like the same authenticity that is present in the original flatwoven patchwork rugs. I do not to mean to say that, with
the passage of time, the TÅNUM cannot come to attain its
own unique authenticity. IKEA is busy developing its image
by taking on more than merely designing and developing
articles of furniture. They also now perform good deeds:
not only are they environmentally conscious, but they’re
also helping women in Bangladesh to become economically
independent—by hiring them to produce TÅNUM rugs.6
What strikes me first and foremost is that IKEA is making
use of a moment in time when it’s thoroughly modern to
be environmentally conscious, and also that they’re turning
the support of women into a symbol of their good deed,
without crediting the women who were, historically speaking, the inventors of the flatwoven patchwork rug, of which
the TÅNUM is a reproduction and a representation.
It’s not unheard of for large companies to cut down on
costs by having their goods produced in countries like
Bangladesh. When it comes to sustainable production, this
is a well-known and much discussed activity. That’s precisely why I am struck by the fact that IKEA is trying to
explain away this trend and get it to appear as if this hiring
practice is a newly contrived idea, invented specifically for
the benefit of women in Bangladesh without any consideration whatsoever for the company’s own profits. Another
point of criticism that can be levelled at IKEA is that they
do not tell, at any point, the original story of the flatwoven
patchwork rug and the Scandinavian women weavers behind it. On the contrary, they devote all their admiration

and respect to a young Finnish male design student, whose
voice in the promotional video is distorted in such a way
that he sounds exactly like an astronaut who has just returned to earth. What the video puts forth is that it is he
who invented the concept of recycling fabric remnants and
weaving a patchwork rug out of them.
That IKEA, from what I can see, is fully misguided in its
marketing strategy does not say so much about IKEA as it
does about the world’s inequalities. Recycling as much as
possible and utilising the resources available to us in a sustainable and ethical way ought to be a matter of course, and
it should also be a matter of course that all women around
the world enjoy fair working conditions and economic freedom. This is not something that should be deployed as a
marketing strategy.
My work with the TÅNUM as material primarily relates to
a wish to pay tribute to the Bangladeshi women who wove
the rugs and also, of course, to the Scandinavian women
who, in their day, originally came up with the idea for the
flatwoven patchwork rug. At the same time, I am placing
a question mark alongside IKEA’s marketing of the rugs,
which has led me to my think about the origin of the flat
woven patchwork rug and about what it actually represents, as well as about whether any of these values have
been transposed to the TÅNUM. The TÅNUM flatwoven
patchwork rugs are an imitation—a reproduction of an
already existing concept and object—but the circumstances surrounding their production are completely different
from that of the original rugs, and it is precisely this aspect
that sets them apart. These rugs cost only 39 DKK (about 6
USD) apiece at IKEA. This fact, of course, encourages one
to speculate about the craftswomen’s wages and to surmise
that the gesture IKEA claims to be extending to the weavers
might not be all that honourable, after all.
I found my inspiration for reworking the TÅNUM rug in
Rosemarie Trockel’s work. With her approach to material,
Trockel insists that textiles, in themselves, should not be
considered to be “low ranking,” a status otherwise histori
cally bestowed on them within the realm of fine arts. T
 rockel
calls attention to this in Woolmark (1991), in addition to a
number of her other pieces. In Woolmark, the trademark
for wool appears repeatedly and is used to adorn the work.
The symbol for wool is a sign of quality and thereby a sign
that informs us that not only the material but also the workmanship behind it is of a high quality. In this way, T
 rockel
emphasises, in a humorous and almost slightly flippant
fashion, her insistence on textiles’ much-deserved place as
a fine art material.
In her work, Trockel often uses signs and symbols, sometimes to an overly obvious extent. However, these marks
have proven to be a useful and functional vehicle. Ironically
enough, Trockel was using and referring to the a dvertising
industry and politics, through her use of logos and the
power of repetition, at a time when branded goods and
quality snobbery were in vogue and cost a premium. Her
so-called knitted paintings are produced industrially and
the process therefore resembles mass production, aside
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from the fact that each and every one of the works is unique.
The same thing can be said, in a way, about the TÅNUM
rug—only it’s the reverse situation here. The rugs abound
in IKEA and are a fixture in the store’s product catalogue.
And the craftsmanship that has been put into them is beyond reproach. Everything about their production is indicative of mass production, and that’s just what it is, since
they are being made in bulk—albeit not in an industrial
manner: no, they are handwoven, by skilled craftspeople.
Trockel’s method of evading—and sabotaging—the highly
entrenched idea of textile art as a “low art” is to exclude
handicraft from the material. The artist did this to zoom
in on and investigate whether it is the very conception of
handiwork, the silent and patient process of working, that
is identified as feminine and thus as low. By using i ndustrial
manufacturing methods, Trockel manages to work with
questions that place themselves outside art and refer to a
society characterised by mass production and consumerism.
Trockel imitates painting in her work with textiles. She uses
methods like stretching and fixing yarn on a frame with
a staple gun, which mimics the tensioning of canvas on a
stretcher. Accordingly, the textile, as such, is not conspicuously prominent, but is, on the contrary, hidden behind
glass or stretched in such a way that the textile’s tactile aspect becomes nonexistent. It is in this way that works like
Color Assistant (2018) and Yellow Mood (2013) address
minimalist painting. These are the artistic means I borrow
from Trockel (among others)—namely, using traditions
within painting to critically address a specific issue, which,
in my case, is the matters concerning the TÅNUM rug. This
approach is effective because, historically speaking, painting
has been the most widely recognised art medium. Painting
is rife with representations, just as the flatwoven patchwork
rug is. It also introduces a question of “low” and “high”
culture. I decided that by mounting the TÅNUM rugs on a
stretcher, they would take on more value than what IKEA
has priced them at, and simultaneously, I am setting the
medium of painting up against that of textiles. I am transforming the rugs into art, and immediately a fter doing this,
their economic value increases, because art is p
 otentially an
article of commerce and because we have been programmed
to understand art and especially painting as “high,” while
mass-produced rugs produced in Bangladesh are understood as “low.”
The Flatwoven Patchwork Rug—From Thing to Object:
A Development of Representation through Time
In its very origin, the flatwoven patchwork rug is a repro
duction in itself (this is not to be confused with being a
reproduction of itself) in the sense that it is a functional
object produced from other functional objects that have
become degraded and disused, as it is made out of fabric
remnants from old clothing, rags, bed linens, and so on.
The original flatwoven patchwork rug was, in its own day,
not representative to any degree beyond the fact that each
one of these rugs represented the woman who had woven
it and her environment. For this reason, it historically only
had a subjective value. With the passage of time, however,
the flatwoven patchwork rug has become objectified and
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has come to be endowed with a lot of new value and importance, and has thereby come to be a strong representative
symbol of, to put it precisely, another time. It is a swatch
of history, an admirable article of craftsmanship, which has
come to be further objectified by being associated with concepts like “cosy” and “good taste.” The flatwoven patchwork rug as it was originally known not only represents
itself but also a time and place, and the further away in
time we get from its first production, the more “weight” or
“cosiness” it appears to take on. Meanwhile, the TÅNUM
becomes split in its true nature as a flatwoven patchwork rug, since it fails to represent the place where it has
been produced and is, on the contrary, hung up on associations that belong to the original flatwoven patchwork rugs.
The TÅNUM somehow gets caught in the middle. Neither/
nor. It is perhaps this hole in the narrative told by IKEA’s
YouTube ad for the rug that allows the producer of the
promotional video to evade the task of telling the genuine
and true story of the flatwoven patchwork rug and accordingly forget to acknowledge the rug’s origins.
Today, for the people who own one, the flatwoven patchwork rug (any one of them at all) does not necessarily represent a subjective value, but more explicitly an objective
value, insofar as one can buy for themselves the notion of a
story, a tradition, or even a mood. What counts is the idea
rather than the reality—the idea of a place, a special time,
or a special woman. It is the sensation of dreaming one’s
way back to a bygone era, where even the very concept of
time was of a completely different nature than it is today.
Time is a recurring factor in my thoughts. It is as though our
societies, in several respects, go through cycles—of tastes,
of styles, and of concerns of the day—and this can also be
said about the enquiry concerning the flatwoven patchwork
rug. These rugs, which were originally made out of frugal
necessity, are being valued and purchased today, ironically
enough, by the frugally minded and thrifty consumers who
shop at IKEA—and yet there is nonetheless something that
doesn’t quite line up!
The Object of Desire7
I am often inspired by fiction, and particularly by texts
that touch upon social and societal themes and that are
preferably cast in a language that motivates the reader to
place themselves inside the given narrative to bring forth
reflection. In my own work, I’m often thinking about fiction as a yardstick: What significance does the treatment
of a material have on the development of my story? What
turn is the story going to take if I happen to add another
material? How much information am I going to disclose? Is
a linear narrative the best solution for advancing my point?
Or are detours, shortcuts, and the unspoken instead the
links to deeper reflection and individual attachment? Can
I, through these means, get the viewer to write their own
story into mine?

“They say: —Hi cyclist, they say: —Oh! They’re leading the
people to the trash bin with the help of green footprints,
they say: —Your city. —Our beer, an amazing stream of
invocations that fills out every gap between people, doing
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Left: Sisse Mark, Customized, 2019. Hawaii shirt, ironing board, 108 x 33 x 2 cm
Right: Sisse Mark, PORSHI (Who Dis?), 2019. IKEA “TÅNUM” rug, fabric remnants, wooden stretcher, 81 x 51 x 3 cm

something for themselves, doing something for others,
doing something for the community, the autonomous
individual tumbling around with their moat around themselves, it’s full of solvents, chlorine, and the like, it’s full of
a liquid that dissolves and renders invisible all the channels
by which the individual is connected with the surrounding
world, the psychic & social surroundings, channels that
exist in such great quantities that you can/should seriously
raise doubts about this same individual’s real possibilities
for individuality, that which upholds the conception is the
individual’s loneliness, it feels separate, individuality as a
feeling, the child that has to learn to sleep alone at night,
the child that has to learn to be an individual, in the course
of a couple of centuries, elevated to near-divine status, it’s
amazing, grandiose, it’s presumably untenable, the autonomous individual, an inaccessible monster—because of
the moat—which any rationality-guided institution may
approach with the utmost caution and without being able
to repudiate that domestication in itself could produce
aggressiveness, the animal trainer state, the animal trainer
market, not the big mother-state, not the big mother-
market, but the animal trainer state & the animal trainer
market, tamer of an army of monsters beyond pedagogical reach: Everything that they’re doing for us—market &
state—they’re doing for their own sake. Feelings. Truth.”8

As I read Ursula Andkjær Olsen’s novel Krisehæfterne
(Volumes of crises), which the above excerpt comes from,
I come to ruminate on the thought that mankind, today, is
divided. There’s a split between being a gregarious creature
and being an individual. We’re brought up to be individualists. But at the very core, we’re afraid to be alone.
Recently on the radio Danish politicians were saying that we
(as a society) need to be able to compete, and the point was
being raised that the individual citizen has got to d
 istinguish
themselves and represent society in the best p
 ossible way:
both society and individuals have got to be the best. Best—
as if that were something that can be gauged, as if wisdom
were linear! Best—as in being able to survive? Who needs to
survive? Who is sacrificing themselves, and for what?
It’s difficult to distinguish between individual survival—
that is to say, the survival of individualism—and the
survival of the community. Maybe this is because we are no
longer working with differences, as individualism within the
community has become one solidly cast mass that does not
lend itself to being taken apart again.
Objects of desire can be many things, and this realisation
springs from the understanding that society is enormously
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materialistic and that individuals are, perhaps, slightly
vulnerable, and therefore constantly striving to attain the
“truth” and constantly searching for happiness in concrete
objects and notions. You see, concrete objects and notions,
much like individualism and community, go hand in hand.
The core of the object of desire does not consist of the value
of the desired object itself. That is, the object is not sufficient in itself, but exclusively gives body to a notion. The
notion can be individual, but often stems from constructed
realities, such as those pushed by product marketing and
social media accounts. This only serves to indicate that a
concrete object can be the key to achieving specific feelings,
moods, and even a whole lifestyle and quality of living, or
at least faith in becoming a consummate and well-balanced
person.
Objects of desire are more or less getting thrown in our
faces by the steady stream of visuals that, for a large part
of the global population, dominates everyday life. We are
openly bombarded with advertisements, but also clandestinely, and it’s hard to differentiate reality from a setup one.
What’s so dangerous here is that we are mirroring ourselves
in both parts—in both reality and the constructed reality—
and sometimes we do this completely unconsciously. If one
is fed the same picture enough times, then it’s very possible
that that image is going to become fixed as the person’s true
understanding of reality.

“We are literally absent from our own present. We are elsewhere, not in the real but in the represented.”9
When it comes down to it, we really want to look how
others look, do as others do, own as others own, succeed
like others succeed. We are yearning for a sense of belonging and for recognition. But with and by whom or what?
I often think in terms of “we.” It is a fictional “we.” I guess
this comes from the various publications, broadcasts, and
other sources from which I find inspiration that also do
this, and this “we” becomes a common way of formulating
observations. “We” arises when, for example, a tendency is
noticed by someone, and that specific someone relates to
these others who share this tendency. A “we” is perhaps not
you, me, and everybody else. A “we” is you and me and
whoever relates.
The common denominator for objects of desire is that they
stand as targets for our desires, no matter what form they
occur in, as long as they briefly fill the void or the sense of
loss that exists within people.10 After an object of desire has
been obtained or purchased, it will continue to be prized
and appreciated for only a short time thereafter. After the
desire has been fulfilled, it returns to being a hollow object,
an empty shell without meaning, significance, or value.
It was the chase and it was the faith that precisely this particular object of desire would truly change one’s life and
give rise to happiness.

“Advertising in its new version—which is no longer a more
or less baroque, utopian or ecstatic scenario of objects and
consumption, but the effect of an omnipresent visibility
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of enterprises, brands, social interlocutors and the social
virtues of communication—advertising in its new dimension
invades everything, as public space (the street, monument,
market, scene) disappears. It realizes, or, if one prefers, it
materializes in all its obscenity; it monopolizes public life
in its exhibition.”11
There was a time when commercials on television and
advertisements in magazines and billboards in public

space were the great perpetrators of desire. They were they
culprits that caused us to become distanced from reality
and brought forth the constant hopeless coveting of what
the neighbour has, but as we gradually started to learn that
pictures do not tell the whole truth and that “seeing is no
longer believing,”12 pictures were replaced by “invisible”
advertisements disguised as “the neighbour’s (perfect) life,”
along with promotional links, tracking cookies on websites,
social media influencers (or should I say, social media influenzas), and brand ambassadors operating as secret agents
in each of our everyday lives.
Already back in the late 1980s and the early ’90s, Barbara
Kruger was referring—with works like Untitled (I shop
therefore I am) (1990) and Untitled (Money can buy you
love) (1985)—to a patriarchal society and a culture characterised by consumerism and driven by capitalism. Kruger
uses the same visual ploys and instruments in her artworks
as the mass media does and, even more particularly, as the
advertising industry does. She reuses images taken directly
from the mass media and adds text that awakens recognition of its devices. It is evident in Kruger’s work that she is
criticising the steady stream of visuals that flows through
the mass media and its negative impact on society, seeing
as how pictures are such strong communicative forces that
are easy to misinterpret—and also easy to misunderstand as
being true reflections of reality.
Kruger’s work, to a certain degree, today still possesses
topicality, inasmuch as she asks questions like: Who is it
that is allowed to preach “the truth”? Who is being granted
time to speak in the public sphere and in the mass media,
and consequently being allowed to influence others’ under
standing of themselves, of each other, and of society in
general? These are questions we are still discussing in our
present day, concerning, for example, the representation of
bodies, gender, and ethnicity in the mass media.
Alongside asking questions that deal with representation,
Kruger also levels a critique at capitalistic society, where
identity comes to be valued on the basis of how much
money you’ve got and what you’re spending it on, along
with how you present yourself to others—life has become
a never-ending spiral of self-realisation. Modern life also
revolves around an aspiration for the truth—the split within
the individual, and between the individual and society, that
Ursula Andkjær Olsen symbolises using objects of desire
and that Kruger also references in her collage p
 ieces. In
their respective ways, Kruger and Andkjær Olsen p
 roclaim
individuality, and the experience offered through their
respective sensibilities in their works is a yearning for criticism and change.
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Kruger vs. Supreme
Supreme is a streetwear brand that started out by handling
other brands, but later on they began producing their own
collections and have come to be especially well known for
their many collaborations with other labels.
Supreme’s logo is strongly reminiscent of Barbara Kruger’s
well-known collage works. This is due, in part, to the
fact that Kruger and Supreme use the same Futura font.
Supreme maintains that they have not stolen from Kruger
and that it is rather the case that they’ve simply been using
the same font, and, on her end, Kruger states that she does
not have any patent on a font.13 Moreover, Kruger herself borrows from others; for example, the pictures she
uses in her collages as well as the slogan “I shop therefore
I am,” which is of course a riff on René Descartes’s famous
quotation, “I think, therefore I am.” She is an artist, and
Supreme’s actions only strengthen her case for creating the
type of critical works she does. Supreme is more concerned
with generating profit than they are with ideology, and this
puts them in a weak position. While Supreme is thinking
about how to make more money, Kruger is thinking about
how her messages can reach as many people as possible.
On this front, her use of text is a crucial strategy, inasmuch
as text is a form of communication that is hard to misunderstand. She makes use of short and direct statements.
“I shop therefore I am” is a critique of consumerism, and
thus represents everything that is the antithesis of what
Supreme stands for. For these reasons, it’s ironic that it is
Kruger whom Supreme chooses to be inspired by.
What’s even more ironic is that Supreme has chosen to sue
the streetwear brand Married to the Mob, after they produced several goods that infringe on Supreme’s slogan of
“Supreme Bitch.” This action prompted Kruger to raise
her voice; she writes, in a Word document titled “fools.
doc”: “What a ridiculous clusterfuck of totally uncool
jokers. I make my work about this kind of sadly foolish
farce. I’m waiting for all of them to sue me for copyright
infringement.”14
It is this same irony that I perceive in the case of the flatwoven patchwork rug and IKEA’s reproduction of it with
the TÅNUM. IKEA, in much the same way as Supreme,
is not imitating in a manner that displays any understanding of the original, but instead, on the contrary, it appears
to be the result of one huge and embarrassing misunderstanding. If copying is done well, as it is in Kruger’s work, it
makes its appearance as a credible concept. Kruger succeeds
because she is acutely aware of where her borrowed items
come from and what they represent, as opposed to Supreme,
which unreflectively borrows from Kruger. If Supreme only
possessed a little bit of self-irony, then their copying of
Kruger would make sense; but what their suing of Married
to the Mob proves is that they really do not have a single
smidgen of it.
Reproduction
In Through the Looking-Glass and What Alice Found
There, the Red Queen tells Alice that she has got to run fast.
When Alice complains that she is not getting anywhere,

the Queen emphasises that she’s got to run as fast as she
possibly can anyway.15 This stands as a metaphor that Alice
needs to run away from parasites in order to ensure her
survival and to maintain her place in the food chain.
Reproduction also signifies propagation, and this capability
results in a species’ survival. Reproduction of objects, on
the other hand, has, of course, nothing to do with propagation, but survival certainly also manifests itself within the
material world as it does in the natural world. When is the
reproduction of objects a success and when is it, more than
anything else, an (amoral) scandal?
Reproductions are made on the basis of a predecessor, and
thereby they exist as a kind of representation of this precursor object and its values. One can, in other words, call the
reproduced object an emotional parasite.
In my practice, I circle around (re)production and (re)presentation. I am interested in objects that have been produced
as doppelgängers, imitations, or copies of already existing
objects because I believe that what can be drawn out from
such objects is more than merely their material appearance—such objects manifest themselves beyond physical
form. Reproduction is distinct from representation, for
me, since reproduction implies, in a more essential sense, a
material reproduction. Representation, on the other hand,
is more closely connected with emotions, associations, and
concepts. Representation thus has to do with a passing on
of something soulful and valuable and thus goes deeper
than reproduction’s empty shell—which is a form without
content, if it really ends there.
I am interested in exploring the extent to which a given
object can be reproduced without also representing and,
conversely, whether it is possible to represent a concept
without also reproducing the physical recognisability inherent to a given material.
Placebo
The placebo effect is familiar to us from the world of
medicine; it describes a situation where a patient is given a
substance that they have been led to believe can cure some
symptom, while in reality what the patient ingests is something completely neutral and consequently has no effect on
anything whatsoever. And yet it nevertheless does, if the
patient believes that the substance is working somehow.
Recent studies have also found that if the doctor expresses
themselves positively to the patient about a placebo that is
masquerading as pain-relieving medicine, then the patient
reports back that they are feeling better.16 Some patients and
their families might subsequently feel cheated and deceived.
But what difference does it make? Recovery is, to be sure,
progress, and recovery is indeed a step in the right direction,
no matter how it has come about.
While I am sitting and writing this section of my essay in my
studio, in silence, I can hear a faint scrunching sound across
the room, issuing from the window. I automatically turn my
head and see that one of my plant’s leaves is moving. I take
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this as a sign that I’m on the right track with this text. Just
a few hours ago, a friend showed me a video of so-called
dancing plants, which move when music is played for them.
The fact she showed me this exact video on this very day
seems to me to be more than a mere coincidence. It could
be for reasons I can’t observe (such as the wind or other
weather), but the plant in the video is moving, like a body,
where a leaf becomes an arm or a foot springing around in
response to the music’s rhythm. The plant does not manage
to follow the rhythm completely, which seems credible—
because a plant with an innate sense of rhythm might
seem, after all, a tad unbelievable. However, the plant’s
movements appear to be more like an attempt to acknowledge the music: “Yes, I can hear you” or “Yes, I can feel
you” (sound being vibration). And the plant’s movement is
a reaction to this.
I’m thinking rationally that, in my case, what’s probably
going on with the plant in my window has more to do with
the plant’s circadian rhythm. It’s late in the evening and its
leaves are curling up in the darkness, like a hedgehog that’s
closing itself up for the winter. The unusual thing is that
I am right here and am noticing it. Or else it really was a
sign—whether or not I believe this to be the case is up to
me. Just like when the patient chooses to believe in the pill’s
potency or when the consumer of a reproduced object believes in the copied authenticity.
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One thing is certain, and that is that this experience reminds
me, once again, of my placement as a person and as a body
within a reality where my fellow human beings and I are
not the only ones addressing themselves to time and place.
It is, you see, precisely concepts like time and place, and the
feeling for these, on which we build our self-perception, and
which we sometimes even employ to cut ourselves off from
the rest of the physical world.
We identify ourselves on the basis of having a sense of time
and place, but when do we actually give ourselves sufficient
time to relate to the things we are surrounded by?
On a microscopic level, our bodies are doing this at all times,
such as when we are busy fighting off bacteria that could
constitute a threat to our survival. In sync with the fact that
our environmental surroundings are changing, we’ve got to
keep pace with their development in order to survive. These
are the basic principles of the theory of evolution and, as
we well know, this fact is applicable to all other species and
varieties of life: they also survive by fighting off parasites
and diseases and thereafter reproducing themselves.
So, when I hear the sound of the plant’s leaves folding together, it’s really not so logical to attempt to explain this,
initially and primarily, by referring to something that
lies outside our understanding as being the cause of this
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action—that is, if time and place are indeed not being regarded as factors outside our understanding. For one might
suppose that it is exactly the plant’s sympathetic understanding, or—to put it even more correctly—its sense of
time and place, that causes it to react. It shouldn’t really
be so very strange to me to be present around this phenomenon, and yet, here I am, casting a sidelong glance at the
plant every other second, for there’s something inside me
saying that the plant should not be as alive as it appears to
be in this instant.

I believe that we have distanced ourselves from the
“
natural” world and that it is no longer interesting or
possible to discuss what is most natural and that it is no
longer interesting or possible to discuss whether the natural
is synonymous with utmost authenticity or, for that m
 atter,
whether authenticity is the most valuable characteristic.
For, when all is said and done, an object exists on the basis
of the subject’s stipulations, and, accordingly, the object
cannot be secured as being a subject in itself, but will, more
precisely, become something else—a fetish.

At IKEA, you can buy both living orchids and those made
of plastic. They look almost exactly alike. At a distance, it
can be hard to see the difference. It’s not until you move up
very close that any doubt arises, and sometimes you’ve even
got to touch the plant in question to be entirely sure. The
price of the organic plants and the plastic plants is about
the same.

A reproduction of something that does not come across
in its “true” nature but represents the same impact anyway has similarities to the placebo effect in medicine. With
medicine, the substance can be decided to be either false or
genuine, inasmuch as it does or does not have an effect. And
just like with medicine: if the subject believes in the reproduction sufficiently, then it is, of course, the truth—to the
subject, at least; but this might not be the definitive truth
for the object. For example, when calcium tablets are used
as placebo substitutes for experimental medicines, their
physical and chemical formula is not being transformed
into anything else just because the patient might be feeling
an effect. Now, the tablet may very well be giving rise to a
different effect than its usual effect, but this is governed by
outside psychological factors and has nothing to do with
the tablet itself.

Having fresh-cut flowers inside one’s home all the time
boasts of some kind of surplus, both temporally, socially,
and economically. However, this is not totally in keeping
with the ethos of the times, since one is actually shortening
the life of the flowers. This is why potted plants have made
their entry into people’s homes again. I remember, from my
childhood, the large Ficus benjamina that my mother took
care of and would water under the showerhead in our bathtub, just like she bathed my sister and me.
I can remember when my mother, some years ago, pointed
out that potted plants were modern again in interior design.
Plants and flowers are entering homes as part of a cycle,
on an equal footing with recurring floral prints on textiles
within the fashion industry.

Similarly, it can be difficult to advance the argument that
the TÅNUM is not really a flatwoven patchwork rug, in
the proper sense, because, in principle and in its construction out of interwoven fabric remnants, the TÅNUM fulfils
the definition of a flatwoven patchwork rug. The designation of “flatwoven patchwork rug” allows the TÅNUM to
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share a status with the original rugs, for the most essential
difference—and that which distinguishes TÅNUM from

the original rugs—is the motivation for its production and
the grounds for its use: the TÅNUM is fabricated as a commercial product.
Originally, flatwoven patchwork rugs were woven inside
private homes, largely out of practical necessity, and these
items were therefore endowed with a functional value,
whereas the TÅNUM is produced exclusively as a commercial product, which makes its status as a patchwork rug all
the more complex, since it is not being purchased by the
consumer solely because of its functional value. It’s not
merely a pile of fabric remnants that has found its advantageous place inside the home; rather, it represents something
that lies beyond the merely material.
According to Marx, the value of all commodities is determined on the basis of capital, and therefore the common
everyday things that we surround ourselves with change
in character as soon as they emerge as items of commerce.
Marx explains, “The form of wood, for instance, is altered,
by making a table out of it. Yet, for all that, the table continues to be that common, every-day thing, wood. But, so soon
as it steps forth as a commodity, it is changed into something transcendent.”17
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All merchandise is automatically an extension of the individual who has produced it, and thus the commodity also
symbolises the labour that lies behind it. These are topics
that extend far beyond functionality and private use to
address social questions that place the individual outside of
themselves and within a larger societal perspective, where
labour, quality, and quantity are illuminated.
IKEA department stores distribute the TÅNUM rugs all
over the world and present them in heaps. It is true that
the carpets have been woven by hand, but at the price they
are peddled for, it is inevitable that doubts will arise. As
a consequence of this doubt, it is difficult not to visualise
the women who are producing the carpets, working faster
than the speed of light and at the very least as fast as any
machine. However, in spite of the items’ low price and their
supposedly rapid-fire production, the craftsmanship is beyond reproach. The quality is top-notch and the value of
the rugs is determined on the basis of the value of the women behind their production: on the basis of their capabilities, their talent, and their labour.
It might seem paradoxical that I am making use of a commercial product, the TÅNUM, to produce works of art. It
is ironic that I am making use of this “ware,” which is, even
before I incorporate it into my work, an ideological fetish
object with the purpose of producing something that has
the potential to become the self-same. I work in this mode
in spite of the fact that my works are rooted in a critique
of that which it may very well wind up being criticised for
itself, since art is conceivably a commercial product in itself.
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Interpolations
Interpolation I
In March 1851, the twenty-two-year-old Leo Tolstoy decided to write about a single day in his life. We might say
he wanted to write the day itself, rather than writing about
it. He chose March 24, “not because yesterday was extra
ordinary in any way,”1 but because he wondered whether
anyone could write a single day in their own life, with all
its movements both internal and external (“but because
I have long wished to trace the intimate [zadushevnuiu] side
of life in one day.2 God only knows how many diverse and
diverting impressions, together with the thoughts awakened
by them, pass in a single day. If they could be recorded in
such a way that I myself—and others after me—could easily
read the account, the result would be a most instructive and
absorbing book”3).
He continues, well aware of the inherent impossibility of
such a project: “There is not enough ink in the world to
write such a story, or typesetters to put it into print.”4
Already before starting to write about March 24 in “A
History of Yesterday,”5 he feels the need to write about the
preceding day and to explain why he woke up at precisely
the time he did, and already here he has a problem: in order
to explain something, one has to go back in time and reveal
the starting point. At least, if one is the rational analyst that
Tolstoy aspires to be.
During the day, he visits a married couple, plays cards
with them, then drives home with his coachman, Dmitry,
and goes to bed—quite an ordinary day—and it would be
rather a dull text if Tolstoy were not so concerned with
analysing himself in every single situation. The events crack
open in the text; they are flayed by thoughts, associations,
and memories, and towards the end—just before the sleep
that follows the day—the plot is dissolved in a stream of
consciousness.
Before that, the main character plays cards with the m
 arried
couple. Secretly enamoured with the woman, he is overwhelmed by an awkward and disconsolate self-awareness.
He is grateful for the card game, which frees him from
engaging in conversation:

I sympathise with him when he carries on with this image
of conversation:
Have you ever rolled eggs during Holy Week? You
start off two identical eggs with the same stick, but with
their little ends on opposite sides. At first they roll in
the same direction, but then each one begins to roll
away in the direction of its little end. In conversation
as in egg-rolling, there are little sloops that roll along
noisily and not very far; there are sharp-ended ones
that wander off heaven knows where. But, with the exception of the little sloops, there are no two eggs that
would roll in the same direction. Each has its little end.7
In this text Tolstoy’s frustration is directed specifically at
conversation and its social aspect, but the text itself, which
scrutinises the author’s reactions in various situations with
an almost infinite richness of detail, displays an inherent
and touching faith in the written language.
***
There is a natural reflex inherent in the very character of
narrative: the division of events into a successive chain
of causality. Laurence Sterne is an author who revels in disrupting this tendency. He explodes the linear narrative and
exposes its inadequacy. There is a fundamental difference
between Sterne’s and Tolstoy’s conceptions of language. In
contrast to Sterne’s writer’s delight in revealing when language falls short, and around which his fantastical n
 ovel
The Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy, Gentleman
(1759) is partly constituted, in “A History of Yesterday”
we sense a special gratification in the possibility of analysis
through writing, a celebration of written language’s potential as an implement for penetrating the author’s experiences.8 To expand on my relationship with Sterne’s oeuvre,
I would like to refer to “A Tolerable Straight Line,” which I
wrote two years ago.9

People of the older generation complain that “nowadays there is no conversation.” I do not know how
people were in the old days (it seems to me that people
have always been the same), but conversation there can
never be. As an employment conversation is the stupidest of inventions.6

Tolstoy is split—not just in two, but in three, in that he
pervasively tries to impart his immediate spontaneous

experiences, that is, his simultaneous perceptions, while

trying to analyse his reactions. He is both protagonist and
narrator (many authors are split in the act of writing, as
you, the reader, too, can be split in the act of reading), but is
also a consciousness that relates to both. The occasionally
fluid nature of the text is sometimes, perhaps, able to do
more than reflect the specific movements of a consciousness. That is why it can be said that Tolstoy is really trying
to write the day itself.

In the text one gets a sense of a person who seems almost
hurt by the unwieldy dimensions of conversation. He is irritated by the impossibility of getting beyond the point of departure (and hence the centre) of the conversation: himself.

And, yet, there is a frustration in reading “A History of
Yesterday” that is as genuine as the author’s frustration
with conversation. Text can never give an account of the
mind, the world, or a simultaneous moment. It is perhaps
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even unfair to demand that of a text, no matter how skilled
the author is. What is frightening about such a consideration is that we as people do communicate with the aid of
language, with the spoken word, and that this omnipresent
language, which seems so perfect in so many ways, can seem
so inadequate.
This reading of “A History of Yesterday” contains many
of the interests that run through my practice, all condensed
into a single text.
***
Jorge Luis Borges points to the complexity of reality in
relation to narrative, which may remind us of Tolstoy’s ponderings on the impossibility of writing reality: “So complex
is reality, and so fragmentary and simplified is history, that
an omniscient observer could write an indefinite, a lmost
infinite, number of biographies of a man, each emphasizing
different facts; we would have to read many of them before
we realized that the protagonist was the same.”10 According
to Borges, regardless of how complex it may be, narrative is
always a simplification. Borges is pointing out a fact here. It
is an intrinsic property of human language that it simplifies
the outside world; this is a necessity, just as it is a necessity
that the brain automatically filters the information available around us: “The nervous system takes in enormous
amounts of information from our surroundings and from
the body. From among everything that comes in, the nervous system filters through the most important bits, sees to
the storage of anything that may be needed later, and may
potentially send out commands if the information requires
a response.”11

We are all already living in simplified narratives. We cocoon
ourselves in them. That is a precondition of existence, just
as it is a precondition of existence that our senses mediate
the outside world in such a way that it is possible for us to
function in it.
***
“How can the past and future be, when the past no longer
is, and the future is not yet? As for the present, if it were
always present and never moved on to become the past, it
would not be time, but eternity.”12 Thus writes Saint Augustine about time. This well-worn, but precise, image of the
human conception of time leaves no room for the present.\
“A History of Yesterday,” by contrast, involves an attempt
to stretch out this non-place occupied by the present; and it
is expanded, filling page after page.
Despite having no spatial extension, that present moment
is, at the same time, the form of life itself, as Arthur
Schopenhauer observes. Unlike Augustine, he makes the
present the very material of life:
Above all, we must distinctly recognize that the form
of the phenomenon of the will, that is to say the form
of life or of reality, is really only the present, not the
future or the past. The latter exists only in the concept,
exists only in the context of knowledge in so far as it
follows the principle of sufficient reason. No man has
ever lived in the past, and none will live in the future;
the present alone is the form of all life, and is, however,
also its sure possession which can never be wrested
from it.13
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At the same time, it is perhaps altogether natural, and
utterly fantastic, that as a human being one tries to hold on
to the present, in the sense that one understands it as a part
of the coherent story that we would want our lives to be.
It is perhaps quite reasonable to form a thin husk of meaning around this knowledge; the components of this world
are not just hard for our reason to grasp, but directly resist
any intuitive systematisation of it. I have now gone off on a
tangent in order to describe the starting point for and some
of the ideas that are fundamental to my practice. With this
summary, for which I am using the first section of this text,
it might appear as if I have landed in the same situation as
Tolstoy: I have to get back to a more general starting point,
and before I can write about my artistic practice, I have to
address some of the ideas that constitute the foundation for
it. However, it should be added that I am not trying, just
now, to be rationally analytical.
Interpolation II
“[Dan] Graham responds to language as though he lived
in it.”
—Robert Smithson14
In 1977, the American artist Dan Graham steps out in front
of an audience. The wall behind him is covered by a mirror

that reflects the audience, as well as Graham himself from
behind. He begins a continuous verbal description of his
movements, and what those movements signify:
Holding the microphone with two hands cradling it
with, one hand on the top, as if it’s a very important
object. I’m holding it upright, and now I straighten
my head up, […] and as I stand very straight, I make a
V-shape, with my … I make a shape with a V, with my
two legs and feet apart, and now I’ve rocked backwards
and almost lost my balance, leaning now to my right,
the audience’s left side…15
After a few minutes he starts to describe the audience’s
movements:
In the first two rows, the audience appears very serious,
and now everyone laughs the same kind of laugh, and
as they laugh they make a phhh-type of a sound, and
the sides of their … , it’s a laugh, where they don’t show
their teeth, and now just the opposite, everyone showing their teeth, particularly in the center, and they are
laughing a little bit more loudly. This is true in the first
two rows, all the way back. But there’s some, there are
people who are looking down …16
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After a few more minutes of description, he turns to the
mirror and describes his gestures and the reactions they
signify:
… and the eyes are looking down, and I see a contrast
between the green, very green shirt that I’m wearing,
and a very reddish face. Some hairs are white on the
brown, blackish brown hair of head and beard, as I
stare I look very, very naive, as if I don’t know precisely
why I’m looking at myself … 17
Then he describes the audience and the mirror image of its
movements:
… everybody seems basically serious but they’re smiling, smiling just a little bit. Behind that seriousness
which is a kind of, well now people are making gestures
as if they’re, let’s say, acting, showing off a little bit.18
In Performance / Audience / Mirror, which I have described
and partly transcribed, a mutual relationship arises between
the artist, the viewer, and the material that mediates this
relationship: the mirror that mirrors both of them. In the
last half of the performance, the performer’s role as spectator is accentuated when his gaze is turned towards the
mirror.
However, other material also mediates this performance
situation. The performer, through his constant verbal
description of personal perception, also becomes a mirror.
Via this constant description, viewers become aware of
themselves, as both an experienced and experiencing body,
and of this body’s relationship with the audience and the
performer. Language here is used in the same way as when a
sports commentator tries to convey to a listening audience
the events occurring on the playing field. The field being
observed here is the events immediately around Graham,
which are observed in a strictly phenomenological fashion.
The performer is thus interpreting his own body on par
with the audience’s, and at no point in time does he narrate
what he is feeling, but instead tries to interpret his body’s
movements.
In his essay “Split Attention: Performance and Audience
in the Work of Dan Graham,” Hans Dieter Huber writes
about the experience of art always being partly an experience of oneself, too, and about how Graham’s performance
pieces work with the direct encounter between the artist and
an audience. An encounter that is otherwise mediated by
another material, at least one remove away from the artist,
that serves as an interface.
He points to the interaction that takes place between the
focused self-consciousness associated with self-description
and the focused consciousness turned on the audience that
is entailed in describing it. That the performer’s attention is
directed both inwards and outwards, and that in both cases
the self is projected, either inwardly or outwardly, in a manner that erases either the audience or the performer.
***

There is something stilted about the verbal description
in Performance / Audience / Mirror, something incongruent in the rapid speech that attempts to keep up with the
performer’s movements, which on the other hand seem

oddly stiff and disjointed, without necessarily being so.
A clearly interventional relationship arises between the
linguistic description and the physical movements. They
chafe against each other in this situation, where the process
of perception becomes a motif and a theme in its own right,
and not an external vehicle for evaluating a created work.
There is a kind of uncanniness about the externalisation
that occurs via language in the performance works mentioned, a defamiliarisation, as the language gets closer to
the moment and, at the same time, the difference between
the language and the performer’s actions becomes painfully
clear, like two different velocities that could never be related
to each other when placed in parallel.
In Schema (1966), one of Graham’s early conceptual
works, the self-reference becomes total. Schema is a series
of “poems” in which the text’s only subject is the material
of the page and the text. Schema is a list of concrete facts—
the number of adjectives, the number of verbs, the depth of
the printed text’s impression in the paper, the type of paper,
the type of typography, the number of words, etc.—that tell
us about the page itself. Just as the language in Performance
/ Audience / Mirror seems to be distorted in theattempted
approach of the simultaneous moment, the text in this
work has the same effect. It is also uncannily unfamiliar,
or perhaps empty, and yet the text and the page are never
the same—or more correctly, they are the same, but in two
different modes.

Detumescence (1966), another of Graham’s text works,
describes the physiological condition after a male orgasm
in specialised medical terms, and accordingly this condition is described in terminology that can approach the condition in the same way as the text in Schema approaches
the page’s materiality. The text becomes a way of approaching the pure body, something that we ourselves never have,
or will have, access to. There is a particular “uncovering”
relationship between the body and language here, which
imparts to the text itself a form of corporeality or immediate reality.
In my research on the processes that take place post-
mortem, language has a clear unveiling function. It becomes
a tool that renders visible the interior, pulls back the skin
that enwraps the body, and exhibits the cells’ oily boundaries. A use of language that opens pockets of perception
in my long texts that I will be returning to later. Graham
is probably best known for his architectural installations,
which I have actually ignored. But, when set beside those
of his works that have a more direct significance for me, it
becomes clear how exemplary his practice is in its versatility. Graham’s performances, texts, and video works employ
various linguistic models and use various profession-
specific terminologies.
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This form of hybrid practice, which can not only include the
terminology of a specific field of knowledge but also adopt
or imitate its method, has in many ways served as an example for me.
***
“[Pierre] Huyghe has addressed architecture, magazines,
billboards, television, cinema and museum exhibitions.
In each of these environments, he shows how it is possible
to be an active agent.”
— Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev19
“These are neither installations nor performances. They
come close to a living organism, or what one could call
complex systems. A colony of ants is a complex system, as
is the stock exchange, Wikipedia, or the development of an
embryo.”
—Flora Katz20
Pierre Huyghe, if anyone, also has a hybrid practice that
displays an incredible breadth, as his medium, method, and
theme change from exhibition to exhibition. His exhibitions
are often made up of many different parts, which influence
each other via various connections. Take for example A
 fter
ALife Ahead from 2017, in which a former ice rink was
transformed into a complexly developing installation that
vibrated with hidden life. The concrete floor was ripped up,
in places the exposed and excavated areas of brown earth
were overgrown with clay towers, and in others pools of
water were filled with slowly growing algae. In the middle
of the space, on a concrete platform—a remnant of the old
floor—stood an aquarium, its glass changing from clear
to dark and opaque. In the aquarium, a venomous Conus
textile sea snail slithered about, carrying its gorgeous shell
covered in a complicated pattern, which in turn was scanned
and interpreted as a kind of score for the glass, alternating
between transparent and untransparent. Buzzing trapdoors
opened in the ceiling, so rain and sunlight could affect this
strange landscape.
Elsewhere there was an incubator for cancer cells, whose
growth (which I assume was controlled by the addition
of nutrients to the cells’ environment) was determined by
diverse measurements taken by sensors distributed throughout the space. The cell division in turn influenced the division of black digital shapes seen in an augmented-reality
app; but, when they met in the virtual space, these shapes
could also divide by themselves. In Huyghe’s practice, the
installation is a complex organisation of various systems
that influence each other through numerous different connections that are to some extent self-organising. In an interview with curator Hans Ulrich Obrist, Huyghe talked about
how his works are not dependent on a gaze, that they are
functioning systems that emerge on their own.21
This is an interesting observation, and seeing Huyghe’s artworks as autonomous ecosystems that the viewer simply
moves through is a fantastic premise. But that premise can
seem a tad too fantastical. The systems are orchestrated with
regard to a viewer, and sometimes do not avoid the feeling of

being symbols, metaphors, and pictures in a f iction created
by a single artist with a single goal in mind, which is not
necessarily negative in itself. Nevertheless, a mismatch can
arise between this orchestrated display and the intention, if
we talk about intention in the way it is sometimes discussed
in relation to Huyghe’s larger works. One example I’ll come
back to is the recent exhibition, UUmwelt, at the Serpentine
Gallery in London.22
A shift in human perception is a fundamental theme in
many of Hugyhe’s installations. Walking into this space is a
particularly spectacular experience. Whether or not one is
interested in the interrelationship between the systems, one
immediately notices a kind of suspension of the habitual
attitude to the outside world. I believe this is due not only
to the spectacular aesthetic that is part of an installation
like this, but also to the space that emerges out of the physical, biological, technological, and conceptual connections.
A kind of thinking unfolds in the space. That is what grips
us in Huyghe’s works.
It is the conscious lives of human beings that UUmwelt
partly questioned.
Spread across the exhibition space, five LED screens slowly
flickered with hard-to-describe images, images that exist
somewhere between the different, individual interpretations
made by everyone who sees them. The partly recognisable
and extremely foreign images are a form of visualisation
of perception. In a neurological study from 2017, fMRI
brains cans of people seeing a picture were fed into a deep
neural network, which used a reconstruction algorithm and
a picture archive to construct a form of visualisation of each
person’s perceptions.23
Since Huyghe included the unprocessed sequences from
the neurological study in UUmwelt, one might criticise him
for directing our attention away from the artwork or from
the thinking and the elaboration that can take place within
an art context. Not because one cannot include something
unprocessed, nor because the artist should have his own
hands buried in the material (at no time have I ever demanded of the works I have seen that they be made physically by
the artist themselves), but because his installation becomes
a vague staging of the results of research. A mediation that
points away from itself as a work and becomes strangely
empty, like a shallow philosophical-scientific dialogue in a
popular science fiction film.
The title of the exhibition comes from the German biologist
Jakob von Uexküll’s theory that every living being has its
own perceptions, its own distinct Umwelt—best translated into English as “environment” or “surroundings,” and
not as “the outside world,” which in German is Außenwelt.
One should, however, understand the concept of Umwelt as
referring to a “self-centred world,” or the unique world that
an organism perceives, which is bound to biological premises and therefore differs from standpoint to standpoint.
As such, von Uexküll’s theory gives us an idea of and a way
to approach other beings’ unique worldviews. Huyghe’s
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addition of the extra U in his title can be understood as
going beyond the concept, as a turn that makes an Umwelt
accessible. A transcendence that is actually impossible.
The concept was relativised in many ways throughout the
exhibition, where each room had its own smell and lighting,
and where the floor as covered in a fine, pale dust that stuck
to one’s shoes and was subsequently dragged round from
room to room. There were also thousands of flies roaming the gallery. They had hatched there and they died there;
their whole lifecycle passed within the time frame of the
exhibition.

“The touched thing is also touching.”24

The fly’s perception in relation to the human being’s, the
deep neural network’s interpretation of human perception,
and visitors’ individual interpretations of and associations
with the pictures and the scents. Perhaps the U added to
Umwelt is in reality an authoritative transgression, as when
Huyghe claimed the right to include thousands of flies in an
exhibition space. An authoritative transgression that hierarchically placed itself above the fly, whose perception of
the outside world is used as a mean of perspectivising our
own within an artwork. I am not writing off all artworks
that have ever included animals (Huyghe has included them
on several occasions), but given that the exhibition is based
on von Uexküll’s concept, it is reasonable to question this
aspect.

But a collection is also a body, or a body is a collection—its
collecting principle being what one could call life. I Civil
deals with a love relationship in which “he” gets ill with
cancer, and through this sickness, the collection is expanded
and incorporates more and more of the outside world.

One of the reasons I am sceptical about the role of the
sequences of images in this exhibition is that I also include
a certain amount of research in my works, and I see it as an
ongoing feature of my projects that they stem from research
based in a sphere of knowledge other than that of art. I hope
that when I use research, and subsequently construct an
installation around this research, I do not point out of the
space and away from the work. Or to put it another way:
I am afraid of ending up in the muddle of presenting
or m
 ediating something that actually exists outside the
thought process that I see as the primary factor in a project.
When I study the body’s various processes and employ a
scientific vocabulary, I see the finished result as a literary
form—the emergence of a space within language, a playing
back of a reality that inhabits this space—and I hope that
the text will envelop the viewer.
There is a lot more that could be said, but many of Huyghe’s
themes are interesting, and there is a quality to seeing his
works that involves being both captivated and irritated.
There is also the practical approach that I think is an exemplary quality in the encounter with his larger installations:
they have no autonomous units, no parts that are cut off or
closed off in themselves. The entities exist as parts of the
installation, and establish their meaning in the connections
they have with an overarching whole.
When I am working on a project, I conceive of it as a whole.
The parts individually are not so important—perhaps they
are almost nothing. Rather it is about the space that unfolds
in and between them. They are part of the same conceptual
construction, the same mode.

In Amalie Smith’s book I Civil (In civil, recollection, 2012),
the poems and text are interspersed with black pages bearing a slender white circle. The circle is enclosed by more and
more rings. It expands and includes.

I Civil has the subtitle “collection” and in part touches on
the collecting that one immediately associates with that
word for example, the geological collection at the Natur
historisches Museum in Vienna.

The sick body grows when the cells divide in an uncontrolled way, and there is a joining together of the body and
the hospital’s machines and chemical medicines. When I
read Smith, I think of Lygia Clark. Not only because many
of Clark’s works are much like poems—for example, P
 edra
e ar (Stone and air, 1966), or just think of Caminhando
(Walking, 1963) and Diálogo de mãos (Dialogue of Hands,
1966)—but because, to my mind, there is a similarity in the
two artists’ poetics, and in their attitudes towards the body.
One person lies on the floor surrounded by others, who
are kneeling looking slightly downwards as they pull thin
threads out of their mouths. The threads, shiny with s aliva,
are laid on top of the reclining person, who is slowly covered
in an undulating pattern. Once the reclining individual
is covered, or wrapped, in a moist cocoon, the thread is
broken and pulled back by the person it comes from (each
has a thread of a different colour), who then wraps themselves in it. Baba Antropofágica (Anthropophagic slobber,
1973) is a work that Clark developed together with students
at the Sorbonne in Paris, where she was giving a course.
The body’s normal interface, the field that one physically
shares with others, is transgressed in this action: pulling
a thread from inside one’s mouth and covering another
person’s surface. Normally, one only shares this field with
those one is most intimate with, as when one senses a nother
person’s body sexually and is not at all repelled by the
mucus, the saliva, and the bodily excretions, but enters into
a suspension of this normal repulsion reflex. I see Clark’s
work as a poetic act, one that similarly suspends the repulsion, and opens up another kind of coexistence, another
bodily attitude.
The threads are not what creates a connection between the
bodies; rather they are bearers of saliva and mucus, and
it is this that creates the connection. The connection that
would perhaps normally be mediated by language. In this
way one can also read the situation as approaching a state
outside of language, where drool is a medium of expression
when the body and mouth become wordless. In many ways,
such a connection is ostensibly more real, a quite concrete
transference of material.
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In Smith’s I Civil, “his” body becomes more and more
abject to “her,” and consequently less and less remains of
the recognisable “him.” Is this at all the same body, the
same entity, when so much has happened to it, and so many
processes have taken away from, added to, and indeed
manipulated it? The opposite occurs in an acceptance and
a poetic annulling of the body’s repellent properties in Baba
Antropofágica, an opposition facilitating the potential
of another bodily attitude. Clark’s oeuvre is one of transformations, with many of her pieces often described as
transition works. Works created in the transitions where her
approach to art and her works is transformed, reoriented a
little, or undergoes a larger rift.
When I read about her works, and her practice as a whole,
she comes across as a dedicated researcher. Clark’s works
evolve in the context of the preceding thoughts and actions.
She researches people and the contexts they enter into with
each other. When I encounter her individual works outside
of their broader context, it is often a well-rounded, sincere
encounter.
Clark’s way of working with the body, in which the abject
is embraced by the poetic or fantastical, has influenced the
way I think.
Interpolation III
In two of my previous projects, I grew up in this house
(2017) and Layman’s Dilemma (why?) Is the Limit (2016),
I included my own fictional texts, making my writing practice hinge on my artistic one.
The installations each formed a complex of text, image,
and object that juxtaposed different forms of language and
incorporated different forms of digression within an integrated model.
My hope was that the different parts of the concrete and
conceptual construction would stretch out a space and fill it
with diverse angles of incidence and openings onto a composite overall structure.
In my MFA project, the form that I mention briefly here has
been condensed and collapsed, and has fallen in on itself; in
short, it has become another form. I believe it is more like
a poem.
In my Scotoma (2019) project, paragraphs of a timeline are
projected onto the walls of the gallery. The starting point
for this timeline is the scenario of the viewer’s death, which
transpires at the exact moment the viewer reads the first
words of the text. Thus, the timeline deals with the processes
that take place in the body after the death of the human
being (called “you” in the text) has occurred.
The starting point for the timeline is based on the gallery
milieu, since that milieu has a crucial influence on the processes involved. At the start of the timeline, the terminology
is as close to what is logically appropriate as possible,25 and
thus includes the expressions that most fittingly refer to the
given phenomena.

Any such timeline, like any hypothesis with its starting point
in a specific scenario, is a widening funnel of uncertainty.
A funnel that in turn is an image of the growing number
of variables. This is a natural and inevitable consequence
of time.
Like a beam of light spreading out from a flashlight in a
dark forest, illuminating a wider and wider field that takes
in more and more information, in the same way, the diversity of possible scenarios also increases after the singular
starting point.
The growing uncertainty of the hypothesis creates an opening in the text and the language. A space that I use to make
a fissure in the logically accurate and to create a possibility
for other narratives that hijack and transform the language
so that it eventually erodes, and other functions will sprout
forth within it. Occasionally, I have come across a sentence
that has a movement built into it. Such a sentence comes
about more with the aid of its movement than with its
words. I see the timeline itself as a sculpture in the way that
the paragraphs are reflected back and forth between the beginning and the end, and I see the way the language reaches
outwards in various ways as being like reverberations, like
waves beating against the rest of the installation.
This timeline can be seen as a very compact science fiction
narrative that, with the body as a framework, points far into
the future.
I see it as a premise that language and reality are powerfully
overlapping magnitudes, and I consider advanced professional jargon to offer a model that unfolds and plays back
parts of reality.
The sculptures have a starting point that for me is their
reference, but many of the choices involved are hard to
explain and hard to describe, choices that one could call
aesthetic choices. Consequently, it is hard not to fall into
one of the following possibilities. Firstly, writing about
them as though that is their starting point; the body’s hidden parts that one cannot see, the forms just under the skin
that are hidden in their own—the body’s—inner darkness.
The way that the forms are ripped out of their biological
and mechanical context so that their scale and affiliations
are disrespectfully distorted, and then undergo a false decomposition. Secondly, falling into an ekphrastic description and writing about the foaming plastic mould that seeps
over the fractures in the pallid bone. Writing about the
island of sustenance that arises around a dead vertebrate,
the localised pulse of carbon, water, and nutrients that first
chokes the immediate surroundings, then turning the earth,
grass, and plants black, as if they were burnt without turning to ash, only to then become a point of extreme fertility.
To write the sounds, the stench, and the colours, to make
pictorial all that is inaccessible to the dead body itself.
There is also the possibility of writing about the work
with the sculptures, about the potential pathological relationship the materials have with my own body when I am
sanding a piece of expanded styrofoam and hoping that
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my bleach-white filter mask is protecting my lungs, those
delicate pink wings that are shielded by my ribs, which constantly keep hold of my insides, like thin protective fingers
that are never fully bent.
About sawing into the candyfloss-coloured plastic, and
about the fact that this plastic might easily be a coherent
structure for longer than my body will. A long time after
my constituent parts have become indescribably small, this
structure, this block in front of me, can stand as it does now.
I fantasise while I sand the bluish foam: this styrofoam is
the antithesis of my body, in that it will never share my
body’s flexibility, the terrifying manifoldness of biological
processes that are always involved in life, and to which my
body will always be subordinate. The microplastic dust
settles on my bare forearm. Sticks to the hairs on it. I think
of the styrene that is hopefully being held in its place within
the molecular structure. I hope it won’t seep through the
skin and tell lies to my cells.
There is also the option of writing about some of the ideas
that underpin the sculptures. About the absurdity of the
types of models of communication that one can say are
broadly explanatory or guilty of being grossly banalising.
My sculptures are also models; they reflect, and therefore
communicate, a relationship within the body. Previously,
I was preoccupied with the models at Moesgaard Museum
in Højbjerg.26 The role played by the sculptures and large
installations, like props and stage sets, has become part of
how I relate to my own sculptures. Not so that the sculptures are props, or are intermediary in the same way; rather
I imagine that I exploit this way of thinking. That I take
advantage of and distort the intermediary aspect, and use
this gap between model and reality as an entrance to my
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sculptures—indeed, perhaps almost as a kind of vindication
of the underlying questions that motivate my practice. That
the space likewise becomes very much a sculpture and, with
the aid of the ubiquitous construction of platforms, or anti-
podiums, a kind of choreography.
It is probably relatively unimportant for the viewer to know
that one of the sculptures depicts ATP (adenosine triphosphate) synthesis, and that it is partly based on a schematic
textbook model and partly on a model created via cryogenic
electron microscopy. But it is important for my treatment of
it. It is important for its role in the installation.
Or I could write about the events that have come back to
me in the work with the sculptures, and have now become
experiences:
The rock was planted in the earth by the little pond at the
edge of the field. Every day when our neighbour went down
to the pond, he let his dog off the leash, sat down on the
rock, and smoked a cigarette. I often walked through the
forest beside the field, over the planks that lay across the
narrow ditch, to look at the rock. It was flat and as high as
the seat on a chair. Growing around the rock were long, flat
blades of grass, blades of grass that intertwined with each
other in the wind. On some days, the rock was a hard body
wreathed in green hair. In the summer, the rock stored up
heat and gave it to anyone who touched it. The neighbour
cut the grass around the pond with a red lawnmower. He
went along the edge of the pond, expanding its silhouette in
the grass. When the grass was freshly cut, the rock became
part of a body that pointed out of itself, like a broken bone
piercing the skin. Once, a sand lizard was sitting on the rock
soaking up the heat from the stone and the sun through
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its smooth skin. The quadruped vanished in a flash when
it noticed me. On other days, the rock was a sexual organ
with long, soft pubic hair that grew ever longer, lying far out
over the freshly mown grass. When the field was filled with
golden corn, the rock became a monument on an island in
a sea of undulating metal.
My field of view fills with vibrating patches of white and
black. These patches slide on top of everything and are
impossible to see through. They grow, move around in my
eyes like worms, and swallow more and more of my visual
field. The back of my head is suddenly a hole, an open
door. The place from where those patches enter the rest of
me. They move into my body and float on my skin. They
become taut, as if my body parts were immersed in heavy,
lukewarm water.
The patch gyrates like a thousand small spinning tops
dancing on my skin. Then it vanishes, and it vanishes along
with my hand, leg, lip, tongue, since when the patch vanishes, it takes the use of the body part with it. Sometimes,
the words vanish, too. They are replaced by an impression
of other words that never become whole, but are only a
sliver. A corner of an alphabetical letter, a vague imprint of
meaning, or the word becomes all words at once, a general
and therefore useless form. A smooth space that becomes
smooth when all words glide away in an expanse of bland
oil. When words melt, I cannot speak. The sounds that fall
out of my mouth are not complete. I no longer know their
meaning. The words are air, and the air hardens and resists
shape, as if my mouth were filled with clay.
Then pain, at first only a feeble pulse in the side of my
head. It increases incredibly slowly, until it finally fills all
of me, taking over the place that is otherwise always mine,
the place that is my body. Then it finds an outlet, merges
into one, and runs out. The pain becomes something that
I sense in the same way as I sense the bed and the darkness,
the sheet and the pillow. The pain becomes something that
is there, somewhere in the room, something with a smooth,
spinning surface. It has indentations and protuberances,
something that resembles a shoulder blade under a metallic
skin. It moves around the space, drops down by the curtain
behind the bedside lamp, and remains standing there like
a sculpture.
The stage that precedes a migraine attack is called the
aura. There are different types of these premonitory states,
in which the brain’s electric activity is altered prior to the
complete seizure. Both migraine and epilepsy can involve
auras. As a symptom, an aura can be described as a disturbance in perception, and is in itself totally and completely
harmless. The word “scotoma,” which refers to the visual
disturbances experienced during an aura, comes from the
Greek Skotos (σκοτος), meaning darkness, which in many
ways is misleading. Scotomas are rarely described as dark,
and the disturbances that I myself experience are often
hectic movements between white and black, and on rare
occasions they are filled with colours, like liquid prisms,
but never completely dark. At first, I never see the patch,
but notice an absence—something in the room is missing,

something I am looking at, and it is impossible to say
how it is missing. It is only later on that the characteristic
flickering movement begins.
I call my exhibition Scotoma. A word that has more meanings than those mentioned here. It is a word that in itself
is like a sculpture, or a wedge, that for me gets stuck in an
intermediate space between conception and reality. A word
that I have chosen, and which I find both disgusting and
elegant, and which I like to see set in bold black black
letters, but which is clammy and nasty in my mouth.
I have never thought of my migraines as being influential on
my way of thinking; in fact, especially when I was younger,
I deliberately tried to ignore them. I saw it as a bodily frailty
that was typically initiated in response to various forms of
stress. But in the context of this exhibition, and this essay,
the migraine is suddenly relevant. It is perhaps the disturbance that shatters an otherwise profound certainty, the
certainty of situating myself in my own body. A disturbance
that, as a natural corollary, generates a scepticism in the
face of the situating of human consciousness that colours
so much of all we do. A scepticism about the way in which
human beings like to see themselves in isolation. The way
we seek pure consciousness, pure reason, the pure individual, and want to wash all the bacteria off our hands. But
the white porcelain of the washbasin is stained yellow by
limescale, on the inside it is knobbly and rough, and it collects hair and mucus. It accretes in the drain, forming a doll.
A little, left-behind body, created by our body’s excretions.
A million bacteria live on each square centimetre of skin
covering our body. They are body, too, like the kilo of bacteria found in the gastrointestinal tract. The gastrointestinal tract is also the body’s exterior, since the body is like a
Möbius strip, or a tube of meat: we are a surface layer, with
the inside stretched out between the two ends. The body
is a milieu that is constantly being dissolved and assembled. The body is a movement that does not end until the
moment of the Big Chill.
A scepticism that one can criticise Huyghe for misunderstanding, because he does not deal with it as a reality, but
as a symbol in a metaphor-rich fiction, a show that he runs
like a director.
A scepticism that is propelled into view, and which stands
at the forefront, so as to be embraced in many of Clark’s
works.
A scepticism that I believe Tolstoy really fought against
his whole life, and which was mitigated by his astoundingly
talented use of language, by his way of being with language
and way of writing, which Vladimir Nabokov describes
in such an incredibly lovely way: “He gropes, he unwraps
the verbal parcel for its inner sense, he peels the apple of
the phrase, he tries to say it one way, then a better way, he
gropes, he stalls, he toys, he Tolstoys with words.”27
If I can dwell on Tolstoy for a moment, I would like to return to his fantastic metaphor for conversation: the rolling
eggs. The reason that this metaphor is so good is not only
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that one sees the eggs roll off, but that the egg in its own
right is such a profound, fundamental form, in both a literary and a natural sense.
The shape of an egg is not just beautiful and satisfying
in its mathematical harmony, but it is also practical. It is
(a most) perfect form that safeguards such fragile contents.
If we humans really possessed the ability to hop inside each
other, to just leap over the linguistic and physical distance,
would that be such a self-evidently positive skill? One might
agonise about solipsism, but is such an alternative better?
The egg is perhaps a perfect metaphor for getting closer to
each other through language, for the way it is a container
that protects the fragile and unsettled liquid content within
us. It is not a prison, but an egg.28
I would like to try to mirror my sculptures in this text.
To write them, to formulate them, or to get closer to my
experience of them. But I cannot do that. I can write something around them, and if it has been a long time since
I made them, I might have been able to mirror more of them
in the sentences, in a spatial and pictorial way. There are
different sections here, and perhaps each section is a way
of writing about them. I hope the relationship between the
parts traces out a picture of what I would actually want to
write about the sculptures.
Interpolation IV
“When I reflect that Aristarchus and Copernicus were able
to make reason so conquer sense that, in defiance of the
latter, the former became mistress of their belief.”
—Galileo Galilei29
“In other words, the axiom from which the deduction is
started does not need to be, as traditional metaphysics and
logic supposed, a self-evident truth; it does not have to tally
at all with the facts as given in the objective world at the
moment the action starts; the process of action, if it is consistent, will proceed to create a world in which the assumption becomes axiomatic and self-evident.”
—Hannah Arendt30
“It then becomes clear to him, and certain, that he knows
not a sun, and not a earth, but only an eye that sees a sun,
a hand that feels an earth; that the world that surrounds
him exist only as idea—that is, only in relation to something
else, the one who conceives the idea, which is himself.
—Arthur Schopenhauer31
Galileo Galilei’s telescope is a little less than a metre long
and resembles a discreetly ornamented tube. In his treatise
that bears the beautiful, bombastic title Sidereus Nuncius
(1610)—in English The Starry Messenger, and in Danish
Stjernebudbringeren or budskab om stjernerne—there is
a hand-drawn diagram that shows its simple arrangement
of lenses, which starts with a polished optician’s glass fixed
to each end of a hollow cylinder. This arrangement, which
does not look like much, is credited with having confirmed
one world view while refuting another, thus defining the
world in which we, as human beings, are living.
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It is almost impossible to overstate the importance of
Galileo in a history of science narrative: “The discovery and
use of scientific reasoning by Galileo was one of the most
important achievements in the history of human thought,
and marks the real beginning of physics.”32
Here Galileo is hailed as the figure who broke with the
purely intuitive notion of the world and, with the aid of
thought experiments, reached new conclusions. Galileo’s
then new hypothesis that broke with Aristotle’s mechanics
was formulated by Isaac Newton a generation later as “the
law of inertia,” and this is generally seen as one of the most
fundamental mechanical doctrines: “Every body continues
in its state of rest, or of uniform motion in a right line,
unless it is compelled to change that state by forces impressed upon it.”33 Uniform motion can, however, never be
achieved: neither a stone thrown from a tower nor a carriage
moving along a road can ever move absolutely uniformly;
we can never eliminate the influence of external forces.
But Galileo plays a dual role, since at the same time as
he turned away from an unmediated understanding of the
outside world, he also observed it, through experiments
and observational data, in order to provide support for his
hypotheses.
That, at any rate, is how he is often described in conven
tional history of science narratives.
In Against Method (1975), Paul Feyerabend conducts an
in-depth historical investigation that revises this image of
Galileo, which is then incorporated into Feyerabend’s argument for a revision of the scientific method.
Galileo’s faith in the Copernican model of the universe
was, surprisingly enough, not based on facts or on some
form of inductive underpinning.34 It is often understood
that the observations that Galileo made are unambiguous
data gathered using the telescope as a tool, and that this
data generally supported the predictions of the Copernican
model. From Feyerabend’s investigation it emerges that this
is not the case:
Galileo, who was convinced of the truth of the Copernican view and who did not share the quite common,
though by no means universal, belief in stable experience, looked for new kinds of fact which might support
Copernicus and still be acceptable to all. Such facts he
obtained in two different ways. First by the invention
of his telescope, which changed the sensory core of
everyday experience and replaced it by puzzling and
unexplainable phenomena; and by his principle of relativity and dynamics.35
According to Feyerabend, whose investigation is thoroughly substantiated, the observations made by Galileo through
the telescope are not a truthful picture of real events.36 And
yet, “these false theories, these unacceptable phenomena,
were transformed by Galileo and converted into strong
support of Copernicus.”37
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For Galileo, a telescope was not a means of navigating
beyond our coarse, subjective human senses, and of seeing through a veil of uncertainty; it was rather a tool that
showed unexplained phenomena that Galileo interpreted according to his existing understanding of the outside
world. We always skew observations to fit our understandings. There are no unadulterated or absolute standards.
Feyeraband concludes:
“Considering now the invention, the use, and the elaboration of theories which are inconsistent, not only with other
theories, but even with experiments, facts, observations,
we may start by pointing out that not a single theory ever
agrees with all the known facts in its domain.”38
***
In Jeff VanderMeer’s novel Annihilation (2014), the first
volume in his Southern Reach Trilogy, there is a deep tunnel that is simultaneously a high tower. In Borges’s short
story “There Are More Things” (1975), there are unfamiliar, oddly shaped objects that are a sort of furniture for an
indescribable being. In both of these accounts, an ambiguity
exists in the substance of the text. The tower and the objects
are in a way blank; they cannot be defined by language, and
exist in some intermediate space. I like to imagine Galileo’s
telescope as an object that shares such ambiguity.
We can think of Galileo’s telescope as a torch that conjures
things out of the darkness. A torch that projects an understanding of the world in front of the viewer. A tool that thus
does not take us outside the coarse, subjective senses, but
rather extends or clarifies an already existing model.
I myself see an analogy between this, perhaps personal,
understanding of Galileo’s telescope and language. Language is one such torch that conjures up an image before
us and blurs the distinction between the light and the
surroundings that the light falls on.
A projector of future and past, a lens or membrane over
the present. An example of how the models we employ to
understand the world perhaps also produce it and can hide
themselves in their own shadow.
I would like to believe that art can be a way of working with
these models—as science and literature can also be. That art
gives me a possibility of relating to, and of using, different
discipline-specific spheres of knowledge, and thus of setting
out a temporary model of the world.
I would like to define my projects as temporary constellations that generate one or another form of meaning, conceptual constructs that a viewer can choose to relate to.
That is how I think of them. But I would also, and perhaps
rather, think of them as a temporary setting out of a world
model that in its own way can suspend the viewer’s outside
world. My own little telescope, my own little torch.
***

“First, we have an idea, or a problem; then we act, i.e.,
either speak, or build, or destroy. This is certainly not the
way small children develop. They use words, they combine
them, they play with them until they grasp a meaning that
so far has been beyond their reach.”
—Paul K. Feyerabend39
One of the first things I can remember, I believe, is lying on
a floor with a notepad in front of me. This is before I have
learned to write, but I write anyway. My imitation of cursive
script snakes like a creeper along the horizontal lines, slowly
filling the pad, page by page. I believe my father is sitting on
the chair with the brown-varnished backrest. He is engraving his aluminium cup using a little hand-held Dremel tool.
He used this cup every day. The text, or the drawing of it,
was significant to me. Not so that I could read it word for
word, but because it was a full slate of associations. I clearly
remember the feeling of being close up to the words, which
nevertheless slipped away from me, of the text I had drawn,
giving me a hope of understanding, of capturing, something
that I probably knew nothing about. At that time, new
words had a taste. You sucked on them like sweets, until
you owned them, and had got so used to them that you
could never taste that taste again.
***
Interpolation is understood in mathematics as the construction of values between two known points.40
Polynomial interpolation estimates and adds complexity to
the values in the space between the available data points,
thus generating a more continuous context when data may
be missing.
Using interpolation, one can generate complexity and
context out of a few specific points: a given sequence of
numbers can be expanded into the spaces between them.
I have written this text with the intention of creating an
extension between a number of points: the chosen points of
impact in my practice and some of the ideas that constitute
the foundation for it. I have tried to explain how I myself
interpolate into my own understanding of what I do and,
in so doing, try to make visible to the reader some of the
motivations that arise in the space between myself and
a finished project.
But if I were to choose a metaphor, an image of what my
practice is like, rather than what I think about it, it would be
this: the feel of the text that I drew on that occasion. Not a
telos—an ending of a goal-directed process that justifies all
that has gone before it, and brings life into sequence—but a
temporary construct that suspends the sense of lacking that
ending, while not ignoring it.

Stephan Møller
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The eye echoes the desires of a mouth,
The belly itself; a swollen brain

ORALITY CAVE DESIRE
I need to tune my voice; becoming a disembodied character in this format of written words—the script will render me invisible and naturally cancel a variety of nuances
within my constitution. Your hearing will be lost, erasing
the hostile, wet sounds of my mouth, the inhalation and
the primal hum, while the other thought takes form—my
heavy breath. Compulsive behaviours towards my machine.
You will know nothing more of these, unless they are imagined.
Silence and excess saliva, turning dark grains into deformed
pearls.

From arches something seeping, drawling (2018)*, We enter
a small fold; between the lip and gum, a gesture reveals a
tattooed word, an opening of the curtain. Engraved upon
the area of its own origin, the word has been stabilised,
if that can be said about writing and if speech is initially
unstable. Removing the tattoo leaves an act of showing
teeth, an intention deriving from one point is transfigured
and becomes another act of display. The written word is
a pharmakon;1 it eternalises and forgets simultaneously—
writing was invented for memory, yet the transcript enables
memory to slip. tiger kiss cum neurotic princess rawr love
lost boy firework respect dirty bite thug fresh wave cynic
gold internet
This image is but a detail in the full work, yet it serves a
purpose here—entering the mouth first to see what kind
of information one can draw from there, analogies in its
anatomy and function, separating the voice from its mother
tongue.
While reading Mikhail Yampolsky’s article “Voice Devoured:
Artaud and Borges on Dubbing,” which was introduced to
me by Imogen Stidworthy’s publication (.),2 I came across
many of the things my work wishes to articulate address .
Elaborating on notions of identity, mythology, and desire,
Yampolsky directs his text towards the alienated voice and
the “partial object,”3 circulating Jacques Lacan’s description of Object a: “Object a is something inexpressible, not
inscribable into the structure but defining it; it is a part of
the body, torn from it and creating a void, a hiatus, around
which the unconscious is formed. The separation of Object
a from the body always presupposes the presence of body
cavity.”4 Object a is considered to be the cause of desire:
“Lacan describes desire as a kind of arc that goes out into
space from the place in the body where the hiatus of the
void is located, then circles around Object a, and returns
to the body.”5 There are notions of embodiment and

disembodiment, as well as the rejected versus the embedded, in Object a, which I simply can’t escape recognising,
attempting to locate instabilities of body, language, and
identity, but also notions of “the other.”
A rift in one’s self

A dark corner; in certain moments, I find myself with a
temporary inability to swallow food; a small residue of the
previous issues I’ve had with stress and insomnia. Evolving
from a strange and sudden awareness of holding something
in my mouth, this feeling of embracing a firm object, the
size of a small egg, simulates a shrinking and stiffening of
the area between my mouth’s floor and ceiling. My teeth
and jaws feel utterly useless, and while this micro-drama expands down my throat, I secretly panic and hope to remember how it’s done. I feel as if I am without knowledge of how
to awaken the correct reflex, and I rest my face in stillness,
eyes fixed on the person across the table, while I carefully
attempt to wiggle the back of my now enormous tongue.
A deep breath and then, as if reversing a casual gesture of
consent, I tilt my head slightly backwards, which eventually
eases the convulsion and allows me to swallow, although
with slight pain. By this point my appetite is lost and I need
to rest before making a new attempt.
In some sort of version of claustrophobia, condensed to this
specific area of my body, psychological pressure is transmitted into the corporeal. In such a moment, my mouth houses
something beyond language—reflecting some instabilities
other than that of my throat; this phenomenon uncovers
an established link between my mouth and my psyche.
Consider the breath, vomit, and kiss.6
Object a describes that which is separated from the body,
but also that which has no specular image. The voice as
well as the gaze are examples of “partial objects,” which
cannot be assimilated into a subject’s illusion of completeness. Following Lacan, the gaze and voice are the objects of
desire, unfolded from a “lack,” which is, ultimately, based
in fantasy. Whereas Lacan’s Object a still dwells within
symbolic meaning and order, Julia Kristeva’s “abject” illustrates situations where order and meaning collapse—pointing towards language itself as a border and the abject as
that which lingers within the primal, preceding any division
of the conscious and unconscious. This line, constituted
by language, is thus simultaneously a threshold of one’s
experienced identity and, on the other side of language, is
a state, provoked by the inability to recognise. Something
raw or disfigured. As Yampolsky emphasises, on the topic
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of dubbing, one’s voice cannot be exchanged with another’s
without creating a noticeable displacement. Speech is to
such a great extent orchestrated through the body, and
without accuracy in relation to the physical surrounding
apparatus, it will be read as artifice, where notions of identity and character are fractured, making the flesh dominant
to the persona.

CORPUS DELERIUM PULP
Stage in darkness but for MOUTH; illuminated by a direct
light; no body, no props.
A mime becomes a whisper, slowly becoming audible, the
voice is articulated and precise.
Samuel Beckett’s MOUTH in Not I from 1972 is mad and
raving; absent of body and name—becoming a vehicle of
something else, of thought, of memory, of language—fragmented and chaotic, bouncing back and forth, yet speaking
out in clarity—it’s the epiphany of a lost voice, a sudden
and unstoppable outburst.
“An organ of emission.” I too see discharge, violence, and
animation.

“imagine! . . whole body like gone … just the mouth … lips
… cheeks … jaws … never – … what?. . tongue? . . yes …
lips… cheeks … jaws … tongue … never still a second …
mouth on fire … stream of words … in her ear … practically
in her ear … not catching the half … not the quarter …
no idea what she's saying … imagine! . . no idea what she’s
saying! . . and can’t stop … no stopping it … she who but a
moment before … but a moment! . . could not make a sound
… no sound of any kind … now can’t stop … imagine! …
can’t stop the stream … and the whole brain begging …
something begging in the brain … begging the mouth to
stop … pause a moment … if only for a moment … and no
response … as if it hadn’t heard … or couldn’t … couldn’t
pause a second …”7
I find a strange ambivalence in Beckett’s voices: as a mere
delivery of transcript, but at moments as “vocality” in its
purest form. I oscillate between these, between hearing only
voice and seeing only script—between the alive and dead of
a word. Studying Beckett’s short plays has brought me back
to Clarice Lispector,8 whom I’m desperately and hopelessly in love with. Desperate because she inhabits that same
speed, making your mind and inner images go berserk, impossible to keep up with or fully grasp. Hopeless because
she offers no answers; she is showing the world, enchanting
and disenchanting it—imagination and matter—wrapping
and pulp, but she never stops to explain it; she shows us her,
searching for it. With the same raving language as in Not
I, she takes me in circles, waves, to the flesh and to space.
With Lispector, I feel it was more about flesh than it ever
was for Beckett. While he seemed obsessed with devouring
the body; removing it in various ways, playing on its staged
absence— “When you will have made him a body without organs, then you will have delivered him from all his
automatic reactions and restored him to his true freedom.
Then you will teach him again to dance wrong side out as
in the frenzy of dance halls and this wrong side out will be

his real place.” 9 —Lispector lingers in the physical revelation, the plasma, the mass, and the coagulation.10 However,
they both treat subjects of shock and trauma; perhaps as a
source to language, as if writing derives from this catastrophe, unleashed to provide some form or manifestation of
that which is, really, indescribably difficult. The saturated
language in their works has a density that in many ways
resembles adrenaline; with intensified senses and the filter
removed, every thing is made equally sharp and inescapable. Adrenaline provokes the euphoric and at times intense
anxiety—I believe this is how I perceive the experience of
reading Lispector, as well as listening to Beckett’s MOUTH.
When I first read her Stream of Life, I realised that I was
speeding. The intensity of each page made me almost want
to throw the book away—as if I was not quite ready or prepared for what was to come, or perhaps in fear of not being
able to stop. After slowly acclimatising, I began to read it
more intuitively, and realised what great responsibility she
takes over her reader, the pulse in which the text is built
and the freedom given in reading it differently each time.
The Passion According to G.H. was an experience other
than that of liquidity and a rather solidifying, comforting
recognition of something I was going through. A sudden
shift in one’s persona, triggered by some small, seemingly
insignificant event.

“When I was thirteen, I read Hermann Hesse. And it was a
shock. Steppenwolf. That’s when I started writing a story
that never ended. I eventually tore it up and threw it out.
I put it aside or te … No I tear things up.
Anger, a
little bit of anger,
with myself,
who knows, I
am a little bit tired,
with myself.
Well, for now
I am dead.
We will see if I can be born again,
for now I am dead …
I am speaking from my tomb.” 11
REVERSAL

CHOREOGRAPHIES

THE WITNESS

The title Hypo Glossal (2019)** translates as “Under/
Beneath Tongue/Language.” We are lost;
This video work is focused on two wrestlers as they practice
a series of movements in a black box, and it uses a method
of withdrawal in the sense that one of them has been edited
out in post-production, exposing “a remain” in, or of, the
singular wrestler, while abstracting the figure of resistance.
Rather than going into aspects of violence, force, and dominance, the work was developed from notions of sensibility
and intimacy, deriving from the finely tuned perception
involved in analysing one’s opponent—moments that lie
prior to action and hold careful recognitions in locating the
other’s body. A removal of that “other,” by various means,
attempts to challenge such readings of both intimacy and
resistance—making visible choreographic aspects while disrupting the structure of the image itself. The obscurity of
the room that surrounds the two, and literally swallows one
of them, could be likened to the murk space of a mouth the
pitch-black cinema, wherein speech the screen becomes a
violent source of light; the singular wrestler is, in a similar
way, exposed through these acts of disappearance. Considering darkness and light, the opaque and transparent surface,
and the positive and negative shape, I also draw allusions to
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a “reversed way of seeing,” which don’t solely derive from
interest in the physical properties of analogue film, X-rays,
or the effects of inversion; rather, these allusions evolve
from the act of reversal as such and from questions on what
reduction, or abstraction, may convey of “the original.”
Yet, anatomy itself is, in many ways, present and challenged
in how I dissect, resituate, and displace m
 aterial that originally comes from specific events, gestures, or narratives. In
contemplating the architectural structure of the anatomical
theatre as well as the regular theatre stage, one will find that
they too embed a certain choreographed v ision A vertigo.
The steep elliptic or octagonal levels in the anatomical
theatre gradually contract inwards, where the final level
constitutes the inside of an opened body; being the floor of
the theatre, it simultaneously becomes the stage. “This is a
realm – or condition – of the ‘dead people’ … of those who
have rejected spiritual values by yielding to bestial appetites
or violence, or by perverting their human intellect to fraud
or malice against their fellowmen.”12 In this organisation of
the gaze, scenic devices, flats and cutouts, contradict their
own being, leading towards the vanishing point; they come
to life in what is experienced as volume. Such notions of
directing the body are something I have been interested in
throughout the past years of my artistic practice—as it is
orchestrated from such a variety of sources, ranging from
the sociopolitical to the technological, with a basis in either
convention or imaginary futures. Blinded;

Federal Military Archive in Freiburg, Germany,14 Anatomy
uses a series of testimonies that each describe the moment
when a military division (Garde-Kavallerie-Schützen-
Division) arrested and brutally executed Liebknecht and
Luxemburg in Berlin on January 15, 1919. Luxemburg and
Liebknecht were both members of the Social Democratic
Party of Germany and later founded the Spartacus League
together, a Marxist revolutionary movement in Germany
during World War I. Composing what she calls “a tragedy
in two acts,” Torfs resituates the material through having
the statements recited by twenty-five German actors within
the setting of the Veterinary Anatomical Theatre in Berlin.
A narrative arises that describes several angles of the same
event.
Using only fragments of source and context, Torfs is able
to translate this specific case into something more relative,
making visible the “slippages” and subjectivities of l anguage.
Treated both as stage and court of law, the Anatomical
Theatre as a site also underlines how early theatres utilised
the criminal body for purposes of dissection and science,
emphasising specific power hierarchies and differentiations imposed on the body itself. In the publication, Torfs
includes the invitation she wrote to the actors: “I take a scalpel to these historical texts, only to reveal, in my subsequent
analysis, the hopelessness of the search for truth”15—a final
sentence that I find beautifully describes the exhaustion of
such in-depth research-based practices; and yet, the work
itself proves the great importance of “artistic journalism”
in representing and questioning history. By reopening this
case and scanning the archives, Torfs unveils not only
new perspectives and knowledge regarding the deaths of
Luxemburg and Liebknecht but also her own level of commitment, passion, and sense of responsibility in her role
as an artist. Another way to speak about this passion (i.e.,
intensity) would be to look at its transformative course

Images courtesy of the artist

From this reflection upon the position of the witness, and
on the basis of “staging,” I would like to shine some light on
the work Anatomy (2006) by the Belgian artist Ana Torfs.13
Through a case study of the murders of Karl Liebknecht
and Rosa Luxemburg, Torfs built a monumental piece consisting of a video, a set of black-and-white slide projections,
and a publication of the same title. Derived from in-depth
research spanning five or so years, with extracts from the
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Left: Mariella Ottosson, Hypo Glossal, 2019. Scenography elements, HD video, stereo sound 05:11 min, loop. Installation view, MFA exhibition KHM2 Gallery,
Malmö, 2019
Right: Mariella Ottosson, Hypo Glossal, 2019. Video still. HD video, stereo sound 05:11 min, loop

Images courtesy of the artist

Mariella Ottosson, Jager Eyes and Gristle, 2019. Digital prints on polyester, car doors, silk scarfs, programmed flashes and water colors. Details

over time. Residing in Luxemburg’s work and political
engagement as well as in the Freikorps’ obsession with her
as image—using L
 uxemburg as a scapegoat to channel
their violence towards the “Jewish woman”—are notions
and ideas that became of great significance for the writings
of Hannah Arendt, someone who most certainly influences
the artistic practice of Torfs.

We disappear; the darkness of the theatre is something
that serves the spectator’s state of immersion, establishing
illusion by making the audience forget their surroundings
and even their own bodies, as they submissively direct their
full attention towards the light and drama. Theatre scholar
Erika Fischer-Lichte mentions this effect from the perspective of “social staging” in her book The Transformative
Power of Performance:
The invention of gas lighting eliminated the biggest
source of trouble: the visibility of the spectators to the
actors and, particularly, to each other… . These measures aimed at interrupting the feedback loop. Visible
and audible—i.e. potentially distracting—audience
reactions were to be channeled into “interior” re
sponses that would be sensed intuitively by others but
remained without outward expression. The audience
was expected to show “empathy.”16
Prior to both the darkening of theatre houses and assigning of set seating, the audience had a much more influential
position—penetrating and invalidating any attempts at illusion by means of physical and verbal outbursts. Such a
group of theatregoers would in seventeenth-century France
be identified as the parterre, a term that has been fundamental to my research for Hypo Glossal, as it refers to both
wrestling and theatre. The parterre, awarded to one opponent by the referee during excessive passivity in a wrestling
match, being an advantaged and dominating posture, has
also been considered to perform another, political, resistance—within the format and environment provided by the

theatre.17 Standing “on the ground,” the social group—
which was no doubt the least wealthy one in the room—
used the play to address their disaffection and contempt
towards the bourgeois monarchy. The eventual prescribed
seating of the formerly free and standing parterre 
consisted much of bringing in certain rules of behaviour and,
as F
 ischer-Lichte points out, a general reformation of the
spectator’s role. The movement from being a participant
to a mere receiver is an interesting transition, as it points
to how the subject’s senses within cultural experiences are
used as material while simultaneously being used to inflict
sociopolitical control. By exploiting the dissociative nature
found in cultural “imaginary spaces,” the viewer’s body is
made into a copy of some sort, mirroring the contemporary
take on what an experience fundamentally is or should be.

MONTAGE ARTICULATION WHITE ARMOUR
The image is at the core of my work, and something I consider beyond its format as a solely visual “thing”; rather,
I think of the image in terms of the imaginable, or as a
means to provoke and direct thought. Various physical
elements, text, and sound operate within and towards the
same common goal as my photographic and/or moving
images—in relation to my subject—and they are equal in
their act of making visible. My process and work unfold
through clusters of these “extended images,” composed in
such a way that they cannot be separated. Fragments of
text, video, the sound of a speaking voice, music, or drone,
photographic prints, sculptures, and objects are vessels
I use to situate a work. Feeding into and off each other, they
collectively become vehicles for arranging and transforming meaning. Their dependence on each other is a result
of the methods used within my work process and presentation, often regarding it as a way of constructing a
“reading”—originating from the similarities I see between
visual language and writing—where each element could be
likened to a carefully selected word within the composition of
a sentence.
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When I enter a new work, I often have a rather distinct
point of departure, such as a gesture, a text document, or a
journalistic image. The material I initially use is related to
fields of interest or certain symbolic narratives that reside
within, later to be extracted, paired, or resituated with other
elements. Thus, the source becomes a motive for the work,
and the visual form almost always, exclusively, unfolds
from a subject. However, rather than pointing towards “the
core” of a subject, my works display a circling movement
around—a getting lost in associative trails, which to some
extent could be regarded as avoidant—placing the abstract,
imaginable, and speculative as dominant to the didactic.
We escape;

( ), )( (2018)*** is built on research on Jeanne d’Arc,18
investigating notions of embodiment, aesthetics of violence,
and female empowerment. With references to the vision,
the convulsion, shining armour, and a field sprinkled with
lilies, “I had a banner of which the field was sprinkled with
lilies; the world was painted there with an angel at each side;
it was white of the white cloth called boccassin; there was
written above it, I believe, JHESUS MARIA; it was fringed
with silk” 19 the video composes her presence through traces
and symbols she has left behind, and combines it with other
fragments. A head banging, dried grass, a burning white
polo shirt—the image moves rapidly, extending from an
arm, a shadow reveals the body, shifting from prayer to
smoke to flower to concrete, ochre, brass. The brass of a
trumpet playing in minor key, a song to honour the soldiers,
the battle, the loss. A voice, a hymn.
How naive it would be to solely regard Jeanne as a feminist
figure and martyr, without a sliver of light on her fundamentalism and belief in the superiority of France. As she
has been rendered into fiction through infinite represen
tations, one might really wonder how much of her is left.
Yet I find her to be inevitably present in the current political
condition, resurrected once again—torn from her context
and her beliefs.
Another image. An after-image. Into the light; Depicting a
young man. The warm light from a torch he carries reflects
the sweat on his face as he screams from his b
 owels, eyes
wide open. This is Charlottesville, North Carolina, and the
student has come to defend his white heritage, his confederate monument, his version of America. Vous rappelez-vous
que les statues meurent, elles aussi?20 Peter is wearing a white
cotton polo shirt.21 He has an equivalent, another Peter.
Wearing a white cotton polo shirt, white shorts, and white
cotton gloves, he is a character—meaning that Peter II is
only present in a fictional sphere, existing over 109 m
 inutes
and premiering in 1997. Peter II is very similar looking to
Peter I, who is from 2017—he, too, has water-combed hair.
However, this fictional Peter is not aggravated; he has a wide
smile covering the perversion and terror. The Peters are
wearing supremacist armour, from cotton that has grown
in the fields, the unstained are untouchable in fiction. 22
While my work ( ), )( , wishes to interrogate the aesthetics of
violence, through various images and the dramatic American male narrator—establishing anticipation—the specifics
of the vision and “the catastrophe” remain abstract.
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The associative trails, made as I collect, make, and render
material, can be oriented strictly towards content, but may
also hold other aesthetic or atmospheric equals. Within the
search for a coherent choreography or alternative narrative,
the separate fragments become transfigured into formats
of montage or assemblage. Deriving from the collage, the
cutout, the partial, and the transfigured, with similarities
to the mise en scène, the elements serve to collectively substantiate a field of depth and direct narratives in a dialectical way—acting almost as prosthetics in their relation to
the contour or body of the subject they speak about. The
fundamental property of the prosthetic object is to replace
something that has been lost with artifice. It is in this sense
a reconstruction, evaluated on its ability to restore. But
when I think of the prosthesis in relation to my own work or
artistic work in general, I find it to hold yet another purpose
than solely that of “filling” or “marking,” differentiated in
the sense that it renders something visible that was perhaps
not visible before, thus restoring something that didn’t
necessarily need restoring, in order to seem “complete.”
Yet I tend to think of the physical elements I work with as
support structures for that “other,” and as with the case
of the mise en scène, each element’s properties—material,
technique, aesthetics, and symbolic value—are chosen
carefully to direct the content of the work in a specific way.
It is a strategy for situating the viewer intellectually and
emotionally, but it is also a way of staging a “core,” something that is at stake but cannot be entirely articulated or
described. Desire directs itself towards this impossibility.

THE STAGE

THE EYE

SACRIFICE

From working around notions of the body—its physical
and social choreography, its absence versus presence in
digital culture, and its potential as signifier or image—
I often return to aspects of performativity. Without w
 orking
through performance as such, recent works unfold from
various forms of “staging,” deriving from research on the
rituals and roles assigned to the machinery of stage and
audience. Documents from trials and executions as well as
the history of the parterre within the French theatre have
positioned me within various examples of seventeenth- and
eighteenth-century dramas—holding and assigning certain
directives to the spectacle as well as the collective’s desire
within spectatorship, revealing various modes of passivity
and participation through history.

Jager eyes and Gristle (2019)**** has developed from two
sets of materials: the journalistic imagery of Princess
Diana’s23 crashed car and excerpts from a letter that describes
the torture and dismemberment of François Ravaillac24
during his execution for the crime of regicide in 1610. The
selected fragments move from the audience’s passive gaze—
the desired act of bearing witness: “yet the Spectators,
having beheld and seen the former acts, are likewise desirous to know the catastrophe”—to a certain state of physical activation, which in this case relates to the remains of
Ravaillac’s body: “after his death, they satisfied themselves
what they could, by dragging and trailing his members.”25
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The final scene of this French monarch-run ritual leaves
the audience with a residue, namely the body, and a possibility to either take on the role of the executioner, by
disfiguring the remains even further, or another active role,
as Fischer-Lichte mentions in The Transformative Power
of Performance:
Spectators would crowd around the corpse after an
execution in order to touch the deceased’s body, blood,
limbs, or even the lethal cord. They hoped that this
physical contact would cure them of illness and generally provide a guarantee for their own bodily well-
being and integrity. The transformation of spectators
into actors occurred in the hope of achieving a lasting
alteration of their own bodies.26
As Fischer-Lichte points out, the cadaver of the executed
is made into an object for the spectators’ projections.
Independent of the source or intention of this interaction,
the corpse becomes a site for self-transformation. The most
evident example of projection can perhaps be seen in the use
of a body to mediate power and control between state and
public. The execution event unfolded in a series of s ymbolic
actions: Ravaillac was first undressed and strapped to the
stage, burned on the hand with which he presumably held
the murder weapon, and lastly drawn to pieces by four white
horses, racing to each corner of Place de Grève. Together,
these central elements of punishment attempt to construct
an equivalent action at the same level as the crime—the
murder of a king.
With Princess Diana, the violence was channelled through
the photographic apparatus. Listening to a radio documentary on her tragic death,27 I am struck by the detailed
description of her black dress and her black eyeliner in that
BBC interview where she shares her struggles with bulimia
and depression. Moving on from the interview, the voice
follows her down the stone steps towards her black MercedesBenz. Having successfully exited the scene through the back
door of the building, we rush with her to retreat behind the
tinted windows. Silence. While driving we are now closing
in on the climax, followed by reporters on bikes, we are
speeding, moving faster and faster until—rubber screeches on asphalt and metal crunches, throwing us off course.
Darkness. Silence. Flashes of light, fat lenses penetrating the
car, slivers of glass everywhere. This audible image leaves
me here, with her lifeless body. Records claim she gained
consciousness before being taken away by paramedics,
uttering the words, “Why won’t you leave me alone?” I suddenly feel like an imposter, engaged in a re-enactment of her
death, neatly decorated with music.
I dwell on the beliefs described in Fischer-Lichte’s text and
wonder if the same could be ascribed to press and media;
that is, if the exploitive image has the same status or transformative power as the deceased, or at least revolves around
the same contradictory hope for integrity? The fact that
paparazzi photographed Diana’s lifeless body at the scene
of the accident, minutes or seconds before paramedics
arrived, somehow underlines the extent of the power
dynamics between subject, image, and public. Researching

the journalistic imagery of the accident, I realise that every
inch of her car has been covered. My image search moves
me in circles around the empty vehicle as if filtering a crime
scene for evidence. One image depicts a series of red signal
flags, seemingly placed to index or mark impacted areas.
By realising that these images hold some sort of importance
or potency, I am finally able to overcome my feeling of
trespassing, gaining validity for my attempt to deconstruct
elements within voyeurism, desire, and violence—as well as
in these two specific narratives.
Rendered from black to white and printed on a fluid satin
fabric, the inverted photographic images of Diana’s crashed
Mercedes-Benz, together with a series of red silk scarfs,
attempt to embed themselves in some level of intimacy
and privacy, pointing towards the body and skin—yet the
images have, inconsistent with such notions of integrity,
inherited the format of a banner. Combined with the scattered text fragments, two reconstructed car doors, and
a series of programmed camera flashes; the elements wish to
reside between reconstruction and shrine. Embracing levels
of chaos, the installation and the merged elements constitute a sort of ritualistic fiction, playing on levels of anticipation and abstraction, withholding information of the
referred to catastrophe or accident. The media archaeology
of the enlarged images and text is born of a wish to enhance
visibility, making the structure of the material—ink stains,
scratches, and grains—inescapably present.

TECHNO BIRDS CRUELTY THE ANTI-INTELLECT
While engaging with ideas and representations of voyeurism
and performativity, I also wish to investigate the uncertainties present in the positions and desires of the “gazing” and
the “gazed” subjects. In the performative works of Anne
Imhof, I find a specific emphasis on such acts of looking.
While lacking any clear emotional expression, her troupe
of performers simultaneously mirror themselves in the
large crowd of spectators—an audience placed within a sort
of multiplicity; being surrounded and without the possibility of capturing all at once, the viewer is forced to alter
their position and attention. Imhof’s performers remain
oriented around some sort of private action, and the n
 otion
of superficiality is brought about in what seems to be an
attempt to simultaneously underline and escape current
individualist and passivistic modes of capitalist society.
   Shaving, smoking, spray painting, drinking, dancing, singing, balancing, resting, kissing. In her three-act opera Angst
(2016),28 a falcon and a drone are brought into the space,
pointing towards levels of surveillance, but also recognising the strange entwinement of technology and nature. The
raptor is known as a prototype for the programming and
development of drone functions; meanwhile, they are also
trained in tracking and taking down drones for various air
forces—becoming a utility within the cycle of espionage.
Although the audience is placed within and as part of the
stage, the glossy lamina of Imhof’s “image-based” performance work, with its posed and object-like models
humans, establishes notions of separation and distance.
Whether physically manifesting borders via architectural
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elements, such as the fences and the glass floor of her work
Faust (2017),29 or as an expression of detachment, the i mage
world of Imhof clearly circulates around such ideas of
dissociation and separation. Emphasising the use of body
language and gestural play, Imhof seemingly dodges the use
of literary language and develops her “scripts” from notions
of choreography and emotion rather than intellectual
or textual narratives. Communicating with her performers
at times via text message, however, allows for an immediacy
in directing the work, as they often extend over several
hours and tend to modify over time.
Antonin Artaud writes in the introduction of The Theatre
and Its Double:
What is most important, it seems to me, is not so much
to defend a culture whose existence has never kept
a man from going hungry, as to extract, from what is
called culture, ideas whose compelling force is identical
with that of hunger… .
All our ideas about life must be revised in a p
 eriod
when nothing any longer adheres to life; it is this
painful cleavage which is responsible for the revenge
of things.30
As I read Artaud and attempt to interpret his deep desire
to restore a body whose implicit purposes he finds we have
lost, I am incapable of separating him from the current
modes of digital culture and the passivistic “all-intellectual”
position our contemporary Western being revolves around.
The eye echoes the desires of the mouth—the belly itself; a
swollen brain.

We are exhausted; although the subjects of disembodiment
and image culture may seem exhausted, there might be
something to learn from Artaud’s attempt to illustrate and
suggest a reintegration, using the theatre as his medium. He,
too, while turning his gaze to society, located a disintegrating culture, inhibited by structural restraints—inequivalent
to the experiences in “real” life and dismissive of certain
emotional states and experiences. From this interrogation
of modes of passivity, and the wish to re-establish the body
and non-verbal expression as a tool for representation, I’ve
seen and felt a relationship between Imhof and Artaud.
Levels of a proclaimed anti-fascism and anarchy. Everything
that acts is a cruelty. Artaud ascribes gestural and mimetic
language an originality and diversity that he does not consider to be present in the written manuscript, claiming that
one action could never be performed and experienced in
the same way twice, while the printed word remains static.
In his chapter “The Theatre of Cruelty (First Manifesto),”
he brings in “the hieroglyph” and speaks about establishing
a new language of symbols that turns away from the script
and towards a sensational experience—oriented around the
visual language of objects, costumes, attitudes, and gestures and taking into consideration actors’ physiognomies,
instead of making them illustrate words. This, he claimed,
was the language of cries, sounds, light, and onomatopoeias, “making use of their symbolism and interconnections in
relation to all organs and on all levels.”31 He also intended
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to abolish the stage/auditorium division, creating instead a
multiplicity and mixture of audience and actors, similar to
the choreographic setups found in some of Imhof’s works.
The desperate voice of Artaud is deployed from the theatre’s
potential and, according to him, purpose: to animate, to exhibit life and violence in the ways in which they are experienced and not only thought of. In this way, the body and
soul were to be restored. A body without organs is a shell,
SHAVEN (2019)*****
In Maggie Nelson’s book The Art of Cruelty, she looks
into how aspects of this sort of “damned intellectual-
emotionally embracive” attitude is gendered. She writes,
“Nietzsche and Bataille rely relentlessly on gendered terms”
in their attempts to capture this “living whirlwind,” which
she associates with Artaud.32 She continues, “In Nietzsche,
this plays itself out via a multitude of misogynistic asides
and endless metaphors pertaining to women; pregnancy,
castration, effeminacy, maternity … etc.”33 In the case
of Bataille, she simply points to his transgressive eroticism, which often depends on the alignment of virility and
violence by using the stereotypical dyad of male assailant
and female victim. She spares Artaud in this aspect, stating,
“Artaud’s preference for the anal and fecal, over the genital,
comes as a welcome relief.”34 Yet, returning to the issue in a
section where she compares Artaud to Sylvia Plath, Nelson
concedes:
A woman who lives as did Artaud, like a mad animal at
the furthest reaches of her insanity, isn’t a shamanistic
voyager to the dark side, but a “madwoman in the
attic,” an abject spectacle… . Plath set up a shop
in “this blackness, / This ram of blackness,” anyway.
Then with steely serenity she went about sketching
the landscape she found there. “This is the light of the
mind, cold and planetary. / The trees of the mind are
black. / And the message of the yew tree is blackness—
blackness and silence.”35
In the chapter “The Golden Rule,” Nelson discusses issues
of consent and warning in regard to the audience, allowing
for the choice of submission and emancipation: “The desire
to catch an audience unawares and ambush it, is a fundamentally terrorizing, Messianic approach to art making.”36
Nelson next quotes Artaud’s reputed words to the author
Anaïs Nin: “They always want to hear about; they want an
objective conference on ‘The Theatre and the Plague,’ and
I want to give them the experience itself, the plague itself,
so they will be terrified, and awaken.”37
“They do not realise they are dead,” Artaud insisted.38

“What!!?! Are you dead!?!”39
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List of works
*
From arches, something seeping, drawling
Installation including photographic prints (lambda metallic,
C-print), window film, grapefruits, windscreen wipers, basketball net,
sand, and white faux leather. Sound, 1:58 loop.
2018
Painted in a dark red and with a sepia window film, the room
becomes golden when the sun appears. Hand-sewn leather in the
shape of a folded napkin and a fan are positioned on the floor.
Photographic prints depict: a gesture of folding the lip, graffiti
of the letter “R” (reversed), a close-up of a fish’s gills, a hair trimmer
attachment, the light coming into a cave. A voice projects from
a sound-shower speaker, opened grapefruits are spread out in
the room.
**
Hypo Glossal
HD video, stereo sound, 4:53. Four silhouette screens, plywood,
fabric, rope, dimensions variable.
2019
The video depicts a young man wrestling an invisible “cutout” figure
in a black box. They oscillate between firm grips and gentle movements.
The sound is solely that of the friction between the two wrestlers’
bodies, their steps, and ambient sounds. A series of silhouette screens
are placed overlapping each other and the projection screen for the
video; their framework is made of plywood and a stretched semitransparent
fabric. The viewer enters the scenographic flats from behind and is at
first faced with a “backstage” aesthetic.

***
( ), )(
HD video, stereo sound, 6:00 loop.
2018
The video work shows the neck of a woman, head banging or
praying. A moving camera sweeps over a flowerbed of white lilies,
a concrete park, a wave, and seaweed. Throughout the work,
a reoccurring scene plays featuring a burning white polo shirt slowly
turning black and giving off smoke. An American male narrator
describes a battle and anticipates a disaster; a trumpet is played
in a minor key; a female voice sings a hymn.
****
Jager eyes and Gristle
Installation including digital prints on polyester, 70 x 340 cm,
hand-sewn silk scarfs, modified car doors of a 1996 MercedesBenz, programmed camera flashes, black watercolour.
2019
The enlarged, inverted images are taken from journalistic photodocumentation of Princess Diana’s car accident, produced in the format
of banners and printed on a satin fabric, which is supported by two
modified car-door frames. Text fragments from an old document,
describing the spectators at an execution, are painted directly onto
the walls of the room. The red scarfs and the flashes, which go off
once every two minutes, are spread across the room.
*****
SHAVEN 		
4K video, stereo sound, 3:14 loop.
2019
The image displays an opened oyster, from which a voice
seemingly stems as its soft parts vibrate in a monologue, sharing
experiences of vision, speech, and maternity.

1
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6
7
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9
10

11
12
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14
15
16

In Plato’s work Phaedrus, an Egyptian god offers King Thamus writing as a “remedy” (pharmakon) to help with memory. The king refuses
the gift on the grounds that it will only create forgetfulness, and writing is thus deemed a “poison” (pharmakon). Jacques Derrida, Dissemination,
trans. Barbara Johnson (London: Athlone, 1981), 95 – 104.
See Imogen Stidworthy, (.) (London: Matt’s Gallery; Maastricht; Jan van Eyck Academie, 2012), 154 – 75.
See Mikhail Yampolsky, “Voice Devoured: Artaud and Borges on Dubbing,” trans. Larry P. Joseph, October, no. 64 (Spring 1993): 57 – 77.
The partial object was initially discussed by the psychoanalyst Melanie Klein, who is not brought up in Yampolsky’s text but certainly requires
mentioning. Klein defines the partial objects as being only part of a whole object, while Lacan takes a different view, arguing that they only
reproduce a part of the function from which they derive.
Stidworthy, (.), 172.
Stidworthy, (.), 173.
“The phobia of horses becomes a hieroglyph that condenses all fears, from unnamable to namable.” Julia Kristeva, Powers of Horror:
An Essay on Abjection (New York: Columbia University Press, 1982), 34.
Samuel Beckett, Not I, 1972, https://www.scribd.com/doc/7317563/Samuel-Beckett-Not-I.
Clarice Lispector (b. 1920, Chechelnyk, Ukraine; d. 1977, Rio de Janeiro) lived and worked as an author in Brazil.
Antonin Artaud, “To Have Done with the Judgement of God,” radio broadcast (never aired), French Radio, recorded February 2, 1948,
http://surrealism-plays.com/Artaud.html.
Beckett’s work Play (1962 – 63) as well as Quad (1981) both conceal the bodies of the actors. Play present two women and one man in large-scale
urns, rapidly speaking, as through streaming thought. Quad displays four actors dressed in colourful robes, walking hunched and determined within
a square, following a certain choreography. In these plays as well as in Not I, speech and language truly insist on the viewer’s attention; by contrast,
the bodies that these voices and movements deploy from appear to be secondary, almost like vehicles. When I say that I find Lispector more physical
in this aspect, I wish to point precisely towards this “origin” of language, and that her texts, despite having no actor as such, unfold through a physical
revelation rather than an intellectual one—a non-sense that stems from association, similar to Beckett in its “stream” structure yet differentiated in
the way it highlights “the body as image.” From Lispector’s Água Viva: “Now in the early hours I am pale and gasping for breath and have a dry
mouth in the face of what I achieve… . But for now a fierceness of body and soul that shows itself in the rich scalding of heavy words that trample
one another—and something wild, primary and enervated rises from my swamps, the accursed plant that is about to surrender to God.” Clarice
Lispector, Água Viva, trans. Stefan Tobler (New York: New Directions, 2012), 34.
Clarice Lispector, “Interview with Clarice Lispector - São Paulo, 1977,” interview by Júlio Lerner, TV Cultura, São Paulo, February, 1977,
YouTube video, 22:49, posted by Penguin Books UK, January 24, 2014, https://youtu.be/w1zwGLBpULs.
Archibald T. MacAllister, introduction to Dante Alighieri, The Inferno (The Divine Comedy), trans. John Ciardi (New York: Signet Classic, 2009),
xxii.
Anatomy was produced during Torfs’s scholarship as a DAAD artist-in-residence (Berliner Künstlerprogramm) in 2005 – 06. The work is an installation
with black-and-white slide projections (34:00 loop) and video on two monitors (colour, 90:00 loop), projection, sound (German spoken, English
interpretation via wireless headphones), digitally controlled, variable dimensions. The book ANATOMY, published in conjunction with the exhibition,
contains text and photography by Torfs, including the “Tragedy in Two Acts” and a personal text about the creation process of the installation.
See the website of the Bundesarchiv, Freiburg im Breisgau, Baden-Württemberg, Germany (Abteilung Militärarchiv) at http://www.bundesarchiv.de.
Ana Torfs, “Act II,” in ANATOMY, trans. Christine Gregor, Lindsey Merrison, and Alison Mouthaan-Gwillim (Berlin: Friedrich Meshed & Berlin
Artist-in-residence Program, DAAD, 2006), 54.
Erika Fischer-Lichte, “Shared Bodies Shared Spaces: The Bodily Co-presence of Actors and Spectators,” in The Transformative Power of Performance:
A New Aesthetics, trans. Saskya Iris Jain (New York: Routledge, 2008), 39.
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Jeffrey S. Ravel, The Contested Parterre; Public Theatre and French Culture, 1680 – 1791 (New York: Cornell University Press, 1999).
Jeanne d’Arc was a warrior who experienced visions from God and cross-dressed as man—becoming saviour, then witch, then saint.
Rarely regarded as a religious fundamentalist or problematised in aspects of potentially acting as a contemporary nationalist symbol, Jeanne has
become a mythological creature, prone to being appropriated for the purpose of certain moral ideals. ( ), )(, wishes to problematise these types
of representations, playing on the sacred, the saturated image, and the dramaturgy of heroes. Another aspect that has interested me during research
into both Jeanne d’Arc and Hildegard von Bingen is the woman’s potential power in “becoming” a mediator between God and the public, as well
as their visions’ similarity to psychosis. Ana Torfs’s Du mentir-faux (2000) is based on the trial documents of Jeanne d’Arc, and in some aspects
attempts to deconstruct the mystification of her being and case. For further information, see Torf’s website at http://www.anatorfs.com/works/26/
du-mentir-faux.
Jeanne d’Arc’s description of her banner, during her fourth public examination. “Fourth Public Examination,” Jeanne d’arc la pucelle, last updated
January 2019, https://www.jeanne-darc.info/trial-of-condemnation-index/trial-condemnation-fourth-public-examination.
See Les Statues Meurent Aussi (Statues Also Die), essay film, directed by Alain Resnais and Chris Marker (France: Présence Africaine, Tadié
Cinéma, 1953). Resnais and Marker’s essay film is about historical African art and the effects colonialism has had on how it is perceived. Because
of its criticism of colonialism, the second half of the film was censored in France until the 1960s.
This description refers to an image circulated in the media during the protests in Charlottesville in 2017. One caption for it reads: “Peter Cvjetanovic,
a young student, is seen along with Neo Nazis, Alt-Right, and White Supremacists as they encircle and chant at counter protestors at the base of
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Counterparts

The Barbie doll from the charity shop spends a great deal
of time on the operating table before I deem her sufficiently
agreeable for the film shoot. She’s been decapitated, and her
legs have been sawn off in two places, only to be reattached
with hot-melt adhesive. Her torso has been opened up,
drawn back together, and given new breasts made of foam
rubber and latex. This consistency is much better, but the
paint cracks as soon as you apply any pressure to them. I
give her a hint of a stomach, instead of none at all, and her
miniscule bottom is padded out with a few layers of cotton
wool. During a visit to another second-hand shop, I find a
Norwegian souvenir troll with coarse brown fur from some
kind of animal. When I put it on the doll’s head, it stands
straight up. She looks like this for a while, while I sew her a
red dress that is somewhat based on my own. I brush a mixture of borrowed sugar and water into the hair and try to
achieve a passable hairstyle. The blue patterned shoes that
I’m painting red are also a souvenir, something my mother
excavated during a major cleaning operation at her parents’
house.
The apartment in my stop-motion animation Paracusia
(2019) is, in part, based on my own home, and many of its
objects have life-size counterparts. The home as an enclosed
space, and as the ultimate symbol of security, has ended up
being the setting for almost all of my animations. In this
home lives a lonely figure who has, over time, taken the
form of a woman acting out a solitary chamber play.
There Is No Place Like Home1
Black screen. The sound of shoes on a hard floor, a door
being unlocked, and then shut. When the first frame is
introduced, we’re already inside the apartment. There’s a
pair of red shoes on the floor; worn on the way in, taken
off, and then left unused. The light is a pale yellow haze.

This apartment is new to the woman, but it seems to have
a history, just as she does. The only sounds come from the
various objects in the room. The chair, the typewriter, the
wooden spoon in the sticky saucepan; a materialist realism
that contrasts with the distorted sounds that are beginning
to emanate from behind the wall. As the neighbour’s inconsiderate disturbances become more and more intrusive into
the woman’s space, she begins to investigate the character
who’s hiding on the other side.
The motif of the woman in domestic space is a standard
trope in film history, both as a neutral character as static
as the home itself and as a standard-bearer in feminist
critiques. The most iconic example is perhaps Chantal

Akerman’s Jeanne Dielman, 23 quai du Commerce, 1080
Bruxelles (1975), which was groundbreaking in the way it
depicts the otherwise overlooked chores that make up a
housewife’s day. These chores are the focus of attention for
the duration of the film’s three hours and twenty minutes,
as the camera follows Jeanne around and captures her performing her repetitive tasks in real time.
The viewer does not relate through emotions; the recurring
objects, and the way they are handled, invoke a tactile sensation of, or immersion into, the relationships and interplays of humans and objects. Since Jeanne is alone for the
majority of the film, there isn’t much dialogue to distract
and draw attention from the objects and the movements.
She walks in and out of rooms, turning lights on and off,
as though she herself is lighting the scenes and editing her
own film. Her day is clearly divided and coordinated to an
almost ritualistic degree. Jeanne’s Sisyphean labours serve
no other purpose than feeding their own ecosystem—
money comes in from clients,2 she buys potatoes, cooks,
does the dishes.
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The woman is still at home, but now she is alone. My
characters move along circular paths rather than linear

ones. You could say that the role of housewife follows a
similar progression—a role that maintains the status quo of
the family and home, rather than one involved in change,
discovery, or conquest. I have transformed this into drama
within the structure of my films, regardless of whether the
setup is a literal woman in a literal home. This narrative
technique causes motion, but a motion that returns home.
The Others
Paracusia has emerged as an immediate continuation of my
earlier stop-motion film Dreams from the Ocean (2017), in
which I began an exploration of the relationship between
cinema and voyeurism. In this fifteen-minute film, the
female protagonist is repeatedly murdered, and every room
she walks into becomes a crime scene. A masked attacker in
black gloves subjects her to increasingly cruel fates, but all
the same, she walks into the next room as though nothing
has happened. Here, we look in on the woman fighting a
losing battle for her life inside the house. In Paracusia, she
is looking out, but all she sees is an inconsistent, mysterious
external reality. In both films, home is a refuge turned into

Image courtesy of the artist

In Craig’s Wife (1936), the eponymous housewife has
grown obsessed with running her household, to the point
of making it an inhospitable place that’s ruthlessly intolerant of human error. Nobody could live up to the excessive demands that the house places on its ruler. The flowers
that the maid decorates with drop too many petals, and her
husband’s cigarettes are banished to the outdoors. Maintaining the perfect home has deprived Mrs. Craig of all
human warmth and capacity for relationships. In Dorothy
Arzner’s film, the female character in domestic space becomes a horrific figure who cares little for moderation or
humility. She confesses to a younger, outraged relative that
she hardly married for love. One after another, all the other
people leave the house, and she is left there, alone. Her
husband, the staff, and all the guests who had been disrupt
ing the place have all stormed off. Finally, Mrs. Craig
bursts into tears when she realises that all has been lost—an
attempt, perhaps, to give her back some of the humanity
she’s been suppressing. A present-day Mrs. Craig might
look the same, but instead of bursting into tears, she might
instead sit down with a big glass of red wine, seeming n
 either
frightening nor pathetic to the public—not a victim of, but
a successful conqueror of, consumerist ideals.
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a prison. The female character in Dreams from the Ocean
could be taken from the filmography of Dario Argento—
she’s a muse for imaginative killing. The aesthetics of giallo3
served as the inspiration for the colourful house as well
as the plot. The only occurrence of the colour red comes
from the thick mixture of laundry detergent and glue that
I used for blood, and apart from that it is entirely absent
from the sets and the props. In Paracusia, which works towards a mounting sense of dread rather than eruptions of
terror, I’ve dressed the woman in red. When the typewriter
appears, in the same shade of red, it seems almost planted.
The dress, the typewriter, and the shoes become substitutes
for the missing blood; the room bathes in a dark red glow
as the woman develops her analogue photos. Her photographs of single body parts animate a collage that appears
gradually on the wall. The image brings to mind the trope of
the eccentric killer’s wall of pictures and notes that finds its
reflection in the equally common investigation chart of the
police officer who is hunting them. A system for organised
obsession.

Jeanne Dielman was subversive in the way it challenged a
well-established, voyeuristic way of making film. Because
of this, it seemed, and perhaps still seems, anti-cinematic, as
the very concept of film has become synonymous with illusory seduction. Akerman’s woman is almost always framed
with long or medium shots, and no efforts are made to inflate or underplay her significance or size. Having a famous
actress play the housewife makes the gestures of housework
appear monumental. What was previously disregarded, or
simply presumed natural, is presented as a most well-executed performance. I like the way Akerman applies a kind
of anti-psychology, rather than creating a character in the
sense of something that acts based on a personality and a
background. Jeanne is a representation and, in that sense,
not a subject. She is an object, but she is not objectified. My
woman in Paracusia is that exact illusory subject, although
helplessly objectified. She reads as an individual thanks to
her human-like appearance and her familiar motions, but
she is nothing but a doll and an actress. The realism of the
materiality and the specific details allow identification to
occur in relation to a room, an object, or trivial expressions.
In my films, there are no interhuman relations. The interactions, or the non-communicative interplay that does occur,
is carried out between a character and the unknown—an
Other that could be a threat every bit as much as it could be
the object of desire. The interaction turns passive or aggressive, sadistic or masochistic.
Humanity is read as synonymous with good, but in a way
that suggests that goodness is something innate. Humane
killing is intended to cause as little or as brief suffering as
possible, but nonetheless, there is room for killing within
the confines of humanity, as long as it can be claimed that
it is done for a higher purpose. Killing for the mere sake
of it is deemed bestial and base—adjectives denotative of
the behaviours of nonhuman animals. In the films of the
giallo wave, an explanatory analysis of the killer is almost
always given at the end, often loosely based on the Oedipus
complex of Freudian theory. Alfred Hitchcock’s Psycho
(1960) saw an early use of the approach of giving the viewer
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psychological relief during the closing minutes of the film,
offering not just an explanation for the killer’s behaviour
but also an opportunity for viewers to distance themselves from what they have just witnessed. The rather odd
closing scene in which Norman Bates is given his diagnosis
was no doubt the original inspiration for this soon-to-beestablished custom for the violent offenders of second-rate
horror flicks.
The Pleasure of Violence and the Violence of Pleasure
Feminist film theorist Laura Mulvey coined the term the
“male gaze” to explain the fetishist portrayals of women in
film. Freudian psychoanalysis is Mulvey’s political battering ram in Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema (1975),
where she applies the term “scopophilia” to the specific
pleasure of the act of looking. Both Mulvey and Sigmund
Freud claim that the intention of looking is to gain control
by turning the Other into an object. This also p
 resupposes
that the woman, who is the object of the gaze, poses a
threat. Being a threat, she can be legitimately objectified or
belittled. This drive to look, according to Freudian psychoanalysis, derives from the castration complex and seeks to
uncover the mystery of woman to make her less frightening,
but also to overvalue her and turn her into a safe fetish. In
psychoanalysis, the fascination of looking is something that
goes back to a stage in child development predating even
the formation of a concept of self. Therefore, Freud’s and
Mulvey’s concept of fetishist scopophilia can be described
as instinctive, while the next phase, which gives rise to the
more narcissistic form of voyeurism, involves the formation
of the ego. This phenomenon demands a context and is
based more on sadism, as the pleasure lies in the assignment
of guilt. This is why the medium of film is so suited for this:
it requires a narrative. When the self enters, you can identify
yourself and the Other, and this Other is defined in terms
of sexual difference. Mulvey assumes a heterosexual male
audience, and further that this audience will actively avoid
identification with anything other than a strong male role
model that is designed to be idolised. We could claim that
the male gaze permeates the genre of horror in the sense
that in this filmic tradition it is mostly sexualised women
who are subjected to excessive violence and sexual murders.
But there is something about the gaze specifically in the
context of horror that is more complicated than this, and its
position seems rather unclear.
To some degree, Linda Williams departs from Mulvey’s
thesis, which always assumes that there is a male subject
of the gaze and a feminine object of the same, and that,
for a male viewer, it is impossible to identify as anything
other than a fictional representation of the same sex. When
Williams discusses the mechanisms of identification, she
takes exploitation films and sadomasochistic pornography
as examples. She claims that voyeuristic pleasure cannot be
fully explained as something born from patriarchal dominance.4 Voyeuristic pleasure and identification are locked
in a pendular motion, an interplay between sadism and
masochism. Producing, acting, and consuming a woman’s
suffering are not necessarily simple expressions of misogyny.
Mulvey discusses film based on the idea that the protagonist
is male, but in horror films, the protagonist or protagonists
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are often women. Therefore, they have to function both
as objects and as mirror images of the viewer’s ego. But if
mainstream films featuring male role models and heroes
serve to prop up a collective masculine ego, then the purpose of horror films is different. In Paracusia, I let a female-
coded subject gaze at something that at least seems to be a
man. In this case, the gaze is inverted by having the potential victim gaze at the potential killer.
Literary theorist Gary Saul Morson also addresses the
voyeuristic fascination with acts of violence.5 The ability
to enjoy watching a violent act does not appear through
a dehumanisation of the victim—on the contrary, it is
through our experience of being human that we are able
to empathise with the suffering of another. We manage to
maintain distance by virtue of not being active participants
ourselves, and this is how we are able to partake in the act
of violence. We are triggered by a circular motion, in which
we enjoy watching the suffering of another; then we are tortured by this aspect of our pleasure, before enjoying our
own suffering. We identify, but we withdraw as soon as the
suffering becomes too much to bear. We return to the same
experience later, perhaps because we sense that something
has been left undone. The temptation to look at something
forbidden might, by extension, be about gaining knowledge
of something that ought to remain hidden. The pleasure
lies in the transgression, and the same mechanism is in play
regardless of whether the object under study is violence or
suffering or of a sexual nature. The fact that humankind
has a need for privacy, and thus is motivated to conceal
body parts and unwanted behaviours associated with
animals, produces a drive to transgress these boundaries. It
is the private that constitutes our identity. In the Bible, this
insight is introduced as a consequence of the transgression
that leads to the Fall of Man, and, along with it, so is shame.
The sin lies in the pride of wanting to have access to forbidden knowledge, and this knowledge expresses itself through
bodily awareness. Humankind is banished from the divine
harmony, and from that point on, humans single themselves
out from other animals by covering themselves.
Writer and literary theorist Georges Bataille concedes that
taboos could definitely be the result of religious decrees, but
goes on to speculate that it seems likely that these restrictions
would have appeared around the time when people began to
engage in organized work: “All we can say is that as opposed
to work, sexual activity is a form of violence, that as a spontaneous impulse it can interfere with work. A community
committed to work cannot afford to be at its mercy during
working hours, so to speak.”6 The introduction of the taboo
divides sexuality into animal drive and sublimated eroticism.
But if taboos have been and still remain fundamental to
human civilisation, then the possible transgression of them
is of equal importance. The transgression can occur thanks
to the taboo. The taboo must be maintained so that it can
be violated. The objective is not to eliminate the taboo and
elevate its status to norm. Rather, as Bataille explains, “How
sweet it is to remain in the grip of the desire to burst out
without going the whole way, without taking the final step!
How sweet it is to gaze long upon the object of our desire,
to live on in our desire, instead of dying by going the whole

way, by yielding to the excessive violence of desire!”7 Bataille
is not just talking about violent expressions of desire; he’s
also talking about desire as something essentially violent,
the ultimate climax of which can be compared to death. It is
violent in the sense that it insists on being eradicated. In the
structure of my films, unfulfilled desire becomes part of the
circular progression of dramaturgy.
Jeanne Dielman creates a kind of identity for herself in the
frigidity that has become the final outpost of her control.8
Perhaps this is an immediate consequence of the limited
room for manoeuvring she has in her role as housewife. She
maintains her balance by treating sex like work. When she
suddenly has an orgasm, her domestic microcosm implodes.
This involuntary bodily reaction becomes an expression of
lost control, a failure to uphold her barrier to the unconscious and the suppressed. Order collapses in the external
world, too. She boils the potatoes for too long, and her
minutely organised day ends up out of step. When her carefully planned schedule breaks down, she is suddenly free
to cross any boundary she chooses. In one of the closing
scenes of the film, Jeanne has sex with a client, and then
kills him. However, this action seems to have no associated
relief; rather, it is carried out with the same matter-of-factness as the rest of her chores. The killing doesn’t seem to
be an extension of her involuntary ecstasy, but a way of
striking back at it. The woman in Paracusia sublimates her
desire into work. Or does she turn work into desire? Her
desire could be sexual, or a thirst for knowledge and power.
Perhaps it has nothing to do with desire; perhaps it is a survival strategy. Lust, like work, will manifest as a symptom,
a sadomasochistic arrangement. This sexuality is autoerotic
and a fetishist fixation on a clearly defined object for the
isolated individualist. Sexual desire is a means but also, perhaps, an end. The balance is maintained by the fact that
the imagined moment of release never arrives. The closest
we get to that is the knocking on the door. With it comes a
potential invasion into this already decaying order.
Crime and Curiosity
Voyeurism in the broader sense has always come part and
parcel with the very medium of film, and most of all in
pornography, closely followed by horror film. However, the
voyeuristic qualities of cinema extend further than to sex
and violence. The same mechanism could also be applied to
melodrama, where sentimentality is consumed through the
same pornographic narrative arc. The things we see in films
are close enough for us to experience them as we do our
real personal experiences, but we can also, at any time, step
back and think of ourselves as viewers. In understanding the
attraction of watching fictional and real suffering, Morson
describes the phenomena of acquired taste and acquired
distaste:
Moral education provides us with numerous acquired
distastes. Once learned, they allow us to reject behaviors and resist pleasures almost instantaneously, as fast
as we turn away from excrement, and much faster than
could result from any process of moral reasoning. If
you have to reason yourself out of enjoying torture,
you are already morally hideous… .
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Acquired tastes often involve taking pleasure or finding beauty in what less sophisticated palates would find
nauseating, such as consuming insects, rotting cheese,
raw meat, or, one step further, the brains of still living
animals. By the same token, acquired distastes leave us
revolted by the pleasures of less educated people or of
ourselves when we were still unformed. With ever finer
gradations, taste and distaste mark status.
He continues, “‘Delicacy’ often means that the diner has
the high culture to see the work of artistic preparation
where others cannot. Only a barbarian or a connoisseur …
would eat brains.9
At first sight, horror and gore can seem to stimulate a primitive need, but we might ask ourselves if this need could not
just as well be an acquired one. When we appreciate something monstrous, we can experience this as an expression
of advanced morals, because this appreciation incorporates
both attraction and rejection.
The close ties between violent crimes and voyeurism, and
the connection between gazing, creation, and death, are
addressed in Michael Powell’s Peeping Tom (1960) and
Michelangelo Antonioni’s Blow-up (1966), which are
both set in London in the 1960s. Just as with Akerman’s
Jeanne, Antonioni's portrayal of Thomas, the protagonist
of B
 low-up, has something anti-psychological about it.
Apathetic and cynical, with an arrogant, boyish, icy-blue
stare, he makes his way through the city. This unsatisfied
aspiring artist, who makes a living in commercial fashion
photography, seems to have been created by the time, the
place, and the abundance of free sex and drugs on offer.
When he enlarges photographs taken of a couple in a park,
he discovers in the background a body on the ground and a
hand holding a pistol. Convinced that he has photographed
a murder, he carries on making enlarged copies until the
pictures become pointillist abstractions. Antonioni’s artist
is presented as anything but a genius; rather, he is a self-
centred opportunist whose grasp on reality is as blurred as
the enlarged photographs.

Peeping Tom, which was released six years before Blow-up,
is based on character psychology to a far greater degree.
In this case, the voyeur and photographer also happens to
be the murderer. In the opening scene of the film, we look
through a camera viewfinder at a sex worker who, after
explaining her prices, takes the unknown filmmaker with
her into her room. Before she has even undressed, her face
contorts into a scream of terror as the camera moves ever
closer. In 1960, making the audience the ally of the perpetrator like this was a novel and bold approach. However,
the provocation lies not with the explicit violence and gore
but rather in the fact that it makes the viewer a participant,
without any excessive moralising. The sexual innuendo and
symbolism forces the audience to fill in the blanks of what
is happening outside the frame, which makes them involuntary participants, uncomfortably aware of the fact that
watching film is no passive pastime.

Like Thomas in Blow-up, Mark in Peeping Tom makes his
living taking photographs, in his case of glamour models.
I sense that Mark and Thomas both loathe and find themselves drawn to the vulgar and exhibitionistic streaks of the
women they photograph. Just like Thomas, Mark is working on his own masterpiece: a documentary that follows
the murder investigations he is actually the cause of. At the
moment of death, he shows his victims their own fear by
holding a mirror up to their faces while he stabs them with
his camera stand. The circular interplay of fear and pleasure
becomes obvious when the viewer, who is also the creator of
the pain, suffers through the suffering of the other, enjoys
this suffering, and then enjoys compulsively re-experiencing
the whole thing on film. The camera is a sacred object, a
fetish, an objectifier. However, for Mark, the fascination
does not lie with the bodies being emptied of life. T
 herefore,
perhaps the murder is not really a form of objectification.
What Mark achieves through his filmed murders is an
encounter with the humanity of fear at the moment of
death—his sadistic actions give rise to a masochistic identification. Creation outdoes the creator himself when Mark
finishes his work by filming his own suicide. His pseudoscientific artwork is commissioned by the ghost of his father, which pulls the strings of his perverted superego. The
house Mark lives in serves as a constant reminder of the
psychological abuse he endured as a child, being constantly
followed around by his father’s camera. Now that the house
belongs to him, he has bugged all the apartments in the
building so he can listen in on his tenants. The house, again,
becomes an image of stagnation, security turning into
violence, violence turning into security.
When the woman in Paracusia points the camera at the hole
in the wall to capture a glimpse of her neighbour, she does it
in the capacity of a potential victim, in her role as the Other.
If she is the victim in a horror film, there must also be a
perpetrator. Surveying and studying become compulsions,
where the person carrying out the investigation is also the
creator of what is being studied. Mark studies fear, and has
to create the right conditions for it. He has to kill. Thomas
is looking for documentary footage of human v ulnerability
that will win him artistic acclaim. The more he looks, the
more he sees—but the question is what he sees. The w
 oman
in my film observes and tries to complete an image of
the figure who only appears partially. Each part becomes
a sacred fetish, but also the bearer of an incredible potential for monstrosity. Thanks to this fragmented image, the
other’s position as the Other is maintained.
The Image Ghost and the Flesh
For a long time, the cinema was the only place where you
could experience moving pictures. As soon as film as we
know it—that is, light projected through celluloid—was
invented, we began to project it at large scale, before large
audiences. This made film an instant spectacle: a social
phenomenon that was aimed at all members of society.
Cultural theorist Mary Anne Doane discusses the concept of
scale in relation to the cinematic image.10 The precursors of
cinemas and large-scale pictures were small, toy-like objects
that depended on human interaction to work. The image
itself was material and required collaboration between the

Images courtesy of the artist
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Carolina Sandvik, Paracusia, 2019. Video stills. Stop motion animation video, 15:00 min

hand, the object, and the image. Now, we’re back in that
intimate relation with moving pictures, through our handheld devices, although now with an entirely different
distance to the material—because there isn’t really any

material! A public film screening is an invitation to a mode
of participation that mainly lives on in the festival context.
Something of the ritual and the celebratory remains here,
a sense of exclusivity, and most of all, a reminder of the relationship between human being and film. The viewer sees
themselves among many others and, in this way, shares an
experience. The interaction lies, in part, in the dynamic that
arises in the crowd. Doane asks herself where the image
resides. An early theory was that the image was physically
captured on the retina. In Dario Argento’s Four Flies on

Grey Velvet (1971), which was released a long time after
this theory gained popularity, the killer is caught thanks to
a new technology that can develop the picture that is etched
into a murder victim’s retina. The image produces a s omatic
trauma that survives the victim, and the murderer is exposed by this gaze. It’s not too surprising that this theory
arose, as human beings can produce images from memory,
or even from the imagination, in both waking and sleeping states. The idea of the image as able to penetrate the
body is true, in a way, and even though scientists eventually
discovered that the physical aspects of the process function
differently, there is still a Swedish expression in which you
say that something has “etched itself into your retina.”11
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In Videodrome (1983), the violent influence of modern technology literally gets under people’s skin, using the body as
a battlefield. David Cronenberg through the film explores
the supposed bad influence of graphic violence, which was a
topical subject at the time. A controlled evolution produces
a hybrid of flesh and technology. Body and machine are no
longer two separate entities; they have been forcibly fused.
A TV channel that broadcasts nothing but low-budget torture films also transmits a signal that causes brain t umours
in its viewers. The tumour causes hallucinations and makes
the viewer suggestible to being programmed by a hidden
power—the victim of the signal becomes a potential k illing
machine. Passive consumption of extreme sexualised
violence transitions into taking action. These blurred lines
between hallucination and reality transcend the diegetic
space of the film and are equally confusing to the film’s
audience. In the body horror genre, the body is the potential source of fear. The fine lines between disgust and desire,
inside and outside, life and death are made more distinct.
The uncanny lies beyond sheer mortal terror. What frightens us in Cronenberg’s work is not sudden, painful death;
it is rather the biologically corrupted body losing its form,
not to die but to be mutated, with medical or technological
aid, into an entity that exists between recognisable forms.
Small shifts cause disquiet when the body is invaded or
opened up. The interesting thing is that it also becomes
morally ambiguous whether this progression is generative
or destructive. In the context of horror film, it represents a
threat, but it has the potential for dissolving boundaries for
better or worse. The question raised is where a human being
ends, both in physical and in temporal terms. Objects become extensions of the body, perhaps in an unhealthy state
of symbiosis with their owners. The creator of the TV show
Videodrome is dead, but appears on prerecorded tapes, as
though he were still alive. This dystopic prophecy predicts
that monologue will replace communication. If the d
 anger
of TV lies in the one-way communication it embodies, then
today we are intolerably free to consume whatever we want
from a multitude of buzzing monologues. In my film, the
1980s zeitgeist, with its fear of technology and graphic
violence, is present as a faint echo. The old TV set, which
hasn’t worked in ages, serves as a hallucinatory projection
surface, which is no longer feeding the woman its messages
but becoming the instrument of her projections instead.
Just one minute into Paracusia, we see an ominous dark
stain on the ceiling. This damp is a reminder of the life,
perhaps nonhuman and formless, that threatens to invade
the protagonist’s controlled domain. The wall between the
woman and external reality has been erected to divide, to
keep out and to keep in, but it can be penetrated by a single
finger. The woman is surrounded, with no way of escaping
to the cellar or the attic. Everything exists on the same level
of imagination or delusion. The house’s exterior is the skin
that protects and holds its chaotic insides in place. It’s as if
the woman is slowly being taken back to a past where the
objects that surround her are her only companions. In the
beginning of the film, a smartphone is seen on the table.
The phone lies between the woman and the claustrophobic
apartment and keeps her from being absorbed entirely by the
nostalgic interior. The phone connects her to contemporary

technological progress, information, and potential human
contact. However, since this is a film, the phone’s function is
merely to be planted, and then disarmed. When it no longer
offers a way out, the human being is cut off and abandoned
in a primitive, psychological wilderness. When the mother
in Funny Games (1997) drops her phone in the sink, it is a
clear sign of the impending danger. Michael Haneke’s play
with the phone cliché is a wink at the audience, and when
one of the characters actually physically winks at the audience, the fourth wall collapses. But it’s already too late—or,
rather, it doesn’t matter anymore. Knowledge of the fiction
is irrelevant. The escalating violence only appears even
more sadistic when we ourselves are implicated as audience
members.
Creator vs. Creation
The damp continues to invade the apartment in Paracusia.
Although water is dripping in through the ceiling, the
woman pounds away at the typewriter until her pile of typed
sheets is completely drenched. If there ever was a meaning to glean from these papers, it’s gone now. Instead, she
forms the wet mass of pulp into a figure, a coarse, human
shape with arms and legs, but no head. All that remains of
her tireless typing is a mute representation of a body. The
various versions of the myth of the golem tell stories of the
human ambition to create life from inert matter—the forbidden knowledge and original sin of the Old Testament.
Lifeless matter, often clay, is animated by humans through
magic. This creature usually becomes an unwilling villain,
a victim of its own nature, or the absence of one. It is the
fruit of vanity and thus bears the seed of its own destruction, and perhaps also that of its maker. A poorly targeted weapon running amok in human hands. Similarly, the
creation experiment of Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein (1823)
produces a monster. Shelley’s mother, the feminist writer
and philosopher Mary Wollstonecraft, died from septicaemia after giving birth to Shelley, who in turn lost a child. In
one sense, Frankenstein tells the story of failed parenthood
and the hideous powers of the offspring. However hard Dr.
Frankenstein has worked to create a beautiful man out of
perfect parts, the end result is horrific, and his creation’s
deformed appearance seems to spark its destructive rampage. This poor imitation of a human is, instead, reminiscent of a body fleeing its form, or failing to adopt it. He’s
a little too tall, his gaze somewhat lacking in humanness.
This is a physique that gives rise to evil. Creating is a night
marish, inverted motherhood, which produces a distorted
life not meant to be independent, and the creator, rather
than submitting to the creation, intends to be its ruler.
Nothing in my studio moves of its own accord. I have to
make every millimetre of motion happen. Wanting to leave
as little as possible to chance, I still experience that same
thrill every time something comes alive. I move forward
when I’m animating, but it happens so slowly that I hardly notice. Perfectionism always balances on the threshold
of failure. The studio is a place for rules and discipline, and
no matter how meticulously I plan, there is always a risk
I may lose control.
In my work, I constantly relate to time, both in terms of
diegetic time and real duration. I have my dolls act through
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monotonous, banal situations. The events often occur in
real time, or with few edits in the timeline. Time is also a
restriction, and, sometimes, it is a painful reality in animation work. It can be oddly satisfying to spend an entire day
creating a few seconds of motion. In the end result, time is a
certain number of minutes and seconds that can be played
back and repeated over and over. Sculptural and physical
work transform into something immaterial. I make film
because I imagine it to be permanent.
The woman is asleep, finally. The noise from the other side
has gone away. When she awakes, the paper figure she made
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is gone, too. Another day passes into night, and she sits in
the dark, in the glow of the heater, drinking cheap whiskey
while the rubbish piles up around her. The chain she has
lowered down through the window is no longer in motion.
It lies there as a heavy, sleeping reminder at the foot of her
bed, waiting to be put to use. In the thick silence, all we
can hear is the bed squeaking and her neck popping. The
woman doesn’t seem to even consider leaving the apartment. Instead, she sits in her underwear, exposed, but
shielded from a gaze that could enter through the hole in
the wall, or perhaps through the camera that is constantly
following her around.
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Drink Deep, or Taste Not,
the Plasma Spring 1

Sometimes when I wake up at night, I do not immediately
recognise or understand where I am. It could be anything
that wakes me, really. But it seems to happen most often
when the pull from sleep is soft, rather than harsh. Gentle,
almost. Looking around my bedroom, looking for something familiar, something to confirm where I am, the walls
seem to fade into the darkness at some point, and gradually
cease to exist. The tether between the realm of dreams and
the waking world has not yet been severed, and sometimes,
sometimes, the easy and familiar surroundings of my bedroom take on strange qualities. Qualities and properties I
do not encounter in the world at other times. The moving
shadows on the wall, attached to the swaying oak tree outside, writhe and stretch along the walls. They grasp at the
room, trying to get a hold of something, anything. They
are spectres from a different reality, trying to get a perch
in the material world. Likewise, the chair at the end of the
room is shrouded, somewhere between the darkness and the
room itself. It is as if the chair is stuck in the in-between, in
the gap, of the two planes of existence. Half of its features
discernible: an armrest, an unupholstered leg, and some of
the seat; the rest of it sort of blends and dissolves into the
surrounding blackness of the room, becoming one with the
unknowable and mysterious dark. This misty sense of being
somewhere undefined ends quite abruptly. Sometimes it lingers for a bit longer, almost as if it is unwilling to let go of its
grip, and sometimes it evaporates instantly, as with the flick
of a light switch. Author and philosopher Eugene Thacker
writes about this halfway point between reality and imagination: “It’s all in your head. It really happened. These
mutually exclusive statements mark out the terrain of the
horror genre. And yet, everything interesting happens in the
middle, in the wavering between these two poles—a familiar
reality that is untenable, and an acknowledged reality that
is impossible.”2
Most of my work is occupied with this idea, in some form or
another. It is the state in which both my conscious mind and
my unconscious mind interact and tangle with the physical world. The imagery and the objects I work with try to
straddle two realities at once. On the one hand, my work
contains easily recognisable aspects and facets that can be
deciphered and placed in this world. On the other, it includes minutiae and details, characteristics and behaviours
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that seem a bit removed from reality, and certain aspects
have a particular strangeness. Some of them try to contain
within themselves both realities at once. They try to be both
the instigator of an imagined fantasy and a didactic tool,
showing you that their function is to make you engage in
this fictitious reality. When working with new material, I
try to look for a way to extract this “double quality” and
to emphasise the possible abstraction dormant within. I am
looking for this separation and subsequent merging of two
divergent realities, this feeling of being somewhere familiar
yet somehow strange. This strangeness and, for lack of a
better word, otherworldly quality acts upon the normalcy
(the recognisable and the domestic) and immediacy of the
recognisable imagery and objects.
In my video installation FLESH (2017),3 a disembodied
camera pans across various surfaces at varying speeds. The
camera is examining the surfaces of numerous objects and
textures, and the motion of the inspecting mechanical eye
can be seen as a process of scanning. It is slow, rigid, and
automated. The video consists of still images that are high-
resolution scans from a flatbed film scanner. What unfolds
on the screens is a series of examinations of the textural
quality and microscopic nature of objects ranging from a
piece of granite, a small sample of pyrite,4 some bark from
a pine tree with moss growing on it, plastic from various
household items, and a multitude of selections of the surface of human skin. The skin selections concern themselves
mostly with arms, hands, and fingers. The only recognisable depictions are the index finger, thumb, and palm. These
are parts of the body currently being mapped and used as
forms of identification (for example, unlocking our phones,
identifying ourselves with bank services, etc.), and as such
they offer a very immediate picture of the relationship between body and machine. They form a connection, a bridge,
between our physicality and technology. The other selections of flesh shown are scrambled and digitally altered to
appear as if they are being consumed and mistranslated by
the digital eye of the scanner. As the video progresses, an
overlapping of imagery merges the decipherable flesh with
the abstract of the plastic, and it ends with the two coming
together in a union of sorts, a kind of homage to the ideas
I came across while watching David Cronenberg’s work, particularly his seminal films The Fly (1986) and Videodrome
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(1983), which contains the famous quote “long live the new
flesh.” Both stories revolve around the relationship between
humanity and the evolution of technology, as well as the
fear of technology’s relentless encroaching on and repurposing of the human body.
Sigmund Freud writes in his 1919 essay “The Uncanny”
that “‘the uncanny’ is that class of the terrifying which
leads back to something long known to us, once very familiar.”5 Much like the shadows I sometimes encounter on my
bedroom walls that are both familiar and strange at once.
Shadows from an oak tree and creatures from another
dimension at the same time. I relate to this idea of the uncanny in my work when I appropriate and use material that
is easily recognisable. In FLESH, the viewer is presented
with imagery that is at once recognised as what it is—skin,
surfaces, and textures of different objects—but as the film
progresses, a merging of these two, man and object, occurs;
they become one, and an abstraction emerges. These new
images have undergone a mutation and emerged as a fusion
of the animate and the inanimate. Because of this, they are
straddling both the known and the unknown, and thus become what Freud, to me, characterises as the uncanny. They
hold within them the possibility of our body merging with,
and being swallowed by, the dead and lifeless machines of
our technology (and by extension, they are an embodiment
of our own mortality and death).
The aesthetics and imagery that FLESH leans on are,
of course, a product of the era I grew up in. I am a child of
the mid-1980s and early ’90s—a time when consumerism
was rampant and a wealth of technology became affordable and increasingly more transportable. The size and compactability of products in many ways changed the ways in
which humans relate to machinery and our dependencies
upon them. As such, I closely relate watching a film with
the act of selecting a VHS cassette, studying the cover and
its artwork, opening it and retrieving the tape, and then inserting it, mechanically, into the VCR. A major component
of my enjoyment of these films was this ritualistic aspect.
A way of bringing the world I was about to step into closer
to my own, through this gesture of inserting the tape into
a machine. Like a bridge extending from my arm across
the VHS cassette and VCR, and into the fantastical realm
of film itself. The films I enjoyed (and to some extent still
enjoy) watching were films that almost always had an element of the fantastical. Futuristic settings, heavily engaged
in technology, stories dealing with ghouls and monsters,
about transformations, mystical arts, ghosts, and lasers. In
short, the realms of fantasy and science fiction. Often these
films would involve an aspect of connecting our physical
plane with the spectral, or, through the discovery of some
new technology, a bridging would occur, maybe between
present and future timelines. An example of this is Stuart
Gordon’s film From Beyond (1986), in which scientists
build a machine that allows people to glimpse beyond the
boundaries of normal human perception. In this film, the
laws of physics are upheaved, and this becomes the crux
from which the story’s premise unfolds. Two or more
separate realities merge into one, where the interaction with
both of them at the same time becomes a possibility.

The following is a short parable, presented as a means to
explore the notion of divergent realities:
On the ground lies a piece of broken chalk that encapsulates
a piece of sharp flint. The flint is embedded in the chalk and
protrudes at a sharp angle. About 3.3 – 3.5 million years ago,
two creatures from the species Kenyanthropus platyops
(a possible ancestor to Homo sapiens) observe this piece
of compound mineral lying on the ground.6 Where one
sees a piece of debris, the other sees a potential tool, an instrument capable of shaping the very fabric of reality. This
colossal paradigm shift in appreciation and understanding
of such a commonplace object is due to nothing more than
the empirical experiences that finally click into place in the
hominid’s mind. Once, some time ago, the creature had been
walking along a similar shoreline. Out looking for a source
of food, perhaps. The creature milled around aimlessly,
its mind preoccupied with looking at the treeline, wary of
potential predators. Unaware of its footing, it stepped on a
piece of rock stuck in the ground and injured its foot. The
resulting gash bled profusely, and the creature was caught
off guard. It didn’t notice the small piece of flint sticking up
from the sandy ground, jutting upward like a small razor
blade. In the panic that ensued, the creature fled.
The divergent realities emanating from this small, r andom
piece of pressure-formed quartz will go on to create
the foundation for what will be one of the most decisive
moments in the history of evolution. One hominid will
neglect the rock and continue on with its existence none
the wiser. The other will pick it up, examine it, and realise
that this might be what caused its foot to hurt and bleed, on
a sandy area very similar to this one, some time ago. By
utilising the sharpened edge of the rock, which formed when
this little fragment split off from a larger piece, it can with
greater ease shape its own reality. It can split plant fibres,
carve wood, and access the flesh of its prey with ease. The
harshness of the hominid’s everyday struggle for survival
has been lessened by this act of tool discovery, of embracing what we will come to call technology. Both hominids, in
that instant, encounter and see the same small piece of rock
on the ground, and at the same time, both see immensely
different and divergent realities.
Activation through Naming
For me, one of the hardest, but also most crucial, aspects
of my work is the process by which I give a title to a finished piece. It is often the very last thing in its making, and
as such, the title is the device I use to frame and contextualise the concepts and ideas contained and held within a
new body of work. An example of this is the work AGENT
(Standing Reserve) (2019). I worked on this light installation for the better part of the last six months. Working on
it in my studio, it has gone through variation after variation, until it finally reached its current, completed state. The
work’s main feature is a ten-litre plastic container, the kind
you can find at any hardware or supply store. The container
itself can be used to store almost any kind of liquid, but
for me, having a background as a photographer, it made
me think of the containers used for developer fluids in
a darkroom. I filled this tank about halfway up with water.
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To the water, I added fluorescent ink from marker pens,
often used for highlighting text. In the opening of the container, I placed a fifteen-watt UV lightbulb, more commonly referred to as a black light, and attached this bulb to
a light socket and an extension cord. For installation, the
extension cord is plugged into a wall socket, and the container and its liquid light up accordingly. The fluorescent
ink and UV lightbulb work together to bring the liquid to
life. The ultraviolet light emitted by the bulb is mostly in a
part of the light spectrum that human eyes cannot perceive,
but what the fluorescent ink from the highlighters does is
absorb this light and emit it back with a longer wavelength,
and, in this way, the light becomes a part of the spectrum
that our eyes can detect. Because the absorbent materials
emit longer wavelengths than the light source, the liquid in
the plastic container appears to be glowing. And, as such,
the idea is that this glowing container is to be seen as developing the room around it. It is acting upon the room and
drawing from the hidden potential that is dormant in the
room itself.
The concept of a “standing reserve” is borrowed and very
loosely translated from the philosopher Martin Heidegger:
“Everywhere everything is ordered to stand by, to be immediately at hand, indeed to stand there just so that it may be
on call for further ordering.”7 What I take from this is that
objects and phenomena are not relatable, or open for experience, until their potential as a resource for interaction or
circulation has been tapped, or awakened. This idea relates
to AGENT (Standing Reserve) for me because the tank engages and activates a certain way of seeing and experiencing
itself and the space it is contained within. So, the title of the
work itself acts as an activation of the object, just as the
object acts as an activation and engagement of the room it
occupies. But, not wanting to give everything away, I aim
for the title to evoke a certain way of seeing, a certain way
of experiencing the work. When I hear the word “agent,”
I think of it in terms of, for example, a secret agent, someone who sets out to perform a series of tasks but must remain hidden and secretive about the ways in which these
tasks are fulfilled. The primary aspect of this object could
be seen as working in an opposite way, as it is quite blunt
in its task of illuminating the room around it. The secret
or hidden aspect of the work only comes into play when
you connect it with the idea of it somehow acting upon the
hidden potential, the standing reserve, of the room itself.
A parallel can be drawn from the visual aesthetics of this
work to that of various material-based minimalists from the
1960s. A major precursor to AGENT (Standing Reserve)
is of course Dan Flavin’s sculptural installations consisting
of light fixtures that envelop their immediate surroundings,
as seen in his work untitled (in honor of Harold Joachim)
3 (1977), which consists of an array of twelve fluorescent
light fixtures arranged in a grid. As a counterpoint, John
McCracken’s installation from 2006 (originating in sketches
from the 1970s), Six Columns, to me does the opposite of
enveloping its surroundings. The slick and shiny surfaces of
the black polyester resin and fibreglass figures stand erect
and spread out in the room, and they seem to collapse that
same room into themselves.
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In his book Black: The Brilliance of a Non-Color, philosopher Alain Badiou discusses the nature of black holes:
Even though it’s a hole in perception, and hence
in relation to the presumed activity of a star detector
in a galaxy, it is in no way a hole in the real. It is instead a kind of magic sphere or ball: everything that
comes near it immediately becomes part of it. As a negligible but mercilessly agglutinate mass, the dead star
lies at the border between nothingness (the hole) and
super-reality (a dense, self-contained mass that treats
everything passing by it as indistinguishable from
itself). As usual, black—very apt here for its misnomer
“hole”—symbolises, without distinction, both lack and
excess.8
When looking directly at something that’s highly reflective,
it seems as if you are looking beyond or through the s urface
of the object, and the mirroring almost comes alive and
acts like a black hole, deflating and consuming its environment. The object disappears and becomes accessible only
through its staging and surroundings. In AGENT (Standing
Reserve), I am trying to use the same effect, but in reverse.
It tries to reach out from within itself to engage with the
room, attempting to lure out some of the room’s hidden
potential.
Titles are a way to point the observer in certain directions.
Sometimes they may be laid out as obvious signposts, guiding the viewer along the way towards ideas and concepts
that the artist finds interesting. Another example of this is
the framing of my work IT’S ALIVE (2019). It consists of
a single speaker mounted on a tripod. At random intervals,
the speaker emits an electrical buzzing sound. The sound is
a recording of electricity arcing between two points of connectivity. This crackling sound is for me closely related to
scenery and imagery from science fiction and horror films.
Scenes involving a laboratory; scenes where experimentation of some kind is going on; scenes where a change is about
to occur. An example of this is James Whale’s F
 rankenstein
(1931), and the scene in which Dr. Frankenstein and his
assistant are trying to reanimate the patchwork corpse.9
To me, this is an important scene because of the ambient
sounds, the crackling electricity heard throughout it, and
of course the visuals of the mise en scène, with its electric
machinery, gizmos, and gadgets filling up the set. Here,
in terms of cinematic storytelling, I believe a crucial bond
between the concept of electricity and the act of animating
is formed, one that, to me at least, will forever be intrinsically linked to the mad scientist and an act of creation.
So, by giving my work the title IT’S ALIVE, what I am
trying to do is subtly remind the viewer of that scene in
Dr. Frankenstein’s castle laboratory, and of that spark of
electricity needed to bring dead flesh back to life.
My titles tend to be short and often describe the function
of a work. More often than not, I choose words that give
the idea that the works belong to a specific category, almost
bordering on a taxonomy of sorts. Words like container,
transmutation, anomaly, phase, sequence, amalgamation,
dilation, device, and replica, to me, are all words that ring
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with certain connotations, almost all belonging to the world
of science fiction and fantasy. These words adhere to the
spectacular and fantastic, and they resonate in a certain way
and lend to the works that very feeling of being fantastical.
Summoning an Egregore
Sometimes the fictional comes into contact with reality
and births itself into our world. An example of this is given
by philosopher Graham Harman in his 2018 book Object-
Oriented Ontology: A New Theory of Everything:

currently accepted address, now home to a gift shop
and museum, labour under the misconception that the
detective was a real historical person. The retelling of
this story usually provokes cruel laughter at the expense
of these naïve tourists. Yet there is a charming grain
of truth in their ignorance: the fact that the detective
is such a beloved and memorable character that one
can easily imagine him resting comfortably at home on
Baker Street, and picture him in a number of situations
that did not actually occur in Doyle’s works.10

One of the greatest fictional heroes of all time is s urely
the detective Sherlock Holmes, in the stories of Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle. In writing these stories, Doyle
tried to house his detective at a fictitious address on a
real London street: namely, 221B Baker Street. Yet the
very real London thoroughfare called Baker Street was
later extended to go as far as the 200s, thereby putting
the fictional flat of Holmes and Dr Watson within the
range of real-life city addresses. Indeed, it happened
that first one real building and then another claimed to
be the “true site” of the Holmes/Watson flat. It is said
that some of the Sherlock Holmes fans who visit the

What Harman is talking about here is something I find to be
quite interesting. He is talking about the erasing of borders
between fiction and reality. That some ideas and concepts,
when described enough times, encountered enough times,
ingrain themselves within us, and every once in a while seem
to leap the threshold between worlds. And, through this,
fictional objects can have an impact on the material world.
This notion of the collective influence of objects manifesting themselves makes me think of the occult practice of
making an egregore. An egregore is a thought-form, the result of a person or several people coming together in unison
to, with the use of magic and rituals, create an autonomous
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psychic entity. The egregore is something focused on with
intent and conjured up to serve a specific purpose. It is
many intentions coming together from various sources,
whether of people or objects, and being moulded together
to make something greater than the sum of their parts.
It is something in the air, not bound by the physical world,
a result of all the things located there acting together. A sort
of energy. And this curious mixture of effects, intentions,
and behaviours affect each other, and flow outwards, like
the ripples that appear when you throw a small rock into a
body of water.
A concept that closely resembles that of an egregore is one
the horror writer and philosopher Nick Land came to call
“hyperstition.” In an interview conducted by the cultural
theorist Delphi Carstens, Land talked about the nature of
hyperstition:
Hyperstition is a positive feedback circuit including
culture as a component. It can be defined as the experimental (techno-)science of self-fulfilling 
prophecies.
Superstitions are merely false beliefs, but hyperstitions—by their very existence as ideas—function
causally to bring about their own reality. Capitalist
economics is extremely sensitive to hyperstition, where
confidence acts as an effective tonic, and inversely. The
(fictional) idea of Cyberspace contributed to the influx
of investment that rapidly converted it into a technosocial reality.
He further explains, “The hyperstitional object is no mere
figment of ‘social construction,’ but it is in a very real way
‘conjured’ into being by the approach taken to it.”11
The idea of cyberspace Land mentions is a concept popularised by William Gibson’s 1984 novel Neuromancer. The
novel is often credited with creating the first popular and
collective understanding of computer networks and, by extension, the internet, years before the actual internet existed
and was accessible to the public (as we know it, the World
Wide Web went online in 1991). A hyperstitional object
can be understood as an idea existing collectively in our
minds that catches on, (self-)propagates, and spreads. The
Christopher Nolan film Inception (2010) revolves around
the notion of implanting or extracting information from
someone’s subconscious mind. One of the film’s central
characters, Cobb, muses on the nature of ideas: “What is
the most resilient parasite? Bacteria? A virus? An intestinal
worm? An idea. Resilient, highly contagious. Once an idea
has taken hold of the brain it’s almost impossible to eradicate. An idea that is fully formed—fully understood—that
sticks.” What I like about this quote is the imagery used.
The character conflates the properties of parasites, bacteria,
and viruses with the nature of an idea. They are all something that takes hold, germinates, multiplies, and spreads.
Referring back to the way I name and title my works, this
bit of dialogue from Inception got me thinking about one
of the central tenets of object-oriented ontology (OOO), the
aforementioned school of thought popularised in the last
decade or so by Graham Harman and others. According to
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OOO, one of the main problems with modern philosophy
is its anthropocentrism, that is, its human-centred way of
approaching the world. OOO, by contrast, approaches the
world with a much more flat ontology, positing that objects outside of human interaction can have, and do have,
an 
impact on, interactions with, and relations between
each other. Harman states in his 2005 book Tool-Being:
Heidegger and the Metaphysics of Objects:
Let’s imagine that, for whatever reason, some sort of
bulky metallic appliance is abandoned on a frozen lake.
For now, I see no reason to accept the animistic claim
that such a stove or washing machine “perceives” the
lake in the usual sense. Even so, some sort of determinate encounter clearly does occur between them. This
soulless piece of metal certainly does not enjoy immediate and intimate contact with the tool-being of the lake,
as if sheer casual proximity were sufficient for capturing that lake in its withdrawn execution. (The fact that
we are discussing an artificial object is irrelevant; the
present analysis would also hold good if we replaced
the appliance with a naturally occurring chunk of ore.)
Even in this case, the appliance reacts to some features
of the lake rather than others—cutting its rich actuality down to size, reducing it to that relatively minimal
scope of lake-reality that is of significance to it. Note
that the tool-being of the lake comprises an indefinitely
large array of features, most of them irrelevant to the
object lying on its surface. Simplifying somewhat,
we can say that the stove reduces the lake to the single
aspect of frozen surface, to sheer “equipment for remaining stationary.”12
What I take from this, in the simplest of ways, is the notion of objects having relationships and connections with
each other outside of human interaction. To put it simply,
the washing machine standing on that frozen lake is getting
cold from its interaction with the ice. And this temperature transference happens even without the validation and
verification of human participation. The appliance and the
surface of the lake work together to produce this sensation
of coldness, and it is something that happens between them,
separate from my perception of it. This instance of coldness
is specific to this interaction, and this interaction alone. It
is something shared between the ice on top of the lake and
the metal of the washing machine. Do objects then create
their own versions of egregores? Do they form connections
beyond their own beings, which in turn manifest and produce effects of their own accord, passing them on to further
objects? Does the proposed notion that they have enclosed
and retreated experiences with each other potentially point
to humans and objects existing in separate realities? Does
this mean that certain works of art exhibit the collected
forces of the objects and materials used in their creation,
the sum of these objects’ and materials’ interactions as a
new entity, one that in many ways resembles an egregore?
The analogy between ideas and viruses thus extends to objects. OOO discusses how the perceived or imbued qualities of objects leak out and infect each other. And about
how their effects may be experienced, even if they cannot
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be physically touched. Can, then, a collection of objects—
in this case, works of art—enforce on each other their own
qualities and aspects through the sole act of being presented
together as a whole? Don’t they then, in fact, create something wholly new together, something that is the product of
them working in unison as a collective?
Last year, I produced an installation titled Zero Level Exploration (2018). It was presented as a collection, or assemblage, of various objects, some appropriated, some created,
and some replicated, alongside three video works presented
on disassembled computer and LCD screens. Each of the
objects was meant to engage the viewer in two things: one,
the act of examining and studying something up close, and
two, the idea that something first encountered as strange
or fantastical might, upon closer inspection, be something
quite ordinary. One of the video works consists of a single
shot of a small piece of moss with water accumulating into
a bulbous shape on its tip. The growth is isolated from any
discernible background, and the only movement is a continuous bobbing, almost like the moss is throbbing with a
pulse. The light in the video does not appear to be natural; it is more reminiscent of studio lighting, as it is cold in
temperature and harsh in contrast. Mirroring the vibrating
movements of the plant, the light strobes with increasing intensity as the loop progresses. The piece of moss is also magnified many times over, through the use of a macro lens, and
this, of course, lends itself to the perceived alienness of the
plant, as we are not used to seeing the small, detailed, and
intricate growths that comprise this little green, flowerless
plant. Titled Survey—Non-Endemic Unknown Biophyte
(2017 – 18)13—a title using, as described earlier, specific-
sounding words to emphasise and strengthen the notion
of something unfamiliar yet scientific (something perhaps
measured, encountered, and thus quantifiably real)—the
video work presents the viewer with an alien-looking organ
ism that is displaying mechanical, erratic, and unexpected
movement (underscored by the video being only one-
minute long and presented as an uninterrupted loop that
goes on seemingly forever).
With Survey—Non-Endemic Unknown Biophyte, I am
trying to create a fiction that comes across as immersive
and believable. As part of the Zero Level Exploration installation, the looped video was shown on a small screen
that was set on the floor, leaning against a wall. Behind the
screen, two objects were placed on the ground. One was a
wooden plank painted with acrylic paint, each side displaying a different colour and texture, and the second, a larger
cylindrical object made out of concrete and painted with
bright turquoise paint, making it appear to be more plastic
than stone. To me, the stone object is reminiscent of the core
samples geologists and climatologists extract from the crust
of the earth or from glaciers. These samples are read in a
way that helps scientists form and shape a picture of how
a certain geographic area looked thousands or even millions
of years ago. Such samples are containers from which information is extracted. My concrete object, on the other hand,
has no relation to any scientific measurement or enquiry; it
is a piece of a wall from a housing complex, drilled through
and removed by workers performing renovations to the

building’s facade. Like the wooden plank, this object is not
titled, and the only information available about it is in the
materials description, where it is identified as “core sample
of housing project.”
In using and placing objects as scenery, I am trying to work
using a means related to movie set decoration. Objects on
the set of a film lend themselves as a sort of support to the
process of accepting the reality and realness of the setting
and scenery that a story occupies. The objects themselves
do not necessarily interact with any characters, nor with any
specific plot point, but they are there as a sort of ambience,
reinforcing a level of immersiveness to the world-building
of the film. Ridley Scott’s Alien (1979) has a scene in which
the characters are roaming the ship looking for Jonesy, the
cat, and the character Brett enters into an area that is larger
and more spacious than any place on the ship we have seen
so far. This is emphasised by the chains that hang from
the ceiling high above the character. The chains move in
the circulated air, clanging together and making sounds
that echo in the large room. From the chains, water, in the
form of condensation, drips down onto the characters from
above, also adding to the cavernous feeling of the setting.
While the characters never interact with them, these chains
play an integral part in portraying certain aspects of the
room where the scene takes place, mainly showing that it
is large and cave-like, and perhaps suggesting the idea of
entering the lair of a predatory animal of some sort.
In using the term “ambience” to describe the role of objects in scene setting, I am trying to point out that sometimes things we take for granted are much more integral
to our understanding and acceptance of a narrative than
we think. Another example of ambience would be the difference of a scene shot in the living room of an apartment
complex that includes the ticking of a clock, the dripping
of a faucet, sounds from the traffic outside, the shouts of
neighbours arguing—that is, sounds you would expect from
that setting—and a scene shot in the same living room, but
totally devoid of any sound, completely silent. The silent
room could be seen as unnatural, as uncanny, because an
aspect we expect to be there is removed. The objects in my
installation were trying to act the part of that ambience.
I attempted to cast them as the white noise lingering in
the background that makes the setting a bit more believable. Throughout Zero Level Exploration were objects and
instruments related to seeing, looking into, magnifying, and
examining. These ranged from small mirrors, clear plastic
containers, and a magnifying glass used for the inspection
of stamps to LCD screens and a half-spherical paperweight
made out of polished glass. And, like the wooden plank
and turquoise rock connected to Survey—Non-Endemic
Unknown Biophyte, these items were untitled and accessible only in their material description and interaction with
other objects, meant to be treated more as tools needed to
gain access to the artworks than artworks themselves.
The Lava Lamp
In my studio, work comes about in many different ways,
but most often it starts with either physically examining the
different properties of a material or researching it online,
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reading about it and exploring topics, information, and
thematics connected to it. As mentioned earlier, I tend to
look for existing qualities within a material that might lend
themselves to the process of heightening or offer an opportunity to abstract an aesthetic experience derived from said
material. This is an overly complicated way of saying that
I look for new and novel ways of interacting with objects,
substances, and ideas. For example, over the last five years,
I have been working with liquids in various forms. In the beginning, I was interested in the different ways liquids interact with each other. How does viscosity, density, reaction to
temperature, and mobility differ from one to the other? And
how do these aspects react to each other? So, my studio became stacked with various types of containers—bottles, jam
jars, flower vases, deep pie dishes, and, finally, aquariums.
I combined olive oil with gasoline, water with dishwashing
liquid, hand sanitiser with shampoo, engine degreaser with
milk, ink from various sources (pens, markers, and printer
cartridges) with rapeseed oil. I began seeing certain behaviours develop while looking at the different substances mixing. I left some to congeal and some to ferment.

To try to distinguish one liquid from another, I started adding colouring agents, such as powders and pigments. What
developed was a fascination for the solubility, density, and
immiscibility of certain kinds of liquids when put together.
For example, regular cooking oil will not mix with water at
room temperature (it requires high temperature and pressure), and when put into the same container, they create a
kind of layered suspension, whereby the oil will always rise
up and float on top of the water, due to oil having the lower density of the two. When you add a third party to this
mixture, say one of the aforementioned colouring agents in
the form of a powder, what happens is that you introduce
something that will at first float on top of the oil layer, but,
as the dry powder becomes saturated, will combine with the
oil and sink through the water. As this new mixture sinks
to the bottom of the water, the powder starts to dissolve
and release itself from the oil, and when this happens, the
oil, becoming once again less dense than the water, forces
its way back up to the top. This process is repeated until
the saturation amount of powdered pigment is all fully
submerged and dissolved into the water below. Then the
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motion stops. This self-sustaining, albeit brief, motion carried out by the ingredients themselves had me completely
mesmerised. What was unfolding was a self-generating and
evolving set of motives, shapes and forms, foregrounds
and backgrounds, all blending, morphing, and abstracting
themselves. Becoming totally transfixed by my discovery,
I was oblivious to the fact that what I had created was a sort
of rudimentary and basic lava lamp. The lava lamp14 consists of an enclosed container filled with paraffin wax, oil,
and carbon tetrachloride. The movement of the liquids is
generated by the heat from a (halogen) lightbulb, which reduces the viscosity and density of the wax, forcing it to rise
to the surface, where it cools off and recongeals and then
glides back down for the process to start all over again, in
perpetuity, as long as the light is on. The movements inside
the lamp are slow and gentle.
To me, there is something about watching the repetitive
motion of a lava lamp that is calming, almost hypnotic.
I think the allure might come from the way the human brain
is wired to seek out, recognise, and decode patterns. The
movements are slow and predictable (non-threatening), but
the shapes of the wax morph and change over time, keeping
us engaged—albeit not forever, as the novelty does tend to
wear off. When I say “non-threatening” movements, I mean
this as opposed to the way in which some of us encounter
spiders, and react with fear, because their movement is seen
by us as being erratic and unpredictable. The whole time
I was doing these experiments with liquids, I was documenting the different processes with still images and video. In
reviewing the footage, I discovered that the immersive qualities of the liquid motions were even stronger when magnified and looked at onscreen, and even more so again when
blown up and projected. But, just like with the novelty of
the lava lamp, the engaging qualities faded over time, as the
movement of liquids became predictable. By using this predictability as a tool to break the expected and emerging patterns that form, and by making the liquids instead behave in
unexpected ways, the engagement and investment becomes
that much stronger. The films themselves, titled Transmutations pt.1 – 4 (2015 – 16),15 are meant to be vehicles to engage
a certain headspace, one in which you seem to lose yourself
in the imagery, as it keeps moving and dissolving, changing
and rearranging itself. The films are meant to engulf you
and make the room around you disappear; they envelop
you in their own world. And they act in very much the same
way as the black holes generated by the aforementioned
installation of John McCracken.
Photography and Objects
I have had photography as the main focus of my practice
for several years, presenting finished projects in printed and
mounted forms, as artist books, and occasionally as films.
Prior to my academic education, I studied and trained as a
professional trade photographer and also studied art photo
graphy for one year, during which time the work of photo
graphers like William Eggleston, Jeff Wall, and H
 iroshi
Sugimoto had an impact on me. I would like to focus very
briefly on the three of them, starting with Eggleston’s eye
for capturing and focusing on small details, which is of importance to my own practice. His portrayals of objects and

scenery devoid of people exemplify this, especially his work
Memphis (c. 1969), a close-up of a small green tricycle. The
perspective is low, close to the ground, almost looking up
at the bike, which fills the majority of the composition and
frame. By lowering his stance and getting up close to the
bicycle, Eggleston elevates the children’s toy from something ordinarily ignored into an almost monumental figure.
The object becomes the centre of attention.
In 1976, Sugimoto started a series of photographic works
titled Theaters. For the series, which is still ongoing,
Sugimoto brings his large-format camera into darkened

and empty cinema theatres to photograph films. He starts
his exposure at the beginning of a screening, only stopping
when the credits have finished rolling. The resulting image
is that of a huge glowing rectangle of light illuminating the
usually darkened space and, contained within it, the entirety
of whatever film he chose to portray. Time, narrative, and
space become compressed into one single image: the glowing and ethereal visage of the projected image. About this
series, Sugimoto has said, “The image was something that
neither existed in the real world nor was it anything I had
seen. So who had seen it then? My answer: it was what the
camera saw.”16 For me, these glowing images cement certain
ideas about photographic imagery being able to represent
and contain other layers of reality, not just the ones we can
experience through our senses. By collecting and manipulating light over a period of time, one might be able to gain
access to dimensions otherwise hidden. Another aspect of
intrigue in the Theaters images is the defining feature of the
central motif (the projected film) as it applies itself to its
surroundings. The light from the image leaks out from the
projection screen and gradually illuminates the darkened
cinema, thus bringing its environment into being. And this
notion of the light from within an image emerging into
physical space brings me finally to Jeff Wall.
The large-scale scenes, or tableaus, of Wall’s works are often
meticulously staged, crafted, and sometimes wholly artificial. He calls this mode of photography “cinematographic,” whereby he recreates something he has seen, using the
look of documentary photography but as an instance of
fiction. What attracts me to Wall’s work is the emphasis he
places on the setting he builds or locates for his actors to
develop narrative in. I would argue that the surrounding
environment and the objects therein play an equal part in
the success of his imagery. An image that continues to stay
with me is The Flooded Grave (1998 – 2000), in which we
see a graveyard scene. The wind seems to be blowing, the
sky is an indifferent grey, and various tools and equipment
occupy the foreground and background. At the front, and
acting as the focus of the work, is an open and empty grave
filled with water and sea creatures such as crabs, starfish,
sea urchins, and anemones. Writing about the image in his
monograph on Wall, art historian Craig Burnett contends:
Above ground, the everyday events form the plausible
surface of the photograph, and the seabed hallucination is a glimpse into another reality. The two are conjoined, and interact both sensuously—the purples and
reds of the grave offset by the greens and blues above
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ground—and intellectually. Typically for Wall, a sensual, pleasurable surface is an invitation to reflect, and
the spectral and the mundane exist in the same pictorial
space.17
There is something special about how these parallel universes are achieved. By placing a piece of seabed, which
could have been lifted straight out of the Pacific Ocean,
into the confines of a grave, and yet filling the composition mostly with the surrounding scenery of the graveyard,
Wall is saying something about the extraordinary coexisting with the ordinary, lurking just below its surface. And
if you do not pay attention, you might just miss it—as is
seemingly the case for the two characters wandering about
the graveyard in the background. This work, like so many
others of Wall, is presented as a transparency affixed to a
three-dimensional frame lit from within, which has become
known simply as a lightbox. These containers usually have
fluorescent lights mounted beneath a frosted surface, onto
which transparent prints of photographs are fastened. The
images seem to seep out of the confines of the frame and
shout for attention in a demanding way, much like advertising billboards. The image-cum-object interests me. They
seem to thrust themselves out from the wall, creating a
much stronger presence in a room than a two-dimensional
photograph. After many years of photographers working
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with the printed, mounted, projected, immaterial, and flat
image, these lightboxes in the late 1970s presented a new
way of making photography accessible, of making the constructed realities within photography merge closer, ever so
slightly, with our own.
One of the main defining functions of photography
throughout its history has been its ability to stop and freeze
any given moment in time. Freezing a scene in such a manner is made possible by mechanically capturing light over a
set period of time (exposure) on a photosensitive stratum
or support (be it analogue or digital). Nicéphore Niépce’s
heliography technique, the earliest version of photography
as we know it, demanded an exposure time of hours, sometimes even days. In rethinking this measure of time needed
for a “fixed” image to appear, I want to argue that any process that freezes, solidifies, or in any other way stops the
passage of time and then recreates or anchors it into a physical state can be considered a form of photography (in an
abstract sense of the term, of course). Artist, photographer,
and critical thinker Joan Fontcuberta in one of his lectures
spoke about a spider and a wasp locked in a perpetual battle
for survival, trapped inside fossilised amber since perhaps
sometime in the early Miocene epoch.18 Both individuals
are stuck, frozen in time, as if in a 3D-printed snapshot.
Time has been upheaved, and the scene extended for an
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immeasurable length of time. The captured spectacle has
also been made into an object, something with a physical
presence. This very same idea is something portrayed and
explored in Pierre Huyghe film work De-extinction (2014).
In Huyghe’s film, a camera pans slowly across a vast, golden, empty space. Through the mechanical and scanner-like
motion of the macro lens, appendages slowly come into
frame, revealing that we are looking at two specimens of
an ancient insectoid species forever trapped in amber. The
camera moves around in a grid-like search pattern, fully
examining and revealing the contents and surroundings of
the organisms that are forever frozen inside the luminous-
yellow fossilised tree resin. As the camera investigates with
a purpose and intent that closely mimics the drone-like
behaviour one might expect of an insect, the robotic sounds
of the machinery operating the camera become heightened.
The whirrs and clicks again bring to mind an insect c olony
carrying out its daily routines. The movements are cold,
calculated, and purposeful, and very much reminiscent of
the camerawork in my video installation FLESH, discussed
near the start of the text. What interests me most about
Huyghe’s piece is the materialisation and condensation of
time into a physical object. Almost like turning something
liquid into something solid.
Using this idea of changing states as a starting point,
I would now like to consider physical matter that accumulates and aggregates over time in its potential as a recording
device, capable of storing information in much the same
way photography does. In my work Recording Device,
Decoding (2019), a small piece of flint is encased in a blue
shell made from polyester resin. The sedimentary mineral
contains information about the passage of time, confined to
a certain geographical location. I chose to use flint because
it has connotations related to technology, thought to be the
very first material manipulated and used as a tool in the
history of human evolution. The small rock in Recording
Device, Decoding can be framed and explained in photographic terms, as it is time and matter recorded via long
exposure. The precise nature of how one practically extracts
information about the passage of time from a rock is not
important; what is, however, important to me is the idea
of accessibility this analogy presents and how it opens up a
different way of seeing the stone. Much like in the parable
presented earlier, about the two hominids encountering the
same rock but reacting differently, the stone in this work
becomes a vessel for something more and a key to open up
a new perception. Seen in this new way, the stone becomes
a literal recording device, and by definition recording devices need to be able to play their information back. As a
form of playback, the encased flint sits atop an LCD screen
showing a looped video. The video consists of imagery that
scrolls past the frame, from one side to the other, revealing
scenes of mineral-like substances and eventually something
that looks like cobwebs. Something I think of when I look
at cobwebs is time. Cobwebs often form in spaces closed
off from human interaction for long measures of time, like,
for instance, storage spaces such as basements and attics—
areas not frequented daily, but accessed when one needs to
retrieve something.

The amount of light the LCD screen emits varies as the
scrolling video goes from light to dark. Gradually, the
action and movement of the film (similar to that of a flatbed
scanner) illuminates and seemingly scans the encased rock,
trying to decipher the contents stored within.
Extraction
Taking photography and film as the starting points of my
practice, I work with the interplay between fiction and
reality, focusing on what happens when the two intersect.
By trying to manifest and develop the ethereal and immaterial qualities of film and photography into physical form,
I am looking at the effects that intent, perception, and staging might have on objects and how they, in turn, might act
together and create new aesthetic experiences and realities.
When working with objects, I use a variety of means and
mediums to explore themes of illusion, escapism, spectacle, artificiality, and the original and the copy through the
physical space of a setting, for example, a movie set and its
accoutrements. I work towards creating environments for
my works to inhabit and act out their roles. It is a symbiotic relationship, whereby the process of extracting essence
and information from within an object is as influential on
the aesthetics of the setting as the setting is on the staging
and reading of the object. Rather than depicting actors and
audience members, I try to look beyond the performance
itself to the space in which it unfolds (and to the structures
and scaffolds that maintain such a space). I try to get in
between the diverging realities of an object acting out a role
on a stage to reveal that the object is part of both realities at
once: an object from our real world, and a character playing out its fictional role. I try to create thought-forms, egregores, hyperobjects, and hyperstitions and examine their
effects and their interactions.
In the afterword to a 2000 reissue of William Gibson’s
Neuromancer, novelist Jack Womack, writing about the
effects of Gibson’s vision of cyberspace, postulates that
the impact of the characterisation and description found in
the book might have had real-world implications, and even
inspired the way in which the World Wide Web as we know
it came about. He asks: “What if the act of writing it down,
in fact, brought it about?”19
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Simen Stenberg, Untitled (Spalling Station), 2019. MDF-board, wood, wall paint, brass, plaster, pith and fruit juice, elastic plant tie, vinyl film, plant based wax,
darkroom photograms, rusty found labels, wig stand. Detail
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“Støvet lå allerede tykt i luften. For å løsne et hode på en skulptur for tung til å flyttes, var det enkleste å velte hele kroppen fra
søylen den sto på og håpe at hode og kropp, i møte med sementgulvet, ville skille lag. Alltid en tander distanse mellom tanke
og handling. Selve hodet, tre tusen år gammelt, bar du med deg i en plastpose.”
—Hans Petter Blad, “Salome”1
“The strata of the Earth is a jumbled museum. Embedded in the sediment is a text that contains limits and boundaries which
evade the rational order.”
—Robert Smithson, “A Sedimentation of the Mind”2

If defining is a way of separating one thing from the other,
we must assume that with this outlining of contours comes
a certain clarity. From this, two possible outcomes arise:
things either become so clear that we are blinded by their
reflection—we see only ourselves through them, and see
things only through ourselves; or, things eventually become
so clear that we lose grip of their borders: they turn transparent, blending with the surroundings we originally parted
them from.3
It is clear to me that borders are unstable. I only realised as
my vision started declining. Nearsightedness makes things
hard to distinguish; every object an across or in-between.
They vibrate, become speckles of light dust. To trust my
judgment on where a thing starts and where it ends is a
game of chance. There is a disconnect between my vision,
my hand, and the world, so in order to grasp things, I need
to be cautious. I am dependent on objects to navigate.
I need stable contours and shapes. Surfaces. Contrast and
colour for depth. We define and place objects according
to our own bodies, in order to stabilise ourselves. The object I’ve come to depend on most is naturally my glasses.
Thick, transparent, and slightly concave, disturbed by dust
and the grease of long fingers, they sustain my ability for
moving around, for orienting myself, for knowing where
I am according to other things. My glasses have become an
extension of me, my face a hollow crater without them. I am
the human-object and the object-human.
An object happens on the surface. On the edges, the outskirts, fringes, and corners. Objects can gather. They pile
and sediment, clog up drains and the mouths of rivers.
To think that an object arrives alone is a false conception.
Objects exist only in their relations. They are pebbles and
sudden confrontations. If we trace the word “object” back
to its etymological beginnings, through the verb “to object,”
“throw in the way of/against,”4 then naming an object is no

more an act of giving form, of making a controllable unit,
than an act of exclusion. A cutting off from what it is not.
Thus, an object is never isolated, but always separated. To
define something is ultimately about producing difference.
Meaning is always projected.
Just as time and space make objects manifest, objects are
needed to measure them. It is a reciprocal relation. Definition is a matter of making something finite. Of drawing the
line. We call things by their names to hold on to them; naming is stopping something in its tracks. Setting something
in stone is less a matter of fixing than of saving it for later.
__________________
There seems to be a fissure running through my work. It
starts from the core and makes its way out. Its movements
are volatile: it bulges and creaks, cutting edges at every corner. An inconsiderate companion, a slow spasm or sudden
eruption—epileptic fits triggered by surrounding objects.
Things are thrown up in the air; it dispenses and disperses
them, tears apart and unites. It makes no considerations, it
cancels them out—it is a detour, a disorderly thing. O
 bjects
are swallowed, processed, and spit out again, meaning
changing along with their substance.
Stratification is the formulation of a unit. It is both its limit
and its contents; so in order to grasp an object, we need
to dig inwards. It is the coarse crust and flesh of the earth,
the sticky layers of skin, food, and crustaceans. Objects are
assembled through parts, and by now we know these are not
stable. Things converge and align; they cluster and vibrate.
A process of stratification, as described by Gilles Deleuze
and Félix Guattari, involves a double articulation. The first
articulation is a loose gathering and organising of matter,5
and a similar process occurs in the second, organising this
matter into more stable “contents” and “forms”6—what
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we would perhaps refer to as objects. What occurs in the
first articulation also occurs in the second, only on a bigger
scale.7
The organisational principle in the first articulation is one
of territorialisation, a general gathering through which
assemblages are made, while the second articulation is one
of coding, the stricter structural principle. The formulation
of strata happens facing a body without organs—a disorderly and disorganised force—and it also involves processes
of deterritorialisation and decoding.8 Objects fall away and
fall apart, forms dissolve, units unravel, later to gather in
new configurations; a coming together and staying together
as long as one likes. If the transition between the two articulations can be observed through the loss of water,9 then the
human must be said to be a somewhat unfinished unit. We
are protohuman, and so we find ways to articulate ourselves
further.
__________________
In the field of radiography, commonly known as X-ray
imaging, a radiographic artefact can be an effect or error
created when, for instance, an object or material interferes with the desired image of the body. Artefacts appear
as creases in the film, traces of a patient moving, external
objects like necklaces or fingerprints, or branch-like patterns created by static electricity.10 The result is the object
being visually imposed on the body, a demonic possession
of the image, as if the body contained it. X-rays dig through
the strata of the skin, piercing the membrane to get at the
inside. This process also entails a sacrifice: the body is compromised by the destructive rays, a forced metamorphosis,
slowly changing it through the process.
Photogrammetry refers to the technique of mapping out
the measurements of objects or landscapes through the
use of photographs, from which one can construct maps
and 3D models.11 This technique originated in the darkroom, its name also referring to the stylised trace of objects
placed directly onto a light-sensitive surface. A photogram
describes the shape, size, and materiality of an object, but
ignores the surface, because the surface is the image itself. It
is a sculptural way of working with photography. The process of making photograms is seductively haptic, one that
counts on the most central element of vision: light passing through or around objects to make them visible. It is
perhaps the most honest photographic technique, always
at a scale of 1:1. But, like casting a sculpture, photogrammetry distorts the original object—making it an image, a
pictogram, a logo, or a death mask.
I try to collapse the difference between object and image
through the photograms in my assemblages; to make it unimportant. The object becomes a sign just as much as the
photo is, and the photo equally an object. Through my
photograms, I try to create entries into micro- and macroworlds, to level the gap between the insignificant and
more abstract things too large to grasp. The photo represents the real world but also simultaneously opens up a
new one within and behind the assemblage and the objects

themselves. I want to puncture the picture plane, and use
the picture plane to puncture reality.

Body packing (2018) is a constellation of objects. A photogram has made itself the centre, as images often do. Reminiscent of an X-ray, it alludes to the medical scanning of a
body or of objects in an airport. Exposed in the photo lies
a backpack, emptied and carelessly handled. Enclosing the
image is a synthetic white frame, the indecisiveness of beiges
and greyish-purples, and a terrain of crusty browns. There
are crude casts of objects and containers that offer support
or protection: paper packaging, a suitcase, a neck pillow, a
gloved finger, plastic bags, a shirt, soapy brain-like spheres
perfectly shaped for a hand. A rough drawing of a bent
figure reflects the viewer’s position when looking down at it.
The assemblage spreads out, dispersed but somehow contained in a continuous form. Most of these are not o
 bjet
trouvés, but rather visibly shaped by the hand. They seem
slightly defunct, subverting their own intentions: the
packaging appears brittle, the suitcase is actually its own
contents, the neck pillow detached from the chair it belongs
to. Every object is tweaked or mangled so that you’re forced
to look at them differently. These are dry, organic, synthetic,
and sticky substances—imitations of functional things.
Nevertheless, they are imbued with a bodily presence—
if only as a body dispersed, fragmented,12 dissolved, a body
reshuffled, in becoming, the body abjected,13 a body not
there. It is a body defined by its negatives; an inversion of
the subject through its opposites, which we know are not
opposites at all, but extensions of it. The objects appear
to have replaced the body; they are pseudomorphs, prostheses of phantom limbs. They seem to have overthrown
the subject, one no longer distinct from the commodities it
surrounds itself with. Here is the body objectified: the sick
body, the liminal body, the body of an airport body scan.
_________________
A dark, nostalgic surrealism permeates the work of Eva
Kotátková. Her installation Asylum (2013), shown in the
exhibition The Encyclopedic Palace at the 2013 Venice
Biennale—an artwork that, together with the 2013 recreation
of When Attitudes Become Form,14 had the most profound
impact on me during my visit to Venice—includes myriad
disturbing images and objects.
Confined within the dark space of a platform were objects
clearly pertaining to the body and its proportions: brutal
cage-like grids and cylinders of black, cold iron—a recurring element in Kotátková’s work. They appeared as devices
to force the body into mercilessly rigid positions of perfectly degreed bends, like external skeletons subjecting limbs
to the force of unforgiving cold metal. The metal objects
were inflexible grids, walls, and barriers, seemingly representing external forces and immaterial norms and rules that
manifest themselves, among other things, in the physicality of good posture—limiting the grammar of the body, its
feelings and means for communicating, caging the free and
erratic altogether.
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Simen Stenberg, Untitled (Anti-Scratch Guard Station), 2019. MDF-board, wood, wall paint, paper pulp, vinyl film, chromed aluminium tubes, found metal,
waterproof fabric, plant based wax, acrylic balls, spray paint, chitosan solution, plaster, pith and fruit juice, elastic plant tie, darkroom photograms, brass tubes,
plastic tubes, second hand plastic containers, found glass, PVC curtain, rubber wheels, 78 x 74 x 247 cm, 76,5 x 47 x 47 cm, and 28,5 x 22 x 60 cm

Simen Stenberg, Untitled (Safe Deposit), 2019. Darkroom photograms, aluminium sheets, each sheet 100 x 50 cm

Image courtesy of the artist
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Left: Simen Stenberg , Non-Stick Vent Unit (Mist), 2019. MDF-board, wood, wall paint, clay water, plant based wax, pigment, brass thread, PVC curtains,
metal eyelets, cotton thread, dakroom photograms, latex, 200 x 55 cm x 81,5
Right: Simen Stenberg, Soft Shell, 2019. MDF-board, wall paint, darkroom photograms, plaster, elastic plant tie, pith and fruit juice, waterproof fabric,
foil sticker, 69,5 x 20 x 150 cm
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Simen Stenberg, Pith and Spines and Spines (Vent Unit), 2019. MDF-board, natural latex fabric, plaster and clay, pith and fruit juice, second hand plastic containers,
metal eyelets, rubber plant tie, found metal rack, PVC curtains, darkroom photograms, found aluminium roll
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Reminiscent of cages or torture devices, Kotátková’s objects were metallic straitjackets for the machinic body. One
can imagine the eventual dependence of the subject on
these structures, as if without them the body would break.
“Restricting supports” in all the contradictoriness of this
coupling of words.
Repeated throughout were black-and-white paper cutouts of nonidentifiable subjects, one of them a grey-toned
face punctured by geometric voids, exposing a beam-like
structure on its inside. There was a heart-shaped sculpture
made from soil, white stairs leading to nowhere, a barred
window, drawings of walls, barbed-wire vertebrae, spiral
forms continuing in a dizzying inward twist, written statements, eyes and ears suspended from above, bodies split in
two, blindfolded faces, caged faces, morphed faces, miniature platforms, and spikes to potentially hang or rest your
memories on. Alongside these objects, through holes in the
platform, the arms, heads, and legs of real performers were
raised. The whole assembly looked like a miniature set for
a constructivist theatre, a psychological drama, appearing
eerily unpleasant.

Asylum was the result of Kotátková’s thorough research
into a psychiatric hospital in Prague. With its filters of
yellowed-paper patina, black-and-white photos, and metal
grids, the work was like a museum display of mental images, metaphors for irrational cerebral activities, stretched
mental spaces.
In the artists’ own words, Asylum was “trying somehow to
archive or create a kind of database of all kinds of fears,
anxieties, phobias and phantasmagoric visions, or u
 topias,
or dreams.”15 An attempt to fuse the architecture of the
mind with that of the outside. Reflecting on structures
of control, she explored how social conventions imposed on
us restrict the movement of our bodies as well as the psyche.
Asylum was a hybrid between the external and internal,
the body and objects. It presented a fragmented identity,
or maybe several; ones that have succumbed to the becoming of space.
_________________

“I identify myself in language, but only by losing myself in
it like an object.”16
_________________
In linguistics, a “prosthesis” is a syllable added to the
start of a word, often “a” or “be,”17 that makes it easier to
pronounce.18 It is the elongation of a word, a tool to aid
it into more defined being. Through language we produce
and restrict subjects and objects, we map out their limits
and attach them to words, through words and with words,
simultaneously making language our own prosthesis and
tool. Some science suggests that our body schema, our
experience of what constitutes our bodies, is expanded
by the tools we make use of—extensions of the body’s
limits. Perhaps this is the case with language too: by uttering a word, we occupy more space and extend our bodies
through air.
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To cause a word to detach from its meaning, you only need
to stare at it long enough. The word becomes an image, a
representation of itself, and what remains is only sound,
form, and matter. The word appears emptied of content,
a shell cracked into with force.
In my work Good-for-something (2018), a pile of digestive biscuits are scattered on top of some packaging. The
word is repeated: DIGESTIVE DIGESTIVE DIGESTIVE
DIGESTIVE DIGESTIVE.
To digest is to absorb information through prolonged observation. Not only a mental process, it equally refers to the
bodily function of breaking down food components for absorption and bodily renewal. It is a process of translation,
a movement from matter to mind, from food to different
parts of the body. In digesting something, part of it is always
left out. It is a movement from point A to B, and implicit in
this is a double event: to become knowledge and to become
excreted.
Digestive biscuits are strange sensations of indecisiveness:
both salty and sweet, wet and dry, they conjure images of an
inside. They bear the promise of a balanced and functioning
body, although for this purpose we know there are better
alternatives. Many variations of these biscuits exist, and so
their name is no longer a specific trademark but a g eneral
thing, a template, a brand name disabled and detached
from its meaning. They are humorous objects of unclear
intentions, whose ambiguity we love to indulge in.
As an example of the delegation of bodily functions to
things external to us, digestives underline our dependency
on the outside world. Emphasising the active matter of both
humans and food, political theorist Jane Bennett writes, “If
the eaten is to become ‘food,’ it must be digestible to a formerly foreign body. Likewise, if the eater is to be nourished,
it must accommodate itself to a formerly foreign body.
Both, then, have to have been mutable, to have always been
a materiality that is hustle and flow as well as sedimentation
and substance.”19
“Good-for-something” is a phrase with muddled contours.
It is an adjective serving to describe something and a substantive connected by hyphens—a thing with a function.
It’s a concrete statement from the real world, suggesting
that whatever it points to could possibly be swapped for
and replaced by something else. Perhaps it works a bit like
“untitled,” in that it names nothing but is still assigned to
an object.
The packages are stuck in limbo. Theirs is a temporary
nature, always between two points: designed for circulation and recycling, or destruction. Their shapes are both
acquired from and made to facilitate specific objects,
having no function in the absence of these. They serve to
protect things—sealing them, wrapping around them, made
to fit with the utmost precision. They confuse the dichotomy between negative and positive space, the inside and the
outside. Packaging is highly technological: computer-made
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proto-abstractions of objects, evoking many associations.
Uncannily bodily, sometimes weirdly architectural: a geo
metricised torso, a Rachel Whiteread, a miniature model,
a ruin, or a 3D fossil—a disagreeable object to be thrown
away.20 Strange how they make everything look like an
archaeological dig, to give the impression that you found
something special.
__________________
Like packaging, a pedestal removed from the object it supports is, as we know, redundant and excessive. It serves to
protect, to raise things above the ground, to make it easier
on the eyes, to lessen the effort of the viewer, to activate
the mind, and to protect objects from the unforeseen movements of uncontrollable feet.
In 1988, after finishing his studies at the Royal A
 cademy of
Fine Arts in Antwerp, the fashion designer Martin M
 argiela
debuted his iconic Tabi boot. It is a shoe with a cleft front,
a leathered hoof with a raised ankle. While some people
were repulsed by the design, the shoe became his signature
creation.
For the critical theorist Georges Bataille, the big toe is “the
most human part of the … body.”21 In keeping us erect, by
raising the mind over the body, it is what separates us from
animals and the dirty ground. “Human life,” he explains,
“entails, in fact, the rage of seeing oneself as a back and
forth movement from refuse to the ideal, and from the i deal
to refuse—a rage that is easily directed against an organ as
base as the foot.”22 An object of repulsion or alienation.
Comparably, a shoe can serve a double function: most
people use it for walking, but for the shoe fetishist, it can
serve an entirely different purpose.23 The Tabi boot seems
to contain in it two opposite wishes: it raises the heel, but
returns the rest of the foot to the state of an animal.
I’ve come to work on the ground. Close to the ground, close
to the earth. By putting artworks on the ground, body and
mind are given more equal priority. One can choose to view
the works from above, or to get down low and inspect them.
A base can frame and form relations, but in doing so needs
to add an aspect to the work. Otherwise, raising art from
the ground is like separating it from the “baseness”24 of the
real world.
__________________
If it is true, as the sociologist Roger Caillois states, that entropy can be illustrated through the mixture of hot and cold
water,25 then spit must be entropy’s equivalent.26 It is an irreversible and indifferent process; entropy is lukewarm. Spit,
this languishing substance. Lukewarm is itself measured
by human standards, a concept defined by our own bodily
premises. Lukewarm water is an ambiguous substance: one
we don’t want to drink, and don’t want to bathe in either.
There are few pleasures to be found in lukewarm water.

Magali Reus’s sculptural installation In Lukes and Dregs
(2014) is saturated with glistening surfaces. They seduce
with their hygienic mannerisms and brilliant shiny lustre.
The sculptures look like fridges. Quivering in over-thetop austerity, a feigned shyness often found in the cool
finish of minimalist design. Their bodies look liquid, each
object bicoloured and carefully considered, the wetness of
the aquatic palette suggesting something uncontrollable
pressed into square moulds.
But these sculptures have been invaded by an infection.
Infested with the trace of a lived life, the stuff of their insides
imitating packaging and oozing milky liquids. The fridges
are amputated, having neither doors nor cords to activate
their circuitry. Leaking and drained, their orderliness has
been perverted: they are carnal decoys luring with luxury,
only to confront us with trash. Standing on a thick black
rubber mat, they seem to be in a showroom; but instead
of set in measured presentation, they are grouped and
clustered, redundant bodies sweating in their own hides.
In his book Dream of the Moving Statue, literary scholar
Kenneth Gross points out the statue-like appearance of the
anatomical illustrations in the sixteenth-century medical
treatise De humani corporis fabrica. As an example, he
mentions a drawing clearly meant to depict the Belvedere
statue, the famous idealised torso without a head or arms,
but displayed dissected and open, showing the human
organs on the inside.27 Our mortality is suspended in the
hopes of retaining our image in a sculpture—but, as Reus
reminds us, our attempts to protect ourselves from bacterial
invasion through glossy surfaces is futile.28
Like the drawing of the splayed-open Belvedere statue,
these fridges no longer serve to protect their insides: they
are display units of the refused and unwanted, s urrounded
by handmade pans and rubberised pizzas, the results of
painstaking human labour, emblems of a fast-food chic.
Their tarnished domestic sleekness reminds us that a cleaning out is always an emptying, even of life. Perhaps their
surfaces, their industrial powder-coating and chemical
finishes, constitute the very threat to their existence: a death
by design. Reus beautifully emphasises the life in these
objects: “Fridges are permanently wired into our electrical
networks: they hum, rattle and groan. There is a heartbeat
and therefore some kind of analogical pulse. The language
of it all is perversely muddled: to obtain deeply freezing cold,
the input must be searingly hot and alive with energy.”29
If one wasn’t aware, one could easily mistake Reus’s sculptures for being assembled from the parts of mass-produced
objects. However, like packaging, her sculptures often start
as digital models, every part constructed in a 3D rendering
program.30 They are immaculately planned and then assembled by hand, and, if one looks closely, they retain flaws of
the real world. Every part is treated with the same precision and created with the same attention to detail. As Reus
herself describes it: “Beautiful moments happen every day
when the world exposes itself as an enormous overlapping
Venn diagram of symbols and connotations.”31
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Simen Stenberg, Vestige Organ, 2019. Installation view, MFA exhibition, KHM1 Gallery, Malmö, 2019

__________________
Membranes are not entirely separate; they are the in-
between mediator. They sort and part, filter and exclude,
but they are porous and can be crossed. Touch is already
an erasure of borders, a space for interaction and entanglement, for actions and reactions.
A few years ago, scientists developed a so-called self-healing
car paint. Its magic agent is chitosan, derived from chitin, a
component of the shell of crustaceans and also found in the
skin of mushrooms. If the paint gets scratched, it will heal
in no time, through exposure to UV rays.32 The car’s surface
is developed and brought to life by the help of the sun, not
unlike an analogue photograph—but the difference here is
that history is not preserved; rather, it is erased as if nothing
ever happened. The lobster is the post-human.
Gourds are also peculiar objects. Their shapes are unpredictable and occur in endless variation. Warty, twisted, bulging, and swelling tumours crawling along stalky

umbilical cords. Exhibitionist plastic-looking surfaces
glazed in shellac or paraffin wax, they cloak their own being
only to appear as truthful imitations of themselves. They
are often too bitter to eat, so in some sense they are like
flowers, their eccentric presence stirring all kinds of sensations. These whimsical things are often named after what
they resemble: speckled swans, Indian serpents, dinosaurs,
blisters, and Yugoslavian fingers.33 These are petrified bodies of veiny psychedelic greens, fossilised vanitas of natural
embellishment and kitschy excess.
Tissue doesn’t fossilise, unless it’s been caught in amber, a
resin from certain trees that can capture and preserve insects and other organic matter before hardening and petrifying into a gemstone. Amber is said to have been Leonardo
da Vinci’s favourite varnish to cover his paintings. He was
aware of the organic and mortal properties of his paintings,
so maybe this was his way of overcoming it: fossilising them
behind a glossy veil of varnish.

Image courtesy of the artist
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Simen Stenberg, Crusts and Covers, 2019. MDF, paper pulp, metal vents, darkroom photograms, eyelets, brass thread, plaster, pith and fruit juice, elastic plant tie,
acrylic balls, spray paint, chitosan solution, 39 x 69,5 x 181,5 cm

The difference between a book and an artwork is that the
latter serves no clear course of reading. Assembling is a way
of working, a mapping of disparate things, never knowing what you might arrive at next. Assemblage is a coming together of objects, a form of temporary relations. It
is a spreading out, a sorting, and a digging down in layers.
A way of relating on different levels, of dealing with the
subject, object, and matter at hand. Everything is open to
change, and so contains the potential to be shifted.
Giuseppe Arcimboldo’s paintings are portraits assembled
out of smaller parts. His painting of the Holy Roman
Emperor Rudolf II as Vertumnus, the god of seasons and
change,34 for example, portrays a face built out of individual fruits and vegetables. For Roland Barthes, analytical
models rooted in the analysis of language could be applied
when looking at these paintings, among them metaphor
and allegory. Barthes even claims that Arcimboldo’s paintings are doubly articulated, although he somewhat inverses
the concept, digging from the second articulation and then
to the first. Nevertheless, the essence is still the same: the
different parts of the image make sense individually, and
also together as a bigger form. This is to him “metabola,”
the transfer of meaning, an encoding language, meaning
“to conceal and not to conceal.”35
Although we like to think that we experience the world
as a whole, our reality is often constructed in this manner:
we assign to something a word, which assigns to an object
a function, and then material comes last. Languageobject-matter.
From 1926 to 1959, Carl Strüwe took many photographs
through microscope lenses. His decades-long project Formen
des Mikrokosmos (Forms of the Microcosmos) includes
pictures of jellyfish, cockroaches, wood, and minerals.

In his 1933 photograph Archetype of Individuality of
diatoms (algae), we see something strangely recognisable:
the diatoms’ shapes range from looking like unknown citrus
fruits to obscure tools.
Similarly, I have been using the enlarger in the darkroom
as a looking glass or a microscope, placing and enlarging
materials, such as food, instead of photographic negatives.
It is a pseudoscientific encounter with everyday things,
a wish to merge different levels of seeing and relating.
Perhaps the results could be described similarly to the imagery Roger Caillois saw when studying a slab of jasper:
Elsewhere we find a loose array of small tools, toys,
and useful objects: bobbins, spools, shuttles, tops,
drawer knobs. In the distance, but still quite near, are
dunes, stretches of sand rhythmically modulated by
the wind, a screen of hills, a host of weathered peaks
with the geological strata bared, fleexy towers as still as
tropical clouds. The stone may be purplish blue, lilac
colored; yellow turning green; the complete range of a
bruise. It may be like a swollen sea of thick, almost solid
bubbles, resembling an upsurge of sinister seaweed or
an eruption of boils or buboes on an infected skin.36
One must not equate abstraction with the loss of information. When an object is abstracted, it gains information
about that process, too. I am an interpreter of objects;
I want to get close to what evades definition. Perhaps casting an object is an act of pronunciation, of emphasising
something that needs to be restated. Things are repeated,
and repeat on you, a stuttering, the same scene played over
and over again. My objects can be seen as after-images,
a retinal-glitch representation. Things seen or lost in the
excess of impressions. An image receding in and out of f ocus.
I want to do that with objects.

Simen Stenberg
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On Art 1

On the Hottest Summer and on Starting to Think
Summer 2018. I lie on beaches and jetties, reading novels.
Thinking that in a year’s time, I will have finished seven
years of art education. What am I left with, what am I taking
with me? I have studied in Oslo, Trondheim, and Malmö.
Three relatively similar cities. Three Scandinavian towns.
None on a scale that could give them metropolis status. All
big enough so one can disappear if one wants. I do not want
to disappear, but I do sometimes disappear into my work,
and that feels good.
I am interested in place—in places, sites, locations, situations, localities, addresses, points on the map, points not
on the map. Every new place sends out so many signals, so
many signs of something. Of identities or of geographical
conditions—I don’t know what. But I have seen it on the
mountain at home with my mum and dad, at a festival in
Tøyen Park in Oslo, and at Scaniabadet in Malmö’s Västra
Hamnen neighbourhood. All places communicate. I try to
facilitate communication. To interpret the signs from my
surroundings. Or not always to interpret, but simply to
write them down, to gather them in a basket and peer at
them, to set them up against each other.
I am lying on the T-jetty, scrolling through Instagram; physically I am in Malmö, but mentally I am travelling through
Oslo, Bergen, Trondheim, Hamburg, and New York. The
images transport me. A notification pops up on the screen,
a friend giving me a tip about a text by Robert Smithson.
I read about non-sites2 and think about whether I a ctually
work that way, or whether I create new sites more than
representing them. In Smithson’s theory a site acts as an
actual physical space, which we can visit and sense, while
a non-site is a kind of receptacle containing abstract fragments that might even lose their function or context by being moved into the gallery. Without knowing it, I have been
making similar projects over the last year. A gull’s scream
reconnects my head with my body, and I turn off my phone
and put it in my bag. I walk out into the water and swim
for a while.
As I am swimming, I think about what an artwork really is,
what it really is for me: Is it the physical locations I work
with, or the representation in the gallery? For Smithson,
it was the place, the physical experience of it—and only
that—not the documentation or any traces left beyond the
place itself. I personally believe it is the opposite. My swimming around and thinking these thoughts is a connection
with a place, a situation, while my work with location often

translates or reformulates the place or the situation within
the gallery. It is what I choose to show in the gallery that is
the work, not the place that the objects or the texts, what
ever I choose to show, are taken from.
About the Work3
September has arrived, and I am looking for a quotation
from Robert Smithson, but come across one by Richard
Serra instead—“To remove the work is to destroy the work”4
—and I recognise my practice in this statement, at least over
the last two years. One of the works I used in my application
for the master’s programme at Malmö Art Academy dealt
with ten addresses in Trondheim between my studio and
the gallery where it was shown. If that work were moved to
Malmö, it would no longer have any communication v alue,
only representation. When it was shown in Trondheim,
the public could relate to the addresses, a visitor could tell
people that one of her exes had grown up next door to a
particular address, and so the work became very specific,
and a kind of abstract transportation occurred—one could
be in the gallery but, through the addresses, be transported
mentally around town. For me, this type of activation of the
viewer is motivating; it hopefully gives the viewer a sense of
being an even more active part of the work.
What does it mean to become something else, the transformation? I often think about this when I am working, especially when using found objects. What is it that changes
the value or function of the object enough for it to become
an installation? Is it only because I move it to a highly
charged room? In that case, a place takes on even more
meaning when something is taken away or added, when an
object is not in its original place. And if so, perhaps I do
not agree with Serra after all. To a certain extent, that spatial recalibration of a space is exactly what I am trying to
achieve. The works in my master’s exhibition—perhaps especially the two locations related to Pildammsparken5 and
Gammelvollen,6 the sources of the leaves and moss, respectively—have been physically carried away from their own
location and into the gallery. Nevertheless, my works clearly
differ from Smithson’s, perhaps mainly because mine have
an added layer of narrative, a biographical narrative that
makes them part of a totally new landscape, a new site.
I become emotionally attached to places, and I wonder if
this permeates my work more than I had initially thought.
When I moved from home to Oslo eight years ago, I became
fascinated by how different the trees in the city were from
the trees that I had moved away from. I collected bark from
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Karoline Sætre, Östervärnsgatan 12b, 2019. Textile, wooden construction, text, 1,5 x 1,2 x 2 m

the Palace Park and Frogner Park, gathered it into bags in
my new shared flat in Ullern. I did not think about it at the
time, but I believe I was trying to understand the new place
via the tools I had brought with me from growing up in the
forest. Both then and now, I always look for the pockets of
green wherever I am.
When I then moved from Oslo to Trondheim two years
later, I knew nothing about my own working methods.
I had applied to get into art school using, for instance, a
work consisting of a shopping trolley full of scrap metal.
I thought of it as a political work, through which, by means
of the powerfully charged symbols, I said something about
capitalism and consumer society, how we do not take care
of our things but simply fill our shopping trolleys with new
ones. In retrospect, I see that work as the start of what is
now a much more developed method: I collect objects and
events from my surroundings, and that is how I am able to
understand the world—by looking at its constituent parts
through a magnifying glass and trying to categorise the
things that surround me.
So then I ended up in Malmö, trying to take a look at my
methods, to re-evaluate or reformulate it, but maybe to
discover that it always has been about the same things.
I am constantly fooling myself into believing that I do not
have a project, that I am only an observer, one that captures
and lifts my surroundings into view through my work. Who
makes everyday, sensory, immediate things important by

making room for the experience of, for example, scraping
bark from a tree.
Now I am writing in bed in Malmö. I do not have the
strength to get up; I was awake the whole night with s tomach
flu. I have spent the last few hours lying down, looking out
the window. Outside, spring is beginning to sneak round the
corner. The sun is shining warily through the clouds. I get
a glimpse of it on the building across the street; it kind of
lights up half the wall so that what is normally beige becomes completely golden. The trees outside are beginning
to get catkins, and even if I am lying in bed, I feel I can smell
how all the little shoots are lying there ready under a soft
casing of soil, just waiting for that last needed ray of sun,
or that last drop of rain, before showing themselves to the
world once again.
On Growing Up / Being Grown-Up7
I do not remember my first encounter with contemporary
art, nor any definitive moment that made me choose art as
my field. But I remember interests I had as a child that correspond to my working methods now. I grew up in a little
forest community in Hedmark, Norway. My mum works
with children and my dad is a craftsman, and I have two
siblings who have also chosen more traditional professions
than I have. We have no overt connection with cultural
work, but absolutely with creativity. My dad, for example, with his carpentry. I remember well how curious I was
about that as a child, and still am. He has a little workroom
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in our garage where he works on projects large and small.
I remember the smell of elk and chemicals when he was
boiling the antlers of the elk that our neighbours had shot.
He put them in with the chemicals so they would stay white
and clean for a long time—so they could be hung on the
wall as ornaments. My grandfather was a woodcarver; I do
not believe I ever saw him working, but their summer cowshed, which is now used as a cottage, is filled with his works.
My parents collect all sorts of things. Right from when I was
of primary-school age, I remember our cupboards being
full, passageways being full, the storeroom being full. There
were treasures everywhere. One example of things that my
parents decided to collect is the ring pulls from soft-drink
cans. They create stories to make the objects valuable. They
persuaded me that we had to collect them so that my dad’s
friend could have enough metal for a new hip. I believe
my way of working is somewhat similar: I collect objects
from my surroundings and make up short narratives to give
them a context within which they can operate outside of
themselves. In a way, this corresponds to a number of other
artists who work with readymades or found objects, for example, Tracey Emin, whose My Bed (1998) is one of the
works I have most thought about without actually having
seen it. Viewed in isolation, the objects in this installation
(a bed, a duvet, a bedside table, various bits of rubbish, and
so on) are only a staging of a bedroom, but the title creates
a clear narrative, or situation, for me, one that is extremely
specific. The simple linguistic device of calling the work my
bed, instead of just any bed, is enough to draw me automatically into Emin’s private, personal, physical, and factual
reality.
Whether they are actually autobiographical or not, I think
it is interesting to stage situations that feel like they are personal. I use found objects as a kind of prop for my works,
to point to actual situations. For example, in Storvegen 1
(2019),8 in which I set out a bibliography of twenty-four
titles, all of which relate to my childhood and the surrounding milieu. Some of the book titles are directly linked to the
community I grew up in, but the installation also included
colouring books from my mum’s upbringing and my dad’s
cookery book from the army. By displaying them as props
in a work that took the form of a kind of library, I was able
to stage a story, a narrative, which for that matter could
equally well have been untrue. And perhaps it is untrue, to a
certain extent, since I believe that our memories, or the way
we relate to them, also entail the possibility of construction
or reworking.
I think of my works that are related to my biography a little
in the same way as I think of biographical literature. When
I read, for example, Karl Ove Knausgård,9 I think about the
actual people, the actual situations, he describes. In a way,
one is transported out of the artwork or the literature and
into a physical, concrete place, even though, of course, the
whole process of seeing or reading an artwork or a novel
causes it to remain, in a way, abstract. I try to make use of
this device, or this working method, in both my working
processes and when displaying my works. I mix fictional
and biographical material and stage situations that can be
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experienced as coming very close to my private or personal
space—but which I also want the viewer to be able to use as
keys to transport themselves into their own spaces.
On Place and Space
I look at the spaces that I surround myself with and realise
that I am looking for the same things as I looked for when
I was growing up. Parks are important to me because it reminds me of home. In the universe of my childhood, the
forest, and within that the unknown and the exciting, was
right behind the house—so accessible and endless. My parents never set any limits on how far we could go; I always
had a kind of internal compass that told me I was right on
the border of too far away. I always heard my mum calling
when it was time for our midday meal, and I could hear the
sound of my dad’s car starting. It was as if my body had a
built-in map. It was never hard for me to find my way back
to the starting point. I liked being outside, liked trying to
get lost in the forest, but I never actually managed to do so.
It is through my work with specific locations that I have
become interested in geographically contingent work. My
upbringing in the forest, with its free boundaries and the
possibility of being close to nature and myself, has meant
that I look for the same spaces in town. The materials that I
work with often reflect my interest in nature. I make limited
use of processed material and try to stay close to the earth
in both my palette and my expression.
I make use of my stored memories to construct new places,
or to understand those I come across. I think of my memories as a bank I can go into and withdraw fragments and
elements to use to construct new situations. I can sit in my
studio and peer out over the allotment garden and relive the
memory of a summer when we raised carrots in the patch
behind the house where I grew up. Our neighbour had a dog
called Zeppo, and he loved carrots as much as I did, so we
had to watch that he did not dig them all up. His coat was as
orange as carrots. I remember the feeling of pulling a c arrot
that was just the right size out of the ground, the sweet smell
when I brushed the soil off it, the taste and the sound of
the first bite. Language allows me to expose viewers to the
same feeling, and perhaps to transport them to a similar
place in their own lives. Language becomes a method in the
work with place, and that is probably why as a rule I write
in my mother tongue, because it also refers to where I am
writing from.
I am sitting in the studio and trying to write from several
viewpoints, to write myself into precisely how I work with
place. I skim through my text and see that I have already
mentioned this several times, without really managing to
convey what it is about. I am not sure whether I really know
that myself.
I use Google Maps to check how long I will need to get
from my studio to Uggla. I want to switch locations, to see
if it helps to write from a different physical place. The app
says it is approximately 850 metres away and that it takes
ten minutes to walk there. If I had my bike it would only
take three. I have spent the last few months working out a
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personal map for my master’s exhibition that will sum up,
or at least be a kind of conclusion to, the last two years at
the Academy. The map has its starting point in six different
locations that to a lesser or greater extent mean something
to me. At the start of the project, it was important to me
that viewers could see how I moved around the town, how
I stopped in certain places to observe, and through that a
portrait of me would slowly float to the surface. I wonder
whether the map, or the exhibition, will also be a kind of
landscape where as a spectator one can become aware
of oneself and one’s own subjective map.

The work of artists such as Jenny Holzer and Barbara
Kruger was suggested to me early on as possible text-based
art that I might compare my own with. I feel now that they
are quite a long way from me, but it is natural to mention
people who opened the way for language and writing in
visual art. I would say that the way Holzer and Kruger
work with art occupies the political landscape more than
the poetic one, even if there is not necessarily any opposition between them. Kruger, for example, works systematically with slogans in Helvetica or Futura font on top of
black-and-white photographs. There is an insistence in her
work, and I think that is often more interesting than the
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On the surface, maps perform a support function in the
world—one orients oneself according to them. But I have
always been more concerned with the abstract aspect of
the map, with how it can show a small part of one reality.
I remember gym classes at school where I thought more
about which of the large rocks in the landscape were not
on the map than about those that were actually there. The
orienteering map and the little symbols that stood for

rivers, streams, open landscapes, and smaller marshy areas
were safely protected inside a plastic sleeve—while I stood
in the middle of it all, feeling how the rain had made all
distances longer than they had been only minutes before the
downpour started.

On Language
I have liked writing for longer than I have known that
I wanted to work with art. When I was little, I always made
up stories, I liked writing them and telling them. One of our
neighbours simply called me “the radio,” because I was
always talking when I was nearby. I believe this is one of
the reasons why words have become important in my work
with art: I like telling stories. I think of the use of language
in my artistic production as being relatively poetic, even if
I rarely use emotive words or superfluous sentimental
devices in my texts. I try to use language as a method for
writing what I see, without interpreting it.

Karoline Sætre, Gammelvollen, 2019. Moss, tooth, bullet, two platforms of 0,5 x 1 x 1 m. Installation view, MFA exhibition, KHM1 Gallery, Malmö, 2019
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actual content. Holzer I find easier to relate to. I saw one of
her works in a sculpture park outside of Oslo when I moved
there as a twenty-year-old. About that work, Cliff Sappho
(2013), she writes that she wanted language to be part of
the park’s skin.10 That is a viewpoint I can relate to. In my
works, I think of the text as a part of the form; it spreads
over the objects like a tattoo.
I remind myself that both Holzer and Kruger were born
before my mother, in 1950 and 1945, respectively. The time
they grew up in probably also played a part in shaping their
need to work politically. I find myself wanting to explain
why I personally do not work politically but regret it, and
I think I would like to see my work thirty years from now
and try to interpret how the conflicts of the day have influenced me, consciously or unconsciously.
One constant conflict I have is about how I am to use language, or, more correctly, how I am to communicate through
it. My texts often spring from a biographical perspective
and can be minor observations of my surroundings. That is
another reason why I write in my mother tongue, for both
practical and poetic reasons. In working with the encounter
between text and object, I try to make a clear decision about
the need for translation. Sometimes, the text is only a form;
it does not have to be understood purely for its content. In
that case I stick to Norwegian, but that creates an obstacle for those who cannot read it. They have to grasp the
text purely formally. I think it can be interesting to work

with text in that way, too, perhaps because we are so used
to written words and the letters of the alphabet involving a
certain communication. Maybe one expects text displayed
in an artwork to function as a bearer of meaning. Breaking
with this expectation can make viewers aware of their own
relationships with language, but also evoke an expectation
or an impression in the viewer of what is actually there in
the text.
While I have been thinking about language, winter and
spring have come again, and it has been a long time since
the sunlight fell on my lightly tanned legs as I was lying on
the jetty at Scaniabadet. Now I spread moisturising cream
on my winter skin and lie on the sofa or in bed. In the evenings, I write down what I have done before reading Virginia
Woolf’s diary.11 When she writes about how she tries to keep
afloat in a great lake of melancholy, I feel myself shudder
a little. In a way, I try to keep sadness out of my work, since
I work badly when I am not doing well. But I feel the description of trying to keep afloat suddenly becoming so
clear, even though I have read it many times before. In my
works, it is language that keeps me afloat. Working with text
can act as an oar or a life raft when all the choices involved
in working with art become too overwhelming. In text I can
let things float; I can float. Language functions so intuitively, I can write automatic text for an hour and suddenly this
document—containing my master’s text—is fifteen pages
long. I have to delete it all apart from three sentences. I like
to think of the process involved in writing as a method that

Karoline Sætre, Sætrevegen 304, 2019. Wooden terrace, photographs. Detail
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I also use in the task of finalising works. By that I mean that
I can work on gathering (objects, smells, gazes, anything)
around a work right up to the point of completion, before
I ultimately delete and edit it down to no more than a fragment, the tip of an iceberg.

I think of language as a method, a form, and that lets me
work with text and visual art in parallel. I try to look at
others’ art where the text breaks free and makes its own
projects, an obvious example being the work of Matias
Faldbakken, who has been writing novels for the last ten
years and whose visual art is absolutely related to language.
I read The Hills (2017)13 right after seeing his 2017 – 18
exhibition Effects of Good Government in the Pit at Astrup
Fearnley, Oslo, and I started by being simply captivated by
the narrative. I gradually started thinking about the exhibition and about whether he actually works with a narrative
in his installations, too. To a certain extent, Faldbakken
deconstructs objects and dislodges them from their usual
context, so that they are experienced as something else, or
as a commentary on what they once were.
I also notice how several artists with backgrounds in the
graffiti scene use text as a form in their work. I try to look
at my own art to see if there is any obvious reason why
I work with language. Is it because I want to catalogue
things, and language is the way people do that? Does anything exist without language?

Image courtesy of Youngjae Lih

Minimalism in literature is often understood as referring to
texts that are straightforward; context and interpretation are
omitted in favour of a short, concise treatment. The a uthor
can deliberately create space in the text where readers are
expected to fill in the gaps for themselves. I come across a
text that describes this as the iceberg method, the way that a
meaning, or a concept, can be so clear to the author that it
does not have to be written down, and as such it only e xists
in the text via the author’s intention.12 Correspondingly,
authors have to know what they want to communicate,
otherwise those holes in the text will only be experienced
as the author not knowing what the text is supposed to be
about. Although I do not always have it defined—written
down in a sentence in front of me in the studio—I want my
works to function somewhat in the same manner. I put in
little hints, place an elk’s tooth in an installation and put
my parents’ cookery books in small boxes, and hope that
viewers can see where I am telling the story from.
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I would also like to write something about rhythm, about
how language can help give the work a tempo and a mood.
I look through this text to see if it has any specific rhythm.
The narrative that I write out in the form of an awareness of
the places I am writing from—is that part of the rhythm? Or
is it only a stage on which the rhythms can emerge? I experience language as being melodic, and I think of Knausgård
again, of how he can use several pages to describe a fly taking off from a window sill. The sentences are painstakingly
constructed. Through language he can zoom in on all the
tactile, and highly sensual, details in the world around us.
Perhaps I share the same interest when I myself am working
with art: I want to write my way—work my way—to the
really, really microscopic things in my surroundings, such
as my relationship with the textiles in my home.
On Method and How to Practise
I am listening to one of the podcasts from the new w
 eekly
series by the UKS (Young Artists’ Society) in Norway. 14
Various artists are invited to talk about how they work,
more about the things that surround their art rather than
how they actually create it. I very much identify with what
Roderick Hietbrink talks about when he explains what the
creative process is like for him, and how he rarely sets to
work unless somebody asks him to do so.15 An exhibition
or external deadline is almost essential for him to be able
to create anything. And that does not bother him—it is
simply a reality. It may be the same for me, too. Although
I might perhaps want to reformulate it to say that an exhibition or external deadline is necessary more for completing something than it is for creating it, since the processes
that surround my works are going on all the time. They are
going on, for example, now as I write this and try to create
a coherent text. I am completing this work, but am simultaneously thinking about the beginning of another.
During the podcast, someone in the audience comments
that only working to external deadlines is something you
can train yourself out of; for example, you can make a project for yourself in which you have to take a picture every
month so as to regularly give your ambition physical form.
Or one can create different collaborations for oneself.
I believe in that idea even more. I like to collaborate with
my surroundings. I do not always have to work with people—but I need to be in the world and to let it affect me.
I am not some artistic genius who stands alone before the
work day after day, chiselling it into permanence.
Now someone else in the audience is mentioning On
Kawara, and I realise that I have been tipped off about him
on a number of occasions, primarily because of the form
of his work, and specifically his work with dates. It is a
systematic approach: he painted a date every day. Perhaps
that approach involves the same performativity as is found
in my master’s work? Kawara’s series is simply titled Today
(1966 – 2014), and what I think of as being performative
in it is the way the date written on the works relates to where
he was when he made each work. Some of the paintings
also have a kind of subtitle, like January 1. 1968: I played
Monopoly with Joseph, Christine and Hiroko this afternoon. We ate a lot of spaghetti. In formal terms, the date

paintings are almost all identical, with minor variations in
colour and size, and yet they are so specific and personal,
even if we as viewers do not always have insight into the
artist’s situation. I think of this as being comparable in form
and material to my platforms for my master’s exhibition,
which relate to the geographical place being represented.
If I were to try to describe how I personally work—if it were
me giving a lecture where I explain how one can practise—
I would try to focus on how to keep the work personal.
I believe that most of my projects spring from an interest in
communicating the things that matter to me, through working with my memories and working with my gaze as f ocused
on what is happening around me—the moment when
I understand that I have just shot an elk, or paying proper
attention to the surface of a hand towel hanging up to dry
in the bathroom. For me, working means using my gaze.
Looking and observing. I try to make a kind of method out
of this: I collect both objects and situations and actively use
them when I am devising new projects. As a natural outcome of this process, I am interested in the archive and in
how we formulate the world around us, categorise things
according to their similarities and differences.
On Trying to See the Context
I open the document again after taking a break. A couple
of days ago, I dismantled my master’s exhibition. I will try,
and have tried, to describe it. I ended up giving it the title
To draw a map is to get lost. I took my inspiration from
one of Yoko Ono’s works, Map Piece from 1962. It is a
text written on a typewriter that asks people to draw imaginary maps. The idea that there are imaginary maps gives
me a tingling feeling. I read a Twitter message Ono wrote
dated July 6, 2015. I look back in my files and figure out
that that day I was at a salmon cabin outside of Trondheim.
I worked long days and bathed in the river when the day’s
labour was over. It was the summer before the last year of
my bachelor’s degree.
In the tweet, Ono writes, “Draw a map to get lost.” Like
many of her works, the language is an action, a command.
The spectator or reader is asked to do something. I think
of this intention as recurring in my own works; I want the
viewer to be activated by, and thereby become a part of, my
works. I borrowed Ono’s words as my title, but rewrote it
to make it into a kind of truth. I wanted to say something
with it. I believe that the contradiction inherent in drawing
a map to get lost is very recognisable. Even though Ono
works differently than I do, she inspires me greatly. I return
to Twitter on February 27 and see that, the day before, she
posted the following: “You have to believe in yourself that
you are the most appropriate person to create your own
mantra, and you will. Don’t rely on others to do that for
you. It will be like a jacket that doesn’t fit you.” I identify
very strongly with that. I have to try to be honest with myself and with what I do and avoid trying on every possible
piece of clothing that is offered to me.
I read my essay and try to see the red connecting thread,
the green thread. I believe I am trying to understand myself through my work. Where I come from and what I bring
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with me as baggage is not just a place to work from but a
place to work with. I believe in the value of communicating
what one sees, even if it is not an objective truth but more a
kind of self-portrait.
So, to try to sum up: I am sitting in Uggla again. I am tired
because I am using all my energy to read myself. Every year,
I believe the spring will bring with it a completely new start,
that when nature reawakens and last year’s seeds bloom,
I can see the world with new eyes. Perhaps the seeds that
I myself put in last autumn are sprouting, too. I believe
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that my work on both my master’s project and this text has
made me see myself through different eyes than before. I
also view the time to come with a new anticipation. All of
the new places that I will encounter have their own stories,
too, their own narratives that will be told. The observations I will make in the Tiergarten in Berlin, from a boat in
Bømlo, standing in a kitchen in Lofoten, will mingle with
the memories I have from when I was seven, fifteen, and
twenty-three. And in the midst of all these impressions and
experiences, I will create new situations that can open up
new spaces, new sites.
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Introduction text written on the wall in the exhibition: The streets are getting wider and my body is warm. My muscles are awake and
I feel myself getting more and more connected. The rapid sound is intensifying, and I keep pushing to keep up the speed. I don’t know how
far this street is or which areas it will guide me to. A smooth lane welcomes me as I drift down the street. A parked scooter covered in plastic
wrapping with a thin rope tightened around it, kind of choking the bike, I feel it in my throat. Looking forward as I travel, hoping to be
guided towards what lays ahead in this unknown endless maze. I have already let go of control.

Carl Østberg, 6_5, 2019, and 13_45, 2019. Ink-jet print mounted on dibond, 110 x 166,5 cm
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Aisthesis

Amsterdam.
Walking next to the canal after lunch. I’m kind of bouncing to make the food sink in my stomach. Sun is shining
and warm. In the shadows it’s cooler, I prefer that. Didn’t
expect it to be so warm today. The canal is on the left of
me. The streets are narrow on both sides of the canal with
skinny old wooden houses. The houses are different sizes,
both in height and broadness, and most of them have steps
up to their front doors. The houses, the street, the canal,
the boats, and the sun—it’s as if I’m looking at a postcard
for this small capital city. Cyclists pass by the houses on
the other side and also right in front of me. I am walking
in the middle of the street, I should get in the pedestrian
lane. Never been in a city where I’ve seen so many bikes
as here. Makes me think of the first time I walked out of
Amsterdam Centraal two years ago. On the right side of
the main e ntrance was a overfull bicycle parking lot, infinite
bikes to my eyes. It fascinated me; how do you find your
bike in that mass and how do you get it out? And now, my
second time here, I am remembering this first impression.
I pass by the same parking space and it is still infinite with
bikes. Wondering if I’m looking at the same bikes.
I’m walking towards an area I haven’t been to before,
just west from the bicycle parking lot, the street is going
upwards. Strangely I didn’t expect this; more than half of
the country is beneath sea level, centuries fighting against
the restless power of the sea now secured with dikes, human-made walls of sand, dirt, and concrete, covered with
vegetation. As I’m walking upwards, I use more strength,
not an unconscious choice, just to keep up my pace. Around
fifteen minutes later, I arrive at my destination. Multistorey wooden buildings, some tilting over the narrow street.
Cafés, shops, pubs, and not too many people. Not sure if
this is a less touristy area or not; everywhere else I’ve been
it’s mostly tourists, like myself. I cross the street and step
into the side street. Standing on the corner, getting some
shade from the sun, I feel the warmth on the wall. Drinking
water and noticing a big black car with black windows waiting in the street outside a café. The guys are staring as they
enter the car. Driving past me I only see my own reflection
and they turn right. One more sip and the bottle goes back
in the backpack. Taking off my sweatshirt, rolling the film in
the camera, putting on the backpack again, feeling the cool
down my back. Crossing the street, looking through the
café window, the clock on the wall shows one thirty-seven.
I start skating west. The asphalt is smooth and feels good.
A crowd of people ahead. I cross them at a slow speed,
trying to make my way through. It’s annoying. Memories
from the tourist herds in the popular areas of Binnenstad

and De Wallen come to mind. How am I gonna be able
to do this if it’s gonna be like this the whole time? Screw
it. It’s just how it is. Trying to let go of the thought and
bring all attention to the board to lead the way. With each
push, cruising between people, getting more connected to
my body and board, getting further away from the thought.
Looking ahead as I travel into an unknown area. The present feeling is different, like gravity pulling my body downwards. Forgetting about everything and focusing only on
what’s in front and the surroundings. Hoping for my body
and board to guide me towards what lays ahead in this unknown urban environment. As I make my way out of the
crowded street, it’s a relief, like fresh air, I snap a photograph and give a push turning left. Entering on the new
street, the feeling of leaving the familiar rushes away and
every single brick stone I welcome.
Looking at an angle downwards and not far ahead, noticing
the street surface as I cruise between pedestrians while they
walk towards their wherever destinations, minding their
own business. This is their home, their daily surface, which
many of the faces I see may have walked uncountable times.
Different facial expressions meet my eyes as I enjoy and use
“their” surface. Who of us is really appreciating the street?
In Charles Baudelaire’s essay “The Painter of Modern Life”
from 1863, he portrays the flâneur as a “passionate spectator,” continuing, “To be away from home and yet feel oneself everywhere at home; to see the world, to be at the centre
of the world, and yet to remain hidden from the world.”1
An observer strolling randomly through the city capturing
its scenery in his fleeting glance. Baudelaire mentions looking through the eyes of a curious child. A small individual
traversing a crowded area where all senses are intensified.
Physical play is often link with children, but physical play
comes in different forms. It connects to joy and and how
everyone has their own definition of what joy means. Seeing
my two-year-old niece running and laughing concerns the
same joy, smiling, and laughter I get from enjoying board
sports. Physical activity gets the body pumping and results
in joy or frustration during or after the activity. Furthermore, it works as a fundamental way to sense and be present
in your surroundings, at least for me. The term “pedestrian”
derives from the Latin pedester, meaning “on foot.”
In ancient Rome, the human foot was a tool of measurement (used to pace off plots of land), using units called pes
for foot and pedes for feet, which translates to “pace.”2 The
Greek term aisthesis means “sensation” or “perception,”
in contrast to intellectual concepts or rational knowledge.3
It is how we make sense of place and time through all five
senses.
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Changing direction from the pedestrian sidewalk to the
bicycle lane, the asphalt feels smooth like paper. The

word “asphalt” derives from the Greek word ásphaltos,
which means “to cover” or “to pave.” Asphalt also means
“
bitumen,” which is a sticky, black, and highly viscous
liquid or semi-solid form of petroleum.4 The earliest surviving photograph, View from the Window at Le Gras, taken
by Nicéphore Niépce in 1826 or 1827, was made with photo
graphic technology that used bitumen.5 But the process required an eight-hour exposure time, and the exposure would
continue to progress afterwards. The colour of asphalt isn’t
pretty in and of itself, as some would arguably say about
Niépce’s photograph, but it contains a variety of grey tones.
When first laid and smoothed out on the ground, it begins as a dark grey, and then over time fades and changes
form under the weight of all those who have traversed it.
Sensitive to temperature, light, pressure, and time. Looking ahead, next to the bicycle lane, the sidewalk becomes
level with the lane for cars to enter a building. I turn on it
and zigzag my way through, trying to avoid hitting anyone,
getting close to the building’s facade. Looking at the building, it’s glass windows with a supermarket inside. The glass’s
reflection merges the outside surroundings, the super
market, and my body. As I push to gain more speed, I study
my physical movements in the glass reflection. The first
issue of Minotaure, a surrealist magazine published from
1933 to 1939, reveals the capacity for an action as ordinary
as walking to become extraordinary in a given moment.
A chronograph by Étienne-Jules Marey from around 1890
illustrates the body as it moves through a series of fencing poses, capturing positions otherwise invisible to the
naked eye with the help of photographic technology. Marey
started out as a research scientist in physiology, at a time
when it was a new science. In his home country of France,
there were hardly any official posts for physiologists.
And official instruments to do physiological research did
not exist. In the 1870s, improvements in photographic lens
technology, the introduction of the quick wet plate process,
and the invention of mechanical shutters brought the snapshot within the realm of possibility. Eadweard Muybridge
took the first successful serial photographs of a horse in
motion in June 1878, revealing that a horse has all four legs
in the air during a gallop.6 Photography had a great role
to play in science, as it allowed one to approach extremely
complex problems and find a concrete solution with a singular facility.7 When Félix Nadar visited Marey’s studio
in 1864, he looked at his equipment and said, “Among
machines and scientific instruments of every kind, classic
or ones thought up yesterday—[these are] new tools for a
new science.”8 As for artists, the new tool would provide
them with the true nuances of movement, including detailed p
 ositions of the body in unstable balance for which
no model could pose.
Paris.
During the early days of chemical photography development in the mid-nineteenth century, the city of Paris underwent a reconstruction known as Haussmann’s renovation.
A transformation of Paris’s narrow and dark areas into
grand boulevards and wide-open public places. A military
defence strategy against rebellions and invaders, forced to

charge down the new long streets, nowhere to hide. Baron
Georges-Eugène Haussmann gave himself the name artiste
démolisseur (demolition artist).9 The wavy streets and tight
areas where the flâneur used to stroll changed into wideopen and “direct” pathways to the city’s different central
areas, forcing anyone who didn’t have the salary to live
there to move outwards. Filling up the new streets with
pedestrians, horses and buggies, and so on. Paris became an
example for the modern metropolitan.

“Our age is ruthless, hard, competitive, tense, greedy.
It shows as much in the faces of buildings as in the faces
of people. That character I have sought to recreate in my
photographs.”
—Berenice Abbott10
Paris in the 1950s, ’60s, and even into the ’70s was a city
of rapid metamorphosis. The Situationist International
(SI, 1957 – 72), led by Guy Debord, founder of the new
movement with Asger Jorn, was critical of the result of
Haussmann’s renovation. The Paris-based group of political and radical artists and theorists argued that capitalist
society hindered human development and precluded the
possibility of contemporary urban life attaining its full
potential, whereby the satisfaction of desire, the realisation
of joy, and the creation of selected situations would be the
main activities. As passionate as they were about the need
to revolutionise daily life, the SI were equally insistent that
the geography of that life should be urban—an urban life
known through the direct experience of the moving body
on the street. They took not only life but the city itself as
their medium, a medium that needed to be reimagined and
reshaped if life were to be truly worth living.
Debord and Jorn, both former members of the Lettrist
International (LI, 1952 – 57), adapted the earlier move
ment’s activities. Debord introduced psychogeography
in 1955, studying the specific effects of the geographical
environment, whether consciously organised or not, on the
emotions and behaviour of individuals.11 It involved the
activity of the dérive, or drift, the main principles of which
are to notice how certain areas, streets, and buildings appeal
to states of mind, inclinations, and desires and to seek out
reasons for movement other than because of the influence
of environmental design.12 An activity adapted from the LI,
the dérive investigates emotional disorientation through
play and the study of a terrain in terms of its physiological
influence. The members of the LI walked with one another
and they walked alone, and they also observed how others
walked, sometimes following at a distance.
I find this description of the dérive to intersect with that
of skateboarding. The city’s urban street structures are
primarily built for pedestrians, bicycles, and automobiles,
and each of these is divided into its own lane of traffic,
because this is how the system has designed it. On a skateboard, one follows desires led by playful impulses to express
themselves and enjoy obstacles that the average person
would see as an uninteresting or simple functional structure. When traversing the city in a mode that can arguably
be situated between walking and cycling, the locomotive
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motion of the four small silicone wheels, hard or soft, is
what chooses the surface of direction, rolling though the
endless space. The SI would wander the streets of Paris in
groups, often while intoxicated. They recorded, analysed,
and conveyed these journeys through texts, collages, and
other artworks. The postwar era saw the rise of capitalism
and the entrenchment of its contemporary cycle of life—
travel, work, travel, sleep—which Debord was deeply critical of. In The Society of the Spectacle, Debord writes, “The
spectator does not feel at home anywhere, because the spectacle is everywhere.”13 Here Debord focuses on consumerism’s stranglehold on modern society to feed the needs of
products and to cultivate desire rather than serve necessity.
But as the cultural theorist Sadie Plant notes, “Any critique
of the spectacle as a dehumanising force is in danger of falling into self-contradiction if it admits that it is possible to
play and enjoy some autonomy and control over one’s own
life within capitalist society.”14
Debord’s illustration The Naked City (1957) shows a
psychogeographic map containing cutout areas of Paris accompanied by red arrows that lead towards and turn
between each other, resulting in a critical study of the city’s
structure. Later that same year, Debord and Jorn collaborated on a bookwork titled Fin de Copenhague (End
of Copenhagen), in which liquor bottles and wine spills
overlay collaged images. Psychogeographical maps illustrate the Situationist theory of dètournement, a method of
appropriating and altering something to create new meaning. Map-making became a way of adapting and sculpting
Paris to reflect the Situationists’ Marxist agenda. Doing
away Haussmann’s sweeping linear boulevards and the
shopping districts that typically characterise official Parisian street maps, Situationist surveys instead chart the social
and cultural forces at odds with the modernisation of an
increasingly vehicle-based Paris.15
In 1957, Ralph Rumney, a British member of the SI,
followed Alan Ansen, a friend and poet, around the streets
of Venice with a camera, recording his behaviour as it
were being influenced by the changing ambience. He thus
created an investigation of the psychogeographical zones of
Venice, guided by the shifting mood of his environment. It
was originally created for submission to the first issue of
the magazine Internationale situationniste, but did not get
printed, since he failed to deliver his studies of Venice on
time. After this flub, he was expelled from the SI by Debord.
In 1967, Pegeen Guggenheim, the wife of Rumney, committed s uicide. Her mother, Peggy Guggenheim, later that
year had Rumney followed by private detectives through
Paris while trying to build a case against him for aiding and
instigating her daughter’s death. It was eventually dropped.
For Sophie Calle’s work La Filature (The Shadow) (1981),
the artist asked her mother to hire a private detective
to document her every move for a day. She steered him
through Paris in April 1981. The finished work contrasts
the detective’s factual photographic and textual record of
Calle’s trajectory with her own personal one, which delves
into the psychological motivations of her movements
through the city—thus inheriting the Situationist taste for
play and psychogeography.
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If you search “Haussmann’s renovation” on Google,
collaged images showing Paris both before and after appear
frequently. The before images are often works of Eugène
Atget, arguably one of the earliest street photographers.
Avoiding famous landmark and rather focusing on smaller scales and street scenes, Atget photographed the old
Paris before it disappeared into a modern capital. Looking
through them, there’s a timeless sense to the works. The
images seem to have been taken in the hours before the city
awakens, when the streets are empty or with few subjects
or subject traces. Past, present, and future effectively tell
a story of the urban life of Paris. The vignetting corners
created by his pinhole camera suggest that his wanderings
around the city must not have been pleasant, carrying emulation glass plates and a heavy wooden box camera through
the city streets. Some images contain blurred overlay due
to Atget’s photographic technique, giving a sense of an
intersection between reality and dream. Camera technology
was developing rapidly at the time, but he seems to have
favoured old models and methods, maybe out of n
 ostalgia
for old Paris or knowing the photographic process all
too well. I found one of Atget’s photographs of a group
of people looking at an eclipse published as a cover photo
graph on the seventh issue of the surrealist magazine
La Révolution surréaliste, and another one inside the issue of a woman standing outside a shop smiling, titled
Versailles.16 His name is not to be found anywhere in the
issue, since a condition of the surrealists using his prints was
that Atget would remain anonymous.
Walter Benjamin describes Atget’s work as the forerunner
of surrealist photography and mentions it in “A Little
History of Photography,” writing, “The peeling away of the
object’s shell, the destruction of the aura, is the signature
of a perception whose sense of the sameness of things has
grown to the point where even the singular, the unique, is
divested of its uniqueness—by means of its reproduction.”17
This is a good description of Atget’s connection to the surrealists and of experiencing the city as a labyrinth, seeking
the new, the mysterious, the secretive, and the unexpected.
It is also in this description that Benjamin circulates the
essence of the street photographer as one who investigates
the streets. He furthermore discusses photography’s connection with fashion as another new industry that uses
mechanical means for purposes outside artistic value, since
technology such as the daguerreotype revolutionised the
ability to provide infallible portraiture. He says, “It is no
accident Atget’s photographs have been likened to those
of a crime scene. But isn’t every square inch of our cities
a crime scene?”18 The street photographer is described as a
hunter stalking and looking for clues, tracking down its prey
in the urban landscape. Baudelaire not only created the idea
of the flâneur but also enjoyed Edgar Allan Poe’s works,
and especially Poe’s detective literature. Baudelaire himself
wrote no detective stories because, given the structure of
his instincts, it was impossible for him to identify with the
detective.19 In Poe’s short story “The Man of the Crowd,”
the flâneur is someone who seeks the crowd because he
is uncomfortable in his own company.20 So he hides openly
in the public streets of London.
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Wandering without a Goal.
The idea of the dérive traces back to the surrealist and
Dadaist practice of automatism, the absence of conscious
control over one’s own thought and action, meant to
give freedom for experimenting with new and alternative
thoughts and articulations.21 On a rainy afternoon in the
middle of April 1921, men wearing hats and coats led a group
of fifty or so to the churchyard of Saint-Julien-le-Pauvre in
Paris’s 5th arrondissement. The attendees e ndured taunts
and insults, the shouting of nonsense words and phrases, an
announcement of the intention to stand for political office,
and random readings from the dictionary. After an hour
and a half of this enactment, walking randomly around the
churchyard, the audience began to disperse, whereupon
they were offered envelopes containing phrases, portraits,
cartes de visite, landscapes, and five-franc notes covered
in erotic sketches. The organisers and a few remaining
audience members retreated to a nearby café, lamenting
the outing’s failure. The outing was meant to counter the
boredom of Dadaist actions and publications and as a
rejoinder to an audience that had come to expect the shock
of Dada productions. André Breton, who participated and
helped to organise the failed outing, had imagined a whole
series of visits in and around Paris to various sites of no
particular historical or aesthetic importance, at least not
to him or his compatriots.
During the 1910s, Breton went on daily walks in P
 aris,
whose atmosphere was nervous with war, with fellow Dada
member and cofounder of surrealism Philippe Soupault,
discussing the literature of the previous generation.22
Another person Breton enjoyed taking walks with was the
poet Louis Aragon, with whom he discussed on the tense
streets of Paris his radical idea of revolution, not of politics
but of the spirit; to remake life, he believed, a life needed to
be found again and intensified.23 On May 1, 1924, Breton,
Aragon, and fellow writers Max Morise and Roger Vitrac,
under Breton’s lead, selected a random destination from
a map: the town of Blois. Their goal was to see where the
journey took them. Travelling in the countryside set up a
lack of the usual conveniences and opportunities available
in the intensive city. They continued haphazardly on foot
for ten days, stopping only to eat and sleep. After arriving
back in Paris, Breton concluded the exploration was hardly
disappointing, no matter how narrow its range, because it
probed the boundaries between waking life and dream life.
It had resolved these two states, dream and reality, which
are seemingly so contradictory, into a kind of absolute
reality, a surreality.24 He shortly afterwards published the
First Manifesto of Surrealism, in 1924. Like their successors, the Situationist International, the surrealists enjoyed
games and play as tools for criticising modern society. In
Debord’s “Theory of the Dérive” from 1956, he describes
wandering in the open countryside as depressing and the
interventions of chance to be poorer there than anywhere
else.25 The inequality between roads and trails, as well as
between streets and passages representing different geographical areas, despite Debord’s criticism, must have nevertheless been interesting as part of the SI’s “automatic”
wandering towards the city and in the slow transition to
modern civilisation.

Paris in the 1920s underwent a new overhauling under the
influence of the automobile. New sidewalks, crosswalks, and
lights tightened the pedestrian’s way of walking. The streets
became filled with noise, exhaust, and car accidents. Paris
continued to grow, and it became easier to navigate through
the city by car, which ended up dominating the streets. The
passages or arcades favoured by Breton, Aragon, and their
fellow surrealists provided protection from the noisy traffic
and indulged a nostalgia for the pre-automobile era; they
offered a city within the city. In Aragon’s Le Paysan de
Paris (The Peasant of Paris), he records what he believed
to be the original life of Paris, before its streets fell under
the American instinct to widen roadways by demolishing
urban features such as the arcades. The flâneur as taken
up by Walter Benjamin in the 1930s, after the writer had
roamed about Paris for a decade and some seventy years
after the concept had been introduced by Baudelaire, describes a more complex figure: “One who looked on the
city and the crowd with an estranged gaze, energised by it
but also critical, fascinated yet never completely immersed,
always somewhat out of place.”26 This description relates
to the experience of a skateboarder: using and observing
the city’s obstacles, entrusting oneself to its flow. B
 enjamin
describes the arcades as being of great importance to the
flâneur, strolling the passages and corridors filled with
shops, theatres, hotels, and cafés, a city of glass for pedestrians.27 Protected from the noisy world outside, the arcades
are somewhere between a street and an interior.28 But the
packed atmospheric noises soon became replaced with
the sounds of traffic. For Benjamin, the demolishing of the
arcades meant the end of the flâneur.
The streets are getting wider and my body is warm. My
muscles are awake and I feel myself getting more and more
connected to the board. The rapid wheel sound is intensifying, and I keep pushing harder to keep up the speed.
A bicycle lane lies on the opposite side, in the sun. I cross
and get in the lane, it feels like silk. The wheels softly press
down on the smooth surface. The heat is on and the light
is bright. I follow the lane for a while. A man and his son
are on a bike in front of me. The kid turns around to get a
look at what this sound behind him is. He can’t really turn
around because of the chair’s protective sides for if the bike
ever falls. I know the choice of aperture is wrong since it’s
much brighter now than it was earlier. I have already let
go of the control. I snap a photograph. The straight lane
and buildings bore me, leading me to turn on the first street
to the right. Into a narrow side street where a group of
people appear right in front of me. I snap a photograph.
The surface sounds rapid once more, but not flat. Wavy
asphalt makes it fun to turn to the sides and leaves loosen
the wheels’ grip. Kids have been writing names and words
with chalk on the walls of a building. The architecture has
changed to being more suburban, which reminds me more
of Malmö than Amsterdam. I feel like I am entering a
neighbourhood outside the tourist area. Keeping on, turning left, following the sunlight, a homeless person stands by
the bushes. I pass and the person seems not to be bothered
by the wheels’ sound nor my presence, seemingly lost in
thought or present in an another world. The narrow street
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keeps going on for a while, until I realise it’s turning into
a wider street that I’m going to end up on if I don’t turn
around. I don’t know how far this wide street is or which
other areas it will guide me to. Turning back would affect
my current state. I turn right onto the wide street. A smooth
bicycle lane welcomes me as I sail down the street in relaxation and relief. A parked scooter covered in plastic wrapping with a thin rope tightened around it, kind of choking
the bike, I feel it in my throat. I move my body to the right
still going straight and snap a photograph from stomach
height. I don’t look through the viewfinder, I want my
bodily p
 resence to do the photographing. What my eyes see
is different to what my body sees and the camera sees. What
happens when I detach from framing with my eye and instead use the body? My reactions on the shutter are impulsive and I’m trying to get a straight perspective according
to my physical positioning. What does it do to my memory
of this instant?
Malmö.
Back in Malmö looking through my printed contact sheets
from my explorations of Amsterdam, they relive the beginning to the end in numeric rhythm. Using the loop to get a
closer look, I see traces from the pace. Subjects and o
 bjects
merge. Some seem to be pulsing, alive, or transformed.
Memorising the expeditions, the blurred photographs are
more accurate to how I remember it. It was fast movement
and viewing the subjects for a maximum of a few seconds.
Or do the images make me think like that? The intersection between real and dream comes to mind. Since when
dreaming, it can feel real, but at the same time, we often
remember only the most important parts, as fragments. The
difference between a rangefinder and a viewfinder comes
generally down to the fact that with a rangefinder, you can
have the other eye looking outside the frame, since it often is
on the left side or on top of the camera. A viewfinder blocks
or hides the surroundings outside the frame, drawing all attention to the viewed section, unaware of what’s happening
in the inverse.
The contact sheet reminds me of the wedding gift I gave to
my uncle many years ago. I thought it made more sense to
give him the contact sheet as a whole photograph, showing
the twelve happy moments of the then newlyweds. It had
an honesty, the same honesty I feel now looking through
all these images of my explorations, revealing it all. All of
the images rely on each other in a contact sheet, a fact that
made me decide to investigate the contact sheet itself as a
tool. During my research on contact sheets, I found the contact sheet works of Robert Frank, which I find admirable. I
studied his works with great curiosity. Many come from his
book The Americans, a photo book containing images from
his one-year journey across the US, capturing A
 merican
society in the 1950s. Frank embraced the ideology of the
Beat community, which wanted to communicate through
improvised and rhythmic creative statements. Driven by
the notion of the artist as an existential wanderer, Frank
separated himself from balanced compositions, favouring
a more loose aesthetic. At the time Frank was shooting,
photographers like Henri Cartier-Bresson were popular,
who were known for waiting for the “decisive moment” and
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finding composition perfection. With that kind of work,
I get the feeling that the photographer is “looking,” but
with the more loose style of Frank, the viewer is present in
the scenario and the photographer’s presence is preserved.
Looking through Frank’s contact sheets, seeing where the
red pencil circles which images he chose to print, I n
 otice
some of the ones he chose are either under- or over
exposed. It occurs to me that it’s about a feeling rather
than a perfectly exposed image. In The Americans, Frank’s
authentic reportage approach to American society as a

foreigner, through which he involved his own personality,
had a great effect on the rethinking of the very p
 ossibilities
of documentary photography. The book, which was published in Paris, received harsh criticism in the US, and as
such didn’t get the recognition it deserved until many
years later. Before Frank, Walker Evans’s photodocumentary work for the Farm Security Administration, including
images of bedrooms and other interiors, rundown signs and
storefronts, seems to show interest in the texture of daily
life during the Great Depression, and the photographer
appears to be rather unconcerned with his assignment’s
goal to document the government’s improvement efforts
in rural communities. The impassive approach in Evans’s
early work is comparable to Atget’s. Like Atget, Evans used
outdated camera equipment, despite the rapid development
of the 35 mm camera, which was quickly replacing patient
shooting with high-speed.
Evans’s Subway Portraits, from between 1938 and 1941,
used a new portrait approach that stands out from his other
works. He would hide his 35 mm camera under his topcoat
while taking the subway in New York City, in an undercover method of photographing. In this way, the subjects
are caught unawares, showing them seemingly lost in their
own thoughts and moods. The darkened background of the
subway’s steel posts and tiled stations, combined with its
closeness, attracts our attention instantly to the subjects’
unposed figures. When viewing these small-sized photographs,29 the sound of subway trains rings through my
consciousness. The photographs are numbered plates—305,
306, 310, etc.—functioning as a sound wave for the underground train wheels and offering a way to identify frames
from the contact sheet. During a lecture at Yale University,
Connecticut, in March 1964, Evans said, “What I believe
is really good in the so-called documentary approach to
photography is the addition of lyricism … produced unconsciously and even accidentally by the cameraman.”30 This
idea referred also to his passion for literature.
In trying to use the body to see what the eye sees, Evans’s
images are revealed to be cropped. The more I view the
images, it’s what’s outside the cropped areas that interests
me, even though I know it will never be revealed. It draws
the viewer’s eyes directly to the faces, then the clothes, ending with little information of the surroundings. As for my
study of photographing with the body, I wish to show what
my body saw. Shooting from a lower perspective than the
eyes makes clearer the relationship between the body and
the camera. Like Frank and Evans, Garry Winogrand also
stepped away from the “rules of composition,” focusing instead on capturing a raw truth of American society while
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testing the boundaries between journalistic and 
artistic
photo
graphy. His photographs are often tilted, messy,
off-centred, and sometimes have his own shadow appearing in the frame, intruding into his subject’s physical space
and allowing the viewer to engage with his subjects in new
ways and to question what photography could be as a
medium.
Allan Sekula’s work Untitled Slide Sequence (1972) pictures
workers leaving a military production facility on the West
Coast of the US, which houses the same factory where his
father worked as an engineer. To take several of the photos,
he stood more or less in the same spot, photographing
downwards as the workers walked up the stairs and passed
him after a day’s work. As the images show, Sekula’s positioning seems to be in their way, as an act of protest or disapproval. This first perspective goes on for twenty images,
until the composition moves to the left, and the final image
ends with a frame of the floor and a worker’s foot. The story
goes that the change of composition happened as a security
guard grabbed Sekula to escort him away from the area.
Untitled Slide Sequence is shown as a slide projector loop
that runs in three sequences, punctuated by black screens,
for a total of eighty images. Cinematographic films are
sequenced in twenty-four or twenty-five frames per second.
Thus, the work seems to be a “study of motion,” possibly
referring to the early still-frame animation of the Lumière
brothers or Eadweard Muybridge. The Lumière brothers’
film Workers Leaving the Lumière Factory (1895) seems
to be linked to Sekula’s critical studies of the deep social
differences that existed in America in the post-industrial
era. Influenced by Marxist critical thinking, Sekula arguably chose the rhythmic loop of Untitled Slide Sequence
to mirror the capitalist social system of work-sleep-work,
sharing the same critical viewpoint as Debord. Sekula
intends to provoke public debate by using the photodocumentary form as a social project.31 Furthermore, he is concerned with the intersection between performance art and
documentary photography, where the camera is used as
a “witness” to his actions. Sekula’s critical approach to
capitalist society through photography and video circulates the idea of freedom. The loop runs like factory work,
repeating itself endlessly, but the narration stops every

thirteen seconds before resuming.
On my way home from school last autumn, I noticed a
crowd and blinking lights of red and blue. Understanding something serious had happened and curious to see
what it was, I took a detour on my way home. A car crash
had happened at the intersection where Nobelsvägen and
Sallerupsvägen meet. Still cycling, I spontaneously took up
the only d
 evice that I had on me with a camera, my smartphone. The a ccident was between a civilian car and a p
 olice
ghost car. I parked my bike and started taking pictures
through intuition before thought. There was a big crowd,
mostly young civilians, a large number of police officers,
and fire department and medical staff. The tension was
high, and when a young man came into conflict with police
officers, they took him forcefully to the ground, making the
tension grow even higher. People took out their phones and
started recording. I moved around, taking pictures of the

situation. By the time the woman who had been driving
the civilian car was carried away, after the fire department
had cut off her vehicle’s roof, I left the scene. The series
ends with some last pictures from further down the street.
Looking through the sixty-nine images, it becomes clear
that I had been h
 oping to get one good image. This got
me interested in our modern digital society and our wish
to share through social media, and our seemingly endlessly flickering trigger fingers and capturing of images. As for
the content of what I photographed, for me it raised questions between social and governmental rules, which seemed
to have met on a crossroads. Social media has proven to
have the power to change governments, laws, and social
thinking, yet the directors of these communication platforms have the ability to remove images if they find them
“inappropriate,” a quality decided by themselves or under
governmental influence. The law underlines the freedom to
document in public spaces, but at the same time, any risk
of damaging the government’s “image” can have consequences. The globalisation of information and increasing
access to it seems to raise questions about society’s a bility
to follow the rapid pace of modern technology and the
seemingly never-ending development of users’ appetites for
new and better and faster equipment.
Google Maps opened up a public aerial view of the world
through Google Earth. In Google Street View, one can type
in almost any street and visually see the area as it was at
the time the Google car, with its many cameras, was there.
The buildings, weather, people, cars, and so on. When Street
View was launched in May 2007, concerns about privacy
law requirements and societal norms were lodged against
it. In response, in 2008, Google developed a technology
that uses an algorithm to scour Street View’s image database for faces and car plates to blur them. But these images
pose other privacy issues besides just showing faces. Some
people aren’t eager to have their houses on display, either.
That same year, Robin Hewlett and Ben Kinsley instigated
the web project Street with a View. They went out into the
streets of Pittsburgh when they knew the Google car would
be going by, and broadcast their actions across the world
through Street View as an example of what can be done
any day, on any street, even in the face of a powerful new
technology that can, but need not, reduce life to homogenous virtual experience.32 In the same city and also in 2008,
a couple sued Google for allegedly photographing images
of a private driveway,33 but the court ruled it is legal to
take photos from public streets in the US even if they show
private property.
In the 1960s, the conceptual artist Stanley Brouwn asked
pedestrians for directions and let them sketch the route. He
stamped the drawings with the words “This Way Brouwn,”
which also titles the work. It indicates individuals’ choices
of directions. Brouwn explains, “All directions are being
drained from it. They are leading nowhere.”34 Some fifty
years later, modern technology has helped to create reliable
standard directions, including the best choice of transportation with approximate arrival time at your destination, by
using collected data from Google Maps. A great tool, but
it can be a damaging one, too. As Brouwn argues, “Never
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before have distances been so meaningless as nowadays,
increasingly more people fly long distances several times a
year. The validity of the concept of distance is becoming still
further eroded.” But, he adds, “In my work distances are
recharged again. They have meaning.”35
Border.
While researching the topic of traversing as performance,
I came across Francis Alÿs’s work The Green Line (2004),
which is subtitled “Sometimes doing something poetic can
become political and sometimes doing something political can become poetic,” in the book Walking Sculpture,
1967 – 2015.36 For this work, Alÿs walked along the old
fighting front of the Arab-Israeli War of 1948. As part of a
ceasefire agreement, the Israeli general Moshe Dayan and
the Arab Legion representative Abdullah al-Tal used wax
pencils to draw on top of a map lines to divide Jerusalem
and its surroundings areas into Israeli zones (marked with
green) and Arab zones (marked with red).37 Alÿs traced

the “Green Line,” as it was called, with a bucket of green
paint with a hole in the bottom. He traversed between the
two frontlines of the old twenty-four kilometre border line,
dripping green paint as he went. The video that documents
the performance shows him crossing checkpoints where
Israeli soldiers patrol and direct traffic between Israeli and
Palestinian cities. Some people just stare, and others seems
to be provoked by his action. He is filmed by a camera as
he goes through area after area, captured from different
angles, both in motion and using a tripod.38
Berlin.
Alÿs’s work inspired me to do a work that included following a “marked” line through a landmass. The Berlin Wall
used to divide the city in the middle, into West and East
Berlin, for forty-three kilometres. The wall also encircled
West Berlin for over 150 kilometres, but my main interest
lay in the nearly thirty years of architectural development
at the old border in the middle of the city.
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Arriving at the border where Berlin and Brandenburg meet,
I see a group of horses eating, and one of them seems to be
slightly curious about my presence, before putting its head
down and continuing to eat the grass. I’m standing where
the wall used to turn left and circumvent the city of Berlin
with its high walls. During the previous day’s research, I
tried to find a map that traces the wall’s old location, which
surprisingly was not any easy task, but after a while I found
one inside the Radisson Hotel at Alexanderplatz. But the
map isn’t detailed enough, so I find an app that provides the
detail I need. I could have just looked for an app to begin
with, but I thought a physical map would feel like something more reliable and more strongly connected to history.
Guided by the app’s directions, I calculate the distances in
my head and stop approximately every five hundred metres
to take a photograph. Trying to traverse the city as directly
as possible, I come upon several obstacles that change my
direction. Following the grey line, the noise, temperature,
and humidity rise as civilisation becomes compacted. S
 eeing
where the border limits still exist and where they have
merged. Most of the old wall’s border has been converted
into bicycle and walking lanes. As I move through the busy
areas, it becomes challenging to follow the right directions,
countings, and markings. It turns out to be an alternative
sightseeing tour of the city, where the straight-photographed
imagery becomes the memory. Completing the line of the
wall, my body feels the long journey. I ask a passer-by for
directions to Mitte; he points in another direction, which I
thank him for, and heads home. The next day I start from
the south and go north. Same task-based recording as I did
the day before, hoping to end up photographing the same
spots from the opposite perspective. Unlike Alÿs, I leave
no trace that in time will be erased by water, but, as in his
work, I record a momentary journey. Studying the traces
of the old within the present society. Showing the work on
slides at a rhythmic pace and using a slide projector model
that refers to the first one to be developed and sold only in
Germany during the 1960s, which is also the same decade
the Berlin Wall was built. Furthermore, I find it interesting
to work with the slide projector as a hybrid between still
and moving images, where with still images, you bring your
time to them, and with moving images, they bring their time
to you.

Home Is Where Your Heart Is.
Packing up after lunch, I look once more up at the tree in
the little public square, which has been standing here since
long before the buildings and the concrete ground transformed its natural habitat. I go straight, leaving the densely
inhabited three- and four-storey buildings and entering an
area filled with suburban homes. Small houses, feeling like
I’m in a small town located between two larger cities. It’s
silent, no people, the curtains are down, covering any slight
signs of identity. I don’t feel welcome, but worse is the bad
taste I get in my mouth from being here. Wide streets, with
narrow sidewalks—are they built and meant for children?
Going farther into this labyrinth, I finally see an area with
different and taller architectural structures ahead. It boosts
my curiosity, and I’m off tangling my way through the
rough asphalt. The fields of grass between myself and the
buildings are filled with white materials in various shapes.
Plastic and garbage lie there, and looking at the building
facade, it has a sad face. Parabolas, some no longer white,
but grey from cooking in exhaust and sunlight, breathing
their last breaths. Living seems to be hard here, as if life
holds itself in a thin rope. The road gets smoother, and I
feel my legs shaking from skating the previous surfaces. The
smooth asphalt gives my body a rest, which gets even better
as a small downwards slope follows. One of few and very
short, but enjoyable. I spot a playground next to the car
bridge in purple and orange colours with a red hill behind
it. I push to do a turn on the hill and lose all speed and
fall. The ground is soft for the children’s protection, so they
don’t hurt themselves while playing. I walk up the stairs
and continue, passing lonely abandoned objects. A man is
going through a garbage can as I snap a photograph, meeting an unfriendly look from him. Maybe he realised what
I was doing. The buildings are large, like looking at cruise
ships with endless windows from a dock. Small shops on the
corners, which seem to have been there since the buildings
were first built. It is a community where they are by themselves, separated from society. I pass a bicycle abandoned
in the grass, a Swedish flag hanging in a window, and a
burned-out parked car. I push hard to get enough speed to
make it up the hill after the tunnel. Another tunnel comes
afterwards, with painted letters over it saying, “Home Is
Where Your Heart Is.”
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The Mocking Gap

Painting as Polyphonic
In the beginning of the first chapter, “Rhizome,” of A
Thousand Plateaus by Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari,
writing is described as a part of a machine. Through the
process of writing, one can access a polyphonic process—a
“writing machine.”1 You plug into the machine automatically, by doing—in this case, by doing as writing. It is
polyphonic in the sense that writing never originates with
a single voice, but rather with all writing that has ever consciously or subconsciously influenced you, forming not one,
but several, voices. In the process of doing, I feel that this
collecting of voices is experienced as part of an intuition
or a sensation of a third hand playing an active role in the
decisions one makes.
In this polyphony, individual genius evaporates, as the product of the doing originates not with one individual force
of genius, but with many. This metaphor of polyphonic
machinery can also be applied to the language of painting.
The machine and language of painting moves not linearly,
but in a disjointed, jerky, and messy fashion—moving backwards and forwards through time at once, as one’s own
references and the collective progression refer to different
times. As I mentioned, language does not develop along a
linear trajectory; the painting machine occasionally seems
to revolve around its own axis.
Language, whether written or painted, carries memories,
and there is no way to erase these memories and the history of language. You can develop a language, but it will
always depart from and return to things that have already
been done. This idea is something that the French writer,
literary scholar, and semiotician Roland Barthes formulates
in Writing Degree Zero:
It is not granted to the writer to choose his mode of
writing from a kind of non-temporal store of literary
forms. It is under the pressure of History and T
 radition
that the possible modes of writing for a given w
 riter
are established; there is a History of Writing. But this
History is dual: at the very moment when general

History proposes—or imposes—new problematics of
the literary language, writing still remains full of the
recollection of previous usage, for language is never
innocent: words have a second-order memory which
mysteriously persists in the midst of new meanings.2

As a painter, I partake of a visual idiom, which is a collec
tion of visual formulations of experiences and memories
taken from a Western history of painting. My vocabulary
changes as a result of my own painting, as I cannot arrive at
new conclusions ahead of the fact. Painting is a craft developed through seeing and doing—through the movements
of the hand and the eye. The vocabulary of painting is also
developed through seeing paintings, particularly encountering artworks that present something new to me, something
that I can find new meanings in, in which the artist communicates something—something I may have already known
deep down, but hadn’t seen formulated before. I experience
this as a kind of digestive process, in which the experience
of my own body passes through my vision, my body, my
senses. Indirectly, this can also influence the development
of my own idiom and vocabulary in painting.
When I start on a painting, the canvas before me is not an
empty surface. The canvas is already crowded with not just
the history of painting and my own references, but also all
the clichés of painting and all the things that exist around
me both in space and in my mind. In Francis Bacon: The
Logic of Sensation, a book about the influential British artist Francis Bacon, Deleuze describes this crowded surface
in another context than that of the “machine,” as referred
to earlier:
The painter has many things in his head, or around
him, or in his studio. Now everything he has in his
head or around him is already in the canvas, more or
less v irtually, more or less actually, before he begins to
work. They are all present in the canvas as so many
images, actual or virtual, so that the painter does not
have to cover a blank surface but rather would have to
empty it out, clear it, clean it.3
When I need to solve painting-related problems, I often find
myself having to resist my impulse to rely on safe solutions
that I’ve learned from past experiences and through my
references. Naturally, I cannot entirely ignore the solutions
that are familiar to me, but I try to avoid cliché by reformulating, reformulating, reformulating—both the things
I have learned from others and from my own work—in
order to leave an opening for new meanings. This way, the
image can be granted all the space it needs to emerge and
gradually reveal what was hidden.
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About the Image that Appears
Painting allows me to handle pictures and visual knowledge
that function as means of communication on their own
terms. The pictures don’t exist ahead of time for me; they
arise from the painting, from the exploration, from intuitive choices. I can’t reason my way to a conclusion in painting; rather, it has to happen through the movements of my
hands, body, and eyes. By refraining from reasoning in this
way, I do not mean to claim that I’m somehow detached
from my decisions, or that they somehow arise out of nothing; on the contrary, it is a matter of employing another kind
of thinking, one connected to my accumulated experiences
of painting. The choices are not unconscious—but they are
inaccessible to spoken language, and this is something the
art theorist Gertrud Sandqvist addresses in her essay “On
Intuition”:

Accumulated experience that is not immediately accessible to language, but which does affect our consciousness, is usually called intuition. An intuitive choice
is thus as conscious as a considered choice, it simply
uses aspects of consciousness that are not accessible to
language. It cannot say, but it can show.4
By painting and allowing intuition to play a part in my
work, I provide space for the picture to emerge from obscurity, to be rendered visible. In the painting Om den bild
som träder fram/About the Image that Appears (2018),
I worked with a motif that has been gradually revealed to
me through doing. The painting is in dark, brownish reds,
and while I was working on it, I allowed the paint to rub
into the canvas, so that the specific qualities of the materials
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would determine how figuration would happen. This resulted in a gloomy landscape-like painting, which reminds me
of an ocean bay, with a figure entering in one of the darker areas. The motif of the painting is partially obscured,
or divided, by a blurry orange line, which serves almost as
a screen, directing the viewer’s gaze. This blurry outline of
a screen is my attempt to show the viewer that the picture
they are viewing is set in another time—like a memory, or
a sequence from a dream. To me, the line also seems like a
railing in a way, something to hold on to, or perhaps a way
to interrupt the painting, to dispel the illusion.
The picture emerges through what might be described as
revealing, rather than presentation. This method of disclosing is something art critics have identified in the work of the
Dutch South African artist Marlene Dumas: “Dumas has
insisted that, as a maker of paintings—as opposed to a taker
of photographs, which of course she also is—her aim is to
‘reveal’ not to ‘display.’”5
Encounters
One thing that fascinates me about painting is its a bility
to formulate a sensory experience. The experience of such
a formulation can occur in the encounter with another’s
painting or in the course of making my own work. As
I described earlier, an encounter that makes an impression
might reveal something that I already knew deep inside, but
had never before seen formulated before me. To me, this
can be a bewildering sensation, which arrives p
 hysically,
through my body. On such occasions, I gain access to a
work in a way that can be likened to being deeply involved
in the fiction of a novel, but without the linear narrative.
One of my more recent paintings, Trängd/Wedged in (2018),
presents a birdlike figure whose wing movements are drawn
in distinct outlines over a whitish-yellow surface, using
striking brushstrokes to suggest motion—or, rather, constrained motion, as the paint is thick around the figure, as
though it is submerged in mud. One painting exhibition that
had a particular impact on me was a 2015 exhibition at the
Van Gogh Museum in Amsterdam that included Crab on
Its Back (1887) by Vincent van Gogh. The work depicts a
red crab on its back, surrounded on all sides of its body by
an almost fluorescent, toxic-looking green paint. Here, the
brushstrokes provide a clear sensation of movement, and,
as a viewer, I find that my perspective comes very close to
that of the crab, as though we are at the same level, both in
terms of height and body. The paint is applied in a tactile
manner, which elicits the sensation that I am being granted
physical access to the figure, and I experience the picture in
such a way that it creates an illusion of actual movement.
In encounters such as this, I experience a mental transition
or psychological process—from viewing a flat surface to the
experience of being a crab, on my back, in an impossible
landscape where all motion is locked into a claustrophobic,
strained situation. The clarity of the figure’s outlines reiterates how restrained its movements are, and makes it seem
even more stuck.
The fact that a figure is a crab, or a bird, is not the point
here. Rather, the painted figure is a container for a specific

sensation or event, and the “crab” or “bird” serves as the
bearer of this content. Deleuze describes this sensation
as being “in the body”—even the body of an apple. He
states, “Color is in the body, sensation is in the body, and
not in the air. Sensation is what is painted. What is painted
on the canvas is the body, not insofar as it is represented
as an object, but insofar as it is experienced as sustaining
this sensation.”6 The experience of this event can only be
produced by a first-hand encounter with the painting—
mere descriptions or reproductions won’t suffice. The physical encounter is required. I can use titles as references, to
guide the viewer in a certain direction or to create a sense
of cohesion between different works, in combination with
eliciting an interaction between the viewer and the work.
Another thing about painting that fascinates me is that
a picture can incorporate and express multiple layers of
meaning and ambiguity. I feel that a painting can sometimes
present layers of content that seep through at different
times, depending on the situation in which the viewer sees
it. This strange and complicated way of communicating a
painting makes it variable, which also enables me as a viewer
to revisit the image with fresh eyes over and over again.
One of the most important influences on my own painting
is the artist Nina Roos. In a conversation with the curator
Anders Kreuger, Roos discussed this ambiguity:
NR If the picture is good, it will let different things
through at different occasions. Several pictures will
have been deposited in the picture, or interwoven with
it. This may explain why it is so complicated to make
a picture.
AK Is it right to say that fiction in painting must be
ambiguous, or multifaceted? That such a fiction lends
depth to the picture?
NR Yes, perhaps. At least I would say that painting is
marked by ambiguity.7
What the viewer sees in a picture depends on the individual’s
amassed body of experience, but also on the particular time
and situation in which this person encounters the picture.
The fact that certain works have such an impact might
be because they represent something of particular interest
to the viewer in that precise moment. An effective picture
can incorporate multiple meanings, and thus encounter the
viewer over and over. This multifaceted nature extends the
experience, and the work is recreated anew in each separate
encounter.
Through Roos’s paintings, I have also experienced ambiguity and regarded painting as a kind of fiction without
any linear narrative, like a mental relocation. Examples of
such non-linear narratives in Roos’s painting include shifts
in time and the ways that unexpected elements within a
work can serve as bearers of content. A piece of furniture
or garment in one of Roos’s pictures can contain traces
of, or the presence of, an event, a mental state, or a body,
while a figure might seem as physically distant as a curtain,
as if the body is another space of its own. Both the more
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abstract and the more figurative of her works include shifts
that cause me to view them as psychological processes.
On this topic, Roos has said:
The reception of an individual picture is conditioned
by its (and the beholder’s) relation to other pictures.
In my paintings, there are several, interwoven layers
of imagery. Some of these do, of course, relate to what
you can see here and now. But the presence of a past
and the premonition of a future are also important
in painting. The painted image is not “flat,” neither in
space nor in time.8
In Roos’s painting Position and Reversals III from 2007,
the subject is a chair, which faces away from the viewer, in a
space that has no delineated floor or ceiling, an environment
entirely painted in a palette of grey, white, and brown. At its
seat, the chair extends beyond the picture, so we don’t actually see the whole piece of furniture. A shawl hangs over the
back of the chair, the remnant of somebody who has only
just departed from, or is only just about to enter, the space.
Here is how curator Patrik Nyberg describes Position and
Reversals III: “Presence and absence carry equal weight in
this painting. It adheres to the borderline that delays viewing, in between the narrative expectations that it arouses to
distance the viewer from the surface and the illusion of a
sensory presence.”9
The lighting of the painting seems not to originate from any
kind of light source; rather, it selectively lights up certain
areas of the picture to draw the viewer’s attention to them,
and I experience the painting as a mental space rather
than as a study of an actual physical room. Position and
Reversals III is an example of the delayed sense of presence
that can be produced by a subject that is facing away and by
an object that has been left behind. Here, Roos causes a disconnect between the past and premonitions, time and space.
Challenging objects as we know them and the characteristics they possess is a theme that recurs in painting, and
is a particular interest of mine. A quotation I often return
to in relation to this comes from a documentary about
the A
 merican artist Philip Guston. Standing in front of
his painting Monument (1976), which appears to depict
a stacked pile of leg-like limbs with horseshoe-like feet or
shoes, he exclaims, “I was thinking about, I mean not legs,
they are just the excuse.”10 Guston describes the painting as
a separate organism with its own multiple energies, in which
the legs serve merely as containers to access a specific sensory
experience beyond the representative elements of the picture.
My own motifs tend to be combinations of figuration and
abstraction, in which I attempt to present the viewer with
a physical, tactile sensation. The objects are often partially
obscured, zoomed in on, distorted, fragmented, or emerging from a haze of darkness. The motifs can be hybrids of
bodies and pieces of furniture, or a part of an exoskeleton
—all of which springs from my fascination with the lines
between what I know and the unknown, which is something
this sensory experience of painting can explore.
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The Mocking Gap
There is a gap between painting and spoken and written
language. Language can function in parallel with painting,
but they take different premises. The genre of horror has
proved useful to me as a tool for describing objects locked
in a tension beyond the scope of language. Not because
my painting addresses horror as such, but because of my
fascination with the formless and the ungraspable. W
 riting
about impossible objects, distorted sensory experiences,
and experiences beyond the familiar are all things that
horror writer H.P. Lovecraft is famous for. According to
the speculative realist philosopher Graham Harman, “No
other writer is so perplexed by the gap between objects and
the power of language to describe them, or between objects
and the qualities they possess.”11
As a result of the commercialisation of Lovecraft’s horror
stories, numerous visual depictions of his monsters have
been made, none of which really do his written descriptions
justice. Perhaps this is always the way with depictions or
screen adaptions based on books: they never quite live up
to your expectations after reading the original text. This is
particularly relevant in the case of Lovecraft, as he doesn’t
give precise visual descriptions of the way things look, but
rather uses language indirectly, describing the sensations
surrounding the object, as a powerful presence and an
experience. Harman describes this technique as using gaps
and vertical allusions in language, which is used in writing
about impossible objects.12 He explains, “Language (and
everything else) is obliged to become an art of allusion
or indirect speech, a metaphorical bond with a reality that
cannot possibly be made present.”13
As I mentioned earlier, I sometimes use titles as allusions, to
guide the viewer in a certain direction. But the gap between
the spoken and the painted is still there. One short story
by Lovecraft that I keep returning to, and which Harman
also writes about, is “The Colour Out of Space.”14 It includes a description of a village and its surroundings in the
aftermath of a peculiar meteor strike, chronicling how the
whole environment, including the sky, plants, and animals,
and eventually humans, too, change and take on mental
states, colours, and geometries previously unexperienced
by humans: “Upon everything was a haze of restlessness
and oppression; a touch of the unreal and the grotesque,
as if some vital element of perspective or chiaroscuro were
awry.”15 How does one imagine a perspective, colour, light,
or geometry that no one has ever seen? However you go
about it, there will be a tension between what you know and
what lies just beyond the graspable. This tension cannot be
remedied without a direct account or depiction, and must
be approached through indirect language and allusion.
Some Closing Words on Fragments
The choice of paint becomes important to me when I want
to indicate that several motifs are placed within the same
fictional space; but even so, I almost always experience
them as existing in separate worlds. Something that may
unite my most recent series, The Mocking Gap (2018), is
the fact that each work sprang forth from the same area of
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interest: the ungraspable and formless. I’ve titled them in
a way to form a coherent narrative for the viewer, and I’ve
also tried to connect the paintings by priming them all with
an almost fluorescent lemon yellow, which shines through
beneath the layers. Perhaps this was because I wanted to
achieve an effect just as toxic and fluorescent as the one
I experienced when I stood before Crab on Its Back (1887)
at the Van Gogh Museum.
I want every painting to lead to a new encounter, and for
this reason, each painting has to function according to its
own premises. I see the paintings as fragments that originate in the same interest—trying to formulate a sensory
experience—but that may lead to different motifs, whether
referring to an abstract torso, to a sense of claustrophobia,
or to a figure stuck between two worlds.
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In my painting practice, I am constantly searching for formulations and nuance. Occasionally, I feel that the work
proceeds like clogged machinery—the going gets tough
and painstaking—or, occasionally, it seems to orbit itself
like a Möbius strip. Each painting is an attempt to formulate something specific and to make a painting that works.
I don’t expect to always succeed with these formulations,
but the attempts always lead me somewhere, even though it
can at times feel like I’m taking a step back. Each painting
serves as a small fragment of an indefinable whole.
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Ursula Beck, Workshop, 2018. A student takes part in an observational drawing activity, exploring many ways of looking, sensing, and mark making
during the autumn workshop at Wayfinding Academy, Oregon, US

Ursula Beck, Workshop, 2019. Participants slow down and venture out on personal active meditations in the garden grounds, altering habitual, day-to-day
modes of being and relating to self and place, Botanical Garden, Lund, Sweden
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Coming to Our Senses:
Rooting Into and Reintegrating
the Sensorial in Pedagogical Contexts

Introduction
From overlapping perspectives of student, artist, and
educator, I have begun an artistic exploration rooted in the
body into the value of the sensorial and ways of relating
to self and environment in educational contexts. Stepping
out of carefully constructed boxes has been an integral part
of this research. Only in the stepping out can the world be
truly felt and known. Only in the stepping out does one
emerge. For a number of years, I have been a painter with
a variety of other interests. Each interest and resulting role
has been carefully parcelled away according to the lines cut
across the collective mind of society in an American context.
I am a painter, a teacher, a part-time artist, a wildernesstrip leader, a student, an administrator, a counsellor, on
and on, depending on whom I am talking to. To undertake
this research has been a critical act of wilfully being all and
none of the above at once. It has been a personal undertaking
and a public work converging with schooling systems that
play a large part in our self and world making. It is in the
continual negotiation of perceived inner and outer, self
and other, that the world emerges and comes into focus.
Constantly shifting and evolving, one becomes in the act of
locating oneself, and it is through the senses that one knows
or is at all.
The primary focus of this paper is the act of locating
oneself and an enquiry into the potentials of a place-based
pedagogy. This focus grows out of concerns and methodologies experimented with in my own art practice and it is
born of my observations and experiences in American
schooling systems as student, teacher, administrator, and
observer. Locating, I propose, is a continuous act of making
sense of, being, and becoming oneself (relying on a c ohesion
of body and mind, to put it simplistically). Inherent to
the continual and active nature of locating is an embrace
of change and multiplicity. This nature and concept of
locating can be exposed and unfolded further in relation
to anthropologist Tim Ingold’s idea of “formation,” whereby
continual movement is of more import than fixed form, and
also in relation to curator and art history professor Miwon
Kwon’s discussion in One Place after Another of “locational
identity,” embrace of “nomadic fluidity of subjectivity,
identity, and spatiality,” and concept of “belonging in
transience.” Place-based pedagogy parallels the educational
philosophy of David Greenwood, whereby “places teach
us about how the world works and how our lives fit into
the spaces we occupy. Further, places make us: As occupants
of particular places with particular attributes, our identity
and our possibilities are shaped.”1

The relevance of a pedagogy of place centres on our
very nature as human beings and is implicated further
by philosopher Edward Casey’s succinct observation that
“to be at all — to exist in any way — is to be somewhere,
and to be somewhere is to be in some kind of place… .
Nothing we do is unplaced.”2 A pedagogy of place is
brought into the body by nature educator Joseph
Cornell, who discusses in Deep Nature Play the immersion
of oneself in the natural environment and in one’s
nature, advocating for play as the ultimate educative
form. Through play, self-consciousness (as it is negatively
understood) dissolves and there is a return to an
“absorbent mind,” as educator Maria Montessori
refers to it, or a state of “flow,” as psychologist
Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi calls it.
I propose place-based pedagogy as the implementation
of a locating mode of being, engaging oneself and one’s
world and opening oneself up again and again in the
same way embodied in play. I perceive locating, learning,
and a pedagogy of place as acts and experiences that
are inherently creative and aesthetic. As such, the
emphasis of this paper revolves around an exploration
of the act of relationship and the continuous navigation
of and attuning to inner and outer worlds — treading along
the border of mind and body — through which the terrain
of self and place emerge, are created, and are felt and
known. It is my intention to explore the functionality
of this way of working in connection to education and
the human experience in an American context, in which,
as a US citizen, I’m indelibly rooted.
Having detailed a broad basis for this paper’s enquiry,
it is important to note how this material will be dealt
with and what this paper will not be. It will not be a survey
of place-based pedagogy and the many interpretations
and manifestations of it. Rather, it will explore the philo
sophical and practical realities of place-based pedagogy
as a catalyst for wholeness, exploring this in parallel with
others’ activations and through my own lived experiences
and art practice — in this way tracing fragmentarily the
beginnings of an ongoing research project. “Wholeness”
I understand here as an embrace of the many faculties
and ways of knowing that make up a human being
and the integration of these as valuable parts of daily
life — spanning mind and body and extending into and
out of the natural environment and the places in which
one is situating.
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Left: Ursula Beck, Workshop, 2018. Students explore perspective and place through a field game during the autumn workshop, assuming different
positions, relations, and perspectives in the land, Lake Country Montessori Land School, Wisconsin, US
Right: Ursula Beck, Workshop, 2019. Students on a walk during the winter workshop, stepping into contact with the natural environment and themselves
beyond a controlled indoor space and classroom, Lake Country Montessori Land School, Wisconsin, US

Public Schooling, Capitalism,
and an American Context
It is impossible to ignore American schooling systems
in the context of this paper, which emerges from my own
artistic practice, academic research, and experience growing
up in the United States. Schooling systems in the United
States, while varied and complex, are by and large subject
to the unwavering grasp of capitalism, however overt
or sneaky this grasp may be in a specific instance. Under
this grasp, Canadian educator David Greenwood notes,
“human institutions, such as schools, governments, and
corporations, [do not demonstrate] an orientation of care
and consciousness towards the places that they m
 anipulate,
neglect, and destroy.”3 To further clarify this work, it’s
important to be quite clear about how I am using the term
“capitalism” in this paper. The word has become broadly
embedded in a conception of American identity (for better
or worse), and in this paper I do not reference it in the
terms bestowed it by Karl Marx in the nineteenth century.
Rather, I employ it in its broader and messier characterisation, bound up with neoliberalism and late capitalism;
materialistic tendencies and commercialism; individualism;
and ultimately the immateriality and illusory nature of the
American Dream. I use “capitalism” rather than other terms
because it is the one frequently used, and misused, in a US
context, which this research is embedded in. Increasingly,
schools have become caught up in a capitalistic system,
ensnared by the greed at its belly, operating and relating

to those they serve as “a product to be bought and sold
in the market,” as American educator Bill Ayers puts it.4
This is brought into focus by the ever ballooning cost of
university education. According to the US National Center
for Education Statistics, during the 2015 – 16 school year, the
average cost for a bachelor’s degree over four years was
$104,480, and the “comparable cost for the same four-year
degree in 1989 was $26,902 ($52,892 adjusted for inflation).”5
This wouldn’t be so bad if wages kept pace; however,
between 1989 and 2016, “the cost to attend a university
increased nearly eight times faster than wages did.”6
Due to the ever widening gap between tuition and wages,
students are going ever deeper into debt. In 2018, 69 percent
of university students took out loans, graduating with
an average debt of $29,800.7 While these statistics highlight
one way in which capitalism rears its head at a monetary
level, this systemic exploitation in schooling systems can
in part be traced, American educator Chet Bowers says,
“to ways of perceiving and ways of using language that
deny our connection to earthly phenomena, that construct
places as objects or sites on a map to be economically
exploited.”8 That is, such systems facilitate the disembodying
of students, separating mind and body, such that students
cannot know themselves and thereby do not know the
world around them as an extension of self. Consequently,
students unwittingly become vehicles of further disconnection and destruction (in both inward and outward directions), thereby perpetuating and intensifying this societal
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order. This is something artist and theorist György Kepes
also alludes to, writing, “Disregard for nature’s richness
leads to the destruction of living forms and eventually
to the degradation and destruction of man himself.”9
To be clear, this is not to suggest there is a person or small
syndicate somewhere puppeteering this process. Rather,
this is a systemic issue, one by and large reinforced by
the inherent blindness and often well-meaning intentions
of the general population at all levels. This particular
quality of being, of general unawareness, is communicated
by writer David Foster Wallace in his fish parable from
“This Is Water”: two fish are swimming out at sea, when
along comes an older fish who asks them how the water
is, to which the two fish blankly wonder what water is.
Wallace notes the point is simply “that the most obvious,
important realities are often the ones that are hardest
to see and talk about.”10 And this state of being and
level of (un)awareness extensively permeates society
and schooling systems.
From this basis of understanding, the act of locating is
explored as an essentially creative act of rooting into oneself,
taking responsibility for oneself, and enacting an alternative
relationship between self and the natural environment, in
opposition to the exploitive one embedded in the American
context, thereby embracing the expression and realisation
of one’s manifold subjectivity (i.e., becoming fully human).
This idea is expanded on by political theorist Isabell
Lorey’s interpretation of the “present infinitive,” which
she characterises as a state of being that is, to use her term,
“multiplicitous,” which embodies a qualitative, overlapping,
merging, and constantly changing state, in opposition
to the one being fed by democratic capitalism, which is
numerical, separate, and individualistic.11 Thus the embrace
of a multiplicitous subjectivity is a proposition and alternative to the unbalanced, capitalistic system that organises
the American context, ensnaring people as products.
A system in which people are put in boxes, both literally
and metaphorically, and in which, as Greenwood notes,
“the only kind of achievement that really matters is indi
vidualistic, quantifiable, and statistically comparable.”12
In schools, this order is evident in the static, box-like
classroom environments students are typically educated
in; in the internal organisation of schooling that centres
on grades and the ticking of boxes; and in the intangible
“prison of the mind” to which students are normalised.
By prison of the mind, I refer to the disconnection from
one’s senses, a devaluing of all subjects and pursuits
that engage one’s whole body, and the patterns of thought
and being that students are inculcated with that reduce
them to a set of standardisations. These patterns of thought
most notably transfer the doing of this reduction over to
the students themselves, such that they become their own
oppressors. That such systemic patterns have an impact
is not a new concept. Among other theorists, author
and philosopher Derrick Jensen addresses such impacts
in Walking On Water: Reading, Writing and Revolution, which
offers a critical look at schooling in an American context;
linguist Noam Chomsky repeatedly highlights schooling
as indoctrination and as a way to create obedient citizens;
and international education advisor Ken Robinson,
in Out of Our Minds, examines the place (or lack thereof)
of creativity in schooling.

Sites of Exploration:
An Inward, Outward, and In-between Journey
In performing this research, I have situated myself within
institutions operating on the cusp of standardised, mainstream schooling rhetoric. In a US context, I have worked
with Lake Country Montessori School, a private primary
school in Minneapolis, Minnesota, which offers an alternative pedagogy to the norm fostered by the public schooling
system; and with Wayfinding Academy in Portland,
Oregon, a college that is the only model of its kind in
the United States, with a mission to revolutionise higher
education. In a Scandinavian context, I have worked
with the Botanical Garden in Lund, Sweden, which has
an established pedagogical program engaging students
outside their classrooms in the garden environment.
Each of these institutions occupies a unique place and
I selected them to include in this project for two reasons.
First, for their involvement in education and work towards
engaging students in ways beyond the everyday stultifi
cation of standard schooling methods, something best
encapsulated by educator Paulo Freire’s notion of “banking
education,” in which students are passive receptors of
information deposited into them by teachers.13 Second,
for my own personal connection with each place and
each site’s role in my artistic process, in me locating myself,
and in my identity as both an artist and a human being.
This second reason is an important one in the context of
this research, as it is a way of threading together exploration
on both personal and artistic levels with theory and pedagogical case studies. Further, while I have stated a focus
on schooling in an American context, I have selected the
Botanical Garden in Lund as a way of actively bridging
between the US and Scandinavian contexts and beginning
to open up my explorations rooted in the United States into
Scandinavia, as I myself am now located in Lund. For this
work, it has been important to establish an active relationship between research and case study and my personal
negotiations of self and environment spanning either side
of the Atlantic. To further contextualise the sites included
in this research, I will expand on the pedagogical situation
of each institution named above to lay the groundwork
for a later discussion of place-based pedagogy in relation
to my work at each site.
Lake Country Montessori School
“Education is not what the teacher gives; education
is a natural process spontaneously carried out by
the human individual, and is acquired not by listening
to words, but by experiences in the environment.”
— Maria Montessori14
Lake Country Montessori School’s philosophical grounding in Maria Montessori’s education method emphasises a
connection to place and environment; a focus on experiential
learning; and an effort to encourage self-direction and consequently a connection to, knowledge of, and responsibility
for oneself. In 2004, the school created what they originally
termed “residencies” for students. These were held at a
rural satellite campus in Wisconsin called the Land School.
Junior high students could elect to live with a group of
fellow students on the land for a period of six weeks during
the school year. During this time, they continued elements
of the curriculum (such as math, English, French, etc.) from
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the urban campus, but they also engaged in coursework such
as microeconomics, science, and occupations (specific roles
at the farm) directly tied to the context of the Land School
and seasonal changes. This opportunity to learn and live
on the land was a manifestation of Montessori’s belief that
“the land is where our roots are” and “children must be
taught to feel and live in harmony with the Earth.” Yet these
theoretical alignments are in practice less cohesive, as the
school is subject to bureaucracy, the partisan interests
of private funders, and pressures from within society and
among parents that subliminally undermine the school’s
efforts to offer up a coherent alternative. One such example
is the decision made to cut the residency term in half,
from six weeks to three weeks, each school year. This decision was largely motivated by parental pressure. Parents
felt students being away from home for such a long period
inhibited their children’s ability to invest and take part
in the extracurricular activities they engaged in outside
of school. Such extracurriculars, like sports teams and music
lessons, are fundamental to a “box-checking” phenomenon
in an American context, whereby, from a young age, students
are pressured (whether overtly or subconsciously) to train
and be “the best” in order to obtain entrance to prestigious
colleges and educational institutions. What one does in
their free time turns into a form of marketing and self-
advertisement, in order to make oneself a competitive and
attractive applicant for schools to get ahead and “make it”
later in life. That is, once students have mastered test taking
and find themselves with the same scores as the person next
to them, extracurricular activities become all they have to
set themselves apart from the crowd in a standardised and
narrow system that dangles just out of reach the tantalising
and ever unattainable possibility (in such a system) of
being “special” and “one-of-a-kind.”
Wayfinding Academy
“Learning emerges from curiosity.
Education should stoke it, not cure it.”
— Wayfinding Academy’s creed15
Wayfinding Academy was founded in response to
the failings of higher education, universities, and colleges
in the United States. It is the only school of its kind in
the US, functioning as a two-year, non-profit community
college “committed to stretching the norms of education
from within the system.”16 Based in Portland, Oregon,
the college opened its doors in 2016 to its first cohort
of students. A few of the systemic educational problems
that Wayfinding Academy seeks to change are: schooling
that deadens students’ curiosity; an impersonal, one-sizefits-all education; and a disconnection between classroom
and the real world. To address these issues, Wayfinding
puts students front and centre, asking them what they
want to do and what they’re passionate about. Students’
interests add colour to the nine-course core curriculum
each cohort embarks on together. Classes are project based
and designed to be explored through students’ individual
interests and perspectives. One of the first courses students
take is “Wayfinding,” which focuses on developing selfknowledge and orienting students at the beginning of
their experience at the academy. During the course, students
meet twice each week with the faculty guiding the course
and partake in a variety of projects that are intentionally

left open, such that students can engage specific content
of interest and meaning to themselves, finding their own
way. One such assignment is to take on a “mini-internship”
in the community in an area of interest to them and report
back what they experienced and learned during this time.
Each cohort is small, no more than twenty students, and
the school is committed to staying small overall, maxing
out at 150 in the immediate community. Further, students
are encouraged to situate their work in their lives
outside the classroom. This is achieved through internships,
independent projects, learn and explore trips, labs, class
trips, and so on. The school’s commitment to experiential
education that connects rather than disconnects students
to themselves and the world around them ties into the
enquiry of my research into place-based pedagogy, locating
oneself, and the senses in educational contexts. It is yet
to be seen what sort of impact the school may be able
to achieve systemically, though on an individual basis
it is certainly making an impact. While the academy puts
forth lofty goals, faculty and staff are keenly aware of the
complexities and challenges they face “stretching the
norms” from “within the system.”
Botanical Garden
“Nature calls to something very deep in us. 
Biophilia, the love of nature and living things,
is an essential part of the human condition.
Hortophilia, the desire to interact with, manage
and tend nature, is also deeply instilled in us.”
— Oliver Sacks17
The Botanical Garden in Lund, Sweden, is situated at an
intersection of institutional space, the natural environment,
and public space, as an extension of Lund University.
This intersection makes the garden quite different from
either Lake Country Montessori or Wayfinding Academy.
Originally established in 1680, the garden has come to
exist out of a complex colonial history of conquest and
collection. For centuries, as a botanical garden, it has
operated as a means by which to categorise and organise
knowledge and place through a complexity of distance and
intimacy, to that end paralleling the act explored through
this research of locating oneself in the world and relating
to the “other.” In its connection to Lund University, the
garden is interested in making itself available for purposes
of science and education. An on-site pedagogue engages
groups of schoolchildren in the garden and greenhouse in
conjunction with schools’ curricula. The current pedagogue
notes that often his work with school groups is lecture
based, while still moving from site to site in the garden.
It’s unclear whether the pedagogue settled on the lecture
format by choice, by necessity, or by simply going along
with the systemic flow. Regardless, the Botanical Garden
offers up a way of connecting work in the classroom to
the world beyond its walls and the natural environment,
however complex, activating students’ bodies and senses
in the process.
An Artistic Practice Embedded
The act of locating and dislocating operates on many
levels in my art practice and is a central part of this
research into a pedagogy of place. Over the past few years,
the way I relate to and understand my own art practice has
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expanded beyond strictly painting to assimilate disparate
parts, merging these into a practice that flows between
modes and methods, resting ultimately in a concern for the
act of relating and quality of being, both with oneself and
with the natural environment. Such methods of working
include organising, facilitating, educating, connecting, and
guiding, among others, and go on to encompass such things
as sound sleep, a particular slant of sunlight, an exchange
in conversation, a certain flavour, and the multitude of
mundane bits that make up the background of the landscape
of life, adding colour and meaning and breath to a practice.
Both this expansion in my understanding of my own art
practice and the art practice in and of itself have been rooted
in a process of locating and dislocating. Utilising modes
of thought, time, text, photograph, and painting, my own
place emerges and evolves.
I have already put forth the concept of “locating” as a continuous act of making sense of, being, and becoming oneself
(relying on a marriage of body and mind). “Dislocating,”
as a complementary action, I understand as the ebb in the
wave’s flow, piece and part of an active process. In the
context of my art practice and this research, locating and
dislocating have functioned on different levels. On one
level, they emerge as the negotiation of a transatlantic
identity and artistic practice, rooted in the United States
and transplanted to Scandinavia, including navigating time,
varied contexts, natural environments, and resulting sides
of self. On another level, locating and dislocating provide
a methodological case study in a pedagogical context,
enacted with local groups in the realm of their natural
environments.
A Note to the Reader
It is important to note that the terms selected as descriptive
of this research (e.g., pedagogy of place, locating, etc.) are
“working terms,” evolving with my own practice and understanding as I navigate deeper along this path of enquiry.
That they are working terms is necessary to this research
being alive and continually in process, locating in and
of itself. This paper is merely a time stamp in its evolution.
However, as a result, I have struggled in deciding how
to term and reference the “outdoors,” “wilderness,” “other,”
and “environment,” to name a few, both in this paper and
as part of my ongoing enquiry into locating and relationship. I have not found any particularly satisfying or simple
options linguistically. Each term conveys a particular
connotation, and each comes with its own baggage. Due
to this research being concerned with our relationship
to the natural world and the environment around us
(e.g., flora and fauna, natural elements, etc.), from which
we often find ourselves disconnected, using a term such
as “other” seems too general (though not inaccurate, as
I will explain); and “environment,” as a term used to denote
any sort of environment and often used in the context of
environmental movements and action, seems not to focus
enough on the n
 ature of our relationship with the environment. For this paper and at this point in my practice,
I have settled on “natural environment,” in part simply
because it is not inaccurate, since this research is concerned
with “environment” in both senses given above, and also
because “natural” or “nature” hints at something common
between self and environment; that is, we can speak of
“one’s nature” in reference to a person and of “nature”
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in reference to flora and fauna in the surrounding environ
ment. Ultimately, any distinction between natural and
artificial, or between oneself and the natural environment,
takes root in the mind. The distinction relies on a separation
between the two perpetuated in thought. As philosopher
Alan Watts describes, “The constructs of human beings
are really no more unnatural than bees’ nests, and birds’
nests, and constructs of animal and insect beings. They’re
extensions of ourselves.”18 In this way, the widespread
contemporary disconnect and sense of dislocation from
the natural environment is something perpetuated by
our way of relating, something constructed by the mind.
This Watts continues to eloquently describe:
The difficulty is not so much in what [one] does as
in what [one] thinks. If [we] were to seek union instead
of isolation this would not involve what is generally
called “getting back to nature”; [we] would not have
to give up [our] machines and cities and retire to
the forests… . [We] would only have to change [our]
attitude, for the penalties [we] pay for [our] isolation
are only indirectly on the physical plane. They originate
from and are most severe in [the] mind.19
Creativity, Education, Human Nature,
and the Natural Environment
Creativity is important to address in the context of a
pedagogy of place and the role of locating, as it is central
to the act of relationship between self and the natural
environment, to self and place making, and also because it
is inherent to human nature, yet frequently misunderstood
and manipulated. Creativity is often thought “to be solely
the domain of special people or special activities; that you’re
either creative or not; and that it’s all about cutting loose and
being uninhibited.”20 One of the comments I hear students
and others often make is that they’re not creative or artistic.
There is a great irony in this, as the very consciousness
humans possess that gives rise to creativity is also that which
creates a sense of self distinct from others, thus leading to
judgement of oneself in relation to others and a suppression
of creativity. At the most basic level, creativity is evident in
our implementation of language, through which we create
a sense of self and place, constructing lenses through which
we understand, relate to, and navigate the world around and
within us. In this way we are constantly in the act of creating,
and “our ideas can liberate or imprison us. In a literal sense
we create the worlds in which we live; and there is always
the possibility of re-creation.”21 This flux, reconstruction,
and possibility of creation is requisite for an act of locating;
however, that act and one’s propensity to be creative must
be allowed to let be, which can be a threatening proposition.
So, we often elect instead to strangle and divorce ourselves
from creativity and our very natures.
An example of this is exhibited in a study carried out
by the general systems scientist George Land on the
origins of creativity. The study was instigated after Land
was sought by NASA to develop a test for creativity to help
in the selection of the most innovative thinkers for their
teams. The test proved quite successful for NASA, and
in the process a couple key questions arose: Where does
creativity come from? Are some people born with creativity
or is it learned?22 In pursuit of an answer, Land conducted
a longitudinal study from 1968 to 1993 using a sample of
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1,600 children enrolled in the Head Start program, which
provides early childhood support to low-income households
in the United States. Starting in 1968, at age five, this group
of children took the same test administered by NASA,
and then again at ages ten and fifteen. The results were
dramatic. At age five, 98 percent ranked in the “creative
genius” category; at age ten, 30 percent; and at age fifteen,
only 12 percent.23 Land went on to conduct the study
with a sample of 280,000 adults in the United States,
of which just 2 percent fell into the creative genius category.
In light of these results, Land concluded that “non-creative
behavior is learned.”24 These results have something stark
to say about the way we are educating children in the
United States and the level to which we’ll go to regiment
and control them, squashing creativity and independent
thought in favour of producing children who will p
 assively
follow rules, do as they’re told, and meet standardised
measures of success. Additionally, since 1993, when Land’s
study concluded, the school system has only become
more test oriented, standardised, and rigid. These qualities
were notoriously propagated by the No Child Left Behind
Act of 2001, a US federal law providing funds “for extra
educational assistance for poor children in return for
improvements in their academic progress.”25 With this
legislation, a place-based approach “to education will
continue to be eclipsed” in favour of “standards, testing,
and accountability.”26 And any place-based approaches
that do continue “will be under constant pressure to prove
their worth by conventional measures in national, state,
and local systems of education that remain disengaged
from and unaccountable to the connections between
people, education, and places.”27
One of the greatest mistakes made by schooling systems
in an American context is that, through standardisation
and tests, it presumes a very narrow way of being
intelligent or successful. It values and appreciates only
a limited range of competencies and abilities. This is
evidenced by the heavy focus on testing and by the format
and content of such tests. In fact, intelligence, like creativity,
“is diverse, dynamic and distinct.”28And it is precisely
this variety of ability, perspective, and intelligence that
sustains us, not only on a personal level, but as a society.
This fact is easily understood in correlation to natural
environments and habitats, in which, generally speaking,
lower biodiversity of species (or fewer intelligences)
equates to a more unstable ecosystem, whereas greater
biodiversity of species (or higher intelligences) equates
to greater s ustainability of the ecosystem as a whole. 29
Further, it would seem that it is in developing one’s own
particular intelligences and in the pursuit of one’s own
propensities that creativity flourishes. This is best illustrated
by the concept of flow, as characterised by C
 sikszentmihalyi:
“[Flow is] being completely involved in an activity for
its own sake. The ego falls away. Time flies. Every action,
movement, and thought follows inevitably from the previous
one… . Your whole being is involved, and you’re using
your skills to the utmost.”30 The lack of self-awareness and
separation characteristic of a state of flow is perhaps what
allows one the most creative liberty — something suffocated
greatly by education systems that have eyes for little else
than grading and comparison, instilling self-consciousness
in students.

Ways of Knowing
“The senses don’t just ‘make sense’ of life in bold
or subtle acts of clarity, they tear reality apart into
vibrant morsels and reassemble them into a
meaningful pattern.”
— Diane Ackerman31
The idea of “knowing” often conjures up images of the
mind and specifically the head, in isolation from the rest
of the body and in contrast to the integrated action ascribed
to it by the concept of flow and other such creative states
of being. In my engagement with students and contact
with education systems, one of the most striking things
I’ve observed is the extent to which the head and brain
are generally equated with intelligence and one’s worth,
when, in fact, there are a wealth of ways of knowing,
expressing oneself, and engaging the world. Subjectivity
is multitudinous, many, and infinite. Despite the common
perception of the mind being located in the head, “the latest
findings in physiology suggest that the mind doesn’t really
dwell in the brain.”32 Rather they suggest that “learning,
thought, creativity and intelligence are not processes of
the brain alone, but of the whole body… . Memory is not
stored [solely] in the brain [but in] neural pathways that
fire together as patterns throughout the entire body.”33
Through focusing on the head as the source of intelligence,
we isolate ourselves from our bodies, and thus from the
natural environment and places that are a part of us. Further,
this way of being and the standard relegation of learning
to square, indoor rooms promotes a notion of engaging the
world that is static, fixed in place, and controlling. From a
distance and in separation, we organise, make sense of, and
manipulate our natural environments and selves. Instead
of engaging the world directly, we read about it, are lectured
to about it, and perhaps discuss it, but not in connection
with lived experience. In school, so often we only come
to know about the world, rather than know it directly. This
is a rather senseless mode of being to promote, considering
that our memories, what we learn, and that which lingers
and becomes a part of us are those encounters charged
with emotion and motion.34 The senses, the mind, and one’s
whole body are requisite in this. Through the engagement
of one’s whole body and mind, through motion and emotion,
learning occurs — true transformative learning, transcending
purely reactionary conditioning. And this sort of learning
is centred in a pedagogy of place and through acts of
locating oneself.
Conceptions of Place
“No one lives in the world in general.”
— Clifford Geertz35
In order to address a pedagogy of place, or to conceive
of this notion at all, in conjunction with locating in my
own art practice and as experimented with in collaboration
and through on-site case studies, the concept of place itself
must first be addressed and situated (or located, if you
will). To begin simply, Merriam-Webster defines “place,”
as a noun, as: physical environment; physical surroundings;
a building or a locality used for a special purpose; a particular region, centre of population, or location; a building,
a part of a building, or area occupied as a home; a proper
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or designated niche or setting; an appropriate moment or
point; a distinct condition, position, or state of mind. From
this litany of angles, what is clear is that place is something
we can understand as designated by humans. It is the
“resonance of a specific location that is known and familiar… .
‘The external world mediated through human subjective experience.’”36 In this way, place is a convergence of ourselves
or society and the natural environment, and further
it is both material and immaterial. It is something created
in the mind, and therefore imbued with meaning by
individual and collective agreement and understanding.
Over millennia, much discussion and argumentation
around the relationship between and characteristics of
space and place has occurred. Space generally is considered
something that exists regardless of human designation
or occupation. As Casey puts it, “The triumph of space
over place is the triumph of space in its endless extensiveness, its coordinated and dimensional spread-outness,
over the intensive magnitude and qualitative multiplicity
of concrete places.”37 Space holds a sort of factual presence.
Place, on the other hand, is dependent upon human experience and designation. In the words of geographer Yi-Fu
Tuan, “Place is not only a fact to be explained in the broader
frame of space, but it is also a reality to be clarified and
understood from the perspective of the people who have
given it meaning.”38 This is further highlighted by the
common phrase “sense of place,” which implies that there
is someone doing the sensing and thus experiencing a
sense of somewhere or some place. Further, the phrase “
sense of place” imbues an emotional charge, derived from
one’s sensorial experience, to the notion of place. Sense of
place can also be seen as endowing the natural environment
with personality, whereby “the personality of a place is
a composite of natural endowment (the physique of the
land) and the modifications wrought by successive generations of human beings.”39 The relational quality of place
is highlighted in this appraisal of Cappanawalla Mountain
in Ireland: “[It] is not a composition of stable entities. It is
a process of interaction between disparate elements forming
a compound of encounters and relations.”40 Unlike conceptions of space, Cappanawalla and place resist “attempts
to grasp or define what it is.”41 Instead, place, as a product
of human experience and meaning making, is imbued
with a multitude of characterisations integral to human
experience. The Norwegian architect Christian Norberg-
Schulz notes, “Since ancient times the genius loci, or spirit
of place, has been recognized as the concrete reality man
has to face and come to terms with in his daily life.”42 In this
way, the natural environment and one’s self is continually
navigated, with place and one’s own identity emerging out
of the continual act of “coming to terms with.”
In our present, postmodern time, and perhaps p
 articularly
in an American context, there is a growing “search for
place-bound identity in an undifferentiated sea of abstract,
homogenized, and fragmented space of late capitalism.”43
The predilection of late capitalism towards homogeneity
and a destruction of place in favour of space — vividly
portrayed in the sprawl of suburbia and the b
 ulldozing
of irregular topographies into flat sites, which “is c learly
a technocratic gesture [that] aspires to a condition of
absolute placelessness” — is symptomatic of the destruction
and impoverishment of the self and human being.44 This

 egeneration follows from place’s reliance on human
d
creation and coexistence as previously discussed; in
opposition, space, while born of the human mind, is not
an extension of self or society. The interconnection between
human beings and place is further elaborated on and
problematised by Kwon: “The intensifying conditions
of spatial in-differentiation and de-particularization —
that is, the increasing instances of locational
un-specificity — are seen to exacerbate the sense of
alienation and fragmentation in contemporary life.”45
Further, it is through educational systems and institutions
that the degenerative fragmentation of human beings
is ensured and propagated, by means discussed earlier
in this paper, such that students often become a passive
and unwitting part of the system that shapes them. It should
be noted that, while the destruction of place is rampant,
equally its production is fuelling capitalism. Once a person
is unrooted and displaced, the “desire for difference, authen
ticity, and our willingness to pay high prices for it only
highlight the degree to which [places] are already lost to us
(thus the power they have over us).”46 Out of this e ntangled
state of affairs emerges an impetus to find new ways of
being — new ways of educating, of relating to self and the
natural environment, of rooting into our human nature.
“New” is perhaps misleading, when in fact the process is
more an act of return, a reclaiming and reinhabiting of the
self. From this impetus an exploration of pedagogy of place
and a mode of locating unfolds. One that neither nostalgically seeks the return to a state where humans are bound
to the land and rooted in place, nor advocates for a shallow
nomadic anonymity of relation to space peddled, promoted,
and masked as an authentic identity and belonging to place
by the creep of capitalism under the skin of society and
schooling systems. Instead, this enquiry seeks to activate
the multiplicitous subjectivities of people in co-emergence
with the natural environment through the act of locating.
Locating Oneself
“To be at all — to exist in any way — is to be
somewhere, and to be somewhere is to be in some
kind of place. Place is as requisite as the air we breathe,
the ground on which we stand, the bodies we have.
We are surrounded by places. We walk over and
through them. We live in places, relate to others in
them, die in them. Nothing we do is unplaced. How
could it be otherwise? How could we fail to recognize
this primal fact?”
— Edward Casey47
So far, place has been addressed as a noun, but place
is also a verb. In setting the scene for the act of locating
and place-based pedagogy, this active form of “place”
is an important dimension to unfold. “Place,” as a verb,
is defined by Merriam-Webster as: to put in or as if in
a particular place of position; to put in a particular state;
to direct to a desired spot; to identify by connecting with
an associated context; to find a place. In other words, to
place is to navigate oneself and one’s world. It is to locate.
And the act of locating is central to a pedagogy of place.
The act of placing or of locating implies a conscious agent
who inhabits their own subjectivity of experience and
agency in the world. Locating emerges in the in-between.
Its liminal quality, merging and navigating between self
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and the natural environment, is poignantly illustrated by
songlines, which encompass songs sung by the Indigenous
Peoples of Australia “as they walk along invisible pathways that crisscross the country,” singing the world into
existence.48 In this way, the Aborigines sing their world and
their place in it into existence, navigating the two simultaneously. It is through this navigation of self and the natural
environment, negotiating the border in-between, that one
locates oneself. Place is something that merges into and
out of a person, providing a midway between an objective
fact and a subjective feeling; in other words, this is the
“betweenness of places.”49 It is through resting in the
betweenness and navigating the unknown of it that self
and place emerge and that one’s own subjectivity may
be embraced.
In this way, locating is really about encountering and
experiencing. It relies on one’s perception of the world,
which coalesces through a body and mind that are in touch
with one another, absorbed and in tune with one’s senses.
From here, knowledge emerges, as “all knowledge takes
its place within the horizons opened up by perception.”50
It is through actively experiencing and engaging oneself
in the natural environment, in locating oneself, that the
possibility of claiming one’s own experience and naming
and expressing it emerges. As Tuan puts it, “Naming is
power — the creative power to call something into being,
to render the invisible visible, to impart a certain character
to things.”51 In activating this power, one’s self is called
into being. In continually activating this power, in re-looking
and re-sensing over and over in an embrace of ongoing
change, one may inhabit the multiplicity of their own
subjectivity. To be attuned to one’s own senses and rooted
in the body, to take responsibility for oneself in relationship
to the world, and to be an active and creative agent takes
courage. This way of being is not easily achieved when
we are perpetually in an unconscious search for greater
security in life, by way of manipulation, control, and power
over the natural environment and external world. The flames
of this reactionary need for control and security are amply
fanned by the capitalistic American context, and little within
its schooling systems would not serve as a good example
of this mode of interacting with the world. All our attempts
to predict, ensure, plan, and order our lives are but a placebo
to the mind, assuaging a deep-seated fear of the unknown,
the mysterious, the lack of order or meaning — of death.
We attempt to fix ourselves and the world in place, in
an unconscious rejection of change, nuance, complexity,
multiplicity, subjectivity, and the nature of being human
or alive. Nonetheless our attempts to bring greater security
to life are futile and illusory, as “any attempt to break the
compulsion of nature by breaking nature, only succumbs
more deeply to that compulsion.”52 There is no way in
which we may inhabit our subjectivity and the natural
environment without moving, changing, and locating
“through the radar-net of our senses.”53 We may n
 eutralise
one or more of our senses temporarily — by floating in
body-temperature water, for instance — and through this
temporary deadening, it becomes evident that our sense
of the world relies on detecting difference and nuance
in the natural environment that extends around us. Thus,
through an embrace of distinctness, mystery, the multiplicity
of subjectivity, and the manifold phenomena arising around
and within us, our senses and selves simultaneously become

more alive. We inhabit our beings with greater agency
and creativity. This way of being stands in contrast to
one in which narrow, static conceptions of self and one’s
relationship to or place in the world predominate. In such
a state, we are out of touch with our sensorial experience
of the world, creativity, and very natures. Locating offers
an antidote to this. It is an act of constant becoming in
the world, an ongoing occurrence that does not operate
“in terms of beginnings or ends, but rather … functions
as movements and flows emerging from the middle.”54
The Aesthetics of Place, Pedagogy,
and Artistic Practice
Having discussed the way in which education
often suffocates creativity and considered the connection
between creativity and place and the act of locating,
I’d like to now situate creativity and an aesthetic impulse
within a pedagogy of place and to precipitate a connection
between aesthetics and creativity, from the perspective
of an artist. Aesthetics is complex and contested. The
term has been variously interpreted over the past few
hundred years, operating as both adjective and noun.
In returning to the word’s root, however, a connection can
be drawn between place, pedagogy, and artistic practice.
Originally, “aesthetic,” or aisthetikos in Greek, referred
to what one perceives through the senses. It is this active
and relational orientation of aesthetic that I am interested
in and that in part exposes my own orientation around
an art practice, pedagogy, and the role of place. At its
heart, aesthetics is relational, subjective, and a conduit
of the creative; it is inherently local and locating. In this
way, it is endemic to the creation of place and the embodied
nature of learning processes, and thus to a pedagogy of
place. Further, it intersects and organises my own artistic
practice, my view of the potentialities of art, and the overlap
and merging between artistic practice, pedagogy, and the
act of locating, such that art is a sensorial experience and
a process and incomplete act of location. This relational
necessity is something art critic and curator Lucy Lippard
highlights in saying, “The artist has to ‘live here’ in some
way — physically, symbolically, or empathetically.”55 Lippard
makes this observation in connection to site-specific art;
however, I would go further and say there’s no such thing
as art that is not site specific, placed, or locating. Whether
this is consciously or unconsciously so is another matter.
This vital relationship between art, place, and the act of
locating is something further contextualised by p
 hilosopher,
psychologist, and educational reformer John Dewey’s
discussion of art as experience. Dewey asserts, “Life goes
on in an environment; not merely in it but because of it,
through interaction with it… . Because experience is the
fulfillment of an organism in germ. Even in its rudimentary
forms, it contains the promise of that delightful perception
which is esthetic experience.”56 Dewey here highlights the
body, its place and location, and the relationality of it as a
sensorial conduit between self and the natural environment
through which aesthetic experience and art emerges. He
bemoans the fact that art “becomes isolated from the human
conditions under which it was brought into being and
from the human consequences it engenders in actual life-
experience.”57 These sentiments around the body as aesthetic
experience integrated into the fabric and creation of place
and art are echoed by philosopher Maurice Merleau-Ponty:
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The painter “takes his body with him,” says
Valery. Indeed we cannot imagine how a mind could
paint. It is by lending his body to the world that the
artist changes the world into paintings. To understand
these transubstantiations we must go back to the
working, actual body — not the body as a chunk
of space or a bundle of functions but that body
which is an intertwining of vision and movement.58
Merleau-Ponty emphasises the merging of body, place,
and art. In Art as Experience, Dewey frequently refers
to art products or objects, denoting the static nature they
are assigned and their isolation and separation from the
body and lived experience. Something, he shows, that
has been widely perpetuated by capitalism as well as
institutions and museums of art, in which the idea is
put forth that works of art are “apart from common life”
and removed from the active and changing nature of lived
experience.59 This disconnecting organisation of the world
was discussed earlier in this paper in relation to educational
contexts, and its appearance here is no different in character. That is, it is through systemic control of the aesthetic,
the subjective, the locus and nexus of self, and the natural
environment that humans are kept consumeristic cogs
in the wheel of a c apitalistic ethos and order. It is through
maintaining a disconnection between and compartmentali
sation of mind and body, agency and aesthetic impulse,
and locating and one’s place in space in society that
a systemic rejection of the unknown, death, and the abyss
into and out of which all creation emerges and a thin and
ever degrading illusion of security is perpetuated — and
to which aesthetic experience, subjectivity, and connection
to body, the natural environment, and the local is deeply
threatening.
A Critical Pedagogy of Place
“Places teach us how the world works and
how our lives fit into the spaces we occupy… .
Places make us: as occupants of particular places
with particular attributes, our identity and
our possibilities are shaped.”
— David Greenwood60
The question becomes, after having established a
perspective on place and shed light on placing and locating
as an aesthetic act, how this understanding of place and
way of being and relating to self and the natural environment translates into education. In recognising that places
emerge in confluence and that they are made by and in
turn create their makers, it follows that this relationship
and co-creation would have an active role in education.
Thus, the opportunity to take responsibility for oneself and
the natural environment as an extension of self and to take
an active part in place making and the making of oneself are
integral aspects to a pedagogy of place. The existing literature suggests and experiments with a number of iterations
of a pedagogy of place; however, the term “pedagogy of
place” lacks consensus in theory and practice. Only a small
discourse exists around a conception of it, which is something that became clear during my research. Significantly,
every text I’ve come across that uses the term “pedagogy
of place” or something similar heavily references the writing
and research of environmental education scholar David

Greenwood. It is also important to note, since the topic
is emergent, that many research projects use terms other
than “pedagogy of place” in their ideation, such as “placebased education,” “place-conscious education,” and “ecological education.” Further, “pedagogy of place” can be applied
to describe a wide range of theories and practices with a
variety of emphases and interpretations. Many theories
and practices, often using different terminology, share
significant concerns, philosophical groundings, and ways
of working related to a pedagogy of place. One example
is the third annual Critical Community-Based Learning
Symposium hosted by Portland State University in April
2019, which had a specific focus on “place-based critical
pedagogies.” Yet, the lens through which many of the
concerns, practices, and strategies were viewed was
coloured by an interpretation of place rooted in a social
and community-based understanding. This cross-field
complexity of orienting and negotiating a pedagogy
of place is further highlighted in the introduction to
Greenwood’s exploration of “place-conscious education,”
in which he draws on “insights from phenomenology,
critical geography, bioregionalism, ecofeminism, and other
place-conscious traditions” and goes on to highlight five
dimensions of the topic: “the perceptual, the sociological,
the ideological, the political, and the ecological.”61
In the following three subsections, I will briefly touch
on a few of the ways others are working with and thinking
about engaging place in education. These examples fold
in ways of working and approaching a pedagogy of place
that connect to my own practice, and I’ll use them to lay
the groundwork for my own case studies.
Place-Conscious Education
“Places are fundamentally pedagogical because
they are contexts for human perception and for
participation with the phenomenal, ecological,
and cultural world.”
— David Greenwood62
I’ll begin with Greenwood’s concept of place-conscious
education (which he also refers to as “a critical pedagogy
of place,” depending on the text), as he is one of the 
primary thinkers and doers in this field. In addressing
place-conscious education, Greenwood asserts that its aim
is “to work against the isolation of schooling’s discourses
and practices from the living world outside the i ncreasingly
placeless institution of schooling.”63 There is a hope in
this vision to reconnect students with the place of h
 uman
existence that has been eradicated from the space of
school. Greenwood suggests that “from the perspective
of democratic education, schools must provide o
 pportunities
for students to participate meaningfully in the process
of place making, that is, in the process of shaping what our
places will become.”64 I would expand this to include the
self as intrinsic to place, and thus that schools should provide
opportunities for students to participate meaningfully in
the process of place and self making, the two being inextricable
from one another. Greenwood contends, “Learning to listen
to what places are telling us — and to respond as informed,
engaged citizens — this is the pedagogical challenge of
place-conscious education.”65 This assertion and much
of Greenwood’s engagement with pedagogy of place takes
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on a political and democratic bent that I appreciate in
connection with my own practice, particularly for the focus
on the agency, responsibility, and subjectivity of being
human and a human being. He also notes that “what we
know is, in large part, shaped by … the quality of attention
we give them [places and our experiences of them].”66
I’d like to emphasise this point further, as I believe
the way in which we engage our natural environments
and selves, what we pay attention to, and the quality
of our attention plays a large role in who we conceive
ourselves to be and how we are, and thus the creation
of ourselves and the places of which we are a part.
Ecological Education
“There is no way to disentangle human beings
from the earth, and as long as our species exists,
no way to separate the earth from humans.”
— Gregory Smith and Williams Dilafruz67
Professors of education Gregory Smith and Dilafruz
Williams posit a way of working with place in education
in their book Ecological Education in Action, which collects
essays and the perspectives of a number of contributors
around their vision. The motivation for this work, Smith
and Dilafruz claim, is “to take action toward crafting an
ecologically sustainable form of living through education.”68
For them, ecological education is based on the perspective
that “rather than seeing nature as other — a set of phenomena
capable of being manipulated like parts of a machine — the
practice of ecological education requires viewing human
beings as one part of the natural world.”69 Ironically, though
I do not think it was meant to do so, the terminology “as
one part” distinguishes human beings as separate from
the rest of the natural world, perpetuating a sort of machine-
like perspective. Whether such a distinction is intended
or not, this is something I seek to dispel in practice, as I
believe it undermines the initial call to action of a pedagogy
of place. Perhaps this is one of the benefits an art practice
offers. While language is inherently limited in its ability to
convey a total union and submersion, as it is always a translation and representation that necessarily disconnects, refuge
can be found in the creative submersion and possibility
of an art practice and human experience to transcend this.
Life-Place Learning
“All education is environmental education.
By what is included or excluded, students
are taught they are part of or apart from
the natural world.”
— David Orr 70
Another perspective of interest is that of Robert Thayer,
professor emeritus of landscape architecture, as laid
out in his book LifePlace: Bioregional Thought and Practice.
The first paragraph of the section “An Alternative
Education” contains a litany of objectives for what Thayer
terms “life-place learning.” Among his many broad-reaching
aims, the aspirations to “engender knowledge, affection,
and care of the local place” and to “provide psychological
satisfaction and peace of mind instead of consumer-driven
craving” are striking. They direct attention to the relational
aspect of a pedagogy of place and the act of locating,

which I also seek to work with. They nod to the deeply
ingrained role our emotions and resulting motions (or
actions) have in the world in the development of ourselves
and the places of which we are a part. Thayer also puts
forth three questions that he proposes should sit at the heart
of education: Who am I? Where am I? What am I supposed
to do?72 The third question I find potentially problematic,
but tangential to the focus of this paper, so I’ll leave it out
of the discussion here. The second question, however, I
find interesting, as it squarely addresses place, something
typically ignored in educational contexts. Together, the three
questions highlight an active mode of navigation, reflection,
and expression embodied in locating oneself.
What can be found in all three of the above approaches
to pedagogy of place is an emphasis on environment
and ecological sustainability. In doing a broader survey
of thinking on the topic, what becomes apparent is that a
dualism and disconnection is often perpetuated in the focus
on environment in practice, as oneself is withheld as other
by default. This approach I’d like to consider in opposition
to a focus on relationship, connection, and negotiation,
which blurs and subsumes distinction and disconnection.
From what I’ve found, most of the thinking and acting
done in the area of pedagogy of place has arisen from
a motivation to address a consumption and depletion
of the environment and to promote sustainability. While
this is the angle from which pedagogy of place is most often
approached, many other angles and overlapping views
emerge from a m
 ultitude of fields of knowledge production.
Perhaps the lack of cohesive dialogue is the result of the
isolation of departments, paths of study, and fields in higher
education, such that each runs the risk of becoming its own
echo chamber. Despite many connections existing in theory,
these infrequently manifest and encounter one another in
practice in any significant or sustained capacity. From the
orientation of relationship, continual emergence, and overlap, and from the position of an artist, I will approach
a method of place and of locating.
A Method of Place: Practical Explorations
“Knowing is moving in tune with being.”
— Robert Bringhurst73
In relation to the interweaving forms of art practice,
theory, lived experience, and case study, a pedagogy
of place is evolving. It rests in the continual act of placing,
of relationship, of locating. A formative part of this research
has been the practical exploration of ideas discussed thus
far in the paper. This has taken the form of a series of
workshops spanning the United States and Sweden in the
sites previously introduced in this paper: Lake Country
Montessori School in rural Wisconsin in the United States;
Wayfinding Academy in Portland, Oregon, also in the
United States; and the Botanical Garden in Lund, Sweden.
These activations form a critical part of this research
and my artistic practice, each being rooted in myself and
the natural environments that extend and shape me. Further,
the workshops have offered a way of examining key pedagogical points through the lens of an artistic practice, such
as the presence of the natural environment in education;
the place of engaging one’s senses in schooling; and, in
enrolling the senses, the value of a connected body and
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mind. While these key topics were explored in educational
contexts, the implications of this enquiry transcend such
constructions and mediations of development and learning.
That is, any mediation of self and the natural environment
lays the foundation for how one is in the world, which
is not limited to a classroom context.
In my introduction of the sites of practice, I highlighted
each institution’s relationship to mainstream education.
What I didn’t expand further upon was my own relationship
with each site: all three sites are of personal significance
to me, in differing ways. Through negotiating my being
in the world and engaging places of personal significance,
I sought to enact a practice of locating oneself, which is
at its core a creative and aesthetic practice. These sites were
relevant for me to examine, return to, or engage, because
the heart of this research is an act of locating oneself and
an exploration of relationship between self and the natural
environment. Thus, drawing on places of impact to my own
being in the world was a natural choice. First, I will describe
my relationship to the United States and the American
context, in which I grew up, and then bridge into Sweden
and the Scandinavian context, of which I am becoming part.
In the United States, I worked with Lake Country Montessori
at its rural campus, which I attended myself as a student
in their junior high program, spending two six-week periods
living and studying at the Land School. My youthful expe
riences of learning integrated as a part of lived experience
and the land is something that took root and remained
with me. Returning to this place as an adult to work with
current students was an intriguing opportunity. On the
West Coast of the United States, I connected with Wayfinding
Academy, where I worked during its first year of operation
in the 2016 – 17 school year. Further, the founder of the school,
Michelle Jones, was a professor of mine during my first
year of university; her course “Passion Based Leadership”
challenged the system from the inside out and impacted
the rest of my experience of university and the way I thought
about education. The opportunity to engage students at
Wayfinding Academy and to return to the West Coast was
a rich opportunity on both a personal level and more broadly
for this research. Bridging into Sweden, I partnered with
the Botanical Garden in Lund. Engaging the garden was
a way of locating myself in a Swedish context, after moving
to Lund in the months before holding the workshop as
a part of this research into a pedagogy of place.
This process of returning and locating myself across contexts
extends to the development of the workshops themselves.
In the United States, I began to create the content and form
of the workshops, first implementing them in the fall of
2018, then continuing into the winter of 2019. These practical
explorations based in the United States informed the shape
of the public workshop that took place at the Botanical
Garden in Lund in the spring of 2019. In implementing
workshops multiple times, with different sites and groups,
I was able to hone specific activities and ways of working,
which continue to evolve. The process of the workshops
taking form in the United States allowed me to translate
them to a less familiar Scandinavian context, which I couldn’t
have done very well without prior experimentation in
places that are deeply rooted and local to my being. This
transference of context on a broad level to Scandinavia and
specifically to Lund is important, as it is a way of enacting

a pedagogy of place in the present, where I am aesthetically
rooted in daily life, as opposed to looking back or returning.
Engaging one’s present locality is crucial to place-based
pedagogy. However, to do this effectively, it was incontrovertibly important that I return to the United States and
engage sites of import to my own being. These activations
of subjectivity and site created a foundation for a cohesive
process in developing the workshops, traversing places
that have shaped me into the person I am today. In this
way, both the workshops and myself are engaged in
an ongoing process of becoming.
In beginning to develop the workshops, much of my
pedagogical approach drew intuitively from my experiences
as a student, as a wilderness trip leader and participant,
as a camp counsellor, as an organiser, and as an artist, among
so much more. In a meandering evolution that responded
to the sites themselves, shifting and changing form in the
moment or between sessions in response to participants, to
weather, to mood, the workshops were aesthetically rooted
in the present and the local natural environment. Often
I’d find myself on my way to a particular site for a session,
and the form or details of the session would shift or refocus
en route. This responsiveness in creation and implementation allowed for a natural flow to emerge, honouring the
reality of what was presently occurring. In this manner,
I hoped the development and form of the workshops might
adhere with integrity to the content and concern of the
work itself. In remaining pedagogically open and alive,
the workshops were more attuned and connected with
participants in ways they couldn’t have been if the session
in question was locked into shape, sticking to a plan devised
at a remove from the specific time and place in which the
session occurred. In this way, it was my intention that
the workshops might mirror the concerns of a pedagogy
of place, and thus transcend the frequent contradiction
in education between what it purports to be concerned
with and how it actually goes about enacting this, thereby
belying other interests.
Having created a context for the engagement of each
site, in addition to building out a theoretical grounding,
I’ll begin to unpack the practical explorations at each
location, the methods and activities explored, the
experiences of the workshops, and the possible
implications therein.
Lake Country Montessori School
In the United States, I began practical explorations
in partnership with Lake Country Montessori School,
working with junior high students (ages twelve to fourteen)
at the Land School on two separate occasions, in October
2018 and March 2019. In the fall, I held a workshop with
a group of ten students over three consecutive days, for
one and a half to two hours each afternoon. In the winter,
I worked with a group of fourteen students over the course
of four days spread out over two weeks, again for one
and a half to two hours each time. The focus of both workshops was on locating oneself in the local environment,
developing a sense of place and oneself, and engaging the
senses in this process. We considered modes of knowing
and engaging our worlds, developing a connection to place
and land through artistic methods rooted in and reliant
on the body. The Land School was a fruitful place to situate
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these explorations, as the students were living and s tudying
together on site, exploring and experiencing the farm
and woodland over the course of three weeks together.
By transporting students away from the familiar and often
urban environment of day-to-day life, the Land School
offers a wealth to those it meets. In returning to its midst
as a former student, it occurred to me that one of the
wonderous opportunities on offer is the unknown.
And it was there that the workshop and our activities
began, delving into fresh perspectives and essentially
the act of “looking again.” Through these emphases,
we engaged practically around the potentials of a placebased pedagogy.
The workshop participants and I worked outdoors for
almost the entirety of our time together. This was a conscious
choice I made and I was taken aback by the enthusiasm
with which this choice was met. The verbal “thank yous”
I received from students surprised me, simply because
I thought this would not be an unusual choice, since the
Land School was founded on a desire to connect students
with the land and the local environment, as Montessori
notes that “the land is where our roots are” and “children
must be taught to feel and live in harmony with the
Earth.” Thus I was caught off guard to observe a good
deal of learning happened indoors about the land or
other far-flung, generalised topics. This seemed a missed
opportunity to go deeper, but likely is the result of state
and national standardisations in schooling that limit
the extent to which even a private school such as this one
can employ an alternative method of learning. One pattern
I encountered that is less centrally mandated and thus
within the school’s power to direct was the extent to which
students’ bodies were controlled in relation to the space
of the Land School. Posted signs and rules dictated in what
parts and when students could be within the homestead
where they lived and studied. This extended to the land
around the homestead, where students were only allowed
with the accompaniment of a walkie-talkie to maintain
contact with an adult at all times. Compared to my own
experiences as a student, this marked a notable intensification of control and surveillance. During a winter session,
as students prepared to go out on their own for an activity,
I overheard one student ask another if she’d ever been
anywhere without an adult, to which the other responded
yes, but with a certain insecurity of tone that very much
indicated “no.” This shocked me. In creating workshops
for the Land School, this surveillance dynamic wasn’t
something that occurred to me; however, during my time
there, it played a very apparent role in the place and in
the students’ experience of it. Thus, some of my activities
pushed these lines and challenged the systems in place, and
not necessarily with the intention of doing so. For the most
part, however, I was able to find compromises and ways
around the established norms in collaboration with the
adults at the Land School. A particularly poignant example
of our ultimate lack of control both in the context of these
workshops and more generally in life occurred during the
winter workshop. Despite the best efforts of the rules of
conduct at the Land School to maintain a level of “security,”
it was so cold that the walkie-talkie batteries kept dying
during outdoor activities, cutting-off connection and
disrupting their surveillance purpose.

In relation to a practice of a pedagogy of place, I guided
students to focus on other ways of knowing, their sensory
experiences, and one’s body as medium and interface
with the natural environment. These frames of focus were
engaged in by way of meditation, field games, photography,
small sketches, written reflections and notes, and conver
sation, among other methods, at the Land School. Savouring
the multitude of information available via all the senses
in the immediate present, we developed a deeper relationship with the place itself. We examined the role of our bodies
in knowing and relating, through a focus on kinaesthetic
experience and its impact on perception. This was explored
through drawing and writing exercises that examined
different ways of looking at and relating to the natural environment, shifting one’s perspective, and through activities
such as a field game called thicket, which is essentially an
elaborate form of hide and seek. Through such games, one
both awakens a sense of play and experiments with different
perspectives and placements of the body, expanding dayto-day patterns of experience and perception. A playful
approach to learning has been quite successful in my experience. The function of play in the learning process is something nature educator Joseph Cornell discusses as operating
through its engagement of the whole person and it being
an innate way of learning, from a biological standpoint.74
That is, play — as a testing of boundaries and oneself in
the natural environment — is something readily on display
among the young of other species as they learn what it is
to be themselves in the natural environment. The absorbed
mind and activation of the body in play offer an interesting
pedagogical perspective to a pedagogy of place. Further,
play is a way of manifesting oneself, and thus of building
self-confidence, through navigation of the natural environment, which is in standard schooling contexts impeded
by too many boundaries, surveillance, and red tape. In an
effort to allow students the opportunity to locate t hemselves
on their own, we took solo hikes during a session over
the fall workshop, implementing modes of locating through
movement, sketching, and writing. The course of these
walks, which lasted an hour and a half, were up to the
students to decide. They felt a mix of excitement and nervousness about this; however, the way students described
their time afterwards suggests it was a powerful experience.
Some of the words used to describe the walks were: peaceful,
calm, freedom, independence, and blissfulness. Further,
the value of this experience was something teachers at the
school noted and have since implemented as part of the
curriculum at the Land School. I should note, however,
that I am suspicious of such translations. In the current
implementation, the “solo hike” is potentially problematic,
as the practice and ethos of it are not centred in the curriculum and students are allotted as little as twenty minutes
for the activity; however, I will leave discussion of this
issue out of this paper. Until activating this experience as
a part of our workshop, I hadn’t considered the connection
between self-actualisation or confidence and a pedagogy
of place. However, this experience exposed the vital relationship between agency, one’s subjectivity, and the natural
environment.
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Wayfinding Academy
In connection with Wayfinding Academy, I taught a short
course over a weekend that was open to both students at
the school and the public. In all, we were a group of eleven.
Keeping the group small was crucial to cultivating a space
in which students were open and comfortable together,
allowing room for discussion, and simultaneously not
spreading my attention as a facilitator too thin. Over three
days, we explored the artistic impulse and how it aids us
in locating ourselves in the world — rooting into our senses.
This workshop built on a number of the activities and
exercises that I had already explored with the students
at Lake Country Montessori; however, in this case, the
students were significantly older (nineteen to twenty-six
and over), which had an impact on how we engaged
with the themes the workshop explored. This age difference,
combined with having a greater amount of time to explore
together, allowed for more transparency on my end
as well as discussion and opportunity among the group
to consider how we relate to our natural environments
and the nature of this relationship. To build a practice
and way of working with the place of Wayfinding Academy
and its surrounds, we opened and closed each session by
taking fifteen minutes or so to simply observe whatever
came up — a practice of noticing what you notice, and by
this means locating oneself. Discussion spanned internal
experiences, thoughts, emotions, and perceptions of the
external natural environment and surrounding space.
We would slow down and sink into a sense of being here
in that moment. This exercise draws on meditative p
 ractices,
paralleling the concept of “beginner’s mind” found in
Zen Buddhism.75 Beginner’s mind is simply the practice
of looking again, unburdening oneself of preconceptions,
expectations, and assumptions, such that one allows oneself
to be in touch with the true subjective and sensorial experi
ence itself, rather than an idea or notion of it fixed in the
mind and thus disconnected from reality and the richness
of experience. Towards a consideration of our own subjec
tivities, we considered modes of mark making and extending
the environment and expressing ourselves, negotiating the
border and ongoing dance between self and the natural
environment. Mark making simply being acts of creation
and expression, whether on paper, verbally, via photography
or video, or otherwise. Along the way, we experimented
with different ways of looking and perceiving place, through
sketching, writing, and spoken word, among others. Our
final activity was a solo practice that built on the rest of
the weekend. Students were prompted to take time to play
with frame and focus, which is something we each do
on a day-to-day basis, often in an unconscious way. That
is, we frame and contextualise ourselves and our worlds,
choosing what to focus in on and what to tune out. Through
this, our experience of the world, sense of place, and sense
of self emerge. This pursuit resulted in a variety of interpretations, modes of engaging, and expressions of subjectivity.
In starting out this workshop, coming from the experiences
at Lake Country Montessori, I was careful about how I
chose to frame our time together. I elected to be transparent
around some of my core assumptions in creating the workshop. These assumptions, listed below, offer a window
into the components of a pedagogy of place:

1.

I don’t have the answers. I am here to facilitate and
guide, but not to limit. Being human, I am also learning.
I am here to explore alongside you. If you are here
to be told how to be creative or artistic or to connect
with nature, you will be disappointed.

This assumption was met with appreciation by some
and dismay by others. Consequently, over the course of
the workshop, I still found myself fielding questions from
those who felt stuck creatively and wanted a silver bullet
to fix their problem. I would deflect these requests, as it
was my hope to offer participants the space to arrive at their
own answers. I hoped participants might locate themselves
and develop and grow into their own guideposts,
as they navigated themselves in the natural environment
through artistic means, exploring the reciprocity and flow
that develops between the two. Not having the answers
is fundamental to a pedagogy of place. In not having the
answers, one acknowledges a lack of control, which is in
tune with the nature of reality. Further, it turns the hierarchy
of student and teacher on its head, levelling the playing
field between the two, such that a reciprocity of experience
can emerge.
2.

Process, not finished product. Nothing is ever
finished. That something is finished, done, or
ended is a figment of the mind. That something
is finished propagates an idea of right and wrong,
devaluing the infinite variety, possibility,
and manner of experience and reality.

Over the weekend, I continued to emphasise process
over finished product, reiterating that it was all right
to experiment, to try out, to “fail” (if that’s how one
sees it). Our activities rested in the liminal space of the
infinite and unfinished. In a pedagogy of place, process,
not finished product alters the flow of focus away from
fixed and disconnected states of mind and body.
3.

Humans are inherently creative beings. Each of
us is gifted with an artistic impulse. That you are
of the opinion you are not creatively inclined reveals
only that you have been seduced by society into
supposing a very limited notion of creativity. You
have bought into an idea of what’s right or wrong,
good or bad and you do not measure up. In this way,
you have cut yourself off from your very nature.

A number of participants in this workshop were careful
to note at the outset that they were not artistic or creative,
but hoped they might develop this skill set. Naturally,
it was disappointing for some to learn I wouldn’t be much
help in this way. I have already discussed the inherently
creative nature of human beings, so I will not belabour
this point further. The realisation that humans are inherently
creative beings is key to a pedagogy of place, for it grants
agency and capability to students to access creativity
and express themselves.
4.

Art is many things. This is a rather blasé treatment
of something profoundly complex; however, it means
to say that we are the meaning makers of our worlds,
creating, constructing, and ascribing significance
to that which we experience and perceive. We are the
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ones giving colour to our lives—or at least this possibility
exists. Like the assumption that humans are inherently
creative beings, art is many things does not buy into
narrow conceptions of right or wrong and good or bad.
Rather it grants a sea of subjectivity and significance.
In exploring modes of mark making and expressing or
representing one’s perceptions, we considered a multitude
of ways of working. This further manifested in students’
final projects for the workshop, which spanned s oundscapes,
land art, photography, poetry, and more. That art is many
things mirrors the implications of the supposition that
humans are inherently creative beings in relation to a pedagogy of place. It is an openness to subjectivity, alternative
locations, and assignments of significance.
5.

You have years, if not decades, of lived “field experience.”
You have grown up navigating your world and
encountering many things. You have had many
experiences that have shaped you, regardless of the
significance you’ve assigned them. You have years,
if not decades, of “field experience” by virtue of being
a human being.

During the weekend, the line between school and
life was blurred. I encouraged participants to draw on,
activate, and explore their day-to-day lives and to rest
in their own particular perspectives and perceptions
of the world. A pedagogy of place embraces the whole
person and does not distinguish between school and
life. It thus necessitates the inclusion of students’
years, if not decades, of “field experience” and wealth
of subjectivities.
An interesting tension that emerged in working at
Wayfinding Academy, which also incidentally appeared
when working with students at Lake Country Montessori,
came through in the feedback from students, which revealed
students’ greatest gains from the workshops did not necessarily mirror the focus of the workshops themselves. At
Lake Country, students shared feedback about a growing
sense of independence or self-confidence. At Wayfinding
Academy, participants highlighted and described a sense
of peace or calm, greater connection to oneself, being more
centred and balanced in life, and the value of taking time
to slow down and pay attention. The workshops’ focus,
by contrast, bent towards negotiating oneself in the natural
environment, locating oneself, and deepening a sense
of place. To a certain extent, this amounts to a difference
of semantics. Students reaping a greater sense of self or
confidence, I would argue, came from taking the time
to sink into their senses and navigate themselves and the
natural environment. However it is described, students
found their own ways in, drawing out what they needed
or was most relevant to them in the process, which to me
is a success. What’s more, this can be seen as one of the
ways in which the specificity and locatedness of a pedagogy
of place manifests, such that a multitude of subjectivities
can flourish.

Botanical Garden
In the Scandinavian context, I facilitated a public
workshop at the Botanical Garden in Lund. This took
place in April 2019 and lasted for three hours over
the course of an afternoon. The group of eleven (including
myself) had a variety of backgrounds and perspectives,
which offered an interesting place from which to engage
around a pedagogy of place. This experience also diverged
from the workshops with the students in the United States,
as this group did not already know one and another and
those taking part came from different day-to-day lives,
fields of experience, and countries of origin. Participants
were artists, educators, students (in fields such as graphic
design, global health, and outdoor pedagogy), and more.
This mix of people also meant there was a greater complexity
of experience with regard to encounters with education,
reflecting the broader community and the diversity
within the place of Lund itself. Perhaps more explicitly
than the other workshops, this session dove into the senses
as a starting point for its explorations. It was intended
as an active meditation on our relationship with the natural
environment and on our sensorial natures in pedagogical
contexts — activated by way of sensory attunement, bodily
engagement in the botanical garden (walking, sitting, lying
down, etc.), and conversation. Further, this workshop was
underpinned by the following questions: How might we
challenge habits of knowing and being that uproot us from
our sensorial natures and the natural environments around
us? What role does the natural environment play in our
daily lives? What place does a connected body and mind
have in the world at large? And where can a connected
body and mind be situated in the classroom in which we
are schooled for “the world at large”? Three phases made
up the main activities: a guided, sensory meditation;
a solo walk or moving meditation and exploration of the
Botanical Garden; and a reflective and dialogical unpacking
of these activities in connection with experiences in educational contexts. In this way, this workshop built on those
previously held, translating activities, such as the sensory
guided meditation and solo walk, to the Scandinavian context. It expanded past its predecessors, however, in engaging
participants in a critical reflection on these elements in pedagogical contexts, thus opening up a negotiation of personal
experience and location in relation to the considerations
of this workshop.
To begin our reflection after our individual experiences
in the garden, we gathered together to share our experiences
of the garden, how we worked with the time during our
solo walks, and our modes of taking notice. Using these
experiences as the basis, we transitioned into a larger
discussion connected to participants’ lived experiences,
encounters of education, and the ways in which the senses
or natural environment are welcomed (or not) into schooling
systems. Through this discussion, it became apparent that
the participants had a range of experiences in relation to
the extent to which the natural environment had been integrated into their education, their senses had been incorporated in the classroom, and agency had been given to them as
students. By and large, however, these experiences did not
diverge as much as I had suspected they might in engaging
people originating from multiple contexts outside the United
States. Among our small group (consisting of people from
Canada, Denmark, Germany, Latvia, Spain, Sweden, and
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the United States), a few themes emerged. First, engagement
with the natural environment and space outside the classroom, if it occurred, was most common at lower levels of
education and virtually disappeared in a university context.
Second, of those from outside the Scandinavian context,
this mostly occurred in the form of field trips, which did
not necessarily engage the local natural environment or the
place of day-to-day life, but were mainly token adventures
disconnected from everyday life or experiences, and at best
were connected to standardised and unspecific curriculum.
One example of this sort of field trip was a visit to a dairy
farm many miles away. Otherwise, engagement with the
natural environment occurred outside a schooling context
in one’s free time. Third, in terms of contact with the natural
world and its flora and fauna, those who grew up in non-
urban environments had a greater likelihood of encountering
this both within and outside of schooling contexts. Fourth,
outside of Scandinavia, agency and subjectivity were
largely denied to students. Instead, the teacher-student
power dynamic was firmly intact, and education was
something done inside four walls about the world. Even
in Scandinavia, which by comparison is less concerned
with standardisation and has a history of promoting
creativity, play, and independence of mind and body, this
is changing today. For example, in Denmark, the schooling
system is becoming increasingly test oriented, even for
young students. Historically, students didn’t receive evaluation of this kind before age thirteen. This latter schooling
context is hard to imagine as someone coming from the
United States, where standardised testing practically forms
the core of educational content and structure in public
schooling contexts.
In wrapping up discussion, one participant noted the
unique opportunity to take part in such an experience
as this at the Botanical Garden, being a confluence of
and connection between so many different perspectives.
Further, they commended the initiative in organising
the workshop, noting that it is precisely such action that
may provide a way of shifting education towards pedagogies rooted in and for the whole person and connected
to the natural environment. These reflections highlight
a couple key points I’d like to make in relation to a
pedagogy of place, building off ideas discussed earlier
in this paper.
First, a pedagogy of place is about a confluence of
subjectivities, meaning a continual navigation of changing
parts. Thus the encounter of multiple and varied subjectivities and natural environments beyond classroom walls
is crucial. In the context of the workshop at the Botanical
Garden, this manifested in the varied spectrum of participants from different countries of origin, local environments,
occupations, and stages in life. Further this appeared in
the negotiation of the natural environment at the Botanical
Garden and its shifting spring weather. In engaging the
ongoing shifting and unknown and seemingly unrelated,
unforeseen connections are allowed to emerge out of the
uncontrolled liminal between and overlap. In this way,
a pedagogy of place is based in an understanding of the
inherent interconnectedness of the world and is interdis
ciplinary at its heart, based in connections between things
rather than in the isolation and separation of many parts,
which is further understood as a disconnect between mind
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and body. When the mind is viewed as located in the
head and as disconnected from one’s whole s ensory
being and body, and when schooling is about control,
manipulation, and the banking of information, knowledge
becomes disconnected and based in separation and difference. When the mind is viewed as rooted in the whole sensorial being and body, knowledge becomes about connection
and distinguishing, without separating or disconnecting.
Second, and very simply, the possibility of a pedagogy of
place relies on the activation of one’s subjectivity, allowing
it to take form. In using one’s agency to organise, to assert
a question, to suggest an idea, to propose an alternative,
and to create opportunities — such as a workshop in the
Botanical Garden — it allows the disparate to cohere and
the disconnected to stumble across unforeseen connections.
It is in asserting one’s subjectivity that the possibility of
connection and the many emerges.
Closing Thoughts (For Now …)
Throughout this paper, I have noted that any distinction
between “natural” and “manmade” originates in the
mind, and that the resulting disconnect is something
perpetuated by certain ways of being and relating.
If the two categories begin in the mind, one may ask
why the workshops facilitated as a part of this research
around a pedagogy of place had an emphasis on “being
outside.” The answer, quite simply, is that outside is
where we become most alive, on the most basic biological
level, beyond the controlled, built, and boxed environments
we construct. It is where all our senses are called upon
and our bodies are activated and in motion (for they must
be, in going out of doors). In being out of doors, the divide
between mind and body may be healed. Thus, it is here
— in the shift from habitual and boxed to the meandering
unknown beyond — that possibility and creativity arises.
In locating oneself outdoors, one disrupts the habitual dayto-day, thereby opening up a greater connection through
the juxtaposition of circumstance. Further, in advocating
for a return to one’s senses and an embrace of multitudinous
ways of being and knowing, I am not advocating for a
disposal of the head or the logical, ordering mind. Rather,
I am advocating for an integration of mind and body
and for value to be placed on the two operating cohesively
in pedagogical contexts. The ultimate goal is for this cohesive
embrace to enable an adjustment in why we educate, the
structure of education, and the content of schooling, such
that they are informed by the whole person and in touch
with reality, and whereby the interconnection of mind
and body and the continual act of locating oneself is
undeniable.
This paper is a mark and time stamp in my ongoing
process and enquiry into a pedagogy of place, informed
by my own subjective acts of location, artistic practice,
and theoretical research as well as by the American educational context, a preliminary engagement beyond those
borders, and my practical explorations in collaboration
with students and the public. Nothing in this paper I claim
finite knowledge of, as this would contradict the proposals
of this research and my own lived experience. Thus, this
enquiry is a breathing work that will naturally evolve
as I continue its exploration. In this way, it is an open and
mutating question into why we educate, what we educate
people for, and how we go about doing so towards a society
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of human beings thriving in tune with the natural environment. In supplying answers to these questions, the focus
then becomes about what relationship such answers implicate between education and how we relate to ourselves
and the natural environment. Essentially: What is being
human and a human being, and does a collective i ntegrity
flow forth from this point, mirrored in how we create
ourselves and relate to the natural environment and in our
ideation and construction of education? These are deeply
complex questions. They sit at the heart of our human
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experience, and there is little they do not overlap with. One
way of beginning to address them is through a relational,
aesthetic practice — in asking questions and in creating
places for unexpected connection and self-realisation.
This practice is begun with a hope that in recentring place,
and in creating opportunities where the disparate many
involved in a conception of place may connect and overlap,
a pedagogy of place might emerge hand in hand with
merged minds and bodies, aesthetic experience, and
subjective acts of locating.
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IN THIS NOW

Introduction
To begin, I want to briefly introduce my exam project,
IN THIS NOW. It started as studio-based research process
for which I invited five people currently connected to the
contemporary dance field  —  Elise Brewer, Josefin Gladh,
Ellinor Ljungkvist, Daniela Romo Pozo, and Simone Weber
  —  to work in collaboration during February and March
2019. We turned to meditation and other somatic work
as practices to slow down and unplug from daily life
as we know it. The project developed hybrid practices,
became a temporary collective and platform, and imagined
trajectories for possible future collaborations. The guiding
question throughout the process was: Can stillness and
listening act as possible strategies of passivity to get away
from the hyperactivity and multitasking that we, as selfproducing choreographers, dancers, and artists, face today
when making our work?
This essay is an attempt to verbalise the whole process,
including reflections that occurred along the way. The
text is structured in eight sections, identified with bold
headings, with subsections or divisions indicated by titles
in underlined font and a further third-order level shown
in italic font.
The first section, “Three-in-One,” covers a very brief dance
history and contextualises the aforementioned group’s work
in relation to it, and also includes a brief description of how
the studio work culminated in a public event. Moving on
to the second section, “(In)Visible Work, Exhaustion, (Over)
Working, and Healing Strategies,” the focus becomes how
collaboration can act as an empowering, temporary solution
in precarious times. The third section is called “Articulating
Non-verbal and Imagining Other Ways” and elaborates
on tacit knowledge and introduces “single-tasking” as
a way of doing things differently. Section four, “Collaboration,” reflects on different modes of working together,
followed by section five, “Empathic Pedagogy of Care and
Slowing Down in the (Dance) Studio,” which discusses how
somatic practices and care have been incorporated in my
pedagogical approach to developing hybrid practices.
In “The Body as a Place for Understanding and Listening
Beyond,” the sixth section, I return to the topic of tacit
knowledge and practices of listening from places other than
the ears. The seventh section, “Guiding and Facilitating a
Space for Others to ________________,” thoroughly describes

how the public event unfolded and how we got there. The
paper’s final section, “Sketching Future Strategies and Temporary Horizons,” acts as a preliminary conclusion for the
research and discusses the project’s future directions.
1. Three-in-One
i. A Rough Story of Contemporary Dance
As far as we’re concerned in the Western world, every
dance style or technique comes from classical ballet.
Contemporary dance, which first emerged in the 1900s
with the beginnings of modern dance, was a break from
the old traditions of ballet and was first developed in
the United States. Shortly after, it also took root in Europe,
but for the sake of keeping it brief and simple, I will
only go over some of the most well-known American
artists whose work also influenced the visual arts
field.
When looking at the history of contemporary dance,
one can recognise a pattern over the twentieth century
in choreographers’ desire to leave behind the traditions
of keeping the body in fixed shapes and forms, and
to instead work in a more free way, through improvising
and exploring unusual choreographic ideas of how
to present a performance in a nontraditional theatre
setting.
In the first years of the 1900s, Isadora Duncan, great
mother of the free style of dance, broke with the old
traditions and danced barefoot. Two other pioneers were
Martha Graham and Merce Cunningham. Graham was
active from 1930 and obsessed with Greek mythology
throughout her career and life. Cunningham, by c ontrast,
wanted a break from narration and introduced the
“chance operation” as a compositional strategy in the
1950s, embracing randomness in his work and also
collaborating with composer John Cage. Each developed
their own techniques, upon which they created spectacular
performances. Following along the same groundbreaking
path, Anna Halprin founded the organisation the San
Francisco Dancers Workshop in the late 1950s, breaking
with technical constraints and instead opening up for
more explorative forms of dance. This is the point at which
performance and technique started to blur. Yet another
way of working with the body was proposed by the
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famous Judson Dance Theater group, which included,
for example, Yvonne Rainer, Trisha Brown, and Carolee
Schneemann, in the 1960s. Instead of forcing the body
into extreme postures, they studied everyday movements,
such as walking, and had in general a very relaxed
approach to the body in motion.
At the same time as these different dance practices
kept on cross-breeding and blurring lines between theatre,
concert, performance art, and happenings, another, less
expressive movement was also developing. Based on the
individual’s experiences and internal sensations, somatic
work emerged from alternative approaches to education
and practices of care. The purpose of this practice was
never for it to be put up as a spectacle for an outside audi
ence, but rather for an individual to experience internal
sensations. From a dancer’s perspective, the somatic
study of dancer, movement artist, and educator Bonnie
Bainbridge Cohen, called Body-Mind Centering, is the most
fundamental of these approaches. She started her research
at the end of 1950s, and in the early 1970s, she founded
the School for Body-Mind Centering.1
ii. (Dance) Studio Work
The explorations that I developed in the studio with
my five collaborators were mainly inspired by the work
of Bainbridge-Cohen and her approach to learning.
“We are each the study, the student, the teacher” acted
as a mantra throughout the project.2 I think this is an important point of view to have when working with experiential
learning processes, because if we engage equally in studying,
teaching, and learning, our bodies and minds remain
alert and curious, allowing new knowledge to emerge.
Setting out on a mission to slow down and listen up, we
worked with somatic explorations and critical conversations.
Somatic work in the context of dance basically means that
you focus on internal sensations and tune in to your own
personal and physical experience; this is in opposition
to other dance techniques where your focus is on shaping
and forming your body, which is choreographed in certain
ways for an audience to look at. Somatic explorations
invite an attentive dialogue with your own body, working
in your mind’s eye, and listening from places other than
your ears. This type of work demands a lot of time and
concentration, and it was helpful to have a solid framework
to work in. As a group we would design a score for each
session, comprising written instructions on a piece of paper
indicating what, where, how, and for how long something
should be done, alternating physically exhausting exercises
with relaxation, through slow and gentle movement
explorations.
Each session lasted for at least forty-five minutes,
was set to a soundtrack of ambient music, and could,
for example, include instructions like: sit down and
take time to tune in and pay attention to your breathing;
stand up and do a repetitive movement such as horizontal
shaking; lie down on the floor; pay attention to your
sensations; curl up into a folding and unfolding position
from side to side, as if turning over in bed; observe your
movement patterns; pay attention to your body’s desire
to perhaps connect with other bodies; and ride the waves
of your internal movements. At other times we would

go for more physically exhausting active meditations,
such as jumping up and down, screaming, and
dancing wildly.
In the studio research, we navigated through our intuition
and immediate responses to the sessions as a collective
body. This is where critical conversation comes in to play,
through which we verbalised the feelings and sensations
that came up during the explorations and discussed
how we would continue to shape the work’s purpose
and context. The critical conversations were verbal, and
when we at times struggled to put words to our somatic
experiences, we used images, sound, gestures, and
drawing as fillers for the inadequacy of verbal
and written language.
We were curious if the work we developed might also
be of interest to people who are not professional dancers.
We also often discussed how to pedagogically engage
and make the work accessible for people who don’t share
our years of training and practice in dance and movement
techniques. How do we make our invisible knowledge
visible? Attempting to translate the non-verbal knowledge
and verbally explain key points for others to access
the work leaves us with a responsibility of using greatly
detailed language when mediating the practice. How
do you paint a vivid enough but still not too detailed
picture for someone else to use to go and explore their
inner landscapes?
Another recurring topic of discussion was how we, as
contemporary dance artists, can change the way we produce
work, and how to not let history repeat itself in terms
of continuing to engage in poor working practices. That is,
how can we bring the hybrid practices developed within
the “safe” walls of this studio practice with us and integrate
them the next time we produce pieces of work. When it
comes to producing and presenting our own artistic work,
we all expressed an urge to stop reproducing the same
destructive patterns we’re more or less entangled in.
This entanglement concerns not only the freelance
dancer’s flexible work arrangement and worries about
how to afford basic living expenses but also hierarchies
of funding systems and coproduction models with theatres,
all of which are thesis topics of their own and too big to
elaborate on further in this text.
iii. Public Event
Throughout the entire research process, the studio
sessions continued to weave in and out of conversations
and explorations dealing with the above topics.
Parts of this research eventually resulted in a two-day
public event at Inter Arts Center in Malmö in April 2019.
The public event of IN THIS NOW crossed between
categories such as meditation, somatic exploration,
participatory workshop, performance, and choreography
and was a way to explore how these practices might
be shared with others. It was a four-hour session that
required participants to sign up in advance.
The event was announced through Inter Art Center’s
newsletter and Facebook channel, and I also sent
out email invitations to my network in the contemporary
dance field as well as to family and friends with no
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connection to the arts or dance. Teachers and fellow
students from Malmö Art Academy were also invited.
The event was for anyone interested and curious to
have a new experience of tapping into their own bodies
together with others, participating in a framed experiment
to practice collectivity, and allowing for unknown
encounters.
On the first day of the IN THIS NOW event, Saturday,
April 13, about twenty people were interested in joining,
but unfortunately there was only space for fifteen. On
the Sunday, the group numbered ten, which turned out
to be the perfect amount, as the Saturday event was a little
bit crowded. I guided and facilitated both sessions, but
on the first day I also had support from Elise Brewer and
Daniela Romo Pozo. The session are discussed in more
detail and depth in the section “Guiding and Facilitating
a Space for Others to ________________.”
2. (In)Visible Work, Exhaustion, (Over)Working,
and Healing Strategies
In this part of the text, I focus on the many layers and
aspects of work in relation to my exam project and how
working collaboratively can act as an empowering,
temporary solution in our precarious times.
Realising the importance of full immersion and focusing
on doing one thing during the time of my exam project,
I quit my money-making job(s) and made myself as
unavailable as possible for other tempting freelance offers.
In the beginning it was hard and stressful, and the fear
of missing out was flowing in my veins, causing stress and
restlessness. I was a true workaholic on rehab for the first
forty-five days. But as the project unfolded, it changed
my way of perceiving work(ing) and made me acknowledge
and revalue all the parts of an artistic production.
The dancer’s and performer’s material is their body,
but what happens when a body is drained of resources
and can’t deliver? In comparison to other jobs where you
also use your body, such as construction and care work,
working as a performer is different. It is so in the sense
that, as a performer, you’re often creating the (im)material3
by drawing from your own personal experiences and
histories. In “A Comment on Bojana Kunst’s The Artist
at Work,” Swedish writer and lecturer Josefine Wikström
points out some consequences when the borders between
the personal and the professional are nonexistent. She
writes, “We work so much that we never again have
time for ourselves and others; due to the amount of work
and the intensity of our self-realisation.” Similar to the
working process of a performer with high levels of physical,
intellectual, and emotional demands, “we can actually
burn out in life.”4
As a producer of performance work in a Western
contemporary dance context, I’m often in a state of being
drained and exhausted with no time for recovery on the
near horizon. I know that I’m not the only one who is
overworked and embroiled in poor working conditions,
but I can’t seem to find an alternative way out of the
destructive loop. So, how do I get out? How can I resist
the maintenance of this madness?

The work my collaborators and I developed in the studio
came from a wish to find alternative, more sustainable
ways to produce work in the spirit of caring and healing.
IN THIS NOW is a critique of the idea of practising mindfulness only as a way to cope with a workload that is too big
to handle  —  whereby the meditation, or whatever practice
one does, is on the well-being agenda only to “patch one
up” to be able to cope with overworking, when on the edge
of becoming exhausted. We instead proposed slowing down
as a solution to these issues and turning to somatic work
as a possible way to heal, gain deeper awareness, and resist
acting in ways that will let history repeat itself. The project
aims at unlearning habitual patterns of internalising and
embodying structural issues of today’s society. We hoped
to find strategies to deal with our present as well as futures
as producing choreographers, artists, educators, writers,
and thinkers. We cared for slowing down, made sure not
to rush anything so that we would have space and time for
conversation and contemplation, and saw how knowledge
was exchanged and how common language and discourse
developed from dwelling together.
In the action of slowing down as part of this research
project, the years of stored exhaustion in my body led to an
extreme fatigue and, ironically enough, I figured the only
way out of it was to work. In the same way as sore muscles
only go away when working out, a kind of homeopathic
treatment where “like cures like” was needed for me to
come out of a state of being overworked. I had to unlearn
my deeply rooted habitual patterns and pay close attention
to how to implement and accept a slow working pace and
maintain a steady focus. Without panicking and letting
my anxiety wash over me, I had to learn to listen to my
body and be kind and caring. This experience makes me
think further about how the work developed in the studio
research can seep into my artistic practice and ways of
living. It also makes me wonder if artists offering healing,
caring, or resting spaces to others is helpful at all. Or,
rather, are we just continuing the p
 roblem by providing
moments for recuperating without offering systemic
solutions? However, this is far too big a topic to tackle
within the space of this essay.
When I look at myself, a contemporary choreographer
and dancer, I see a disciplined working machine who
is schooled to work within a hierarchy, with a teacher
on top, or within a specific technique or lineage in dance
history. Someone who is trained to absorb, accept, perform,
and never question or critique from within the masterstudent relationship.
The contemporary dancer is thus the perfect neoliberal
subject, if you’d like. Such a subject “demonstrates
topnotch skills in its various aspects (flexibility, mobility,
performativity, simultaneity, impermanence),” as Slovenian
philosopher, dramaturge, and performance theoretician
Bojana Kunst writes in her book The Artist at Work: Proximity
of Art and C
 apitalism. Kunst continues, “It often seems that
the artist is the ideal worker in contemporary capitalism.”5
IN THIS NOW started to touch upon how to find solutions
to struggles related to current political issues in late capitalist
society. In our group conversations, we also discussed artists’
precarious lives and poor working conditions, in what the
Korean German philosopher Byung-Chul Han has called
today’s “rushed time.”6
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The temporary collective that the project became acted
as a supportive platform in our contemporary precarious
times, slowing down not in order to do anything at all,
but rather specifically to enable a space for listening,
dwelling, and thinking together about work and life.
One idea that came up during conversation was the idea
of designing an “inefficient class,” which got me to thinking
about how to quit multitasking. I will unfold ideas around
this topic in the next section, alongside that of tacit
knowledge.
3. Articulating Non-verbal and Imagining Other Ways
Part of the work during the project involved finding
ways to articulate what we tacitly understand through
somatic work. As a dancer, you’re usually not put in
a situation where you’re asked to explain your work
only in words, instead filling in sentences with sounds
and gestures. Everyone understands what you mean,
or at least can feel the contours around it.
In the process of writing this text, I’ve continuously
struggled to find words that can represent and explain
experiences that lie beyond verbal language. To write
about something that has to be experienced in an active
doing through your own body, in order to truly grasp
it, is a true pedagogical challenge  —  one that brings
me to Hungarian British chemist and philosopher Michael
Polanyi’s concept of tacit knowledge, through which
“we can know more than we can tell.”7 Tacit knowledge
is in a way a knowing beyond verbal explanations and
statements; Polanyi states, “We may say in general that
by acquiring a skill, whether muscular or intellectual,
we achieve an understanding which we cannot put into
words.”8 As such, in writing this thesis I have most certainly
encountered the issue of “lacking words,” as someone
who works in the realm of the non-verbal.
In the book Tacit and Explicit Knowledge, British sociologist
Harry Collins takes Polanyi’s ideas to a more detailed
level. Collins unzips Polanyi’s rather dense and compact
ideas, and in the attempt to resolve the confusions about
what exactly tacit knowledge is, he brings up an example
of riding a bicycle: “With practice and training, the a bility
to balance on a bike becomes established in our neural
pathways and muscles in ways that we cannot speak
about… . That is why we say our knowledge is tacit  —  
we cannot ‘tell it.’”9 How do you learn to ride a bicycle?
It is a process that has to go through your body; that is,
you can’t read about or have someone explain the required
knowledge to you, but must do it with your own body in
order to understand how. Some verbal instructions and
demonstration of course help one to prepare mentally for
what one will experience physically. But it is only by getting
up on the saddle, letting the body figure it out, falling over,
getting up again and again, until your body self-organises
and  —  voilá! This is you learning by doing10 it yourself.
The importance of clear written formulations and specific
articulations has been a painful, but necessary, process
for IN THIS NOW, to translate the research into another
mode of communication  —  black on white in printed or
digital form. It makes me think about the relations between
art, education, and utopian ideas. If we turn up the volume

for tacit knowledge, what kind of imagination does
this potentially open up? Does listening to our bodies
invite other ways of thinking and doing to arise?
The research project with my collaborators blurred the
lines of reality and fiction, floating in a state where neither
words nor verbal explanations exist, but rather one made
up of experiences and sensations, navigating through
a viscous and directionless space, in search of something
yet to come. The process triggered thoughts of how the
work could integrate into daily life as we know it. In English
media theorist Nick Couldry’s take on American philosopher and educator John Dewey’s thoughts about “art as
a way forward,” he asserts that “art is potentially a way
for rehearsing for democracy, it’s a way of living ‘as if,’ in
a way that allows things to be acted out that just absolutely
cannot otherwise be acted out.”11 I connect our studio
research to how I understand Couldry’s thoughts on
how art can implement change in the individual, and later
on in society. That is, I recognise we’ve been “rehearsing
for democracy” by using the dance studio as a space where
we “recognize those important differences for the purpose
of imagining a common future and different ways of doing
things.”12 For example, this project might contribute to
a common future by encouraging you to experiment with
your own approach to work and production.
In the studio, I experimented with working in a passive
and receptive mode, instead of actively making decisions
and pushing the process forward. I chose to stay with
the process, for as long as it needed, and perhaps even
a little bit longer. I was curious to see if this observational
method of “saying no to actively making decisions and
reaching conclusions” would let a structure take shape,
self-organise, and unfold from within the logic of the
project. I found that both myself and some of my collaborators were frustrated by this new approach of mine, but
as the project also offered us the opportunity to unlearn
habitual patterns and behaviours, I had to challenge
myself and my old ways of leading a project. I know I’m
fully c apable of multitasking and managing a project from
beginning to end, so why would I want to keep on doing
what I already know when an opportunity arose for me
to explore and expand my practice in relation to art
and pedagogy?
A new way of doing things that developed during the
research was “single-tasking.”13 Even if we might think
that multitasking is the answer to getting many things
done at the same time, in fact “we are not doing two things
at once  —  we are switching from task to task which not
only makes us ineffective (as it takes time to refocus each
time) but also makes us miss things.”14 It is important
to mention that the research group was never aiming to
be efficient, in the sense of reaching conclusions in a short
time, but rather at “do[ing] one thing at a time, sequentially,
and with full attention.”15
Single-tasking, as opposed to multitasking, was challenging
for my collaborators and I, because it is in opposition to
our ingrained working behaviours, but at the same time,
it offered a chance to actively practise unlearning. Flirting
with the idea of single-tasking on an everyday basis is hard
in our rushed, almost compulsorily multitasking times.
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But if not now, then when? And if not here, then where?
Single-tasking demands discipline, and it is important
to mention that being in a group made it easier. When
collaborating, you somehow trigger and encourage each
other to stick to the task, keep calm, and carry on.
4. Collaboration
When reading curator and writer Elizabeth Fisher’s words
about how dematerialised modes of working “have helped
to re-contextualise art as ‘a place where things can happen’
rather than ‘a thing in the world,’”16 it makes me think about
collaboration. I find the collaborative space to be a place
of action, dialogue, and reflection rather than a static object.
It puts us where we are and lets us engage in the present,
the same present that I understand American educator,
activist, and feminist bell hooks to be writing about in the
book Teaching Community: A Pedagogy of Hope: “if we are
not fully engaged in the present we get stuck in the past
and our capacity to learn is diminished.”17
Working collaboratively caused me to reach conclusions
and decisions that I could never have reached alone, and it
also let me see things anew from multiple angles. I’ve always
been drawn to the plasticity of the mind and how we’re able
to, but usually don’t, think in new ways about old things.
Collaboration, as a relational process, has therefore been a
very fruitful way of working. Writers and educators Maggie
Berg and Barbara K. Seeber suggest that “for collaboration
to work well, it emerges locally in conversations between
people.” They continue, “Collaboration is about thinking
together … and can allow us to challenge neoliberal models
of higher education.”18 I’m seeking to understand how
collaborative processes can be made more attractive, where
they are not seen as a way to boost productivity but instead
come from a place of joy and shared interests to work on
changing the way we do things.
In reflecting on my recent collaborative process in the
context of art education, I agree with Berg and Seeber’s
thoughts above. It might seem obvious, but I’d also like
to stress the importance of being clear with your methods
of how to collaborate. Even if, as in my project, the work
deals with figuring out “the how,” it is necessary that
everyone is on board and agrees to the project’s terms
and conditions. In my case, I had to state clearly that I did
not know how the project would unfold or what possible
product would come out of it. In a sense, we were drifting
in a state of “not knowing just yet,” what Wikström describes
as “an open practice, which cannot be planned or controlled
and also entails the possibility of ending in a disaster.”19
We had to trust that it would make sense and become clear
as we got further into the work, which perhaps could have
ended up “without a result or in something completely
different and unexpected.”20 Honestly, it was not always
easy, and I was lucky to collaborate with some of my dearest
friends, who contributed to the project with time, care,
and energy.
The way in which I collaborate differs and depends on
who I’m working with and what we’re working towards.
But generally speaking, I’m the instigator and organiser
of whatever collaboration I find myself in. One of my
collaborations, Mr. Rice & peanuts (2008 – ),21 has been

active for the past ten years, and last year a new one,
Brewer & Blennow (2018 – ),22 was initiated. For my exam
project, I wanted to gather a group of individuals with
a background in contemporary dance whom I’ve worked
with in the past and who I thought would bring a varied
mix of interests and areas of expertise.
i. The Artistic Team, (a.k.a. My Collaborators)
I invited Ellinor Ljungkvist  —  choreographer, dancer, and
educator; Josefin Gladh  —  writer and critic with a background
in dance; Elise Brewer — dancer with a sound-based practice;
Daniela Romo Pozo — dancer and yoga teacher; and Simone
Weber  —  dancer with a background in philosophy and
theatre studies, to be part of my exam project. Why I invited
them all to work on the project can only be described as
a gut feeling. I sensed that it would be a group that could
challenge the way I work and give way for new thinking
on the production of artistic work and collaboration.
The studio research was the first time we had all worked
together, and I was transparent and clear from the b
 eginning
about the working conditions. As the work was for my
exam project, there was no budget for salary. I did, however,
provide food and cover travel expenses so that my collab
orators wouldn’t incur any expenses during the time we
worked together. It is of course unfortunate and not an ideal
scenario to work for no monetary compensation, especially
not when one of the aims for the project is to find ways
out of a destructive loop of overworking on zero budget.
So, in a way, the project had already seemed to fail from
the beginning, by reproducing the same system we wished
to find an alternative to. At the same time, this is a project
built around an exchange without a financial aspect, which
can also be seen as a good thing. After being clear about
the conditions and my proposal for the project, they
all wanted to commit to the work.
When starting to work within a new collaboration, I find it
important to have common ground to stand on, from where
knowledge production and shared language can emerge.
For our first gathering, I gave us all the task of reading
my proposal for the exam project, then taking some time
to reflect, associate, connect, or disconnect the proposal,
and finally preparing one thing that we could do together,
for example, read a text, explore a neighbourhood, or see
a movie. The thing had to be something that we would
do together, and the idea behind the thing should have
emerged during the reading of or reflecting upon the
proposal. This activity was a way for us to come together
in the studio with some prepared material, where everyone
was allowed time and space to present their proposal and
put it into action. The homework resulted in a lot of accumulated thinking and doing, and new practices emerged from
everyone’s generous contributions.23
My surreptitious pedagogical experiment of “saying
no to actively making decisions” and lingering in an observational mode, through which I was curious to see how
the group would deal with the process of not knowing,
was both frustrating and non-productive. I tried to resist
my inner urge to push the project forward by instead staying
in the role of a listening and passive facilitator during the
first collaborative studio session in Malmö, but nevertheless
wondering if the work would magically self-unfold.
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As a result of learning by doing and learning to unlearn,
I changed my way of dealing with the project during
the second time we met, which this time was in Stockholm.
I realised that if I was going to meet the criteria for the
exam project and have something solid to present at Inter
Arts Center for the concluding event, I had to in fact
actively make decisions and narrow down.
5. Empathic Pedagogy of Care and Slowing Down
in the (Dance) Studio
IN THIS NOW initially grew out of a necessity to
slow down. I had been (over)working again, and one
day I woke up to find myself having difficulties seeing,
with some lost vision in my right eye. I’m the master
of multitasking and squeezing in too many things into
very short time periods. High levels of stress has been
my “normal” for years. But when my body started
to shut down functions, that morning in December
2018, I got scared. I listened up and understood I had
to implement a holistic mindset and start to change
my precarious work-life situation’s uneven flow
of balance/off-balance.
How do you stop reproducing destructive patterns
and start paying attention to alternative ways of doing?
In her essay “Experience as Thinking,” curator, educator,
and writer Mary Jane Jacob articulates how knowledge
is created in a dialectic process. Building on Dewey’s
thoughts, she explains, “Knowledge production is not just
about attaining the condition of having knowledge, but
also about being in the process… . Process requires us
to be aware, and the more awake we are, the more we can
be attuned to locating experiential references and build
knowledge.”24 I find this way of being present (awake and
aware) and learning by doing to be an important pedago
gical framework and philosophy for the project.
When my collaborators and I worked in the studio,
we always started by sitting in a circle  —  a formation
in which we’re equally visible and audible, and one that
symbolises that we’re all in this together. I set the framework for the day, but also remained open to changing
the plan if we decided it made sense to do so. In this way,
my role was that of both participant and facilitator, with
a double gaze swinging from being inside, immersed
in the work, to having an outside perspective and an overview of the project. I observed that when there is no clear
order or direction of who should speak, it usually takes
some time before someone starts to open up and share.
I enjoy this moment, where it feels like something invisible
is hanging in the air between us that we can almost touch
… Pauses are rare in our everyday lives, and we tend to
fill such silent spaces, but in the studio sessions we shared
moments of stillness together.
The idea of the opening circle activity was that everyone
would verbalise what was currently occupying them;
for example, “I think I’m becoming a bit mad. Yesterday
I felt like I was wandering in a landscape full of fog and
I didn’t know where to go. I don’t know where we’re going
with all of this, all the questions: What is it going to be?
How much longer can I let myself not know?”25 We were
able to share our thoughts and feelings without any interrup-

tions and with no restrictions on duration — we let
it go on for as long as it took, but usually it was about
four to eight minutes per person.
The circle conversation had a similar setup as one
used by feminist consciousness-raising groups (CR)
that was developed in the late 1960s during the second
wave of (white) feminism in the US.26 We didn’t apply
any guidelines from CR during our circle conversations
in the studio, but only realised the connection afterwards. Our idea behind the circle conversation was
to use it as a way to translate inner activity, practise
listening, and bridge non-verbal and verbal language.
After the first circle conversations, we went through
the plan for the day. I came with suggestions for an overall structure for different explorations, and then I would
ask what activities we thought could be interesting to
match together, drawing from our previous experiences
and depending on whether we wanted to try something
new, or if anyone had other suggestions or ideas they
were eager to try out. This approach encouraged everyone
to stay attentive and receptive. The decided-upon plan
would then be written on a piece of paper or in a
notebook, and once we were all on the same page,
we’d get to the first exploration, followed by another
circle conversation.
Somatic exploration is not about maintaining
a specific shape or form of one’s body, and neither is
it about fitting into an aesthetic ideal. Rather it involves
an inward gazing and increasing awareness of oneself.
It is an ongoing journey to discover deep knowledge,
following the pedagogical ideas of Bainbridge-Cohen.
By continuing to practise like this in the studio, we
developed a discourse and built knowledge together
from our common experiences. As the French philosopher
Maurice Merleau-Ponty writes, “To be a consciousness,
or rather, to be an experience, is to have an inner communication with the world, the body, and others, to be with
them rather than beside them.”27 This way of working
helps us to compare, map out, and continue researching
ways to relate to the topics of listening and stillness.
We also used repetition, which likewise brings a
comforting sensation of (embodied) knowledge and
allows us to release ourselves from stress, to resist the
pressure to find innovative and quick solutions, and
to instead start slowing down in a repetitive,
meditative framework.
6. The Body as a Place for Understanding
and Listening Beyond
In Phenomenology of Perception, Merleau-Ponty writes,
“My body is the common texture of all objects and is …
the general instrument of my ‘understanding.’”28 This way
of understanding, of learning through the body, accords
with the idea of tacit knowledge I described above.
Once our body has learned something, it knows and
does without consciously thinking about it.
Returning to the example of riding a bicycle introduced
earlier in this text, Collins writes, “When we ride our
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bikes we do not self-consciously use any physical or
mechanical models; somehow, with practice and training,
the ability to balance on a bike becomes established in
our neural pathways and muscles in ways that we cannot
speak about.”29 This silent knowledge becomes deeply
embedded in our bodies and is therefore difficult to
pinpoint, articulate, and unlearn.
I’ve always found a discrepancy between the silent
knowledge of the body and verbal sense-making language,
and this is why I continue to grapple with written formulations to explain my practice. My exam project examines
this gap between inner and outer perceptions and understandings, “forming models of action and being within the
existing world, creating new possibilities” for oscillating
between the verbal and non-verbal.30 These new possibilities
come with issues of translation, and I’m constantly equally
doubting and wondering how the work we do in the
studio can be translated to other artistic expressions and
educational purposes.
Kathy Acker, who was an American bodybuilder and
writer, describes the split between doing and verbalising
this way: “In a gym, verbal language or language whose
purpose is meaning occurs, if at all, only at the edge of
its becoming lost. But when I am in the gym, my experience
is that I am immersed in a complex and rich world.”31
I can relate to the split between these worlds, as if they
can’t be united. They behave like either side of a coin, part
of the same thing yet separated. Still, I’m fascinated with
and interested in how to swing between them.
The gap between tacit and explicit knowledge and
the limits of translation doesn’t only need to be thought
of as a relationship of inadequacy; it can also be a seen
as an opportunity. For example, Han states, “Dancing …
represents entirely new forms of motion … it escapes the
achievement-principle entirely.”32 I’m intrigued to think
of dancing as something that potentially can escape
achievement and open up rethinking about what our
bodies in motion and in stillness can teach us.
Focusing on the particular experience of one’s own
moving body can also go beyond our perception of present
realities. Canadian composer, thinker, and writer Eldritch
Priest talks about “ways to live beyond … fleshy limits —
to reduce the burden of embodiment and relieve the labour
of existence.”33 During our studio research, the c ollaborative
group developed a somatic exploration called The Meat
Mountain Pile, which touched upon these ideas.
The Meat Mountain Pile is an activity focusing on the skin,
our biggest organ, and how it behaves as a huge, porous,
and visible membrane distinguishing between you and
yours, me and mine, us and ours. In the exploration, we
worked somatically on cellular breathing — that is, on ideas
of internal breathing. As Bainbridge-Cohen briefly explains,
“We enter cellular breathing by bringing attention to our
breathing… . Gradually, we release into internal breathing,
through the fluid exchange in all the cells of our body.”34
We followed this score: Lie in a pile on the floor, close your
eyes, be in physical contact with the other bodies, focus
on breathing with your entire body, you move with no
desire, you want nothing, but have a common intention
of getting up to a standing position.

When doing The Meat Mountain Pile, borders, wishes,
and desires become secondary as we surrendered to feelings
and sensations of a collective consciousness. But what is
desirable in this non-productive state of relieving the labour
of existence? Are we learning anything by escaping p
 resent
reality in this exploration that can help us to act more
consciously in the world? Or are we just indulging, being
pushed and pulled in different directions, and yielding
into moving with our common breath, completely submerged? The echoing ripples of this exploration included
disorientation and transformation. My body merged with
the others’, my breath became our breath, and we melted
into one and the same amoeba-like organism. I connect
these sensations to how I understand Priest’s ideas of living
beyond fleshy limits, and The Meat Mountain Pile comes
close to experiencing a reduction of the burden of
embodiment.
If we return to the gap between the verbal and the non-
verbal worlds, we find that sound, with its all-encompassing
vibrations, presents itself as a potential connective tissue,
or bridge, between the two domains. What happens when
we turn our attention towards sound? We start to listen
and find a world that functions on a completely different
level.
The concept of “deep listening,” developed by American
composer Pauline Oliveros, is explained as a practice
that is “intended to heighten and expand consciousness
of sound in as many dimensions of awareness and
attentional dynamics as humanly possible.”35 When deep
listening, we become sensitive to our vibrating surroundings,
and it might seem overwhelming to open up so that “one
is connected to the whole of the environment and beyond.”36
But when I start to actively think about deep listening,
I become aware that my body is already doing it. My skin
is an absorbing and perceiving membrane, allowing for
ruptures in language, thought, and body on an everyday
basis. As a listening body in a shifting state, we become
aware and present (in this now). But deep listening is a real
challenge, because sound leaves no space for distance — it
vibrates through everything and demands an engagement.
7. Guiding and Facilitating a Space
for Others to ________________
In this project, I’ve been working on finding ways to
create and facilitate a caring space for listening. What does
listening require? And listening to what and where? This
part of the text is a detailed description of the public event
at Inter Arts Center, Malmö, in April 2019, starting with
the process of how we got there.
After one month of working with my collaborators,
I invited a group of five dancers and artists to join us in
the studio at c.off in Stockholm at the beginning of March.
The idea was to host a day where we would share the
work and gather responses and feedback from the invited
participants. In this way, we were doing “something
to the thing and then letting the thing do something to
us in return.”37 It also served as a test run before the public
event at Inter Arts Center.
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Up until that day in March, it had only been me and
my five collaborators working together in the studio, and
I had been speculating about how I could engage others
in the work. Ideally, I wanted to challenge the old-school
role of a master-student relationship in a learning situation
by taking on the role of a guiding facilitator who would
participate in the explorations and somehow guide from
an inside perspective, in an immersed state, rather than
in a top-down structure.
But guiding from an inside perspective quickly proved
to be an impossible task to keep up with. I was too insecure
in this role, worrying whether the exploration was interesting enough for the participants or if they were in fact bored
and only stayed in the room because they were sweet and
friendly. The pressure of responsibility squeezed me out
of the immersed state and, about halfway through the
exploration, I “stepped out” and continued to guide the
group from the outside.
Previous to this moment, two of my collaborators had
told me that they thought I should guide from the outside.
They suggested it could be easier to do this with a group
of new people and also provide an opportunity for me to
try something different, because I’m normally in artistic
collaborations where I’m both performer and choreographer.
I answered that I didn’t want to and that I didn’t feel ready
for it. But after finding myself in this doubting, oscillating
position of being between the inside and outside perspective,
I realised that they were right, and so I stepped out for the
rest of the session.
The inside perspective focuses on sensations and feelings.
When I’m guiding from the inside perspective, I’m diving
into my inner self by using imagination and working on
finding words for images and movement that can keep up
the interest in continuing to explore. The outside perspective
deals with overall structure and relations between energy
and timing. The work from the outside perspective is about
finding transitions from one state to another, exploring what
is needed for the participants by shifting my focus to the
inside perspective, but then going back to the outside.
What I refer to as the “double-gazing guide” is when
I combine the two perspectives of inside and outside.
It is double in the sense that I need to remain in the role
of facilitator — making sure that the exploration is moving
forward — at the same time as I also need to maintain
a connection to the group — making sure that information
comes through. It is similar to any teaching situation, really,
where as an instructor you look for a hint of expansion
among the students, or a common understanding in
the room, before you move on. When guiding a somatic
exploration, I’m working on being receptive in the present
moment, using my imagination, and drawing from previous
experiences — both when teaching others and working
with somatic explorations on my own. All of this informs
me as I’m oscillating between the inside and the outside
perspectives, in order to make sure the exploration is
kept alive, effervescent, and evolving. In the role of the
double-gazing guide, I’m exploring how I can shift focus
and facilitate a space for others to dive into their internal
sensations, guiding with my voice and a soundtrack of
ambient music.
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This new position I developed for myself of guiding
with a double gaze is a possible bridge between my artistic
practice and pedagogical work. The guiding scenario demands hyperawareness and a constant negotiation of tuning
in and tuning out from the different needs of the individuals
in the group. In this role, I give them instructions on what
to do, what to imagine, and where to focus. Sometimes
I give scenarios and references to nature or everyday
movement. I listen to what might be needed by “feeling
in” with the group, that is, observing what is happening
in the room on a physical but also on an invisible energetic
level. It’s about estimating the mood in the room, whereby
my personal experience with somatic work and skills in
improvisation help to empathically support the people
on the floor.
“Feeling in” with the group becomes the facilitator’s
primary focus. In my experience, it is only hands-on
knowledge that can act as learning and lead the way
in such somatic exploration scenarios. Books on pedagogical
theories can explain approaches and scenarios, and p
 ossibly
also prepare one for eventual conflicts, but only when
tapping in to the live situation do you realise what actually
is at stake. It is learning by doing in live action, and also
a kind of “fake it till you make it” situation. That is, sometimes I just don’t know if what I say will come across, or
maybe my hunch is completely off. Thus I need to c onstantly
be aware of how plans might need to be adapted and
tweaked, in order to support the exploration as intended.
It is important to remember that whatever word or instruction I say out loud must act as a solid statement. Even
if I’m nervous and insecure, guiding in a confident manner
allows me to dare to throw something out there, patiently
wait to let the thing settle and manifest in the participants,
and then perhaps something will be done back in response.
It becomes a kind of delayed non-verbal dialogue between inside and outside, or a composition with multiple
layers of learning, becoming and transforming in the foam
of a breaking wave that one is unable to fully grasp.
One participant of the March session at c.off commented
afterwards: “I enjoyed how your voice was dropping
throughout the session, starting a bit tense then being all
soft. That helped me to also drop deeper into my sensations
and I felt that we were doing something new: it was not
dance, not choreography, but rather something in-between.
As if we were making art.”38
I ran two more days of trial sessions with invited participants before the public event at Inter Arts Center. These
test sessions helped me to narrow down, cut to the core,
and realise what the participants needed in terms of guiding,
timing, and transitions. They served as research for me to
understand how I pedagogically could transition between
different explorations and also as an opportunity to rehearse
the new role of the double-gazing guide.
i. April 13 and 14, 2019, Inter Arts Center, Malmö
The public event crossed between categories of meditation,
somatic exploration, participatory workshop, performance,
and choreography. The four-hour session ran on two
consecutive days, and prior to the event, the participants
received an information package with a detailed explanation
of the day to help ensure everyone was aware of the importance of committing to the full length of the session.
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Each day was split into three parts and included two
locations and one transfer. The first part was a guided
somatic exploration and active meditation for inward
gazing and slowing down at Inter Arts Center; the second
part was a change of location, a digestion walk of about
twenty minutes to Malmö Art Academy at Båghallarna;
and the third part was a silent cooking session followed
by a conversation and a dinner.
(a) The Inward Gazing Session
Everyone gathered outside the Black Room at Inter
Arts Center, where the first part was held. I made sure
that phones were switched off, shoes and jackets were
left outside the room, release forms about documentation
were signed, and that everyone had a blindfold. It was
important that all practicalities were sorted before
we stepped into the room.
We entered the room, which was minimally lit, and sat
down in a circle in the middle of the soft floor, which
was constructed by placing two centimetres of soft, foamlike material underneath a classic dance floor.39 Before
we did anything else, I invited the participants to take
a moment to come home in their body and witness
any sensation, tuning in to this very present moment.
I guided a short tuning-in meditation, followed by a brief
summary of what the day was going to look like. I also
let them know that this first part is focused on the nonverbal aspect of the work. I made sure that everyone
was aware that at any time during the following guided
inward gazing session, which would last an hour and
fifteen minutes, they could open their eyes and step away
from the soft floor, take a breather on the side, and then
come back to the work, if they wanted to. I encouraged
them to use the blindfold or close their eyes for a more
in-depth experience. Then, we began.
The score included horizontal shaking, melting down
to the floor, and lying on the floor in a resting position
on the back. Here I invited people to pay attention to
their breathing and to the alternating flow of energy and
fluid from the front of the body to the back of the body,
letting this inner movement initiate the body to curl
up on one side, growing into a folding and unfolding,
observing the movement patterns that evolved and
riding the waves. I guided the participants with my voice
throughout the session, accompanied by ambient music
as well as silent parts.
When you’re lying on the floor in this sensory work,
it seems almost impossible to do anything other than sink
deeper down into yourself, the space, the earth. The inertia
can be hard to break, and it can be a difficult task to get
yourself to leave this relaxed state and move on. I’ve found
movement practices from my previous projects useful
in getting bodies up to a standing position, so I introduced
two qualities at this point in the session, namely pushing
and reaching.40
Timing, sensing, feeling, and being with the participants
is crucial, and one can never be sure what is a right length
of time for this type of activity. Being the person who
guides the journey demands knowledge and experience
in the work, a heightened awareness, and also the ability

to be inside and outside at the same time. When ten
to fifteen individuals are gurgling around on the floor
on their own trips, one quickly realises that there is
no such thing as perfect timing.
After forty or so minutes in a horizontal position,
the pushing and reaching was introduced, coupled with
an intention of getting up, which got the participants
back up on their feet in a standing position. This has
to be a very slow and gentle process, because the somatic
exploration in this inward gazing session easily results
in a disoriented body, floating in a void.
At this point, a very sensitive transition in the session
arises, and I’m still working on figuring it out. How can
I guide the participants to “come back” to their body,
the room, the others? I’ve started to explore with walking
and looking. In the standing position, the participants
are guided to shift their weight, open their eyes, see themselves, the room, the others. It is a space for integration.
I give them some time to explore on their own before
we gather in a circle. I check that everyone is “back” and
offer fruit as well as paper and pens so they can scribble,
draw, or write their immediate reactions.
After this, we opened up the circle, where anyone
was welcome to share their experience. But the moment
I proposed this, people expressed their need for more
time to digest before words could be uttered.
(b) The Digestion Walk
We gathered in the entrance of Inter Arts Center for
a change of location and then walked together as a group
in silence. The walk was around twenty minutes from
Inter Arts Center to Malmö Art Academy.
The walk was inspired by German Canadian composer
Hildegard Westerkamp’s concept of soundwalking,41
which is meant to open up and expand your perception
of your surroundings. Usually, it prompts people to see
things in another way, especially after an inward gazing
session. At the end of the day, one of the participants
said, “I had a really nice experience in the walk. Suddenly
I was noticing everything in a different way, seeing all these
little things I normally don’t. It was quite intense to be
able to sense and see things a bit more sharply.”42 Another
participant added, “Yes, but you do that because you’re
in your body differently, right? Your body is awake, and
you’re ready for it.”43
(c) The Silent Cooking Session
We arrived to the kitchen area of Malmö Art Academy,
ready to dive into an (un)known situation. Tuning in
to our tacit knowledge, trusting the experiences that our
bodies already have, negotiating in silence, and building
something together without knowing what it will become.
I introduced the directions for the session at the start,
which included the following rules:
			
– Make a 3 course meal (starter, main course, dessert)
– Don’t speak (verbal, non-verbal)
– Don’t destroy (fine line between interrupting
and destroying)
– Don’t finish your line of thought
(keep on interrupting)
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The ingredients were vegan friendly and free from gluten,
mainly vegetables, beans, rice, fruit, berries, spices, oils,
sauces, and substitutes for dairy products. Interruption
was used as a way to encourage people to cross over and
intervene with each other’s ideas in the cooking. It was a
way for us to “fuck politeness with an open heart.”44 To
interrupt is usually perceived as rude, but it can be excused
as long as you’re doing it with kindness, love, and respect.
Such an approach allowed for new perspectives on working
in collaboration and playing with the material. One of the
participants from the Saturday session said, “I was amazed
at how well the collaboration worked during the cooking,
and now I bring with me the insight that it is possible to
create something together without words.”45
Another participant’s thoughts on the cooking was:
“I felt like an ant or bee with a collective goal without
really questioning why. Just doing and being happy with
doing! I know I made choices and decisions to subvert
the direction or outcome, but being within the collective
is what mattered most somehow. It was therapeutic
and comforting and for me very calming. I did not care
what the outcome would be and I felt confidence throughout that all would work out fine!”46
The only things we had in mind during the session
were the directions and our individual ideas of what a
dinner is. The way there and how the result would end
up was unknown. The participants seemed a bit nervous
and sceptical about how we would make it work without
speaking with words. But this is the challenge of the
work and also the thing at stake. Can you trust your body
to have experiences and knowledge you can draw from
and use in this situation? Most of us have cut a vegetable,
boiled rice, and set a table before. What happens in a space
of silent negotiation? Do you find yourself collaborating
in ways you haven’t before? Do you encounter something
new? Do you start to reflect on how you move between
actions?
It is not that often that we allow ourselves to step
into a shared process of making something where we
don’t know what the thing will become. When doing one
task together in silence and leaving the hyperactive and
multitasking life behind for a while, the general response
has been that we become a bit more aware, and we start
to pay attention to the little things around us that we
normally don’t see.
Most of the participants found the silent cooking
a surprisingly fun and inspiring activity. One person said,
“As you could see how someone started to experiment
with a dish, for example sprinkling a salad with chocolate
and crisps, it made you also go a bit crazy. It was really
nice, as if being a child, and it could be whatever you
wanted, and you started to experiment with all the
ingredients.”47
Taking away the pressure to socialise with words, and
instead figuring out the space and action in silence, seems
to take a lot of pressure off the participants and allows them
to go straight to the action. It opens up a meditative and
contemplative space for dwelling and being with, resulting
in new knowledge and cooking meals that we never knew

the names of. Time flies, and magically the table
was set and prepared. We sat down, broke the silence,
presented the dishes, and enjoyed the food while
reflecting on the day.
8. Sketching Future Strategies and
Temporary Horizons
Kunst’s assertion that “artistic work no longer knows
a division between life and work: every aspect of life
is an aspect of labour” makes me reflect on the different
layers and stages in my own work (and life).48 It also
triggers my interest in continuing to cross between
different artistic fields and disciplines, making space
for new hybrid practices to be braided together in
an educational framework.
Going back to my initial ideas for this project, namely
to slow down and listen up, it is hopefully clear by now
why somatic work was a natural starting point for the
research. My collaborators and I were also aiming at finding
alternative and sustainable solutions to our precarious,
never-ending work-life blur. In an attempt to sort out and
separate my own work-life cluster, I started to examine
the relation between preparation work and desired outcome.
I realised how much one must consider when developing
a pedagogical project and how much time this takes.
When preparing the public event, I worked extensively
on making sure to create a meaningful setting in the
room for the inward gazing session. One of the participants
said, “It meant a lot that you had set up the room in the
way you did, that it was dark with a soft floor and the
sound fit very well together. I felt that you had cared for
the room, and it really made a huge difference for me.
It was mentally freeing, a bit trippy, and I tuned into the
creative part of my brain.”49 Hearing this warmed my heart,
because it was important that the room was arranged in
a way that would help the participants let go and dive in.
The inward gazing session somehow turned out to be a
subversive dance class,50 where I facilitated a space for
the participants to practice self-care, slowing down,
and meditating together.
The work developed in this project aligns with bell
hooks’s idea that “education is about healing and wholeness.”51 Reading hooks’s words about how education is
more than just receiving information or getting a job makes
me wonder if this is also what my and my collaborators’
work as creative practitioners can be. Both my collaborators
and I as well as the participants in the public event started
with ourselves and turned our attention inward, and we
understood this to be a process of “finding and claiming
ourselves and our place in the world.”52
In the same way as “the personal is political,”53 we see
how a change can only start from within and by listening
to oneself. But how do you learn to listen to yourself?
Croatian Austrian philosopher Ivan Illich writes, “Most
learning is not the result of instruction. It is rather the
result of unhampered participation in a meaningful setting.
Most people learn best by being ‘with it.’”54 This is why
I propose we take the body out of the shadowland of the
mind and start engaging with and through our own bodies,
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for example by practising somatic work such as inward
gazing on a daily basis.
What did the combination of all of these hybrid practices
make the collaborators and participants experience? And
what did we bring with us? The responses of a participant
of the public event was, “Overall I had a huge transition
throughout the day. From stressed, anxious, and overworked
to calm, more friendly, and having more space in my head
to go back to the thick mud.”55 Which leads us to back to
the initial guiding question: Can stillness and listening
act as possible strategies of passivity to get away from the
hyperactivity and multitasking that we as self-producing
choreographers, dancers, and artists face today when making
our work? According to the participant response, the public
event of IN THIS NOW indeed managed to offer a window
for participants to unplug, at least for a short period of time.
But as the above quote also makes clear, there is nevertheless
a “thick mud” to go back to, and being in this thick mud
takes effort.
Kunst writes, “Today, the artist cannot remain without
work if he or she wants to remain an artist; this is why
the artist works constantly and, at the same time, must
be incessantly critical of their own work.”56 The critique
of your own work also provokes feelings of doubt, including
for me in this very moment of writing, and I’m starting to
question if there is a way for artists to ever obtain a worklife balance. The days leading up to the public event at
Inter Arts Center were stressful and very long. And over
the past week I’ve been spending at least twelve hours
a day on writing and editing this essay. This is not to say
that the project failed, but rather to point out that one
of the consequences of having a background as a disciplined
working machine, who is currently enrolled in an elite art
academy, is that I easily speed up and fall back into old
patterns of pushing my limits and overworking. Right now,
it seems as if I’m stuck in a never-ending loop similar to
the one faced by Sisyphus, endlessly rolling his stone up
the hill.

But when looking back at the whole process, I remember
moments when I was in total Zen state, navigating the new
terrains that IN THIS NOW produced. I’m also curious to
see if this project will continue to tickle my own, and others’,
interest. If it can continue to develop and propel the way
forward to a future platform where cross-over and interdisciplinary hybrid practices of collaboration can emerge.
Hopefully, after taking some time to recover from these past
months of an insane workload, I will continue to work with
the project  —  facilitating new gatherings where people from
different backgrounds and various age groups will engage
with the work, and come out of it with a deeper sense of self.
IN THIS NOW has left me exhausted and enthusiastic
at the same time. I’m planning on continuing to stay with
this project for a long(er) time. Such a feeling is rare for
me, since I’m usually already on my way to the next before
a current project is even completed. And on that note  —  
what is next?
Temporary horizon,
Temporary end.
~

~

~
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“Up/Art 8” (Apartheid)
Art, Activism, and Archives

Introduction
It’s been forty years since I as a young artist I started to
consciously gather bits and pieces of scraps, things discarded
while growing up, some deliberately lost and some surprisingly found again.
My final essay for my Master of Fine Arts in Critical
& Pedagogical Studies directly engages with the physical
collections of these objects, which form both a personal
family and a political archive, that relate to the cultural
and political activism of the last and most violent decade
of the apartheid era in South Africa (1984 – 94).
The first and major resource pool of my essay is this
physical archive, which is both personal and also forms
part of the archive of the activist group of artists that
I belong to. It is made up of multimedia documents: old
black-and-white photographs, newspaper cuttings, posters,
drawings, pieces of sketches, unfinished stories, fragments

of stolen images, rolled-up paper murals, scribbled notes,
banned poetry books, cultural pedagogical series, slides,
old plastic bags, VHS tapes and videos, cassette-tape
recordings, brochures, magazines, subversive books, old
theatre costumes, broken masks, my grandfather’s 1939
typewriter, brass water-carrying pots, love letters, romantic
portraits, old album covers, knob carriers (Zulu fighting
sticks), sjamboks (police whips), and old political T-shirts.
Clues trails to as yet uncovered secret police files. Items
that remember people who were killed for political r easons,
and stories of those who died not knowing if political
freedom would come. These objects are imbued with their
own power. The archive evokes a responsive power that
connects to people. Through its touch and its physical
presence.
I want to make clear my use of the term “archive.” Firstly,
I use it to describe my collection of artistic artefacts and
documents, which form an alternative archive as compared
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to traditional national archive of records that document
legal and political procedures of a state that is housed in a
central institution. The community or artistic archive is a free
collection of historical material that may be dispersed among
its members. This scattered material, once brought together,
can be referred to as the “archive body.” In this e ssay, I see
this archive body acting as a “body of knowledge.” However,
our personal bodies also act as e phemeral storage vessels,
meaning a person’s body absorbs and carries the invisible
and sometimes visible memories of their own history.
A personal archive is made up more intangible material.
The difference between an “activist archive” or an
“archive of activism” is that, while again a collection of
material, it is specifically material that serves as evidence
of historical injustices. In my project, I also use the archive
as a sociopolitical tool. To mobilise communities with
archival proof of a historical injustice.
When I landed in the United Kingdom, my material life
in South Africa was discarded. The digital realm of social
media helped me reconnect with a trusted group of old
friends. This was long-distance planning directed by me.
The plan was simple: to investigate, find names, people,
places. Anyone willing to talk about Afrika Cultural Centre,
the artists’ activist group, and all the work we did. To build
a timeline and action plan. To draw up lists of activities,
and to track and list materials. Finally, we collected items
and transported the various packages from around South
Africa. So this collected “archive” arrived in Malmo,
via different travellers, over two years.
The emotional shadow that this archive casts is long.
It’s the intangible, the slippery memories, the collective
and unspoken trauma, the forgotten and wanting-to-forget
wounds of the past. This is about the social memory, the
interactive recollections of a group of artist still trapped,
muted by those who write history. Hence this essay interweaves this burden that I carry, which is ignored by the
official victory of post-apartheid South Africa. It is about
nurturing through resuscitating a fragile, living archive.
Therefore, it is also a struggle to maintain an intellectual
detachment, for words still have the power to take a
dear friend’s life.
At the crux of this essay is the physical archive that
I carry, which mirrors an internal history that has been
inscribed into my body. Just as physical archives are
fought over, so bodies are fought over. Just as archives
are controlled, distorted, manipulated, repressed, so
are bodies and identities controlled and extinguished.
And what is unbearably painful in political terms  —  
what is cast onto groups of people who are discriminated
against, repressed, persecuted  —  becomes internalised.
It enters their bodies. Shaping and distorting their pursed
lips and bodies. This becomes part of their generational
inheritance. It is in this other sense that I want to use
the term “body-as-archive,” meaning the archive that
is inscribed into our body, that resides in the depths
of our repressed memories.
I hope to explore in this essay the twinned relationship
of the internal and external struggles of artists and activists
in relation to the physical archive of that which is in my

possession. The political dimension of these documents
draws from my personal relationship with Sathasivian
“Saths” Cooper (a former Robben Island prisoner and
psychologist), and therefore this dimension overlaps with
a psychoanalytical one. This lens informs the human relationships of trauma persecution and repression. In the
course of the essay, I will link this theme as it as appears
in my own South African heritage with my recent
experience of segregation in the Swedish context.
This project examines the struggle that takes place
emotionally inside, that becomes deeply personal. You
cannot separate the political and the personal. This
embodied archive, like a physical archive, isn’t always
accessible. Material can be censored, disappeared.
Material can be repressed. Emotional material festers,
physically inflicting the body.
The first section, “Reflecting on Pedagogy: Tentsa Konsthall
Exam Project” reflects on pedagogy as practised while working directly with my exam project held at Tensta K
 onsthall
in April 2019. The exam project was, first and foremost,
designed to reveal my collected South African archive and
to draw out pedagogical practices that informed our struggle.
It involved a performative, oral, interactive engagement
with a new audience. This was a new start, exchanging
ideas and debates to share social concerns. “Considering
an Archive” next explores my archive built during apartheid. How it informed me and my practice, and constructed
and deconstructed me. It was a time of artistic solidarity
to imagine a better world. To listen, talk, and excite people
for and to change. To show the inextricable synergy of arts
and emancipation. Section three, “Bridging the Gap,” is
about a transient space, or what it might mean to inhabit
in-between space . For myself, the transition is between my
South African past and my Swedish present, between an
expressive artistic identity and the need to theorise, between
a safe space and one that contains threat. A seemingly innocuous incident with a train guard stands in for the ways in
which political discrimination filters down into the smallest,
most everyday acts. How is it possible for an archive to ever
reflect the minutiae of our experiences?
The second half of this essay, beginning with section
four, “Practice Embodied,” is about my twenty-five-year
monochrome drawing practice, which serves as a process
to unlock my body as an archive. To see if drawing materialises newer knowledge about the body-as-archive. I explore
my mother’s encouragement of my drawing, even before
my earliest art competition at eleven years old, in 1976.
How drawing gave me a space to work and imagine. How
drawing might be untethered to our usual desire for precise
meaning and organisation. How expression moves in dif
ferent way. How drawing relates to the body and, therefore,
to the way in which the body has stored memory. Drawing
for me, is a not an escape, nor a representation; rather it’s
an undefined release of energy. Drawing as a way of
redefining the body-as-archive.
In the fifth section, “The Culture of Liberation: ‘The Creative
Act’ Series,” I have deliberately chosen to focus on one major
and invisible pedagogical project of the Afrika Cultural
Centre: “The Creative Act” series. I use it as an example
to illustrate how the sociopolitical context of South Africa
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moulded the type of radical questions we as artist raised
and the projects we designed to meet those challenges.
In the final section “Art as Research, Research as Art:
The Return to Drawing,” I explore ideas intended to reflect
both the elusive nature of the archive and the complexity
of its relations with lived experience. I have chosen to focus
on particular moments of recent experience and notions
of pedagogical practice, in order to draw out the ways in
which I make my physical archive  —  the documents I carry
  —  more than a physical archive and how it evokes, for me,
experiences so personal, so traumatic, so significant, that
they must be thought of in bodily terms. I also investigate
how, for me, any notion of drawing, or teaching, must
engage at a similar level and reach into the body. That is,
must pedagogically touch.
It is this gesture of being drawn, attaching and detaching
to the body, that has preoccupied my artistic practice over
the years. It thus becomes both a “gesture of retrieval”
and a “retrieved gesture.” It is a gesture that is both
metaphorical and practical, at the same time mental
and physical.
I want to take the reader on a journey, a pedagogical
stroll, between these two worlds and see how best we
can get across them.
Allow me a momentary digression to play a game of naming
  —  naming my body.
My name is Clifford Charles, a name that allowed me to
rent a flat on behalf of Mr. Clifford Charles. So once a month
I wore a tie, to pay my rent to my landlord. An Afrikaner
priest. Who rented the “whites-only” flat to me on the basis
that Clifford Charles, who he spoke to on the phone, was
a white male from Zimbabwe.
It was my first flat, which I rented as a student in 1986.
It was a flat that became a safe house for activists from the
underground Fourth Internationalist movement in South
Africa. This was South Africa’s state of emergency in the
midst of our struggle against democracy. By a stroke of fate,
coincidentally the police came banging on my flat door  —  
promptly tearing up my drawings and photographs that hung
around the apartment, unaware that my unnamed “friend”
sitting in my living room was a political activist in hiding.
They simply beat him up and left. We never came across each
other again. Perhaps he left the country; that I do not know.
It is the gestural interplay with the body that retrieves,
collects, records (and in my case, hides). This interplay
is formed from the retrieving of lost memories, things,
and hurt that remain lost. In other words, it is a body
that internally stores its archive. It’s how a personal
body builds an external archive.
I would also like to compare and contrast the pedagogy
of an activist archive with my own drawing practice, which
engages with an activist past. In artistic and pedagogical
terms, this is about a gesture, a gesture that leaves no mark
or a gesture that leaves a trace. My investigative route in
this essay is autobiographical, from unearthing my early
drawing practice as a younger artist, to going back to
my childhood and discovering how and when my impulse
to draw began.
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The story that I want to unveil is a human one, compli
cated by a hostile environment. The experience of alienation
and the scars we carry make meaning in our lives and give
meaning to our lives. This story is a personal exploration
of the social patterns we engineer to change the world. It is
about the love of drawing, and the relationships it forms and
the relationships it lets go of. It asks whether, after all, art
actually ever needs to be tethered  —  to be attached to something for meaning or purpose. I will retrace the steps of my
relationship with art, as making art changed over the course
of my life: from a personal impulse into its public, cultural,
and “political” pedagogical role.
The central part of my reflections and recollections is the
revisiting of these pedagogical practices of mine, as a way
to investigate art’s trend for dismantling itself into the sum
of its separate parts. I also want to look at how artists try
to make the practice and reception of art more d
 emocratic,
and more specifically to reassess how artistic research
collectively can help make our understanding of art more
inclusive. Such artistic research forms an artist’s archive,
which can help in understanding the artist’s process.
It is the stuff gathered by the artist to inspire the creation
of the artwork. It is the stuff that is usually left behind
on the studio floor  —  the creative detritus of the artist’s work
process. Or perhaps this archive doesn’t really matter in
understanding artwork once it leaves the studio. I hope that
in tracing the story of my personal archive, I in some way
answer these questions.
1. Reflecting on Pedagogy: Tensta Konsthall Exam Project
This was my first trip to Tensta, Stockholm. I didn’t think
I needed to be streetwise, although it took me a while to
get there. So, when the bus finally dropped me off, you can
imagine my surprise  —  “Eish!” This is the exclamation South
Africans make when surprised, mixed with a little bit of
suspicion. I was taken aback by coming across a community
of fellow people of colour.
Tensta is a dynamic space, full of noise, energy, and vibrancy.
Bursting like communities that live outside the city walls
do. Kliptown in South Africa has a similar vibe, but is much
poorer. But both communities are on the periphery, outside the establishment and the clean city centres. That is a
metaphor I would like to come back to later on, for it serves
as a dynamic pedagogical space, both to learn from and
to engage with. For me, it’s the natural space for creative
energy, for artists. It is about communities, living on the city’s
edge, building and maintaining social networks. However,
it is also about vulnerable communities surviving.
Tensta, like so many peripheral communities, is a place
filled with people from another place. The original community that Tensta was built for has long gone, so the new
community is part of a place that has no past for them.
They live in someone else’s house. The tragedy is that, as
migrants, you have to leave your past behind and carry
the place called “home” as a memory, as an image of the
real place. “Back home” has a very different meaning to
migrants.
Social integration comes with losses and gains. Memories of
being a majority are reduced to being the minority. It impacts
the collective psychology of these communities. Just as this
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community is dealing with an outsider gaze, they internally
have to deal with the clash of familial generations. The
nature of migrants is that they are allowed to move; refugees
flee, while other migrants abscond. Migrants are not a homo
genous group: they are made up of the different tensions
that drove them apart or away, too. It also is an internalised
amnesia, to forget the places they have lost. This pressure
to conform mostly impacts the imitate spaces of the family.
Older generations tend to fly below the radar, staying
insular (sometimes displaying a self-protective conservatism), while the younger generations deal with being disposable labour for the majority culture. Migrant communities
remain further impoverished materially and spiritually.
A sense of displacement, alienation, and most of all infantilisation is shared among migrant communities. Migrant
bashing becomes a media onslaught, mixed with toxic vitriol
from the people, like we are currently seeing in America.
Migrants, as the “other,” become a vessel that carries all
of society’s ills.
“Integration” is also an essential pedagogical principle
when working with groups of people. For example, to
deal with the gaps of Hispanic stories in the United States,
culturally relevant teaching (CRT) has been promoted in
its schools.1 While these initiatives on the surface are seen
as affirming, could we not also look at how the existing
hegemony works, as well as the limits of these counter-
discourses? (This is a question I explore further in section
five, “The Culture of Liberation: ‘The Creative Act’ Series.”)
In a recent article for the New Left Review, sociologist
Göran Therborn asserts, “Sweden’s socio-economic Counter
Reformation is likely to continue, hammering further away
at what was the last century’s most successful experiment
in democratic and egalitarian social reform.”2 Tensta
Konsthall is smack in the middle of this community.
The relationship between a contemporary art space and
who and what it represents are ongoing questions for the
staff. The diversity of Tensta’s migrant community allows
for a constant dynamic pedagogical exchange.
Can a rhetoric of a pedagogical practice exist, and how and
what shape will this rhetoric take? Could we be repeating
failed pedagogical strategies of the past? That is, by still
being dependent on the logic of mobilising certain groups
of people, whether it is motivated by a belief in benevolence
or misplaced empathy. Can pedagogy be manipulated to
be conformist or even manufacture consent that eventually
could build a culture of enmity?
Now would be a good time to share my angst about
writing about pedagogical approaches. This angst is in
itself a pedagogical concern. Pedagogical systems and
methods in general require people to adhere to their
processes. Time takes on new meanings and limitations.
This adherence becomes a form of policing the method
to maintain its order. Hence, methods become general
conformity. This can become a “one size fits all” model
of thinking.
The aim of my exam project was to pedagogically establish
an artistic dialogue with a public audience. I have become
a living link to the archives that I have carried all these
years, so my objective was to guide, engage, and narrate

my personal archive (which I will refer to as “the Archive”
from here on) to this audience. I was “performing” the
Archive, or acting it out. This involved a reading aloud,
or a verbalising and voicing, of the Archive. Through such
methods, pedagogy opens new readings of archives as
a practice and how it is used traditionally.
Most of all, during my presentation at Tensta Konsthall,
I was cognizant of the fact that my personal story of art
activism in the apartheid struggle may not be of interest
to this Tensta community, which had other priorities.
Consequently, I was hoping for a small selected audience.
My own pedagogical practice has convinced me that
working with smaller audiences allows one to keep
a direct o
 ne-to-one relationship with each participant.
In the past, working with large groups for pedagogical
workshops became more about organisational concerns
than the opportunity to truly form connections.
Pedagogically, an audience relationship is no different
to other personal relationships, including the values
that define healthy communication. It’s a two-way
approach, built on the self, honesty, trust, and respect.
Without sounding cheesy, like a motivational poster,
we know when relationships collapse  —  usually after
undue expectations and conflicting projections. Acknowledgement and respect, with a healthy dose of humility,
does help. These are qualities of being human that
we have to reaffirm when engaging with each other.
Pedagogy is simply focusing your needs, and insecurities,
but also helping understand the needs and insecurities
of those you work with.
Emotional values, as for most artists, underscore
my artistic practice, and it is no different when it comes
to my pedagogical approach. Hence, one lives with
the awareness of the mischievous, if not duplicitous,
stories we tell ourselves; it is about being hyper-vigilant
of our own motivations, with a healthy distrust of our
own vain needs.
Once the Women’s Café meeting at Tensta Konsthall
was over, my stage was set. Lights, action! My pedagogical
approach was, to be honest, simple: to present the real
(not a sanitised version) of my journey from South
Africa, via the United Kingdom, to Sweden, carrying
this Archive; to draw on the familiarity of travel, during
which migrants unpack all that is precious  —  unwrapping
the types of parcels that the recent migrant community
of Tensta knew all too well. Thus began my presentation
of sharing something of value with vulnerable communities.
I had to be open and exposed, so that it was the emotions
of dialogue that would speak.
Rather than displaying my Archive, the idea was to
see work that is raw and unprocessed, and to present
the journey of the Archive. Most importantly, I wanted
to encourage a more intimate relationship to the archival
material, as if we were looking at something precious
in a vitrine.
I arranged the tables in the room into a U-shape in the
centre, and I also set up a slide projector and a large video
screen, to shift people’s gaze from being “focused over,”
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looking at small details, to be being “immersed bodily”
by the projection. The plan was to walk around the U-shape
and monitor the work of the audience, located inside of
the tables. The presentation was designed to work with the
flow of the Archive and to have my audience physically walk
into the space. At the far end of the room, a small, relaxed
area had cushions to sit on, which we used for the last
discussion segment.
Most importantly, I wanted to pedagogically walk with my
audience, so there were no seats around the central tables.
I laid out all the objects in my Archive on the tables and
covered them with protective tissue paper. I provided white
gloves for the audience to use when handling the objects.
I wanted to reveal the Archive, removing the tissue paper
bit by bit, and also get the audience involved in helping
me do this (as this was more participatory). It allowed the
sharing of the sense of excitement and self-discovery.
I introduced myself to people as they entered individually,
helping to break the formality of coming to an artist’s
talk. Since I had the responsibility of carrying the event,
it was crucial I was relaxed and connected with my audience.
This responsibility reminded me to not lose myself in the
performance, to keep dialogue flowing, and to avoid a
formal conversation. As such, as the session progressed,
I always responded to comments that arose and encouraged
questions from the audience, which all help to build the
dialogue exchange. This positive exchange with the audience
also opened up space for tangents during the talk. This
play of displacing your audience’s focus helps rejuvenate
the presentation and keeps the audience’s attention. Pedagogically, this method was about, to use an old jazz term,
jamming together  —  to create informally as a group.
An old friend of mine, Thulani Grenville-Grey  —  a mental
health expert for South Africa’s Truth and Reconciliation
Committee and a saxophone player, and someone with
whom I have shared numerous attempts at “shooting
the breeze”  —  describes jazz improvisation as:
Motifs, riffs, other intonations, what feeling you
bring. Yes, it’s about tension release, vibration
in the ear of the listener… . When the pitch connects,
distorts or even irritates. The trick/the art, the mystery,
its instinctive, the beauty … where an angst-ridden
listener wants to stay, to escape, while the chicken
amongst us wants to escape in the melody, swept away
by the tide… . improvisation is adaptable/respective,
creatively empowering… . (Style can be pattern).
It’s not about individual  —  it’s about an exchangerelationship.3
Pedagogically, I am most comfortable using “improvisation”
as a sincere approach to connect with my audience, to
allow myself to occupy a vulnerable position, to both listen
and talk. Improvised dialogue, or self-directed learning, is
the core democratic educational principle I follow. It requires
me to “reveal” myself as the facilitator. To connect visually
first, before the sound of my words travel to my audience.
It is these small nuanced elements between people that show
how these seemingly insignificant things can connect and
disconnect people.

2. Considering an Archive
When you begin to unpack a lost life, one act of
significance is that of mourning. Unpacking the Archive
was about recognising the “unmarked graves” of those
lost in battle  —  a battle for ideas. Then the real lives lost.
My exam project is about the omitted stories of art a ctivism
in the last decade of apartheid in South Africa, which
ended officially in 1994 with Nelson Mandela’s election
as president. The baggage that I carry from this period forms
part of my p
 ersonal collection and is based largely around
the cultural activism of the Afrika Cultural Centre and
the Dhlomo Theatre, with which I was heavily involved
at the time.
I remember how the road from Port Shepstone rolls over
hills. (It’s been thirty-six years since I left my hometown.)
Carrying only the memories of friends’ drawings with me,
I, like many migrants, have never gone back to the place
I grew up in; it incites images that get lost in the field
of other memories. The road is much faster now, for it takes
only an hour and half by car to Durban, then another eight
hours’ drive up to Johannesburg. When one makes it to
the Johannesburg airport, it’s a twelve-hour direct overnight
flight to London (though cheaper and longer options exist).
It’s been almost ten years since I emigrated to the United
Kingdom, leaving South Africa behind.
The year 2017 held another move for me, to Malmö,
Sweden. I now occasionally commute between Gatwick
Airport and Copenhagen Airport. My route begins at 3.30
am in the South Downs on the south coast of England,
driving to Gatwick Airport just outside London to catch
a budget flight to Copenhagen, followed by a train or
bus to Malmö Art Academy. This has become my regular
commute. This travel itinerary records part of the journey
that my Archive has travelled with me.
My Archive is an arrival; this act of things coming together
makes it an arrival moment. That makes it a destination,
which currently is in a safe place of rest. It is the route of
an archive, the journey it takes, through people and places
and time. My essay allows me to explore this journey.
Sometimes it’s just people passing on different things
to people, hands carrying anonymous packages and passing
them on to friends and friends of friends. Each time, the
Archive is forming, while simultaneously getting smaller,
the longer it travels, cutting down its size and shrinking
the number parcels as they move on, as if cradling something of worth  —  until, what is left is of value!
“This was important stuff … for Cliff,” friends and
family exclaimed, although I was unaware they felt that
way. They just collected and passed things down to one
another, until it all finally reached me.
Soon a random network of people formed, people’s
names, without faces, which compressed the travelling
time of this Archive, all forming limbs that eventually
came together to become a body  —  even though it’s a
dismembered archive body. Lest we forget that archives
are formed like a relay race (passing from person to person
over time and place). Their arrival, like a relay baton,
leaves behind people resigned or unconcerned about being
overlooked; some want to be surreptitious while others
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linger, with the faint hope that the handing or passing
on of this flame might bring them the promise of a better life.
Finally, this past year, the Archive serendipitously
reached a resting place in my research project at Malmö
Art Academy. This becomes a vital psychological moment,
a positive rupture of a personal moment of letting go,
of carrying and caring for these thirty-year-old drawings.
Your contract finally surrendered  —  whew! A sadness is felt,
a goodbye to something that was more than a friend.
The drawings safely unfurled, rescued all at the same time.
With a tiny sigh of hollowness for my “care” (my emotional
bond), this attachment I had was over. I had to say goodbye to the art that had travelled with me. It felt as if I had
to unwrap my emotional ties from these parcels, as I
stood among the flattened Archive, which was laid bare
on office tables.
I was at Tensta Konsthall to tell a story about a group
of artists who worked under the constant threat of imprisonment, torture, banning, and finally and worst of all (the
last nail in the coffin), marginalisation. It was a fate worse
than death to have been written out of the official history
of South Africa.
The Afrika Cultural Centre under the directorship of
Benjy Francis, a South African theatre director and a ctivist,
had the widest and largest outreach within oppressed
communities in Southern Africa, using radical performances
and creative workshops under the theme of “pedagogy
for liberation in the struggle for democracy.”
I was here to speak on behalf of the voices lost and to
give voice to my own story. As Audre Lorde has warned
us, my silence would not protect me or you.4
So we come back to relationships, to talking and to
actively listening. As a pedagogue, my role is not as
a cheerleader or a life coach for my audience, even though
I have a moral story to tell. I am wary of using rhetorical
devices with an audience like the “call and response,”
increasingly favoured by the growing charismatic churches
in Southern Africa. Today, our political landscape displays
a dangerous phenomenon of charismatic leaders, who
successfully use some of these devices to rabble-rouse
people’s fears and hostilities. During my exam project,
I would come to explore this phenomenon, and its interro
gation forms part of the central argument of this essay.
There is no guarantee that we, like those before us,
won’t allow our ambitions, or neuroses, to bask in
the glow of our achievements while we stare at our shiny
reflections. Researching and writing this essay became
a wrestling with my own contradictions, and frustration
with a language that has no words for what I feel. Each
generation claims agency, yet agency is borrowed from one
generation and passed on to another. The retrieval gesture,
or the gesture of retrieval, which both drawing and archives
share, is an intangible, ethereal movement that started
me on this journey. It will always remain fluid and
reverberate with future generations.
Art, like pedagogy, has always being aware of this tussle,
of the poverty of thought. Therefore, both art and peda-

gogy always nurture a space for revolution, a place of not
thinking, a place for subverting feelings: a place to run from
the body and to run to the body, to understand that we are
holistic human beings, in a complex and chaotic ecosystem,
with our biosphere’s skin as fragile as a bubble.
Pedagogy is the quest to go back to the cosmology of
being human, to refire neurons to change what is possible
  —  and not just in the ways we might anticipate.
My research for my exam project allowed me the opportu
nity to reflect on my practice of being an artist, a portion
of which I spent as an artist engaged in the struggle for our
freedom in South Africa. For people who grew up during
apartheid, there was no choice but to engage in the struggle.
Every aspect of your life was affected even before your
birth, from your education, to who you loved, to where
you were laid to rest.
One’s daily existence inevitably clashed with the laws
of the apartheid regime. The trauma and horror of being
powerless soaked into our bodies. Words could not comfort
nor capture all that we felt and still feel. History has tended
to show the articulate voices of the narrators. Usually the
perpetrators are heard first. Silencing the victims. This historical and collective suffering creates emotional voids in our
sense of self. These absences are missing stories of traumas,
since we could not get space to articulate our own n
 arratives.
Our stories are absent, since we lost the moral power to
articulate them. If you are ignored by an audience, your
story becomes silenced and something that you carry with
you for as long as you are unable to give voice to it. At times,
the silence becomes a survival strategy, as when you are
in a place that is not willing to understand.
All this adds up to retraumatise people. As a result, the art
I made during apartheid sought to understand the violence
in our lives. Art created pauses that provided distance to
help make sense of what was happening around us. My
practice witnessed the last decade of apartheid, the euphoric
promise of Mandela, and the inevitable disillusionment
that followed it.
We watched our country’s procession into the global
community, the “global” art community with its applause and adulation of “hyper-blackness.”5 Yet all this
praise felt hollow. The goalposts shifted and we did not
recognise the self-image projected back at us. The story
of our struggle was repackaged, and our dreams quashed
by the sound of applause. The authentic critical space
we attempted to keep open was soon gentrified. Even our
“pedagogical” dreams of emancipation were deferred to
the history of Africa’s list of broken promises. We became
victims again, but this time of our own accord.
In spite of all these tangled social webs, the core  —  if not
inspirational  —  question of the human impulse to make
art remained. Southern Africa’s Neolithic cave paintings
affirmed for us this fundamental question.6 These ancient
paintings survived as residue, an abandoned “archive” made
from mixed pigments and fat. Perhaps depicting a remembrance of an event, a hunt, a ritual, or a shamanistic dream
made from blood (an extract of the body), that for us today
could be seen as a presence of the missing bodies. This
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is a story of human history, of leaving a trace, a palimpsest
of something worth recording 77,000 years ago.
Unfortunately, this cultural patrimony often gets siphoned
into different agendas, one serving the need for national
symbols while the other is subsumed into the powerful
global consumer market. The underlying question that
remains is: What drives people to leave a trace? Is it to have
a sense of permanency in a transient world? To answer those
questions for myself, I look back at my artistic practice  —  
a practice that goes back as far as my childhood drawings,
when the direct action of organising marks on paper allowed
me to travel to other worlds, the uninhabited stories of my
imagination.
“When an old man dies in Africa, a library is burnt down.”7
Grammatically speaking, “archive” is a verb that can
be used as a noun, otherwise known as a gerund. For my
purposes, I want to use “archive” as a verb, referring to
an act or acts of remembrances.
The core body of my research is drawn from the existing p
 ersonal archives of friends, aging activists, and old
comrades and sometimes forgotten documents. Importantly,
it encompasses stories from politically marginalised arts
education activists. All of these archives form a disparate
collection of communal memories (i.e., a living archive).
This act of remembrance becomes a political act of not
forgetting (although sometimes wanting to forget). Struggling to keep alive the disillusionment, the futile hope,
or perhaps the youthful naivety of belief, of believing
in the emancipatory nature of mass struggle.
Nowadays, “old activists” (emasculated by history)
make a futile attempt to stand firm, holding back the
tide so that a new generation can distance itself from
the past. To erase the past of the previous generation that
they feel no attachment to. Is this a process of dissociation,
whereby the younger generations do not want to inherit
someone else’s trauma? Perhaps one of distrust, of making
the past into a granite monument. A resistance to this
emotional, transactional, moral obligation sold as homage,
with built-in punitive consequences (guilt  —  the ideal
self-inflicted subjugation). In a rapidly changing world,
to remember is somehow seen as a privilege. A seemingly
free space to recall or to choose to forget. Ironic privileges
bestowed by the government on its people to both remember
and forget. To structure what is to be remembered and
what stays forgotten. Paradoxically, those trapped in poverty,
in the day-to-day struggle of the developing world, the
“great unwashed” (a colonial term for “natives”), hardly
have the luxury of pontificating on memorials.
This reality inevitably closes down spaces critical for
speaking and remembering. The act of remembrance then
becomes a moral imperative to re-educate future genera
tions, with the claim that history must not repeat itself.
Memories that are distressing, hurtful, or even unnerving
become submerged in or branded onto the resigned body.
The body becomes the unwilling archive. Mutating to
fight against its own defence system,8 it finally consumes
itself. Hence the body is the first archive, the original
Pandora’s box, sealed with collective, inherited afflictions.

The black body becomes an obsequious body, a popularly
held belief that sparked an intergenerational conflict
during the 1976 student uprising in Soweto. The blame
was placed partly on the parents for not standing up to
the apartheid regime. Four hundred students were killed
by the regime that day, on June 16, 1976.9
“We [blacks] have always been living precariously 24/7,”
my friend Prince Massingham, a South African actor and
writer, once said to me, when we were discussing living
with this uncertainty and insecurity.
I needed to explore, then and now, a social condition
described as an “outer body experience”  —  when everything
is taken including your body, your name, your language,
your sense of self, and, finally, your story. It’s an idea I
presented in the introduction to this paper  —  the issue of
who narrates your story.
Ironically, or by default, I am placed in a privileged position,
while studying, to remember and to bring people together
to remember. Undertaking this research became an oppor
tunity to create a social network with friends in South
Africa, to talk and recall forgotten memories, while I was
based in Sweden. While social media allows me to (re)
connect and to find old lost friends, it does come at a
cost  —  the cost of accessibility. We do not live in an equally
accessible world, especially if you live with the stress of
poverty, powerlessness, and even life-threatening dangers
that drastically imbalance our communication in this world.
Yes, it’s an unequal world and we cannot be delusional,
or even presumptuous, to think what we know is the full
picture of human knowledge.
The messaging app WhatsApp has facilitated communica
tion via voice and text to open up fragments of memories
  —   ”We recall …”  —   that we fill in with conversations.
These conversations take place without the safety p
 rovided
by the intimacy of sitting across from each other. The
technical medium adds to a sceptical view of reminiscing.
It is “virtual,” as a social activity. Memory itself is
unreliable, full of gaps.
How does the archive become active? How does it come
together? It is the act of remembering, the gathering of
shared experiences, the collecting of thoughts, memories,
stories, documents, and objects. The archive becomes
a shared community of solidarity and association.
The negativity in this thinking is that it can encourage
a narrow-minded mentality, which promotes victimhood,
which furthers compounds oppression. Yes, the archive
is biased and its existence can be deliberately forgotten as
part of the regime’s domination. How can the archive speak
and have a responsibility to history? The debate of the
archive is around who bestows the power to narrate the
archive. On whose behalf is it speaking? Whom is it silencing? Could the counter-discourse of the archive be seen
as a threat to the dominant narrative?
Critically, an archive builds a body of knowledge.
Thus, my exploration embarks on this collection process,
the rebuilding and re-evaluating of the body of this archive.
This engagement with the archive allows us to reinsert
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it into the public discourse. What is the intention behind
the person who makes such a seemingly collective gesture?
Could this selective process construct, and at the same
time shift, identities? Where does this impulse come
from, and what purpose does it serve or need to serve?
The Archive that I have gathered grew out of a context
of deprivation and the struggle for visibility.
This material and these social conditions hamper and
block these stories. Questions arise around the nature
of the stories, which melt away in the course of time. Is
one caught in the futile activity of resuscitating something
that is dying, in the hope that we don’t die too? Is this
attempt at prolonging life a call for immorality, f ootnoted
by a sense of injustice? Or is it the moral indignation
we feel that underlies our protest through the creation
of counter-discourses of archives  —  to renew, to correct
a past injustice?
This call to arms is an act of restitution to keep our 
memories alive. A moment from the past  —  something
deemed irrelevant  —  becoming relevant. Maybe this
is all an attempt to change the memory of the past.
For the past cannot be changed  —  just the memory
of it. What other significance does it bring to our
lives?
An old Ashanti proverb goes, “An antelope does not
look back, for it would stab itself.”10
We have always lived in world where justice is relative
to your approximation to power. During Donald Trump’s
2016 US presidential campaign, embarrassing stories
were recorded and then gagged. The political spin phrase
was “to catch it and kill it,”11 whereby a story is recorded
(archived), signed and sealed, and locked away from
public scrutiny. A South African version of this was how
the secret police used the Iscor metal foundries to burn
state records before the democratic government came
into power.12
The story of my interest in the archive started under
the leadership of Benjy Francis, a South African theatre
director and close student friend of Dr. Saths Cooper,
who became a key figure in the Black Consciousness
Movement, alongside the anti-apartheid activist Steve
Biko. Both friends were kicked out of the same university
that Prof. Sarat Maharaj (Lund University) and Prof.
Betty Govinden (University of KwaZulu-Natal, Durban)
attended, and with whom I have since studied during
my time at Malmö Art Academy. In fact, Francis and
Maharaj worked together on mounting a performance
of Golden Boy (1964), a radical American play by Clifford
Odets. Francis recounts that he was suspended from
university with a rector’s note that claimed that “he was
not identifying with the university.” In our conversations,
Francis has described that boardroom encounter and how
he argued for his choice to “identify with the community.”
He had just performed in Athol Fugard’s play Blood
Knot (1964) (with long bleached hair). The original play
Colourful World (1972), which Francis coproduced, acted,
and directed, was banned.

In 1972, under pressure from the state censorship boards,
Francis left the country to study with the British theatre
director Peter Brook in London. On his return in 1974,
he reconnected with Saths Cooper (who was politically
a banned person), who was heading to a FRELIMO rally,
which ultimately led to a trial that saw Cooper sentenced
to eight years’ imprisonment on Robben Island, a small
island off the coast of Cape Town used as a place of
banishment for nearly four centuries.
Francis took up residency at the Market Theatre,
Johannesburg, as its first black director. Disillusioned
with the liberal direction that the theatre was going
in, he left in 1977 to instead put his energy, accompanied
by Sipho Sepamla, into the first black arts organisation
in South Africa: the Federated Union of Black Arts
(FUBA).13 Francis eventually left FUBA in the hands
of his students, and next started the journey of the Afrika
Cultural Centre and Dhlomo Theatre, the first autonomous
black theatre company. It was during this period, in 1983,
that I joined the group, while concurrently studying fine
arts at Wits U
 niversity. Ironically, while researching this
paper, I d
 iscovered that both Francis and I shared similar
tensions between our formal education requirements
and the social demands of our communities. In my case,
I was threatened with e xpulsion for having Paulo Freire’s
Cultural Action for Freedom (1970), Frantz Fanon’s Black
Skins, White Masks (1952), and Vladimir Lenin’s What Is
to Be Done? (1902), which were all banned books, in my
locker.14
We move on.
3. Bridging the Gap
After thirty years of being a practising artist, going back
to school poses its own challenges. One of the trials of being
a mature student is trying to learn the art of travelling
lightly, cultivating a sense of doubt, so that one’s experience
does not become a weight or impediment to breaking
old habits and learning new ones. I find myself caught
in this web, straddling both worlds  —  one practical and the
other theoretical. At the same time, I’m commuting to, from,
and between Malmö, Sweden, and the idyllic green of
the southwest of England. Hence traversing Öresund Bridge
between Copenhagen Airport and the city of Malmö has
become for me an in-between space of transition. Even
the bridge’s own website describes its construction as an
imagined “cultural and mental bridge” across the region.15
It’s the no man’s land of not belonging to either shore,
of both arriving and departing.
Over the course of my commute across the bridge,
a twenty-minute train ride over eighteen months,
I filmed the mundaneness of my rail crossing. It started
to visually resonate with questions arising in my Critical
& Pedagogical Studies course research at Malmö Art
Academy, providing an “inspirational space” to reflect.
Crossing the bridge became a suspended moment,
an in-between space of past and present, of learning
and unlearning, from which I could look back and assess,
recall memories, and uncover those that were hidden.
It became more about bridging the disparity between
Europe and Africa, the affluence of the North and
the poverty of the Global South, that utter contrast
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of the black and white worlds we live in. The bridge
became the connective tissue of states of grace.  
My research thus attempts to recognise, contrast, and
interlink the knowledge systems inherent in collecting
the physical archive with that of making art as a research
practice.
The first stop on the train from Copenhagen Airport
to Malmö is Hyllie: “Passport, please.” It’s that extra
millisecond the customs officer takes with your passport
that feeds your anxiety. Thoughts of profiling rush
in and out, until a sense of embarrassment remains, for
being different. Then the conversation that no one wants
to have: “This is your residency document. Where’s
your travel document?” The silence is full. The questions
become more accusatory: “Do you have a return ticket?
Is this your bag? Follow me!” This was part of the regular
conversation, mixed with the chatter of partygoers who
travel across the bridge, during the months of my
commute.
“Objects that belong to another place” is the theme here.
I hope to show that the archive and drawing processes
share a similarity in collecting experiences, reflecting,
and finally in expressing themselves. Yet if we look more
closely, the processes differ in their approaches to the
language of articulation, their materiality, tangibility,
subliminal or intuitive actions, and the audience’s
emotional readings.
Artistic research practice can be nonfigurative, non-
verbal, or in an abstracted language. What best describes
the function of the archive is its functional language
of order, sequence, and retrieval, while, by contrast, art
practice can play psychologically with time, as opposed
to the essential prerequisite of chronological time that
constructs the archive. Hence my video recordings of the
crossing of the Öresund Bridge are an attempt to situate
myself in the moment, to use my artistic practice to find
a personal creative response to my research in critical
pedagogic studies. It is also about using my drawing as
a direct, immediate practice, which means working directly
on the paper. It is being aware, present, and open in my
relationship with the paper I am working on.
This direct action of drawing is both physical and
governed by the graphic nature of ink. When one works
with ink, it demands a direct engagement. Artists tend
not to hesitate or hold back when it comes to this medium.
It’s like making the perfect dive into a pool: preparation
is crucial, especially non-premeditated preparation.
The execution could easily become weakened by ritual
and repetition. It’s about the combination of the form and
posture of the body. The diver’s calm approach before the
dive. Then the actual burst of energy, which both diver
and artist share. The artist dives into the action of putting
marks onto paper. For me, this is how my drawing practice
crosses over with and informs pedagogical questions.
As an artist, one is always implicated. My thoughts and
intentions impact my actions, which inevitably reveal
themselves in the work.

When one draws directly, there is no place to hide.
In my practice as an artist, I am both the subject and the
object. Therefore, the symbolism and “silence” of my
regular crossing of the bridge served both as a cathartic
gesture and as a transitional zone of inspiration.
Yet on this journey, my travels in fact started somewhere
else  —  in South Africa, the country of my birth, which
was both a place of confinement and escape. People had
no choice but to flee into exile, with only their imagination
to break apartheid’s oppression. Ironically, South Africa
was also a destination: for indentured labourers i mported
from India after slavery was abolished. This time the
exploitation of labour was “consensual” but no less
colonialising or violating.
4. Practice Embodied
“Putting pencils in our hands …”
My mother always says that she encouraged me to draw.
She told my siblings and me stories upon stories. These
stories reverberated through my childhood  —  stories of
riots, of hats and gloves, of burnt bodies, of fear as a twelveyear-old girl, hiding in bushes at night with sounds of men
all around, of escaping pogroms and running along with
the South African Women’s March of 1956. This oral tradition
in families carried archives of collective memories, where
stories became vehicles for intergenerational links. Competing images, like dancing fireflies and falling stars, take centre
stage in the universe of a child’s mind.
My mom’s Formica kitchen tabletop started my
relationship to drawing. What is it about the arts that
make them so appealing as a mode of self-expression and
stimulation for growing children  —  helping them to negotiate
language, motor, and social skills through imaginative
play? Another question to ponder in a child’s growth is:
What is the impact of storytelling? Do the moral lessons
that a story carries help nurture critical thinking skills in
a child? Should such critical thinking skills lay the groundwork for a progressive and compassionate society?
“A story is a way of conveying a personal truth or perspective.
A storyteller uses a story to take the listener to a different place
and time, and goes beyond mere entertainment. Stories have
within them the ability to relay morality, judgment, history,
life lessons, or cultural memories. Like art, stories can create
a place where we can begin to understand or make sense
of our world.”16
Drawing the body became a preoccupation, maybe looking
at my dad’s biology textbooks. It came to preoccupy me,
for the body in South Africa was always a site of conflict.
In 1992 I was awarded a Thami Mnyele art residency
in Amsterdam  —  a residency named after an assassinated
South African artist. It was there that the Holland-based,
South African-born artist Marlene Dumas and I shared
our fascination with drawing the body, not only as a site
but also a body of evidence of complicity.
The unveiling of the early pencil-drawn triptych
Metamorphosis Series (1984) during my exam project at
Tensta was insightful to me as much as to the audience.
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The poignant authenticity of how the audience responded
to the actuality of the drawings was humbling to see,
as the artist. It truly reflected human connection beyond
empathy. It helped me understand the human magnitude that artist’s marks can conjure in our psyches. The
Metamorphosis drawings are the only ones remaining, having
survived being smuggled across police roadblocks and,
subsequently, the peripatetic life of an artist. The drawings,
besides their historical value, taught me the need to draw
in the moment. To strive to draw outside our conventional
understanding of time. To draw without the projections
of time. They illustrate the artistic value of immediacy, of
freshness and vitality, where making art is an active process
of knowledge that immerses the artist in the now. For
drawing in the moment, like “drawing from life,” presents
a vitality of mark and vision, as opposed to the patchiness
of recalling memories of an old event. Recollection has its
own value; however, for me, this series of drawings signifies
a vitality that comes from my immediate encounter with the
violence of male police and my attempts to understand it.
It was against the law to photograph the police, so I stripped
them of their uniforms and allowed them to morph into
their police dogs. The series’ title I took from the Franz
Kafka novella of the same name.17 A first-person encounter
in storytelling, as its own pedagogical value. Related to
this, I want to make an argument for art’s ability to travel
through time and be transient, as opposed to the temporal
world we live in.
In 1984, I had to get governmental “consent” to study
at a whites-only university. Wits University (the University
of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg) was my first real
meeting with my fellow white students, who always sat
a seat away. Attending a formal university raised a debate
over the function of art in our separate worlds (I spent
four hours travelling by bus every day because campus
accommodation was also reserved for whites only).
Inevitably, these stories and encounters are an ongoing
process of uncovering and acknowledging the uncomfortable
and personal ordeals that are mixed within larger political
struggles. These stories serve as a resource pool, an emotional
archive, with which I as artist have a relationship.
The growing desire of audiences to feed off the backstories of artists who have survived political turmoil could
pose and has posed its own new problems, for example
where my backstory of apartheid becomes a distraction
from the momentum of my practice.
5. The Culture of Liberation:
“The Creative Act” Series
The Afrika Cultural Centre from its birth was always
grounded in the pedagogy of liberation. Culture was, and
became, an essential battleground for ideas and minds. Since
political organisations were banned, the Afrika Cultural
Centre’s work was about building consciousness, educating people about critical emancipation, and fundamentally
mobilising our black communities.
Theatre was our primary focus, and when the secret
police closed down our space, we created a mobile theatre
(with heavy metal pipes, so it was difficult to carry),
and we travelled around with our plays and workshops.

We were constantly challenging our work, drawing
ideas from international debates like the Négritude movement of African writers and, critically, the intellectual
tradition of global anticolonial struggles. The international
solidarity and cultural movements also played a part.
The centre was invited to take a series of three plays to
the Edinburgh Fringe Festival in Scotland in 1985, helping
to build links to international artists.
In 1990, with the imminent release of Mandela and other
political prisoners, the country was in turmoil. Benjy Francis
approached the editor of the daily newspaper the Sowetan,
Aggrey Klaaste. It was the most widely read black news
paper in the country, and Francis proposed to Klaaste
an arts and pedagogical series, written and designed by
our group of artists at the Afrika Cultural Centre. So, once
a week, Francis, along with Prof. Bheki Peterson of Wits
University, a past workshop student of his, produced the
series.
“The Creative Act” was a twenty-week series that encouraged groups of young people from the different townships
to use it like an “arts manual.”18 It was filled with topics
of provocation and organisational questions aimed at building
a socially aware theatre practice. Its thematic topics  —  ranging
from “Speaking Our Minds” to “The Search for Character”
to “The Culture of Space”  —  were an attempt to democratise
culture and, specifically, theatre. Theatre was used as
a medium to pedagogically open up debates on research
methods, culture, society, and community, challenging
young people—our primary audience—to develop enquiring
minds. Crucially, “The Creative Act” sought to fill a gap
in the traditional schooling system and to speak to youth
in a language and with an ethos they were starved of. Hence,
this political consciousness was intertwined with a sense
of self-awareness and self-affirmation. For that reason, the
questions the series posed built social cohesion, challenging
the political rhetoric of the regime. As a critical mass grew
in opposition to the false paradigm of apartheid, the Afrikaner
regime became increasingly desperate to maintain power;
hence, as artists, we became caught in a civil war. This
meant we had to be cautious in seeking artistic methods
of dialogue, challenging the regime’s enmity, and helping
to build a human culture of democracy.
After the successful publication of “The Creative Act”
series, its readership grew, made up of young arts people
in the township communities. As a result, the Adopt–aGroup project was initiated to help these groups and assist
the work begun by “The Creative Act.” This was a mobile
team of two artists who went out to help guide the various
community art youth groups. The actor and writer Prince
Massingham, whom I mentioned previously, was one
of the Adopt-a- Group facilitators.
The bulk of my involvement with the Afrika Cultural
Centre revolved around the fact that I was the only visual
artist, so I had the task of developing children’s art workshops. We started this series by first working with preschool children, investigating various international methodologies and researching pedagogies that had relevance
to the children we were working with. The integrated arts
approach we developed encouraged the medium of play,
self-expression, and self-assessment. I also developed
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and coordinated the Young People Creative Arts
Project (YPCAW), which also used this integrated art
process, with children between eight and twelve years
old as part of a Saturday programme at the Afrika
Cultural Centre.
By 1994, the activist hero in the new South Africa
was starting to be replaced by the rise of the celebrity
and VIP politician. Social poverty was no longer a political,
structural problem, but rather the individual was blamed
for not possessing the necessary drive and motivation
to improve their lives. The poor were demonised and
seen as morally depraved. One’s poverty was the result
of one’s lack of work ethic. Some of the Afrika Cultural
Centre’s public art projects, such as the Children’s
Carnivals (1990 – 95), which designed costumes out of
recycled materials, unfortunately ended up being used
by government officials for their own opportunistic
political campaigns, to promote their ostensible loyalty
to the country’s disadvantaged communities.
6. Art as Research, Research as Art:
The Return to Drawing
My return to drawing as a core activity in 1995 through
to 2015 allowed me to build on my early foundations.
My aim was to reconnect the body with drawing on paper.
It became an exercise to work through my history as an
artist. My body was carrying unresolved thoughts fuelled
by emotions. Some events are forgotten, some float to the
top. But nothing was congealing to become memory yet.
The promise of the struggle was seductive, yet always
contradictory. Sometimes, in the 1980s, I found myself
caught inside a riot or protest — and I saw myself watching,
confused about how fear worked. My relationship to
uniformed police and rabble-rousing singing, clenched
fists in the air, drowning in tear gas — what was it?
Drawing gave me the personal language of artistic
research to collate, comprehend, and collapse time. I started
to reconsider my multifarious experiences as a “socially
engaged a rtist” (I am uncomfortable with its claim) and
my work with various art participants and social contexts
over the years, to test and retest assumptions, givens,
and constructions of what constitutes art practice.
Drawing was something I did, something that I found
solace in, without effort or compulsion. It took me a while
to leave the Afrika Cultural Centre; however, when I did
leave, in 1995, my experiences working with children
and using paint as play allowed me to see the significance
of direct action in drawing, to be immediate in my drawing
action. My lesson was not stylistic, or pedagogic. Painting
or drawing — it did not matter what I was doing, for
there is no distinction. The time spent painting was
always playtime with each other, or even one’s own
self. In this action of painting there was comfort and
companionship.
When I look at the reasons for my return to drawing, it
was not only because I was able to use the cheapest Chinese
ink. No, it was about returning to my core activity. I thought
describing my drawing in terms of language would give
rise to a metaphorical connection. I used to look for another
grammar to make a mark. But that was just “art speak.”

 anguage represents an agreed code of communicating.
L
Yet in my drawing, I am not concerned with communicating
an idea or thought. It is more a series of evocations, sensations that allow the viewer to unconsciously travel to places,
to explore their imaginations. The drawings started first
with black shoe polish, waxing and buffing the surface —
to a shine, nothing more. The great optical scientist Hermann
von Helmholtz said emphatically in 1856: “Black is a sensation, even if it is produced by the entire absence of light.
The sensation of black is distinctively different from
the lack of all sensations.”19
My challenge was to remove my hand, including my whole
body. The hand-mind dichotomy, and especially the body,
had to go. My gesture was to start removing myself from
the mark-making process. So the drawings are about
surface rather than mark making.
This practice is one I have kept up for almost twenty-five
years, which I have to wash away each time I want to
start a new piece. The drawings are larger, still “disrupting
whiteness,” as the writer and filmmaker Bhekizizwe
Peterson writes in the exhibition catalogue Fault Lines:
Contemporary African Art and Shifting Landscapes,20 in relation
to my exhibition Painting on Water (2003), presented as
part of the 50th Venice Biennale in 2003.21
Conclusion
“I watch my dad die and my mom say goodbye.”22
Ultimately I have learned from my practice of drawing
that it provides its own space for contemplation. It is about
being brave enough to let things happen.
In a recent BBC Radio 4 programme, the broadcaster
Mark Tully discussed the fourteenth-century poet and
musician Guillaume de Machaut — who said, “My end is
my beginning and my beginning is my end” — and set his
poem to music. 23 As artists who practise, we have only
ourselves to draw from: maybe it’s the ultimate pedagogical
lesson, the only lesson that is self-directed, without fear
or the need for applause or accolades.
My research project began with retracing my own steps.
This notion reminds me of an old freedom fighter friend
of mine, who once wore his shoes backwards so he
could walk forward, to outfox the regime patrolling the
borders. It worked, or at the very least he was led to believe
it had. Perhaps my impulse to trace backwards comes from
the need to look ahead, which is just as fragile as staying
in the past. In the end, both are gestures that I have sought
to demonstrate in my research. Retracing is an action,
and actions are both direct and immediate, loyal neither
to the past nor to the future.
There is no guarantee that we, like those before us,
won’t allow our ambitions, or neuroses, to bask in the
glow of our achievements while we stare at our shiny
reflections. Researching and writing this essay became
a wrestling with my own contradictions, and frustration
with a language that has no words for what I feel.
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Each generation claims agency, yet agency is borrowed
from one generation and is passed on to another. The
retrieval gesture, or the gesture of retrieval, which my
drawings and Archive share, is both tangible and intangible.
Hence the lightness of gestures is in their continuous
motion, always with the ability to reverberate with future
generations.

Art, like pedagogy, has always been aware of this
tussle, of the poverty of thought. Therefore, both
art and pedagogy always nurture a space for revolution,
a place of not thinking, a place for subverting feelings.
It makes one run from the body and to the body, and
understand that we are holistic human beings, in
a complex chaotic ecosystem, with our biosphere’s
skin as fragile as a bubble.
Pedagogy is the quest to go back to the cosmology
of being human, to refire neurons that change what
is possible — and not just in the ways we might
anticipate.
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GÅNGEN

Introduction
In this text, I will analyse the foundational ideas,
contexts, and references behind my exam project for the
Master of Fine Arts in Critical & Pedagogical Studies
(CPS programme).
Which pedagogical strategies are or can be used in artistic
models? This question has been taking shape during the
group discussions that were part of the CPS programme.
My focus consists of moving the question out of the art
field and opening it up to the field of education, addressing
some of the following questions to school teachers: What
happens when I suggest testing different artistic strategies
— which may, for example, be performative — and finding
translations to teaching? How will this experience affect
the teaching process?
The urge for this exploration comes from my position
as an artist and as a teacher who is active in both fields.
As an artist, I am interested in the gap between educational
and artistic strategies. A strategy is a plan, a method,
a route, and a journey. The journey of education can
be very different from the journey that an artist transits
on subject, to context, to form. However, I want to explore
the different possibilities of art and pedagogy as woven
together in the context of school education. I have been
working as a Fritids (after-school) teacher since I started
the CPS programme at Malmö Art Academy. Over time,
these two activities naturally began feeding into each
other. Whenever I was reflecting on pedagogy at the Art
Academy, I had in mind my practice as a Fritids teacher;
and, conversely, whenever I was reflecting on the position
of art in education, I was considering the CPS programme
and my practice as an artist in relationship to it. As a result,
I identified this situation as an opportunity to root my
practice and develop my exam project.
Gången, the title of my exam project, is borrowed from
the Swedish word for “event,” “corridor,” and “exit.”
All these different meanings have contributed to the foundation of my exam project. Gången was divided into two
parts, and throughout this text, I will use two different terms
when referring to them. The first part, the Gången Sessions,
describes the site-specific intervention and the sessions at
Bladins International School of Malmö, and the second, the
Gången Event, refers to the panel discussion and performative intervention at Moderna Museet in Malmö. The Gången
Sessions consisted of six one-hour sessions developed in
the context of the Fritids school programme at Bladins.
These sessions appropriated the educational form of the
training courses usually offered within the framework of
professional development for school employees. In this
temporary f ramework, I asked Fritids teachers to

experiment with artistic strategies so as to review notions
around aesthetic education in the Fritids system. My
proposal was to rethink these aesthetic educational aspects
and imagine crossovers between the Fritids education
curriculum and artistic practices. The Gången Event
was a translation to a secondary audience of the Gången
Sessions through a public event at Moderna Museet.
The event consisted of a presentation, a panel discussion
with Fritids teachers from Bladins who participated in the
Gången Sessions, and a performative intervention.
A follow-up question I would like to address in this
project is: When does art become education, and, conversely,
when does education become art? In this regard, one of
the notions I have used in this exam project is the concept
of “art thinking,” as formulated by the artist Luis Camnitzer
in his text “Thinking about Art Thinking.” He states,
“Art thinking is much more than art: it is a meta-discipline
that is there to help expand the limits of other forms
of thinking.”1 Camnitzer describes art thinking as a way
of rethinking art education from a critical position and
from a desire to liberate it from the endeavours of
productive and social behaviour.
Art thinking in educational institutions can be implemented as way of increasing productivity, efficiency, and
the production of value (as innovation and cultural capital).
In this sense, artists using educational forms, methodologies, and pedagogical strategies are at the forefront of that
initiative. For example, in the 1960s, as part of the Fluxus
movement in California and the inception of art thinking,
happenings and performances were used in different
schooling models in order to destabilise authoritative learning environments. Back then, the arts were a lifeline used
to conceive new strategies to bring about new educational
models as well as within art to test new fields for social and
educational transformation. For instance, we may look at
Allan Kaprow’s Project Other Ways (1968 – 69), an intervention
into the American public school system, which, in the words
of the curator and art historian Vesna Krstich, “sought to
introduce Happenings into the existing high school curriculum and to better train educators to deliver more engaging
art programmes.”2 According Krstich, in Kaprow’s project,
“happenings were envisioned as a social and playful method
of interaction, one that could be implemented into the
school system as a ‘general curricular tool.’”3
Later on, in the beginning of the 2000s and in the context of
the Bologna Process in education,4 the art world experienced
a so-called educational turn, centred around a variety of
artists adopting into their practices educational forms such
as lectures, workshops, and group discussions, as well
as borrowing processes and methodologies from alternative
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pedagogical frameworks, such as critical pedagogy.5
Both forms and uses of such methodologies were applied
to transform art institutions into educational platforms as
way to initiate alternative ways of sharing knowledge.6
Above all, in my work and in the particular case of Gången,
I am interested in looking at the strategies and moments
through which art and education converge, stretching
this gap, and delving into it.
In the next section, I will offer a series of reflections
on the different Gången Sessions in relation to the notion
of art thinking and elaborate on my position as an artist and
a teacher and the pedagogical alignments between the two.
Additionally, I will reflect on the Gången Event at Moderna
Museet in Malmö.
1. Gången: Exam Project
Gången could be defined as a “transpedagogic” project,
a term coined by the artist Pablo Helguera and expanded
upon in his book Education for Socially Engaged Art.7
Helguera uses the term “transpedagogy” to define the
kinds of projects created by artists and collectives that focus
on social processes of exchange and blur the boundaries
between educational processes and art making. In this sense,
Gången is a hybrid and polymorphic project situated between
a site-specific intervention, an educational journey, and a
performative presentation of these processes and reflections
in a public event.
As described above, the context for the Gången Sessions
is the Fritids programme at Bladins International School.
Within the Swedish education system, Fritids is dedicated
to offering meaningful leisure time to students in the
primary and middle school years. In the landscape of this
education system, Fritids occupies a liminal space between
caring and educational tasks and school training, before
and after regular school lessons start and finish. Paradoxically, the etymological root of the English word “school”
is connected with the Greek word “scholé,” which means
leisure. According to Aristotle, life is divided into two areas:
time for non-leisure (a-scholia) and time for leisure (scholé).8
In contemporary times, “leisure” is understood as a means
of escaping work and school, whereas in ancient times,
leisure was a significant time to discover the true self.9
In ancient Greece and in a patriarchal society built on slave
labour, leisure was likely specifically understood as a time
for daydreaming, for creating, for playing, and as a space
for critical thinking. In this regard, in the present text and in
my exam project, I wish to reflect on my practice in relation
to one contemporary institution operating with notions
around both leisure and education: Fritids, the Swedish
after-school programme. I think a more accurate way
to understand the term “leisure time” as used by Fritids
is by referring to it as “free time,” or “after-school time.”
In any case, this time is a limbo and in-between space where
children are not expected to be productive, but, nevertheless,
some important educational and pedagogical aims are still
involved.
In examining the role of Fritids in Swedish society, I will
briefly address its historical roots. The contemporary Fritids
programme has its origins in a charity project founded by
Anna Hierta-Retzius in Stockholm in 1887.10 This initiative
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was initially designed to offer a space for the children of
working single mothers and to look after them while their
mothers were at work. The program’s aim was to allow
schoolchildren to spend time around adults who could
help them complete homework and teach them handicrafts.
Since its inception, the Swedish welfare system has enabled
most families in the country to have access to this service.
Although it is not completely subsidised, the service has
evolved according to the current needs of the diverse family
units with different income levels in Swedish democratic
society.
Fritids school programmes across Sweden are very different from one another. Each programme’s syllabus depends
mainly on the teachers running the programme and their
level of engagement with the hosting school. While practical
applications differ, the underlying methodology of Fritids
falls under the scope of “learning through play.”11 Pedagogues such as Friedrich Froebel, John Dewey, and Maria
Montessori believe that playing “promotes agency, imagination, exploration and social awareness.”12 The curriculum
of Fritids is a compendium of general guidelines and
frameworks that orient the teachers in their intention to
offer a recreational learning environment for the students.
In general, the Fritids service is usually perceived as a more
relaxed, results-orientated education system than the average school education.
Since 2017, Fritids has developed a curriculum independent
from that of the national school system. According to the
Swedish law regulating Fritids, the educational processes
in Fritids should contain creative and aesthetic forms of
expression that allow students to develop areas of creation
and self-expression, such as:
Creation through various aesthetic forms of expression,
such as play, visual arts, music, dance, and drama.
Use of different materials, tools, and techniques
to create and express yourself.
Interpretation and discussion of various aesthetic
expressions.
Use of digital tools for the production of various
aesthetic expressions.13
With all this in mind, for the presentation of the Gången
project to Fritids teachers, I found that drawing a mind
map of the proposed Gången Sessions and Gången Event at
Moderna Museet was the first decisive step. The individual
words situated on the mind map came together to offer
a framework and a starting point to our future dialogues
for the whole process of the project. After this, I presented
this framework to the Fritids personnel at Bladins
International School in a staff meeting.
During the Gången Sessions and also during the followup sessions for the Gången Event, I worked together
with seven engaged and committed teachers: Martina
Bacúrová (30, psychologist), Seddy Mboneko (30, teacher),
Farhad Refahi (30, public policy researcher), Carlos Crespo
(29, psychologist), Monica Rundcrantz (52, drama education
teacher), Mia-Maria Andersson (51, drama teacher), and
Jolanta Hryszko-Zurawska (55, teacher), without whose
participation and engagement this project would not have
been possible.
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As the sessions went on, the diversity of contributions
from teacher participants created new encounters and
responsibilities, causing the mind map to branch out into
different strategies and allowing collective input to emerge.
Space for reflection was carved into the design of each
session, which also allowed the teachers to bring their own
ideas. In this project, offering that space, as well as allowing
the teachers to engage with their own ideas and the process,
was crucial. In my opinion, creating this space for collective reflection is a way to attempt to shape modes of social
interaction.
1.1 The Gången Sessions at Bladins International School
For the Gången Sessions, I took over a space of twenty square
metres at the end of a corridor in the basement of Bladins
International School. My aim was to create a site-specific
intervention and an area for hosting meetings with the
teachers. The spatial intervention consisted of covering one
of the walls of this area with blackboard paint and pulling
old school furniture, tables, and chairs out of storage to use
in the sessions. I also painted some parts of the furniture,
such as table surfaces and the backs of chairs, to likewise
transform them into blackboards. After the transformation,
the corridor looked like a typical classroom, but with scaled
elements such as the blackboard wall and its expansion
onto the painted furniture. This site-specific intervention
functioned as an initial setup for the use of the corridor space
over the following weeks.
Throughout the duration of the Gången Sessions, kids hung
out and used the transformed space, which remained open
at all times. They seemed to perceive the space in a different
way than they did before. According to most of the teachers,
this part of the corridor, which is where the kids normally
run and mess around, slowly began acquiring other connotations and uses. When the Gången Sessions finished, the school
kept the space as we had left it.
In a school building, education happens inside the
classrooms, while the corridors are mere transitional
zones. Fritids, however, uses the architecture of the school
in different ways. In this sense, I am interested in the idea
of using spaces as facilitators or inhibitors of experiences
and as products of interrelations, as described by the
educator Loris Malaguzzi:
We need to produce situations in which children
learn by themselves, in which children can take
advantage of their own knowledge and resources… .
We need to define the role of the adult, not as a
transmitter, but as a creator of relationship — relationships not only between people but also between
things, between thoughts, with the environment.14
Sociologist and philosopher Henri Lefebvre in The
Production of Space points out that spaces are the product
of social and material relations.15 In general, classrooms
and corridors concretise school relations in aesthetics terms,
for example, in the clarifications of lessons using the blackboard. In the case of Fritids, since it happens in the same
architecture as the school, the children still use the classrooms, but these spaces usually take on purposes besides
facilitating school lessons. For example, the children may
want to use the blackboards for drawing and writing freely,

or as a tool for role-playing games in which they are the
teachers giving lessons to other children. Corridors often
simply become a space for chasing each other.
In addition to the site-specific installation, I designed six
sessions for the teachers participating in the Gången Sessions
at Bladins, each employing a different artistic strategy:
appropriation of language, copying, performance (human
sculptures), manifesto writing, and documentation. Some of
these strategies were translated directly from my own artistic
practice, which I have developed through collaborative and
participatory projects. Some other strategies come from
my internship at Index — The Swedish Contemporary
Art Foundation in Stockholm. During my internship,
I was the assistant and facilitator of the summer school
And Forever And,16 for which I facilitated a session of
collective writing and the exhibition And Tomorrow And,17
and assistant of the learning seminar “The Urge, the
Echo — Reverberations of Learning Practices,”18 for which
I presented a workshop called “Composting Utopian
Archives.” This workshop experimented with the idea
of composting words, thoughts, and language, asking the
participants to read and elaborate on texts related to the
concept of utopia. The group learned new ways of looking
at utopian ideas through a personal archive of utopian
texts.
Besides the six artistic strategies I proposed, during
the Gången Sessions we explored the following questions:
What is the aesthetic of Fritids? What aesthetic education
do we teach at Fritids? I wanted to use these questions
to provoke reflections around our practices as facilitators
of aesthetic expressions, as well as to question the arts
and crafts model and the drama lessons in which all of
this “aesthetic education” seems to be invested in the afterschool context. While activating this questioning process
was my initiative, the teacher participants fully embraced
the mission when I presented the Gången project to
all Fritids personnel in a staff meeting at the beginning
of January 2019. During the Gången Sessions, in order
to promote a sense of personal agency in the participants,
I initiated dialogue around the “aesthetic education”
in Fritids and, as a result of these conversations, one
of the teachers shared afterwards: “I have initiated an art
project with the students for the sake of the artistic experience (rather than being outcome based, as I previously
assumed was required).”19 For me, this addresses a change
in his teaching approaches due to his involvement with
Gången.
In the following sections, I will introduce a chronological
presentation of the sessions.
Session 1, January 25, 2019
Presentation of the PDGY toolboxes;
Appropriation of language
I met the teacher participants for the first time on
January 25. I could see the excitement and some tiredness
in their eyes — not such a strange combination, I thought,
on a Friday afternoon, after yet another intensive week of
work. At that point, I became aware that devising strategies
to cope with low moods would be necessary in the coming
sessions. The reason for this is simple: teachers have a
tight schedule, most of them have break duty before and
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after the sessions, and they usually have to run off to
attend planning meetings. Even though the group seemed
motivated and curious, keeping the focus of the sessions
certainly became a challenge.
We did not need introductions, as we all know each other
from the school. However, we did need to find a way to
“find ourselves in the space.”
A practice I learned from my internship at Index is the
rearranging of physical space.20 What I find very interesting
about this practice is that it has the potential to create
spontaneous moments of connection between the participants. They found tables and chairs stored in a corner, so
they needed to help each other carry them and n
 egotiate
together how the space should look for that day. The
participants in this case placed the tables at the end of the
corridor, distributing the chairs in different ways. After
this exercise, I handed out basic toolboxes, each branded
with the phrase “PDGY toolbox” (pedagogy toolbox),
and asked the teachers to think about them as if they were
real toolboxes. I explained, “You can put inside anything
and everything that represents a tool for you. The peda
gogical tools symbolise what you would like to keep with
you from the sessions and that you could use in your
future teaching practice.” The PDGY toolboxes are a tool
for dialogue with oneself and with the experience, but also
a way for participants to materialise their thoughts during
the process. The question that triggers this dialogue is:
What would you put in your toolbox today? This method
is yet another layer that implies engagement. The goal
of every session was to create one pedagogical tool that
the teachers could use in educational practices. The items
resulting from the PDGY toolbox process included, for
example, an origami paper game, a piece of chalk, and
a small handmade book. All symbolise a specific moment
from the sessions.
The art historian Grant H. Kester in his book Conversation Pieces refers to “dialogical aesthetics” as the a esthetics
located beyond the physical conditions of the work of
art, usually implicit in performative and collaborative art
practices.21 He provides the example of the work Intervention in a School (1995 – 96) by the Vienna-based art collective
WochenKlausur. The collective designs interventions that
have concrete goals to achieve in the social field, and in
such a project, they involve a “process of consultation and
action organised around the collective rethinking of spaces
of every day.”22 Together with students from a Viennese
secondary school, WockhenKlausur engaged in a dialogue
to come up with propositions for the redesigning of the
students’ classrooms.23 According to the collective, the
problem addressed by this project was the lack of student
representation in decisions regarding their spaces. In the
Gången Sessions, this type of dialogue as praxis included the
agreement of and negotiations with the management and
Fritids personnel of the Bladins International School on, for
example, the intervention in the corridor. Gången, in general,
comprised a compendium of dialogues that will continue
to produce results in the long term. One of the teachers, for
example, claimed, “I have not really come to implement the
artistic tool yet, as the experience is so recent.”24
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The next exercise consisted of reflecting on the ways in
which we were naming our ways of working as a group.25
Whenever speaking in an educational or other p
 rofessional
context, people use coded language, and the specific
professional vocabulary of different fields is usually
not subjected to a process of breaking down the precise
meanings and connotations of the words used. Playing
with words by deforming and transforming them was used
in this session to look at the similarities and differences
between each teacher participant’s understandings of the
terms. I prepared in advance a list of terms and words,
all of which came from Fritids communications, meetings,
and documents. Some words were taken from our emails
and others from legislation on Fritids and bibliographies
on education — but all of them connected with the naming
of an everyday practice we use in Fritids. For example,
some words we used were: meaningful leisure time, arts
and crafts, socioemotional environment, incident report,
playground, collaborative planning, educational dialogue,
and new routines.
The instructions for the exercise were: Working in pairs,
analyse the terms and write down the connotations and
definitions the words contain. Then, discuss and help each
other to define the words to finally give a name to your
formulations. Think about how it sounds and write it down.
This is just a strategy to share and recreate common ground
and understandings and to challenge the language and
to play with it.
Session 2, February 1, 2019
Copying as a visual artistic strategy
The central concept for this day was defining what
I termed “the aesthetics of free time.” I asked the teacher
participants to bring images or pictures they had taken
during their free time. Then we discussed: What do we
think of and see as “free time”? How is free time represented
in different contemporary art practices? Do we understand
playing as an aesthetic form? What are the aesthetics of
playfulness?
After thinking about our own definitions of “free time,”
we looked at examples in contemporary art and art history
that deal with the concept in question. These included,
for example, The Model (1980) by Palle Nielsen, an installation work of a playground at Moderna Museet in Stockholm;
Blind Man’s Bluff (1789) by Francisco Goya, a baroque oil
painting of an outdoor dance; The Garden of Earthly Delights
(1490 – 1500) by Hieronymus Bosch, depicting a scene of
mass indulgence; and an ancient Greek black amphora
(two-handled jar) with Ajax and Achilles playing a game
(540 – 530 BCE) by the vase painter Exekias.
We talked about these artworks and their references
and compared them to our own pictures and similarities
in thinking. For example, one of the pictures from the
teachers showed people playing games, much in the
way of the ancient Greek amphora. I suggested that the
teachers use the artwork examples to get inspired about
their e ducational practices. We also reflected on how much
the ways we spend our free time are integrated into our
choices of activities with the kids.
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Session 3, February 8, 2019
Everyday utopia;
Human sculptures as a performance strategy
For this session, I decided to invite the participants to play.
I wanted them to imagine the space of Gången as a space
without walls, a place where we could project our favourite
pastimes and leisure activities. A place to forget the conundrums of everyday life. For this session, I asked the teachers
to bring one object that represented their free time. “It could
be anything,” I explained, “from something connected
with your favourite sport to the coin you flip when
you can’t decide which movie you’re going to watch
on Saturday night.”26 The objects the teachers brought
became the foundation for the performative exercises
we experimented through in this session.
The selected objects included a series of crocheted
hacky-sack balls for juggling, a board game, a pair of
goggles, an umbrella, a box full of sand from the beach,
stones, tinsel, pine cones, battery-powered artificial
candles, hair extensions, photographs of friends, and
a children’s book. We used all of these elements to
play a game of human sculptures. The rules were the
following: As if we are in a sculpture academy, each
of the participants will sculpt their partner, taking turns.
He or she will use the objects that the other person has
brought to create the scene. All of the sculptors will look
at the scenes they have created and exchange impressions
about them, including on the composition and content.
Then we will switch roles and continue.
We formed eight different human sculptures in total,
and they were all useful for appreciating details about the
personal tastes of each teacher and for opening up dialogues
around our desired ways of using our free time.
Session 4, February 15, 2019
Frames and laws; Standing on rocks;
Collective narration as an art strategy
To start this session, I wrote the following on the
chalkboard wall:
We stand on the shoulders of giants. Generations
of teachers, educators, philosophers, humanists,
(write here the name of one person you look up to).
We stand on the shoulders of them all in order
to look further afield. Nonetheless, we also stand
on our precious feet, and we aware that every
step is a new step on our way. Do you want
to dance?27
Then we discussed the following questions: How can we
share our own knowledge? That is, we already have knowledge about aesthetics, and we already have experience in
providing activities and learning situations for the students
connected with “aesthetic education” — how we can share
this with others? The suggestion for this session was that,
for one hour, we would write one story from our m
 emories
connected to an aesthetic realisation in an educational
context. We then discussed them with each other and
thought about why we chose to write about that particular
moment. This was an open invitation for teachers to share
their expertise and their experiences as educators and
teachers.

One of the shared stories was about sharing a moment
of discovering the world with a student. The teacher
was in a park with one of her students, and she showed
the student waterdrops held in the branches of a tree.
Then the student replied to her, “Listen, listen to the
sounds the drops make when they are falling from the
branch.”28
Session 5, March 1, 2019
Manifestos; Collaborative writing as a group strategy
Manifestos are effective tools that give voice to a society;
they are a means of expression and a way for social, political,
and artistic groups to make specific claims. Following this
logic, artists can also write their own manifestos from an
individual position, whether they do it through words
or through action. And what about teachers? This session
was an adaptation of the session “I do care. I promise.
I compromise. Co-writing on future com-promises,” which
I ran as part of the And Forever And summer school at
Index in 2018.29
To begin the exercise, I presented some tools that
I believed could help start a dialogue. My tools was a
bundle of A1-size handwritten posters featuring two texts.
Each poster helped me to present ideas behind co-creation
and to open up a dialogue about togetherness. The first
poster, with a quote from Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland,
presented an excerpt of dialogue between the Cheshire
Cat and Alice:
“Would you tell me, please, which way I ought to
go from here?” said Alice. “That depends a good deal
on where you want to get to,” said the cat. “I don’t
much care where,” said Alice. “Then it doesn’t much
matter which way you go,” said the cat.30
The second poster contained a word game, where the
word “I” is shaped out of the letter “E” of the word “WE,”
so it is possible to read “WE” and “I” at the same time.
The goal of this session was to test an equal relationship
where we all participated on the same level. When addressing the issue of equality, I think of the terms used by the
philosopher Jacques Rancière: “The artist needs equality
as the explicator needs inequality.”31 This sense of equality
actually put me in a more active role of constantly rethinking
and re-evaluating my own position, which I think is one of
the key aspects of critical pedagogy. My reflections in this
sense affected the type of communication I used, which
was relaxed and inquisitive, and how I shaped my language,
and thus my thinking, based on the participants’ questions
and non-verbal feedback.
After the presentation, we played the “exquisite corpse”
game. Each of us wrote a sentence that followed on from
the last line of the previous participant without reading the
whole piece. Some of the sentences of this exercise were
included in the final manifesto we created together, but at
this point in the session, we weren’t aware our words might
be used in this way.
After this exercise, I asked the participants to individually
come up with at least six basic rules for the co-writing task
we were going to undertake next. They then selected the
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ones that they found most helpful and stimulating to start
the co-writing, such as, “include at least one of these words
in the sentence: everyone, everybody, everything.” This
particular rule was one that ended up being used as a guide
from the beginning to the end of the writing process. The
rest of the suggestions were used as guidelines at the starting
point, but eventually became discarded by the group when
they were no longer needed. Both the rules and the game
gave the participants a solid foundation to feel comfortable
and safe in the co-writing of the manifesto that followed.
The manifesto that resulted from the process is:
1. We value everything and everyone in this
		 educational journey.
2. Everyone plays every day.
3. Create and provide free space for everyone
		 to do everything every day.
4. We evolve free space for inquisitive dreaming.
5. We change our games throughout the passage
		 to the light. Freedom!
6. We create a free space to care and think.
Session 6, March 8, 2019
Presentation of the PDGY toolboxes
For the final session, I originally planned a documentation
session involving taking photos and finding hierarchies
and relations between the objects of the PDGY toolboxes,
but I ultimately decided not to do it. Instead, I concluded it
would be more beneficial for the group to share and present
the contents of our PDGY toolboxes in a common dialogue.
This made me realise that changing plans and adapting
to the needs of the process is part of my own pedagogical
strategy. The final session became a reflection on what had
worked for the participants and an exchange of experiences.
We asked each other: What has given you wings to think
and act further? Instead of suggesting we visually document
the contents of the toolboxes, I proposed we record the
session’s conversation. This recording then became the base
for the “DJ of Memories” activity during the Gången Event
at Moderna Museet on April 9, 2019.
1.2. The Gången Event at Moderna Museet:
A Series of Moments — A Performance,
a Panel Discussion, and a Group Dynamic
For the second part of the Gången project, I collaborated
with Moderna Museet in Malmö through organising
a public performance presentation of the Gången Sessions
with an invited audience. One of the reasons I presented my
project at Moderna Museet was to connect Fritids education
with that institution’s educational programmes, since no
connection between the two initiatives previously existed.
Another reason is that Moderna Museet works closely with
teachers and educational institutions interested in art
education all around Skåne.
As part of the preparations for the Gången Event at
Moderna, I carried out follow-up meetings with the teacher
participants of the Gången Sessions. In these meetings we
agreed to a series of participation models for the event.
While some of the teachers decided to show their PDGY
toolboxes, giving me permission to elaborate on their
contents, others decided to participate in the panel discussion. During the presentation of the Gången Sessions at
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Moderna, the latter became both a co-creator and a spectator,
which I will elaborate on later in this section.
The Gången Event part of the project addressed a “secondary
audience” — to borrow art historian Claire Bishop’s term32
— that I define as an “educational community.” In the case of
the Gången Event, the educational community was composed
of agents such as educators and curators working in the
museum, konsthalls, and other art centres; artists involved
with education in general; the personnel of the Fritids
programme; and the teachers who participated in the
Gången Sessions. The event itself was also a way to continue
the conversations initiated with the teachers, thus furthering
the process of co-creation in the presentation of the project.
The Gången Event at Moderna was presented to its secondary
audience as a selection of different elements of the Gången
Sessions, which worked as brushstrokes of colour, helping
the narration process without becoming too literal. Materialisations, such as the furniture used in the Gången Sessions and
recorded sounds from the Fritids environment, invited the
audience into a universe inhabited by the teacher participant. To recreate the Gången Sessions at Bladins International
School within a new choral universe, the acts of transporting,
bringing, and mediating were essential.
As Bishop states in her book Artificial Hells, participatory
art has two levels of communicative capacity: the first
addresses the participants of the project, and the second is
aimed at the secondary audience, or the spectators. To reach
this secondary audience, participatory art usually requires
a component that is an object, image, story, film, or even
a spectacle.33 The issues and challenges entailed in bringing
back accounts of such experiences and processes encountered live by participants have been widely addressed by
different artists and critics since the 2000s, the moment when
participatory art practices began to gain traction within the
contemporary art world. Many of the concerns centre around
interpretation and reception of the artwork. Thus, in this
context, the presentation of participatory art to secondary
audiences can lead to symbolic simplifications of the works,
since the difficulties primarily exist in relation to the communicative processes of participatory art. For the spectators, it
is the experience of being a participant that is itself missing,
and that is the challenge: to be able to communicate this
facet of the work to the secondary audience.
In this sense, I decided that the Gången Event would
function as a materialisation of different moments, as an
experiential collage bringing the Gången Sessions together
and using the testimonies of the participants as the core
content. This choice was based on the experience I had
in a 2018 CPS workshop titled “Invitations to Unlearn,”
held as part of the Schools of Tomorrow conference at Haus
der Kulturen der Welt in Berlin. For the Schools of Tomorrow
project, the CPS class presented an intense listening space,
created through a collective design process, that provided
a platform for a multitude of voices to explore thoughts,
doubts, and desires around the potential intersections
between art and education. To devise the workshop,
the class worked with collectively decided scores that
addressed different priorities.34
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For the Gången Event, my aim was to create a similar type
of space. When arriving to the Loading Dock, a special
room that Moderna uses for presentations and talks where
the event was held, the audience encountered a typical
scene at a Fritids school: the mellanmål or snack time. Three
tables were set up like a school canteen, and I stood at one
of them cutting some fruit. I wore a T-shirt identifying me as
a “FRITIDS PEDAGOG” (Fritids teacher), and I invited the
audience to enjoy a snack while I briefly presented the
activities that made up the event. Following this presentation, I asked the event participants to reorganise the furniture
in the room, just as I had asked the teachers to do during
the Gången Sessions. I asked them to arrange the furniture
for the next activity, the “DJ of Memories.”
The DJ performance consisted of a twenty-five-minute set,
wherein the audience bore witness to a spectacle in which
visual and aural information was shared: the emails sent
to the teacher participants to organise the different sessions
were displayed alongside their recorded testimonies, which
were mixed and disrupted with some pre-recorded beats
and loops. The collected testimonies are diverse, and they
present differing opinions around the modes of aesthetic
education developed at Fritids. The manifesto written
by the teachers was also shared as part of this mix. Most
of the recorded materials came from our last session at
Bladins and, consequently, revolved around the teachers’
presentations of the contents of their PDGY toolboxes.
On two occasions, the rhythm of the DJ session was interrupted, first to include a reading of one of the proposed
instructions used to guide one of the sessions, and, secondly,
to include my own testimony of the process, based on my
memories of the events that took place during the Gången
Sessions as well as my impressions of all that Gången had
meant to the group. In this last, live intervention, I remove
my FRITIDS PEDAGOG T-shirt to reveal a new top, which
read: “FRITIDS KONSTNÄR” (Fritids artist). Through this
gesture, I aimed to display the positions I inhabited while
I was in charge of the artistic process of the Gången Sessions.
(Note: the session instructions and the testimony are
included in the Appendixes.)
In his article “Don’t Be Fooled by Ignorant Schoolmasters:
On the Role of the Teacher in an Emancipatory Education,”
Gert Biesta discusses the role of the teacher in the emancipatory education theory of both Jacques Rancière and Paulo
Freire. According to Biesta, Rancière’s key message is the
notion that emancipatory education is a process in which
“teachers and their teaching are indispensable,”35 thus refuting the most widespread version of education emancipation
as the freedom to learn without formal instruction.
As Pablo Helguera points out when discussing accountability in Education for Socially Engaged Art, “the artist is a teacher,
a leader, an artistic director, a boss, an instigator, and a
benefactor, and these roles must be assumed fully.”36 Thus, it
is important for the artist to be aware that they are bringing
people with different levels of experience or knowledge
into the artistic terrain.37 Biesta’s and Helguera’s reflections
on accountability and presence resonated deeply with me
in my role as the instigator of the Gången Sessions. Their
analyses influenced the way I developed the propositions
and planned the sessions, as well as informed the creation

of the site-specific installation in the basement hallway
of Bladins as a foundation to build the process with the
subsequent intervention of the teachers. The two tops I wore
during the Gången Event, FRITIDS PEDAGOGE and FRITDS
KONSTNÄR, were used to highlight the relations between
the responsibilities and similarities that these two roles share
for me, the most important of which are accountability and
presence.
The last hour of the public event was devoted to a panel
discussion with the teacher participants and the presentation
of the contents of the PDGY toolboxes in a group dynamic.
The panellists discussed the following questions: What have
you learned from your experience in the Gången Sessions?
What types of spaces do we create for the arts within education? How do you think working with artistic strategies has
helped or will help to develop your teaching? The teachers
were very generous with their comments and reflections.
I have used the most pertinent reflections within this text
to support my research.
The group dynamic built around the PDGY toolboxes
consisted of using a yarn — a “PDGY tool” from one
of the teachers — to visually connect all the people in
the audience and to facilitate a round of comments and
reflections on our free time. I started this dynamic by posing
the question: What do you do during your free time? My
aim was to create a sharing moment in which the audience
could offer comments on that topic as well as others raised
during the panel discussion. After this activity, the event
came to a close.
I would like to stress that, in this presentation of the
Gången Event, I considered it necessary to bring the a esthetic
dimension of entertainment and play into the event, in
order to better deal with the question of what a distinctively
“Fritids aesthetic” is. This ludic dimension worked as the
backbone of some of the Gången Sessions. In the space of
the museum, the ludic element was based on actions such
as the transformation of space, the decontextualised use
of furniture, and the translation of simple games into tools
for talking about both the process of the sessions and its
aesthetic. For example, I brought to the Gången Event a jigsaw made out of an image of the corridor with the following
question laid over top: What have you learned from this
experience? We also had colouring sheets printed with other
questions, which were also part of the panel discussion,
such as: Which types of spaces exist for art in schools?
Additionally, I also provided chalk and blackboard surfaces
to write on, thus inviting participants to intervene in the
surfaces of the furniture.
Besides the furniture, the PDGY toolboxes, and the games,
the aesthetic of Fritids was also represented by soundscapes
— the voices of children playing and strolling around the
school corridors. Thus, different recordings made in different
school environments, such as the courtyard and the canteen,
brought their voices into the space of the museum and
turned them into a key element for engaging the Gången
Event secondary audience.
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Closing Thoughts
Allow me to rephrase one on my research questions:
What happens when I suggest testing different artistic
strategies and finding translations to teaching? How
will this experience affect the teachers?
The teacher participants agree that partaking in Gången
has made them contemplate new possibilities, as well
as question usual working patterns and clichés, in the field
of aesthetic education. “Now that I have seen what we can
do, I can’ t stop thinking about new possibilities.” This is the
most common comment I received from both the session
and the event participants.
After my experience with Gången, I think the Fritids
programme can represent an educational space in which
art can inform and be part of educational experiences.
This possibility arises mainly due to its existing teaching
methods centred around play as a learning strategy.
At Fritids, ludic space can be created in order to allow
for any form of artistic thought to fit. But the educational
game played by most traditional schooling institutions
has its limits, because that game is forced to abide
by certain institutional standards, such as curriculum
goals.
In this sense, I think integrating art into education is a
matter of finding spaces where artists are able to negotiate
experimental learning spaces that allow them to work
in this educational context and with institutions. Taking
into account my own experiences as an artist and teacher,
I think institutions that are close to alternative pedagogies
— such as critical pedagogy and, as is the case for Fritids,
to Froebel’s pedagogical ideas38 — are where a balance
between artistic forms and educational play could be
achieved. In this way, art could be included inside education, thus arriving at the state that Luis Camnitzer calls
art thinking. In the case of the Gången Sessions, structured
and participatory dynamics were used to build an experience
I would include within the art thinking category.
As far as immediate effects, I think the different Gången
Sessions have greatly contributed to an improvement of
the services offered at Bladins International School. Among
other things, it created strong links between the teachers
who participated in the project. The project has transformed
part of the Fritids programme itself in two different ways.
Firstly, the teachers have expressed that they lived an
experience that has deeply informed their work and pushed
them to think critically in both their teaching strategies
and their models of conceiving aesthetics. To quote some
of the feedback gathered at the event at Moderna Museet:
“Gången engaged us little by little, taking us down some
unexplored alleyways and into uncharted territories,
opening up possibilities and revealing colleagues as allies
within the framework of a new experience.”39 Secondly,
the Fritids team decided to keep the site-specific installation
in the corridor and use it with their students for different
activities.
In addition to all of the above discussion, I am furthermore aware that I developed this exam work within
state-funded institutions, as an employee at Bladins and a
student at Malmö Art Academy, and I could feel this double
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agency of being a Fritids teacher and an art student blurring
during the entire process of the exam work. The process
as a whole made me aware of the invisible labour that
an artist can produce when working within an institution.
This observation is based on my personal experience and
also is reflected by a comment from one of the panellists:
“It has been valuable though to work alongside an artist
as a colleague… . And having an artist in our working space
helps me reconnect with my artistic side and better connect
with the kids.”40
As part of her PDGY toolbox presentation during the
Gången Event, one of the teachers presented packaging from
a chocolate bar with the word “experience” written on it.
The teacher explained that she had taken the experience
of Gången itself as a tool, adding that she wanted to include
the idea in her pedagogical toolkit that everything is about
experiencing and reflection, and that is when learning
occurs. After that, she wrote a quotation from John Dewey
on one of the chalkboard tables: “Give the pupils something
to do, not something to learn; and the doing is of such a
nature as to demand thinking; learning naturally results.”41
For me, this moment represents an essential part of this
research process, in which I can conclude that art and edu
cation truly met. This melding together was possible inasmuch as the focus of art was the process, and process
is inherent to experience. In this sense, it is in and through
that process that art and education can finally meet.
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Appendixes
1. Session instructions read aloud at the Gången Event.
Approx. 5 min. into the event.
“Playground.” You are now analysing this word. Write down
the connotations and definitions the words contain.
Fun, game, joy, laugh, outdoor, classroom, friendship,
happiness, explore, creativity, freedom, fantasy. Place where
children can be children.
Then discuss and help each other to define the resulting
list of words to finally give a name to your formulations.
Think about how it sounds and write it down.
Boohaha-waw-Juuuju! (Clap)
2. Text I wrote while performing the “DJ of Memories”
activity. Approx. 18 min. into the event.
I am speaking from my memories.
I am telling you about this because it matters.
It matters that it is a corridor,
it matters that we had the capacity to transform leftovers
into treasures.
Reshape, rename, recordis.
Recordis. Recordis in Latin means “to pass it through the
heart again.”
What do I want to bring back?
How to explain what it matters when there is a solo speaker.
Better to bring my memories and mix them up with yours.
Better to listen to the ECHO.
The echo in a school corridor fifty metres long.
Gången is green, green, green school board.
Nothing you see is what it is.
The corridor is no longer a simple way out to somewhere,
it is not.
Is a space for performance and for playing and more.
I am speaking from my memories

Fifty-metre-long corridor, and on one of the walls:
Una franja de color verde que delimita el espacio.
Si entras al pasillo y lo miras desde lejos puedes ver la pared
pizarra que envuelve gången y la linea verde pizarra
que recorre las paredes.
[This text was read in Spanish. My translation:
A green stripe delimiting the space. If one enters the
corridor and one looks at it from far away, one can
see a blackboard wall and the green stripe.]
What are you doing?
I am painting a chalkboard
To put art in the centre is not an easy task, maybe
is not the task.
Perhaps it is not the aim either to see art as lightning
in a moment.
The aim is to infect, to inject, to play, and to entertain.
EDUCATION can flirt and must flirt with art.
Listen, listen
We stand on the shoulders of giants.
We stand on the shoulders of generations of teachers,
educators, humanists to see farther away.
However, we also stand on our precious feet, being aware
that every step is a new step on our own way.
Do you want to dance?
SCHOOL AFTER SCHOOL AFTER SCHOOL AFTER
SCHOOL AFTER.
You gave me something and I give it back to you,
We will build from this feedback
Children play like this, I tag you, you tag me,
and we have fun while running and playing.
You gave me something and I give it back to you, and so on.
What would you put in your toolbox today?
Author’s acknowledgement
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Hyphens and Sight Lines

Introduction
My exam project at Malmö Art Academy is a critical and
pedagogical project about drawing. That is, drawing as
a way of orientation, rather than as a specific medium or
practice. Orientation as in how and what you perceive, what
you turn towards, what field of practice you understand
your doings against, and therefore also as a way of missing
other things, ways, and understandings. Orientation as
understood through the writings of feminist and queer
theorist Sara Ahmed.1
The project itself consists of: five sets of drawing-oriented
exercises; a publication containing descriptions of the
exercises and a text on my thoughts behind the project;
two workshops at Art Lab Gnesta and one at Vårdinge
Folkhögskola; and a series of works made as a part of the
artistic research that led me to formulate the workshops.
While linking to the broader field of drawing practices
and writings on drawing, I have formulated a critical
theory of the concept of the sketch. It builds on a phenomenological understanding of perception and orientation,
primarily focusing on philosopher Edmund Husserl’s
definition of phenomenology as a critical science  —  specifi
cally, on the role he assigns phenomenological reduction
and the experience of variation of qualities as grounds for
criticality2  —  and on Ahmed’s use and understanding of
mood and orientation as means of exclusion and ways of
inhabiting space.3 In correspondence with an understanding
of the metaphor as prelingual4 and of the act of separation
as pre-critical,5 I have defined sketching, not as materiality
and medium, but as a specific trait of perception that is deeply involved with construction and orientation  —  perceiving
experiences as lines. A specific trait of perception that works
(like the metaphor and the act of separation) by upholding
a structure of both being and not being its object, by both
separating and linking at the same time. This constructional
trait of perception is not bound by the image, that is, it does
not aim for imagery but comes before it. It is a boundary

condition6 that makes it possible to imagine, perceive,
and create images. This redefinition of the concept of the
sketch has formed the ground upon which I’ve formulated
the “Hyphens and Sight Lines” pedagogy of drawing.
Formulated in relation to a history of Western drawing
pedagogy that trains primarily visual perception and
thought while putting the hand and body at their disposal,
I seek to put the experience of movement and experience
of variation of qualities at the core of drawing. I have both
looked at the intentions of relational pedagogy  —  which,
in Sweden, is a rather recent field of research that defines
relations as the foundation of human existence, as coming
before the subject and being constitutive for it7  —  and drawn
from pedagogies encountered during my own experiences
with physical theatre, theatre, dance, and collaborative work
to formulate a drawing pedagogy that trains sketching as
a pre-image mode of perception, through working with
presence and bodily awareness, and as doing and building
drawing together.
Process, Part I
Interviews
The research question I initially formulated was:
How can I use one tradition, cause, or understanding
to unlock another? That is, how can I put them in a relation
that doesn’t end up in opposition or parallel existence,
but rather creates possibilities for further devolvement?
How can I use this as a pedagogical method? And what
would the important aspects of such a method be?
Throughout my artistic career, I have made several
drawings playing with pedagogical exercises from other
practices, for example, transforming clowning techniques
into rules for drawing, as well as drawings playing with
perception and definition.8 I have rather liked this way
of working and find that the resulting artwork tends to
reveal core qualities of each of the practices that have

Rebecka Holmström, Hyphens and Sight Lines, 2019. Risograph print of drawing, 23 x 23 cm

Rebecka Holmström, Hyphens and Sight Lines, 2019. Documentation images from workshop mixing “Hyphens” and “Life Lines” material,
8 participants, Art Lab Gnesta, Sweden, April 2019
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been blended together in its making (for example, that
of drawing and that of clown training). I have also found
that I lack a notion of physicality within writings and
discussions on drawing, and I have found that collaborative
drawing gives new inputs and incitements that I find
necessary to be able to develop my work. When starting
out with the current project, I wished to work with this
link to physical practices and also to look at the pedagogical
situation of letting different professions meet through
drawing. To start to think of what I wanted out of the
process and how I could work with it, I undertook four
interviews with people whom I know personally and have
worked with and who each has a link either to physical
practices or to pedagogy in some way: a dancer, a theatre
director, a journalist, and a public sector employee.
These interviews were informal conversations centring
on questions around their skills and experiences in
relation to their professions.
Questions:
What skills do you train in, use, and strive for
in your p
 rofession?
What aims guide you?
What do you need to start working?
What other professions do you interact with through
your work?
How is your relation to those professions formed?
How are decisions made?
How do you know what to decide  —  how to move
on to the next stage in your process?
How do you know when you are done?
The questions were formulated out of my interest in:
Orientation as formative for our hows and whys.
The relation between artistic process and pedagogy.
People’s drive behind, understanding of, and personal
relation to their professions.
The organisational structures of the interviewees’
professions and the relation between these structures
and the process of work that takes place within them.
Holding these interviews helped me develop what my
research focus and questions would be, and prompted me
to return to some material I had previously been working
on in relation to pedagogy and artistic processes. I also
began building material to start an artistic process from the
questions, which I also turned to myself, and scrutinised
my answers through the answers of the others.
Artistic Research
For the second stage of my process, I spent two weeks
going into the material from the interviews, letting it
meet with my own drawing practice, translating methods,
mindsets, and points of view of these other people into
drawing practices. Working with this material was a way for
me to understand the different aspects of such a translation
process, to ground my reflections in my practice, and to
build material for the workshops. The primary focus of this
part of the process was to try out such a translation as a
pedagogical method on myself and within my own work,
to see what I experienced, what it could give, and what
problems it might cause. I started out with the questions:
If I were to look at my own drawing practice while focusing
on aspects of the other interviewees’ practices, what would

I notice? How would that show me my own practice?
This is different from asking what this or that person would
see in my practice; rather, it is a way of getting myself to
look for aspects other than those I usually look for in my
own work. It is a way of reorienting my own perception
through engagement with someone else’s methods. Basically,
I used the interviews as a starting point for making a series
of works as a way to look at my own work and approaches
through theirs. To provide a short summary or interpretation
of their approaches, I would say that, when compared
to one another, the director tended towards a more psychological approach, the dancer towards a more associative,
and both the journalist and public sector worker towards
communicative aspects, the difference between those
two lying in what kind of language each understood
as communicative.
The Works
The works that came out of the above-described process,
all of which I made in early 2019, in different ways explore
my bodily and perceptional orientation in relation to
materials, directions, tools, and drawing. My process
of making the works is also what I oriented myself with
when starting to formulate the sets of exercises.
The Inhabiting Paper Sketches
I began these drawings by drawing without looking,
using tactility instead of sight as my means of feedback.
Exploring different routes and means of such a practice,
I ended up with several shapes, and I found it funny
how they made me think of classic drawings of the Western
art historical canon, like Leonardo da Vinci’s drawing of
a man based on the ancient architect Vitruvius’s description
of proportions  —  which is a work very much based on sight,
looking at harmony and reach. The shapes I ended up
with had a completely different direction than this drawing,
since I had been sitting and standing on the surface of my
drawing, and since I was drawing with my own reach, rather
than depicting somebody else’s. Rather than seeking visually
harmonic proportions of the body, my drawings sought
tendencies of movements from the body.
The Middle of My Foot Leaves No Trace
This drawing came out of my work with the Inhabiting
Paper sketches, a simple shape of graphite on paper
done with the feet, while standing and turning. As the
title i mplies, a space was left untouched just at the centre,
like the stillness in the eye of a storm.
The Inhabiting Paper Videos
This series of video drawings explores distance and movement in relation to a paper the size of my body. The aim
was to investigate the perception of lines and dots through
a bodily relation with paper.
The Dot and the Line
This video drawing was made as a continuation of the
Inhabiting Paper videos. I filmed as I drew a dot and a line
using paper. The continuous movement makes it both very
abstract and very suggestive at the same time, sometimes
reminding me of pictures of planets from space, sometimes
of a pearl, sometimes of strings and atoms. The line that
makes up the edges of the dot at times turns it more into
a circle than a dot. For me, this work was very much a
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realisation that the smallest part of the drawing is
not the dot, but the line, because it contains movement.
Sight Lines
Comprising material for a drawing performance, this work
played with different bodily positions of looking, and later
on played with different ways of drawing or making images
of eyes while finding my way through a room without
looking.
Track Drawings
These are several more drawings made using my feet,
moving them in every possible way over different surfaces
and seeing what kind of tracks they left behind.
It is through my work with these drawings and through
a reflection on my earlier work with drawing that I have
formulated both the critical theory of the sketch and the
pedagogy of drawing that this project entails. It is through
this process that I have brought theory and practice
together.
The Distance of Drawing
Parallel with making the above-described drawings,
I reflected on the concept of distance in relation to d
 rawing.
Together with my own works, this reflection has been
important both for how I situate my work and for my
definition of the sketch. It provided a way for me to think
through the history of drawing practices and what they
have been oriented towards.
Starting out with phenomenologist Maurice Merleau-
Ponty’s words “to see is to have at a distance,”9 I looked
at how distance affects vision and is a means for orientation
through scale, direction, and scope. Specifically, I looked
at a history of Western drawing practices through different
uses of the concept of critical distance; in acoustics,
“critical distance” describes the spot where reverberant
and direct sound arrives simultaneously, so that the listener
hears it as one, which is comparable in visual art to the
point in space from which the illusion of a trompe l’oeil
painting or a perspective drawing works in relation to the
beholder. Critical distance has also been used to describe
a state of mind: an emotional and reflective distance.
In the end, I have tried to renegotiate the use of the
word “distance,” noting that when we talk of distance,
we do not mean any distance; “at a distance” means more
precisely “away from.” This is how we think of emotional
distance and of the critical distance of the mind. My own experience with the distance of drawing  —  and with emotional
distance as well  —  tells me, however, that critical distance
cannot be reached as such. Instead it is a distance that
one arrives at through a “living with.” This living with is
a distance through closeness, through erfarenhet (translated
loosely in English as “experience”), and through sensibility.
It is not a distance that is far away, but rather a distance
of having settled with something and being able to take a
new stance. It is the possibility of moving with or in relation
to something. It is rather, in fact, a presence: a critical presence
as the point from which you can take a stance.

The Workshop Material
Through the first part of my research process, I reflected
on the different ways in which I have been taught drawing:
through croquis and exercises focusing on learning to look
without preconception; through exercises tricking one’s
preconceptions by not looking at what is being drawn
but only at what is being seen; by drawing the spaces
between objects rather than the objects themselves, and so
on. I also reflected on what I do in my own drawing practice,
including working with sound, movement, and interpretation in ways that build on qualities other than that of sight.
Usually I still use sight as feedback from what is being
drawn, but not so much as input from the beginning.
For the process I began in this project, I tried to strip my
own practice of drawing by starting out in the beginnings
of others’ processes.
From these reflections, my work with the interviews,
and the process of making the drawings, I then formulated
a series of workshops: “Inhabiting Paper,” “Hyphens,”
“Life Lines,” “Sight Lines,” and “Memory Drawing.”
The workshops both build on each other and can be used
as freestanding workshops. It is also possible to use them
either as an introduction to a way of thinking and practising
drawing or as a continual training, grounding one’s work.
The workshop material generally aims at training awareness
and collectivity through my redefinition of the sketch.
It builds on the interactions of the participants, although
generally in the shape of a led or moderated workshop.
Rather than training vision, the workshops are built around
exercises that train drawing through presence, movement,
and variation of qualities.
I shall now shortly describe these workshops and where
they stem from. For more thorough descriptions of the
workshop materials, see the Appendix.
Inhabiting Paper
“Inhabiting Paper” is a workshop of exercises exploring
one’s direction, reach, and comfort through the use of paper
and the positioning of the paper and oneself. It also explores
the difference between using sight versus touch as feedback
for drawing, as well as the difference between working
directly with the body versus with a tool.
This exercise arose from my interview with the dancer and
choreographer Kajsa Sandström.10 When talking about her
approach and process, she again and again returned to what
she understands as the beginning of her process: “att inta
rummet.”11 In English, rather than using the term “to occupy,”
which might be a more correct translation in some ways,
I understood her practice more in terms of “to inhabit”  —  
a term that incidentally also connects with Ahmed’s writings
on orientation, which from the beginning of this project
have informed how I have thought about drawing. Ahmed
states, “Orientation depends on the bodily inhabitance
of [space]… . Space then becomes a question of ‘turning,’
of directions taken, which not only allow things to appear,
but also enable us to find our way through the world by
situating ourselves in relation to such things.” 12
I began my artistic research process by thinking through
my prior work from this perspective. Having worked
with drawing as photography, performance, mark making,
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video, and sound, this way of thinking fits with an
approach to drawing that is about perception rather than
medium. Beginning by exploring how that perception
is an orientation, a way of inhabitance, is then a way of
peeling the drawing practice to its core. That is my notion
of the sketch. However, when starting to build the workshop
material, it seemed that to communicate this to others I
needed to go by way of medium, or more precisely of paper,
for most people to catch on to it as drawing. While traditional drawing pedagogy, such as the practice of croquis,
is all about stripping visual perception and training how
to look without expectations, what I sought to instead
present through these workshops were ways of stripping
perception as a whole and working with an awareness
of one’s orientation  —  that is, working with how we “situate
ourselves in relation to” things. To begin, I made a series
of works exploring ways of turning one’s awareness
towards one’s orientation at the outset of drawing. From
that experience, I formulated the workshop material for
“Inhabiting Paper.”
Hyphens
“Hyphens” is a guided workshop session that uses the
line and its possible qualities to explore one’s own as
well as the group’s collective tendencies to draw in certain
ways, to perceive in certain ways, and to focus in certain
ways, trying to widen one’s scope outside of such
tendencies and to train presence, sensibility, and
reaction in a collaborative setting.
Some years ago, I worked with the director Anne Jonsson,13
who introduced me to the Viewpoints method as a way
of devising material for the stage. I found that Viewpoints
connected to much of the pedagogical practices I had been
working with earlier, myself drawing on the practice and
writings of musician John Cage. Viewpoints is a method
for devising and training physical theatre developed by
Tina Landau and Anne Bogart out of practices of the Judson
Dance Theater (whose members also included Cage and
choreographer Yvonne Rainer).14 Viewpoints has since been
further developed and formalised in varying ways, but
what binds them together is the going away from the content
and keeping a larger awareness of the situation and of the
action itself. Simplified, the Viewpoints method is a way
of collectively generating artistic material through a set of
exercises as well as representing a certain mindset or values.
As Bogart and Landau describe it, “Viewpoint is a philosophy translated into a technique for (1) training p
 erformers;
(2) building ensemble; and (3) creating movement for
stage.”15 At its core is a “if you can’t explain it  —  point at it”16
ideology that aims at creating both a collective language
in the group one is working with and a deconstruction of
the qualities of the kind of work aimed at. The “viewpoints”
referred to by the method’s name are these qualities. What
those viewpoints are depends on the practice and kind of
work one is undertaking. In their book, Landau and Bogart
describe nine viewpoints, divided into categories of “time”
and “space”: tempo, duration, kinaesthetic response, and
repetition, belonging to the category of time; and shape,
gesture, architecture, spatial relationship, and topography,
belonging to that of space. Through the naming of and
training in perceiving the viewpoints and keeping them
distinct, it becomes easier to later on work with them as
building blocks so that collective decision-making can

be done, taking one step at a time with factual material
rather than everyone building their own inner images
and plans.
I also worked with this material as a part of my internship
at Ölands Folkhögskola in Skogsby last autumn, where
I started to explore drawing through Viewpoints as a part
of a course I ran there. I used the exercises from Viewpoints
to talk about, explore, and build on the participants’ use
and views of drawing and collective practices, trying to
link the material back to their own practices and struggles.
At Art Lab Gnesta, I wished to further develop this method
to situate drawing simultaneously as a group situation,
a collective practice, and a way of building drawing from
my concept of the sketch as orientation, perception, and
inhabitance. That is, stripping the action of drawing down
to the perception of the sketch. Taking one step at a time,
not constructing ahead.
Life Lines
“Life Lines” is a workshop exploring the everyday
movements of the participants. It aims to build collaboration
through the sharing of expertise  —  teaching each other our
movements  —   and through translation, as the group together
solves the problem of how to use the movements to draw
and how to further compose the movements into larger
drawings.
This exercise comes out of a wish to sidestep ideas of skill
that sometimes stop people from engaging with drawing,
by instead starting with the skills that they already have
and are comfortable with. I also wanted to begin drawing
from my concept of the sketch, but with focus on movement
as part of such a perception. Through thinking about my
earlier work in terms of my current artistic research, I realised that I have never encountered some parts of what I am
doing in my practice within the scope of drawing pedagogy,
and that a gap exists between how drawing is generally
presented and how I work with it. Typically, Western drawing pedagogy works with sight and thought as the grounds
for drawing. It has historically been about representing
visual experience. About deconstructing visual experience.
About stripping perception. This leaning on thought and
visual perception has continuously shifted its focus and
the understanding of the relation between thought and
visual perception by moving around the focus of the skill.
Even though the idea of skill has gained a somewhat bad
reputation in today’s conceptually oriented scene, skill has
always been, and still is, at the base of drawing traditions.
It is that which is trained and that with which we orient
ourselves, whether it is a skill of constructing the drawing,
a skill of perceiving, or a skill of conceptualising through
thought.
To look closer at what I mean when I suggest that what
we orient ourselves with is skill, it is important to establish
that I am referring to “skill” as defined as “a capacity that
becomes trained by its own orientation.” Every living
being orients itself with its skill, in this sense  —  that is how
it continues its original capacity. But the concept of skill is
heavily tainted by notions of identity, ownership, status,
and technicalities, which we must strip away to be able to
look at it anew. In the end, skill is something much smaller
and more practical than what it may sound like, and it is
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very easy to miss that one has it. Skill is the way in which
you know how to extend your hand to reach the alarm
clock in the morning, or the way in which you know that
a certain feeling in your stomach means that you need to
eat. Skill is the way in which you withdraw your hand from
a surface that is hot enough to burn you. Skill is the way
in which you do things, and react to things. When you
do not see the tendencies of your own skills, it is very easy
to automatically expect that others have the same skills
that you do. This easily ruins collaboration. With the “Life
Lines” workshop, I seek to build awareness of such differentiations of skills, by getting people to teach each other
their specific ways of doing things as skills of movement.
Training collaboration comes from such an experience
of sharing skill, through the translation of these movements
into a drawing that is not about vision but about movement
as the skill one already has, brought together with the
skills of others. The title of the workshop, “Life Lines,”
is drawn from a text by the anthropologist Tim Ingold
called “Looking for Lines in Nature,” in which he concludes
by defining movement as “the lines along which we and
other organisms live.”17
Sight Lines
The workshop “Sight Lines” explores the skills we use
in our work, how they are trained and carried, and what
they aim at. Working in pairs, the participants translate
each other’s skills into guidelines and instructions for
drawings. Then, using the instructions, the group draws
several two- to five-minute drawings until everyone
has done every instruction.
This material was developed out of a wish to look at
purpose as a way of understanding orientation and its
relation to ideology. Again, this workshop starts out with
the participants’ own experiences  —  in this case, their
professions  —  and then asks them to share these with each
other to ground the group and build awareness of one’s
different references. Then, the activity moves on to d
 rawing
through the translation of the purposes one deals with daily
  —  here, in relation to one’s profession  —  into instructions
and purposes for drawing. The aim is to open up drawing
as a practice collectively reflecting on individual experiences
and approaches rather than on drawing as images representing views. The practice of starting out with participants
sharing stories with each other is something I’ve worked
with before in similar formats at both Unga Klara, a theatre
organisation in Stockholm focusing on theatre for children
and youth, where in 2014 I partook in a short course on
their practices, and at UngaTur, a Stockholm-based t heatre
group working with performing arts and theatre, with
whom I tried to build internal structures for collective artistic
processes as a part of my work as artistic director for the
group during 2014 – 16. The “Sight Lines” workshop also
emerged from my own experience of the differences between
looking at something and doing it and between following
instructions and making them up, as well as my wish to
bring about an awareness of one’s reactions to such situations through the process of drawing.
Memory Drawing
“Memory Drawing” consists of an exercise done alone
over the course of a month that ends in a session where
a group of people, each having done the exercise,

meets up to share their material and become associated
with the others’. It explores what images we carry with us
in our memories and how they affect our pictorial tendencies,
appreciations, and aims. (For a more thorough description
of the workshop material, see the Appendix.)
The material for this workshop stems from an exercise that
the director Gustav Englund described during my interview
with him.18 It had been part of his education at Stockholms
Dramatiska Högskola. That exercise focused on stories,
uncovering how certain narratives are embedded within
us, but I was interested in it as a way of looking at images.
It somehow reminded me of a drawing project of mine
from 2013, for which I worked with memories of places
by asking my family members to describe different places
that I vaguely remembered, and then trying to morph
the descriptions into images. At the time, I was realising
how much we build such memory images around our
experiences of other pictures and emotions, which each
bring about very different focuses. When I asked my mother,
Rosemarie Holmström, for a description of a place, she told
me of material she had collected for a course she held for
photojournalists at Fojo Media Institute, in Kalmar, which
traced similar and identical motives and compositions in a
body of images backwards in time.
Whereas the material for the other workshops focuses on
drawing from my concept of the sketch  —  building drawings
rather than drawing images  —  this exercise instead starts
out in the images we more or less consciously carry with us
and it tries to understand our own references and reactions
to imagery through those inner images. While the original
exercise, as I understood it through Englund, seemed to
have aimed at grounding one’s storytelling through defining
one’s foundational stories and to build on that as a part of
an individual artistic process, my aim when formulating the
“Memory Drawing” exercise was rather to strengthen the
awareness of how such memory images affect our tendencies
and orientations as a way of bridging between the pictorial
references of the participants and building a collective reading of imagery within the group  —  not by merging, but by
keeping everybody’s references as distinct parts of a whole
that is built together and can become something new.
Process, Part II
Coming to Gnesta: Interviews and Test Runs
When I went to Gnesta in the spring of 2019, I began by
holding interviews with people from there: a librarian,
the local bookshop owner, a florist, and a person who mends
old windows. The interviews were quite informal conversations centring around what skills, training, purpose, and
movements they used or performed in their professions,
using basically the same questions as in the previous
interviews. I also used the interviews to talk about the
workshops and to see how these people could connect
to that. I used the material from the interviews in Gnesta
to try out the workshop material on myself, grounding
it in local experiences and pre-knowledges, and seeing
if the workshop material I had developed could be used
outside of an art-specific context and link to a wider range
of practitioners. After and parallel to the interviews, I held
two trial sessions during which I tested the material with
some people. These sessions were two hours each and
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consisted of both trials of the activities and a feedback
session. After this, I reworked the workshop material to
some extent and at this point made the publication containing workshop descriptions for home use and my thoughts
behind the project. At the same time, I was working on
finding an audience for the workshops. I ended up hosting
three workshop sessions in different formats and with
different audiences over a week.
The Workshops
Vårdinge Folkhögskola, April 11, 2019
“Life Lines” with a gardening class. 1.5 hours, 17 people.
For this workshop I used the “Life Lines” material pretty
much as it was already set. I worked with the group first
as a whole with the warm-up, followed by introducing the
exercises, and then the participants worked in groups of two
to three people. For the collective drawings at the end, they
worked in two larger groups. The “Life Lines” workshop
centres around using the participants’ everyday movements
to draw with, thus empowering them by letting them use
their own knowledges and expertise to take on another field
of doing, and through that creating both links and a way of
perceiving both activities (the well-known movement and
drawing) through each other. At the end of the workshop, in
complete silence, the participants composed the movement
drawings into one drawing, moving the transparent papers
containing their movement drawings around until the group
felt there was agreement. After this, they recreated this
drawing as a performance, using time as one of the aspects
of drawing and focusing on movement and on relation.
Interestingly, these collaborative drawings worked very
differently in the two groups  —  one was very enthusiastic
and playful with the material, and the other rather reluctant.
I therefore left the enthusiastic group mainly to their own
devices and focused on the reluctant group to see if I could
ease the situation for them. What seemed to be hard for them
was that they never really became satisfied with the larger
composition they made out of their movement drawings,
and therefore had little motivation to trace it again on the
fresh sheet of paper. This tension eased up a little when
I asked them how they would rather make the composition,
and then suggested that they could just decide an order
among themselves and do the composition anew as a part of
the live-drawing exercise, building on to each other’s lines.
Art Lab Gnesta, April 13, 2019
Drop-in version of “Life Lines” as a part of the opening
of a workshop-oriented exhibition and project called
Momentum Gnesta. 4 hours, approx. 30 people.
Due to the drop-in format and the expected audience,
I reworked the workshop’s format and made it into less
of a led exercise. Instead, I merely introduced the exercise
to those who showed up, letting them play around
with it or not according to their own interest, alone or
in pairs or groups depending on their own visitor groups
or the other people present. I then continually followed
up on their doings, to learn what they perceived and sometimes to add on to the exercise or to get them to try out
each other’s movements or reflect on what they were doing.
What most people tended to do, and which I had anticipated, was to lose their connection with the movement and

to start “correcting” the movements according to what
the drawing looked like. This is a very clear indication
of how people have been trained to understand drawing,
and it is interesting to see how hard it can be to leave
such a focus and stay with the movement in the
translation process.
Art Lab Gnesta, April 14, 2019
“Hyphens” and “Sight Lines” in a closed workshop.
1.5 hours, 8 people.
This workshop was a mix up of the “Hyphens” material
and the “Sight Lines” material. I had made in advance a
book of paper, which I placed in the middle of a small table
with eight chairs around it. I originally planned to take
part in the activities myself, but since an extra person
showed up at the last minute, I gave my seat to that person
and stayed out of the drawing process. On the whole, this
change ended up being a good thing for my concentration. As a kind of introduction and warm-up to this way
of perceiving drawing and sketching, we started with the
“Hyphens” material, during which time I asked them to
draw lines in certain ways on the paper between them, leading them to continuously shift their focus between different
aspects of the line, of their bodies, of their perception, and
of their activity. I then continued with the exercise from the
“Sight Lines” material, for which they interviewed each
other about a skill they performed within their professions,
about how it is trained and used and what aims it has, both
in the direct sense and as a part of the profession. I then
asked the participants to create instructions for drawing
using either the skill or the aims they had been told about.
After that, we used these instructions to draw. The
workshop ended with the beginning portion of a compositional activity that is not a part of the workshop material
I described earlier in the paper, but that builds on it,
introducing another way of making a drawing together by
using memory and awareness as tools for selection
and composition.
A Critical Theory of the Sketch
In this section of the paper, I would like to look at the
experience of variation; that is, the perception of sameness
and difference in one thing as that which makes it possible
for us to draw conclusions and to understand change.
Take the example of the line: It is a line, but is it a short or
a long line? Thick or thin? A stable or unstable line? Is it
a line that depicts, divides, or links? Is it a line that traces,
marks, underlines? There is something that makes us understand all of those as lines: they are the same. But they have
variations of qualities: they are different.
Edmund Husserl situates the human capacity for critical
judgement within perception, or more precisely in the
experience of variation of qualities.19 I use the concept
of the sketch to describe the capacity and tendency within
perception to perceive and experience qualities as kinds of
lines. A capacity that is a boundary condition for the image
— that makes the image possible without being bound by
it. A capacity that makes it possible to differentiate, separate,
and yet at the same time perceive the world as continuous.
Our perception of the line is an experience that is abstracting
and separating and that has a structure of both sameness
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and difference simultaneously. Our perception of the line
separates and links at the same time, is both the same as its
object and something completely different. The linguists
Andrew D. M. Smith and Stefan H. Höfler describe a similar
function in the metaphor. More than just a form of speech,
the metaphor is shown by Smith and Höfler to be a part of
the evolution of language: it comes before language, thus
making language possible.20 By saying “this is that,” the
metaphor also has the structure of being both same and other
simultaneously, defining and upheaving definition in one
move. It is a way of contemplating variations of qualities and
communicating the experience of correspondence and separation that is variation. Metaphor is also an act of naming.
In a similar way to how the metaphor is prelingual, the act
of separation can be thought of as pre-critical — as something
that makes critique possible, as the subject of critique.21
As what is needed for critique to take place. In the essay
“Kants kritiska revolution” (The critical revolution of Kant),
philosopher of aesthetics Marcia Sá Cavalcante Schuback
writes about Immanuel Kant’s philosophical project of
the late eighteenth century as a “critical revolution” and a
“self-critical project” through which critique turns on itself.22
The difference brought forth by Kant’s ideas relates to
where the criteria for critique stem from: people previously
sought judgement outside of human capacity, in God — a
transcendent critique. But Kant claims instead that critique
is immanent, that is, something reachable from within
human consciousness.23 A possibility of judging one’s own
doings. As I see it, this claim changes the distance of critique
from being something apart from human existence, above it,
to becoming a part of one’s doing; this in turn changes the
movement of critique, which goes from being a movement
of “reaching for” to a movement of “opening up.” For my
exam project, having, through Husserl, situated this capacity
for opening up in the experience of variation (a notion
developed by Husserl almost a century after the critical
revolution of Kant), I next compared this movement of opening up to the movement of the metaphor and its claim that
“this is that.” An opening up that leaves a space of possibility
between two distinct definitions. But a metaphor can die or
implode — something that happens when we use it so much
that we cease to experience it as a metaphor and notice it
only as the name of a phenomenon, as when we say that
that someone is sweet, perhaps, or when we say “I see” and
mean that we understand something. At that point, the space
left between the this and the that collapses. Identification
closes the space of possibility and of experiencing variation.
Just like that, we can lose the movement of opening up in
our perception of imagery as well. That is what drawing
pedagogy has trained vision not to do, by continuously
looking anew. That is what I wish to train perception not to
do, through a continuous renegotiation of line and relation,
through training readiness, movement, and reaction.
If there exists a possibility of collapse of the metaphor
in the reading of it, there also exist differences in the
orientation of its use. Literary scholar David Punter,
for example, describes a general (not exclusive) difference
between Western and Chinese uses of metaphor: “In the
West, m
 etaphor has been typically used to demonstrate
a correspondence between two ontologically distinct
domains,” whereas in China, metaphor “is not a question
of demonstrating human wit or ingenuity in yoking

together disparate realms; rather, it is a way of revealing
or explaining the convergence of things … echoing each
other according to a wider natural law.”24 One uses the
variation of metaphor to demonstrate correspondence,
the other to reveal convergence. Similarly, the artist Li
Wenmin notes a difference within the depicting traditions
of the West and the East, specifically in how the sketch
has been used. According to Li, visual representation
in the West has been focused on the visual appearance
of a person or a moment, sketching that same image or
view to construct a visual representation that seeks likeness,
whereas in Eastern sketching traditions, the focus has been
on finding an essence that lies somewhat outside of the
visual appearance of the moment. For example, an artist
from the East might sketch several mountains until they
find a representation of “mountain.”25 By similarly noting
one’s differentiating habits or practices in such a way,
one can get a hold of the habits one has, that is, can
bring them into view. A space opens up between them.
A space from which it is possible to take a stance.
By looking at Sara Ahmed’s approach to the phenomeno
logical idea of orientation, via her questions around what
it means to be oriented and what the orientation of phenomenology is,26 I found that another interesting question to
ask would be, not what are we oriented towards, but what
are we oriented with or through. Applying this question to
drawing, asking what drawing orients itself through or with,
I came to the conclusion that Western drawing practices
have been orienting themselves through visual perception
and thought. Just as Ahmed answered her question of
what phenomenology is oriented towards by looking at examples of phenomenological texts, I answered my question
by looking at the skills that have historically been trained
through drawing practices. This line of thinking then led me
to a definition of “skill” as “the capacity that becomes trained
by its own orientation.” Skill as that which is continuously
strengthening its own tendencies. As the way in which we
inhabit and transform the world that we are.
Looking back again at my proposal to speak of a critical
presence, rather than of a critical distance: What I would
like to achieve by doing this is to look at the idea of critical
distance through the concepts of presence and performa
tivity. The notion of performativity has been widely
used in and has shaped much work within the arts and
social sciences. As the theatrologist Marvin Carlson writes,
“With performance as a kind of critical wedge, the metaphor
of theatricality has moved out of the arts into almost every
aspect of the human sciences.”27 Through the u
 nderstanding
of performativity as the act of changing something, and
through the idea of performativity as defined by a “consciousness of doubleness”28 — an awareness of presence,
through the execution of an action, and of an absent present
(whether it is an ideal, a remembered original, a potentiality,
etc.) — performativity turns its gaze on itself, revealing its
own doing, and its own assumptions and ideological constructions, in much the same way as Cavalcante S
 chuback
describes the critical revolution of Kant. The notion of
performativity — and the use and redefinition of performativity as a critical tool — opens up the notion of skill to a
consciousness not only of the parameters within a certain
skill but also of the parameters defining the skill; that is, its
orientation.
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Interestingly enough, the notion of performativity thus
opens up the entangled structure of vision and thought,
which has historically governed the skill of drawing,
towards a skill of presence. Presence, here, means a state
of readiness and sensitivity that does not get caught up
in one line of sight, but that is continuously ready to shift.
It is an awareness of one’s own effects on one’s surroundings
as well as the effects of those surroundings on oneself.
An awareness that upends and maintains differences
simultaneously, in much the same way as the metaphor.
It is a practice of continuously losing and becoming self.
One could also talk about presence as an awareness
of exclusion, not of one thing, but of all, except for that
which is brought forth by one’s orientation. And one
could talk of such an awareness as a readiness towards
reorientation.
Going back to Ahmed, one could perhaps claim that
her understanding of what it means to be oriented shows
a need for a training of one’s capacity and readiness for
reorientation, as the only possible grounds for collaboration
as well as the only possible grounds for honest enquiry.
If we reorient the notion of skill this way, letting it turn
on itself, we can let it become aware of the frames carried
by its own principles, and thus learn to perceive our own
orientations: how we are continuously skilling ourselves.
It is in relation to these thoughts that I reformulate sketching
as a form of active perception that comes before the image.
Sketching — as in the perception of qualities of the world
as lines — is a tendency, a capacity, or a skill within our
perception. How we choose to train it and what we choose
to use it for, however, are completely different matters.
Every practice of drawing builds on some assumption
or other. Whether it is depicting a real-life subject, creating
abstractions, or using movement to generate a trace, the
traditions of drawing are born and die on epistemological
grounds, just like any other tradition. Such assumptions and
practices linger because we get used to them and become
blind to their origins. What can drawing claim as artistic
practice and as a way to knowledge? It has been intertwined
with science in one way or another for ages, being used
as a means to explore, understand, construct, and explain
knowledge. Using sight and thought, and looking at sight
and concept, drawing has been a tool and a craft exploring the knowledge of its own capacity through ideals of
depicting and also of conceptual approaches. It is a practice
within a tradition of learning, in a setting that has gone
from craft-oriented apprentice schools to one of academies
pursuing scientific claims, reaching for knowledge outside
of the craft itself. The field and practice of drawing has
come to be understood, through the influence of scientific
traditions, as something continuously accumulating, re-
evaluating, and reforming its own findings. The widening
or redefining of the concept of drawing can never begin
solely outside the practice of drawing. It cannot begin
as a redefining of a field — it can only begin as a step that
does one thing in one specific way, leaving enough room
around it to do other things in other specific ways, leaving
space between habits and tendencies. To orient oneself with
drawing is to be oriented through a practice and through
the definition of a field, but it is also a way of reforming
and redefining, or understanding, that field anew through
one’s engagement. To be oriented is also to take charge of

reorientation, not in a revolutionary way, but in a living
way; just like metabolism is a transformation of both
the thing eaten and the one eating.
Then, what can drawing claim, as a field, as a practice?
My answer to that will certainly not exhaust all the
answers possible. If I look at my own practice, drawing
is an intersection point — a place, a practice, a meeting,
between me and society, as well as between doing and
resting. It is an extended metaphor, with which I thematise what I meet with. When I draw, I live with something
through drawing. Whether that “living with” also uses
traditional scientific methods or not is of secondary
consequence, simply because “truth” is of secondary
consequence — it might be important, or not, given the
situation. But my primary concern is the meeting in itself,
not as a tool for observation or recording, but just as a
meeting, or just to see what growths could come of it.
It is a way of minding (rather than thinking), a minding
that both cares and constructs. My methods for drawing
are built around this understanding, and I see drawing as
the opposite of phenomenological reduction in this sense
— not aiming at a reduction of construction and interference, but at their redundancy. Drawing wishes to present
construction and reveal interference to vision. Playing
with variation through the perception of lines.
The Continuous: Understanding a Habit within
Contemporary Definitions of Drawing
In looking at contemporary writing and lectures on drawing,
one finds that the word “continuous” regularly appears.
In her artist talk “Drawing in the Continuous Present,”
Amy Sillman goes through a range of different practices
of drawing — all of which she came to think of as verbs —
naming, among others: to mark, to trace, to scratch, to
conceptualise, to invent, to map out, to plot, to slice,
to territorialise, to demonstrate, to stage, to choreograph,
to animate, to profile, to instrumentalise, and to recall.29
Philosopher Brian Fay, citing the art historian Norman
Bryson, writes about drawing as a continuous incompleteness.30 The “continuous present” seems to be the site of
drawing, then, as “continuous incompleteness” drives
it to re-evaluate and reinvent itself. Drawing is understood
— as are many fields within art, as well as art itself — as
a critical art, turning on itself, being both the means and
the object of its critique.
If we believe Husserl, drawing’s criticality is possible
due to its capacity to host variation. Fay goes on to state,
“Due to the diverse range of materials and processes
employed, What is Drawing? prompts a contested, circular
and frequently vexing debate ranging across numerous
positions and views. It is pencil on paper, a walk,
a conversation, the contrails of jet planes, or anything
in between and beyond. So let’s agree that all these views
are correct.”31 He then moves away from the definition
of drawing and the focus on the visual towards a more
conceptual approach: “Reframing the question What is
Drawing? sidesteps the guessing game of what physically
constitutes a drawing. This allows us instead to look at
content and at what is being said through the decision to
produce a work as a drawing.”32 As previously discussed
in relation to my “Life Lines” workshop, Tim Ingold writes
of the life of lines, encouraging his readers to look with
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the lines rather than at them, since it is along them that
we and other organisms live.33 Ingold thus brings focus
to movement, and Fay to the choice of definition and
of which tradition you situate a practice within. One could
say per Ingold that the distance of drawing is an immersion,
a looking with, and per Fay that the distance of drawing
is the application of a concept, the looking at something
through situating it within a field of practice and understanding. Both conceptions, in different ways, put focus
on the history or memory of something, be it the line or the
field of drawing, and on drawing as a partaking. Indeed,
even Sillman’s formulation of the continuous present makes
no sense if not understood in relation to history, m
 emory,
and future, without which the present could never be
continuous. All this business with the word “continuous”
seems to be evoking ways to deal with history, memory,
and future that do not dwell or linger but that take a stance
from, move with, and bring on. That focus not on separation
but on linking together. What Sillman, Fay, and Ingold
each highlight are the relational qualities of drawing and,
indeed, the different orientations of drawing. Drawing
as a decision, as a living with something, and as a practice
dealing with that togetherness — whatever that practice
might turn out to be. Drawing with presence.
A Pedagogy of Drawing
Where, if not in ideas and ideologies of pedagogy, does
it become clear what skills we seek to train? A critical
pedagogy aims at training its students in the skills of critical
thought and self-reflection. This pedagogical mode is a
reaction against earlier pedagogies’ aim of the preservation
of knowledge, where the teacher simply told the student
facts. This early form of pedagogy is mirrored in the traditions of teaching perspective drawing, with a heavy focus
on practising techniques and copying the old masters.
What critical pedagogy does, by contrast, is raise the
question itself from being something that reveals a lack
of knowledge in the person doing the asking, to something
that opens up for knowledge that which has been questioned. In terms of unlearning, critical pedagogy aims at
deconstructing knowledge. This pedagogy can be traced in
conceptual approaches that have been used in art teaching
since the 1960s, as well as in the aforementioned ways of
training drawing by short-circuiting visual assumptions and
in the reformulation of drawing into an artistic field in its
own right (having previously been seen not as a form
of art so much as a tool within art).
A rather recent pedagogical trend is one that calls itself
relational pedagogy.34 Building upon ideas of the p
 olitical
subject of thinkers such as Hannah Arendt, relational
pedagogy looks at relations as the foundation of human
existence.35 In this sense, subjectivity exists first through
intersubjectivity. Relations come before the subject and
are constitutive of it.36 The primary aim of such a pedagogy
cannot not be the accumulation and preservation of knowledge. Neither can its first priority be the deconstruction
of knowledge. Rather, it seems to me, relational pedagogy
is primarily concerned with the interaction of knowledges.
The coming together and apart. It seems to take on a
situation where our current modes of training cause us
to relate to knowledge, and to each other, in a certain way
that misses things, that makes different knowledges exclude
each other. Relational pedagogy seems to come out of a

need to undertake training in the interaction between
different knowledges — something often urgently needed
in situations with high specialisation or great diversity.
Such training is also needed for one to have the capacity
to act within a democratic system, which is not built on
consensus but on the ability to contain difference. It does
not aim at knowledge in itself, but at the how of the sharing
of knowledge. To return to the notion of the metaphor:
the function of the metaphor as holding up a space between
two definitions — whereby something can dwell in a kind
of unsettled specificity — and the risk (or possibility) that
the metaphor could collapse this space into rigid definition
can offer a hint as to how we tend to collapse our interactions instead of building on to the spaces opened up
between our different approaches.
The “Hyphens and Sight Lines” project explores how one
can open up oneself and one’s habitual practices by engaging
with another person’s or practice’s views and skills as a
part of one’s method. That is, it is about how we can trick
ourselves into falling out of ourselves by sharing what
views and habits we already have. While using such an
emphatic viewpoint as a pedagogical method in relation
to drawing, the “Hyphens and Sight Lines” project takes
its stance in my definition of the sketch, and it seeks to train
both awareness of the specific form of perception that is
sketching and a presence and awareness of one’s orientation
in general, sometimes while building imagery together with
other people. The conception of the sketch as a p
 erceptual
trait is useful to this pedagogy because in order to find
common ground, we need to strip our own perception
down to its core; that is to say, our pre-existing constructions
and presuppositions will come between oneself and others
if we are not aware of them. My concept of the sketch points
at these constructions, and in this pedagogical practice I have
sought to use drawing to train awareness of them. What I
wished to do through the “Hyphens and Sight Lines” project
was to look not at content but at the action of drawing itself,
and at what is being performed, done, and trained when
we produce work as drawing. To me, drawing is not a matter
of what is drawn as much as what the drawing activates —
what process of skilling takes place.
To relate these ideas back to phenomenology, when Sara
Ahmed writes about what it means to be oriented, she
notes that “the direction we take excludes things for us,”
and that to be oriented means that such exclusions happen
because we take points of view as given.37 She writes
(presumably not thinking about drawing), “We follow
the line that is followed by others: the repetition of the act
of following makes the line disappear from view as the point
from which ‘we’ emerge.”38 To train the capacity to turn on
oneself, to bring into view that which we take for granted
and how it orients us, is a means for reorientation. This
capacity is at the heart of any pedagogical practice and
of any critique, as well as is the skill necessary to train
a pedagogy of relation. For me, it is how to activate the
ability of one practice of drawing to open towards another,
as a continuation of both as something else. The workshop
formats I have developed are built on collaborative artistic
practices and the use of focus groups within such practices
as well as within the field of relational pedagogy. Focus
groups are an important method within such relational practices, because the focus group is a format for group
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discussion that focuses primarily on a coming together,
making the already existing and brought perspectives
as secondary to what happens in the group.39 As the
sociologist Lotta Johansson explains, the focus group
“has the capability to in a clear way stage and make visible
processes during the course of the interview, rather than
simply exploring what already is.”40
When it comes to my work with focus groups and how
communication takes place within them, I find another
concept of Ahmed’s useful: that of moods. Ahmed describes
moods as “an affective lens, affecting how we are affected”
and as something that “matter as the how of what appears.”41
She writes about the sociality of moods, that is, how they
are infectious, but also about how they can, through attunement, create strangers: how alienation can be a result
of how someone is affected differently.42 This is something
that needs to be accounted for when working with focus
groups. Johansson also mentions the risk of focus groups
whereby some voices are heard more than others, a situation
that demands a lot of presence of the moderator to
continuously renegotiate.43
In the test runs of my workshops, I spent more time on
formal focus group discussions after the exercises than I
did during the actual workshops. In the workshops, I instead
incorporated feedback, sharing, and discussion as a part
of the exercises, trying to keep up continuous reflection that
also helped keep focus among the group and at the same
time strengthened the bonds between the participants
and encouraged engagement.
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The Knowledge and Training within the
“Hyphens and Sight Lines” Pedagogy
We can sum up the experience of variations of qualities
this way: we all know what it feels like to suddenly grasp
something completely, that feeling of insight. It is this
feeling of a eureka moment that lies hidden in the notion
of “suddenly seeing,” the feeling of revelation, a seeming
grasping of the truth — but is it really? What does it mean
that there is a feeling that we understand as a feeling of
grasping truth? And if it is not a feeling of truth — then
what is it?
Perhaps it is only the feeling of change, the feeling
of our brained body making a new connection. A falling
into place of the thing we suddenly grasp. Perhaps it is
not necessarily grasping at all, but rather the sudden defining
of something. Perhaps, in truth, it is a feeling of making
something up. Of doing or becoming something a little
different from what one was the moment before. A feeling
of taking a new stance.
And if this is the truth behind seeing, what then of
Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s notion that “to see is to have
at a distance”?
Perhaps both “insight” and “seeing” are matters of having
moved. Matters of variation. Of reorientation. A feeling that
does not hold any claims for truth, but only the result of
a shift in the relations of which one is a part. “Hyphens and
Sight Lines” has sought ways to facilitate and train readiness
for such shifts. Shifts in one’s sketches and one’s lines — as
borders, as sight lines, as hyphens.
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Appendix
Workshop Material
Inhabiting Paper
Participants: Possible to do on your own, otherwise
number dependent on available space.
Time:
Approx. 60 minutes
Materials/
needs:
Floor, table, and wall space.
		
Paper on roll to be cut.
		
Pencils.
Clothes:
Soft and not too fragile.
The exercise should work with the mobility of the
participants. Make sure everyone has enough space.
Begin spreading out in the room.

The exercise:
Sense what position is comfortable to start drawing
from. Standing? Sitting? Lying down? Make sure
to choose a position from which it is easy to move.
Close your eyes. Relax.
How is your reach from this position? (try to feel your reach)
Cut a paper the size of your reach from this position.
How and where do you place the paper in relation to this
position?
How close? How far?
Above? On the side? Underneath?
Return to your position. Close your eyes. Find your
way across the paper, feel your way to the edges
of the paper.
Imagine that you are drawing with your body and
your movements — What traces would such a drawing
leave behind? What shape does your reach and your
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way of orientation across the paper make?
In which directions are you comfortable moving?
What are your blind spots?
What parts of you touche the paper? Are close to it?
Far away from it?
What parts of the body are you using to orient yourself
across the paper?
Try to focus as much on the passive parts of your body
as on the active; notice the ways in which they are passive.
Take a pencil.
Close your eyes and try to do what you just did with
the body.
How is the experience different with the pencil?
Think of how the body holds the pencil, how the body
is used differently when using the pencil.
How is your body touching the pencil?
How is the pencil touching the paper?
Can you feel the paper through the pencil?
How are you using the pencil?
How is the pencil affecting the body and the body affecting
the pencil?
Can you use the pencil differently?
How does that change the use of your body?
The way in which you feel the paper?
Is your breathing affecting the pencil? Your balance?
Try again to focus as much on the inactive parts of your
body as on the active.
Change position — if your paper was horizontal,
now hang it on the wall, etc.
Use the pencil to orient yourself across the paper —
How does it feel now? How is the body doing it differently?
How have the directions changed? The shapes?
Hyphens
Participants: 3 – 8
Time:
Variable, but approx. 45 – 60 minutes
Material:
A paper that all the participants
can sit around, while still reaching
the middle of.
		
Pencils (I prefer soft lead).
About the exercise:
Start with a pencil each. One person leads the exercise,
the others take part in it. All of the participants have a shared
responsibility to shift between taking part and watching
through the exercise, but only one person at a time can
be the one watching; when a new person stops, the former
starts to participate again.
The one leading the exercise takes responsibility for
making sure everyone has spent some time with the given
instruction (without becoming too comfortable or bored
with it), before moving on to the next one.
This exercise is possible to do as recurring training
with a group. If everybody has done it before and knows
it, everyone can take a shared responsibility to initiate
its different parts. Somebody calls the name of a quality
or part of the exercise, and everyone joins in. Anyone
can at any point say the name of another part, and then
the group will shift over to that. When everybody already
knows the exercise well, the order does not matter.

Exercise:
Speed
Draw a line as fast as you can.
Draw a line with the same length as slowly as you can.
Try to find several different speeds in between.
What speed is most comfortable to you?
Try to work with the speeds that are least comfortable to you.
Length
How long did the lines of the different speeds end up?
Do you have a certain length that you end up with?
Why do you think that is?
Try to draw lines in lengths that are as long or as short
as possible.
Draw a line as short as you can as slowly as you can.
Draw a line as long as you can as quickly as you can
(if you fail to keep the speed, consider the line to
be ended and start a new one).
Peripheral focus
Continue to work with what we have already worked
with, and try to notice your comfort zones and to
go against them.
Try to keep your focus on the line that you draw.
Now focus on the tip of the pen, touching the paper.
Now try to keep both the line that you draw, and the
tip of the pencil in focus simultaneously, so that you are
equally aware of them, but as distinct from one another.
Add the tip of the pencil of another person, so that you
focus equally on your line, the tip of your pencil, and
the tip of that person’s pencil.
Add the line that person leaves behind.
Add the tip of yet another person’s pencil.
And the line that pencil leaves behind, and on and on,
until everybody tries to focus on everybody else’s and
all lines simultaneously.
(occasionally remind the group to keep an equal focus.)
Let go of all the pencils and lines and return to focus
on your own body. What muscles are you using?
How are you sitting? Relax. Where is your weight?
Pressure
Continue to work with length and speed.
Think about how hard your pressure is — is it constant,
or does it shift according to the length and speed?
Which pressure do you tend to use? Try to go against that.
How hard can you press?
How soft?
Find some different pressures in between.
Reaction
Continue to work with pressure, speed, and length.
Try to keep your focus on the periphery, so that you are
focusing not only on what you are doing yourself, but just
as much on what is happening around you.
Try to take impulses from what others do and let them affect
your own doing: if someone changes tempo you might start
to use higher pressure; if someone crosses in front of you,
you might change direction, and so on.
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Distribution
Think about the distances left between your lines.
Is there a recurring distance?
Try to draw a line as close together with your prior
line as possible.
Try to draw a line as far apart as possible.
What is the distance between your lines and those
of the other people?
Have you kept to a specific part of the paper or avoided
a specific part?
What is the distance between your body and the lines?
Are they drawn close to you or far away from you?
Draw a line as close to you as possible.
Draw a line as far away from you as possible.
Direction
What direction does the line tend to have in relation
to your body and to the paper?
Try to draw lines in other directions. Notice how that
changes what muscles you use. Notice what is comfortable
and what is not. Try to go against your comfort.
Shape
Make a line with a change of direction in the middle.
Make a line that changes direction as many times
as possible during its course.
Make a line that is a shifting direction, a soft curve.
Repetition
Continue to use all the qualities that we have worked
with, and again take impulses from each other.
Add the possibility of repeating something that someone
else is doing, but if you choose to repeat something,
you should repeat it three times. Try to keep a broad focus,
so that you are equally focusing on all the pencils. You can
choose to repeat somebody else’s line completely or just
one of the qualities in it (length, speed, pressure,
shape, etc).
Life Lines
Participants:
Time:
Material:
		
		

2 – 20
Approx. 30 – 45 minutes
Paper in different sizes or on a roll
so that you can cut your own.
Pencils (I prefer soft lead).

[The exercise starts with a warm up that I have
omitted from this text.]
Then:
Think back on an ordinary day. You might have just
woken up — How do you usually make your first movement
of the day? Is it the opening of the eyes? A slow stretch?
A turning? A wild reaching for the alarm clock or the phone?
You probably open the door to leave your home at some
point. Try now to recreate that movement.
How are you standing in relation to the door?
Are you coming towards it with speed or standing still
beside it?

Just how do you grip the handle? Firmly? Reluctantly?
How do you unlock the door? Is it opening smoothly,
or do you need to use some kind of small trick of a movement to make it open? Try to repeat the movement
of how to open your door and to recreate it as fully
as possible. Where would you say that the movement
of opening the door begins and where does it end?
Try now to think through an ordinary day. What are you
usually doing?
Think of how you use your body during a day.
Are there certain movements that recur more often?
Are there certain movements that are more well trained
than others?
Choose a movement that you are very familiar with.
Try to define it so that it has a clear beginning and
a clear end.
Repeat it for yourself a couple of times.
Think through which qualities it has: Is it quick or slow,
in high tension or relaxed? How much force are you using?
What muscles? What parts of your body are active,
and what are you doing with the other parts?
Work in pairs and teach each other your movements —
as detailed as possibly. Try to copy every quality of
the movement as closely as possible.
(An extra exercise to add if there is extra time: Use a long
line of string or wire, hold on to one end each, and do
the movements you taught to each other; simultaneously,
with a time lapse, try to do the same movement or one
movement each. Ask somebody to film and notice how
the movement affects the line between you. This exercise
can help to open up the next exercise to the participants
if they find it hard.)
Try to find a way to use the movements to draw with
them. What kind of drawing are they resulting in?
What qualities in the drawing do the different qualities
of the movement result in? Think about what movements
are hard and what movements are easy to draw with.
Why? Which materials and tools works best for this
movement?
Take a transparent paper each and draw on it using
your movements as performances for each other. Do not
get distracted by how the drawing looks, but stick to your
own knowledge of the movement. It doesn’t matter if it
looks different every time you make it; it is the presence
in and knowledge of the movement that is the focus of
this exercise.
Gather in larger groups (if you are more than ten
participants, divide into two groups). Put all the
transparent papers with the drawn movements in the
middle. You are now to compose a larger drawing out
of all these movements. Now get a larger paper. Without
talking, now move around the drawings until you feel
satisfied with the composition. Everyone can move
whichever drawing however many times they want to,
and it is perfectly fine to move a drawing that has already
been moved. Only one person at a time should be moving,
but everybody shares the responsibility to come with
an equal amount of input.
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When you seem satisfied and the moving around of
the drawings has ceased, you can talk again. You have
now composed the drawing on the paper and are now
to compose it in time by coming to an agreement on
the order in which the drawings should be redrawn
on the larger paper.
Everyone will we drawing their movement within the
order that you collectively decide, so memorise who
comes before and after you.
Make the drawing as a composition in time and on the
paper. Everyone helps to give focus to the one currently
drawing their movement. Begin by telling the person
where the movement comes from and then make it
in the place decided for it on the larger paper.
Sight Lines
Participants:
Time:
Material:
		

2 – 12
Approx. 60 minutes
Paper
Pencils

Interview each other in pairs using the following questions:
What does your work aim at? (you could also choose
to talk about a previous job or another occupation)
What skills are you using and refining through your work?
How? (think about the different qualities of the skill)
Why? (What is the reason behind the need for this skill?
What does it aim at?)
Make an instruction for a drawing (it should not take
more than a few minutes to draw it) based on what you
have been told about the other person’s working skills
and aims.
Get feedback on your instruction from the other person
(whose work is the basis for the instruction). Perhaps
change something in your instruction if you find that
necessary.

Memory Drawing
Participants: 2 or more (an exercise done alone during
the course of one month ending in a
collective sharing of the finished exercise).
Time:
One month
Material:
Sketchbook, pencil (plus computer, phone,
bookshelf, museum, library, etc.)
Make, during the course of one month, quick sketches
of every image memory that comes up and that is
older than a year.
When the month has ended, go through the sketches
and sort them according to the age you were when they
originated: 0 – 6, 6 – 8, 9 – 13, 14 – 16, 16 – 20, 20 – 25, 25 – 30, 30 – 35,
and so on.
Arrange them so that you can look at all of them
simultaneously.
Look at the drawings:
Which similarities and differences are there between them?
Are there recurring motifs?
Are there recurring vaguenesses?
What range do these images have?
Sensationally — Are they communicating more
or something else than a visual impression?
Timewise — Are they communicating more than
a moment?
Spatially — Are they broad images? Narrow?
How detailed are they?
How rich in contrast are they?
Are there any differences depending on what age
they are from?
What is your position in relation to the images?
(distance, perspective, etc.). Does any position recur
more than the others?
How many types of images can you find, and what
identifies them as different kinds?

Gather and read everybody’s instructions out loud.
Choose one of the instructions and draw it in three minutes.
Choose another one and draw that in three minutes.
Continue until everyone has done every instruction.

Choose three to five of the most recurring qualities
and choose three of the images to represent them.
Try to find other images (not your own) that share these
qualities and look similar to the images you chose.
How do you respond to these images?

Gather the drawings in front of you.
Can you see which were drawn using the same instruction?
Can you recognise your profession in somebody else’s
drawing?
What is it like to look at the drawings?
What is the difference between making them and looking
at them?
How does it change your perception? Your body?
Your focus?

Meet up with the rest of the group of people who
did the exercise and present your images and the images
you found corresponding with them. Go through the
questions again with the group and let the group answer
them with the person who presented now listening,
allowing the group give their references to the images
that the person presented. After this, the person presenting
the images can go through their own responses to the
new references. Repeat for everyone in the group.

Image courtesy of Elyiah Messayer
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Performative Pedagogical Interventions into
the Structures of Care as an Act of Love
An essay describing the participatory project
“Counting On”

Introduction
My exam project “Counting On” explored how facilitating
workshops of performative and pedagogical making can
create temporary communities of care, allowing for dialogue
and reflections about everyday experiences of love-labour.
In the project I investigated the pedagogical potential
that “making” offers as a dialogical format, as well
as what different modes of participation can mean for
dialogue and whether performative strategies can create
a temporary caring community1 among workshop
participants.
“Counting On” was a pedagogical and artistic intervention
that created space for stories and representation of love-
labour. It aimed to investigate how performative p
 edagogy,
within a sculptural space, could enhance a communal
dialogue about how we perform love-labour in our everyday
lives, and thereby intervene into the structural invisibility
connected with labour in our private realm. Love-labour
and care were, in this context, understood as actions that
are emotionally motivated and part of everyday a ctivities.2
Love-labour is part of enhancing or maintaining the
well-being of others in an attentive and respectful way
that evolves around maintaining or developing our
relationships.3
“Counting On” was informed by a feminist analysis of
love-labour and care, participatory practice in social work,
social pedagogy, dialogical art, and performance theory.
The exploration of a dialogical participatory process
centred around a workshop format that invited the participants to partake in making that was designed to engage
with their experiences of love-labour. In the workshop,
the participants assigned a collection of wooden beads to

different acts of love-labour and care they had experienced
or performed. The beads were then added to a string, which
created a growing curtain around the workshop table that
functioned as an sculptural installation and a dedicated
space for participation. The installation created by
the process referred to the old counting method of the
abacus as well as the prayer beads used in some religious
practices. The title “Counting On” refers to a double
meaning of “counting”: the activity of counting the
actual love-labour, as represented by the beads, as well
as being somebody who might be counted on for care
by another person.
The project consisted of closed workshops with
invited participants, an installation artwork, and public
drop-in workshops. All the components aimed to facilitate
dialogue, visibility, and solidarity through making and
sharing. In the project I explored facilitation strategies
with the aim of creating a comfortable and caring space
for the participants to engage with their own experiences
of care and love-labour.
The participants of all the workshops were not part of
already established groups, and each had diverse motivations for participating. Therefore, the facilitation was aimed
at creating a temporary community understood as a social
situation in which the participants could have authentic
dialogue and feel a temporary sense of belonging or of
being welcome. To accommodate this authentic dialogue
and connectedness, I adapted the facilitation to the needs
of the participants through a strategy of listening. The different modes of facilitation were tested at the Rentemestervej
Library in Copenhagen in a focus group meeting, two closed
workshops in a quiet section of the library, and four public
drop-in workshops in the library’s foyer.
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To create an overview of the rich material gathered
in the project, this text provides a description of the workshop structure as well as an appendix presenting further
information and material from the workshops. As “Counting
On” included around ninety participants and I cannot
feasibly present case stories from each individual within
the scope of this text, I have chosen to create four case
categories, for which I have collected excerpts of dialogue
from various individuals from all the workshops,
grouped by theme:
Case category 1:
Dialogue between adults connected to illness and age.
Case category 2:
Dialogue between adults connected to friends or partners.
Case category 3:
Dialogue between children and adults about which acts
of care the children receive from and/or perform towards
others.
Case category 4:
Dialogue between participants and facilitator in which
the participants shared a personal story connected to care,
love, or crisis.
As this essay is limited in length, the analyses presented
cannot cover all the relevant perspectives. I will thus
focus on the efficacy of performative pedagogical uses
of participatory making as a support for dialogue
around love-labour and care.
Project Description
Making sessions
Title:
“Counting On — A Workshop about Care.”
Location:
Rentemestervej Library, Copenhagen
Participants: Workshop 1: 5 adults
		
Description:
Dates:

Workshop 2: 10 adults
A two-hour workshop for an invited audience
of people with experience of care as part of
love-labour
March 26 and 27, 2019

Drop-in sessions in the installation
Title:
“Counting On — An Art Project about
Care and Love”
Location:

The foyer of Rentemestervej Library,
Copenhagen

Participants: Workshop 3: 20 participants of different
ages ranging from 2 to 70
		

Workshop 4: 7 participants, mainly
mothers with children

		

Workshop 5: 15 participants of different
ages ranging from 2 to 60

		

Workshop 6: 14 participants,
mainly adults with a handful of children

Description:

A five-hour drop-in workshop,
attracting a wide range of participants with
different experiences of love-labour

Dates:

April 10, 11, 13, and 16, 2019

Workshop content and structure
Analysis of theory on love-labour and care, specifically
around how the private sphere can be a place of labour
and value making, was the base for the design of the
bead stringing activity. For the workshops I developed
printed handouts as well as verbal introductions that
invited the participants into the workshop framework.
The handouts were an anonymous category form that
allowed the participants to assign to a bead a love-labour
activity they were performing in their lives; an example
sheet containing different examples of love-labour;
and an introduction sheet explaining the workshop
(see the appendix for examples).
Each bead represented an “amount” of care activity,
that is, the level of demand, urgency, or fulfilment
a specific love-labour task involved. Each section
of beads on the string therefore represented a specific
category that the participant had chosen. The participants
were invited to find their own ways of making the beaded
string, so that it best represented their individual
situations.
Through testing the concept and adapting the framework
to the participants’ responses following the focus group,
the workshops changed from being an investigation into
unpaid care work in people’s homes to become more
focused on the experiences of showing and receiving love,
in which care is embedded. The workshop content was
the same for all six workshops, but the situation and the
mix of audience members was different between the making
sessions (Workshops 1 and 2) and the public drop-in workshops (Workshops 3 – 6).
The two making sessions took place in a secluded part
of Rentemestervej Library, and the participants were
a mixed group invited through my network in Copenhagen.
The four public drop-in workshops took place in an evolving
installation in the library’s foyer that functioned like
a performative space for making, with a distinct aesthetic
that made it stand out from the rest of the foyer. From
the ceiling I mounted several strings that created a drape,
thus forming a space within the space. In the beginning,
the installation mainly functioned as a space to facilitate
the workshops, but over time it transformed into a living
monument of the stories, emotions, and labour of the
participants.
The drape had two modes of operating: when no
workshops were being run, it was a growing, oval-shaped
installation; when the workshops were open, it was an
embracing, staged space for participating in the activities.
When closed, the workshop space was marked by the
hanging beaded strings and some written information about
the project. The candy-like quality of the coloured wooden
beads attracted a wide audience to engage with the installation, especially children. This infused the project with
a playfulness and broad appeal that I had not anticipated.
In the drop-in format, the clearly delineated space and
the growing installation worked as a visual invitation that
attracted a constant flow of visitors of all ages. The drape
operated as a welcoming gesture that made people curious
and helped them overcome the potential barrier of performance anxiety.
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As a facilitation strategy, I borrowed the performativity
of hosting a dinner party, and I applied the same attentiveness to the way I greeted the participants, served them
tea and coffee, and introduced them to the activity. I also
introduced the participants to one another to increase the
sense of community and also to make it easier for them
to help each other if needed. The facilitation used subtle
performative gestures aimed not at creating any theatricality
but rather at creating an atmosphere of comfort and care
around the activity.
Making as a Pedagogical Facilitation Strategy
At the centre of the workshops was the action of collective
making. Making offers different ways of communicating,
as the pedagogy and anthropology scholar Tim Ingold
writes in his book Making. Making, according to Ingold,
offers a way of understanding the world around us that
he calls the “the art of inquiry.”4 This art of inquiry into
our realities offers a specific kind of reflection for the
people engaged in it. He explains:
Far from answering to their plans and predictions,
[the art of inquiry] joins with them [the participants
in the making process] in their hopes and dreams.
This is to adopt what anthropologist Hirokazu
Miyazaki calls the method of hope. To practice this
method is not to describe the world, or to represent
it, but to open up our perception to what is going
on there so that we, in turn, can respond to it. That
is to say, it is to set up a relation with the world
that I shall henceforth call correspondence.5
The art of inquiry involved in making therefore
offers a correspondence with the world that focuses not
on answers but on how to respond to the world itself.
The “Counting On” workshops used making as a way
of engaging in correspondence with experiences of love-
labour. The making process thus offered the participants
a way of rediscovering and reflecting on the situation
they were in, from a different position. The activity of
making allowed the participants to engage with memory
and experience from a sense-based perspective that created
a correspondence with lived experience. By embedding
the dialogue within the making, the facilitation avoided
explication and instead allowed for the participants to
explore love-labour and care in their own ways, guided
by the structure of the activity.
Making as a “Common Third” That Enhances Dialogue
Case category 1:
Dialogue between adults connected to illness and age.
Example A: Putting the beads on the string proved to be an
emotional memory exercise for some. At one point during the
making, a participant sat quietly, but in a clearly emotional
state, and added beads to her string. A neighbouring participant
asked what the string was about, and the first participant told
her about her late father. This moment indicated that the activity
was a “common third” that allowed the participants to show
care and interest in each other and to create dialogue, as well
as to quietly contemplate loss and grief.

The act of showing emotions, as the above-described
participant did, and the response the other participant
was able to perform might suggest that the workshop
succeeded in creating an atmosphere where the participants were comfortable sharing and listening to personal
experiences together with complete strangers. That
is, besides offering the correspondence that engaged
the participants in their lived reality through the material,
the making became a platform for sharing that reality
with others. In social pedagogical therapy, the notion of
the “common third” is often used to describe the function
of an activity in a pedagogical process.6 The common
third is the activity shared by a group of people that
functions as a tool to facilitate a pedagogical process
or difficult dialogue.
The Danish pedagogical theorist Michael Husen writes
that the common third is a shared activity that drags
attention away from the individual and creates a common space in which dialogue can arise.7 The stringing
of beads in the “Counting On” workshops became a
common third that created an opportunity for the participants to find comfort in the collectivity of the process.
The common third was used as a tool to help create
community and facilitate dialogue through creating
an atmosphere embracing v
 ulnerability.
Asking questions about the beaded strings of fellow
participants had a double function. As one participant
stated, “Our string is our story.” By being curious
about the strings, participants were also taking a caring
interest in the stories of the others participating. At the
same time, by having a craft to concentrate on, the participants could withdraw from sharing whenever they felt
like it and silently reflect if they needed to.
This facilitation strategy of using a common third to
allow for a dialogical space was a performative pedagogy
I started exploring during my internship at Tensta Konsthall
in Stockholm, where I developed a craft-based dialogical
project on pain. As part of working with “The Women’s
Café,” one of Tensta Konsthall’s many social programmes,
I invited the group of women to participate in making
embroidered self-portraits on which we marked pain,
health issues, and mental health concerns. The project
was an engagement in dialogue around the traces we carry
in our bodies and how we can visualise them to enhance
a sense of empowerment and community.
The common third of the embroidery proved very 
effective and resulted in lively dialogue and caring relations.
This manifested in peer-to-peer conversation about health
concerns, initiated by questions about the ways the women
had individually marked their portraits. The common
third carved a space for being that was not dominated by
norms of ableism, and additionally it enhanced the participants’ health literacy when they later met with the health
professionals also invited to partake in the activity.
In “Counting On,” the dialogical space had an extra
challenge to overcome, as there was no existing community
of participants. As such, the process of communal making
also had the aim of creating temporary communities.
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Treating the Traces of Making with Care
Being attentive became a facilitation and pedagogical
strategy through which I mirrored the care activities, as
part of love-labour, that the participants enacted in their
own relationships. This meant being alert to cues from
people participating regarding being comfortable and
gently attending to the atmosphere of the workshop.
These facilitation activities mirrored the attentiveness
that can be involved in caring, such as making dinner,
and the emotional labour involved in making sure
people in need of care feel content and in maintaining
and developing relationships. I adapted the facilitation
to the needs of the shifting visitors by balancing between
listening and asking questions in order to perform an
ethics induced by care.
This care for making people feel comfortable extended
to the way I handled the archival elements the project
produced. Each of the participant’s care stories transformed
into a package of a beaded string and a category form,
which I collected in a binder using a number system to
match it to the beaded string but maintain the anonymity
of the participant. This anonymity protected the integrity
of the participants’ experience as well as made it comfortable
for them to share on their own terms. The anonymous
archival structure was also a way to ensure that the consent
I had received in the moment was not violated when the
project became documentation or met a secondary audience.
Each archived beaded string was carefully packaged so
as not to be damaged when transported or hung directly
in the installation.
As the installation grew, thus so did the archive,
which became a source through which visitors could
engage with the stories of previous participants. At the
same time as the beaded strings claimed space for a
multitude of individual stories of care, the anonymity
enhanced the collectivity. The project kept growing
through the workshops, and the archival process also
became a backdrop for further engagement.
From the Invisibility of Care to Love-Labour
Case category 2:
Dialogue between adults connected to friends or partners.
Example A: A participant in her late twenties made a string
connected to caring for her friends. One of the categories
of love-labour actions she chose, to be represented by a certain
bead, was Irish coffee. In a chronological pattern of beads, she
added the Irish coffee bead as a reoccurring theme. She explained
to me that the bead represented a way she interacted with,
especially male, friends. By acting on impressions of their low
mood, she often invited them out for drinks as, she reflected,
they would never ask for help on their own initiative. The social
encounter of being out for a drink was a way for her to invite
them to talk about their emotions and show her attentiveness
and care.
Example B: A young mother made a string containing several
everyday care categories. Her string contained beads representing
care for her friends, her partner, her studies, her baby, and herself. She decided to portray a week of care and devised a proportion

system in which the white bead symbolising her new baby
took up a lot of space in comparison to the other categories.
This proportion system engaged both her and her partner
in a dialogue about the way they divided their time, and how
it could become more equal among the categories.
The political theorist Daniel Engster, in his writings
on the obligation to care, defines care as follows: “In sum,
caring may be said to include everything we do directly
to help others to meet their basic needs, develop or sustain
their basic capabilities, and alleviate or avoid pain or suffering in an attentive, responsive and respectful manner.”8
He continues by describing the emotional motivation
behind care: “Many people care for others out of affection,
love, or empathy, or perhaps because they conceive their
own well-being to be tied up in the other’s well-being.”9
Care is, according to Engster’s definition, part of our
relationships and everyday life as well as part of crisis
situations such as illness and grief. As the above-mentioned
case stories exemplify, it is clear that caring acts are an
ever occurring element in many people’s lives and also
that many gendered patterns of care and love are embedded
in norms related to relationships and social behaviours
in our private realm.
The gender studies researchers Sara Cantillon and
Kathleen Lynch write about what they call affective
inequality in love-labour. Love-labour is, in their understanding, caring activities motivated by the emotional
bond to a person and the necessity to maintain the
relationship.10 They go on to describe how inequality
in love-labour makes carers invisible:
The nonsubstitutionality of love has significant
gendered political implications. Women are the world’s
primary carers, not only in doing love labouring but
also in doing secondary care labouring, which has
greatly constrained their activism for love and care
in the public realm… . Put simply, the loved who
needs twenty-four-hour care cannot be left unattended
while one attends conferences, marches, meetings,
or mobilising events.11
It is in this contested field of love-labour and care that
the project “Counting On” intervenes. “Counting On”
aimed to create more visibility and a sense of c ommunity
for people involved in long-term love-labouring and
care-labouring, but that exact lack also became an obstacle
for the project, as such people often do not have the time
to engage in activities outside their care relationships,
as described above by Cantillon and Lynch. As a response
to these difficulties, I instead aimed the project towards
a broader audience and focused less on those with long-term
care commitments connected to illness and more on care
as an act of love-labour. This broadening of focus to more
general love-labour came about partly due to the difficulties
in finding family carers who do long-term and intense care
work, but also due to the conversations with the participants
in the focus group and Workshops 1 and 2.
The people who participated in my workshops were
not those who are the most vulnerable and marginalised,
as such people in most cases would not have had the
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 pportunity to partake. The majority of the people
o
the workshops engaged had either been previously
in the margins or had a different position from which
they practised care and love-labour. The kind of care
and love-labour that found representation in the project
represented a broad spectrum of care activities with
a variation in the demands the care work put on the
everyday lives of the participants.
The structure of the workshops enabled a closer look
at labour embedded in love and close relationships, not
by theorising it but by framing the activity of stringing
beads as a visualisation of that exact labour.
Like Cantillon and Lynch, the feminist Marxist social
scientist Silvia Federici problematises the labour connected
with care and connects it to how reproductive labour has
been overlooked in historical analyses of value production.
All the reproductive and affective labour that takes place
in homes, which is mainly carried out by women, tends to
disappear in discourse both on care and on political theory.
She writes: “When family members care for the old, the
tasks fall mostly on women, who for months or years at
times live on the verge of nervous and physical exhaustion,
consumed by the work and responsibility of having to
provide care and often provide procedures for which they
are usually unprepared.”12
The activity of collecting beads for each activity
connected with care and love-labour mirrors an under
standing of the emotionally motivated labour in our private
lives, as informed by the feminist theory of Federici and
Cantillon and Lynch. Partaking in the “Counting On”
workshops therefore was also an invitation for the audience
to revisit their everyday activities from a feminist perspective of love-labour and affective inequality. Some of the
participants found that this way of thinking about everyday
life was rather difficult or unusual. The process therefore had
potentials for transforming or nuancing normative beliefs.
The art installation built during the workshops was an
active component in shedding light on the subject of love-
labour. The drapes of beaded strings had a dual purpose
and functionality. The embracing oval shape created a
semi-opaque curtain around the workshop table and also
became an installation in its own right. The strings created
a spatial boundary to the surrounding library context,
which functioned as scenography to emphasise that the
activity inside the installation was other to the activities
surrounding it. This helped to underline the space for
dialogue and care that was the content of the project.
The practice of the UK-based artist duo They Are Here
involves creating spaces of dialogue around precarity
and uncertainty connected with a wide range of topics.
For their 2017 project Precarity Centre,13 they engaged
with the underfinanced semipublic site of the community
centre. In a series of activities, they invited the audience
into dialogue around the precarity they experienced in
their everyday lives. Through participatory formats focusing
on both making and verbal dialogue, They Are Here intervened into a contested field of underrepresentation using
a multitude of artistic and pedagogical methods. In an
introduction to their practice, they explain, “We seek

to create ephemeral systems and temporary, micro-
communities that offer an alternate means of engaging
with a situation, history or ideology.”14
The dialogical approach that They Are Here is exploring
has informed my own process with my exam project
“Counting On,” which, with different means and in
a different context, has a very similar goal as many of
They Are Here’s projects. I embedded a feminist structuralist critique into the structure of the workshops and also
engaged my interest in creating a temporary community
that explored care and love-labour. While these were
“backstage strategies” that were not explicitly voiced
to the participants, the project was a gesture of shedding
light on the everyday precarity that can be part of care
and love-labour, and therefore was an intervention into
the structures naturalising the invisibility of love-labour
in our private realm, as well as those that position love-
labour as somehow “inherent” to the female personality,
by offering a space for dialogue and community that
broke isolation and invisibility.
A Caring Community Invited into
Intergenerational Dialogue
Case category 3:
Dialogue between children and adults about which acts
of care the children receive from and/or perform towards others.
Example A: During the first public drop-in workshop, an eightyear-old participant came without his parents. I introduced him
to the activity and offered him all the coloured beads. He only
wanted one kind and chose a little brown bead. He then continued
on to make a string that represented his worry when his dad was
away in Jordan working. We then talked about his emotions
around that and what helped him cope with his fear.
Example B: In a dialogue between a four-year-old child and a
mother, the mother helped him remember how he takes an active
part in caring for the mother’s ill health. This allowed for a
dialogue in which the mother thanked the child for his contribution when she was bedridden due to severe back pain.
The timing of the public workshops was planned so that
they could appeal to a broad audience of adults, but the
aesthetic and the familiarity of the bead activity also attracted
children. Just as with the adults, I introduced children
participants to the concept and helped them to participate.
The embracing of vulnerability and the carefulness in
facilitating spread, so that other adults who were participating joined in and helped facilitate for children and new
participants. This created a social situation in which a sense
of temporary community was present. One child felt so
comfortable in this environment that she stayed for four
hours, making and conversing together with several
different participants.
The adaptability of the project to also accommodate
children in a meaningful way, for both the project’s aim
and the children, was something I was positively surprised
by. My facilitation approach was not to adapt the structure
of the workshop activity, but to only change the way
I communicated the instructions to the children. I inserted
into the project a conversation about care and love between
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parents and children that allowed the children to reflect
on everyday life experiences. The activity of stringing
the beads was very tempting and inviting to a younger
audience, but at the same time the facilitation of the content
offered a seriousness through which the realities of the
children’s everyday lives were granted attention and
importance.
When facilitating for children, I focused on their lived
experiences and asked questions around grief, worry, joy,
chores, compassion, envy, and so on that allowed them
to share emotions and reflections on all facets of family
life and friendships. Romanticising childhood was
avoided by not talking about caring for pets or stuffed
animals or other playful examples. The dialogue allowed
the space to likewise be a community for seriousness
and reflection for children, as is evident in the above
cases. This way of facilitating allowed for intergenerational
dialogue about shared experiences in family life and for
the sharing of individual experiences with love-labour
in friendships.
Several parents and children were so absorbed by
the workshop that they asked the librarians to open the
workshop on one of the days I was not on site. Parents
also verbalised that they seldom get a chance to p
 articipate
in cultural activities together with their children that
embrace the seriousness of family life, and they appreciated the conversation that the “Counting On” workshop
enabled between them and their children. This response
suggests that creating spaces for dialogue about love-labour
and care has intergenerational appeal and is currently
underrepresented.
The Dilemmas of Temporariness
“Counting On” offered only a very temporary space of
dialogue and visibility. The role of the artist in such socially
engaged art has been debated for decades. Art historian
Grant Kester writes in his book Conversation Pieces: Community and Communication in Modern Art that artists with social
practices risk becoming “tourists of the disempowered,
traveling from one site of poverty and oppression to the next
and allowing his or her various collaborators to temporarily
inhabit the privileged position of the expressive creator.”15
In Kester’s analysis, partly belonging to the community or
having similar circumstances to the community one is working with is a way for the artist to gain authority. He writes,
“The second source of authority is a moment of transference
(usually some event in the artist’s past) that establishes a
moral equivalence between his or her experience and that
of the community.”16 But, Kester argues, having personal
familiarity with or being empathic towards the members of
the community the artist is collaborating with is not enough
on its own to ensure social art practices are ethical. He
writes, “Empathy can be used to deny the very real social
differences that exist between artists and their collaborators,
encouraging an exploitative form of “vicarious possession”
(cf. Adrian Piper) in which the artist arrogantly claims the
authority to speak on behalf of a disenfranchised other.”17
For “Counting On,” working with the format of the
workshop and trying to create a space for dialogue was
an attempt to create a situation with a multitude of voices

instead of just one, whereby the artist speaks for the
participants. As an artist, I daily juggle to find a balance
between my profession and being a person involved
in long-term love-labour in relation to mental and physical
illness in my family. I see the gesture of creating a dialogical
space through “Counting On” less as claiming authority
for myself as an artist and more about carving a space that
allows me and others to create a multivocal choir that breaks
taboos and that enables participants to fill this carved-out
social space with their stories.
The temporariness of that sense of space is exactly
as problematic as Kester suggests the temporariness of
expressivity for participants is, but it is less connected
to the artist as an expressive subject and more connected
to the artist as a temporary facilitator of temporary
communities. Working to change the structures around
socially engaged practices to allow for different working
conditions and participative circumstances lies beyond
the possibilities of the current project. However, the
problems connected to the temporariness of the c reated
space of dialogue does not, in my opinion, mean that
engagement in carving out that social space should
be abandoned.
The Pedagogical Potentials of the Performative Actuality
The temporality of the intervention not only represents
a problem of efficacy, it also carries efficacy. The public making
was a performative mode of participation in which making
not only was a pedagogical activity but also was, to use
performance theorist Richard Schechner’s term, a “performative actuality.”18 In his book Performance Theory, Schechner
discusses how performance can present a situation that is
not entirely fiction and not entirely like its everyday context.
This situation that arises through performance is what he
calls an actuality. The actuality depends on the t emporality
of the performative situation.19 Inside the frame of the
performance, something else is possible exactly because
it is not completely everyday life, and it cannot be dismissed
as fiction exactly because it is not completely not everyday life.
Because it was not a constant fixture in the Rentemestervej
Library, “Counting On” allowed new ways of being and
partaking that were not the norm in the library. The
performativity functioned as a hidden set of strategies
that shed light on specific parts of everyday life that we
are taught by normative behaviour to leave at the door
when entering a semipublic space such as the library.
The performative gesture was to create an evolving stage
for those stories, which were not performed in a theatrical
way, but just allowed to be. This alternation of reality
and closeness to reality is something unique to performa
tivity, claims the theatre historian Erika Fischer-Lichte:
“The lives of all participants are entwined in performance,
not just metaphorically but in actual fact. Art could hardly
get more deeply involved with life or approximate it
more closely than in performance.”20
The ethics induced by care were therefore necessary to
maintain a participatory space of comfort, and to let the
involvement be pleasant for the visitors. This involvement
with life that at the same was not exactly like everyday
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life also allowed the participants to lean into a space
of trust and sharing. This trust and sharing were induced
as behaviours through the way I facilitated the meeting
of participants, which implemented a norm for how to act.
The installation of the beaded strings in the library space
and the carefully designed workshop table functioned
as scenography for an almost choreographed way of
participating. The scenography of the space of making
invited the revisiting of love-labour activities from a
different angle.
Even though the project did not offer permanent political
or pedagogical outcomes, it offered the participants a
temporary space for understanding and acting in a different
way through using performativity. The project therefore
had a dual potential: it had both artistic and pedagogical
strategies that merged into what the art historian Claire
Bishop calls the “double finality.” The double finality refers
to how a project involving both artistic and pedagogical
components is successful only when the outcome has both
artistic and pedagogical qualities.21 The workshop structure,
the facilitation style, and the installation and materials
were all components in a performative pedagogical inter
vention in which the artistic and pedagogical approaches
were inseparable. The integration of these approaches meant
that partaking in the project was also both an artistic and
a pedagogical experience.
Vulnerability as a Source of Facilitation
Case category 4:
Dialogue between participants and facilitator in which the
participants shared a personal story connected to care, love,
or crisis.
Example A: A participant and I had a conversation about losing
a parent, initiated by her beaded string. By sharing my own
story of loss, we entered a conversation about how care and loss
are tightly connected.
Example B: A visitor approached the installation as she was
entering the library and started asking questions about the project.
I explained the concept and invited her to participate. She started
talking about how care was part of a destructive pattern in her
relationship with her violent spouse. Through me being gentle
and listening to her story, she felt so touched by the space that was
created for her reality that she asked for permission to hug me as
a sign of her gratitude.
“Vulnerability is the last thing I want you to see in me,
but the first thing I look for in you,” writes the social
work researcher Brené Brown, referring to the paradox
of vulnerability.22 Part of the efficacy of “Counting On”
was embedded in the project’s ability to offer a space that
did not focus on overcoming vulnerability. To make such
a space possible, trust had to be built fast, as the project
was limited in time, in regard both to each component
and in its overall form. One way of facilitating that trust
was by sharing my experiences as a family carer by referring
to the care work I had done for a mother with cancer and
friends and family members with mental health issues. By
sharing these stories with the strangers participating, I was
leaning into my own vulnerability and strategically ignoring
the shame that is often connected with being in precarious

situations and feeling vulnerable.23 It would have been
a double standard to ask for vulnerability of the participants
and not offer the same in return.
The participants’ sharing of their own and listening to
others’ nuanced and diverse experiences served as a way
to broaden the perception of how care can be a part of our
everyday lives. Part of creating a space for vulnerability
was connected to erasing the shame connected with care
and love-labour, by using inclusive language, steering
away from gendered stereotypes that can be connected to
care work, and asking questions gently. For example, when
initiating dialogue about love-labour with a new participant,
I always made sure to make it possible for the participant
to drive the conversation so that I followed their lead and
not the other way around. When asking questions, I practised a strategy of not assuming in which circumstances
their experiences with love-labour were situated. This meant
avoiding assumptions about, for example, if children had
attend kindergarten or not, gendered labour roles in the
home, and heteronormative family structures.
Another way of embracing vulnerability in the sharing
space was by allowing for uncomfortable topics in a com
fortable environment. The taboos connected to love-labour
were embraced by the simple gestures of not sugar-coating
serious circumstances or emotions and by not changing
the subject when difficult topics became part of the con
versation. The cases mentioned in the beginning of this
section provide an example of this approach. Sitting with
the uncomfortableness of the precarity and vulnerability
some participants had as a part of their everyday realities
was a way to claim space for a care that does not reproduce
structures of shame and individualisation.
Allowing for the stories to be shared and listened to
was a way of performing what the educational researchers
Jody Koenig and CeCelia Zorn call a “caring community.”24
Storytelling can create caring communities by introducing
connectedness between one’s personal identity and
those of others. Story sharing can lead to interpersonal
understanding because it develops relationships and has
empowering potentials, claim Koenig and Zorn.25
Through highlighting stories of care, “Counting On”
aimed to create a temporary community of metacare —
that is, care for care. Caring thus carried a double meaning,
and therefore was highlighted not only as an act of taking
care of someone, by attending to their needs, but also by
highlighting that care is to grant importance to something.
Exploring How to Facilitate Temporary Communities
Using the systematic activity of bead stringing as a
“common third” allowed it to become a vehicle for conver
sations about love-labour. Combined with the p
 erformativity
of the workshop space, a temporary caring community
was initiated. That kind of temporary community building,
through participation, is similar to what the social science
researchers Margaret Ledwith and Jane Springett describe
in their book Participatory Practice: Community-Based Action
for Transformative Change. Through creating a cultural
event that allows for a temporary community to develop
on terms other than what was otherwise pre-existing,
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the development of a space for transformation might be
possible.26 Ledwith and Springett claim that participating
in artistic interventions around health and care can have
the following effects:
Of itself, [participating in care-related artistic
projects] creates a sense of power out of powerlessness,
and the impact ripples out, like a raindrop in a pool,
to impact on other areas of [the participants’] lives:
improved self-esteem, expression and sociability… .
Not only does the individual feel change and a sense
of connection to the whole, but since the act of creation
is also a social act, it encourages further social con
nections.27
The internal peer-to-peer dialogue of “Counting On”
contained transformative potential through the use
of making as a common third and the creation of a space
for story sharing. The embracing of vulnerability broke
a circle of isolation for a period of time. Not only is
participation therefore crucial to the building of a dialogical
space, but a dialogical approach is also the foundation
of participatory practice, write Ledwith and Springett.
That is, “Participation involves a dialogical relationship
with the world, both human and physical. Therefore,
while story can be seen as an essential starting point on
the journey to transformation, dialogue lies at the heart
of engaging in participatory practice.”28
The temporary community facilitated through “Counting
On” meant the creation of a space not only for dialogue,
but also for being. Contemplating love, loss, and care from
a multitude of perspectives became as important as the
dialogue itself. At the same time as the caring community
created by the project was engaged in dialogue about care,
the care itself extended to caring for each other and the
participating children without adult supervision. The caring
atmosphere that I aimed at facilitating spread among the
participants as a behavioural attitude towards one another,
resulting in peer-to-peer dialogue across generations and
backgrounds.
Final Reflections
The project “Counting On” has been an exploration
of how to facilitate a comfortable space for dialogue about
care and love-labour through performative and pedagogical
strategies. By using a performative actuality as a way of
thinking through the dialogical situation, the project offered
a space for new conversations and reflections. This altered
space was achieved through using making as a common
third and using the art installation to create a distinctive
space within the library that allowed for a different focus
from that of the rest of the building. These gestures constituted a performative pedagogy centred around dialogue
through the use of making.

“Counting On” was informed by feminist analyses of
reproductive labour, love-labour, and care work, as well as
ethical considerations around participatory practice. These
considerations of how to invite participants into a different
way of engaging with care and love-labour became a crucial
part of the performative pedagogy. The naturalisation of
the invisibility of care work and love-labour in the private
realm was countered in the facilitation and structure of
the workshops and the resulting installation. The dialogue
engaged in produced a space for allowing experiences
of love-labour and care to take centre stage and initiated
a temporary community and connectedness. The feminist
theory infrastructure as well as the use of performative
pedagogy were backstage strategies that were not obvious
to the participants. These strategies allowed me to work
with the participants in a caring manner that created
a communal space for conversation and contemplation.
The communal space of “Counting On” had the ability
to engage temporary communities in dialogue about
care across social divides. The same workshop model was
used with all participants, but the way I facilitated was
constantly adapted to the needs of the current group,
ensuring the atmosphere I was facilitating provided the
right amount of comfort and curiosity to allow the m
 aterial
to function as a common third and to spark both d
 ialogue
and contemplation. These adaptions were based on
a practice of listening and mirrored the acts of care and
love-labour carried out by the participants as part of their
everyday lives.
The project functioned as a testing site for methods
and strategies that can be applied to new circumstances.
The activity of bead stringing has proven effective as
a common third and was successful in sparking dialogue,
community, and care. “Counting On” took the Rentemestervej
Library from being a semipublic space with no existing
forum for dialogue around love-labour and care to one that
had that possibility for a short period. The ways in which
this space was created can perhaps be considered a per
formative pedagogical toolbox. By using a combination
of making, performativity, caring facilitation, and attentive
pedagogy, “Counting On” enabled a transformative
dialogue. In this temporary community of care, taboos
surrounding love-labour, care work, and vulnerability
were broken down and a sculptural and social space for
representation, dialogue, and visibility was made
possible.
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By Now We Could Be Able to Fly

Introduction
In this essay and in my exam project, my aim is to look
closer at the role of the museum as the public educating
body of societies and as the storehouse of the cultural
and corporeal. My particular interest lies in how knowledge
is mediated and re-enacted in the form of museum pedagogy. My exam project at Malmö Art Academy and this essay
are also attempts to deconstruct the museum’s meaning
and its mission through a case study of events conducted
at Malmö Museum in the spring of 2019, comprising a
series of performances in the form of guided tours. In my
analysis I will also refer to cosmism, a theosophical school
of thought that emerged at the turn of the twentieth century
in Russia. Cosmism provides a philosophical framework
for parts of my exam project as well as a framework for
its practical formation. I find especially useful cosmism’s
view on the museum, in relation to the movement’s
foundational principle — the problematisation of death.1
According to cosmism, the most pressing issue of
mankind is to overcome death. It is this problematisation
of death and the connection of that problematisation
with the museum that I was most interested in while
researching for my then upcoming exam project. I started
to go through questions regarding mortality and immortality
in a museum context, and I found the theorisation of these
questions was particularly interesting outside the art museum
context. The reason for this was the explicit materiality
of “the dead” found in the natural history exhibits of Malmö
Museum, which present preserved organic artefacts such
as birds, mammals, and insects. It is this distinct manner
of displaying dead matter and the processes of preservation
involved in it that guided me in my choice of location for
my exam project.
The second factor leading to the choice of topic and the
choice of location of my project was the idea of the museum
as a laboratory, a notion also introduced by cosmism, which
viewed the museum as an interdisciplinary space, that is,

where different disciplines merge and weave into each
other.2 The idea of the museum as a laboratory as well as
a site able to facilitate the unison of disciplines increasingly
became the two lenses through which I found myself looking
at the museum throughout the process. As a site-specific
project, my research method included interviews with the
staff of the museum, including staff working with museum
education, exhibit planning, and conservation.3
My project took the form of a trilogy of performance lectures,
ending up in an additional fourth and final version. In this
text, I refer to the performance events as “tours.” For this
project, my objective as a practising artist was largely based
around looking at the role of the artist as a pedagogue and
performer in an institution, and therefore I examined the role
of “artist as mediator” through a series of performances.
I familiarised myself with Malmö Museum, which o
 ccupies
several locations throughout the city of Malmö, as my specific
interest was to engage with the natural history, historical,
and living exhibits in the museum building that is part
of the museum complex at Slottsholmen, where Malmö
Art Museum is also located. Although my project does
not take place in an art museum, in this essay I take into
consideration both types of museums; in the text, I refer
to art museums as “art museums” and to other types of
museums, that is, those concerned primarily with history
both human and natural, as simply “museums.” My aim
is to find ways in which the pedagogical practices of these
two types of museums could possibly be merged, or at
least become more interwoven.
Furthermore, I wish to not only examine the artist’s role
as a mediator but also to consider the possibilities of an
artistic practice that takes place in a museum environment,
and the synergies that an artist can create within this space.
Through the analysis of my exam project that took place
at the museum, I will hopefully end up broadening ideas
surrounding the ways an artistic practice can or could
look in a museum setting.

Nanna Ylönen, By Now We Could Be Able To Fly, 2019. Video stills. Documentation of guided-tour performance, Malmö Museum, April 2019

Images courtesy of Alexis Rodríguez Cancino
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The three main sites for my performance, titled By Now
We Could Be Able to Fly (2019), were the natural history
exhibits, the aquarium, and finally the cannon tower,
situated in the historical part of the Malmöhus Castle at
Slottsholmen. By including these three areas of the museum
in my tours, I wanted to expand the idea of the museum
as a laboratory into considering the museum as an artistic
and pedagogical laboratory. The natural history part
took place in the diorama section on the first floor of the
museum and in the “Colour, Form and Function” exhibit
found on the second floor. To present the series of tours,
I chose the format of a trilogy. My initial aim was to
dedicate each part of the trilogy to one site of the museum.
Instead, the tours developed and merged with each other
content-wise, and ended up building on each other, rather
than having each tour focus solely on one site at a time.
The first part of the tour took place in the aquarium, where
the focus was on the living forms of life in the museum.
The second part focused mainly on the natural history
exhibits, looking at preservation and observing life that
is frozen. The third and final part focused on the historical
parts of the museum and on life that has been. I will return
in more detail to the pedagogy and the structure of the
tours later in this text.
Malmö Museum:
Three Stages of Life and the Pedagogy at Malmö Museum
Life that is; life that is frozen; life that was. One or two
of these three stages or forms of life can be found in many
museums across the world. Conveniently, one can find
all three of them at Malmö Museum, more specifically
in the museum building at Slottsholmen. This particular
part of Malmö Museum was originally a Renaissance castle,
which has been expanded and renovated throughout the
years to fit with whichever function or occupation the
building was appointed at a given time. Malmö Museum
was founded in 1841 as a natural history museum. Originally
the museum was located in another castle-like building
(where the City Library of Malmö is currently situated), not
too far away from Slottsholmen. With the museum’s growing
collection, the original space quickly became too limited,
and the museum and its collections found a new home
in the renovated Malmöhus Castle in 1932. Long before
the museum moved in, the castle had served its primary
function as a fortress and as the king’s living quarters
during the sixteenth century. Later on, the castle grounds
served as warehouse facilities and, in the nineteenth century,
as a prison. During its museum years, it has also served the
purpose of a refugee camp, after Malmö received numerous
people seeking refuge during World War II; the museum
opened its doors, transforming the exhibits into living
quarters. It is this ability — or perhaps more the necessity
— of the physical building to transform throughout its
six hundred years of history that I wished to look at more
closely. For my exam project, I wanted to get to know
this patchwork of a building, where sickness and wealth,
abundance and poverty have all been present at some
point, and sometimes even existed simultaneously.
Ulf Bergendorff, a pedagogue at the museum for the past
thirty-five years, and Johanna Rylander, a curator, introduced
me to some of the educational activities offered to schools
at Malmö Museum. Bergendorff finds it important to include
the opportunity to make use of senses other than sight
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during a guided tour for a school group.4 Beyond the natural
historical exhibits, one can find a dedicated space for educational workshops. One such workshop is a plankton workshop, in which the participants create their own enlarged
plankton, using diverse materials and sometimes even a 3D
printer. Usually this activity takes place after viewing living
plankton through a microscope. The museum is committed
to educating the visitors and school groups about the seventeen Global Goals, introduced by the United Nations General
Assembly in 2015, relating to environmental conservation
and preventing climate change. Also, both exhibition spaces,
the aquarium and the natural history exhibits, promote
climate awareness and nature preservation. This focus is
visible both in the exhibition texts and in the display of
the objects, and was described by both Bergendorff and
Rylander during our interviews.5
Cosmic Desires and What, or Who, Is of Value
Russian cosmism, described by Russian literature scholar
George M. Young as “a crossover area between science
and magic,”6 draws much of its essence from the Russian
Orthodox religious tradition as well as the Russian e soteric
tradition.7 Central to cosmist thinking was the aim for
humankind to reach eternal life. To reach such a goal —
and the only way to do it — is to harness all possible re
sources and all individuals to work towards this objective.
One of the main authors of cosmist theory was an eccentric
teacher and librarian named Nikolai Fedorov. According
to Fedorov, humanity’s most urgent mission is to overcome
death.8 Fedorov suggests that solving the “problem of death”
could be one of the keys to ending acts of violence between
human beings. This being said, for Fedorov, death is just
a hindrance, a fault that humans should be able to overcome.
Sociologist Marina Simakova describes the conditions surrounding the origins of cosmism in late nineteenth-century
Russia: “Russian cosmism was … a radical response to
the less humane, positivist, and rationalist doctrines of the
nineteenth century. It poeticized their scientific components
while problematizing existential questions.”9
Currently, cosmism is experiencing a resurrection through
an increased interest in it especially in the field of contem
porary art, and in recent years it has been featured and
examined through symposiums and exhibitions, one
of which, Art without Death: Russian Cosmism, took place
at Haus der Kulturen der Welt in Berlin in 2017. Among
the contemporary artists making cosmism better known
is Anton Vidokle, the founder of e-flux and director of the
film trilogy Immortality for All (2014 – 17).10 These films are
described as meeting at “the intersection of documentary,
essay, poetry, and reading session” as they examine the
echoes of cosmism in contemporary Russia and former
Soviet countries.11 Vidokle uses hypnosis scripts and certain
qualities of light with presumed health effects, explaining,
“I hope that in the near future, when this film is screened
on an LED screen at some museum, it can be calibrated
to also produce prophylactic and therapeutic effect on the
viewer.”12 Perhaps the films could be described as a
laboratory within a film trilogy.
Back in the nineteenth century, Fedorov saw the museum
as a unison of the library, scientific facility, and church.13
In my view, the church refers to the site of noble spectacle
and spiritual enlightenment. Fedorov proposes the museum
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as a site of reincarnation. For him, the museum is a storage
place for the dead, literally and metaphorically, just waiting
to be awakened: “Like a shadow, it [the museum] accompanies life, like a grave, it is behind all the living. Each man
bears a museum within himself, bears it even against his
personal wish.”14 Fedorov continues, “The existence of
a museum shows that there are no finished matters… .
For the museum, death itself is not the end but only the
beginning.”15 If a museum holds extinct animals and plants,
perhaps this then makes a future resurrection, or revitalisation, of such species possible. Fedorov’s writings on the
entanglement of the Russian esoteric tradition and science
helped to take me a step further in the thought process of
the museum as a laboratory. The following quote by Fedorov
reveals the connections he sought to make in combining
futurism and the occult with the natural sciences: “The question of the death of man, of the end or destruction of the
world, is a question that is theo- and cosmo-anthropological,
or what is the same, a question of astronomy.”16 I see in
Fedorov’s vision the desire for an interdisciplinary view
on different fields of knowledge, where each field feeds
into the other. I see this as a connection to Malmö Museum
and its exhibits, which consist of natural history, historical,
and living exhibits. For me, this variety of different com
partments within the museum reinforces the idea of the
museum as a laboratory.
Relating to the unison of disciplines, the sociologist
Tony Bennett refers to the ideas of Michel Foucault when
describing the shift from a classical view of knowledge
to the modern episteme.17 On the basis of Foucault’s concept
of the episteme — that is, how knowledge is organised in
particular ways depending on time and place and, impor
tantly, how it is organised depending on the values of
that particular time, rather than pure objectivity being
the ultimate goal when placing knowledge in a particular
order18 — Bennett writes that instead of placing knowledge
or objects “as parts of taxonomic tables,” new fields of
science in the nineteenth century organised them in a linear
manner, as an “evolutionary series.”19 He notes how the
emergence of different scientific fields occurred parallel
with the formation of the public museum, as these institutions “arranged objects as parts of evolutionary sequences”
in order to display their particular field of knowledge,
such as biology, archaeology, art history, and so on.20
Arseny Zhilyaev, a Russian artist and curator, describes
Fedorov’s view on the role of humankind as one where
“man [is] a transformative force in the universe — a kind of
universal artist.”21 This responsibility implies that humankind should proceed with “regulations of nature and the
cosmos.” One could say that the world and the rest of
the universe would then be turned into a large museum
exhibit — controlled and regulated in all its totality by the
human. In relation to the idea of exhibition and cosmism,
Simakova wrote the following about Zhilyaev’s exhibition
project Cradle of Humankind from 2015, which imagined
a museum of the dystopian future:
The network is a global museum, transcending
national boundaries after humankind has transcended
planetary boundaries. The Earth has turned into a
museum corporation that flamboyantly combines the
conservative function of museology with entertainment.

Even though humanity spreads across the Universe,
capitalism won’t collapse under the weight of its own
contradictions. Quite the opposite, the planet Earth
will turn into a huge shopping mall, and the cosmist
project will become a dystopia.22
As we can see, cosmism offers fertile ground for thought
experiments of imaginary scenarios turned into imaginable
futures. Would immortality and the resurrection of all
life that ever existed not be the ultimate egalitarian project,
as the cosmists thought? What about the possibility of
every historical wrong being set right? What if one could
summon an eyewitness from any historical moment?
Or even more so, any “non”-historical moment left out of
history writing and that has heretofore been seen as trivial?
Wouldn’t this be the ultimate form of genealogy, in terms
of the Foucauldian “search for origins”? Could humanity
approach the absolute truth regarding the surrounding
mysticism of its existence, caused by gaps that can’t be filled
in with certainty but only through speculation and hypo
thesis? Or what if only certain people were brought back
to life? Who would you select and why? Who is worth being
handpicked from the uncountable number of individuals
who ever lived? Would it be someone you looked up to?
Someone you needed advice from? Someone you loved?
One can’t seem to escape the question of selection, no matter
how one tries. The problematisation of death itself becomes
problematic, and it is these ethical contradictions and moral
dilemmas that cosmism ultimately offers. It raises many
questions and evokes a grim thought experiment, to which
I will return later in relation to the inclusion of these
questions as a part of the pedagogy of one of my tours.
For now, I want to hold on to the idea of selection for
a moment, but in relation to museums. Cultural theorist
Boris Groys asks, in relation to the question of the preservation of contemporary art: “Can we say that our own value
is lower than the value of the people who lived before us?”23
With museum collections, whether of art or other kinds of
museums, the same issue around selection arises: Is building
a collection a form of “natural selection,” then?
What Is a Museum (and What Can I Do About It)?
Control is exercised holistically in the museum environment.
Because “no matter/energy is completely stable, [and] the
interaction of all the parts forms a constant state of action
versus reaction,” conservation efforts in the museum
ensure “that such interactions be kept to a minimum” by
“controlling the factors that promote interaction.”24 These
interactions are multiple, a few of them being temperature
and humidity, and need to be carefully controlled in this
indoor atmosphere. For example, the aquarium in Malmö
Museum is a living exhibition, basically a zoo, where the
rules and regulations of a zoo are applied.25 However,
as one practical guide to museum exhibitions asserts:
“In any system of matter and energy, the only achievable
goal is to slow down the natural destruction of objects.” 26
When put on display, collections have to tolerate an
interaction with their surroundings that will eventually
and progressively damage them. Exhibiting becomes
a question of prolonging the objects’ life, continuously
minimising and monitoring the damage. Is the museum,
then, in fact already a laboratory for the quest towards
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immortality? Or is the museum rather a hospital or
deathbed? The museum is, after all, devoted to clinically
measuring and maintaining a stable condition. Internal
parts are militantly protected from any external hazards,
avoiding any risks that could endanger the safety of the
artefacts, which then reveal themselves as patients. It’s
like keeping an antibiotic-resistant virus from entering the
hospital; only in this case of the museum, it’s polluted air
and pests that need to be kept away by any means possible.
From the viewpoint of preservation, the museum visitor
is a necessary evil, fully able to destabilise the carefully
controlled environment and a potential health risk for the
fragile patients of the museums.
In this regard of closely monitoring visitors, one can
say that control is implemented on nearly every aspect
of a museum visit, primarily through limitations of movement, whether expressed in explicit or more quiet ways.
The traditional museum space starts to feel restrictive.
One of the fundamental forms of human communication,
alongside sight and verbal communication, is touch. As such,
“‘Do not touch’ signs are psychologically offensive because
they deny basic human learning behaviour.”27 The idea of
and the need for preservation as the primary museological goal places museum exhibits in conflict with the ways
humans process information. How might we instead engage
with the museum collections in ways that transcend the
restrictions of touch and movement, without it becoming
hazardous for the artefacts? I find myself reflecting back
on my internship at Moderna Museet in Malmö in October
2018, where I held fifteen iterations of two workshops, titled
“Haunted Portraiture” and “Traces of Movements,” for
school groups in upper secondary and above, in connection with a photographic exhibition. The first workshop,
“Haunted Portraiture,” focused on the nineteenth-century
portraits presented in the photography exhibition Written
in Light,28 and the second, “Traces of Movements,” was
a general introduction to the art museum as a public and
open space. With the latter workshop, I also wanted to reflect
upon the restrictive qualities of museums and make some
of these visible for the group. It included a photographic
exercise in the exhibition space involving painting with light
by using long-exposure times. With this exercise, I wanted
to encourage the students to leave behind traces, albeit
invisible ones. The issues of touch and movement bring
back some of the frustrations I have personally experienced
relating to the restrictions and fragility of museum spaces.
How can one symbolically break the glass between the
visitor and the artefact? How can one break or elevate oneself above the restrictions of movement and touch in such
a controlled environment? In hindsight, the “Traces of Movements” workshop felt like a step towards reaching a mode
of museum pedagogy that could at one and the same time
be relevant for the content exhibited and also somehow
exceed it by becoming something else. There are of course very
good reasons for the existing rules and restrictions found in
museums, but that does not take away the frustration I had
as a pedagogue and as an artist trying to find alternative
ways to engage with the collections and the exhibitions. I
believe this frustration that I experienced during my internship directed me towards a more performative approach
in my exam project when thinking of how an alternative
museum pedagogy could possibly look in the confined
space of the museum.
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Contemporary artists work in museums in various
ways, but an overview of their ways of engaging with
collections reveals a focus mostly on artefacts and the
display of these artefacts.29 For example, for the installation
Collectors Collected (2018), the conceptual artist Mark Dion
presented the collectors behind the Expedición al Pacifico
(1862 – 66) at the Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina
Sofia in Madrid as the “objects” of scrutiny themselves.30
Other examples include ephemeral forms of art in museums, such as dance, performance, and other social practices.
Twenteenth Century (2000), a dance routine by the artist
collective System Addict, was performed in the National
Gallery in London. The purpose of this work was to create
a friction within the museum space, which is normally bound
with restrictions, including of movement.31 Although these
types of installations, objects, and performances critique
the existing power structures and exclusions within the
museum, not too many examples exist of artists working
at the thresholds of art and pedagogy in a museum setting.
However, one relevant example of this last category in
relation to my project is Andrea Fraser’s live performance
Museum Highlights: A Gallery Talk (1989), in which she
takes on the role of a museum guide named Jane Castleton
(I will return to Fraser’s performance later in the text).
My initial aim with both my internship and exam project
was to reveal something inherent to the very ontology
of a museum as an organisation through informing my
audience of the preservation and conservation aspect of such
institutions. I wanted to make the students in my workshops
at Moderna Museet aware of the controlled environment
they were in. In practice, this element of revealing as part
of the pedagogy of my exam project performance became
less visible than I initially conceived of it during the research
stage of my project. Ultimately, my focus shifted to “performing meaning’ (as introduced by professor of education
Gert Biesta, and to which I will return later) rather than
revealing the practical realities and behind-the-scenes information about how Malmö Museum works with the conservation of objects. The performing of meaning appeared to
be more suitable and more strongly anchored to the different
histories present at the museum. By “histories,” I mean
both historically accurate information as well as the more
anecdotal information I gathered through multiple interviews
with the staff of Malmö Museum. It became clear to me
that such anecdotes were also content I wanted to communi
cate and reveal to my audience. Also, unlike Fraser, I didn’t
have the need to make visible the power relations that
exist in a museum, although I did build my museum-guide
character on the more authoritative qualities of a traditional
museum guide. While developing my character, I wanted
to give her an aura of being reserved, yet authoritarian.
Unlike my character, the guides and pedagogues I interviewed at Malmö Museum seemed to put more emphasis
on engaging the audience through making an effort to connect, for example, the historical artefacts and stories with
the audience’s own experiences.32 For my tours, I intentionally left out direct engagement with the audience and any
chance for casual discussion, in order to enforce the reserved
quality of my character. This approach is completely different from the one I was aiming at during my internship at
Moderna, where my approach was based on a more reflexive
form of pedagogy and in encouraging discussion.
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What, then, does a “traditional” guided tour in a museum
look like? In my experience, a regular guided tour in any
museum is strongly related to the guide and their ability
to present the knowledge they possess. I would describe
this as “performing knowledge,” in contrast to my approach
of “performing meaning,” as defined by Biesta.33 When
performing knowledge, the guide becomes a transmitter,
transmitting information.34 It is often a one-way type of
communication, where the guide does their best to present
accurate facts, which is usually what is expected of them.
The aim is to meet the expectations of the audience, who
want to become informed (relating to audience expectations,
the question of whether the audience is a voluntary or involuntary one also arises, but this is another topic altogether;
here I am referring specifically to an open guided tour that
people self-elect to join). In the format of the open guided
tour, the contract between the guide and the audience could
also be described as “open.” No formal commitments are
made, and it is the free will of the visitor to participate
on the tour.
In “The Political Rationality of the Museum,” Bennett
draws on two different readings of the politicised museum
space. Firstly, a Foucauldian reading of the museum as
a controlled and controlling environment, as an institution
of discipline, and as a manifestation of power; and
secondly, a reading according to Marxist philosopher
Antonio Gramsci’s perspective of the museum as a political
space divided by class, while at the same time viewing
the museum as a continuation of a democratic society.35
It is also between these two readings of the museum that
I find myself balancing, in regard to both my internship
and my exam project.
Bennett distinguishes two main demands directed
towards a contemporary museum, the first of which is the
idea of museums being “equally open and accessible to
all,” based on the notion of providing an open educational
space and serving the common good in doing so. The
second demand is that “[the] museum should adequately
represent the cultures and values of different sections
of the public.”36 In the fulfilling of these two objectives,
or demands, Bennett sees a contradiction, which thus
makes these two demands impossible to fulfil.
Bennett further notes an inverse relation between the
development of prisons and that of museums. As prisons
became more closed, museums opened their doors,
becoming public institutions rather than the curiosity
chambers of the ruling classes that they had been previously. He explains, “The trajectory embodied in the museum’s
development is the reverse of that embodied in the
roughly contemporary emergence of the prison,
the asylum and the clinic.”37
Finally, Bennett introduces the questions of display,
audiences, and preservation through drawing a comparison
between the emergence of the prison and of the museum
and describing both as “detaching the display of power.”38
He further mentions the “risk of disorder” when speaking
of open public spaces. In a museum context, to avoid any
damage to the collections, a new set of rules was introduced
to regulate the behaviour of the public visiting the m
 useum.39
Therefore, while the museum wanted to present itself as

“formally free and open,” it also contributed to forming
a “pattern of informal discriminations and exclusions.”40
The Performance and the Pedagogy of the Performance
Why did I decide to undertake a trilogy of events,
which in the end revealed itself to be a challenging format?
Issues included attracting audiences to embark on the full
trilogy of tours, and also balancing between the content
and the time used when trying to focus on one section
of the museum at a time (I will return to the issues relating
to content later in this text). Although the trilogy concept
proved to be challenging, this format offered me the space
and the time to develop, rethink, and reflect upon my project
after each tour I performed (I will also return to the aspect
of ongoing development later on). During my tours, I had
to take into consideration the variety of audiences visiting
the museum, since the tours were held during regular
opening hours. This resulted into both expected and unexpected encounters with visitors. The expected environment
for the tours was the occasional noisy situation, although
the afternoons at the museum were fairly quiet, except for
the tour on Sunday, April 14, when many families were
visiting, especially the aquarium.41 Unlike the parts in the
diorama section and the aquarium, the historical part of the
tour took place in a space inaccessible to regular visitors,
in one of the castle’s two remaining cannon towers.
In the following descriptions of the tour, I mainly focus
on the fourth tour, because, as the last one run, it was
the most coherent. Since it is also important to introduce
the first three tours, so as to understand which choices
led to the changes and improvements visible in the fourth,
I also draw comparisons and examples between the
previous tours as needed.
For the natural history part of the tour, I divided the
session into two main focuses: the diorama corridor located
on the first floor of the museum, and the “Colour, Form
and Function” exhibit on the second floor. To describe the
chain of events of this part of the tour, I will occasionally
use descriptions of the second tour, as this tour was intended
to mainly focus on this particular part of the museum.42
I started the fourth tour in the diorama corridor. I asked
the audience to sit down on the floor with me, and I gave
an introduction to my tour and the concept behind it: the
museum as a laboratory. After the introduction, we stood
up and looked at the diorama behind us, displaying a
domestic countryside landscape. I asked the audience to
observe the different details of the diorama, and introduced
the question about the relationship between a museum and
immortality: “What kind of relationship does the museum
have with immortality? What can immortality mean in
a museum context?” After asking these questions, I shifted
into the first monologue (I marked these shifts between
the two characters by taking my glasses off) in front of
a moose diorama. After the monologue, we moved along
the corridor in silence until we reached the diorama with
a bison family (during the second tour I informed the
audience briefly about the function of a diorama, as well as
the etymology of the word “diorama”). At this point, I asked
the audience to create a scene with me, by placing ourselves
into the diorama landscape in front of us. This scene was
made through observing our reflections in the glass separat-
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ing us from the animals in the diorama. I asked the audience
to watch and observe ourselves in the diorama. After each
person found their spot, followed by a short moment of
silence, I asked the audience to “come back” from the landscape and to share some reflections about the experience.
The responses varied from experiencing being merged into
the landscape, feelings of sadness, and sensations of not
being “me.” I wanted this exercise to activate the audience during the tour, since the rest of the tour was largely
based on listening, looking, and absorbing the information
I provided as a guide, as well as the content of the monologues.
In my species-specific monologues, such as the “Wild Boar”
monologue excerpted below, I focused on some of the
distinctive properties of the animals I was presenting,
and I also “became” the animal in question:
I am a so-called wild boar
Sus scrofa
I have canine teeth
In both the lower and upper jaw43
My direction as a guide included a continuation of the
method of looking, as I continued to give the participants
directions for observing the animals in the displays, as
I did previously in the dioramas, now moving onward
to the “Colour, Form and Function” exhibit on the second
floor. I asked the audience to focus on the display case
located in the middle of the exhibition space. This particular
display case holds birds and insects, and its educational
focus is on the different colours and their function in these
specimens. While moving around the display case, I asked
the audience to also circle around the display case and to
observe the different qualities of colour found in the animals
(some insects have a metallic shine, for example).
The aquarium part started next to a horseshoe crab
tank. Except for the fourth tour, all the tours began in the
aquarium. I switched the order of the diorama part and
the aquarium part to facilitate reaching a pedagogical aim
through dramaturgical means, which was linked to a desired
learning outcome and learning curve I wished to see in the
participants by the end of the tour. The aquarium part is
also where I started to include more of the theatrical
elements in my performance. Again, I asked the audience
to observe the animal behind the glass, this time a living
creature. I switched into a monologue, now becoming the
horseshoe crab:
I was taken into a laboratory
I was tied down
And the only thing I could do
Was gaze at a jar next to me
Filling up with light blue liquid
My blood44
During the monologue, I referred to the horseshoe crab’s
blood several times. By doing this, I introduced the m
 ethod
of repetition as a new pedagogical tool of the tour. This
method can be regarded as traditional way of learning content “by heart.” With this monologue I also wanted
to introduce some ethical issues related to the horseshoe
crab. Here, the balance between facts and interpretation

of facts came under scrutiny, a topic to which I will return
later on in the text.
We moved from the horseshoe crab aquarium into
the rainforest section, also called the Amazonas Room.
This is the only space in the aquarium with natural light,
and this is why it was important for me to include this
location, as it provided context for the audience of the
variety of different environments that exist inside Malmö
Museum. This relates back to one of the core points of departure for my tour: the museum as an interdisciplinary laboratory. In the rainforest room, I drew the focus to the catfish.
Through the “Catfish” monologue, I presented the aspect
of time, hoping to connect with ideas around immortality:
I met a young man thirty-five years ago
He helped to feed me
He still comes around occasionally
He says to me
That he doesn’t know exactly how long I will live
But I know
That some sharks
Live up to four hundred years old
On the other hand
What do I, a fish,
Know about the water
I have swam in my whole life45
After the rainforest room, I asked the group to follow
me to the next station, which was a larger aquarium, in front
of which I asked them to sit down and observe its contents.
I walked along the large aquarium while taking on a more
liminal role this time, almost as if the museum guide was
having a moment of malfunction. I acquired a new role
that was a combination of the two roles I had alternated
between before: the museum guide and the shape-shifter.
This part of the performance was “a monologue by a lecturer,”
with me as the guide performing a monologue, although
importantly I did not become or shift into a character that
is speaking in the first person, as I did previously with
the species monologues. This new type of monologue was
a reference to Stanisław Lem’s science fiction novel and
Andrei Tarkovsky’s filmatisation of Solaris, and at the same
time a very subtle reference to cosmism and its desire to
colonise space (something that revealed a curiosity, but
to which I will return later, including discussion of Solaris
in this context). While still in this new, third character,
I introduced the tour group to the old science of humoral
pathology. (I learned about this age-old form of medical
knowledge, now widely regarded as pseudoscience,
while interviewing one of the guides at the museum,
which is the reason why there is such a small bed in the
old Renaissance castle part of the museum.)46
It is said
That the human body consists of four different fluids
Blood
Phlegm
Black
And yellow bile
If these fluids become out of balance
The human becomes sick47
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As I pranced alongside the large aquarium, performing
my monologue about the four fluids, the bluish light
radiating from the aquarium felt increasingly piercing,
as if there were no longer any glass between the water
and myself. It was this kind of fluidity that I was seeking
— and eventually found during my final performance.
In this moment, I felt myself becoming the two characters
at once — that is, I felt at the same time like an enhanced
and deranged version of the two characters of the tour
guide and the shape-shifter that presented the monologues.
Neither positive nor negative — fluid, like water.
After this, and before advancing forward with the theatrical
part, I asked the audience “What colour is horseshoe crab
blood?” On both occasions I performed this scene (during
the first and fourth tours), someone in the audience knew
the answer. This brief moment was important in reinforcing
the authoritative museum guide role. After receiving an
answer from the audience, I finally took off my glasses, to
mark a shift of roles. I knelt down in front of the aquarium
and reached for a bag that I had carried with me during
the performance. I took a glass bowl out of the bag and
placed it in front of me. I next pulled out a pin that I had
inserted into my hair bun, to use to poke holes into a small
bag of light blue liquid that was hidden under my shirt.
I let the blue liquid run down my arm into the glass bowl.
After collecting enough of the blue liquid, I raised the bowl
and drank it. I replaced my glasses, rose, and once again
became the museum guide, advising and preparing the
audience for the next part of the tour in the cannon tower,
as if nothing out of the ordinary had happened. My motiva
tion for including this scene was to make use of the striking
visuality of the aquarium while adding shock value to
mesmerise the audience, using this feature of spectacle as
a part of the pedagogy of the tour. In short, the aim of the
theatrical parts was to enhance the pedagogy of the performance with a dramaturgical structure.
Artistic Pedagogical Displacements:
To Preserve or to Create Meaning?
When unpacking the pedagogical attributes of my
performance, it is useful to look into the performative
and pedagogical theory of communication as introduced
by Gert Biesta. This concept becomes especially relevant
in relation to the historical part of my tour, which took place
in one of the cannon towers of Malmöhus Castle, located
in the same premises as the other buildings of Malmö
Museum at Slottsholmen. Biesta notes the challenges of
recording history and how history can become animated
through performative communication: “Throughout history
many devices have been developed to record, store, and
preserve meaning. But these devices can store only traces
of meaning, not the meaning itself.”48 For example, during
the historical part of the performance, my aim was to
“become” a nineteenth-century prisoner through my
monologues and to activate the spaces that were actually
used during the castle’s time as a prison, of which I learned
during my interviews with the museum guides at Malmö
Museum. The process leading to an activation (in this case,
information I provided to the audience prior to the activation) and the locations that become activated need to be
relevant and aligned with the content in order to reach and
mediate a desired “learning outcome,” such as the one I
wished to see in my audience: enforcing ideas around the

relationship between dead and non-dead matter, and
finally linking up these two with the concept of immortality
in a museum.
Fraser’s artwork Museum Highlights: A Gallery Talk, which
I mentioned earlier but will look at more closely now, provides a relevant comparison to my tours at Malmö Museum.
Fraser’s work took the form of a museum tour performed
as a live performance. Her tour could be described as an
alternative tour of the Philadelphia Museum of Art, focusing
largely on everything else existing in the museum other than
the art. She performed the character of docent Jane Castleton
in a parodical manner. Like Fraser’s work, in which I find
relatable moments of absurdity, my performance also utilised
the absurd, as I took up the role of a museum guide who is
starting to lose her grip on reality. Fraser too was balancing
between facts and interpretation in the content she presented
during her tour.49 She likewise used a combination of sources
in her script, for example, descriptions of a nineteenth-
century poorhouse, which sound intentionally displaced
and politically incorrect presented in the context of 1989,
when her work was performed. Also, in video documen
tation of the performance, we can see that the character of
Jane seems to be getting carried away with topics other than
the “museum highlights” her tour promised, as she goes on
about the “healthy climate” and free office spaces in
Philadelphia. Jane describes the artworks in a passionate
manner, and she also compliments an exit sign in the gallery.
Fraser moves into an increasingly accelerated pace with
Jane’s character as she shifts between general descriptions
of the museum building and the artworks.
In her essay and performance lecture An Artist’s Statement
(1992),50 Fraser reflects upon her artistic practice: “The relations I might want to transform may be relations in which
I feel myself to be dominated, or they may be relations
in which I feel myself to be dominant.”51 She continues
that, in the context of institutional critique, which is a
crucial part of her artistic practice, she will always remain
the “dominant figure” and the “authority,” as a representative of the art institution and the power that it possesses.
She notes that her position and distance from the target
audiences of the cultural institutions are possible due
to her role as an artist and as a practitioner of institutional
critique within these cultural institutions.52 Fraser points
out that this is also where the potential of this position
of working as artist within an institution lies — that is,
in the potentiality of transforming existing modes of inter
action. My project differs from Fraser’s, as her position
is as a practitioner of institutional critique, which I am not;
my project is more directed towards finding the p
 otentiality
in an artist-pedagogue position within an institution,
specifically the museum. Although Fraser works within
specifically art museums, I find her view on authority and
dominance relatable in relation to the museum guide role
I performed in my performance. Also, despite the fact
Fraser is writing about the conditions of art museums in
the particular context of the United States,53 it is nevertheless
useful to look further into her position as an artist working
in an institution — a position she refers to as a “displacement.”54 She writes: “And, like all such displacements, its
function is to obscure the relations of domination of which
museums are the sites and which its recognized agents
produce and reproduce.”55
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Biesta writes: “We can create many cultural artefacts,
but without the cultural practices in which these artefacts
have meaning, there is no way of preserving the meaning
invested in the artefacts.”56 In relation to this remark,
here is how one audience member reflected upon the
last part of the performance, in the cannon tower:
I think that this space, this cell, and the other narrow
space behind there create an incredible intensity.
In today’s museum, one spends a lot of time pressing
buttons and touching screens. This creates a totally
different, highly concentrated atmosphere. One creates
a kind of a memory bank of what it could’ve been
like to be a prisoner in here. No screen would be able
to do that for me. When you lay there in your black
costume, moving your hands, I got some kind of
an image of how it could’ve been for these prisoners
who were dying or who were laying on top of each
other. For me, no screen can provide that experience.57
Biesta continues: “Cultural artefacts without practices
remain silent — a problem that archaeologists are too
familiar with. This fact implies not only that meaning,
and culture more generally, exist only in and through
communication.”58 This theory is also suitable while trying
to analyse the emergence and the meaning of the third
character (an amalgamation between the tour guide
and the shape-shifter) that I inhabited during my performance, and further considering its potential within
a pedagogical framework.
During my tours, I used the method of looking as a
pedagogical strategy. The weakness of this method might
be the fixation on the persona of the performer-pedagogue.
In my case, the authoritative character was intended
to make visible the weaknesses of a traditional lecturing
model of guided tour, but also to recognise the potential
of performing this authoritative role.
My script was shaped by both interviews with the
museum staff and exhibition texts. As I was compiling
the content of the performance, I found myself at a times
going in and out of either trying to seek balance or looking for contradictions between factual content, fiction,
and interpretation. I would describe the script as a site-
specific poetic reading of the museum space. The performance script features two main components: monologues
and the more factual content of the museum guide. During
the monologues, I abandoned the role of a traditional
museum guide and became my subject, whereas while
presenting the more fact-based content, I took on the more
traditional role of a guide. Occasionally, these two roles
became interlaced, and a new type of character emerged.
Shape-shifting
The shifting between these three different roles — the
tour guide, performed subjects as the shape-shifter,
and the a malgamation of these two roles — was constant;
at times, they supported each other, and at others, caught
in friction. Sometimes these roles were marked clearly,
sometimes blurred. Before I analyse the third character
further, I first need to distinguish the different roles I used
as a point of departure for my performance and for the
formation of the pedagogical model that I aimed to

embed into it. The relationship and interaction between
the different roles in the performance could be divided
as follows. Firstly, during the performance, and as a
performer, I switched between two roles: a museum guide
providing directives to the audience as well as relaying
factual information (although in limited amounts, as the
pedagogical focus was mostly in directing the gaze of
the audience: “observe this,” “take a look at that”).
In short, the museum guide role was based on and built
upon authority, and more precisely in performing authority.
The second of the performative roles was based on mono
logues of different characters, which were either alive or
had once been alive, and all of which could be found on the
premises. I describe this role as a shape-shifter, whose purpose
was to activate different spaces, artefacts, and also living
beings that the audience encountered during the tour.
The content presented by this role was likewise based on
factual knowledge, taken either from historical accounts,
anecdotes and interviews with the staff, or additional
research material.59
In regard to the roles that took place behind the scenes
of the performance and in the preparatory stage, I can point
out those of an artist-performer and a pedagogue, which,
while they can be named as distinct roles, have become
more interwoven with each other (much more than the
museum guide and shape-shifter roles were), and continue
to become increasingly so. Although the roles were interwoven, the challenge here lay in how to balance the artistic
vision and ambition and the interpretation, as well as
the more direct and didactic model of pedagogy I ended
up including in my tour performances. The role of the
pedagogue became the most visible and was used at the
beginning and end of the tours. Following the beginning
of each tour, though, the pedagogue started to shift into
the performative role of the museum guide. Especially by
the end of the fourth tour, the role of the didactic pedagogue
became very clear in the ways I formulated and presented
questions for my audience.
The purpose of the final part of the tour in the cannon
tower was to include a straightforward pedagogical
strategy to tie up the themes of the tour by returning to
the questions presented at its beginning. After my first tour,
which focused solely on the aquarium, the audience felt
as they had been left empty-handed and alone with their
thoughts, as cryptic clues were provided but no answers
or unpacking was undertaken. I took this feedback into
account, and therefore focused on strengthening my initial
pedagogical aim of unravelling the concept of immortality
in the museum through my pedagogical performance.
Further Audience Reflections
I asked my audience at both the beginning and end
of the performance the following questions: What kind
of relationship does a museum have with immortality? What
can immortality mean in a museum context? I finished
the tour by saying:
Maybe one could rephrase the question as what
can mortality mean in this [museum] environment?
Now you have seen different forms of life that
exist here, in this museum. Something that is alive,
in the aquarium. Something that is somehow frozen
in time, in the diorama. And something that has been.60
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One of the responses from the audience was: “I am thinking
about the animals in the aquarium, which have not chosen
to live there, and on the other hand the spiders who have
chosen to come here,” referring to the large number of spider
webs in the cannon tower. “It becomes a clear distinction
of choice of place, and how one therefore observes them
[the animals] differently.”61 Another audience member
offered: “I don’t know if it’s about immortality, but I think
more about the idea of being frozen in time — non-time.”62
I want to return to the learning outcome I mentioned
earlier, in the section “Artistic Pedagogical Displacements:
To Preserve or to Create Meaning?” During the reflective
concluding session of the tour, one of the participants
referred to blood as a distinction between the dead and the
living in Malmö Museum. That is, that life is distinguished
by where blood flows or has flown. This participant also
made a reference to controlled environments:
For me, it’s about blood. The life in the aquarium
has the blood and the movement. I get this metaphor
of blood, movement. Here, it is a controlled environment, doesn’t have as much movement. For me,
this movement goes in one circle, since this movement
is controlled. This is the space where you move and
live, if you live. And if you don’t have this blood
that is giving you life, there is less movement for
you. Zero movement.63
The audience member continued her thought on the
visual clues I had introduced during the performance:
“This is also because you trigger that [thought] in me.
I find this connection between this prehistoric animal and
this other part with the blue blood [running down your
arm], which made me think about this idea of movement
and blood.” The fact that the connection was so explicit
for the audience member revealed to me that my way
of communicating during the pedagogical performance
was also explicit. This leads me to reflect upon a explicatory
model of teaching, as introduced by the philosopher Jacques
Rancière.64 I view my role as the museum guide as an act
of performing an explicatory model of teaching. Similarly,
the shape-shifter character became a tool for explication —
a tool for communication. I view the use of these two
roles as an experiment in the “sender-receiver model”
of communication, as defined by Biesta.65
Another audience reflection went: “It’s an interesting
comparison to other museums, since an object doesn’t
die in the same way [as an animal].”66
One of Malmö Museum’s pedagogues participated in
my second tour. He told me he had become used to seeing
the taxidermy animals as objects. After my tour, he said
he was reminded of their past living state as the group was
staring into the diorama with the bison family. “This used
be alive,” he said, while holding up a preserved hedgehog,
used as educational material at the museum and which
I got to borrow for this tour.

An audience reflection on preservation went as follows:
For me, the connection with death and museum
is a luxury. If you think about the pharaohs and
how they were embalmed… . You take this animal
and treat it with an expensive treatment and bring
it into a museum. It is also this process of conserving
a corpse that made think, “Is this the purpose of this
life, to be here [at the museum]?” Why do I need to
see death, a corpse, in here? What am I learning from
this moment? Is this needed somehow?
You are paying to see this immortality, or dead
things… . For me this is connected with the idea of
immortality and museums, which is connected with
luxury. Money and resources are spent on that
purpose and I am asking why. Why is it needed?67
At one point, I was asked a question concerning something I mentioned at the beginning of the tour, about
the relationship between the museum and the church,
as imagined by Fedorov. I answered, “For me, it’s related
to some kind of spectacle. Having a space that has a strong
presence, as a church usually has. It’s also about power.
But I also think about enlightenment, more of a spiritual
enlightenment. But when referring to the church, I mainly
view it as a place of power, as presenting power.”
On the presentation of mortality in the museum,
one audience member said:
I think human beings need to have a mirror in order
to understand their relationship to death, because
I think human beings are extremely vain. There’s
a small child in me who is excited about going to look
at fish trapped in a aquarium, but the other part is
also extremely present.
People like to have a distance to it [death].68
Other reflections connected with the idea of the museum
as a manifestation of power:
I can relate to your opinion about power when
I think about national museums or galleries and libraries. It’s also about portraying what we have achieved
and what we have conquered, and then giving im
mortality to that — what we have done — to history …
especially in the national museums. And this is in a
way immortality as well. Not to mention the way some
[museums] have acquired what they have [through
the process of colonisation]. “I managed to get this,
and I can show you this now.” “I managed to get these
[objects] here, and show them to you now in this
context.”69
After my second tour, which included the aquarium
and natural history parts, I took the concluding question
on immortality in a more personal direction: Who would
you resurrect if you could? The discussion led to a philosophical, and at a times practical, speculation on who has the
right to live and who has the right to decide upon others’
lives. We thought about what it would mean if all life was
resurrected, including people historically considered evil.
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“They could perhaps take it as a learning lesson and
think more about what they have done,” answered one
participant.70

It is said
That this ocean
Has a consciousness

Degravitational Tendencies
The title of this text, “By Now We Could Be Able to Fly,”71
indicates a discontent directed at both the present as well
as the past, in addition to making a link to the ideas of
cosmism. Longing for a better now that could’ve been,
but never came to be. I find this mental image of a human
physically capable of flying as a naive desire and a dream,
perhaps. With this title, which is also shared by my performance, I also want to articulate disbelief. Disbelief at the
fact that the earth’s natural resources have been drained,
disbelief at letting climate change escalate to its current
proportions. The past, though, is never alone to blame,
since a haunting also needs the present to survive.72 This
disbelief now becomes the concern of younger generations, who have not gone unnoticed by the staff at Malmö
Museum. “One has to be cautious on how climate change
is being taught,” I learned during an interview with the
museum pedagogues while getting to know their ways
of communicating with the groups of young audiences
who visit the museum, in this case preschool children.
“It’s important not to paint a picture too dark, especially
with younger kids,” Bergendorff continued. “You can’t
leave them in a desperate state, although climate change
is a pressing issue.”73

It is said
That this ocean
Is a thinking entity
A rational entity74

A Note on Haunting and Cosmic Ghosts
If resurrection were made possible, would we then
become freed from grief as well?
In Andrei Tarkovsky’s science fiction film Solaris (1971),
a crew of scientists is sent into space to examine a planet
that is fully covered by an ocean. This ocean appears
to be a kind of consciousness that has the ability to bring
back deceased loved ones of the crew. When the sceptical
psychologist Kris Kelvin is sent to the station Solaris, which
is positioned in the planet’s orbit, he too is exposed to
the powers of the “ocean of consciousness.” Soon after his
arrival to the station, his deceased love, Hari, starts to appear
to him while he is asleep. The visits become more frequent,
and it seems Hari is becoming increasingly conscious and
human-like, including in her ability to feel. Kris finds that
her resurrected body bears the signs of her premature death:
a mark on her shoulder left by a poisonous injection she
gave herself. After a while, her resurrected self also commits
suicide, by drinking liquid oxygen. Despite being warned
by his scientist colleagues on board not to get too attached
to the resurrected version of Hari, Kris does exactly this.
He still loves her, and he loves this image, or embodiment,
of Hari — and because of this, she keeps on reappearing,
despite not wanting to live. I view Solaris as a critical point
of view on the impossibility of bringing back the dead,
as related to the ideas of cosmism.
During the aquarium part of the first and fourth tours,
I introduced a monologue on water, as a reference to
Solaris:
Imagine,
That scientists find a planet
Covered by an ocean

Conclusion:
The Museum as a Laboratory and (Im)material Futures
Groys writes that contemporary art museums are hosts
for “temporary curatorial projects” that are interdisciplinary
in nature,75 repeating composer Richard Wagner’s idea of
Gesamtkunstwerk (total work of art), or “an event that erases
the border between the stage and audience.”76 Groys also
describes the importance of the art object in the traditional
museum exhibition: curatorial exhibitions or projects
“serve the creation of the whole.”77 He also contemplates
the differing directions of the gaze of the spectator as
between the traditional and the contemporary art museum.
He contends that an art object “cannot meet the spectator’s
gaze,” while an art event inverts the public not only into
being participants, but also into becoming targets of the
documentation process, who are then able to return to the
event through this documentation, whether it be a recording
or a photograph.78 A museum today is a place of events,
and “the flow of events inside the museum is today often
faster than the flow outside its walls.”79 Groys goes on to say
that the contemporary art museum does not wish to present
“a universal history of art, [but] rather, its own history, in
the chain of events staged by the museum itself.”80 As such,
in the contemporary art museum, the public becomes
“integrated into the context of the art.”81
From the point of view of the artist, the museum reveals
itself to be an artistic laboratory. Education is embedded
in the museum’s DNA, but it can be enhanced and further
evolved through an artistic intervention.
In his concluding thoughts on the political relevance
of museums, Bennett suggests a further instrumentalisation
of the museum for public use, since being an institution
subject to critique is already embedded in its ideals, and
sometimes in its successful realisation of openness and
inclusion. He goes on to describe an alternative role of the
curator as a person whose primary task is “to assist groups
outside the museum to use its resources to make authored
statements within it,” in order to change the museum into
a more explicit “instrument for public debate.”82
Groys writes about “entering the flow,” that is, the flow
of time.83 He contends the following about art that is made
now: “Modern and contemporary art practices precisely
the prefiguration and imitation of the future in which things
now contemporary will disappear.” He further adds,
“Such an imitation of the future cannot produce artworks.”84
Physical artworks, too, are subject to erosion and therefore
will eventually dissolve into the infinite material flow.
Groys also describes live performances and happenings
as “disappearing” forms of art. Is it then only in these types
of artistic gestures that matter and energy can be arranged
in a sustainable balance? An action, or an experience
(for the spectator), that cannot become commodified?
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Groys describes the vast archives a human being is 
entangled with during one’s lifetime, often whether one
wants to be or not, in the digital age. He states, “Our
personality survives our body,” since all the information
of us will outlast our lifespan, although that data will
eventually cease to exist as well.85 He goes on to say that
this hard evidence of our existence withholds “our
immediate access to the totality of the flow.”86
“To Get Access to the Flow, the Form Must Be Made Fluid”87
As a final note, I want to address an insight a p
 articipating
student shared during my internship at Moderna Museet.
In one of my portrait workshops, an interesting answer
emerged in response to a question about future s cenarios
for visual communication: How will we communicate through
images in the future? One student replied that we will com
municate more through our “inner worlds,” in c omparison
to today’s ways that might be more based on external
and seemingly superficial qualities.88 She followed up
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by saying that we might even use brainwaves as
a means of communication — possibly as a visual language.
This response brought me back to the idea of leaving behind
ephemeral traces, which I mentioned earlier in my text in
relation to the “drawing with light” photography workshop at Moderna. Perhaps such a trace could be a learning
experience in an individual, or an image that remains
with the viewer, exceeding a physical realm or space,
let’s say, in this case, a museum.
I want to continue developing this idea of something
elevating from its original purpose of meaning and
becoming something new. I want to go back to the experience
of fluidity I had during the final performance at Malmö
Museum. Could performative pedagogy — the performance
of meaning — with its ephemeral quality, offer an answer
in times of excessive information flow, combined with the
logistical problems of having massive amounts of physical
artefacts in museum collections? In times when less is
gradually becoming more?
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Excerpt from my performance monologue “Horseshoe Crab.” Horseshoe crab blood is collected and used for scientific purposes,
such as testing vaccines, due to the blood’s antibacterial qualities.
Excerpt from my performance monologue “Catfish.” The last part of the monologue is a reformulated quotation by Albert Einstein:
“What does a fish know about the water in which he swims all his life?” Albert Einstein, “Self-Portrait” (1936), in Out of My Later
Years (New York: Citadel, Carol Publishing Group, 1995), 5.
Interview with Kelly, February 22, 2019. A small bed that one wasn’t able to fully lie down in, but rather had to sit upright in,
was used because it was believed that if one slept laying down, the humours might end up out of balance and would then
result in the person becoming ill.
Excerpt from my performance monologue “Four Fluids.”
Biesta, “Mind the Gap,” 19.
Andrea Fraser, “Museum Highlights: A Gallery Talk,” in Museum Highlights: The Writings of Andrea Fraser, ed. Alexander Alberro
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2007), 109 – 12.
An Artist’s Statement was first presented publicly in April 1992 as a performance lecture as part of the symposium Place Position
Presentation Public, Jan van Eyck Academie, Maastricht, Netherlands.
Andrea Fraser, “An Artist’s Statement,” in Museum Highlights, 3.
Fraser, “An Artist’s Statement,” 3.
Fraser writes: “In the United States, museum guides usually have no formal art-historical training” and “are almost always
volunteers.” Fraser, “An Artist’s Statement,” 8.
Fraser, “An Artist’s Statement,” 8.
Fraser, “An Artist’s Statement,” 8.
Biesta, “Mind the Gap,” 19.
Audience reflection from my fourth tour at Malmö Museum, April 25, 2019.
Biesta, “Mind the Gap,”19.
By “additional material,” I refer mainly to older exhibition brochures provided by the museum. These brochures include
information about the animals on display in the dioramas. I used this information for the monologues I performed in
the diorama part of the tours.
My question for the audience during the fourth tour at Malmö Museum, April 25, 2019.
Audience reflection, Malmö Museum, April 25, 2019.
Audience reflection, Malmö Museum, April 25, 2019.
Audience reflection, Malmö Museum, April 25, 2019.
Jacques Rancière, “An Intellectual Adventure,” in The Ignorant Schoolmaster: Five Lessons in Intellectual Emancipation,
trans. Kristin Ross (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1991), 4 – 8.
Biesta, “Mind the Gap,” 13.
Audience reflection, Malmö Museum, April 25, 2019.
Audience reflection, Malmö Museum, April 25, 2019.
Audience reflection, Malmö Museum, April 25, 2019.
Audience reflection, Malmö Museum, April 25, 2019.
Audience reflection, Malmö Museum, April 25, 2019.
The title is also a reference to the writings of Aleksandr Sukhovo-Kobylin, regarded as a pre-cosmist thinker. Young summarises
Sukhovo-Kobylin’s thoughts on the evolutionary development of humans as follows: “Important steps in the process of turning
ourselves from human animals into human angels include becoming vegetarians, developing lighter and smaller rather than
more massive bodies, and gradually acquiring the ability to fly.” Young, The Russian Cosmists, 18.
Avery F. Gordon, “Some Thoughts on Haunting and Futurity,” borderlands e-journal 10, no. 2 (2011): 2, http://www.borderlands.net.
au/vol10no2_2011/gordon_thoughts.htm.
Interview with Bergendorff and Rylander, March 1, 2019.
Excerpt from my performance monologue “Hydrology.”
Boris Groys, “Entering the Flow,” in In the Flow, 17.
Groys, “Entering the Flow,” 19.
Groys, “Entering the Flow,” 18.
Groys, “Entering the Flow,” 20.
Groys, “Entering the Flow,” 18.
Groys, “Entering the Flow,” 19.
Groys, “Entering the Flow,” 19.
Bennett, “The Political Rationality of the Museum,” 104.
Groys, “Entering the Flow,” 9 – 22.
Groys, “The Rheology of Art,” 3.
Groys, “Entering the Flow,” 11.
Groys, “Entering the Flow,” 11.
Groys, “Entering the Flow,” 12.
“Haunted Portraiture” workshop, Moderna Museet, Malmö, October 17, 2018.
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Vidokle, Anton. Immortality for All: A Film Trilogy on Russian Cosmism. 2014 – 17. HD video, colour, sound, 96:00.
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The Last Letter to Haparanda

1a.
My grandparents grew up on different
sides of the river Torne älv — my grand
mother in Sweden and my grandfather
in Finland. When they got married in 1951,
they settled in Tornio, on the Finnish side
of the river. Nine years later, they moved
across the border to Haparanda, on
the Swedish side.
It all begins with the river. The
river as a source of food, as a route
of transportation, as a source of electrical power. The river as a boundary:
a dividing line between villages and
people. The Swedish language has
two words that correspond to the
English word “river”: älv and flod.
The difference between the two is
not exactly clear to me, but as far as
I can tell, älv is commonly associated
with what we call “Norrland,” with
the untouched nature of the north of
Sweden. Perhaps the definition has
changed somewhat, now that most
rivers has been diverted and are
controlled by mankind.
The river is a source of life, but
it is also associated with death
and destruction. In many religious
stories, the deluge is the gods way
of punishing humankind for their
sins. According to the Judeo-Christian
tradition, a powerful, constant rain
caused a global flood that killed
all life on Earth. The story of the

biblical flood is thought to have
been inspired by a real-world flood,
although geologists claim that this
flooding was more likely a matter of
a series of smaller, local floods.1 The
extreme weather and frequent natural
disasters of today make the deluge
feel much less distant.
Still today the river is a place of
death and destruction. In her work
about the River Thames, artist and
photographer Roni Horn asks herself
why so many suicides involve rivers.
Horn points out that the darkness
of the water frightens people, as it
can make us disappear; it offers a soft
path to non-being.2 At the same time,
Horn believes that people need the
water to be a positive force, and
that it may therefore be considered
beautiful despite its darkness.3
Perhaps it is the darkness itself that
constitutes this allure?
1b.
From their kitchen window, my grandparents
had a view of Torne älv and of Finland on
the other side of the river. At the end of the
1960s, a police station was built just across
the road from them, and they lost almost
all of their view of the river, but they could
still catch a glimpse of it from their window.
In 2006, new residential buildings were
built next to the police station, and the view
of the river from their kitchen window was
lost forever.

Humankind has been trying to
control and manipulate the river in
various ways for ages. Whether it’s
used to generate electrical power,
as a border, or as a place where we
can experience beautiful natural
scenery, we want the water to serve
us. Human needs are prioritised
over those of nature, and if the river
can’t be used for human purposes,
it loses its value.4
When the river Senne became
a sanitary liability, it was buried
beneath the streets of Brussels.
It now runs through a tunnel, hidden,
although it has not been redirected
or fully controlled. Artist Rebekka
Seubert suggests that the decision
to let the river keep its course points
to a certain respect for the water,
but at the same time it carries an unpleasant feeling. “There is something
sinister about the act of burying,”
Seubert claims.5 In Greek mythology,
souls have to cross the underground
river Styx, which forms a boundary
between Earth and the underworld,
to enter the realm of the dead.
Rivers and other natural boundaries
are also commonly used to form
national borders. This is a way of
naturalising borders,6 but also a way
of controlling the river, which is
reduced to a line on a map.
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Through the enormous dams and
turbines of power stations, rivers
supply all of Sweden with electricity.
In Vattenfall’s corporate narrative,
hydro power is described in terms
of national romanticism—as beautiful,
natural waterfalls that serve humanity
— on the one hand and, on the other,
as an amazing feat of engineering
by which man conquers nature.
The river itself, however, is almost
invisible in this tale.7 Occasionally,
the river is also made invisible in
nature. A part of Lilla Lule älv has
been redirected into an underground
tunnel, to harness as much of the
river’s force as possible.8 What
remains in the landscape is the dry
riverbed. The river’s significance
for and the electrical plant’s impact
on the nature and people of the river
valley are completely omitted from
the story of Vattenfall’s power
station.9
1c.
My grandmother’s parents spoke
Meänkieli, but she was only allowed to
speak Swedish at school. Her parents were
eager for their children to learn Swedish,
and Swedish dominated in the home
as well. A generation later, Meänkieli
was lost. When I ask my father, he has
no recollection that the language existed
in our family only one generation back.10
How do we part from the things that
disappear around us? In my project
Records of Loss (2019), I explore different ways of bidding farewell to the
things that get lost in our lives — the
changing landscape, disappearing
language, the place we call home.11
I find these stories of loss interesting,
as they’re also stories of power and
resistance. Who controls the river
and the landscape — and who suffers
the consequences? I want to render
visible that which is often left invisible, and to understand the context
and cause of these invisible objects.
When I speak to people who live close
to the places where things like wind

turbines, hydro power plants,
and mines have been built, many
of them say, “We have the space” or
“There’s not that many people living
here.” Birgit, who lost her stream
to Vattenfall’s power station, has
a hint of resignation in her voice:
“Taking the beach and fishing rights
away from this little village was
no big deal, I guess — it didn’t affect
that many people.” Artist Walid Raad
claims that understanding what is
happening to us or even rendering
justice will never be enough if we
don’t also feel that we somehow
deserve it.12
Could documentation be a way
to cope with loss? Birgit has saved
different kinds of material related
to the stream that used to run by
her house in Padjerim: blueprints
and correspondence from Vattenfall,
old newspaper clippings, and notes
on how much fish her family used
to catch each year. She has created
a kind of personal archive of the
lost stream, a story of the change
that the development of Lilla Lule
älv brought for her and her family.
Perhaps it is a way of holding onto
her memory of the stream, of keeping
the past alive in the present; a way
of establishing an active relationship
with history.13 My documentation
of the places along Torne älv might
likewise be related to my hesitation
to let go of these places and my hope
that their histories will somehow
have an impact on the future.
The philosopher and writer Susan
Sontag claims that the act of remembering is important, but that it can
also be destructive: “to make peace
is to forget.”14 Perhaps documenting
what has been lost can be regarded as
a form of resistance? When Vattenfall
decided that the village of Messaure
was going to cease to exist, Bernt felt
that he had no choice but to leave
his home. However, resistance, like
power, exists everywhere at once,
and documenting and telling the

story of your loss, sharing pictures,
and organising reunions could be
regarded as minor acts of resistance.
Acts that may seem insignificant,
but that may contribute to bringing
about actual change.15
1d.
The Finnish language survived one
generation longer in my family. My grand
father spoke only Finnish, and my dad
and his siblings learned both Finnish and
Swedish growing up. In my generation,
there are no Finnish speakers. When I ask
my dad why he never taught us the language,
he tells me there would have been no
point: his own Finnish is deteriorating,
all the Finnish relatives are dead —
there is nobody for us to speak it to.
Sigmund Freud describes mourning
as the reaction to losing a person
or an abstraction that had the place
of one. Melancholy, on the other hand,
can be described as mourning with
no end. The object hasn’t disappeared,
but as a loved object, it is lost.16 I
wonder if my grandmother mourned
her language, if Meänkieli ceasing
to be hers produced a sense of melancholy in her. Tornedalian priest Stefan
Aro claims that people who were
never given the opportunity to learn
Meänkieli or Finnish can experience
something called språksorg, or “language grief.”17 That resonates with
me: I do feel a sense of loss over something that could have been mine,
but never was.
Taking photographs is to collect the
world, and the photographs are like
souvenirs from life.18 Why do I take
pictures? I want to stop time and save
a little piece of it. Perhaps to soothe
my anxiety, to prevent change, to
keep something from disappearing.
But at the same time, I miss the actual
moment. I press the shutter button,
and it’s lost. “The photographer is
perhaps the ultimate tourist of tragedy,
and the photograph the ultimate
memorial,” curator Lucy Lippard
writes.19 I don’t really consider myself

Lynn Anjou
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Left: Lynn Anjou, Records of Loss, 2019. Video still. HD video, 8:16 min
Right: Lynn Anjou, Records of Loss, 2019. Mixed media installation. Installation view, Annual Exhibition, Malmö Art Academy, 2019

a tourist when I take pictures.
Rather, I would describe myself
as someone who at the same time
belongs and doesn’t belong, someone
who is standing on the outside
looking in and, at the same time,
on the inside looking out.
Photography is a manifestation
of loss; photographing something
is a reminder of its inevitable destruc
tion — its mortality.20 Perhaps the
human death drive, our longing to
go back to the previous state of being,
the lifeless one, explains some part
of the appeal of photography. As a
reminder that “the aim of all life is
death.” 21 However, I also think about
photography as a kind of sacrifice to
the future, in which the photogra
pher gives up the experience of the
moment to create a memento for later.
The archive, too, produces memories.
Without the external world, the
archive couldn’t exist, but it is not

so much an investigation of a material
as an interpretation and classification of it. When the material is
documented in the archive, it is lost,
but it also produces something new:
the archive.22
The archive, like photography, is
closely connected to knowledge,
and thus to power.23 To p
 hotograph
an object is to appropriate that
object.24 When Vattenfall uses
photographs of beautiful waterfalls
taken in wintertime, they become
part of a production of knowledge
in which hydro power is described
as an environmentally sound, uncontroversial energy source. Unlike
the company’s written stories about
hydro power, these pictures will
be interpreted as little objective
miniatures of the world rather than
as subjective interpretations of it.25
In the fictional archive the Atlas
Group Archive, Walid Raad plays

with the idea of the archive as an
objective truth. The Atlas Group
Archive is not so much a counter-
memory as an investigation of how
memories are produced, how history
is written, and how our present-
day conception of knowledge was
derived.26
1e.
My dad tells me he had to work hard to
learn “real” Finnish, instead of Meänkieli.
When he grew up, there was no literature
in Meänkieli, and, to him, it sounded
provincial and uneducated — it was like
speaking a mixed-up jumble that was not
quite Finnish and not quite Swedish.
How do we write history? What
is included, what is left out? In the
Swedish narrative, Norrland and
Sápmi are often described in terms
of natural landscape and as sources
of natural resources to be used and
exploited.27 The natural resources

Images courtesy of the artist
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Left: Lynn Anjou, Records of Loss (Photo no. 00 08), 2019. Mixed media
Right: Lynn Anjou, Records of Loss (Photo no. 00 09), 2019. Mixed media

of the north of Sweden also played
a part in the course of Swedish nation
building.28 The story, however, has
always been from an outside point
of view. The embroideries of artist
Britta Marakatt-Labba tell Sami
history from her own, inside per
spective.29 This becomes a kind of
reclaiming of history, or an act of
resistance: telling the story from a
perspective that’s rarely heard. I like
the idea of reclaiming your narrative
and telling the story in such a way
that the p
 eople who are close to
it can relate. Like the poet David
Väyrynen, who wants to “write like
people talk” in Gällivare.30
Norrland has often been described
as an empty region. Literary scholars
Graham Huggan and Helen Tiffin
in their book Postcolonial E
 cocriticism:
Literature, Animals, Environment describe the processes that can cause
a landscape to be regarded as e mpty.
Western civilisation has been con
structed in opposition to the nonhuman and the animalistic — the
uncivilised. That is, in opposition
not only to animals but also to
those humans who don’t live in
what would be deemed a “civilised
fashion” by Western standards.
This view of human beings has been
used to legitimise colonisation of

territories that were considered
to be vacant and thus free to be used
by “civilised” humans.31 Norrland
was regarded as empty when it was
described as the “India of Sweden”
in the 1600s, and more recently in
2016, when the chairman of Beowulf
Mining responded to the question
of how the local people felt about
the mine in Kallak / Gallók by holding up a picture of a cleared section
of forest, and asking, “What local
people?” 32 It is in this light that the
stories of the lost village of Messaure
and the lost stream of Padjerim are
to be interpreted. In a region regarded
as empty, any intervention into the
landscape can be undertaken without
need for concern for the people who
live there.
1f.
In January 2018, my grandmother
was forced to sell her flat and move into
a care unit. A year later, she passed away,
and now I no longer have any relatives
at Torne älv. After the funeral, my family
and I stopped at a few places along the
road — the stream in Kukkola, Haparanda
Riverside, the Tar storehouse — as we try
to say goodbye.
The river remains. The river can’t
be controlled; it is in a constant state
of flux, never the same. Maybe

that is what attracts me to it: the
power of change, as a counterpart
to my holding onto the past. What
will come after? You can’t talk about
the things that disappear without
also mentioning the things that
remain.33 Even though places disappear and take on new meanings,
the stories of these places can live
on. The documentation remains,
although the place itself has disappeared and become something else,
something new. We can’t control
life, or death, any more than we
can fully control the river. They
are all inevitable.
Torne älv remains; the river that
flows past Haparanda, the place
where my parents grew up, a place
that I’ve visited every year of my life.
A place that has been important to
me, although I’ve always been aware
that it will eventually disappear,
when all my relatives are gone and
I no longer have a connection to this
place. Maybe that’s why I feel the
need to document the things that
are disappearing, as though I’m
creating an archive of the place in
my memory before it’s too late. I take
photographs, stop time, and try to
hold on to that which is disappearing.
But it’s already gone.
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This Is NOT a Film

I always start my day by scrolling
through Instagram (and getting provoked), drinking coffee, and getting
on with the meaning of my life. It
happens sometimes that I skip the
coffee because of the great provocation, which I believe contains more
caffeine than any coffee ever. As a
part of my morning ritual, I see what
the Brooklyn-based Iranian journalist Masih Alinejad has published.
Alinejad fights for human rights in
Iran, above all for the right of women
to not have to wear the obligatory
hijab. White Wednesdays was a
movement she founded for Iranian
women, where women, both young
and old, were initially encouraged
to wear a white hijab as a protest.1
The participants were also to film
themselves doing so and post the
images on social media. In time, the
movement expanded and took on
new forms of protest. Nowadays,
the participant women take off their
hijabs, air out their hair, and walk
proudly and bravely through the
crowded streets — not long enough
for them to be seen by the police,
but still long enough for them to be

discriminated against and ill-treated
by certain Muslim men. To protect
themselves against the d
 isparaging
abuse they are exposed to, they
created the hashtag #MyCamera
IsMyWeapon.2 The aim is to film the
men who are abusive and offensive
and spread the images through social
media to the entire world. When I
see these videos, I feel my blood begin
to boil and an overwhelming anger
and aggression bubbles up. Where
does this feeling come from? I’m
Norwegian, aren’t I? Yes? No?
Well, Iran is the country where
I lived the first five years of my life.
To be honest, I don’t really remember
much about that time. I was only
five years old, and the amusing stories
my parents tell me are more or less
the only connection I have to it.
I was clearly a jolly little boy whose
linguistic skills were perhaps a bit
more advanced than those of my
peers. I liked to hang around with
the big boys. Out in the crowded,
narrow streets where we lived in
Sanandaj, we played football in the
scorching midday sun and we

paid the world no mind. We were
having a blast, running about and
sweating and living in the moment.
You should have seen our ball: the
classic toop plastiki, a plastic ball
with either red-and-white stripes
or green-and-yellow stripes. We
would typically buy two or three
of them, slice two of them up and
use their parts to make a better
ball. All we had to do then was
find four large rocks we could use
as goals, and then it was all action.
Every now and then, oncoming
cars would have to drive through
our homemade “pitch.” In that case,
someone would yell out “Stop!,”
and everyone would freeze where
they were while the car zigzagged
its way through. We were always
afraid of losing the ball. There were
always some neighbours who were
cross and bad-tempered, and if
the ball was kicked over the wall
and into their property, well, you
could just forget about getting
it back. Or sometimes we did get
it back—just slashed open with
a knife. This is perhaps the only
thing I remember from when we
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lived in Iran. Everything happened
so quickly, and suddenly we fled
to Norway, and through my dad we
were granted a residence permit.
At the beginning, Norway was
cold, foreign, and scary. Not much
time passed before I started school,
first grade, without knowing the
language. The only word I could say
was ja (“yes”), so for a while I was
saying yes to everything. But I learned
Norwegian so quickly that I can’t
even remember when it happened.
Suddenly I was speaking fluent
Norwegian. At home we spoke
Kurdish, so I was also fluent in that
language. As Kurds in Iran, we had
to learn to speak Persian. Speaking
Kurdish is forbidden, and all teaching takes place in Persian. All the
responsibility lies with Kurdish
parents to teach their children their
mother tongue. Of course, I never
went to school in Iran, so I didn’t
know Persian. Not that that was such
a big problem, considering that we
now lived in Norway, but many of the
films and TV channels we watched
while I was growing up were actually in Persian. So at school I spoke
Norwegian, and at home we spoke
Kurdish while watching Persian-
language TV shows. I was mad about
football, both playing it myself and
watching it on the telly. The commentators spoke Persian, so after a while
I picked up and internalised more
and more words, and that’s where my
independent learning of oral Persian
started. It’s pretty natural that we
spoke Kurdish at home, but, as I
see it, the fact that we watched TV
programmes in Persian has done
a lot for me. I would probably have
lost a good deal of interest in my
home country if I couldn’t speak the
main language there.
When I was diagnosed with
acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL)
in 2006, music was a great help in
keeping my spirits up and urging me
to keep fighting. Those were

two tough years, and the ones
that followed after I recovered were
even tougher. When I had regained
my health in 2008 and was going
to start school again after an intensive
ALL treatment, it felt like the school
system wasn’t entirely ready for me.
I had lost two years of schooling,
and suddenly I had to perform and
do well at school and be social again.
It was clearly not just schooling I had
lost, but also my friends. I felt alone,
weak, and even like I was worth less
than the other kids. The school didn’t
adapt anything to help me out, and
for every day that passed I felt more
and more anger at the system. It was
at this point that I began to escape
into music. Rappers in Iran had just
begun to get active, inspired by their
American idols, but the quality of
the music they released was pretty
low. However, I couldn’t listen to
American rap, because I didn’t understand the language at all, and I stayed
clear of Norwegian rap, because it
was from the very society I wanted
to escape from. I didn’t want to be
reminded that I was in Norway, that
I was lonely and had no friends. I
found comfort in Persian rap, in the
cool rappers who only I heard, who
only released tracks for me, who only
I could understand. Even though
my years at middle school were spent
being quiet in class, sitting alone in
the corner during recess, I was nevertheless not alone. I had the rappers.
“A good day will come / when we won’t
kill each other / when we won’t look at
each other in a bad way / We will be friends
and we’ll put a hand on each other’s shoulders
just like when we were kids in elementary
school / There is no one who doesn’t have
a job, we are all trying to build Iran /
This time I’ll lay bricks, and you’ll pour
cement, so you won’t be tired / After all
this rain of blood, eventually the rainbow
will appear.” 3
Soroush Lashkary, known by his
artist name Hichkas, was one of the
first rappers in Iran to write political

lyrics that challenge society and
take up important social problems.
He was jailed on several occasions for
“musical crime” — that is, for working
on music that the state believes is
satanic and contrary to Islam. Ridiculously enough, quite a lot of music
falls under this category. For the state,
rap is satanic, but for the rappers it
is holy — it is a tool they can use to get
closer to the world at large, to reach
people living in other countries. Rap
became such a phenomenon in the
early 2010s that even Iranian Supreme
Leader Ali Khamenei had to warn
against the genre and the political
content of its words and tried to
rein things in by making arrests.4 But
the Iranian diaspora was watching
closely and began to jump on the rap
bandwagon. They could take more
risks and were free to write more
critically and aggressively than rappers living in Iran could. A musician
who turned up during this period
was Shahin Najafi, who had recently
been granted asylum in Germany.
The way he wrote about topics that
were (and still are) taboo and not
to be discussed in public was something that many listeners, including
myself, really appreciated. I often
use the lyrical content in his music
to visualise my own interpretations
of my role as an artist. But many
others were displeased and claimed
that he showed a lack of respect for
religion, culture, and tradition. From
the very beginning, he liked testing
the limits of what is allowed, and
for each new song, he took it to the
next level. He created something
we weren’t used to and he said things
we hadn’t heard before. In 2012, he
released the track “Naghi,” which
caused quite a stir. In this track,
Najafi humorously asks Imam Naghi
to return to earth, instead of Mahdi,
the Twelfth Imam, who Muslims
believe will turn up one day to
cleanse the world of injustice and
tyranny. Soon after the song was
released, Najafi received many death
threats, and a fatwa was even decreed
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against him by a ninety-fouryear-old Shiite cleric in Qom, Iran.5
Najafi was accused of blasphemy,
and a $100,000 reward was promised
to whoever succeeded in killing
the rapper.
Najafi making a humorous twist
on the subject of religion, and
specifically Islam, was truly an act
of courage. As Iranians, we relate
to Islam in so many different ways.
The Iranian diaspora regards Islam
as an ideology that managed to ruin
our beloved country. When a religion
governs a country and secularism
falls by the wayside, it is the govern
ing ideology that will tend to be
the target of any criticism that is
expressed. More and more Iranians
are shedding their status as Muslims
when they flee to another country.
The majority become agnostics who
hate Islam but who, at the same
time, because of their childhood
and upbringing, can’t quite reject
the notion that there is a God.
I myself have never been religious,
but most of my experiences with
and interpretations of Islam as a
state have come from my vacations
to Iran, whether as a child or as an
adult. As a Norwegian Iranian teenager who visited Iran every summer,
it was striking to see the major contrasts between the two countries,
for example in regard to freedom,
safety, and the use of power. Feeling
weak and unsafe in another society
made me feel even safer and stronger
when I was back home in Norway.
To quote a recent Norwegian movie,
“We’re living at the safest moment
in history, in the safest place on
the planet.” 6 This safety has given
me room to express myself. To say
and do everything I wouldn’t have
been able to do in Iran. Perhaps even
be provocative, because I myself
have been provoked so many times
over the years. To use my power and
do some damage to those who have
provoked me. I am not a silent artist.
If I don’t use this freedom I have,

I would never manage to forgive
myself. I shall sing the song of
freedom just as Yaghma Golrouee
did in 2015. The Tehran-based
poet was arrested in his home for
a song he published in support
of women’s liberation in Iran.7
Previously, Golrouee had, as one
of the most famous contemporary
poets in Iran, written about social
problems such as drugs, poverty,
and the environment. In recent years,
Yaghma has been denied the right
to publish his books.
“We are happy, joyful and full of laughter
Even though we are imprisoned.
Our way is blocked and our feet are sore,
We burn like fire,
We are the generation of roars
And have joined our hands together,
We are covered in blood but we know
that at the end of the story, we’re free” 8
It’s not possible to keep artists,
filmmakers, and other creative souls
locked up. We exist as long as political space exists. As for poetry, it has
always been of great importance to
us Iranians. It is sacred, intertwined
in everyday language, and passed
on to our children and grandchildren.
For me, it hasn’t worked the way it
usually does. I have had some interest
in Persian poetry, but since I can’t
read Persian, I’ve always felt a barrier
that has prevented me from getting
closer to my identity. I have found
English editions of a few poetry
collections, but not only do they not
give me the same feeling as if I had
read the poems in Persian, but I also
feel a sense of shame and insincerity.
Nor are poems in English that easy
for me to read, considering I don’t
know that language perfectly either.
I am genuinely interested, but am not
proficient enough in the languages
I know to feel that I am a part of the
language, a part of the culture, and
to feel at home in Persian poetry.

I’m lost between languages, but
I’m sure that I find myself in images.
The film director Abbas Kiarostami
is the very picture of modern
Persian poetry. He is precisely the
picture I can relate to, that I can
recognise myself in, and that I can
be linked to independent of language.
I was seventeen years old the first
time I saw a film by Kiarostami.
I fell asleep during it. It was mind-
numbingly boring to watch, and
after a while I was unable to pay
attention anymore. But in hindsight
it perhaps seemed a bit odd to me
that I had fallen asleep during the
film, so I decided to watch another
of his works. This time, I chose a
more recent one, called Close-up (1991),
about a man named Ali Sabzian who
pretends to be the famous Iranian
filmmaker Mohsen Makhmalbaf.
In the film we follow his trial and
a representation of the real-life story.
I remember particularly well how
I fell head over heels in love with
this film the first time I saw the
scene with the spray can that goes
rolling down the street after being
kicked. It was poetic, and highly
emotional to me. There is also a movement in the film I hadn’t expected:
a film inside another film. As a viewer,
I’ve seen the films of Kiarostami
as the holistic works that they are,
but in my practice as an artist, I have
mostly focused on certain specific
moments in his films. I have let myself
be inspired by the rolling spray can
as a poetic element, moving about
through streets that are at once both
familiar and foreign to me. A perfect
balance between realism and poetry.
I see another form of communication, one that originates from coincidence, but that has grown through
the artist’s decisions. Fragments that
captivate my attention and inspire
me to see with the same broad
vision as Kiarostami. A couple of
years ago, I bought the book Lessons
with Kiarostami, which was released
soon after his death. I haven’t yet
manged to read through all 190
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pages. Every time I try to read in it,
 iarostami says something inspiring,
K
something that makes me lose my
concentration, put the book down,
and start filming. As Kiarostami
would say, “The only wrongdoing is
inactivity. Just get going and don’t ask
too many questions. The work will
guide you.” 9
Through his films, Kiarostami’s
creative soul made mountains and
roads that no one had noticed before,
the sound of a car driving on roads of
sand and gravel that no one had heard
before, and people so real that his
films waver between fiction and documentary. A minimalist approach with
a wealth of details that creates complexity behind simple, down-to-earth
stories. A vision of life through the
front windscreen of a car, where we
always feel like a welcome passenger
on the road with the artist himself.
In The Wind Will Carry Us (1999), a
film crew visits a village to film the
funeral ceremony of an elderly woman.
This is something we never get to see.
Kiarostami creates characters who
don’t exist, but who we give life to in
our imaginations. Who are they, what
do they look like, what do they do?
We talk about them, and it sometimes even happens that we criticise
someone we’ve never seen in the film,
which we also do in real life when we
criticise someone we perhaps have
seen but not gotten to know.

1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9

I admire rebels. I am perhaps
not a rebel myself, but much of the
inspiration for creating comes to me
from people who dare to speak up
and say exactly what’s on their minds.
Perhaps Kiarostami was a cautious
rebel who, in his minimalist films,
managed to sneak in critical questions about political issues in Iran.
But it was his assistant director
Jafar Panahi who turned out to
be the big rebel of Iranian cinema.
When I wrote earlier of how it’s not
possible to keep artists, filmmakers,
and other creative souls locked up,
Panahi provides the perfect example
of this. When he was arrested in 2010
and subsequently sentenced to six
years in prison and banned for twenty
years from directing films, writing
scripts, being interviewed, or leaving
the country, Panahi still couldn’t just
sit still and stare at the wall. At least
not without filming it. In 2011, his
film This Is Not a Film, which this essay
takes its title from, was smuggled
out of the country on a USB stick
hidden in a cake. After all these
years under house arrest, Panahi has
continued to find one way or another
to make a film, whether in his own
home or in a taxi.
Kiarostami and Panahi are two
of the most prominent post–Iranian
Revolution filmmakers. Although
one of these directors is dead and the
other is under house arrest, Iranian

cinema still inspires and energises me
to create my own works. But I don’t
live in Iran, so there are no limitations
to what broad topics or specific
subject matter I can work on. Quite
the contrary: I have an ocean of freedom to create what I now want to
see, to play around with aesthetics
but still convey the serious messages
that an Iranian carries around with
him. I am young and playful, and
nowhere near being on the same level
as my idols in Iran. I don’t show my
works on the silver screen, but rather
on a few old and almost defunct
monitors from the 1980s. We must
remember that censorship and strict
limitations aren’t always all that
bad, since they can turn out to be
a blessing in disguise. Every morning
on my way to school, I think of one
thing when I look around the streets,
and that is: Where do you make
a film in this city? Where do I meet
people I’ve never met before but
who are willing to tell exciting stories
to an unknown filmmaker, to lay
bare their entire biography as though
I were some kind of psychologist?
This is what I take as my basis, in
addition to differences between the
environment I live in and the one
Panahi lives in. At some point or
another, I might have to accept that
what I create is really not a film.
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Actions from the Ground Floor

“The spectacle’s estrangement from the acting subject is expressed by the fact that the individual’s
gestures are no longer his own; they are the gestures of someone else who represents them to him.
The spectator does not feel at home anywhere, because the spectacle is everywhere.”
— Guy Debord1

I often think about the place
where I am standing. My position.
My circumstances. I am constantly
influenced by my place of standing
and by everything that might be
composed of. Along the same lines,
I influence my place of standing —
it’s a kind of reciprocal collaboration,
where both parties continue to
reflect on one another. On the basis
of our circumstances, and issuing
from ourselves, we have created
various tools for immersing ourselves
in our circumstances, in our world
and our understanding of it.
Tools like habits, languages, and
maps play a part in bringing about
our understanding of the world in
which we move around. We use these
tools for mapping out the world and
navigating within it. They are there
to make it easier for us to express
ourselves and to act. However, the
tools that we use, the concepts, have
a certain tendency. The tendency
must necessarily play a part in influencing us as individuals; it must
necessarily have a touch of power or
control over the individual who is
choosing to use the tool in question.

A doubt arises within me in
r elation to the question of when
I have control over my circumstances
and when my circumstances have
control over me. I remain in doubt
about whether it’s a reciprocal
collaboration or a power struggle.
One way of lessening this doubt
for me can be to imagine my circumstances, the tools, and the concepts
as fluid, or to imagine that I can,
in some way, render them fluid. Or
that I can break them down, so I can
build them up again. To be able, in
some way or another, to regain control. To find, in some way or another,
a sense of tranquillity in the circumstances. To discover, in some way
or another, a way home.
To Cover
William Basinski’s TheDisintegration
Loops started out as an attempt
to d
 igitally archive sounds he had
recorded on tape in the 1980s.2 The
tapes were of small loops lasting a
few seconds each. During the recording of the tapes, they slowly started
to crackle and to “disintegrate”
themselves.

The disintegration of the sounds
gives rise to fragments of what was
originally there, and the fragments
continue to cover themselves up.
After each repetition, the soundtrack
of the tape moves towards a new
space or a silence; in silence, there’s
room for something else. The dis
integration does not necessarily
imply decay — not dismissing that
it might be a decay succeeded by
a new flowering. The space of silence
that is created is filled with possibilities. I think of the silence as something elastic, which can be pulled
and stretched in all directions.
It started out with me covering
up all written words and symbols
on maps,3 one of the tools that plays
a part in shaping my understanding
of my circumstances. Covering up
this information constituted a step
towards pulverizing or degrading
the maps. I was left standing there
with fragments of something overly
understood, which I now had the
chance to observe in a new light.
Understanding something through
fragments might at first glance seem
absurd. But in the fragments exists
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a potential, a starting point, which
can lead in unexpected directions.
When I look at something that
has been broken down, fragmented,
I can — on the basis of the fragments
— build up a new fundament,
a new starting point, from which
I act and make decisions.
Covering up information
occupies an important role in my
practice, and it is often a repetitive
action. Repetition is important.
Repetition functions as an underscoring, or an insistence. Repetition
insists that there’s something I have
overlooked, or have to look at again,
or see in a different way. When
I repeatedly cover up information
that plays a part in creating my
picture of the world, I need to stop
and look at my place of standing
and re-evaluate it.
In the spring of 2018, I became
familiar for the first time with the
artist Simryn Gill, during the course
“Working with Materials,” which she
conducted at Malmö Art Academy.
Gill’s approach to her surroundings
through the vehicle of her art is of
great importance to me. The majority
of her work is done from her home,
generally on the kitchen table. In her

works, I experience a tension
among the almost random and
homemade, something that is very
intimate and honest, and an incisive
thought process that touches
upon ways of presenting global
concerns. This is a tension I greatly
admire, and one I sometimes look
for in my own practice, but can
have a hard time finding.
For the work Forest (1996 – 98),
Gill tore out passages from books
that, in some way or another, had
exerted an influence on her, and then
turned them into organic forms that
she subsequently placed on plants
and trees. The text fragments and
the plants built one another up and
started to rot together: they became
united. At the same time as the
torn-out pages underwent this
process of disintegration from their
original forms, they were integrated
into a new habitat, as compost.
This transformation causes
me to think about the feeling of
belonging and about becoming a
part of one’s surroundings, especially
surroundings one was not originally
intended to have. This also causes
me to think about how one absorbs
information (as fertiliser) into one’s
own world, and — to continue with

the plant metaphor — about how
this information affects one’s growth.
It is with Gill’s way of understanding and processing her surroundings,
her circumstances, that I feel a strong
connection. As the artist herself
describes it:
Working the world out through
analogies and comparisons makes
the most sense to me. … And it
comes from an understanding of
knowing oneself as being nothing:
empty and invisible like the wind,
or water. With no “substance” as
it were, to claim any kind of certainty and truth. It’s my strength
and it’s my weakness. If you think
of yourself as not being substantial,
then you will understand yourself
and the world at large, through
the things around you, by comparing, by holding them next to
each other and yourself, above and
below, besides, together, arranged
and jumbled. … If you are empty,
nothing, you only exist through
the things around you, and if these
things shift in their qualities and
values, in relation to you, each
other and other things, then the
sense of self is always moving too.
And the other way around: when
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I am the vector moving, then the
things around me change, and my
relationship to them too, how I
do or don’t connect, comprehend,
sympathise. These are the unstatic beacons we use to navigate
through daily being.4
Make Yourself at Home
Feel at home. Make yourself at home.
These are two sentences we often
hear when in an unknown place
or inside an unknown home, a home
that is not one’s own. The sentences
are concise, easy to say, and uttered
to facilitate the presence of the
person hearing them.
The first of the sentences — Feel
at home — shows that home is a feeling.
That is, rather than the home being
a physical place, it appears all the
more to be an abstraction, or a sense
of belonging. The second sentence —
Make yourself at home — almost extends
an invitation to physical activity:
create your home. Both sentences
are highly active. They point back
to the person who is hearing them
and present the responsibility to that
person. Both sentences also make
the home appear unstatic, that is, as
something that one can influence.
The home is constructed; it is something created. In my mind, I keep
coming back to the feeling of
belonging. I am trying to follow
that feeling to find out what other
connections it has.
There are small things, like
objects. Around me, here, inside
my room, it’s filled with objects.
The table, upon which the computer
I’m writing on rests, comes from
a friend. It is an heirloom from his
grandparents. Another, smaller
table comes from my grandfather.
It stood in his home for as long as
I can remember. On the floor is
a wooden chest, and written on the
chest is “Skagen —Kasse — 1987”
(Skagen — Box — 1987). The chest
was built by my parents when they

were young. They built it for my
grandmother and grandfather,
who had a summerhouse in Skagen
at the time. The intention was that
my grandparents would fill up the
chest with things every time they
went to Skagen. Things that made
it easier to belong, for a short while,
in that place. When they had to
head home again, my grandparents
could pack all the things into the
chest again and take it home with
them. Today, it is filled with things
I have collected: used pieces of paper,
fabric ribbons, and dozens of maps,
among other things. Things that I
feel evoke a sense of belonging.
My home is filled with items
that come from many different places,
and many different hands have, in
the course of time, interacted with
the objects. All of the stories that are
present in all these objects, which
have formerly been parts of other
homes, all of those stories, all of those
homes, now constitute my home. All
these places that the objects come
from, the geographical locations.
The very thought is overwhelming.
My home: hundreds of geographical places at one and the same time.
There is the geographical placement. The kind that can be gauged
in lengths and latitudes. In the early
grades of elementary school, we were
introduced to Google Earth for the
first time. I remember clearly how
we sat in a group around a computer.
We learned that we could visit any
precise part of the world that we
wanted to visit. We simply had to
enter an address into the search field.
The earth’s seven continents open,
ready to be explored. As the first
entry, all of us, one after the other,
wrote in our home addresses.
Our geographical birthplace makes
up an enormous part of our identity.
Often we are very interested in asking
the question, “Where do you come
from?” For many people, their home
place, their fundament, is a spectre
that continues to haunt them. As if
they are supposed to be the place they

come from. It’s almost expected.
We cannot escape the fact that we all
come from somewhere. And from that
place we take both gifts and heavy
luggage with us. What can be hard
is finding the balance between when
it’s important to clarify the place
you come from and that this is a part
of you, outlining the boundary, and
when it’s important to wipe away that
boundary.
It is as if I, through the modification of a material through which
I feel a sense of belonging — or that
ought to make me feel a sense of
belonging — I can challenge my own
limitations on what a home is, and
where and why I experience a sense
of belonging. Because the sense of
belonging appears to be important.
It is like an old inherent instinct that
we are dependent on. We crave to
belong; at the very least, we crave
the feeling of not belonging, which
in itself is also a belonging.
The movie Hiroshima mon amour
(1959),5 directed by Alain Resnais and
written by Marguerite Duras, unfolds
in a post-bomb Hiroshima, where a
French woman and a J apanese man
have a brief love affair. The present
constantly intertwines with the
past, especially in the story of how
the French woman fell in love with
a German man and how their romance
was impossible because of the hostility between France and Germany
during World War II. There are
so many layers and so many moments
in the movie that I could grab hold
of in relation to the desire to belong,
but the final scene in particular
embodies a summary of something
I perceive as recurring throughout
the whole film:
She sits on the bed in her hotel
room; he holds her arms; they look
at each other.
She: “Hi-ro-shi-ma. Hi-ro-shi-ma.
That’s your name.”
He: “That’s my name. Yes. Your
name is Nevers. Ne-vers-in
France.” 6
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The characters in Hiroshima Mon
Amour wind up being reduced to
their home places, to geographical
locations.
The Paradox as Messenger
My first access point to the work
of the artist Agnes Denes was when
I saw her Map Projections (1974 – 79)
at documenta 14 in Kassel. They were
projected one by one onto a wall inside a small dark room (unfortunately,
these were not the originals on paper).
I was captivated by their beauty and
by their almost brutal and radical
displacement of the world’s perimeters. They are actually very simple:
a mathematical formula of our globe,
projected onto forms other than
an orb. This gives rise to a distorted
picture of the world as we know
it. If it is true that our perspective
as individuals is bound up in any
way with our geographical placement,
then Denes challenges such a per
spective by distorting that geography.
In the distortion, the silent space
turns up again: the space filled
with possibilities.
It is this particular space I’m
often looking for in my practice.
Everything stands, for a little while,
more clearly there. I actually experience a highly ambivalent feeling inside
this space, because at the same time
that everything stands more clearly,
it can also seem chaotic. But perhaps
there’s some kind of tranquillity
concealed within the chaos, because
the opposite situation, if I were going
to understand everything through
structures, would be far too overwhelming and all too predetermined.
But here I am collapsing into something ambivalent once again, because
I have a need for structures, systems,
and tools in order to be able to function, and to be able to, on the whole,
express my frustration about these
things. Language, for example, is a
tool I am entirely dependent on, as a
human being, when it comes to being
able to express what I am thinking.
But at the same time, it seems to hold

me back: it plays a part in setting
up boundaries for me and serves to
restrain me and control how I think,
seeing as I need to think within the
framework of my language.
I went to the movies sometime
last year and saw a Chilean film, and
the director was there for a Q&A
afterwards. The director spoke only
Spanish and therefore had an interpreter with him. Even before the
interpreter opened her mouth, I was
absolutely certain she was Argen
tinian. I could see this by watching
her gestures — gestures I had seen
so many times before, during the
time I spent in Argentina. As soon
as she began to speak, it confirmed
my suspicions. Her language and
her birthplace had implanted themselves so deeply within her that they
could be seen in the way she carried
herself. I believe many people know
the feeling of recognising a fellow
compatriot when they are abroad.
I think it’s incredibly fascinating and
also very awe-inspiring that language,
this tool, can deposit itself so physically (and mentally) in somebody.
Such tools get us moving quite a way
along the road, but they also limit us.
They are paradoxical. And right there,
in the middle of the paradox, something interesting is happening.
In March 1982, a deserted area
of Manhattan was covered by eighty
truckloads of soil, for the purpose
of constructing a minimum teninch-deep garden bed. Here, Agnes
Denes planted her wheat field, Wall
Street’s new neighbour. A work of
art that insisted on becoming a part
of society. Wheatfield — A Confrontation
was a symbol of political priorities
and simple pleasures.8
Sometimes, I imagine having been
there that summer, in 1982, at the time
the field was being harvested. Standing between a golden wheat field and
Wall Street: an embodied paradox. The
artist describes how there were many
spectators that day, but they were al
together quiet.9 A silence was present.

The paradox present in Wheatfield
functioned as an elucidation of
a circumstance, or a situation, and
extended an invitation, in a certain
way, to deconstruct this very circumstance. A deconstruction of the
fundament on the basis of which
the surrounding community was
making its decisions. This extended
an invitation to the viewers to reconsider their situations and how they
could act differently. The paradox
can open our eyes to the absurdity
within certain things. To the realisation that nothing needs to be pre-
established; that we actually have
a choice.
Denes has made several largescale works (monuments) to which
the viewer can relate with their
whole body — works that have taken
their place in society and have become
a part of society. She has managed
to perforate a boundary that is often
present in art, and she has managed
to integrate her works into both
society and the landscape. We have
been able to step right into the
questions she has posed.
There’s something hopeful to
be found in broken borders. A boundary can appear to be very static and
closed, so when it’s broken, this somehow serves as a reminder that the
boundary does not necessarily need to
be accepted. Or that, in any event, it
is not static.
We are so constantly influenced
by forms. We understand our circumstances through the means of
shapes, structures, borders, formulas,
and grammar. The list is long. These
forms—or perhaps I am thinking
once again of tools; you see, I’m having
a hard time getting them to fit in, or
else I’m finding it hard to accept them.
It is as if a stranger has made these
forms. As if a stranger has created my
fundament. I’ve got to remain active
and place question marks beside
my circumstances. I keep on repeating to myself, over and over: “content
ruptures form.” 10
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Louise Hammer, floor layer, stage builder, 2019. Video installation. Detail
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Mathias Höglund
Thoughts beneath the Surface of Painting

“Making a painting is so hard it makes you crazy. You have to negotiate surface, tone, silhouette,
line, space, zone, layer, scale, speed, and mass, while interacting with a meta-surface of meaning,
text, sign, language, intention, concept, and history. You have to diagnose the present, predict
the future, and ignore the past all at once — to both remember and forget. You have to love and
hate your objects and subjects, to believe every shred of romantic and passionate mythos about
painting, and at the same time cast your gimlet eye on it.”
—Amy Sillman1

Artist Amy Sillman writes about
how paint and the treatment of
it dictate a painter’s process of applying the material to the surface, how
paint and the understanding of paint
is always primary, and how painting
is a pre-theoretical act. She draws a
comparison between a drug addict’s
midnight obsession with getting their
next fix and a painter who cuts up
an empty tube of paint to scrape
the last remnants out, and then lies
awake in their bed, anxiously waiting
for the art supply shop to open the
next morning. In the same text,
“On Color,” she also writes about
something that seems paradoxical to
me: how painters respect paint while
also treating it disrespectfully, by
mixing different colours in buckets
until it turns brown, and scraping
and wiping the paint off of thesurface.
We leave paint to dry on palettes
and paper towels, and then run down
to the art supply shop to buy a new
tube.
Sillman’s essay has been important
to me this past year. When I first
read it, I realised how important
the process of painting is to me, and
how important it is for me to always
be in a state of doing. My work in the
studio begins early in the morning,
sitting in a chair with a cup of coffee
in my hand and my eyes fixed on
a painting. Before I finish the coffee,
I set it aside so I can mix paint

instead, and then I load up a brush
and begin applying it to the canvas
with quick motions, spreading it
out and then removing it with a rag
until nothing but a vague trace of
the act of painting I just performed
remains — only to load the brush
up with the same shade again and
reapply what I just removed. At best,
I disappear into painting, and lose
track of time. I become one with the
process and don’t emerge from it until
I realise, often several hours later,
that the coffee has gone cold.
I work with a lot of rapid motions
and layers of paint. Much of my time
is actually spent viewing the painting. Taking it in. It’s the painting that
guides me and sets the direction it
will take. It often begins with a vague,
visual idea that I want to realise. I
work on it, but as the work progresses, the initial idea is often lost, and
the whole thing turns into something
else. One painting feeds me ideas for
the next.
In 1991, the multidisciplinary
artist Martin Kippenberger was interviewed by the artist and critic Jutta
Koether. During their discussion,
Kippenberger said that he doesn’t
have any particular style: “My style
is where you see the individual and
where a personality is c ommunicated
through actions, decisions, single
objects and facts, where the whole

draws together to form a history.” 2
He claims that by relinquishing style,
he can break free from what came
before him: the modernist painters.
He says that he’s not a “real” painter,
nor a “real” sculptor, but that he’s
able to use the expressions of various media to make his works highly
personal.
Kippenberger is an artist who
I’ve kept returning to for a long time.
His way of relating to his work seems
both deeply personal and occasionally
stand-offish to me. For Kippenberger,
there was no “good” or “bad,” and no
topic was too sacred or too trivial.
He dared to be personal and political,
but I also feel that his ironic attitude
towards the art world and its history
risks giving the impression that he
took nothing at all seriously, and for
this reason I sometimes grow tired of
him. But still, there’s something about
his practice that calls to me, particularly his aesthetics and the subjects
he chose to represent.
Through Kippenberger, I’ve been
introduced to other painters who
are mostly German and American,
like Günther Förg, Albert Oehlen,
Amy Sillman, Charline von Heyl, and
Jutta Koether. They have in common
their origins in a postmodernist
tradition of painting, which has them
problematising and pondering the
role of painting in a time when artists
can no longer be bunched together
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in groups or “-isms,” and discussions
of technical skill are no longer
as viable as they were in the days
of modernism.

I am occasionally asked, “What
are your paintings about?” I often
answer, “Nothing,” without thinking,
because my paintings are neither
figurative nor narrative in the literary

sense. Instead, my paintings are
about the very process of painting.
Thoughts turn into action, and this
action takes me to a timeless space.
I think of painting as a way to
pilot myself through reality and
break down oppositions like highbrow vs. lowbrow, political vs. apoliti
cal, personal vs. impersonal, concrete
vs. abstract, and documentary vs.
fictional. I do this to liberate my
paintings from values. Everything
can be connected. No material or
painterly gesture is given precedence
over another. However, each has
to work within the pictorial space.
I often end up slipping into rote
behaviour in relation to this medium,
which I have been training to use
for so many years. This motivates me
to work actively to liberate myself
from the conventions of the medium,
to create visual events that satisfy
me. This way of thinking about my
process and my content is related to
the same ideas Danto describes.
New York–based rapper MF DOOM
works in a similar way as I do. To
untrained ears, MF might sound
like a mediocre, unoriginal rapper.

Image courtesy of Youngjae Lih

The philosopher and critic Arthur
C. Danto calls this “post-historical
art.” Danto claims that art began
with an era of the imitation of reality,
which was followed by an era of ideology — a time in which a wide variety
of things could be art, but where the
various movements tried to outdo
one another. This was followed by
our own era, which lacks an overarching narrative and is based more
on criticism and philosophy. Danto
describes art history as a linear story,
with a unified narrative that keeps
art moving along, and says that
in the 1960s, a shift occurred from
a state in which art was divided into
various manifesto-driven “-isms” to
one in which art could be and look
like anything at all, without any
particular stylistic or philosophical
boundaries to limit the scope
of the notion of art. He explains:
“Modernism, overall, was the Age
of Manifestos. It is part of the post-
historical moment of art that it is

immune to manifestos and requires
an altogether critical practice.” 3
I often work with paintings in
series or diptychs. This way, I don’t
have to try to say everything I want
to say in a single painting; I can divide
it into several paintings. Each painting can be given its own identity,
and yet be part of a greater context
in which space and the viewer’s
position relative to the works becomes more significant. The painter
Francis Bacon talks about something
along these lines, although making
triptychs or series seems to have
been more of a compromise for him.
Bacon once explained that his ambition for his art was to make a painting
that would say everything he wanted
to say, but that he didn’t know how
to reach that goal. To my mind, his
attitude leans towards the postmodern way of discussing painting as a
critical practice, even though he is
counted among the modernists.

Mathias Höglund, Step aside. Repeal. Tear it down (part of series), 2019. Oil and spray paint on canvas, 80 x 150 cm each. Installation view, BFA exhibition,
KHM2 Gallery, Malmö, 2019
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However, if you read his lyrics while
you listen to the music, you’ll soon
realise that he is constantly playing
with the conventions of rap music.
Rappers often want to tell a story in
advanced rhymes that mustn’t distract
from the story, and then add a catchy
hook to break the story up. However,
MF makes a clear break with tradition. He doesn’t care about hooks, and
he often switches his narrative focus
completely every few lines. What
matters to him is simply getting in as
many words that rhyme as possible.
This approach to performing written
lyrics shouldn’t work, but it does anyway. The listener can keep up.
One clear example of how MF plays
with the listener’s expectations is
the song “Great Day,” where MF
spends four lines building up to a
particular rhyme: “Last wish, I wish
I had two more wishes / And I wish
they fixed the door to the Matrix,

there’s mad glitches / Spit so many
verses sometime my jaw twitches /
One thing this party could use is more
… booze.” 4 What the listener expects
to hear at this point is the controversial word “bitches” — a standard trope
of rap music — but, instead, MF clears
his throat before the end of the line
and takes the lyrics in a completely
different direction, leaving the recipient to think “bitches” instead.5 The
song itself doesn’t tell any particular
story. My interpretation of it is that
MF is walking down a street, overhearing fragments of conversations
between the people he passes by, and
then is using these fragments to write
a lyric. MF uses everyday phrases and
things like advertising slogans in his
writing. Things we all recognise from
our own lives. No words or phrases
are more significant than any others.
Everything is equal in MF DOOM’s
universe.

I’m often made aware of my particular
relationship to German painting, due
to my constant returning to Kippenberger. However, I ask myself how
I fit in with the Swedish painting
tradition: Which oeuvre could I be
considered heir to? The museum I
visited most as a child was the County
Museum of Gävleborg, in Gävle. Its
art collection ranges from the seven
teenth century to the present day.
I’ve spent a lot of time there over the
years, and it’s where my interest in art
was first sparked. On a recent visit
to the museum, I felt that there was
something missing from its collection:
abstract art. In the summer of 2018,
I visited Norrköpings Konstmuseum
to look at its collection of S
 wedish
modernist art, which includes
Swedish pioneers of abstract painting.
Otto Gustaf Carlsund, in particular,
is one of the abstract pioneers whose
heritage is managed by the museum.
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Carlsund was one of the founders
of the art movement Art concret
(Concrete art) together with Theo van
Doesburg, Jean Hélion, Léon Arthur
Tutundjian, and Marcel Wantz. When
Carlsund in 1930 presented the newly
founded style at the Stockholm exhibition in Sweden, the engagement from
the audience and critics was nonexistent. No one understood or cared
about what it was he and this group
did. As a result, Carlsund stopped
painting for seventeen years. He died
in 1948, at only forty-nine years old,
and he never experienced how the
group’s thoughts, a few years after his
death, began to take hold in the art
world.
Art concret was a group of artists 
who made paintings without 
personal expression, featuring
geometric figures made with mathematical precision. They believed
that the technique of painting should
be machine-like — the opposite of
impressionism. They argued that
painting should not refer to nature
or beauty, and they wanted to end
the drama, symbolism, and lyricism
found in the works of other art

movements of the time, asserting
that painting has no meaning
beyond itself.
This vague understanding of
Carlsund and Art concret is what
I remember from the art history
lectures I received at preparatory
art school, and it occupied my mind
while viewing the collection at
Norrköpings Konstmuseum. I
thought about how I myself aligned
with the group’s ideas, and I said to
myself: “I like their ideas. Too bad
the execution looks a bit dull.”
I brought this thought with
me when I left the museum. I found
myself stopping to look at graffiti,
tags, and half-torn posters left behind
on electrical cabinets, doors, and
walls. This spoke to me, because
I used to be into graffiti when I was
a teenager. I see similar things every
day in my regular life, without ever
reflecting on them in relation to
painting and art. I started thinking
about how layers of dirt and tags
end up stacked on top of one another,
creating a painterly surface without
ever pretending to be anything
but what they are: dirt and tags.
An anti-aesthetic of sorts, in which

no gesture or stain is valued higher
than any other. An abstract landscape
in which figuration isn’t necessary
for the construction of an image. I
realised that if I connected my way
of working, Art concret, graffiti, and
MF DOOM’s way of telling a story,
it would give me a new creative spark.
In an interview with the curator
Jennifer Samet, the artist Albert
Oehlen describes why he became an
abstract painter as the 1980s drew to
a close. He starts out by dismissing
figurative painting as “bullshit.”
When Samet asks why he has concluded that figurative painting is
bullshit, Oehlen responds:
I didn’t believe in the possibility of
transmitting a message, expression
or feeling. I was a friend of Jörg
Immendorff, who was very political
in the beginning. He brought me
into that political left wing. There
was this idea that art has to serve
the masses, the movement. I got
indoctrinated in that and I believed
it. But as soon as I tried to do something like that, I thought, “This
doesn’t work at all.”
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He continues:
Then you start thinking, “What
is reproduction or representation?
How does it work or not work?”
I didn’t even have to read much
about it. It just seemed obvious
that there was nothing to win.
I still don’t think that if you
paint a person you can transmit
something about that person. I
don’t think you can communicate
something about an experience
or a situation.6
Oehlen is getting at something
that I recognise in myself. I have tried
to make figurative paintings for a long
time, but the result is always a blow
to my self-esteem and elicits the fear
that I will never produce any new
ideas for my future works. Oehlen
claims there is nothing for us in figuration. To some extent, I agree, based
on where I’m at right now. However,
I’m not prepared to dismiss it e ntirely.
Calling a certain kind of painting
“bullshit” seems excessive to me,
and belittles something that doesn’t
need belittling.
In “Abstraction and Empathy,”
painter Doug Ashford writes that
human beings are automatically attracted to depictions of people and try
to attempt to form an emotional bond
with them; we want to feel empathy
and enter into a relationship with the
painting. He goes on to explain that
he wants the viewer to feel the same
about nonfigurative painting, describing the type of desired effect he hopes
for, as found in historical painting:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

There was a Renaissance notion
that one could occupy the eyeballs
of another through a perspective delineated in an artwork.
It assumed that through transubstantiation, we might encounter
something beyond the possible.
Its shock was related to the formal
and physical presence of a stranger,
and it is difficult to discuss rationally, since immersion in another
person is so much more than the
strict diagramming of corporeal
perspective, the agreement or disagreement with a position. Instead,
we are forced with the rearrangement of all our sensibilities into
something outside of us, finding
the self in another.7
To me, Ashford’s essay is about how
he has to defend to himself and find
motivation for his choice to make
abstract paintings. The idea that
painting has a larger purpose is
exactly what Albert Oehlen describes
as “bullshit.” Ashford doesn’t seem
to trust in the inherent force of the
medium, instead opting to force the
viewer to interpret his images in one
way, and only that way. He leaves
nothing open; everything serves his
ideological interpretation. I feel that
his way of describing how viewers
empathise with paintings is far
too vague to be taken seriously.
But still, he has a point.
It makes me think of my most
recent figurative project, The reaper
series (2017 – 18), which is based on
my misinterpretation of a drawing
by Vincent van Gogh. The drawing
depicts a crouching figure who is

holding a sickle in one hand. My misinterpretation of the picture led me
to believe that the figure was aiming
a pistol at their foot, an absurd image
that I couldn’t get out of my head. I
was drawn to this mental image, and
I empathised with the way the figure
wanted to shoot their own foot, too.
It was very easy to insert myself and
my own frustrations about figurative
painting into this figure.
I began a process in which I drew
the picture as it looked in my mind.
I started with an exact copy of the
drawing, apart from the pistol that I
added to its hand, after which I drew
it again without looking at the original. I made sixty drawings in various
materials, painted the drawings, and
then drew the paintings, until the
picture became more like a memory
of Van Gogh’s original. My mis
interpretation ended up producing a
series of paintings that are all based
on the original, but to liberate myself
from Van Gogh’s drawing, I also
wanted to fill the canvas with abstract
painting, which would serve to almost
camouflage the drawing. All the fields
of colour and lines from the drawing
crossed into and out of one another,
and painting took over, until I realised
that the figure wasn’t really needed
in the pictures. At this point, I began
to separate the drawn figure from the
abstract painting. The pictures that
include the figure came out as humorous, but the abstract images feel more
serious. After the project was finished,
I decided to give up thinking figuratively.
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Karl Eivind Jørgensen, Phantom pile, 2019. Metal, paint, string, transparent, plaster

Karl Eivind Jørgensen, Phantom pile, 2019 and In that sea is an island, and on the island there grows a green oak, and beneath the oak is an iron chest, and in the chest is a small
basket, and in the basket is a hare, and in the hare is a duck, and in the duck is an egg; and he who finds the egg and breaks it, kills me at the same time, 2019. Installation view,
BFA exhibition, KHM2 Gallery, Malmö, 2019
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The Rivers Carve Their Course in Stone

The history of the flora in the
Colosseum in Rome is well-
documented. The botanist Richard
Deakin, in his book Flora of the
Colosseum of Rome (1855), published
findings of 420 plant species among
the ruins. Several possible reasons
exist for this exceptional variety;
for instance, the structure may have
provided a more sheltered environment for the plants, or the different
groups of people who have lived
within the ruins over the centuries
may have brought in the various
species. But for me the most exciting
hypothesis is that the plant seeds
were brought to the Colosseum in the
fur and stomachs of the animals the
Romans captured in the hinterlands
of their empire in order to fight in the
arena. Regardless of how the variety
of plants got here, they have remained
as witnesses that, simply by existing,
tell a story one would otherwise think
was lost; or, as Deakin writes, they
are “floral productions which flourish
in triumph upon the ruins of a single
building.” 1
Today the variety of species has
been halved, largely due to the work
of archaeologists in the late nineteenth century, in their efforts to create an identity for a new nation state.
But certain rare plants are still found
there, too fragile to survive outside
the shielding walls of the Colosseum.
These plants that, in the shelter
of the ruin, have been allowed to
exist in peace while the surrounding
world has fundamentally changed
have interested me for a long time.
I’ve carried them around with me
through notes in a black notebook,
but I haven’t quite known what to do
with them. What interests me about
them is that while they appear so
ordinary, they also have the potential

to be embodiments of events previously considered to have only a ruin
as their last witness, thus rendering
these events more physically present
than one might have thought.
The story of these plants involves
a completely different perspective
of time than my own. In trying to
imagine how time appears to a building, I’m reminded of something I’ve
forgotten the origin of, but which I’ve
heard several times: that gradually, as
you grow older, it feels like time flies
faster and faster. When you’re two
years old, one year is as long as half
your life, so it seems like an eternity.
But when you’re twenty-three, one
year will be one twenty-third of all
the time you’ve experienced. Just 4.3
percent. Applying the same principle
to the Colosseum’s 1,949 years of existence, one year would seem to it like
only four and a half hours.
I concentrate on my own perspective of time and try to turn it into the
Colosseum’s perspective. Of course,
it’s difficult to imagine. It involves
a blurring of the individual human
being, and the only static things that
can then resemble an individual are
buildings and landscapes. The perpetual stream of tourists who come to see
this ruin look like a river with tributaries leading out in all directions,
and the Colosseum in Rome becomes
its riverbed. There, where the current
is strongest, is where the building
leads the greatest number of people
through itself.
Certain places in a cityscape have
the quality of attracting specific
actions. The actions that are usual
in these places are unusual elsewhere.
One such place is right outside the
shopping mall Oslo City, next to the
entrance to the Jernbanetorget metro

station in Oslo. In this public square,
there’s almost always one or more
people gazing outwards. This is of
course only to be expected, since this
is a junction where buses, trams, train
lines, and metro lines meet. But there’s
also something noteworthy about
these ever present waiting people in
this spot: it’s as if their actions have
become part of the cityscape itself.
To stand still in the middle of a public
square and gaze at everyone walking
past means something different in
just this place, like you’re acting out
something foreordained.
Michael Asher’s Caravan (1977)
was installed for the fifth time at the
sculpture decennial in Münster in
2017.2 The first time this travel trailer,
an Eriba Familia BS, was parked on
the streets of Münster was in 1977.
Every Monday, it was moved to a new
but predetermined location in town,
and it would remain there for a week.
For the next decennial, ten years later,
the travel trailer followed the same
sequence of parking spots, again
with one week between each move.
This pattern has repeated for every
decennial since.
People standing in front of Oslo’s
central train station looking out for
their friend in the square outside
Oslo City and Asher’s cream-coloured
travel trailer standing on a side street
can each look like a random one-off
event to anyone passing by. But with
a different perspective of time, we
can understand them as enduring
phenomena. As objects in themselves.
When I first started making artworks, they were drawings. That is
to say, drawing was what I was doing
when I first started thinking that
what I was doing could be categorised
as art. I can’t think about those

Image courtesy of the artist
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works without cringing a bit, and
then there’s their assertion about
“this is how the world is” that I can’t
manage to focus on too directly today
without wincing slightly. The world
is actually very difficult to understand, and I feel like a stranger to
whoever it is who made these works.
As if all these drawings at my parents’
house belong to someone else.
I’m certainly not claiming that
drawing is an expression of hubris.
I think that in many cases to draw
can be rooted in an effort to understand something. In any case, that
was what it was for me. If I’m to be
kind to myself, my general attitude
of “this is how the world is” was
often a question dressed up to look
like a declaration.
Underscoring the Answer
In an article published in the philosophy journal Analysis, logician Andy
Clark and cognitive scientist David
Chalmers argue that cognition is
a process that not only happens in
the mind but also largely takes place
through shifting cognitive weight
onto our environment. For example,

a notebook can play the same role
as biological memory when we write
down a summary of what was said
in a meeting. Instead of jogging
our memory to recall what people
said, we can find it written in the
notebook.
Sitting at the desk in my studio,
I start thinking about all the objects
I have around me and about what they
manifest. What role do they play in
my thinking? A sheet of paper lying
on the shelf behind me features a
pattern resembling the surface structure of a stone. It’s made from a closeup photograph of a stone that I copied
four times and put into a 2 x 2 grid.
The image is rotated each time so that
the same side faces outwards in all
the outer corners of the grid. If one
were to repeat the pattern by putting
a new square next to the squares
that are already there, the sides that
meet would be identical and match
up perfectly. What I hoped to create
with the picture was an endless stone.
Like an essence of the word “stone,”
but without an outer boundary.
Or “the object for which the word
stands.” 4

I never managed to get this
pattern to be seamless. No matter
how I twisted and turned it, it was
impossible to hide the fact that this
was a repeating pattern and not
an infinite stream of stone structure.
I think also now that if I had managed to make it seamless, it would
still be possible to identify it as
a repeating pattern. The problem,
to a great extent, is that the attempt
was built on incorrect premises. It
tried to illustrate a relation between
words and reality that perhaps doesn’t
exist. Something clear out of something vague.
“Ask yourself: what shape must the sample
of the colour green be? Should it be rectan
gular? Or would it then be the sample of
a green rectangle? — So should it be ‘irreg
ular’ in shape? And what is to prevent us
then from regarding it — that is, from using
it — only as a sample of irregularity of
shape?” 5
The sheet of paper, covered with an
attempt to achieve the unachievable,
lies on my shelf, as if waiting to be
allowed to become part of one or
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another constellation. An unused “Z”
tile in a game of Scrabble. Clark and
Chalmers draw a comparison between
rearranging letter tiles in Scrabble to
the phenomenon of thinking. I wonder if this idea can be translated to the
studio. In the board game, each tile
symbolises a letter, and the goal is to
combine the tiles to create the longest
word possible. In the studio, the goal
is vaguer, and the idea of being located
outside “the word” becomes important to me.
While creating the sculpture series
Riverbed (2018), I worked according to
this principle of thinking by arranging
and rearranging components. The
objects were initially lying on the
floor and demanding an explanation
for why they exist. When moving
them around, it was if they sometimes
coalesced into something recognisable. This happened when one object
related to another through some sort

of direct physical contact, or when
a special relation to the room arose.
In such instances, the objects shifted
from the almost incompatibly specific
into being something one recognises
as more general. There was a sudden
sense of a rhythm rather than random
beats. It’s tempting to throw out the
explanation that the objects were
created intuitively, but that wouldn’t
be completely accurate.
Materials are carriers of meaning,
both by virtue of holding specific connotations and by being the “rooms”
in which objects, actions, and thoughts
can exist. When matter is changed
in various ways, a form we associate
with a meaning emerges. Signs, regardless of how vague, metaphysical,
or immaterial their meaning may be,
are ultimately manifested in a material; if not, they remain mere thoughts,
unable to exist outside the person
from whom they originated. A simple

example is the graphite in a pencil,
which takes the forms of letters on
a piece of paper. Political philosopher
Hannah Arendt expands on this idea
in The Human Condition:
The whole factual world of human
affairs depends for its reality and
its continued existence, first, upon
the presence of others who have
seen and heard and will remember,
and, second, on the transformation
of the intangible into the tangibility of things. Without remembrance
and without the reification which
remembrance needs for its own
fulfilment and which makes it, indeed, as the Greeks held, the mother of all arts, the living activities of
action, speech, and thought would
lose their reality at the end of each
process and disappear as though
they never had been.6
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What Arendt describes here involves
a kind of back-and-forth relation we
seem to have with matter. A permanent place for storing transient
phenomena. This relation is described
also through oft-repeated metaphors.
To say that something is “carved in
stone” means the thing is steadfast,
immovable, or unwavering.
This relation to material is always
present when forming the components of my sculptures, as if the
boundary of figuration is always right
around the corner. Like ships appearing out of the mist, signs and figures
emerge. But the way I describe it to
myself is that I search for a kind of
thingness, without it being figuration.
It requires me to hand over a certain
amount of control to the material
and not plan too much of a direction
beforehand.
This element of openness bothered
me for a long time. It was as if something unplanned wasn’t legitimate. I
had no words for why the one object
was green, or why it had one or another form. Every attempt to explain was
either frustratingly vague or, when
it was more specific, too limiting or

incorrect. It’s helped me so much just
to start somewhere; as soon as I began
doing that, I started making decisions.
“It should be like this, not like this.”
There was one night I lay awake,
unable to sleep because I was thinking about what I should say if someone asked me about this why that can
be so destructive. Suddenly I realised
that I was banging into something
that actually wasn’t helpful for me to
explain. That if I did give an explanation, it would maybe make it impossible for me to work in this way. The
resistance to categorisation present in
my sculptural objects is what I think
makes it possible for me to approach
something else through them. It is
through what we perceive these objects as that we can navigate through
what their different constellations
mean. Before, I thought I wanted the
studio to be like a brain, and these
smaller objects like words floating
around in it, which could form sentences when combined. I’m not sure
I want to see it like that anymore. The
sculptures exist outside words, even
though they can resemble words in
the way they relate to the mind.

The Norwegian artist Jan Groth
has, throughout his career, focused
exclusively on the single line’s relation to the pictorial plane, variously
through drawing, painting, and
tapestry, in which case the work is
made in collaboration with Benedikte
Groth. One of their many collaborations is the stage curtain that hangs
in Det Norske Teatret in Oslo.7 It
shows a white line against a black
background. Slightly trembling, the
line runs diagonally from the top
left corner of the curtain toward the
centre of the horizontal axis. Near the
end of its descent, the line becomes
very steep, as if concentrating its energy on a certain point, or as if caught
in a vortex at the bottom middle of
the curtain. But it sharply retreats
and rises straight upwards, before
making a weaker curve and heading
towards the upper right corner. The
whole line can be read as a very rapid
gesture — like a line you draw on the
palm of your hand to check whether
your pen is working. It makes me
think it’s something personal and
intimate. At the same time, the work
is enormous. This enlarged size causes
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an upheaval that lifts the line’s
private and momentary aspects to
a new and monumental level, yet
without it losing its private character.
All these things that can be inferred
from this line make me feel that the
line on this woven curtain almost is
Jan Groth.
I’ve been interested for quite some
time in Groth’s lines, especially their
seismographic quality, even though
it’s unclear what’s being measured.
At the same time, the context they
exist in plays a big role in how his
works are read, for lines are of course
things we use in so many contexts.
For delimiting, drawing up, sorting,
illustrating. In many cases, nothing
much differentiates them other than
their context.
Artificial neural networks are imitations of nerve tissue in the brain or
in other sensory systems. How these
networks are presented to someone
who, like me, lacks in-depth understanding of them is through illustrations and simplified models that usually consist of circles and lines linked
together in a drawn network. These
visual aids function as a cognitive
crutch to explain how the networks
think. The circles represent artificial
neurons, and the lines represent their

1
2
3
4

5
6
7

connections. I thought for a long time
about what it would both mean and
entail to create a system that could
visualise different ways of thinking,
but it wasn’t until I was in the process
of locking up my bicycle one night,
outside my house, that it suddenly
occurred to me that the bicycle rack
could be read as a model for a type of
intelligence, or a neural network. The
rack, which is made of cold grey steel,
consists of many oblong half-circles
positioned one after the other to separate the bicycles, with a small circle to
thread the lock through. The moment
I threaded my lock through the circle,
the idea struck me that it was like
the neurons in the models I had seen,
and all of a sudden, the whole bicycle
rack appeared to me as an enormous
and cluttered mind. In this case, it’s
been allowed to go full circle. Or to
go backwards. Instead of a thought or
some other input, through a system of
representation, creating an abstract
form, the backwards aspect is that
an abstract form put through a representation system could generate
a thought.
At certain moments, it’s as if something about how I think about the
world is resolved, and everything becomes different, yet without anything

changing. I get a temporary feeling of
relief. The world in its full resolution
becomes accessible, and the boundaries imposed on it are less rigid. This
state of being is marked by a kind
of obviousness. “You don’t need to
understand the world, it’s lying right
there in front of you,” I think to myself. You can walk anywhere, up the
stairwells of unfamiliar buildings, into
a neighbourhood you’ve never been
to before. I don’t have any reason to
be there. But I don’t need a reason for
everything. I have a theory that this
state could have something to do with
experiencing something that previously only was an idea as something
factual and real, like the few times a
year that I’m at sea or when I travel.
To travel brings the body into places
that usually only exist in the mind,
in pictures, or on a map of the world
— if one thinks purely subjectively.
As such, one suddenly becomes aware
of the stone’s rough surface or that,
also here, people wash their clothes
and take out the garbage. All these
details cause me to recognise that
we have the world that exists in the
mind, in language, and in pictures,
but also the world that exists outside
concepts, and which they never quite
manage to capture, but that has been
there all along.

Richard Deakin, Flora of the Colosseum of Rome (London: Groombridge and Sons, 1855), 6, Google Books ebook, digitised September 12, 2006,
https://books.google.no/books?id=ok0DAAAAQAAJ.
For more information on its installation as part of Skulptur Projekte Münster’s, see “Michael Asher,” Skulptur Projekte,
last updated 2007, http://www.skulptur-projekte.de/archiv/07/www.skulptur-projekte.de/kuenstler/asher/index.html.
Andy Clark and David Chalmers, “The Extended Mind,” Analysis 58, no. 1 ( January 1998): 7–19, https://www.jstor.org/stable/3328150.
I refer here to Ludwig Wittgenstein’s summarisation of St. Augustin’s understanding of language, which he characterises thus:
“These words, it seems to me, give us a particular picture of the essence of human language. It is this: the words in language name
objects — sentences are combinations of such names.—In this picture of language we find the roots of the following idea: Every
word has a meaning. This meaning is correlated with the world. It is the object for which the word stands.” Ludwig Wittgenstein,
Philosophical Investigations, trans. G. E. M. Anscombe (Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1958), 2.
Wittgensten, Philosophical Investigations, 35, section 73.
Hannah Arendt, The Human Condition (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1998), 95.
Jan Groth, Tegn, 1985, tapestry, 9.5 x 22 m., in the collection of Det Norske Teateret, Oslo.
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Naked Diza Star
Intake, writeable
distributed to all rooms, recreating its own history in narrow passages:
a spiro smile addressing the air, like something forgotten.1
Gult gruset 2
The words are Swedish, but in this
text message, their meanings are
displaced into a foreign vocabulary:
my father’s. He continued to text me
even after his cognitive abilities had
deteriorated to the point where he
was unable to achieve clarity. It was
writing, but not really: the product
of restless, groping motions. Silent
questions asked by fingers.
Later, when he has stopped
writing, I realise that the symbols
had formed patterns in the retina.
The letters are no longer components
of the light matter of the text; they
are thermograms, engravings carved
out of darkness. Who should I
explain it to?
..-...3
The space of silence is the space
of yumewarigusa sculpture, and I think
that’s where we are now. Writing has
yet to be invented; its entrance will be
preceded by a drawn-out negotiation
between gills, gazelles, and all the
other greenery. The living time of the
voice. The time of kindly spells.
The words dedicate a space to
their secret violence. Objects are
transformed from one state of being
to another, from needle to (eye), from
mercy to fog, from old secrets to new.
The time of overwritings as a time
of secrets.
Pd----p 4
Shadow trails: meeting of facade
and wall, unlocking the door, which
is painted with some kind of trompe
l’oeil technique, with its banners
and swelling covers already guiding
one’s gaze into and through the space.
The collapsed interior, the colours,
and the small glass scalpel.

I can only speak for myself, but I
think it’s the same space that you read
about in the standard work on lost
salamanders and their particular habits.5 This is where they come to drink/
sleep/extemporise over themselves
when they’re not too busy being lost.
hcvvs 6
The last room, the room with the suns
and the semiclear fluids, the room of
laws and surplus. The room of broken
ballistics. It reminds me of an archive,
which is also a gathering place for
things you’ve been wanting to get rid
of. It’s an attic space, but with very
specific contents.
Everything has been gathered and
sorted according to a certain classification system. At some point, the
system was no longer taught, and it
became obsolete. But it didn’t release
its hold. It enfolded the objects. It
entered them and changed them from
within.
Nej nej nej ne 7
(No no no n )
Disappearing points. Things. Echoes
fading away as they pass through the
corridor behind us. (The launch site is
abandoned, left alone in the eye.) The
degree of indeterminacy. (You never
answer as though I had asked.) The
degree of repetition: at once the interruptions of negation and a paradoxical affirmation, like a hammer speaking. No, nothing stops us — protects
us (from these blows). One no, several
noes, loud and firm, with your weight
on the front of your foot (everything
erased). The nail in the ground offers
us a yes (if we’re exaggerating). But
a yes is not the way to conquer a no.
Suggestion: “ne,” followed by a space:
unfin–delayed–postponed–lit from

within; caesura, a torn remnant, or
perhaps: annulment, a no. To determination (yes) and indetermination
(no), we add determinately negated
indetermination (anti-no). At this
point, negation turns in on itself, and
re-establishes the yes that it started out as an assault on. This way,
the affirmative and the negative are
accomplices to the disappearing that
will eventually veil each negation in
oblivion (the perfect crime).
Don’t forget: spaces blind even the
most hardened of imperatives. Blankness is the space of an indeterminacy
of agency.
a. Blind baby has its father’s
mother’s eyes:
b.
permutating: that is, already moving
along another axis than the suggested
— heading towards an aesthetic of
obliqueness, where8 lines of meaning
intersect
d
i
a
g
o
n
a
l
l
y
The ultimate method of empirio-
criticism: drinking ritual milk, burning the answer out.9
Mz.10
—unfamiliar initials, which are
repeated two days later, in reverse
order:
Zm.11
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That same autumn, I was put in
contact with somebody who claimed
to be M.T., the person who, ten years
earlier, had attacked Silvio Berlusconi
in Milan by hurling a plaster model
of the city’s cathedral into the prime
minister’s face. Our correspondence
follows the usual template for any
polite exchange, but with an important exception: M.T. doesn’t want
to acknowledge himself in any way
at all, and this is reflected in how
he writes (or rather doesn’t) about
himself. It’s not a matter of shyness
or discretion; rather, it’s an enjoyable
acknowledgement of one’s own insignificance. Through his grandiosely
petty actions, he embodies a megalomaniacal ambition for smallness.
He writes about the solar storm and
the softly blushing shell, and this exit
seems to take forever, is carried out
in an almost conceptual fashion. Feet
precisely placed on the ledge between
an illegible signature and Stanley
Brouwn’s name.12 (It is not the intrusion of nonexistence, but the symbolic articulation of loss that produces
your enjoyment: aphanisis ≠ :X)
The exaggeration at Piazza del Duomo
was followed, as expected, by frantic
attempts to play down the whole
thing. “I am nobody. I am nobody,”
shouted an excited M.T., before he
was overpowered by the bleeding
tycoon’s bodyguards.13 Within
twenty-four hours of the attack, the
prices for miniature cathedrals had
doubled from €6 to €12 along the
tourist tracks, and soon they were
sold out.
(Sss)14
(((s)))15
(log))16
The supplement of the reversed
angle of a smile. The edges of a circle
that never closes, wrought with
inner turmoil over its unwelcome
shadow. The needle that responds
to the pressure: outlines drawn with
a thin burning needle at the centre
of the eye, as though carved into it.

The parenthetical marks the
beginning and the end of an embrace,
and this places it beside the sentence
to some extent. While it is integrated
into it, it does not in any significant
way alter its meaning. The gentleness
with which it carries the burden
of insignificance. It could signal a
sentence’s exit from itself; sufficiently
the same, sufficiently other. This
liminal potential appeals to me. I’m
also fascinated by the ways parentheses are used to express anti-Semitic
sentiments online. Names of people
with Jewish backgrounds (or concepts that these circles associate with
Jewishness) are placed within three
parentheses (((they))). As though
the contents threaten to overflow the
edges and bleed back into the writing.
These typographical walls, which are
referred to as “echoes,” first began
to be used to encircle names around
2015. Since then, the hateful code
has been made partially redundant,
however. People began to add triple
parentheses to their own names as
a display of solidarity. This caused the
anti-Semites to add another distinct
innovation to their own names —
inverted triple parentheses, placing
everything but )))themselves((( in
an undefined, sealed-off mass of text.
The starting point had become almost
Alephic in its solitary apartness by
now.17 The problem of the Aleph,
existing beyond the scope of the
totality of the points it encircles; that
is, chronically incomplete, fat, and sizzling, like melted fat on the forehead.
The lonely eye of the Aleph is also
everything it can’t see.
)))a binding glance)))
for oneself
for all that can be seen
for the eye and for all it can’t see
for the face-cathedral (orthopaedics
with inverted purposes: reinstating
the unfulfilled in the plastic, a full
restoration carried out by the location’s newly purchased-melting
commonality)

What should be done, i.e.,
what should have been done?
(How does one remember?) Otherwise: an atmosphere of disappearing,
a global cheerfulness before the long,
forgotten night of transgressions.
Hej 18
Ornamentations and cancellations,
deforming alterations and mutilations, jealous restorations. A narrow
furrow through which (inaudibly) em
anation: i.e., the inclusion of a concrete
aspect (more or less close to itself)
in something that is passed through.
(After each rinse, the procedure is
repeated until the desired result is
achieved.) The example of the Málaga
province. The process of transfer, and
that which is lost — but is it not the
gap between intention and realisation that constitutes the essential
allure of the nonretinal, which Marcel
Duchamp referred to as the missing
link? 19 The moment when something
is lost, i.e., the admission of that
particular moment? When I think
of my own process, the Andalusian
borehole appears.20 If a distance needs
measuring out in this context, we
might as well call it a rescue distance.
In the end, everything comes down to
distance: if you’re too far away, your
eyes will shut again, and if you get too
close, it will all disperse like mist.21
The concept of “rescue distance”
has a floating ambiguity. Perhaps it is
nowhere used with more conviction
than in Samanta Schweblin’s novel
Fever Dream.22 In the novel, the term is
used to refer to the obsessive ambition
of the protagonist, Amanda, to stay
close enough to her daughter to rescue her at every conceivable moment
of her life. What it is she needs rescuing from remains unsaid for a long
time, but that’s also part of the point:
the dangers are undetermined and
indeterminate. A swimming pool. A
house. Another child. Everything has
been contaminated with the undetermined. Thus, the distance must be
constantly recalibrated whenever new
dangers appear. If the surroundings
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are deemed safe, the distance can be
significant; when a threat makes itself
known, a few inches can be much too
far away. Once again, you have reason
to recognise yourself in this odd
relationship between distance and
closeness. This also extends beyond
the magical connection of motherhood. The distance between people is
never as great as when they’re packed
into a cramped underground train;
the proximity of others is never as
intrusive as it is in a large gallery that
has just two solitary visitors.
In the novel, the image of a thread
is conjured up, a thread strained to
the breaking point — its fragile, tense
materiality testifying to the threatened bond between mother and
daughter — but that may also have
broader applications. At first sight,

this stretched thread seems to rearrange the logic of Duchamp’s 3 Stand
ard Stoppages (1913–14), for which three
threads, each one metre long, fell freely from a height of one metre before
being fixed to canvases with varnish,
as three random geometric shapes.
Schweblin’s novel also has a geometry written into it, one that becomes
legible in the triangular relationship
between the mother, the child, and
the undefined threat. However, the
distance between these entities remains an open question. The invisible
thread is drawn like the outline of an
absence: it defines the boundaries of
the lost object while also serving as its
replacement. The thread is stretched
within and without, an interpretation of an elusive object. Duchamp’s
point is made clearer by the fact that

these random configurations have
been attached to rulers, the sawn-out
contours of which match the shapes
of the threads, ultimately making
the random outcome the very way
in which the surface is measured.
The reward that looms over both
cases is a deeply contradictory object:
a distance that produces a measure
that is incommensurable with the
very idea of measuring (a measure
of the immeasurable, which is simply
another way of saying “art”).
v 23
Waking up each morning is a
terrible nightmare shared by basophobes and pnigophobes24 alike:
death by suffocation, in air that would
have been rendered unbreathable by
the rapid fall.

Images courtesy of Youngjae Lih
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Left: Dag Kewenter, Untitled, 2019. Found photograph in artist frame, transducer, amplifier, 26 x 18 cm
Right: Dag Kewenter, Untitled, 2019. Mixed media installation. Detail

Shine. Shining. The shining image.
The shine of the image, horizonlessly
shining, i.e., banished to the outskirts
of the image (where even words fall).
Shining order to fall back on (nice),
and make even shinier with your toxic
shine. Entropic order, i.e., “shining”
order; the last phase of the deshining
process.
A person, Klara Lidén, then emerges
from a subway station to walk along
the early-morning streets of Lower
Manhattan, past the New York Stock
Exchange and One Chase Manhattan
Plaza, where Jean Dubuffet’s monumental tree sculpture flashes by in all
its chalky white unshininess.25 Lidén’s
walk does not go unnoticed, and we
soon realise why: it is her constant
falling, the way she keeps tripping on
the pavement. A FreshDirect delivery

man approaches to help, but thinks
better of it when the unreality of the
situation hits him. She continues
walking, unabashed, continues falling.
Each time, she simply resumes walking as though nothing has happened.
She falls, gets up, and continues walking, in a single, continuous movement.
She walks, and she falls. Falls back
into walking. Her actions weave in
and out of one another.
The permanence of the groundless
would have been hailed as a victory
of contingency over the fixed and
closed.26 Here, the experience of
groundlessness results in a series
of ataxic acts, the outcome of which
is a violent re-establishment of the
connection to the foundation. What
is it that triggers this stumbling and
falling? The spontaneous association
to slapstick is dead in the water.

When, say, Buster Keaton trips and
falls, the physical antics are typically
followed by a glimpse over the shoulder, or some other choreographed
move intended to determine the cause
of the fall (whether such a cause has
been presented to us or not). It is the
idea of stumbling that is being staged,
and stumbling by definition entails
something being stumbled over. This
localising gesture is missing from
Lidén’s performative act: she falls,
seemingly without cause, but she is
still clearly stumbling over something.
Things that aren’t there, but that may
have been or will be there. Things that
demand to be stumbled over. To put it
in more trite terms, we could say that
you’re not aware of your foundation
until you lose contact with it. The
rule of foundations27 is that once they
make themselves known, by giving
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way, you fall. On the whole, it is
hard to think of a more elementary
experience than that of falling.
Walking can also be understood as
a process of falling from one leg to
the other.28 In this precise regard, the
thing that the unfortunate flâneur is
falling from is already a fall in a
way. If you wanted to take it a step
further, you could say that the
fall actively constitutes the thing
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you’re falling from. You fall, but
it is the fall itself that opens the
dimension you’re falling from.
Doesn’t this situation correspond
to the final phase of the analytical
process (la passe), that moment
when something is lost that didn’t
exist prior to the loss? If so, who
is it that’s falling? Are you the
victim? Or has the fall itself fallen
victim?

Fall
Fall
Falling
Falling fall
Fall of the f
a
l
l

Compare to Ludwig Feuerbach’s view of air as the element of words and Luce Irigaray’s ontology of breath. See Luce Irigaray, The Forgetting
of Air in Martin Heidegger, trans. Mary Beth Mader (London: Athlone, 2000).
Text message sent to the author, July 3, 2017.
Text message sent to the author, August 14, 2017.
Text message sent to the author, August 14, 2017.
Johanne Lamoureux, “Avant-garde: A Historiography of a Critical Concept,” in A Companion to Contemporary Art, ed. Amelia Jones (Malden,
MA: Blackwell, 2006), 191–211.
Text message sent to the author, August 25, 2017.
Text message sent to the author, August 27, 2017.
Or maybe when. Reconfiguring the field of the political imagination from spatial representations (island, city) to temporal conceptions
(act, event) corresponds to a state of urgency, one whose modality is necessity. When the symptoms can no longer be resolved within
existing coordinates, a structural deadlock ensues. From this, a placeless desire is born, one that realises itself through a radical
discontinuity. Compare this to how art transitions from concrete form to formal context, from object to event. Here, the urgency
comes part and parcel with the field, so to speak (the fetishising of the contemporary, its constituent restlessness). See, for example,
Boris Groys, On the New (London: Verso, 2014).
This is intended as a kind of activation of Vladimir Lenin’s trusted method of using milk as invisible ink, which he used when he was
imprisoned at the close of the nineteenth century. Stefan T. Possony, Lenin: The Compulsive Revolutionary (London: Routledge, 2017), 214.
Text message sent to the author, October 2, 2017.
Text message sent to the author, October 4, 2017.
See Alex Danchev, 100 Artists’ Manifestos (London: Penguin Books, 2011), 77.
Luigi Cozzi, “Milano, ferì Berlusconi con una statuetta del Duomo: Tartaglia libero, ‘non è pericoloso,’” La Repubblica (Milan), April 27 2016,
https://milano.repubblica.it/cronaca/2016/04/27/news/berlusconi_tartaglia-138600708.
Text message sent to the author, October 8, 2017.
Text message sent to the author, October 16, 2017.
Text message sent to the author, October 16, 2017.
See Jorge Luis Borges, “The Aleph,” in The Aleph and Other Stories, trans. Andrew Hurley (New York: Penguin Books, 2004).
Text message sent to the author, October 19, 2017.
Marcel Duchamp, “The Green Box,” in The Complete Works of Marcel Duchamp, ed. Arturo Schwarz (New York: H. N. Abrams, 1969), 18–19.
This is a reference to the tragic accident in Spain in January 2019 where a small child fell into a deep borehole, followed by a rescue
operation.
Artist Ghislaine Leung has expressed the sentiment that we can never get far enough away to achieve critical distance; see Ghislaine
Leung, “Cancellations,” interview by Noah Barker, Mousse Magazine, June–September 2018, 55. Naturally, the paradox here is that this kind
of statement, a realisation of one’s lack of ability to achieve critical distance, is actually evidence of that same critical distance. Leung
emphasises that she is more interested in “what it is to be too close to see something,” and I feel a certain affinity with this. Within the
framework of capitalist realism, where the ahistorical telos of history draws closer, until you’re fully inside it, it’s easy to lose sight. It’s all
we have before our eyes, and for this very reason, we don’t see it.
Samanta Schweblin, Fever Dream: A Novel, trans. Megan McDowell (New York: Riverhead Books, 2018). Originally published in Spanish
as Distancia de rescate in 2014.
Text message sent to the author, October 21, 2017.
Basophobia is a fear of falling, and pnigophobia is a fear of choking.
Here and in the following, I am referring to Klara Lidén’s exhibition Grounding, Reena Spaulings, New York, November 4–December 16,
2018, which included the work of the same name: Grounding, 2018, HD video, 5:53.
See Hito Steyerl, “In Free Fall: A Thought Experiment on Vertical Perspective,” e-flux journal, no. 24 (April 2011): https://www.e-flux.com/
journal/24/67860/in-free-fall-a-thought-experiment-on-vertical-perspective.
Grounding, the title of the work, is, according to the artist, an allusion to a common exercise used in pop psychology intended to help
individuals orient themselves in the present when they are suffering difficult emotional states such as anxiety.
On walking as a kind of “controlled falling,” see, for example, Paul Virilio, The Vision Machine (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1994),
35–60, and the following passage of Laurie Anderson’s beautiful song “Walking and Falling” (1982): “You’re walking. / And you don’t
always realize it, / but you’re always falling. / With each step you fall forward slightly. / And then catch yourself from falling. / Over and
over, you’re falling. / And then catching yourself from falling. / And this is how you can be walking and falling at the same time.”
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Power On

I have some good news and some
bad news. The good news is that I
have two superpowers. The bad news
is that I still haven’t figured out how
to best use them in my artistic practice. You can also turn this around
and say, “It’s even better that I’m in
the process of figuring out how I can
make the best possible use of them in
my artistic practice.” Let me hold on
tightly to this last thought.
Intellect (Control)
My first superpower is my intellect.
It is an intellect that is eager to learn
and enjoys absorbing knowledge, especially from the realms of art theory,
philosophy, mathematics, and physics.
My intellectual side is something I
would describe as a power interested
in the world around me, inasmuch as

areas like mathematical catastrophe
theories, Rudolf Steiner’s anthroposophy, global challenges like climate
change, and Dadaism’s experimental
cinema all load my inner knowledge
bank. In the midst of this fillingup process, my inner Spørge Jørgen
(the Danish name for a perpetually
curious person) is activated. Spørge
Jørgen has always been following
me around, and I can ever so clearly
hear my father exasperatedly saying,
“Why this and why that?!” — but, for
me, Spørge Jørgen is not an annoyance, and in fact has become my
intellect’s assistant. Together we’re
good at assimilating and searching
for knowledge, opening it up, and
exploring new connections. This is a
form of research that I can recognise,
seeing that I, as a child, would freeze

and thaw various fluids like milk
and fruit-flavoured-syrup beverages
to investigate how mass and temperature are transformed.
Catastrophe theory is a mathematical theory that attempts to set up
models for phenomena or conditions
that change drastically. When one
point suddenly leaps away from
a mass of other points, what we have
is “constellation change,” and a catastrophe has occurred. Catastrophe
theory is an example of a world
view or a construction that I am inspired by, especially because I imagine
that two forces are at stake: stability
and dynamics. A stable point is essential for dynamics and movement to be
present. This notion always reignites
in me an enthusiasm for the Greek
mythology around the gods Hestia

Image courtesy of Youngjae Lih
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and Hermes, since they, with their
antithetical qualities, maintain the
balance between space and movement: Hestia represents stability and
Hermes represents dynamics. According to the ancient Greek world view,
space has a need for a centre, a fixed
point, on the basis of which direction
and orientation can be defined.1 Space
is also the centre of movement and it
concomitantly bears the possibility
of transitions and passages from one
point to another.
I’m going to have to stop here, for
a moment, because I can sense right
now that my superpower is on a track
where I could mention countless
other world views where the relation
between the dynamic and the static
inspires me. This point of departure
must stay specific to my own practice,
so let’s get back to my inspiration in
the world of mathematics.

In the language of mathematics,
theories are transposed into simple
geometric shapes and diagrams for
the purpose of rendering complex
phenomena and states visible. Taking
the same approach, I make use of
simple geometric forms and diagrams
to illustrate my own world views.
I see something interesting in the
relation between the complex and
the simple, or between the large and
small, inasmuch as a simple string or
circle can represent something lying
beyond what I, and even science,
can understand.
I create thought models through
which abstract theories about, for
example, static and dynamic states
come into view in my works as
simple geometric diagrams, as can
be seen with the installation The
Order of M
 imosa (2018). For this piece,
I engraved into the exhibition floor

a four-metre-square symmetrical
diagram called “the stabilizer,”
with glass-gleaming plastic objects
in primary colours — blue, red, and
yellow—placed on top of the diagram.
Four projections of luminescent lines
from a double pendulum struck the
objects as rapid flashes, before un
controllably swinging around inside
the room, towards a condition of
chaos. In other words, the installation
was situated in the field between
space and movement, and also between stability and dynamics.
In a way that runs contrary
to science’s geometric illustrations,
which represent thought models
of an outer space, a world around
us, I am also interested in the human
inner space, the world inside us. I am
intrigued by phenomenology’s philosophical reflections on how the world
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appears inside our consciousnesses
and by how anthroposophy, with
spiritual forces, explores consciousness in order to obtain extrasensory
consciousness organs. Against this
background, I am inspired by the
thought model of the tulpa, a Tibetan
spiritual concept, through which one,
deploying meditative and extrasensory powers of thought, can reach
imaginary spaces. An imaginary space
that is also called a “mindscape.”
For my own part, I seek refuge here
when the world around me appears
chaotic. As two variables in a diagram,
I move with the thought model, the
tulpa, between two worlds: an inner
space and an outer space. Between
that which I call a “Hestia sanctuary”
(my consciousness) and a “Hermes
whirl” (the visible world of science).2
In my installation Mindscapes (2019),
created for the BFA exhibition at

KHM Gallery, this quality of being
between worlds manifests itself in
the form of physical dualities between light and shadow: between the
sand sculptures’ inner spaces, whose
simple geometric symbols represent my mindscapes — gateways or
hotspots to imaginary worlds — and
where the 16 mm animated film’s
chaotic natural phenomena and broken scientific diagrams are projected
onto the sand sculptures and the
gallery walls. An external space out
of control.
The very notion that a geometric
model or drawing can manifest itself
as a symbol for something greater is
something that likewise fascinates
me when I look at the work of Hilma
af Klint. Almost as a relation between
a micro- and a macrocosm, the consistent way in which symbols and
abstractions in her paintings become

visual representations of the invisible
universal forces captivates me; af
Klint believed these forces connected
the material and spiritual worlds.3
When I examine the documentation
of her notebook No. 588, Blumen, Moose,
Flechten (1919), I become completely
immersed in her scientific approach
to her systems of characters, symbols,
colours, and words.
The geometry is specific and the
formula is fixed; this serves to impart
a sense of calm and security to my
superpower, because I know that not
even Spørge Jørgen can place a question mark beside whether a triangle
has three sides. This “certainty” is also
one of the reasons that science takes
up so much space in my practice. I can
allow myself to make free use of mathematics’ concepts and formulas and
combine these with anthroposophy,
for example, in order to open up all
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of this within my field of abstraction,
simultaneously creating a new
system without running any risk
of the formula being wrong. Here,
the field of art is liberating.
Chaos (Non-control)
My other superpower is chaos.
A completely undisturbed and irrational side of myself that reveals itself
as imaginary thoughts and physical
manifestations. My chaotic side is
often activated by a touch stimulus
that automatically draws me in. For
this simple reason, physical materials
and the bodily creative process always
fashion the framework around my
practice. I use materials that I think
contain sensitive or fragile qualities,
like the sand in Mindscapes. At first
glance, the sand almost resembles
a hard piece of wood. But on closer
inspection, it becomes clear that it is
indeed sand, which — with the passage of time and in response to being
touched — is going to crumble and
fall apart. I also use colours that fade
or are affected by light, cold, or heat.
In any case, the material is in transit:
it moves from one point to another — and there’s a great likelihood
that the artwork is going to collapse.
The work will move its way into
a field of tension between different
conditions, and that is precisely what
I am also fascinated by in the work
Nine Nevada Depressions (1968) by
Michael Heizer. A temporary earthwork consisting of nine abstract negations carved into the Mojave D
 esert in
the United States, Nine Nevada Depres
sions was created to change over time,
since the artwork’s non-materiality
was, in this case, governed by external
and universal forces like nature and
time.
With the artwork Running Fence
(1976), created by the artist duo
Christo and Jeanne-Claude, I am
drawn to its uncontrollable grandiosity and fragility at one and the
same time, revolving around how the
work’s nearly forty-kilometre-long
fence of white fluttering nylon fabric

“ran” along the Northern California
coastline only to wind up, eventually, in the Pacific Ocean. The fence’s
white fabric on the horizon took on
the characteristic of pathways that
guided and held the viewer, as well
as the mind, on the right track, or vice
versa, since — by virtue of the fence’s
culmination in the Pacific Ocean —
an endless thought space was built
for the viewer. In a continuation
of what I experience with Nine Nevada
Depressions, I move within and across
land art’s conceptual roots, in an intermediate space of physical presence
with the work and the mind’s imaginary breadths. The artworks become
small, fragile interventions within
the complexity of nature and simulta
neously open up an imaginary thought
space that is much greater than that.
A thought space that also opens up to
me when my chaotic side is given free
rein.
The fragile and simultaneously
strong qualities of these works are
like a mirror of my immediately fragile
appearance and the physical power
that I do not possess on my own but
gain through my artworks. This is one
reason why I combine sensitive and
volatile materials with lasting materials like bronze, aluminium, plaster,
and iron. I am enthusiastic about
craftsmanship and about having my
hands literally down in the plaster
when I, with all of my fifty k
 ilograms,
go jumping around among my large
and heavy works and powerful
machines. There’s no doubt that I
enjoy the principles and procedures
when I am working with traditional
casting techniques or in graphic
art’s etching territory. Here, the
materials change from one state to
another, and as for any other woman
of science, my processes depend on
temperature, weight, measurements,
and time. The handwork instinctively follows the fact that my newest
interest in animation is calling to
be explored. I have begun working
with 16 mm film animation, through
which I am keeping my tactile

stimuli in shape as I, bent over the
light table, start to hatch, bleach,
and draw on shots of natural pheno
mena and to exchange scientific
diagrams with my own theories.
Working across disciplines
provides me with more and more
options, depending on what working
process and which results I want
to end up with. The phrase “end up
with” is actually misleading, because
I always assign a concluding hyphen
to my artworks, so that new work
constellations will be possible with
future adjoining artworks, because
in this way, the works move in an
open circulation. I’m fascinated by
the sculptor and installation artist
Sarah Sze’s way of working with
space and scale, as can be seen in her
work Timekeeper (2016), where she
also interdisciplinarily — through
light, sound, objects, and video —
creates a kind of installation collage.
I imagine that my installation works
are making their way towards the
same large physical dimensions,
so that the viewer will come to enter
into my world rather than looking
at my world.
My chaotic superpower unfolds
itself in the very best way quite early
in the morning, when I am in what
I call “spaghetti arms condition,”
that is to say, when my other superpower, my intellect, is still sleeping,
and I — under the influence of this
chaos power — am working irration
ally. I simply allow my arms to roll
themselves out: my body moves and
my hands work. Everything and
nothing can happen. I am surprised
by “mistakes” that I regard merely
as new possibilities. At around ten
o’clock in the morning, the intellect
wakes up, and a sort of conflict
can arise.
Between Intellect (Control)
and Chaos (Non-control)
In the first draft of this essay, I
discovered that my intellectual side
had taken control of the text. It was

Julie Sophie Koldby. Mindscapes, 2019. Sand, iron, heating cable, thermochromic pigment, 16mm animation film transferred to video. Detail

almost as if an art historian’s voice
had gotten into the mix, and it became clear that this is a conflict that
I often find myself making my way
through. When I work, I assume
a type of anti-dynamic state, where
my superpowers each struggle to
dominate my artistic process and
the work. It becomes something
like a struggle between control and
non-control, and I’ve often mulled
over the question of how to get these
two forces to agree instead of combatting one another. Sometimes I designate the intellect as the “winner” and
let the thought control the artwork’s
form. Other times I do the opposite,

1
2
3
4

with the result that my chaotic side
is given free rein and the artwork’s
form controls the thought. Then there
are times when the superpowers take
over for each other by turns — but
what often arises in this case is the
aforementioned anti-dynamic state,
where the superpowers do not come
to find their correct element and
instead take up battle stances.
With the awareness of my superpowers’ characteristics and conflict
points, I am now moving towards
a wider field of opportunity, where
my artworks and my artistic process
will be able to discover a new and
more natural intersection between

form and thought. A space that does
not have to do with excluding one
or the other superpower or with
regarding their individual dominance
as a conflict, but that rather involves
synthesising the superpowers into
of a kind of third dimension, between
form-thought and thought-form.
I am convinced that uncertainty
will be (and is) present, but, after
all, it might very well be precisely
in this triple point that my artworks
and my artistic process will take
new leaps and bounds. Now it is
only up to me to activate my superpowers: POWER ON!

Jean Robert, “Hestia and Hermes: The Greek Imagination of Motion and Space,” International Journal of Illich Studies, 6, no.1 (2018): 79–86,
https://journals.psu.edu/illichstudies/article/view/60681.
The Hermes whirl is a world I find particularly problematic at a moment when global challenges like the climate and other
environmental crises are so very pressing.
“Hilma af Klint Abstrakt Pioner” [Hilma af Klint: A Pioneer of Abstraction], Louisiana Museum of Modern Art, 2014,
http://hilmaafklinten.louisiana.dk.
Hilma af Klint, No. 588, Blumen, Moose, Flechten (1919), in The Legacy of Hilma af Klint: Nine Contemporary Responses
(Cologne: Walther König, 2013).
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Someone Once Said that Time Was a Tool to Prevent
Everything Happening at the Same Time 1

“The past was like a cloudless sky. Within me everything was empty, white like a clean page: tabula rasa.”
— Sigurður Guðmundsson, Tabúlarasa2
“And yet, because it was a photograph, I could not deny that I had been there (even if I did not know
where).”
— Roland Barthes, Camera Lucida3

The dream: I sense how the feathers
push through the skin. I spread my wings
and take off.
I.
The photograph. The lens can’t
capture everything that needs to
be photographed. Estimate the right
and then the left eye. Then put it
together. Just about what can be
seen, and yet not quite, a bit off.
Interesting. Remember to try!
— October 18, 2018, Berlin

Darkroom
1+9
1 + 19
1+4
and then all the minutes.
All of a sudden something that was so
abstract becomes comprehensible.
Paper
Think about grams and different
shades of white.
Glossy or matte?

II.
I turn on the radio and open the
window. It gives me grounding.
— May 1, 2017, Bispebjerg Hospital,
Copenhagen

Studio
What should I write? In front of me
is a clean, white, untouched sheet
of paper, which means I can write
anything at all. It is up to me where
the text starts and where it ends.
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I look around the studio and notice
there are still no cracks in the walls.
I think it’s just a matter of time until
they start forming. My mind flashes
back and forth; it’s as if I don’t have
time for anything, there are so many
thoughts that need to be thought.
I feel like I should in fact be doing
something else, perhaps even writing
something else. I write down two
words, erase one of them. Take one
word, write two more, erase one.
A certain chaos, and yet structure
at the same time. It’s almost as if I’ve
got writer’s block, and I’m not even
a writer. Now all I can do is reach out
for Musa (Muse) on the table and read
the page where the Icelandic artist
Sigurður Guðmundsson describes his
loathing of the word ritstífla — writer’s
block.4 I laugh out loud. Continue.
Flip through old sketchbooks, read
through my notes, and think fondly
about Roland Barthes’s love of
note taking. It is as if I can get closer
to him, like we share something.
I go through my diaries, looking for
words, sentences, something of use.
Something I’ve thought of before
and written down so I can think of
it again. I always feel like I’m looking
for something; collecting something
and then go back to searching. But
the fact is that it’s rare to find what
you’re looking for.
The studio is full of photographs
waiting to acquire meaning. Negatives
all over the place. Piles of paper and
outtakes from 16 mm films collecting
dust.
Reclamation
This text must be allowed to
be what it is. My goal with it will
be some sort of experiment in
resuscitation, reclamation, or rebirth
of the desire and joy involved in
making art. A way to organise the
chaos, thoughts, deliberations
that constantly pile up. Sort and
select.

III.
I am on the outside. Nobody
understands this suffering.
— November 11, 2018, Malmö
Theatre
Lights out.
The curtain is drawn and the
show begins.
I run a hand through my hair;
a few strands get caught between
my fingers and I shake my hand.
They come loose. Fall slowly to the
carpeted floor, and in time weave
into it. I watch from the audience,
from a distance. Observing.
I am trying to evoke a feeling in
this text that can be experienced as
if we are in the theatre. It comes from
my longing to connect the theatre and
the photograph. I cling to a single
little sentence that Barthes wrote
about how these two mediums meet
by way of death.5 But that is in fact
the only thing I have. Can’t seem
to be able to find anything more to
weave the two together, other than
the fact that I see both as a staging
of reality. I find that the theatre and
the photograph overlap at some
point, which is exactly the point
between a certain distance and
proximity. I try to inject some
Bertolt Brecht and his ways of using
defamiliarisation (Verfremdung) in
what is happening on stage to create
a distance between the audience
and the work itself, thus evoking
a powerful distancing effect. I read
about Brecht over and over again,
taking notes and selecting what
I could use in this essay, but then
realised that he doesn’t belong in
the text, as I find myself alternating
between understanding his epic
theatre and grasping almost nothing
at all. I suddenly recall a poem by
him that hangs above my desk in
the studio, “In Praise of Doubt”
(1932):

Thus one day a man stood on the
unattainable summit
And a ship reached the end of
The endless sea.6
IV.
John was up early today. He watched
the rest of us doing our morning
exercises. Tonight we’re going to
watch Matador together.
— May 3, 2017, Gentofte Hospital,
Copenhagen
I took two walks and two books
on loan at the library. I also started
to write my autobiography. I am 28.
How pathetic.
— May 4, 2017, Gentofte Hospital,
Copenhagen
Time, Space, Books
TIME
SPACE
BOOKS
Is written all over, always all caps.
There are obviously many different
ways to emphasise things.
V.
I stayed at home almost all day,
my body too heavy to lug around.
Read Susan Sontag’s diaries and
had a look through Franz Kafka’s
diaries. (Note added later: Found
out that there are people who
understand the suffering.)
— October 7, 2018, Berlin
Archive
When the material is already in
place, then it is about mining
for material, searching and seeking.
With time, the archive grows
and offers up more possibilities.
But it can also complicate things
— more possibilities, more
decisions to make.
Letter
Dear John,
I picture you sitting at the table with
your newspapers. Thinking of your
very specific colour system of note
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taking. Your way of making order
in the chaos. Do you think it’s OK
to like the words of an artist more
than her body of work?
VI.
We live in the template of the
hospital world, the parallel world.
I try to adjust. If I fail, I get eyes
on the back of my head and a mouth
on my forehead. If that is not the
way it is already.
— May 22, 2017, Gentofte
Hospital, Copenhagen
VII.
All of a sudden, I saw the world
floating, as if it had fallen apart.
The tiny fractions scattered everywhere. I wish I could get all those
other days back. The days I spent
staring into space.
— November 20, 2018, Malmö
I Close My Eyes and See the
Picture
I go to meet with the past, face
the gaze of the ghosts7 who simul
taneously confirm the following:
mortality and immortality.8 I am
in downtown Reykjavík, in an old
red timber house where my mother
lives and where I grew up. I look
through old family albums, evidence
of what used to be. Something
that has been. I’m waiting for the
light; it is early January and the
sun doesn’t come up until just before
noon. A few mornings in a row, I
wake up early to find myself waiting
for the light. My intention is to
use the little light that makes it
through the windows to photograph
boxes full of objects that have
accumulated over the years. Among
them are boxes filled with my own
things, full of books. There they
dwell in the darkness, waiting to
see the light of day.9
Note: I can’t remember what book
I am looking for.

The other boxes contain objects
belonging to my father, my paternal
grandfather who died before I was
born, and my great-grandparents,
whom I never met. While I
wait for the light I go through old
photographs. I pause at one
particular image.
It is a photograph of me.
I think so, or it must be.
I’ve seen numerous photographs
of this same little girl and I’ve been
told it’s me. The photo shows a small
dark-haired girl, probably around the
age of eight, in deep concentration.
She holds a hammer in one hand and
is about to pound a nail into a house
that is just a little bit taller than
she is. Somehow, in this moment, in
my defencelessness towards time,
established by this photograph, it
is as if time is standing still.
I caress the photo, feel the paper,
sensing different surfaces, a picture
on one side, nothing on the other.
Evidence of time passing, that it
has passed and will pass — the one,
true tragedy.
“Time is the most profound and the most
tragic subject which human beings can
think about. One might even say: the only
thing that is tragic. All the tragedies which
we can imagine return in the end to
the one and only tragedy: the passage of
time.” 10
Note: Remember to collect the
flyleaves. Give them meaning.
Diarist
VIII.
It is possible to be titled a “diarist,”
and according to the dictionary
it is a person who keeps a diary.
If I google Derek Jarman, he is
for instance titled as such.
— September 27, 2018, Copenhagen

IX.
Today I watched the first six
chapters in As I Was Moving Ahead
Occasionally I Saw Brief Glimpses of
Beauty by Jonas Mekas. What
beauty and sensitivity.
— September 16, 2018, Copenhagen
For the longest time, Jonas Mekas
has both fascinated me and inspired
me greatly, and in that regard, I must
in particular mention his films that
can be defined as diary films, where
he uses a so-called diaristic style.11
I am fascinated by how he pays
homage to everyday life, his intimate
environment, family, and friends,
everything that is close or that can
be considered as existing within a
certain personal space. He celebrates
what is, which is instantly something
that was. In his almost five-hour
movie As I Was Moving Ahead Occasional
ly I Saw Brief Glimpses of Beauty,
Mekas randomly splices together
footage from his personal archive.
As he says himself, it is sheer chance
that dictated which frames came
together. A certain chaos. But within
this chaos, some sort of structure
emerges, in its own way. He shoots
the joy and beauty in life: new
blossoms, white snow, innocent
children, and everything in between.
He seeks beauty in the small and
large moments in life, lends them
weight by documenting them.
Tiny fragments are then combined
to make one big film. The film is
the product of years of collecting
footage, sounds, and texts. Dreamlike
16 mm colour film, both underand overexposed, fragments of life.
“I might be filming my memories,”
Mekas says at one point. Perhaps
these fragments are some form of
memories, or maybe it is all one
big fiction.
Note: I feel the distance growing
between that which I believe is my
own past and that which is.
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waist, sewed by her father. She
is barelegged but probably wearing
knickers, even though this photograph does not confirm that. But I’m
guessing, filling in the blanks.
as I remember you
I am you
and
you are me
X.
Have I become myself again?
How can that be?
I can think, I can understand, I can
feel. Everything is clear.
— November 17, 2018, Malmö

On the other side of the fence is
a spring. Each year I wade in the
spring, feeling the cold water and
slippery stones beneath my feet.
I climb the hill, slip in the ash,
step on stones that crumble beneath
me. Up on the hill I can look over
the defined plot. Two houses sit
between the trees, which have
grown several metres over the past
several years. I sense the instability;
it wouldn’t take much for the hill
to crumble — taking me with it.
I stretch out onto the edge, year
after year, watching the raven
couple make their nest, always in
the same spot.

Image courtesy of the artist

Repetition
The photograph shows a half-built
house at its centre; the frame is
already in place and the house is being
weatherproofed. It was constructed
on a small plot of land east of the
capital in the 1990s. The sun shines
to the south and the little house casts
a shade on the girl standing on the
north side hammering. To the east
of her we see the fence that has been
put up to define the boundaries of the
plot, and in the distance, we see very
Icelandic hills — where the rocks slip
through your fingers if you pick them
up. The girl is wearing a white T-shirt,
a handmade apron tied around her

Elísabet Anna Kristjánsdóttir, She drew the curtains, 2019. Found negative, thread. 13 silver gelatin prints. Installation view, Annual Exhibition,
Malmö Art A
 cademy, 2019

Images courtesy of Youngjae Lih
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Repetition.
As much a beginning as an end.
The same thing that is never the same.
XI.
He handed me a cigarette and was
very curious about Iceland. I tried to
explain to him that it was an island,
with water all around.
— October 10, 2018, Berlin
In the beginning of 2018, I experienced a sixty-minute video installation at the National Gallery of Iceland
in Reykjavík by the French artist Ange
Leccia, called La Mer (1991). Leccia
comes from the island of Corsica,
where La Mer was filmed and which is
the inspiration and source of many of
Leccia’s other works also. To this day,
the video is still in constant development, and the artist adjusts it to each
space where it is exhibited. In Reykjavík, a large screen covered several
metres of wall at the end of a gigantic
space that was otherwise vacant aside
from a bench where you could sit
and watch. The ocean is a well-used
symbol, often with romantic connotations, a symbol of circulation, time,
and rebirth. As a spectator of the
work, I was in fact faced with perfectly mundane circumstances: silence,
the waves crashing on the beach,
the sunrise, and pop songs that I’d
heard numerous times before. But at
the same time, Leccia has altered the
proportions and perspective of these,
with poetic repetition, without a beginning, middle, or end, allowing the
spectator to enter a certain meditative
state, enjoying the hypnotic rhythm
of the visual part of the work between
total silence and the pop music.
Being Out of Time
Note: Was going to quote Mourning
Diary by Barthes. Then realised that
it is one of the books in the boxes
— in the dark.
“I feel that the bird is starting to stir in
my throat, pushing its way up my throat
and spreading its wings.” 12

I move from one state to another.
From control to being out of control
and back. I find myself in an undefined space, between two worlds.
This space is full of possibilities, but
at the same time, darkness and light
play a dangerous game here that can
end in any which way. Other principles are at play here, too; there is
no past or future, just here and now.
Sounds are louder, the light brighter,
and the darkness deeper. Here, nobody sees me, I am invisible.
“Betwixt and between.” 13
XII.
Today I found the book When the
Sick Rule the World by Dodie Bellamy.
Put it on my list.
— October 16, 2018, Berlin
Note: It is as if something has just
happened or is just about to happen.
Moyra Davey
XIII.
I always see more and more of myself
in Moyra, in what she’s thinking and
making. Visually we are different, but
I still admire what she does. It was intense reading her essay “The Problem
of Reading”; I felt like I’d written it.
Are you allowed to say such a thing?
— September 26, 2018, Copenhagen
It was never my intention to wait
until the end of this text to name the
Canadian artist Moyra Davey. Far
from it, in fact, as her name was the
first one I wrote down when looking
for people who’ve influenced me.
She is the one I lean on, in her I find
power. Has she been chasing me
or have I been chasing her? Did
she choose me or did I choose her?
Now she comes at the end and gets
to wrap things up. I wonder about
the impact distance can create and
the impact of art in general. But
the fact that we’ve never met, and
probably will never meet, makes me
feel that some sort of space opens up
that releases the imagination in full

force. How I allow myself to imagine
how Davey is, how she gives me ideas
about who she is through personal
narratives in text, photographs, and
film. She creates a space that is staged
and totally under control. With the
staging she creates space for mistakes
and the unexpected, a space where
facts and fiction can intertwine. In
her works she focuses to a large extent
on the details of her daily surroundings. Often we see photographs of
quiet and overlooked objects, such as
books, dust, newspapers, and money.
The photographs put me in a state
of increased sensitivity to my own
everyday life. Davey has a deep interest in the processes of reading and
writing, which she executes through
texts and visual essays. In her films,
she presents personal narratives with
very detailed explorations of visual
artists, filmmakers, authors, and
thinkers that she admires.
The Eyes Are Starting to Get
Accustomed to the Darkness
To the west my father has set up his
shot; he takes aim with his old Konica
camera and snaps a shot of me busy
with the build. He was fond of photography and used every opportunity
to photograph his environment. The
photograph of the girl tells only a tiny
fraction of the story, but it is a confirmation of what has been. This photo
is an idea of a past and a suggestion
for a memory. You can see a house that
no longer stands, which at some point
was devastated by a storm.
“After the event has ended, the photograph
still exists.” 14
Note: The book I was looking for was
Orlando by Virginia Woolf.
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Halldóra Thoroddsen, 90 sýni úr minni mínu [90 examples from my memory] (Reykjavik: Sæmundur, 2002), 6.
Sigurður Guðmundsson, Tabúlarasa [Tabula rasa] (Reykjavik: Mál og menning, 1993), 10.
Roland Barthes, Camera Lucida, trans. Richard Howard (London: Vintage Books, 2000), 85.
In Musa (Muse), the Icelandic artist Sigurður Guðmundsson checks into a hotel room in Hainan, China, with the intent of overcoming
the visual art crisis he finds himself in. He wants to find the way back to his muse, the joy of creation, and sets out using a tried and
trusted method to tackle the crisis — writing a book. To his surprise, Guðmundsson discovers that he is also afflicted by writer’s block,
or ritstífla, which he calls the most disgusting word in the Icelandic language. In the book we get to follow Guðmundsson through these
two crises and see how he tackles them. See Sigurður Guðmundsson, Musa [Muse] (Reykjavik: Crymogea, 2017), 17.
“But if Photography seems to me closer to the Theatre, it is by way of a singular intermediary (and perhaps I am the only one who sees it):
by way of Death.” Barthes, Camera Lucida, 31.
Bertolt Brecht, “In Praise of Doubt,” in Poems, 1913 – 1956, ed. John Willet and Ralph Manheim (New York: Routledge, 1987), 334.
“Þau horfa glottandi á mig úr fortíðinni” (They watch me smirking from the past). Sigrún Sigurðardóttir, Afturgöngur og afskipti af sann
leikanum [Spectres and interventions with the truth] (Reykjavik: National Museum of Iceland, 2009), 43. Here Sigurðardóttir describes
her experience as she examines a certain photograph of unknown people and how she feels they smirk as they look back at her from
the past. She has also written about photographs having a certain potential of a ghostlike appearance, an idea she bases on key concepts
of the French philosopher Jacques Derrida in Specters of Marx. From this I have interpreted that in the photographs I myself was looking
through, the spectres were watching me, smirking from the past.
“Ljósmyndin staðfestir dauðleika okkar um leið og hún gefur fyrirheit um ódauðleika” (The photograph confirms simultaneously our
mortality and immortality). Sigurðardóttir, Afturgöngur og afskipti af sannleikanum, 16.
“I must ask you to imagine yourselves with me, amid the disorder of torn-open packing cases, breathing in the sawdust laden air, the
floor around me littered with scraps of paper, eyeing piles of books that have only now, after two years of darkness, been returned to
the light of day; I want you, from the outset, to share a little of the mood (not a mournful mood by any means, rather one of anticipation)
that they awaken in a true collector.” Walter Benjamin, “Unpacking my Library,” in One-Way Street and Other Writings (London: Penguin
Books, 2009), 161–71.
Simone Weil, “Miscellaneous Topics and Essay Plans,” in Lectures of Philosophy, trans. Hugh Price (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1978), 197.
The diaristic style can be described as one of Mekas’s signature styles, understood as a certain way of filming where one uses one’s own
personal experiences, including short fragments and small, almost invisible, daily moments, to document life as it unfolds. See Jonas
Mekas, “Jonas Mekas— The Diaristic Style,” YouTube video, 6:26, posted by Web of Stories — Life Stories of Remarkable People, August
29, 2017, https://youtu.be/C2SKf6GRX-I.
Kristín Steinsdóttir, Ljósa (Reykjavik: Vaka-Helgafell, 2010), 7.
The ethnographer Arnold van Gennep introduced the term “rite de passage” in his book The Rites of Passage, first published in French
in 1909. He distinguishes three phases in a rite of passage: separation, transition, and incorporation. Gennep undertook studies in tribal
communities and developed the concept on the basis of rituals. In the latter part of the twentieth century, the anthropologist Victor
Turner revisited this concept, mainly focusing on the intermediate phase, often called the liminal phase. That phase is characterised
by ambiguity and disorientation, where the initiate is outside of society but preparing to re-enter it. It is a phase between the death of
a former life and status and the stage where rebirth and new status wait. That is to say, the end of the old self and the birth of the new
self. The liminal phase can be a liberating experience where you are stripped of all former symbols and connections. But it can also include
a lot of uncertainty, as there is often a lack of stability. “Betwixt and between” means that you do not belong anywhere, or that you are on
the threshold of being. See Victor Turner, “Liminal to Liminoid,” in From Ritual to Theatre: The Human Seriousness of Play (New York: PAJ
P ublications, 1982), 20–60.
Susan Sontag, On Photography (London: Penguin Books, 1979), 11.
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A Voyage into Intimate Spaces

“If moonstruck horrors haunt thy restless head,
All-hopeless pity here shall take her stand”
—George Dyer, “Ode VI” 1

Shelters and Vulnerability
One of the first projects I executed at
Malmö Art Academy revolved around
a bomb shelter my granddad built
out of fear that the Soviets would
invade Sweden. A shell of concrete
to protect the fragile body.
I spent so much time on my couch
that I almost became a part of it. My
fears might not have been about being
followed by KGB agents or the bomb,
but they were about survival.
Political philosopher Adriana
Cavarero claims that the body’s vulnerability is what defines the human
condition.2 It’s one of the things we
might regard as fundamental to existence. Creating protection to overcome
the body’s fragility becomes a form
of resistance, a desire for life itself.
A survival strategy in which you
create various systems and an alternate conception of the world. Being
sick can thus be a way of vibrating
within the human condition. As
the historian Karin Johannisson describes it, “Being sick means allowing
yourself feelings of weakness and
insufficiency. It is the establishment
of a language between your body, your
self, and your community.”3 And it
can provide rest, refuge, comfort, and
power; being sick as a language.

Intimacy of Emptiness
In The Poetics of Space, the philosopher
Gaston Bachelard introduces the term
“topoanalysis,” defined as “the systematic psychological study of the
sites of our intimate lives.” 4 He applies
his phenomenological gaze to livedin spaces and architecture as a creator
of images. In the chapter on “drawers,
chests, and wardrobes,” Bachelard
likens these sealed spaces to secret,
psychological hideaways. He claims
that without these objects, and their
empty insides, our lives would lack
a model of intimacy. These instances
of enclosure, through their intimate
qualities, become hybrid objects:
subject-objects.5
In his seminar on the ethics
of psychoanalysis, Jacques Lacan
relates “The Object and the Thing,”
a curious, beautiful little story
about a collection of matchboxes
owned by his friend Jacques Prévert.
Prévert’s matchboxes were:
all the same and were laid out
in an extremely agreeable way that
involved each one being so close
to the one next to it that the little
drawer was slightly displaced,
as a result, they were all threaded
together so as to form a continuous ribbon that ran along the

mantelpiece, climbed the wall,
extended to the moulding. … I don’t
say that it went to infinity, but it
was extremely satisfying from an
ornamental point of view.6
The collection, according to Lacan,
transforms the matchboxes’ status
as objects. Also, the collection’s
strange nature, its structure, and
the repetition of the empty space
in the displacement highlights their
“thingness” as matchboxes. As Lacan
puts it, “A mutant form of something
that has so much more importance
for us that it occasionally can take
on a moral meaning; it is what we call
a drawer.” 7 It seems unlikely to be a
coincidence that this lecture occurred
just a year after the publication of The
Poetics of Space. Bachelard and Lacan
both fixed their gazes on the spaces
that confront the psyche itself, and its
interiority; that is, the spaces of the
unconscious — the unconscious of the
house.
Entropy and the Cast
The casting mould has a quality of
intimacy, created when its surface
is put into contact with the original,
an intimacy that makes the copy and
the reproduction possible. I am interested in the potential of repetitive
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collection, like Prévert’s matchboxes,
and what the collection can do for the
individual object. In my granddad’s
bunker, there were two thousand
tins of sardines in oil from the 1980s.
While those tins were lying in there,
waiting for decades for the war to
erupt, they gradually sprang leaks.
I started to make casts of them,
to preserve them anew. A futile act
of caring, a transformation of a collection, and a strategy of repetition
intended to bring the object itself
into view.
“The Thing will always be represented
by emptiness, precisely because it cannot
be represented by anything else — or more
exactly because it can only be represented
by something else. … All art is characterized
by a certain mode of organization around
this emptiness.” 8
In 1965, Bruce Nauman made a
casting of the space beneath his chair
and called it A Cast of the Space under
My Chair. Art critic Rosalind Krauss
claims that this act is an invocation
of space itself, a marking of a spot,
and that casting this space is a
way to emphasise entropy.9 Rachel
Whiteread’s works exhibit a similar
attitude to negative space. Her insides
of houses and objects can be viewed
as acts of allowing the emptiness of
the domestic to take form — the ghostly
presence of absence.
Robert Smithson is another artist
who viewed casting as a way to theorise entropy. For him, geology, erosion,
and the crust of the earth are all just
large casts, and fossils in particular
are simply nature’s way of creating
castings. He viewed the earth as a geographical fiction of imprints, where
geological deposits, natural imprints,
and fossils become “natural copies,”
which capture a certain point in the
entropic process, making a cast where
the human hand is completely absent.
This natural casting has an intimate quality that I try to preserve.
A trace or fragment that remains
in contact with everyday existence.

When I lived in Vienna, during
the spring of 2018, I started to make
castings of the insides of the limited
number of objects that I had brought
along in my suitcase. The inside of
a jeans pocket, the inside of a book,
the inside of an envelope my mother
sent me. A manifestation of emptiness, a process of occupying space
in the world.
I often think of sleep as moulding — sleeping as a gradual moulding
of the body’s shape into the mattress.
Around the turn of the twentieth
century, it was thought that mental
illness was best treated with bedrest,
like physical illness. The patients at
asylums and hospitals were supposed
to remain horizontal, tucked into
hospital beds, and prescribed “bedside treatment in monitored wards.” 10
I think of all those mattresses, shaped
by their bodies. I think of the negative
shapes of two heads in the pillows in
Felix Gonzalez-Torres’s piece Untitled
(Billboard) (1991). The traces of two
lovers, kept apart by time and death.
Interior Investigations
In her video work Les Goddesses (2011),
Moyra Davey calls herself a “flâneuse
who never leaves her apartment.” The
image of the artist as a house dweller
is something I can identify with.
I think most of my works have germinated in my bed, or on my couch,
from the kitchen floor, in various
states of waiting, boredom, or blankness. As though these spaces, in their
absolute emptiness, could catalyse a
state; an inner journey, or perhaps,
rather, an escape.
Davey lets her flat, her space, become a semiautobiographical room in
which she creates fictional narratives
woven from proximal, lived, and constructed narratives. On a journey from
the extremely mundane, dusty bookshelf she’s documenting to narratives
taken from myth and fiction that she
weaves into her own personal story.
The fixed point of the Odyssey is the
site of a return: a house, an emotional
architectural container with a woman

inside (Penelope). The end of the
journey offers a final refuge. In the
myth, the man becomes synonymous
with adventure and voyage, and the
woman becomes synonymous with
home. In this way, woman and home
become indistinguishable, and the
woman becomes the home.12 Based
on that trope, I think it is an exciting
approach to take home as the point
of departure for a new kind of voyage
and to explore new narratives in intimate spaces within the world that
we live in. Seeing these lived-in spaces
as sites to be deconstructed is a position I often revisit in my practice.
Janine Antoni’s performance and
installation piece Slumber (1993)
inserts the idea of internal space into
the realm of dreams. For the work,
Antoni slept in a gallery space and
had an electroencephalographical
monitor record her eye movements
during the night. These patterns,
which were recorded while she
dreamed, were woven into a blanket
in the daytime, when she would sit
in the gallery and weave. About this
work she has said: “What if the fabled
adventures of Ulysses, upon his return
to Ithaca, had never taken place but
were instead and in fact Penelope’s
dreams, ‘the monsters of the psyche’?” 13
I continue to find some of my
greatest inspiration in early avant-
garde film. These are works that
remind us of the possibilities offered
by the limitations of the medium
of film. Maya Deren always induces
in me a state of falling, or falling into
myself. Groping for reality, a sensation like being stuck in a reflection,
a dissolution of the boundary separating the internal from the external.
The mirror reflection is a recurring
image, as in Meshes of the Afternoon
(1943), in which the subject (Deren)
is seen in a shattered mirror.
Another artist who explores the
boundaries of the body and attempts
to reconstruct its relationship to
the outside world is Rebecca Horn.
Her video work Berlin-Übungen in neun

Images courtesy of Youngjae Lih
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stücken (1974 – 75) includes a scene
in which she uses one of her “body
extensions”— a costume made out of
mirrors. The camera moves across a
body covered in mirrors, which reflect
the surrounding landscape. The body
is placed in a state of dialogue with
the external; it becomes a mirror,
becomes nature, and becomes vegetation. It asks: Where is my boundary,
where do I end, where does the outside
world begin? Or where do I end, and
where does “nature” begin?
“The mirror is a placeless place. In the
mirror I see myself where I am not, in an
unreal, virtual space that opens up behind
the surface; I am over there, where I am not,
a sort of shadow that gives my own visibility
to myself; that enables me to see where I am
absent.” 14
The Thinking Body
My spine is crooked; it winds its way
through my body. A doctor once told
me that this was because I didn’t
drink enough milk as a child. I refused
to drink milk when I was a child,

because I believed it would make
me feminine. Milk came from breasts,
teats, and made you strong and filled
you out. I didn’t want any part of
that. And, so, I grew up all crooked.
I don’t know if what the doctor told
me is true. If so, it would be almost as
though my body has plotted a graph
of my ambivalent relationship to this
dangerous femininity.
In Den tänkande kroppen (The thinking body), Irene Mathis writes about
the hysteric:
The body generates the presence
of an absence. It gives signs, not
of what has been lost, but of the
loss itself. The materiality of the
body, then, is not employed by
the hysteric as a means for the
creation of a symbolic expression
of something else, but rather
for re-enacting the loss. … You
could say that the body serves as
a stage, upon which a >>movement<<
enters and performs something,
as though it were >>the somatic<<.
In a state of hysteria, the movement

or the execution of pantomimic
representation is afforded the same
status as the manifest material of
a dream, and must be analysed the
same way: not as a natural movement of the body, but as fragments
removed from their function.15
Fragments removed from their function.
A language of this kind, according
to Mathis, could be “compared to the
few, single-word phrases we learn
first when we take up a new language:
bread, water, chair. Saying ‘bread’
is simply to point to the bread. The
word has not yet been abstracted
from the concrete bread, and thus,
it cannot be used symbolically.” 16
It is a fragment stripped of its function. An empty gesture, a symbol
that does not refer to anything beyond
itself. The gestures of the hysteric
fascinate me, as images of a wordless
language for the things that cannot
be expressed. An empty space, negative space, a movement attempting
to express nothingness itself.
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“Language: the establishment of a relationship with reality. Enter into a relationship
with reality — enter it, be crushed, be crushed
to muck, disappear, and keep disappearing
even more. Daring to have a language. Daring to enter into a relationship with reality.
Exposing yourself to sacrifice: and always.” 17
Reading Ann Jäderlund’s Poems
Written while Watching Repulsion
while Watching Repulsion
Ann Jäderlund wrote a suite of poems
titled Repulsion Polanski. The suite can
be read as a single long poem, which
she wrote while watching Roman
Polanski’s psychological horror film
Repulsion (1965). You could say that
what she does in these poems is
translate the film, or her viewing
of it, into poetical form.
One night, I took out djupa kärlek
ingen (Deep love nobody), the collection of poems that includes this suite,
switched on Repulsion, and started
watching while reading through the
book of poems on my lap, reading the
film through Jäderlund’s gaze:
vara i ansiktet som
om det vore kläder jag tittar
med stora ögon
att vara ett objekt för andras
tankar kanin
en kanin inbäddad i kött
som päls utanför i sig själv
med en svag
hinna plötsligt naken
(being in the face as
if it was clothes I look with
big eyes
being an object for others’
thoughts rabbit
a rabbit folded in flesh
as fur outside in itself with a weak
coat suddenly naked)
Repulsion, particularly through its
architecture and objects, offers many
images that I’ve returned to in several
of my own works: a fragmented mind
revealing itself in the architecture and
the interior. The image of a woman on
the verge of mental breakdown, alone

in a flat whose rooms are distorted
by her mental states, holds a powerful
attraction for me and is an example
of how art and film can depict things
that are hidden in the real world. To
have the external reflect the internal
is a bizarre longing of sorts. As though
it were actually possible to skin a
rabbit and see its insides, understand
it, dissect bodies and spaces, unfold
the hidden. Let it reveal itself to us
on the screen.
Being completely exposed and
objectified by the gaze — more specifically, the male gaze — eventually
drives Repulsion’s protagonist, Carol,
to succumb to psychosis and commit murder. The viewer also plays
a part in that gaze, and this produces
in female viewers the contradictory
sensation of both seeing and being
seen — a dual vision, a product
of the idea of “woman as image,
man as bearer of the look,” as Laura
Mulvey writes in “Visual Pleasure
and Narrative Cinema.” 19
The act of reading Ann Jäderlund’s
poems written while watching Repulsion while watching Repulsion gives rise
to an image of reading and writing
works, the translation between them,
and the significance of the gaze in film.
Jäderlund’s poem follows the plot
of the film and the character of
Carol as she descends into escapism,
psychosis, and murder. In Jäderlund’s
poetic translation, there is another
eye, a new layer, the eye of a beholder
who sees; the eye, the straight razor,
the nightgown, the skinned rabbit,
the woman on the bed, the warped
rooms and the cracks … But Jäderlund also sees what being seen is like.
Through new eyes, I’m hurled back
into the film’s spaces, only with a new
language, a translation in which I am
able to exist. “The fantasy of being.” 20
Like a phenomenological study of
the dual nature of vision — the act of
seeing and being seen, or, as Jäderlund
puts it: “Experience is an alternating
field.” 21

An Other Space:
A Shelter of A
 mbiguity
I spent so much time on my couch that I
almost became a part of it. My fears might
not have been about being followed
by KGB agents or the bomb, but
they were about survival. I understand the desire to build a bunker. I
can see similarities between designing
strategies and systems based on
a survivalist ethos and the strategies and systems I use in my artistic
practice. Entering into an alternate
reality, creating your own universe;
a refuge from the outside world.
If we think of the shelter as a
construct, ought we also think of it
as a construct for exclusion? That is,
who is the place for? Whose utopia?
When Jäderlund writes about the
“fantasy of being,” it is a dream of
a place, and, importantly, a place that
is free from something. Free from expec
tations, maybe? From the male gaze?
An other space. I want to return
to Foucault’s idea of the mirror as
a “placeless place” and his concept
of the “heterotopia.” One of the prin
ciples of heterotopias is that they
are places that can be positioned in
several ways at once, even seemingly
incompatible ones; spaces that can
be both open and closed, or isolated
and penetrable. Spaces constructed
from contradictions.22 Present and
absent. I’d like to borrow Foucault’s
idea of this ambiguous nonplace
and use it as a metaphor for a shelter
as a space used within an artistic
practice.
While I’ve been writing this essay,
I’ve also been making sketches of
a shelter just like that, a place just
like that. It is a shelter that writes
narratives that provide space for the
shattered, a place where nothing can
be reclaimed and emptiness can be
owned, where you can enter into its
nooks and crannies, and the body’s
portrayal of them. Understanding the
boundary between the body and the
external world as a stage upon which
unexpected dialogues are performed.
That would be nice …
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Mountains and Rivers without End

An animal trail is a path in the forest
created when ever more animals have
chosen to follow the same way through
the once impenetrable scrub and thickets.
The path I am walking on is an ancient
one, and I confusedly stumble my way
through the forest on it. Whenever it
forks, I follow either one route or the
other indifferently; my foot strikes a mossy
rock and I feel my toe pounding, full of
blood — ouch. Ferns hang over the trail,
birches and beeches fill up the gaps between
the pines. Fill up the gaps between me
and eternity. I am fully aware of where
I am, though I don’t know what it means
that I am here. But the blood in my toe
is pounding, ouch, my heart is pounding.
Searching for material on Kierkegaard
at Malmö Art Academy’s library, I
happened upon a copy of Knausgård’s
Min kamp (My Struggle). I pulled it
out from the shelf and opened it, as
though automatically, and saw to my
delight that it was in Norwegian.
I had a feeling of being in the right
place at the right time. Not just me,
but also the book. The book was in
the right place at the right time, given
that it was written in the wrong
language at the wrong place, by virtue
of being a Norwegian-language book
in a Swedish library. Because there I
was, crouching down, a Kristiansander
in Malmö, with this book by Karl Ove
Knausgård — a Southern N
 orwegian,
like myself, who has written about
being a Southern Norwegian in,
among other places, Malmö — in my
hand, thinking that this was both
highly random and highly appropriate. Appropriate, because there is one
thing that strikes me in particular
when I think about identity, and that
is geography. Geographical identity,

that is, our relationship to where
we grew up and to others who have
done the same as us.
When I lived in Spain, I never found
myself in the landscape there. The
fields were yellow and dry, the river
that flowed through the earth was
red, and the Atlantic Ocean turned
light brown across the coast, where
it collided with sand imported from
the Sahara. In Northern Norway, I
couldn’t get along with the mountain
ous highlands so close to the sea.
It made me uncomfortable watching the two worlds meet; the ocean
looked as if it were rising up in an
attempt to devour the mountaintops,
and me along with them. Malmö
was the same: there was something
about the landscape I couldn’t
reach. Flat and open, with groves
of beech trees. Gusts of wind from
the strait of Öresund sweep through
the city’s wide canals, and not a
single street offers shelter from its
cold caresses. I couldn’t make sense
of it all, no matter how many times
I tried. Knausgård has a way of
describing places that makes you
feel as though you’ve been there yourself, and when I read his descriptions
of Malmö,1 no matter how sad they
might be, I realised two things: that
the city I lived in wasn’t as foreign
to me any longer, and that I liked it.
Walking through familiar landscapes
is to spin new narratives over old
ones, but walking through unknown
terrain can swallow you whole. The
old stories and secrets that a place has
belong to its natives. When I come to
a new place, I often have the sensation
that I’m walking on the surface of
the local history, and I feel e xcluded

from the feelings attached to the
streets and buildings that other, more
rooted people experience. It seems
as though no matter how much time
I spend there, these secrets never
become mine, and my narratives
continue to search for previous, more
familiar footprints to latch onto. It’s
not until I acquire a distance between
myself and the place that I realise
I have left a trail of my own through
the city, and when I look back, my
thoughts return to these pathways
that I myself have chiselled out.
I’m on a path that is constantly changing,
that is being formed underneath my feet
and being worn down by the time that flows
over it, the stories that talk upon it.
I continue walking and a thought that
once struck another now strikes me as well.
To walk here is to think, to walk here is to
write, to walk here is to narrate.
“(Walking) is a bodily labor that produces
nothing but thoughts, experiences, arrivals.” 2
I walk down the same path again
and again, until I’ve achieved an
almost measurable distance that can
compensate for my near-sightedness.
One lazy summer day, I found
myself standing in front of A
 maldus
Nielsen’s painting Morning in
Ny-Hellesund (1881). The collection
of Sørlandets Kunstmuseum in
Kristiansand includes a number
of major painters, and the 2018 exhibition Sørlandet (Southern Norway)
allowed visitors to experience the
region’s history and influence.3 I have
visited the museum on numerous
occasions, and usually I walk quickly
though, letting my gaze roam from
work to work, as though there isn’t
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anything in particular to see. But on
this day, I kept having to return to
this one painting. It was burned into
my retinas and would for some reason
or another not let me move on. Finally,
it struck me — what I had been waiting for, but not understood. A feeling
of bliss crept over me and left me
feeling groggy. I longed for the same
moment that I could see in the painting. It’s early morning in the skerries,
and the water is still entirely calm.
The sun has not yet stirred the ocean
wind into action, and the landscape
is swathed in a golden morning glow
so orange it’s impossible to tell whether it’s summer or winter. I could feel
it, or rather, I could feel the distance
to it. And this distance was something
I didn’t want to put my finger on.
Yes, perhaps I could put my finger on
it, but I didn’t want to. I just stood
there, as though stupefied. S
 tupefied,
as in the bodily response where
you are filled with adrenaline, but
instead of exploding into action, you
freeze. The same may happen when
you experience something strikingly
beautiful. Not only does it paralyse
you, it also makes you itch a particular
way. Or as semiotician and philos-

opher Roland Barthes called it, you
experience a little prick.4 A prick
that punctures something in you, and
quite possibly strikes your heart first.
Thereafter, it spreads to your brain,
and it lies there, itching. Sometimes
it itches something awful, and it
won’t leave me in peace for many days.
Morning in Ny-Hellesund continues to
haunt me.
When I look back at moments in
my own life as though they are part
of a story, I notice that the documentary blurs into the fictional in at
times razor-thin margins. Other
times, the truth smoulders just
barely visible beneath the surface,
like marine phosphorescence in
dark swells. The thought flutters
inside of me, and I ask myself if
I can trust my own retellings.
“Christ, the sun on those Saturdays.” 5
We don’t walk in only cities and
forests; our bodies leave traces in
more dimensions than heaven and
earth. The digital sphere between
us is expanding at enormous speed,
as though filling a vacuum. I wonder

whether it is something I actually
have to relate to, or whether it is
still only lifeless zeroes and ones,
electrical impulses, steel and copper.
After having seen countless sci-fi
films in recent years about the moral
and physical consequences of our
dependence on this other sphere,
at the dawn of a new era — as our
dimension crashes with the digital
one in the new age of artificial intelligence — some have begun to think
that the digital dimension actually
includes an entire separate existence.
If we are the ones who created this
digital existence, we have at the same
time created a plane for it to exist on.
We live in these dimensions at the
same time, halfway here and halfway
there, ever more cyborg-like.
In the Symposium, Plato explains,
by way of Aristophanes’s laudation
of Eros, why we, in the act of falling
in love with another person, feel that
we become “whole.” Aristophanes’s
explanation is that humans originally
had double bodies, with faces and
limbs turned away from each other,
like spherical beings. They moved
around by doing cartwheels between
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their arms and legs, and with their
total of eight limbs, these primaeval
humans were almost as powerful
as the gods. Zeus and the other
Olympian gods came to fear them
when they tried to climb up to the
heavenly realm, so the gods decided
to split these beings in two, so that
from that point on, all people would
in fact be half-people, who would
thus be on an eternal quest to find
their complementary counterpart.
When they finally found each other,
they would cling to one another and
never let go again.
I have thought a bit about how we,
like Plato’s half-people, are constantly
striving to become whole, and that
this quest follows us as we enter the
digital sphere, often in the form of a
yearning for recognition and intimacy.
But in this virtual reality, we find

only shadow images and emptiness.
The figures in there are hollow shells
indifferent to the quest of our souls,
and I fear that we alone cannot fill the
void that it creates. It makes me think
of Ed Atkins’s video work Warm, Warm,
Warm Spring Mouths (2013), with its
eerie description of the digital realm,
in which he combines an avatar,
a digital figure that comes close to
fulfilling all the criteria for raising
a mutual human recognition within
me, with copious amount of nostalgia
and romanticism. This projection of
a human presence makes me squirm
in my seat, and I become conscious of
my own weight in the chair. Gilbert
Sorrentino’s poem “The Morning
Roundup” reverberates t hroughout
the film — “Once upon a time, I knew
a couple who were friends of mine” 6
— and my thoughts fly across a metapoetic landscape, where I am not

the only one who is confronted
with my own existence, but where
the avatar is also a victim of irony —
or, wait, was it me the entire time?
I wasn’t supposed to feel anything for
this shell of a human being, though
I helplessly fall into the same trap
again and again. If we have imagined
that the digital figure will develop
its own intention, then it already
has. We have long since animated
its mechanical existence, and its
intention is not foreign to us, because we are constantly projecting
ourselves into what we encounter,
no matter how alien an environment
we have placed ourselves in.
Jostein Gaarder demonstrates this
irony in his novel Sofies verden (Sophie’s
World), in which we follow the fourteen-year-old Sofie Amundsen, who
discovers she only exists as a fictional
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character in a book and is powerless
to control her own fate, which lies
in the hands of the book’s author,
the Major. While reading the book,
I discovered it was harder for me
to realise that Sofie is only a character
in a book than it was for Sofie herself.
I gradually also realised that the
Major as well is powerless to control
his own destiny, which lies in the
pen of Gaarder, as the author of Sofies
verden. The book prompts readers
to ask themselves: Who is writing
Gaarder’s destiny? Who is writing our
own? Don’t I have any free will under
God, or can I write myself out of the
book, like Sofie did?
If today we are no longer as preoccupied with the intrinsic connection
between all living things, called the
“world soul” by Plato, or with the
will of God, we are nonetheless still
confronted by the shifting realities
of our world, as we witness our own
reflection wink back at us in a virtual
brass mirror.7
There is a divide between a thought
and the medium that produces it.
Whereas some creators erase such
divides, I return to works where the
medium is emphasised beyond the
given thought, as a testament to its

conviction. Thought enters into
a contract with another medium,
and in that way it will never emerge
as just an impulse, but an impulse
combined with something else,
because it is not just the creator
who decides the outcome. Even an
exceptional draughtsman loses some
of the control when they pick up the
drawing pencil. The material I choose
for my work has just as much a say
in the outcome as I do myself.
“When a page is written over but once
it may be easily read; but if it be written
over and over with characters of every
size and style, it soon becomes unreadable,
although not a single confused meaningless
mark or thought may occur among all the
written characters to mar its perfection.
… There is not a fragment in all nature, for
every relative fragment of one thing is a full
harmonious unit in itself. All together form
the one grand palimpsest of the world.” 8
John Muir’s A Thousand-Mile Walk
to the Gulf (1916), which the above
quotation comes from, has more than
just a similar name to Richard Long’s
artwork A Hundred Mile Walk (1972).
Whereas Muir walked sporadically
through ever changing terrain on his
way south from Indianapolis to the
Florida Keys, Long followed a circular

path around Dartmoor in England,
which he repeated for several days.
Muir’s notion that the fragmented is
a whole in itself is reflected in Long’s
notes from his journey. His description of each circuit around the same
landscape changes from day to day,
from inner reflections and thoughts
to observations of the nature around
him:
Day 1
		

Winter skyline, a north
wind

Day 2 The Earth turns effortlessly
		
under my feet
Day 3 Suck icicles from the
		
grass stems
Day 4 As though I had never
		
been born
Day 5 In and out the sound of
		
rivers over familiar
		
stepping stones
Day 6 Corrina, Corrina
Day 7
		
		
		

Flop down on my back
with tiredness
Stare up at the sky and
watch it recede9
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In addition to this text, Long’s work
includes a map on which he drew a
circle around Dartmoor, as if to mark
his own path through the terrain, as
well as a black-and-white landscape
photograph of a grassy moor. Long’s
use of multiple mediums — a map,
text, and photography — engages me
further, since his taciturn descriptions touch upon so many topics, from
nature to society to politics, without
saying anything about them. He offers
us a trail to follow, nothing else, and
it is up to the viewer which way they
want to go.
I once walked through a rugged
terrain. The ground was dry and
contained a mix of small plants,
blooming herbs, and vindictive cacti,
while the air smelled warmly of sage,
pine sap, and sand. At a waterhole I
found a human-made object whose
function I couldn’t decipher. By its
shape, the object looked to be a sort
of water trough for domestic animals,
most likely horses that were used
there when the area operated as a
gold mine over sixty years ago. But
even before then, the same waterhole
had been an important place for the
indigenous population, who lived as
nomads wandering around according
to the few sources of water in the area.
Could they have made this bizarre
trough?

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

The trough’s outline was like an irregular ellipse: it was a touch narrower
at the ends, and it was at its widest,
around two metres, in the middle — like an eye. Inside the trough,
this shape repeated itself in a smaller
format, an eye within the eye. When
the trough was in use, I imagine that
water would in one way or another
flow into the cavity between the outer
and inner ellipses and create a sort of
eye-shaped canal. I couldn’t explain
this strange shape, or the small trough
in the middle, but considering the
outer canal, I thought that domestic
animals could have drunk from the
trough from all angles, with room for
many. The shape was still so strange
to me that, if nothing else, it seemed
more to resemble a sculpture than
a trough. Why I would think that a
trough resembled a sculpture at first
did not make sense to me. Was it
because I couldn’t find any obvious
use for the object, or was it its characteristic shape that provided a basis
for making associations with trends
within the world of art? To me, the
trough testified that a line had been
crossed, where the world of objects
spoke to me with a will of its own.
When I look at my sculptures
from recent years, I don’t see them
merely for their formal and conceptual
qualities. I see the materials they
are made with, and I think of their
qualities and history, how their
aesthetics spin narratives in my subconscious. I return to craftsmanship
when I work and envision age-old
forms that I attach my thoughts to.

“Walking on walking,
under foot earth turns
Streams and mountains never stay
the same.” 10
The above quotation is an excerpt
from Gary Snyder’s “Finding the
Space in the Heart,” published in
the poetry collection from which
I have borrowed the title of this
essay. On his part, Snyder borrowed
the title from Alan Hovhaness’s
1968 chamber symphony of the same
name, which in turn was inspired
by the eighteenth-century Korean
artist Yi In-mun’s silk scroll landscape
painting Streams and Mountains without
End (Gangsan mujindo), now held
at the National Museum of Korea
in Seoul. Snyder began writing the
poem cycle Mountains and Rivers without
End in 1956, without knowing at
the time that it would take him most
of his life to complete it.
To know where we stand is to know
where we have gone. When we look
back at that which means something
to us, we write it over again. When
I walk forwards, I always walk in a
loop. Not straight ahead, but one step
back, two steps forwards. Snyder
looked back at his life when he wrote
“Finding the Space in the Heart,”
the final poem in the cycle. It pulled
the entire work together for him, so
that he in the end could let go of it.
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Seeking Silence

“When we go into a forest we do not see the fallen rotting trees. We are inspired by a multitude
of uprising trees. We even hear a silence when it is not really silent.”
— Agnes Martin1
I remember all of the paintings in my
grandparents’ home.
Remember their stories. They were
formed from the moments in and
around the paintings.
I remember the light and how time
passed around them, wavering and
altering depending on my moods.
One of the paintings now hangs in
my home, at the foot of my bed. I fall
asleep to it and wake up to it.
The painting depicts a clearing in a
forest, and, for me, the picture symbolises a moment of silence.
I feel connected to this place, even
though I can only contemplate it from
a distance.
It’s like a parallel universe that I can
feel and see, but cannot step into.
To me, this is the forest from my childhood. What’s peculiar about this is
that both my mother and my boyfriend also see their childhood forests,
even though theirs are different from
mine.
They grew up in the same area of
North Zealand, with twenty-five
years in between, and yet they still see
the same forest.2
The way art manages to awaken
similar feelings across time and in
different individuals is precisely what
ignited my interest in art.

When I was younger, I was fascinated
by painters like Claude Monet and
the Skagen painters. By their ability to
capture light, beauty, and time. I studied their paintings in books and movies, at museums, and on postcards.
As a six-year-old, I experienced the
Skagen painters, at close range, inside
Skagens Museum, and also Monet’s
world, in his garden in Giverny.
I dreamed about living in their time.
About becoming a part of their paintings. For me, the paintings were a
kind of time capsule, and this inspired
me to create my own works.
At that time, I was not completely
surrounded by technology as I
am today, and my memories from
then, therefore, feel more unadulter
ated. They are more distinct than
the memories from my technology-
influenced teenage years. I believe
that the clarity of my early memories
is due to the undisturbed silence that
accompanied them. These memories
are firmly fixed in my mind because
there were pauses in the moments
around them, so that they could
settle themselves without superfluous
disturbances and impressions. The
undisturbed tranquillity that I experienced in my childhood is something I
try to bring into my art: capturing

a moment’s silence and discovering
the daily pauses whenever they
present themselves.
It is, accordingly, important for
me to work by myself as part of my
process. For this reason, Malmö
Art Academy is just the right school
for me, because we are able to close
the doors to our studios. Creating
the space that each of us needs in
our work.
Furthermore, I have cultivated different holistic forms of self-development,
such as the Body Self Development
System (Body SDS), Transformational
Breath, yoga, healing, zone therapy,
and cardiac coherence.3 Each of these
has added something different to my
art: in my quest for silence.
However, what matters most to me
in my daily practice is transcendental
meditation. It is a tool that helps me
filter out unnecessary noise, so my
focus becomes clearer and inspiration
comes more easily to me.
I meditate twice a day, for twenty
minutes each time — sometimes
longer, should I feel the need.
“To live and work by inspiration you have
to stop thinking. You have to hold your mind
still in order to hear inspiration clearly.” 4
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An artist who also used the technique
of meditation is Agnes Martin. I am
a great admirer of her paintings, but
in relation to my own work, I am
primarily inspired by how her simple
way of living and use of meditation
influenced her artistic practise.
When inspiration came to her, she
recalled receiving “images,” and her
descriptions of these instances
remind me very much of my own
experiences.
“Preferences for receptivity and silence,
and for acknowledging stillness and void
as active and creative forces, are all reflected
in her quietly animated work. Late in life,
[Martin] spoke of a daily meditation practice,
and of her belief in reincarnation, for both
of which Buddhism lends support. … She said

she composed her work following the dictates
of inner visions, which arrived as complete
images that she executed just as she saw
them, but bigger.” 5
In my meditation, I try to be present,
in a kind of symbiosis with myself,
mentally and physically. And in my
self-imposed pauses, the silence
reveals my inner state.
If the sounds around me affect me
negatively, it serves as a mirror of my
emotions and I become aware of my
own restlessness.
However, if the sounds appear soothing, I enter into a deep and energising
meditation, where I subsequently
experience clarity and a quiet mind.
It is in the latter state that I most
often find inspiration.

As soon as I close my eyes, I soundlessly start to repeat my mantra
within myself.
It flows in and out, among thoughts
and emptiness. Sometimes, my eyelids
start vibrating.
After a short time, images start
appearing. I feel warmth circulating
throughout my entire back. It starts
from the lower back and moves its
way up to my shoulders.
It’s never just a single picture, but
rather many. They come in waves,
and I can sense how my body starts
buzzing with energy. It almost feels
ecstatic.
What I see yearns to get out. It is
yearning to take form.
Sometimes I understand the under
lying meaning: as if I am carrying out
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a dialogue with my unconscious.
Other times, I contemplate the internal images without fully understanding them yet. But for the most part,
they are sharp and precise.
Some works emerge in a glimpse
as a rather complete expression, and
after they make their appearance,
it doesn’t take long for me to unfold
them.
This kind of inspiration appears in
several different mediums: sculptures,
drawings, video works, and sometimes photographs.
I can also experience inspiration in
another form, where it manifests itself
as a mental state, which I later try to
recreate and recapture in my work.
“When a visual artist claims that he or
she does not think … [it] means that he
or she makes use of experiences that are not
accessible to language other than through
a reconstruction of a course of events.
Understood in this way, intuition becomes
a composite term for an active, demanding
way of experiencing and processing reality.” 6
Inspiration can also arise in a third
form, when I’m taking photographs.
The process itself is highly intuitive,
and I am probably what people
would call a “slow photographer.”
I look for the image, either seated or
in motion. Hours can pass before just
the right motive discloses itself, but
when it does, there is no doubt. It’s
almost like a connectedness with
my surroundings, which requires
patience and presence.
“It is our function as artists to make
the spectator see the world our way —
not his way.” 7
An artist like Charif Benhelima
manages, in his photographs, to
express a visual language that tells
us, without words, a story.
Although his approach is more
political than my own, I find that we
share a common way of looking at our
surroundings and communicating
what we see to others.

We’re both preoccupied with time.
Therefore, I don’t regard it as a
coincidence that we both work with
photography, since we — through the
vehicle of our cameras — are able to
capture a fragment of time.
Like Benhelima, I also work with
Polaroids: as a medium, it gives me the
opportunity to obtain the immediate
result of an impulse. I find the technique alluring because, in the context
of my process, it gives me something
extra when the picture materialises
so soon after taking it.
When I look at Minus Two, a Polaroid
from Benhelima’s photo series BlackOut (2005), I see it as an overexposed
image with a pervasively warm shade.
At the top of Benhelima’s picture, I
see the hint of a structure from which
swings are suspended, but only three
of its legs and two swings are visible.
The legs look fragile, almost vanishing
like three thin strokes.
The swings themselves are made
of black automobile tires suspended
from chains.
The overexposure causes all “unnecessary noise” to be omitted, so only
the most essential remains.
I get the strong impression that
Benhelima is trying to guide our eyes,
perhaps in an attempt to make us see
precisely what he sees.
The swings gleam brightly at their
tops. They’re not in use: they’re just
there. In an expectant standstill,
without the slightest intimation
of motion.
I see emptiness and an absence
of people, and maybe I do so because
of the picture’s title: Minus Two. It hints
at loneliness.
Another picture, Nest, from the same
series, shows the back of a pigeon.
The bird is centred slightly above
the middle left of the image and is
the sole figurative element. Like the
previous photograph, this one is also
overexposed, with the result that it
appears as though the pigeon is sitting
in empty space. Because of the overexposure, the picture reminds me of
a light watercolour, where only the

most painstaking details are included. The tail feathers are dark, with
a brownish tinge, but they continue
upwards into something brighter,
which, together with the wings’
greyish tones, gives rise to a pattern.
The pigeon is turning away from
us and its wings are closely tethered
to its body. Furthermore, the title
Nest once again accentuates the
absence of the thing the word indicates. There is no nest to be seen.
No hiding place for the bird to find
security. The pigeon is in a vacuum.
Some place “in between.”
I find Benhelima’s Polaroid series
special because he has managed to
manipulate the images so that the
given moment emerges. Only the most
important is in focus. Everything else
has vanished into light. He chooses to
narrate using that which is missing
in the picture and communicates,
through this means, a feeling and a
mood difficult to describe in words in
a very clear way, which is very similar
to what I am trying to do in my own
work. What is meaningful to me in
my art is to share moods that I cannot
convey via words, so that these can
touch other people.
“I have never been interested in making
a photograph that describes what the world
I live in looks like, but I am interested in
what pictures (of the world) look like.” 8
I often photograph in the spaces
around me: the well-known everyday
spaces that I move in and out of,
day after day. To me, it becomes
a search for something unknown
in the known.
The photographer Uta Barth and
I both make use of light to depict
time. Using a fragmented expression,
she photographs the recognisable in
such a way that it winds up becoming
an abstraction, which is something
that I am also absorbed in doing.
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“By giving us so little of her to work
with, [Barth] affirms that the performance
is only the means by which she directs the
viewer’s attention to the light changing
with time.” 9
I keep returning to her photo series
… and to draw a bright white line with
light (2011).
What I see is a white curtain with
three folds on the right side. The
image is divided by a horizontal line.
The fabric looks delicate and almost
transparent, but in the space behind
the uppermost part of the curtain,
I see only white light. The lower
part remains in shade.
A wavy and thin line of light starts
from the left side and fades out almost
halfway across the image.
However, in the next picture of the
series, the line of light continues all
the way through.
It is in this way that the light moves,
purposefully, through one picture
after the next of this extensive photo
series. The line of light expands
and becomes wider. Like a soundless
timeline, gradually opening up to
more and more light. In two of the
photographs, Barth’s hand appears:
the first time, from the right side; the
second time, from the left. By revealing her hand, Barth also emphasises
her presence in the images where
she is not shown.
When I contemplate the visual development of this work, I get a strong
sense of witnessing the unfolding
of time. A sense that the photo series
constitutes one course and one single
narrative, and that I have become part
of it. These images are a kind of time
capsule of light that I can return to.
They embody an infinite repetition
of light’s recurrence, and at the same
time they are a select fragment of
Barth’s living room.
“Zen is a living flower, a rose that lasts
forever — without beginning and end
— with petals that fade while others are
shooting forth, in a constant state of change.
But at its core, it is immutable.” 10

In my quest to better understand
myself and my art, I look at cultures
and life views different from the
ones I was brought up with, like
those of Zen Buddhism, nature folk,
pagan religions, myths from around
the world, alchemy, and witchcraft.
They attract me and have done
so ever since I was a child because
they all possess an approach to life
that appears to me as a form of poetry,
passing on ancient wisdom and
another way of looking at life than
the one I grew up with.
I believe they speak a different
language than the logos-influenced
language we are raised with today,
and instead appeal to the more
pathos-accentuated within us: a language I also recognise in some art and
music, which has to do with sensing,
feeling, and navigating intuitively.
This alternative approach to the
universal conditions of life constitutes
the foundation for an important part
of my way of working with art.
These cultures and life views speak
of working from the inside outward,
rather than the opposite, and through
this once can experience a form of
symbiosis with one’s self and nature.
“Shall we artists quarrel with those who
must need to wait for the weights of scientific
proof to believe in poetry?” 11
In art, I can lose myself to my senses
and immerse myself fully. I cannot
refrain from making art, since doing
so is a necessity for me. I have a need
to express myself, to form and give
shape to that which I experience.
It’s a refuge for me and a chance
to feel connected. Connected to the
work and what it speaks to within
me. When I am present with the
work, I create a connection to it, so
that it becomes an extension of what
is inside me.
“An intuitive ch1oice is thus just as
conscious as a considered choice, it simply
uses aspects of consciousness that are
not accessible to language. It cannot say,
but can show.” 12

The forest of my childhood, which I
see in front of me when I contemplate
the painting at the end of my bed,
is still an important part of my life.
The forest lies close to my parents’
summerhouse and I go up there all
year round. When the noise of the city
and its endless stimuli pile up, the
summerhouse is my sanctuary. Here
I find the needed respite to work with
my art in silence. It is easier for me
to find my undisturbed pauses. And
if I get stuck, I go for a walk outside
with my camera.
Near the summerhouse, I can
walk along the waterside: up and
down the dunes, windswept, inhaling the fragrance of salt water and
contemplating a patient fisherman
waiting for his catch. I can walk
in the forest and pass oaks, pines,
and beeches as the dry leaves crackle
beneath my feet and the sun shines
down through the treetops, creating
silhouettes on the forest floor.
My cocker spaniel walks vigilantly
by my side and pauses whenever
she spots a deer. Together, we observe
these agile animals as they almost
soundlessly leap away from us and
vanish into the forest.
It’s walks like these that ignite a
search for the right motif or make
room for new inspiration.
“I’m freed from gravity and float up
— just a little — from the ground and drift
in the air. Of course I can’t stay there forever.
It’s just a momentary sensation — open
my eyes and it’s gone. Still, it’s an over
whelming experience. Being able to float
in the air.” 13

Image courtesy of Youngjae Lih
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Agnes Martin, Writings / Schriften, ed. by Dieter Schwarz (Stuttgart: CANTZ-Verlag, 1993), 153.
Geelskov Forest, located north of Copenhagen.
In Body-SDS, zone therapy, and cardiac coherence, I experience silence in both mind and body, which I later try to recapture in my work.
From healing, meditation, yoga, and Transformational Breath, I receive images of inspiration.
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Rehearsing Space

As I said [she turns around and faces
the painting], the painting was made …
[she stops to read the script]. As I
said [she extends her right hand], the
making of the painting took place in 1500 BC
[she points at the painting with her
left hand]. The piece attracted visitors for
many years to follow [she unfurls her left
hand and does a circling movement
with the wrist]. In 27 BC, the painting was
partly destroyed by an earthquake. The upper
half fell down to the ground. We still can see
the marks of the cracks. It stayed that way, in
two pieces, for no known reason.1
While watching video documentation
of an early performance by French
artist Guy de Cointet, At Sunrise a Cry
Was Heard … or The Halved Painting (1974),
I am reminded of going to museums
on school trips as a kid. Sitting in a
big group, listening to a guide with a
piece of paper pointing at some huge
monochrome, extracting all kinds
of meaning from it, spitting out years,
people, philosophy, and anecdotes.
All the while the canvas remained the
same minimalistic, monochromatic
plane. I remember it as equally a space
of alienation and enchantment.
In Cointet’s performance, a woman
retells a story of going to a cocktail
party at the house of a Soviet writer.
At the party, she sees a painting that
completely enchants her. As she’s

1

2

talking to the host about the work,
the woman suddenly realises she
already knows the painting. She then
starts recounting in detail the story
behind the work, which allegedly is
thousands of years old and is called
Vocal Painting. Within seconds, a personal anecdote turns into an obscure
lecture. The painting in question
consists of red letters idiosyncratically divided on a white background,
like a spelling board with a scrambled
alphabet. While the woman talks,
she points to the different letters in
the painting to emphasise her points.
The painting prop has a double
function, as both the art object she
describes and the script for that same
lecture. The result is a self-contradictory lecture that she renegotiates
again and again, as if she is rehearsing
the meaning of the artwork.
The narrative of At Sunrise a Cry Was
Heard is typical of Cointet’s early performances, which often involve lecturers exposing the hidden meanings of
artworks. Cointet’s work is concerned
with knowledge production. He exposes and amplifies how we interpret
the objects around us, both everyday
objects and art objects. His performances often take place on a temporary stage inside an art gallery and
situate themselves in something that
could be described as quasi-theatrical

space. Sometimes they are referred to
as “performances” and sometimes as
“plays.” Cointet’s work can be read
in relation to the history of theatre,
but I believe it is more relevant
to read it in relation to contemporary
art, seeing as this was the arena in
which it mainly took place. The per
formances can be read as a way of
using theatre to engage in an institutional critique that makes transparent
the system of language, the power
dynamics of the art institution, and
the scripts made use of by its different
constituent parts, in the same way as
the collaboration between the artists
Andrea Fraser and Allan McCollum,
May I Help You? (1991), did some twenty
years later, with its plaster surrogates
and rambling museum docents. These
artists all use the exhibition as a stage
containing props acting as pseudoart objects and supply guides to
decrypt them.2
Besides the elements of the stage
and the props, I think another aspect
of theatre can help shed a light on
some of these strategies: the element
of the rehearsal. Theatre rehearsals
are often held in a specific rehearsal
space, separate from the performance
space. In the first rehearsals, there
are usually no props or stage e lements.
Often taped-out markings are added
to the floor to indicate the positions

My transcription and description of the movements in Guy de Cointet, At Sunrise a Cry Was Heard … or The Halved Painting, 1974,
performance by Deborah Coates, Art Gallery of the University of California, Irvine, http://ubu.com/film/cointet_sunrise.html. Some
of the movements in Cointet’s performances are scripted while others are not. The actors always rehearse the plays beforehand, but
in At Sunrise a Cry Was Heard, a rehearsal situation can be said to take place during the performance, as the actor, Deborah Coates, is
literally reading aloud from a script. I’ve described all the small movements Coates makes to emphasise the different gestures that
I feel are related to the space of transformation that is the rehearsal space.
I used to write incredibly long titles for my sculptural works, which then had to be decrypted for meaning. The sculptures themselves
were almost like the small asterisks or numbers in texts that lead to footnotes. I have always been interested in knowledge production,
but whereas earlier I believed more in the transformative qualities of a title next to an object, later I took more control over the process
of knowledge production in my participatory plays and performance lectures, where I often performed characters not that far from
Fraser and McCollum’s docents.
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of walls, doors, furniture, and other
elements in the set.3 The scenography
exists almost solely in the head of the
actors. It demands a certain contract
of collaborative transformation.
You might have to pretend that a
piece of paper is a shield or a tapedout square is a table. Specific gestures
are often repeated in rehearsals. There
is a lot of pointing and gesturing:
“You should stand here. And you stand
over there. Behind that one. Maybe you can
peep out from behind it, while you listen.
And here we will have some more trees.” 4
A certain negotiation of space takes
place. An attempt at relating the
individual actors’ mental spaces to
the same text and the same physical
space.
“Are we on the same page?” 5
There are failures and forgotten
lines, which result in hands 
hurriedly circling to try to make
words appear, before finally the
words are remembered and
recited or let go and exchanged
for improvised ones.
When I talk about rehearsal,
I’m interested not in the idea of the
rehearsal as the anticipatory stage
to the final product but more in the
whole processual aspect: the testing
and experimentation. The rehearsal’s
character of contingency. The re
hearsal as a space of potential. My
aim in this text is to explore some
of the artists who are most important
to my own work through the lens of
the rehearsal.
While At Sunrise a Cry Was Heard
is a very simple setup, a later
performance by Cointet, Tell Me
(1979), involves more of the contingency related to rehearsals and
their space of transformation.
In Tell Me, three friends spend the
evening together waiting for their
fourth friend, Mark, to arrive. They

gossip while interacting with the
objects in the room. The dialogue
is a mix of nonsensical chit-chat,
literary references, and conversations
about the objects in the room. Like
in many of Cointet’s performances,
elements of the Tell Me set bear
narrative functions. It consists of
different colourful geometric objects:
cubes, triangles, cones, planes, and
other, amorphous shapes. Throughout
the performance, the actors identify
the objects and interact with them,
contemplating them or recounting
their hidden stories. This leads to
stories within stories and ramifications of narratives. The intricate
narratives excavated from the objects
contrast with their minimal appearances. The characters, the places,
and the objects seem like sketches
or contours. They have several
definitions at the same time,
and they constantly affect each
other, triggering and activating
new functions and constellations.
In this way, no person or object
has a stable identity.6 A cube
successively is a word, a book,
and a game.7 In the following
extract from Tell Me, Mary hits
a prop that is a pyramid of cubes
(referred to in the script as
“the book” 8):
“Where is my comb? … Oh! Here it is!
(she hits the book on the table) Oh! My
precious book! (she picks up the pieces
of the book) Half a sentence is broken!
I’ll fix it later … But there, I’m afraid one
word is beyond repair.” 9
Books play a big role in Cointet’s
work. Often the characters interact
with book props, some more abstract
than others: a diary, Madame Guyon’s
Astral Theology, a pyramid of cubes,
a stool.10 Even when the characters
are not reading aloud from books,
their lines are in many cases still
quotations from literature. For
Cointet, it seems there is no border
between reading and writing.11 It also
feels like all the props are in facts

books in disguise. Through his plays,
he explores language as a system
and an exchange of codes, but it is not
a system of logic — it is a system that
destroys itself. Sometimes the performers talk with sound, sometimes
they talk with touch, sometimes they
talk with just movement or gesture,
as when Mary tells Michael the
shopping list needed to make the
evening’s meal:
“Potatoes. Bananas. String-beans. What
else? If you could find some . . . (movement)
[Mary claps her hands three times]
it would be very nice.” 12
Mary, the host of the dinner, transforms the space with her gestures
and words. She turns cubes into
books and clapping hands into
groceries. Mary reminds me of the
host-like characters found in many
of the films of the contemporary
artist Laure Prouvost. Unlike Cointet,
Prouvost is not directly engaged
with theatre, but she has the same
playful relationship to language
and uses some of the same strategies
that I believe can be read in the
framework of the rehearsal:
I am sorry this room is not so nice,
I did ask for it to be changed.
With beautiful furnitures, paintings
and sofas. But they did not listen.
I hope you are not too cold.13
In Prouvost’s video Monolog (2009),
a woman, the artist herself, is
wearing a sweater and welcoming
us as a generous host. She tells us
to sit down. She says she hopes we
are sitting well. She makes excuses
for the temperature of the room.
“I wish this screen was a little
bit bigger,” she says and gestures
towards the edge of the video frame.
“It would be nice if you could see
my head and my legs. You’ll have to
imagine my face like it is projected
above you there. On the ceiling like

Images courtesy of the artist
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This is an element I have also used in my own work. Last year, I held a performative screening of my film On the Hill (2018), for which
I made different marks on the floor with tape and directed the audience before and during each section of the film. For me, the scenographic tape-marks also have a relationship with the markings made on the street by construction workers. I’m always collecting
these marks from the streets. For my installation Signs of passage, passage of signs (2017), I recreated them in a gallery space. Both kinds
of marks point to something that is yet to be. A table, a bench, or a hole in the concrete.
Overheard at a rehearsal of a play in Copenhagen, November 2018.
Likewise overheard in Copenhagen.
In a participatory play I wrote last year, A house for three voices, the three characters in the play, The House, The Resident, and The
Narrator, are all hybrids. They are both physical beings and abstract concepts. The House in the play is a house, but The House is also
a person. The House is a specific house, but it is also a proto-house. The House is in a way all houses, or like a house-soul. The Resident
is a person, but The Resident is slowly turning into a house. The Resident is an individual person, but The Resident is also a placeholder,
a proxy, and could be any resident happening to inhabit The House. The Narrator takes the classical role of the narrator of the play,
but The Narrator is also a physical person, doing guided tours and drinking tea in the kitchen. A discrepancy happens between these
two states when The Narrator starts reciting their own stage directions.
It reminds me of an improvisation game we used to play in drama lessons in primary school. You had to sit in a circle and pass an
object around. Each time the object reached you, you had to pretend you were a salesman and the object was a new product you were
trying to sell to the person next to you. After they “bought” it, they then had to “sell” it as a completely different product to the next
person.
Guy de Cointet, Tell Me, in Guy de Cointet — The Complete Plays (Paris: PARAGUAY, 2017), 233.
Guy de Cointet, Tell Me, 1979, performance by Jane Zingale, Denis Domergue, and Helen Mendez, Rosamund Felsen Gallery, Los Angeles.
The video documentation is from the performance in 1980 by Jane Zingale, Denis Domergue, and Helen Mendez at Museum of Modern
Art (MoMA), New York: Vimeo video, 47:38, posted by Air de Paris, February 27, 2017, https://vimeo.com/205684780. The script excerpt
is from Cointet, Tell Me, in The Complete Plays.
Found in the performances My Father’s Diary (1975), De toutes les couleurs [In all colours] (1982), Tell Me (1979), and A New Life (1981),
respectively.
This is a feeling I often have with my own projects. When I read, I usually use small sticky notes to mark specific quotations so I can
transcribe them in my notebooks and on my computer later on. I often use these quotations as scaffolding for my own words, letting my
writing appear from and in between them. Other times I let my writing become the structure that carries the quotations and transforms
their original meaning. No matter what, my words always seem to be entangled in quotations from my favourite authors.
Cointet, Tell Me, in The Complete Plays, 233. My description of the movement, added in editorial brackets, comes from watching the video
documentation of the 1980 performance at MoMA.
Laure Prouvost, Monolog, 2009, video, 9:00.
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floating above you,” she says and
stretches her arms. “And you’ll have
to imagine my arms on the walls
as if I am embracing the room.”
Prouvost is addressing the room
that we’re watching the film in,
which is maybe an exhibition space,
a lecture hall, or even a private
home. The video explores how
a room changes when we start to
talk about it. The narration reminds
me of the early part of a theatre
production when the set designer
of a play sees the empty stage and
envisions a landscape that is not
yet there:
“Kraft paper is almost the forest.” 14
Or maybe a more fitting analogy
for the situation between the spec
tator and Prouvost is that of a director
instructing the actors in an empty
rehearsal space, directing them to
“play along” regardless of the fact
the scenography and props are
still absent.
Prouvost’s film is about imagination and potentiality, but it is also

about the artwork’s own inability to
physically change anything. Prouvost’s
character tries to emphasise her
points with gestures. She points to
things outside the frame of the video.
She tries to expand the room with
her hands. She talks about a smell
that cannot be smelt. She addresses
us in a whispering voice. The voice
is part comforting, part seductive,
part uncanny and evokes memories
of Vito Acconci’s pivotal Theme Song
(1973), in which the artist lies on
the floor and whispers directly to the
camera. Prouvost’s voice and words
imprint a room in our head. But at the
same time, we are awkwardly aware
of the room we are in. In a way, it feels
like we are caught in a third room,
a room that exists as a ghost image
between the space of the text and
the space we are in.
… equally a space of alienation and
enchantment.
Is this room also related to the
room of the rehearsal? In the video,
Prouvost talks about the effort it took
to make the work and her (failed)

intentions with it. The words come
from an in-between space, where the
process and labour of the video are
exposed in a humorous way. Not only
does the viewer rehearse Prouvost’s
idea in their head, but also Prouvost
rehearses her own idea.
One really important aspect of
Prouvost’s practice is how we enter
her works. In contrast to many other
contemporary video artists who
work with seamlessly looped videos
for the impatient passer-by, P
 rouvost
makes videos that always have
beginnings and ends. She carefully
choreographs the beginnings so
they can work as introductions and
instructions. These beginnings are
beautifully described by curator and
writer Mihnea Mircan: “A moment of
anticipation, at the margins of a space
of fulfilment where word or image
could interlock with their signifieds,
with what signifiers were before
being words or images, or with what
they might be if barriers of abstraction and mediation were removed.” 15
Emblematically, at the beginning of
the video It, Heat, Hit (2010), there’s
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a text with a slightly threatening
instruction16 for the viewer:
“The characters in the film are glad you are
here to join them, they would do anything to
get your attention. They are desperate for you
to engage: They need you to exist. If you do
not collaborate they will ask you to leave the
room on the 6th minute.”
This direct address to the spectator
is a trope that Prouvost has used in
almost all of her works. Her films
have a playful, pulsing energy. They
constantly gesture towards an exterior space. They want you to help them
and they want to help you so that
you can get closer to each other. The
works are saying: Think about all the good
things we could do together.17 It, Heat, Hit
contains numerous enigmatic references to “they,” “we,” “he,” “Grandad,”
and “Mark.” I can’t help but notice the
name correlation and wonder: Could
it be the same Mark who never shows
up for dinner in Guy de Cointet’s Tell
Me? Just as in Cointet’s work, we are
drawn in and alienated at the same
time. We are asked questions, but the
questions are in turn answered by the
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video in an overload of information.
The relationship between the artist
and the audience is eternally shifting,
so that we end up with, in the words
of the curator and artist Ian White,
“a dispersion into a constellation
of relations (as opposed to the audi
torium’s standard binary between
screen and seats) that might equally
be a new architectural arrangement
as a reconfigured sensorium or even
subjectivity. It is being spoken to and
being given a speaking-back-to even
if we remain silent.” 18
When Prouvost talks about what
the room could have looked like,
I am reminded of Marguerite Duras’s
film within a film Le Camion (The Lorry)
(1977), in which the actor Gérard
Depardieu and Duras herself sit in
her flat, in turn reading aloud the
scenario of the film in past con
ditional tense:
“It would have been a street close to the
sea. She would have been crossing a big,
empty plateau. A truck would have been
arriving.” 19

Duras continues to tell us that a man
and a woman would have been sitting
in the truck, and then ponders:
“Here’s the thing in common between the
driver and the woman. He’s doing his work,
she’s given a ride. But both are facing the
road.” 20
The situation cleverly mirrors the
relationship between the viewer
and the maker of the film. The driver
(the maker) is leading the woman
(the viewer) somewhere. The only
thing we have in common is the road
(the film, the text). From time to time,
Duras turns to Depardieu and asks
him:
“You see?” 21
Duras uses the formal vous, which
could suggest that the question
is directed not only at her friend
Depardieu (tu), but also at us, the
viewer. She asks us if we are following, if the film is in our head, if we
are on the same page. To paraphrase
Laure Prouvost’s introduction
to It, Heat, Hit: The film is desperate
for you to engage. The film needs
you to exist.

Overheard at a rehearsal of a play in Copenhagen, November 2018.
Mihnea Mircan, “Interjectional images,” in Laure Prouvost: We Would Be Floating Away from the Dirty Past, ed. J. Lord. (Cologne: Walther König,
2016), 77.
To me, the form is very similar to what I have experienced in instructions for participatory performances. I have also worked with
these kinds of instructions in my own work. For my participatory play A house for three voices, the instruction on the sign by the entrance
to the space goes like this: “‘A house for three voices’ is a participatory play. The play can be activated when you are three people present.
If you are by yourself, try to get another two people to join you. Each drywall represents one of the three characters: The House, The
Resident and The Narrator. Divide the characters between you, and stand behind your chosen characters. You can divide them any way
you like, but an idea could be to choose them according to your height and/or your sight (The House’s script has the biggest font and
The Narrator’s script has the smallest font). On the back of each character are your scripts. When everyone is ready, you are free to start
the play. Your individual lines are highlighted in each script. You are free to interpret the stage directions as you like. The play takes
approximately 15 minutes.”
As in the video If It Was (2015), in which Prouvost encourages the visitors in her fictional museum to paint on the walls, start a Zumba
class, and put mirrors and palm trees everywhere.
Ian White “Animal, Vegetable, Incidental,” in 55th Oberhausen Short Film Festival, festival catalogue (Oberhausen: Oberhausen Short Film
Festival, 2011).
“Ça aurait été une route au bord de la mer. Elle aurait arrivée un grand plateau. Et puis un camion serait arrivé.” Le Camion, feature
film, directed by Marguerite Duras (France: Auditel, Cinéma 9, 1977). All quotes from the film are my translation, made with the aid of
the French script to the film: Marguerite Duras, Le Camion: suivi de Entretien avec Michelle Porte [The Lorry: Followed by an interview
with Michelle Porte] (Paris: Les Éditions de Minuit, 1977).
“La situation commune entre le chauffeur et la femme, c’est celle-ci: lui, est dans l’exercice de son métier, et elle, elle est transportée
par lui: mais tous deux sont face à la route.”
“Vous voyez?”
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Duras is making a film and not
making a film at the same time. Just
as Prouvost is changing the space
and not changing the space at the
same time. She talks about what the
room would have looked like, what
the v ideo would have been like,
and how the viewer would have
behaved, ideally.22
Making a film without making a film
is something that also concerns the
contemporary artist Philippe Parreno.
In a conversation with the curator
Andrea Lissoni, Parreno described the
process of making an exhibition as a
special form of cinema without a camera.23 Seeing his show Philippe Parreno,
Summer 2018, Gropius Bau at Gropius
Bau in Berlin last summer did, to me,
feel like walking through a film set.
In the entrance hall, a big black pool
had small ripples running across its
surface from time to time, created by
sound waves. Next to the pool were
two screens and a strange-looking,
rotating couch. In one room, lit up by
flickering lamps, the wallpaper from
Parreno’s film Marilyn (2012) covered
the walls. Another room was filled
with fish-shaped balloons that gently
floated through the air. In three other
rooms, blinds opened and closed to
reveal luminous prints. Nothing was
static or constant in the exhibition.
Films started playing all of a sudden.
Music started and stopped. Fireflies
appeared and disappeared. Everything
felt connected. It almost felt like the
exhibition was breathing.
To me, making a film without a
camera also seems related to the idea
of the rehearsal. A film for which you
are not filming something sounds
like a film that has yet to find its form
and reach its goal, but is somehow
still already present. Not so different
from Duras’s scenario for the film
within the film in Le Camion, which
potentially could have been shot just
the way she describes it.

For H {N)Y P N(Y} OSIS, a 2015
exhibition at the Armory in New
York, Parreno used a game engine
called Unity to make a model of the
exhibition. This made it possible
for him to insert all the artworks in
advance and walk through the space
in a simulation while activating the
events of the installation.24 The model
became a way for Parreno to choreograph the space as a film or game.
As set designer Bruce A. Bergner
writes, “the model is a storyteller
and a fortune teller as well. It predicts
the life of the spatial organism.” 25
The model generated a high-tech
script for the space.
Later in the same interview with
Lissoni, Parreno elaborated on the
exhibition analogy and described
the process of making an exhibition
like that of animating a body.26
The exhibition is a film without a
camera is an animated body. Which
leads us to the heart of his exhibition
at Gropius Bau. Every action in the
space led back to one room with
a glass box. In this box was a bacteriological computer, developed by
Parreno, that grows a yeast colony
in a bioreactor. Slowly, throughout
the exhibition, the b
 acteria learned
the rhythm: the lights, the films
that start, the movement of the
blinds, and the sounds. By the end,
Parreno handed control completely
over to the bacteria, which then kept
the exhibition running by themselves.
They learned that at certain times
they would be fed, and by relating
to the lighting of the room, they
memorised the whole choreography
of the show and were able to repeat it. Sometimes they also made
mistakes.27 The bacteria in this way
performed a constant rehearsal
of the exhibition.
I am definitely romanticising
Parreno’s works, on account of being
so enchanted by the whole experience
of the exhibition at Gropius Bau. I am
probably also stretching the concept

of rehearsal a bit when it comes to
the agency of the yeast. With his
bird’s-eye-view approach to exhibition making, Parreno is subscribing
to a conservative idea of the artist’s
almighty gaze. His works do also feel
very constructed, controlled, and
reined in, when viewed next to
the seemingly honest and sponta
neous videos of Laure Prouvost.
Still, I think there might be a certain
vulnerability in Parreno’s work in
the sense that, although everyone
plays by his rules, there is also
a certain loss of control: to the yeast,
to the audience, to chance.28
Could Parreno's work be seen as a
rehearsal of exhibition making itself,
when he remounts his works in new
versions and constellations? I like the
idea of the exhibition as an organism
that digests information and spits
it out again. Where we can never be
sure what will happen, how the work
will arrange itself in new shapes.
Ultimately, the exhibition space is a
fiction we rehearse together with the
work.
*
In the essay “Contingency and
Plan: Working in Theater,” performance artist and theatre professor
Annemarie Matzke describes a photo
of a rehearsal for Heiner Müller’s play
The Scab in which the entire crew is
looking at a small black box with
a model of the stage design. It is an
image of gazes and a fundamental
experience of the rehearsal: “An
insight is given into what could be:
projections into a scenic future.
Rehearsal as a practice in becoming.” 29
Philippe Parreno’s exhibitions
are mutating organisms. They are
one big digestion system. Parreno
once speculated that he could
put the yeast from his bioreactor
into a cake afterwards, and then the
digestion of the exhibition would
continue in his own stomach. His
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artistic practice revolves around
rehearsing exhibition making, with
his different works inhabiting new
roles in each iteration they assume.
It is a continual transmutation: a film
becomes an installation, a landscape,
a text, a drawing, air coming out of
a pipe, in the same way as Guy
de Cointet’s props are successively
books, instruments, games, diaries,
maps, and paintings. Common to
Parreno, Prouvost, and Cointet is
the way their works in turn make
the room bigger and make the room
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smaller through different gestures.
Their work is full of contingencies:
every element is always on the verge
of becoming something else. It’s architecture trying to become a film, a film
trying to become architecture. It is always trying to be something that it is
not, all the while recognising its own
limitations. Both the artists and the
spectators are never sure what will
happen, and they have to rehearse the
meaning together with the work in an
endless feedback loop that generates
new objects, new constellations, and
new dialogues.

“Michael and Olive do movements
Enter Mary
MARY: Beautiful music! That’s the best …
(movement) [Mary strokes her left hand
with her right hand three times] I’ve
heard in a long time. I didn’t know you two
were such good musicians … (Mary’s looking
at the black cube on the floor) or is it the
radio? I’m kidding, the radio …
OLIVE: Mary this isn’t the radio
MARY: I said I was kidding
OLIVE: I’m not kidding, it’s my camera” 30

“Ideally” is a phrase that appears in many of Prouvost’s works. One example is an etching with the title Ideally this wall would melt under
your gaze (2016).
Philippe Parreno, in conversation with Andrea Lissoni, in Anywhen — The Hyundai Commission. (London: Tate Publishing, 2017).
Cyril Béghin, “In the Machine,” in Philippe Parreno: Hypnosis Hypothesis, ed. Andrea Lissoni (Milan: Mousse Publishing, 2017), 64.
Bruce Bergner, The Poetics of Stage Space ( Jefferson, NC: McFarland, 2013), 25.
Parreno, in conversation with Lissoni, 83.
Philippe Parreno, in conversation with Olivier Zahm, in Philippe Parreno: La levadura y el anfitrión [The yeast and the host] (Mexico City:
Fundación Jumex Arte Contemporáneo, 2017), 61–71, https://www.fundacionjumex.org/en/explora/publicaciones/69-philippe-parrenola-levadura-y-el-anfitrion.
When trying to describe the relationship between the spectator and the work and/or the artist, things easily become vague. From the
point of view of the artist, I often think about the participants’ agency and autonomy when writing participatory plays. For my play A park
for six voices (2017), I was struggling with how to deal with this bird’s-eye-view approach that Parreno uses. The play was staged on three
different days for about three hours each day. The six participants met at Copenhagen Central Station, where they got their scripts. Each
participant received a character with an individual script and was then separated from the rest of the group. The scripts contained six
dialogues in sealed envelopes and six routes to follow. Throughout the day, the participants moved around individually through streets,
squares, parks, cafés, and bars in Copenhagen, where they met each other and read through the dialogues in pairs. The whole play was
played through as a first reading, a first rehearsal, since none of the participants had read the scripts before or practised the routes. When
I wrote the dialogues, I was looking at maps and planning how the characters would meet each other, and I definitely got a simultaneously
euphoric and suffocating feeling of being a puppeteer, controlling all the actions. But still I tried to leave room for a lot of things that
would be out of my control. The participants sometimes had to interact with people who were not part of the play, like the bartender in
one of the bars. These other people would then reply with lines that couldn’t be scripted, but the participants still had to stick to their
scripts. Two participants also developed an autonomy of their own and started signing petitions as their characters.
Annemarie Matzke, “Contingency and Plan: Working in Theater,” in Putting Rehearsals to the Test: Practices of Rehearsal in Fine Arts, Film,
Theater, Theory, and Politics, ed. Sabeth Buchmann, Ilse Lafer, and Constanze Ruhm (Berlin: Sternberg, 2016), 60.
Cointet, Tell Me, in The Complete Plays, 240–41. My description of the movement, in editorial brackets, comes from watching the video
documentation of the 1980 performance at MoMA.

Further references
Acconci, Vito. Theme Song. 1973. Video, 32:22.
Cointet, Guy de. A New Life. 1981. Performance by Nile Yasici and René Ricard, Guggenheim Museum, New York. In the collection of Museum
of Modern Art, New York.
———. De toutes les couleurs. 1982. Performance by Fabrice Lucchini, Sabine Haudepin, Violeta Sanchez, and Véronique Silver, Théâtre du Rond-Point,
Paris. In the collection of Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofia, Madrid.
———. Guy de Cointet — The Complete Plays. Paris: PARAGUAY, 2017.
Fraser, Andrea, and Allan McCollum. May I Help You?. 1991. Performance by Ledlie Borgerhoff, Kevin Duffy, and Randolph Miles, American Fine Arts
Co., New York.
Parreno, Philippe. Marilyn. 2012. Video.
———. Philippe Parreno, Summer 2018, Gropius Bau, 2018. Exhibition. Gropius Bau, Berlin.
Prouvost, Laure. It, Heat, Hit. 2010. Video, 7:21.
———. Ideally this wall would melt under your gaze. 2016. Etching, 60 x 45 cm. Barcelona, Polígrafa Obra Gráfica.
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Top: Rosa Barba, Somnium, 2011. Video still. 16mm film transferred to video, colour, sound, 19:20 min
Bottom: Rosa Barba, The Empirical Effect, 2010. Video still. 16mm film transferred to video, colour, sound, 22 min
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On the Anarchic Organisation of
Cinematic Spaces: Evoking Spaces
beyond Cinema

Rosa Barba was awarded a Doctorate of Fine Arts after defending her dissertation,
On the Anarchic Organisation of Cinematic Spaces: Evoking Spaces beyond Cinema,
on December 13, 2018, at Inter Arts Center, Malmö. Her dissertation opponent
was Dr. Margherita Sprio and the examination committee included Verina Gfader,
Matts Leiderstam, and Max Liljefors.

DISSERTATION ABSTRACT
This research engages with the space beyond
cinema and comprises a futuristic vision about
the condition of cinema.
In my installations, I explore film and its
capacity to simultaneously be an immaterial
medium that carries information and a physical
material with sculptural properties. The c ategory
of film is expanded and abstracted beyond the
literal components of the celluloid strip, the
projector through which it passes, and the image
projected onto a screen or beyond—where the
landscape itself forms the screen. Each component
becomes a starting point for artworks that expand
on the idea of film while exploring its intrinsic
attributes.
By disregarding and overturning the conven
tional spatial relationships between those com
ponents, my aim is to create a new space that
is defined by an uncertainty with regard to how
those relationships define the experience of
cinema.
My work takes a conceptual approach
that considers cinema in an architectural sense
and as an instrument, where the environment,
the screen, and the projection can be combined
or pushed forward to create another spatio
temporal dimension that is concurrent with and
beyond the context of interior or exterior space.

Uncertainty and speculation exist within that
expanded space. It is an anarchic dimension and
offers a new foundation for thinking and acting
through destabilising the old hierarchy of the
components of cinema, by freeing them up from
their original uses and letting them interact in
new and unforeseen ways.
In this research, I propose four different
modes of enquiry into how this “space beyond”
can be achieved:
•
•
•
•

Through speculating on astronomy
and cinema.
Through the immaterial medium
that articulates a new space or auditorium.
Through collective performances as
embarkation.
Through the fragmentation of material
and machine.

These four modes create anarchic organisations
of cinematic spaces.
The dissertation is structured as a
“Fictional Library,” which is not meant to be
a self-contained system of chapters but rather
an ever evolving arrangement of suspended
words and themes, which dissolve and reappear
in different functions. These are keywords

Images courtesy of the artist
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Rosa Barba, Send Me Sky, Henrietta, 2018. Video stills. 35mm film sculpture, silent; 6:02 min

with modulating meaning; through my artistic
practice, they activate and connect different
bodies of work as interlinked themes of an
emerging understanding of a space beyond
cinema. This space transcends real space,
imagined spaces, and virtual and augmented
spaces, which collapse into each other with
their inscribed histories. The diagram is
a key apparatus in my analytical toolkit for
this research and not a mere extension. It is
an analytical device used to articulate different
dimensions and to represent them in the
Fictional Library.
In my work, cinema becomes an
instrument to interrogate the qualities of
space. I often manipulate the apparatuses
of cinema such that projectors are transformed
into new mechanical objects that generate
information in real time, and that turn on themselves and bend the conventions of cinema
to the requirements, possibilities, or limitations
of their new forms. My aim is to create spaces
that are not limited by the convention of two-
dimensional projection but that open up narrative
possibilities by dissolving the barriers between
the space of the projection, the space of the
spectator, and the space beyond.
My intention in this research project is to
propose a journey from cinema to another kind
of film, through an objectification of a filmic
ontology into a hyperspace whose nature and
limits remain to be defined. This space beyond
consists of spaces stacked on top of each other
and is reached through the concept of “embarka
tion,” that is, a journey from A to B, with a change
of gear in order to create new mental places of
experience and consciousness.
How do we create a performative setting
where fact and fiction can be intertwined?
In my work, I interrogate the industry
of cinema with respect to various forms
of staging, such as gesture, genre, information,
and documentation, taking them out of their
conventional contexts and reshaping and

representing them anew. In this way, I experiment
with and expand time-based forms into sculptural
objects or speculations, that is, into spaces that
are self-organised; it is an ever changing, ever
evolving, shifting process.
My aim is to create a new auditorium that
allows expanded thinking. There is no fixed
auditorium; each project produces its own theatre,
to unpredictable effect. The word “auditorium”
is not meant to describe a hall or to prioritise
hearing, but rather it refers to an arrangement
of the faculties, which hold different sensoriums.
The transmitter and receiver are fluent in both
directions.
The notion of space as architecture relates
to the community that shares those spaces,
geographically and mentally.
The Fictional Library can be considered
as a definition of the space where work titles
(expanded experiments on projection, both
finalised and in progress) and key words
or phrases (expanded definitions and thoughts
on the immaterial medium created through
light) meet, according to a specific arrangement
within, acting as caesuras and dashes within
and through the argument.
The Fictional Library has thus become
rhythmical, somewhat anarchic, speculative,
and subjective.
By reconfiguring the physical terms of
cinematic space, my aim is to also expand and
destabilise the conceptual terms of cinematic
space, so that the formal terms by which we
understand that space are extended to engage
with and incorporate spaces that are not con
ventionally associated with cinema. This could
occur, for example, by expanding the works
into public spaces or landscapes. The goal is
to explore the implications of how those terms
coincide with the terms of disciplines and
areas of enquiry that exist beyond the scope
of what we conceive of as cinema but that
share some of its foundational components
and terms.

Rosa Barba
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Rosa Barba, On the Anarchic Organisation of Cinematic Spaces – Evoking Spaces beyond Cinema. Exhibition view, KHM1 Gallery, Malmö, 2018

BIO
Rosa Barba lives and works in Berlin. She studied at the Academy of Media Arts Cologne and has
completed her PhD in Fine Arts at the Malmö Art Academy. Barba has had residencies at the Rijksakademie
van Beeldende Kunsten, Amsterdam; Chinati Foundation, Marfa, Texas; Iaspis, Stockholm; and Artpace,
San Antonio, among others.
Recent solo exhibitions include Kunsthalle Bremen, Germany, 2018; Remai Modern, Saskatoon,
Canada, 2018; Tabakalera, International Centre for Contemporary Culture, San Sebastián, Spain, 2018; Museo
Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía, Palacio de Cristal, Madrid, 2017; Pirelli HangarBicocca, Milan, 2017; Vienna
Secession, 2017; Malmö Konsthall, 2017; CAPC musée d’art contemporain de Bordeaux, France, 2016–17; Schirn
Kunsthalle Frankfurt, 2016; Albertinum, Dresden, Germany, 2015; MIT List Visual Arts Center, Cambridge,
MA, 2015; EMPAC, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, NY, 2015; Contemporary Art Center, Vilnius, 2014;
MAXXI, Museo nazionale delle arti del XXI secolo, Rome, 2014; Turner Contemporary, Margate, UK 2013;
Bergen Kunsthall, 2013; Cornerhouse, Manchester, 2013; MUSAC Museo de Arte Contemporáneo de Castilla
y León, Spain, 2013, Jeu de Paume, Paris, 2012; Kunsthaus Zürich, 2012; Marfa Book Company, Texas, 2012;
Contemporary Art Museum St. Louis, Missouri, 2012; and Tate Modern, London, 2010.
Recent biennials and group shows include Setouchi Triennial, Japan, 2019; 32nd Bienal de São
Paulo, 2016; All the World’s Futures, 56th Venice Biennial, 2015, curated by Okwui Enwezor; 8th Berlin Biennale
for Contemporary Art, 2014; International Triennial of New Media Art, Beijing, 2014; 19th Biennale of Sydney,
2014; Performa, New York, 2013; International Biennial of Contemporary Art of Cartagena de Indias, Colombia,
2014; Liverpool Biennial, 2010; Kunsthaus Zürich, 2019; Centre Pompidou Metz, France, 2016; Massachusetts 
Museum of Contemporary Art, North Adams, 2014–15; MAXXI, Rome, 2019, 2018, 2012, 2010; Akademie der
Künste, Berlin, 2014; Kunstmuseum Liechtenstein, Vaduz, 2014; Louisiana Museum of Modern Art, Humlebæk,
Denmark, 2018, 2012; WIELS Contemporary Art Centre, Brussels, 2013; Museo Nacional Centro de Arte
Reina Sofía, Madrid, 2010; Making Worlds, 53rd Venice Biennial, 2009, curated by Daniel Birnbaum; Museum
of Contemporary Art, Chicago, 2008.
Barba’s work is part of numerous international collections and has been widely published, in, among
others, the monographic books Rosa Barba: From Source to Poem (Hatje Cantz, 2017), Rosa Barba: Time as Perspective
(Hatje Cantz, 2013), Rosa Barba: White Is an Image (Hatje Cantz, 2011), Rosa Barba: In Conversation With (Mousse
Publishing, 2011), and Rosa Barba: The Color Out of Space (MIT List Visual Arts Center/Dancing Foxes, 2016).
She has been awarded various prizes, including the 46th PIAC – International Prize for Contemporary
Art of the Fondation Prince Pierre de Monaco in 2015.
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Left: Maumaus Seminar Room, Independent Study Program, 2018. Clockwise from left to right: Mariana Dias Coutinho, Dario Bitto, Chihiro Yuasa,
Séverine Chapelle, Rebecca Sainsot-Reynolds, Julian Tromp, Anna Rettl, Lea Vajda, Vibe Overgaard, Øystein Sølberg, Simon Thompson

Image courtesy of Carlos Porfírio/Maumaus

Right: Maumaus Seminar Room, Independent Study Program, Marta Alvim in discussion with Antje Ehmann and Harun Farocki (seminar Labour
in the Single Shot), 2011

Maumaus Archive, 2018
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Jürgen Bock

Through the lens of the history of
 aumaus School of Visual Arts, an art institution
M
in Lisbon dedicated to education, curation,
and production, my aim is to come to a greater
understanding of how the notion of art and
arts education—with its inherent criticisms
—has shifted over the last twenty-five years.
My research aims to assess the extent to which
Maumaus as an institution has been able to
counteract the normative structures of an
increasingly entrepreneurial art world. A larger,
underlying aim is to explore to what extent the
history of Maumaus can be considered to mirror
developments in the wider art world from the
1990s onwards. The project explores whether
Maumaus has been able to provide an alternative
to an increasingly accelerated world of “cultural
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industries,” or whether it might paradoxically
be understood as an institution that has enabled
the systems it opposes. I take into account the
specific socioeconomic and political circumstances
under which Maumaus has been able to flourish,
and what such circumstances—encountered and
recognised or consciously created—have both
enabled and disabled in turn. The PhD is based on
the development of a reflexive analytical approach
with the aim to come to an in-depth understand
ing of today’s phenomena within what seems
to be an increasingly professionalised art world
that functions under dictates of performance and
productivity based on instrumentalised modes of
enquiry and experimentation.
—Jürgen Bock on his PhD project

BIO
Jürgen Bock holds a Master of Fine Art from the Cologne University of Applied Science. He works as a curator,
writer, and producer. Exhibitions he has curated include CCB Project Room, Centro Cultural de Belém, Lisbon, 2000–01,
including projects by Eleanor Antin, Nathan Coley, Harun Farocki, and Renée Green; Andreas Siekmann, Triennale-India,
New Delhi, 2005; Ângela Ferreira, Maison Tropicale, Portuguese Pavilion, 52nd Venice Biennale, 2007; Heimo Zobernig,
Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía, Madrid, 2012; and Allan Sekula, The Dockers’ Museum, La Criée, Rennes,
France, 2012, and Johann Jacobs Museum, Zurich, 2014.
Over the course of the last twenty-six years, Bock has established and grown the Maumaus School of Visual
Arts in Lisbon from a local photography school to an internationally recognized independent study programme, where
participants are encouraged to analyse and develop their art practice in a stimulating and intellectually rigorous yet
informal environment. During their seven months of intense engagement, participants encounter a large number of inter
national lecturers, including artists, filmmakers, art historians, philosophers, sociologists, anthropologists, and cultural
and political scientists.
Since 2009, Bock has curated and programmed more than forty solo exhibitions at Lumiar Cité, the exhibition
space attached to Maumaus, including work by artists, filmmakers, and theorists such as Maria Thereza Alves, Gerry
Bibby, Tiffany Chung, Manthia Diawara, Harun Farocki, Peter Friedl, David Hammons, Florian Hecker, Judith Hopf, Aglaia
Konrad, Lone Haugaard Madsen, Christodoulos Panayiotou, Pola Sieverding, Simon Thompson, and Fredrik Værslev.
In addition, he has written numerous essays, published a range of catalogues, and edited several books, including
From Work to Text: Dialogues on Practise and Criticism in Contemporary Art (2002). He produced Renée Green’s artist’s book
Negotiations in the Contact Zone (2003) as well as Portuguese versions of Allan Sekula’s books TITANIC’s wake
(2003) and Ship of Fools/The Dockers’ Museum (2015). Bock has been responsible for the organisation and coordination
of a range of international conferences and has produced several documentary films, such as Negritude: A Dialogue between
Soyinka and Senghor (2015) and An Opera of the World (2017), both directed by Manthia Diawara. Since 2019, Bock has
been a PhD candidate at the Malmö Art Academy and Lund University.
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Alejandro Cesarco, Learning the Language (Present Continuous II), 2018. Video still. Video, colour, sound, 15:25 min
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Under the Sign of Regret

My PhD research, titled Under the
Sign of Regret, focuses on aesthetically mediated
responses to regret. It interrogates the qualities
of the feeling of regret and what it produces,
both as objects and as experiences. My enquiry
traces regret as a form of memory and as a
way of narrating ourselves—which in some
cases may amount to the same thing.

I also look at regret as an aesthetic mode
through the methodologies and tropes employed
throughout my artistic practice and through
selected case studies. The hypothesis revolves
around considering regret as a generative
force, as a bittersweet drama of adjustments,
and as a way of questioning perspective itself.
— Alejandro Cesarco on his PhD project

BIO
Alejandro Cesarco was born in Montevideo, Uruguay, and currently lives in New York. His most recent solo 
exhibitions include These Days, Tanya Leighton Gallery, Berlin, 2019; Tactics & Technics, Contemporary Art Centre, Vilnius,
2019; Song, Renaissance Society, Chicago, 2017; The Measure of Memory, Galleria Raffaella Cortese, Milan, 2017; Public Process,
SculptureCenter, New York, 2017; Prescribe the Symptom, Midway Contemporary Art, Minneapolis, 2015; Loyalties and Betrayals,
Murray Guy, New York, 2015; Secondary Revision, frac île-de-france/Le Plateau, Paris, 2013; A Portrait, a Story, and an Ending,
Kunsthalle Zürich, 2013; Alejandro Cesarco, mumok, Vienna, 2012; A Common Ground, Uruguayan Pavilion, 54th Venice Biennale,
2011; One without the Other, Museo Rufino Tamayo, Mexico City, 2011; and Present Memory, Tate Modern, London, 2010. These
exhibitions addressed, through different formats and strategies, his recurrent interests in repetition, narrative, and the practices of
reading and translating. Group e xhibitions include Question the Wall Itself, Walker Art Center, Minneapolis, 2016; Under the Same
Sun, Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York, 2014; Tell It to My Heart: Collected by Julie Ault, Museum of Contemporary
Art, Basel, 2013; and The Imminence of Poetics, 30th Bienal de São Paulo, 2012. He has also curated exhibitions in the US, Uruguay,
Argentina, and, most recently, a section of the 33rd Bienal de São Paulo, 2018. He is Director of the non-profit arts organization
Art Resources Transfer, New York.
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Lea Porsager
CUT-SPLICE THOUGHT-FORMS
[a promiscuous play between tantric,
quantum scientific and feminist affairs]

My PhD project CUT-SPLICE
 HOUGHT-FORMS [a promiscuous play between
T
tantric, quantum scientific and feminist affairs]
takes as its subject artistic practices that merge
physics and its complexity with spiritual matters
and doings. I use physicist Karen Barad’s theory
of agential realism as a guide to an “onto-
epistemological materialist thinking,” where
matter is regarded as always already entangled
with discourse in the enactment of phenomena.
Barad’s theory can be seen as a conceptual
framework for conceiving matter and discourse
in their intra-active inseparability. I explore
how the cut-splicing of seemingly conflicting
phenomena—quantum physics, spiritual
paradigms, and feminist theory—can serve
as trailblazers for radical tentacular thinking
and practices. My search is, in other words,
situated in that which is neither pure quantum
theory nor esoteric paradigms but somehow both
and somehow neither. An onto-epistemological
thinking is integral to my practice. It serves as
half of the testing apparatus and accentuates the
difficulties in aiming for constant reconfigurations.
Its primary concern is to analyse the tense and
uncomfortable relationship between quantum
physics and spirituality, while still pointing to a
latent potential in precisely this frictional contact
zone.

I consider Lee Lozano (1930–1999), G
 eorgiana
Houghton (1814–1884), Hilma af Klint (1862–1944),
and Emma Kunz (1892–1963) as artists who, in
their own idiosyncratic ways, deal with cosmic
phenomena, esoteric matters, and/or gender
issues. Furthermore, I am researching how
groundbreaking insights in quantum mechanics
have been used and misused by spiritual systems
in very specific ways. Quantum realities have
been appropriated by New Age doctrines and
become convenient metaphors for transcendental
realities in ways that leave the underlying dogmas
of these spiritual systems unchallenged. I like
to think that my aim with “colliding” science
and mysticism is a more challenging one: I am
not seeking smooth metaphors—I am looking
for something a bit more unruly and lively.
What potentials for radical (mad, non-violent)
spaces lie in this collision? What promiscuous
but solid thought-forms could materialise in
the aftermath of this troublemaking (gang)bang?
I am trying to excite the aforementioned thoughtforms (plural, plural) in the collider of doings
by way of experiments. Misunderstandings
and misconceptions are not to be avoided
but rather embraced, as they have the poten
tial to spawn unexpected cross-disciplinary
visions. Adding tantric technologies for a local
sensitisation to a non-local reality, the experi
ments will aim to disrupt—not illustrate—fixed
notions of truth through a practice of radical
openness, lubricating the friction at play.
— Lea Porsager on her PhD project
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Furthermore, scientists talk about neutrinos as
“cosmic messengers,” together with gravitational waves,
another phenomenon I have embraced in my c ollision
of science and other softer technologies.
At CERN, I have undertaken research on a
tool called the neutrino horn. The neutrino horn is a highcurrent, pulsed focusing device that selects the particles
and focuses them into a sharp beam.
 	
These images show fragments of the sculptural
work and 3D animations CØSMIC STRIKE (2018) and
HORNY VACUUM (2019). Both works are informed by
hard science and loopy mysticism, involving neutrinos,
horns, vacuums, imaginations, and perversions.
—Lea Porsager, 2019

Image courtesy of Jon Barraclough

Image courtesy of Dennis Morton

In 2018 and 2019, I have been corresponding with and
making visits to CERN, the European Organization for
Nuclear Research, in Geneva, and the Niels Bohr Institute
in Copenhagen, as part of my research on the elementary
particle known as the neutrino. The neutrino is aghostly
particle that challenges some of the models currently being
researched in contemporary q
 uantum science. It is among
the most abundant particles in the universe and only
interacts via weak subatomic force and gravity.

Lea Porsager, HORNY VACUUM, 2019. Installation view, Bloom Festival 2019, Denmark. Commissioned by Ny Carlsberg Foundation
Lea Porsager, CØSMIC STRIKE, 2018. Installation view, FACT, Liverpool. Developed as part of the Collide International Award, a partnership
programme between Arts at CERN and FACT, and was co-produced by ScANNER. Lea Porsager was artist in residency at CERN in 2018.
Supported by the Danish Arts Foundation

BIO
Lea Porsager graduated from the Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts, Copenhagen, and the
Städelschule, Frankfurt am Main, in 2010. She began her studies as a PhD candidate at Malmö Art Academy
and Lund University in September 2015. Porsager’s practice interweaves fabulation and speculation with
a variety of mediums, including film, sculpture, photography, and text. Her works encompass science, politics,
feminism, and esotericism.
Porsager’s recent solo exhibitions include Nils Stærk, Copenhagen, 2016; Brandts, Odense, 2016;
Göttingen Kunstverein, 2015; Overgaden, Copenhagen, 2015; Künstlerhaus Bethanien, Berlin, 2015; Henie Onstad
Kunstsenter, Høvikodden, 2013; and Emily Harvey Foundation, New York, 2013. Group exhibitions include SMK
– National Gallery of Denmark, Copenhagen, 2017; Rebuild Foundation, Chicago, 2016; Den Frie, Copenhagen,
2016, 2014; Monash University Museum of Art | MUMA, Melbourne, 2015; Moderna Museet, Malmö, 2014;
Kumu Art Museum, Tallinn, 2014; Sorø Kunstmuseum, 2014; Contemporary Art Centre, Vilnius, 2013; and Neue
Gesellschaft für Bildende Kunst, Berlin, 2013.
 	
Most recently, Porsager has been collaborating with the science festival Bloom in Copenhagen and
has been named artist-in-residence at the Niels Bohr Institute, beginning in the autumn of 2019, in collaboration
with Art Hub Copenhagen.
Porsager was selected as a CERN Honorary Mention for the Collide International Award in 2018.
In 2012, Porsager participated in dOCUMENTA (13) with The Anatta Experiment. She was awarded the Carl Nielsen
and Anne Marie Carl-Nielsen Scholarship in 2014. In 2015, Porsager partook in the 14th Istanbul Biennial: SALTWATER:
A Theory of Thought Forms as Annie Besant’s “medium,” recreating thirty-six of Besant’s watercolours from the book
Thought-Forms: A Record of Clairvoyant Investigation (1905). Porsager’s earthwork and memorial Gravitational Ripples
was inaugurated in June 2018 in Stockholm, Sweden, commemorating the Swedish lives lost in the 2004 tsunami
in Southeast Asia. She is represented by Nils Stærk Gallery, Copenhagen.
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Pia Rönicke
Drifting woods, deserted forest.
Working through space.

The beginning of the project title,
Drifting woods, refers to the migratory conditions
of trees, how they travel over distances over
time. We often don’t associate the lifespan of a
tree with drift, but rather stability and slow growth.
If we were to see the life of trees at another pace,
we would detect a movement, a path through
a terrain. The latter portion of the title, deserted
forest, describes an unsettling part of the forest
—one of abandonment and loss but maybe also of
an opening. The deserted forest, if left, creates the
conditions for new ways to establish life.
The forest needs to have the ability to move
in order to adapt to different climate conditions.
If the forest is heavily controlled or restricted to
certain areas, how will this be possible? Currently,
the forest is being grossly exploited but may in
fact provide solutions for many of our environ
mental concerns. I think it is crucial as an artist
to be involved in a reformulation of how we
as a human population relate to the forest while
simultaneously letting the forest take the lead.
In this PhD research, I address the subject
of the forest through different forms of movement,
following the very dispersed paths of the woods
in a slow process of uncovering what can be
known. I am drawn to the forest as a sanctuary
for uncategorised practices that inhabits a
migratory condition.
I would like to immerse myself in a presence
that does not allow for distancing but asks for
submersion. I am interested in a sensory relationship to the forest where oversight is lost,
similar to what happens when hunting for mush
rooms: moving along with an exaggerated focus,
using the kind of noticing and knowledge that
is lost without nearsightedness. My methodology
and practice is one of wandering observations
and drift-based associations, where coincidental
encounters are part of the method.
I approach the subject of forests through
a sense of community, in thinking about corre
lations between land use and social justice.
I am unfolding a narrative, within the ecologies
of the forest, through storytelling and oral
history. Now, the forest exists in a time where

the working bodies that once inhabited it have
mostly been replaced by machinery. The body
that is no longer connected to the land enforces
an overpowering (by proxy) interference. Should
social justice be thought of as purely connected
to human lives, or can this term be defined
differently? By asking if forms of more just
livelihoods are possible and can emerge from
congregating within the forest, can this thinking
also apply to justice for and of the woods
through learning from decolonial practices?
From this perspective, I engage with the
forest through the lens of land rights, looking
at examples of how forests historically have
been part of the commons and how they might
become so again. What kind of forest practices
does an idea of the commons allow for and
what potential conflicts might arise from different
notions of landownership and beliefs about the
woods?
How is it possible to get to know the 
forest, without trying to chart or classify it? 
Within mapping practices, a territorialisation
is taking place that has the means not only
to register but also to alter a landscape. Since
the 1950s, forests have been documented
extensively from airplanes and later by satellites,
drones, laser scanning, and radar. I am i nterested
in understanding how the forest is recorded
and represented in different ways, looking
at the rationalist perspectives of a visual science
and its connection to industry. I question how
it might be possible to engage with the kinds
of transformations that happen through
representation, in an artistic practice that
revolves around the recollection of a place,
in different formats of tracing, imprinting,
and resampling. I simultaneously investigate
in what ways different recordings might have
the ability to impact the future of the forest.
In this research project, the practicebased and theoretical parts are methodically
intertwined, where the artistically recorded
material is included in the writing process
and the writing as part of the artistic practice.
—Pia Rönicke on her PhD project

Images courtesy of the artist
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Pia Rönicke, Silva collection (working title), work in progress. Video stills

BIO
Pia Rönicke is an artist based in Copenhagen. In recent years, she has been investigating different
botanical collections that show traces of colonial and geopolitical conditions. Her work is concerned with problems
of space and spatial transformations. She is interested in the connection between work space and filmic space, and
how we conceive historical matters in relationship to our daily activities. Rönicke often works with archives and the
practice of collecting is a recurring theme in her artworks. Her artistic practice spans film, prints, sculptures, and
objects, which together build narratives.
Rönicke’s work has been the subject of numerous international solo exhibitions, including Word for
Forest, Parallel Oaxaca, Mexico, 2018l The Cloud Document, Overgaden Institute of Contemporary Art, Copenhagen,
2017; The Pages of Day and Night, gb agency, Paris, 2015; Aurora, Museo Rufino Tamayo, Mexico City, 2012; Facing,
Montehermoso, Vitoria-Gasteiz, Spain, 2009; A Usual Story from a Nameless Country, Casco Art Institute, Utrecht,
2008; Rosa’s Letters, Croy Nielsen, Berlin, 2007; The Plan Is Dictator, Lunds Konsthall, 2006; Hoardings II, Tate Modern,
London, 2005; and A Place Like Any Other, Moderna Museet, Stockholm, 2001.
Rönicke’s work has also been featured in many group exhibitions and film festivals, including Rencontres
Internationales, Paris and Berlin, 2019; CPH:DOX, Copenhagen, 2018; FIDMarseille, 2018; Botany Under Influence, 
Apexart, New York, 2016; A story within a Story, Göteborg International Biennial for Contemporary Art, 2015, HumanSpace-Machine, Henie Onstad Kunstsenter, Høvikodden, Oslo, 2014; Buildering: Misbehaving the City, Contemporary
Arts Center, Cincinnati, 2014; Reports from New Sweden, Tensta Konsthall, Stockholm, 2013; NEWTOPIA: The State of
Human Rights, Mechelen and Brussels, Belgium, 2012; Rehabilitation, WIELS, Brussels, 2012; After Architecture, Centre
d’Art Santa Mònica, Barcelona, 2010; Imagine Action, Lisson Gallery, London, 2008; Elephant Cemetery, Artists Space,
New York, 2007; Anachronism, ARGOS Centre for Art and Media, Brussels, 2007; GNS, Palais de Tokyo, Paris, 2003;
and Manifesta 4, Frankfurt am Main, 2002.
Her publications include Rosa’s Letters (Mousse Publishing, 2012) and Skydokumentet (The cloud document)
(Space Poetry, 2017).
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Left: Imogen Stidworthy, 2019. Research image. Detail of playing card: Eno, B. & Schmidt, P. 1975/2001. Oblique Strategies–One Hundred W
 orthwhile
Dilemmas; and video stills from video sequence projected onto satellite dish in, The Whisper Heard, video installation, I.S., 2003

Images courtesy of the artist

Right: Imogen Stidworthy, 2019. Research image. Video stills: The Good Doctor, HBO TV series 1; and Phoebe Caldwell and Ollie, from Autism and
Intensive Interaction, DVD published by Jessica Kingsley, London 2010

Left: Imogen Stidworthy, 2019. Research image
Right: Imogen Stidworthy, 2019. Research image. Detail of Polaroid photograph, 14,5 x 10,5 cm, Imogen Stidworthy, 1993
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Voicing on the Borders of Language
My PhD research engages with
e ncounters between “we who speak” 1 and
people who voice themselves in unfamiliar,
or even unknowable, forms of language.
In the bewilderment of not “understanding,”
what different forms of language emerge, and
how do they affect “our” language, ways of
sense-making, and social relationships? My
research approaches these questions by thinking
with three people who figure as go-betweens
between verbal and non-verbal being. Each
embodies a listening position for sounding the
borders of language.
The French pedagogue, filmmaker, and
writer Fernand Deligny developed an experimen
tal network for living with non-verbal autistic
children in the Cévennes, France, from 1967 to the
mid-1980s. Phoebe Caldwell is a British therapist
who specialises in non-verbal communication
using the mirroring method Intensive I nteraction.
Iris Johansson is a Swedish therapist who is
autistic and was non-verbal as a child. Though
she eventually learned to speak, she will always
be autistic; part of her remains non-verbal, and
in this sense she embodies the relationship between

non-verbal and verbal being. Non-verbal
autism figures in the context of this research less
as a subject in itself than as a radical condition
of no practice of language at all.
In my primary research for this PhD thesis,
I work with the methods of my artistic practice.
Meetings and dialogues generally take place
in recording situations, sometimes with elements
of staging. I work with what I call the “meta
cinematic” dimensions of these encounters,
which may be related to the effects of recording
or screening technologies or to the conditions
they produce in and between us, even in their
absence (a certain dynamic of relationship,
a quality of awareness). I develop this term
in my thesis, reflecting on the (meta)cinematic
dimensions of the practices of each of the gobetweens, through the perspectives of my artistic
practice. I ask what metacinematic conditions
bring to the rub-up between different forms
of voicing. Is there something about the meta
cinematic that has a special resonance with how
we form relationships in the spaces between
languages?
—Imogen Stidworthy on her PhD project

BIO
Imogen Stidworthy’s work focuses on the voice as a sculptural material in investigations into different
forms of language and relationship. She works with people who inhabit the borders of language, whose relation
to language is affected by conditions such as aphasia or the impact of overwhelming experiences. Often combining
the staged and the observed, Stidworthy makes films and installations and uses a wide range of media including
sculptural objects, print, and photography.
Solo presentations include exhibitions at NETWERK, Aalst, Belgium, 2019; Würtembürgischer Kunstverrein,
Stuttgart, 2018; Imperial War Museum, London, 2015; AKINCI, Amsterdam, 2013; Galerie Raum mit Licht, Vienna,
2013; Matt’s Gallery, London, 2011; Kunstpavillon, Innsbruck, 2010; and Arnolfini, Bristol, 2010.
Major group exhibitions include Ambères, M HKA, Antwerp 2019; Acts of Voicing, Powerhouse, Sydney,
2017–18; Murmur, Netwerk, Aalst, Belgium, 2017; Suzhou Documents, Suzhou, China, 2016; This Is a Voice and States
of Mind, Wellcome Collection, London; British Art Show 8, Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art, Edinburgh,
and Leeds Art Gallery, 2015–16; Kiev Biennale, 2015; São Paulo Biennale, 2014; Listening, a Hayward Touring show
at SITE in Sheffield, Bluecoat in Liverpool, and Baltic 39 in Newcastle, 2014; Bergen Assembly, 2013; Busan Biennale,
2012; October Salon, Belgrade, 2011; and documenta 12, Kassel, 2007.
Stidworthy curated the group exhibitions BLACKOUT!, ERC, Liverpool, 2013; In the First Circle
(in collaboration with Paul Domela) at Fundació Antoni Tàpies, Barcelona, 2011–12; and Die Lucky Bush at MuHKA,
Antwerp, 2008.
Stidworthy’s work is represented by Matt’s Gallery, London, and AKINCI, Amsterdam.

1
”We who speak” is a term used by the French educator Fernand Deligny to refer to the verbal adults who lived with
non-verbal autistic children as part of his experimental ”network” in the Cévennes.
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Gertrud Sandqvist
Professor of Art Theory
and the History of Ideas;
Supervisor for the
Doctoral Programme

Dr. Sarat Maharaj
Professor of Visual Art
and Knowledge Systems;
Supervisor for the
Doctoral Programme
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Gertrud Sandqvist has been Rector of Malmö Art Academy
since 2011, a post she also previously held from 1995 to 2007.
Professor Sandqvist has been writing extensively
on mainly European contemporary art since the early 1990s,
and most recently she authored Estragon, a monograph
on the Norwegian painter Olav Christopher Jenssen, published
in 2018. In 2010 she was the co-curator of the Moderna
utställningen at M
 oderna Museet, Stockholm. She co-curated,
together with Sarat M
 aharaj, Dorothee Albrecht, and Stina
Edblom, the G
 öteborg International Biennial for Contemporary
Art 2011. Furthermore, she recently curated Siksi — The
Nordic Miracle Revisited at Galleri F 15, Moss, Norway, 2015;
Red Dawn at HISK, Ghent, Belgium, 2014; Channeled, which
showed contemporary artists alongside Hilma af Klint, at Lunds
Konsthall, 2013; and Against Method for Generali Foundation,
Vienna, 2013.
Sarat Maharaj was born in South Africa and educated there
as well as in the UK. Dr. Maharaj is a writer and curator. He was
a co-curator of documenta11 and he curated retinal .optical.
visual.conceptual … at Museum Boijmans Van Beuningen,
Rotterdam, in 2002, with Richard Hamilton and Ecke Bonk.
Dr. Maharaj was also co-curator of Farewell to Postcolonialism,
Guangzhou, in 2008, and Art, Knowledge and Politics, at the
29th Bienal de São Paulo in 2010. He was Chief Curator of
the 2011 Göteborg International Biennial for Contemporary
Art, P
 andemonium: Art in a Time of Creativity Fever, and
a peer advisor to the Sharjah Biennial 11 in 2013.
His PhD dissertation was entitled “The Dialectic
of Modernism and Mass Culture: Studies in Post War British
Art” (University of Reading, UK). Between 1980 and 2005,
he was P
 rofessor of History and Theory of Art at Goldsmiths,
University of London. Dr. Maharaj was also the first Rudolf
Arnheim P
 rofessor, Humboldt University, Berlin (2001 – 02) and
Research Fellow at the Jan Van Eyck Akademie, Maastricht
(1999 – 2001).
Dr. Maharaj was 2018 Visiting Fellow at RKD
— Netherlands Institute for Art History, Stedelijk Museum
Amsterdam, and the University of Amsterdam (UvA), in which
role he gave lectures such as “Cultural Studies: Towards a
Theory / Practice Approach” as well as presented a reconstruction / re-enactment of The Apartheid-era Art History Room,
Salisbury Island, Durban, South Africa (c. 1971) with students
from UvA and the University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, at the Stedelijk Museum, in May and June 2018. In
the same year, he participated and lectured in the international
seminar So prettly prattly pollylogue pt. 2: a James Joyce day,
organised by the Royal Academy of Fine Arts Antwerp.
Dr. Maharaj is furthermore currently working on
two art research projects: “Repristinating London: Knowledge
Mecca, Sandwich Street, Bloomsbury” and “The Apartheid
Art History Room, Durban, Salisbury Island,” which involves
sounding art practice as a mode of non-knowledge or
“Ignorantitis sapiens.”
His specialist research and publications focus on
Marcel Duchamp, James Joyce, and Richard Hamilton, and his
writing covers: Monkeydoodle — “thinking through art practice,”
visual art as know-how and no-how, textiles, xeno-sonics
and xeno-epistemics — ”thinking the other and other ways of
thinking,” cultural translation, “dirty cosmopolitanism,” North /
South divisions of work, manufacture, and “creative labour.”
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Recent publications include “Weggebobbles
to Virginatarian: The Alimentary Passage through the Vegan
and Beyond in James Joyce’s Foodscape” for the menu
(by Seppe Nobels) for the Bloomsday dinner at the XXVI Inter
national James Joyce Symposium: The Art of James Joyce,
University of Antwerp, 2018; Elemental Scatterings: The Sarat
Maharaj Reader (Shanghai People’s Publishing House, 2013);
“Small Change of the Universal,” British Journal of Sociology
61, no. 3 (2010); Hungry Clouds Swag on the Deep: Santu
Mofokeng at Kassel 2002: Chasing Shadows (Prestel, 2011);
Sounding South Africa: in the Rainbow State (2012); “The
Jobless State: The Global Assembly Line, Indolence,” in Work,
Work, Work: A Reader on Art and Labour (Iaspis, 2012); “What
the Thunder Said,” in Art as a Thinking Process (Sternberg
Press, 2012); “Nicky-Nacky to Bunga-Bunga: Venice Preserv’d
in the Global Assembly Line of Biennials,” in Venezia, Venezia
(Actar, 2013); and “The Surplus of the Global,” a conversation
with Marion von Osten, Texte zur Kunst, September 2013.
Fredrik Værslev
Professor of Fine Arts

Fredrik Værslev is a Norwegian artist based in Drøbak,
Norway, with a focus on conceptual painting.
Selected solo exhibitions include Astrup Fearnley
Museet, Oslo, 2018; Bonner Kunstverein, 2018; Kunst Halle
Sankt Gallen, Switzerland, 2017; Andrew Kreps Gallery, New York,
2017; Gió Marconi, Milan, 2016; Bergen Konsthall, 2016; Kunsthal Aarhus, Denmark, 2017; Le Consortium, Dijon, France, 2016;
STANDARD (OSLO), 2015; Power Station, Dallas, 2014; Lumiar
Cité, Lisbon, 2014; Circus, Berlin, 2013; and Indipendenza Studio,
Rome, 2012, among others.
Selected group exhibitions include Nasjonalmuseet,
Oslo, 2017; Moderna Museet, Stockholm, 2017; CANADA, New
York, 2017; National Art School Gallery, Sydney, 2017; Ramiken
Crucible, New York, 2017; Index, Stockholm, 2017; Galleri Riis,
Stockholm, 2016; Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris, 2016; Gavin
Brown’s enterprise, New York, 2015; Tegnebiennalen, Oslo, 2014;
Galerie Mehdi Chouakri, Berlin, 2014; Lunds Konsthall, 2013;
and Modern Institute, Glasgow, 2013, among others.
Værslev is Director of the artist-run project space
Landings in Vestfossen, Norway, which he founded in 2008.
The organisation also produces Landings Journal, published
once a year.
Publications on his work include Fredrik Værslev
as I Imagine Him (JRP|Ringier, 2018); Tan Lines (Sternberg Press,
2018); The Constant Gardener (Hatje Cantz, 2016); All Around
Amateur, vols. 1 and 2 (Sternberg Press, 2016); Reality Bites
(Mousse Publishing, 2015); East Bound and Down (Power
Station, 2016); and Fredrik Værslev: The rich man’s breakfast,
the shopkeeper’s lunch, the poor man’s supper (STANDARD
(BOOKS), 2012).
Værslev’s work is found in the collections of Centre
Georges Pompidou, Paris; Le Consortium, Dijon; Moderna
Museet, Stockholm; Malmö Konstmuseum; Nasjonalmuseet,
Oslo; and Astrup Fearnley, Oslo.
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Joachim Koester
Professor of Fine Arts

Emily Wardill
Professor of Fine Arts

Joachim Koester is a Danish artist based in Copenhagen.
His work has been shown at documenta X, Kassel;
2nd Johannesburg Biennale; Gwangju Biennale 1995; 54th
Venice Biennale; Busan Biennale 2006; Manifesta 7, Trento;
Tate Triennial 2009, London; and Taipei Biennale 2012, as
well as in solo shows at Bergen Kunsthall, Norway; Camden
Arts Centre, London; Centre national de la photographie,
Paris; Statens Museum for Kunst, Copenhagen; Centre d’Art
Santa Mònica, Barcelona; Palais de Tokyo, Paris; Moderna
Museet, Stockholm; Museo Rufino Tamayo, Mexico City;
Power Plant, Toronto; Kestnergesellschaft, Hanover; Institut
d’art contemporain, Villeurbanne; MIT, Boston; Charlottenborg,
Copenhagen; S.M.A.K, Ghent; Camera Austria, Graz; Centre
d’art contemporain, Geneva; Turner Contemporary, Margate,
UK; Greene Naftali Gallery, New York; Galleri Nicolai Wallner,
Copenhagen; Gallery Jan Mot, Brussels; and Camden Arts
Centre, London.
Koester’s work can be found in the following museums and collections: Louisiana Museum, Humlebæk; Centre
Georges Pompidou, Paris; Reina Sofia Museo Nacional Centro
de Arte, Madrid; Museum Boijmans, Rotterdam; S.M.A.K, Ghent;
Museum of Modern Art, New York; Metropolitan Museum of
Art, New York; Philadelphia Museum of Art; Baltimore Museum
of Art; Centro de Arte Dos de Mayo, Madrid; Statens Museum
for Kunst, Copenhagen; Carnegie Museum of Art, Pittsburgh;
Kiasma, Helsinki; Kongelige Biblioteks Fotografiske Samling,
Copenhagen; Fonds national d’art contemporain, Paris; Sorø
Kunstmuseum, Denmark; Moderna Museet, Stockholm; Malmö
Konstmuseum; Sammlung Hoffmann, Berlin; Museum of Fine
Arts, Houston; MAC’s, Grand-Hornu; Kadist Art Foundation,
Paris; FRAC Le Plateau, Institut d’art contemporain, Villeurbanne;
Generali Foundation, Vienna; Sammlung Verbund, Vienna; and
Museum Sztuki, Łódź.
Publications on his work include Joachim Koester,
maybe one must begin with some particular places (Guayaba
Press, 2015); Joachim Koester: Of Spirits and Empty S
 paces
(Mousse Publishing, 2014); Joachim Koester: I Myself am only
a receiving apparatus (Verlag der Buchhandlung Walter König,
2011); Joachim Koester: Message from the Unseen (Lunds
Konsthall, 2006); Joachim Koester: Nordenskiöld and the Ice
Cap (Space Poetry, 2006); and Joachim Koester: Message from
Andrée (Lukas & Sternberg and Pork Salad Press, 2005).
Emily Wardill is a British artist based in Lisbon, Portugal,
and Malmö, Sweden.
She is currently working towards solo shows at
Secession, Vienna, and Kohta, Helsinki. Previous solo exhibitions
include Bergen Kunsthall, 2017; Gulbenkian Project S
 paces,
Lisbon, 2017; Index, Stockholm, 2014; National Gallery of
Denmark, Copenhagen, 2012; Badischer Kunstverein, Karlsruhe,
2012; De Appel Arts Centre, Amsterdam, 2010; Contemporary
Art Museum St. Louis, 2011; and Institute of Contemporary
Arts, London, 2007 – 08.
She participated in the 54th Venice Biennale
and 19th Sydney Biennale, as well as in group exhibitions
at the Biennale of Moving Images, Geneva; Serpentine Gallery,
London; Showroom Gallery London; Gallery of Modern Art,
Glasgow; MIT List Visual Arts Center, Cambridge, MA; Institute
of Contemporary Arts, London; Hayward Gallery, London;
Witte de With, Rotterdam; mumok, Vienna; and Museum
of Contemporary Art, North Miami.
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Wardill was the recipient of the Jarman Award
in 2010 and the Leverhulme Award in 2011. Some of the international collections that hold Wardill’s work are Tate Britain,
London; mumok, Vienna; Gulbenkian Art Museum, Lisbon; Fonds
Municipal d’Art Contemporain de la Ville de Genève; and Arts
Council Collection, UK, as well as numerous private collections.
She is represented by carlier | gebauer, Berlin; STANDARD
(OSLO); and Altman Siegal, San Francisco.
Maj Hasager
Programme Director of
Critical & Pedagogical
Studies (MFA); Senior
Lecturer in Fine Arts

Maria Hedlund
Senior Lecturer in Fine
Arts

Maj Hasager is a Danish artist based in Copenhagen.
She studied photography and fine arts in Denmark, Sweden,
and the UK, earning an MFA from Malmö Art Academy.
Hasager’s artistic approach is research and
dialogically based, and she works predominantly with text,
sound, video, and photography.
She has exhibited her work internationally in
events and at institutions such as Lunds Konsthall; Fondazione
Pastificio Cerere, Rome; Critical Distance, Toronto; GL STRAND,
Copenhagen; Galleri Image, Aarhus, Denmark; FOKUS video
art festival, Nikolaj Kunsthal, Copenhagen; Moderna Museet,
Malmö; Cleveland Institute of Art; Red Barn Gallery, Belfast;
Laznia Centre for Contemporary Art, Gdańsk; Liverpool Biennial;
Al-Hoash Gallery, Jerusalem; Al-Kahf Gallery, Bethlehem; Khalil
Sakakini Cultural Center; Ramallah; Overgaden Institute
of Contemporary Art, Copenhagen; and Guangzhou Triennial.
Hasager is the recipient of several international
residencies and fellowships, most recently at 18th Street Arts
Center, Los Angeles. She has been awarded grants in support
of her work from Edstrandska, Danish Arts Council, Danish
Arts Foundation, Arab Fund for Arts and Culture (Beirut), and
ArtSchool Palestine. Additionally, Hasager is a guest lecturer
at the International Academy of Art Palestine; Dar al-Kalima
University College of Arts and Culture, Bethlehem; Barbados
Community College, Bridgetown; Sacramento State University;
and University of Ulster, Belfast. She occasionally writes
essays, catalogue texts, and articles.
Maria Hedlund is a Swedish artist based in Berlin. She graduated from the Photography Department at the University
of Gothenburg in 1993.
In her latest ongoing works, she uses objects,
plants, and smaller collections. They are mostly found or given
to her. What they all have in common is that they are in a state
of transition and of being outside their original context. This
specific interest has formed works such as Life at Hyttödammen
(2006 – ), Dissolve (2011), and Some Kind of Knowledge (2014 – ).
In Some Kind of Knowledge, the title refers to an
ambivalent condition that always needs to be renegotiated
and rephrased as new objects come into play. The “collection”
is in a state of constant evolution. Sometimes there is a clear
direction, which a while later might be forgotten, followed by a
new one. The objects and plants appear in other works as well.
Hedlund’s works have recently been displayed at
Moderna Museet, Stockholm; Onomatopee, Eindhoven; KRETS,
Malmö, where the poet Ida Börjel performed a reading related
to one Hedlund’s works; and at Kohta, Helsinki. At the moment,
she is working on a public commission for the Tranströmer
Library, in Medborgarhuset, Stockholm, which will be ready
for the library’s reopening in 2020.
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Per Olof Persson
Senior Lecturer in Fine
Arts

Margot Edström
Junior Lecturer in Fine
Arts

Laura Hatfield
Junior Lecturer in Fine
Arts and Programme
Coordinator for Critical
& Pedagogical Studies
(MFA)

Viktor Kopp
Junior Lecturer in Fine
Arts

Charif Benhelima
External Visiting Lecturer
in Fine Arts

P-O Persson is a Swedish artist based in Malmö. He graduated
from the Royal Academy of Fine Arts, Stockholm, in 1988.
As a Senior Lecturer at Malmö Art Academy,
P-O Persson is responsible for technical and practical courses.
Exhibitions include Skulpturträdgården — Galleri
Arnstedt, Östra Karup, Sweden, 2017 and 2018; Liljevalchs
Konsthall, Stockholm, 2004; Krognoshuset, Lund, 2003; Busan
Metropolitan Art Museum, Seoul, 1999; Kampnagelfabrik,
Hamburg, 1991; Lunds Konsthall, 1989; and Malmö Konsthall,
1987. Public commissions include Landskrona stad, 2007;
Helsingborg Fire Department, Public Art Agency Sweden, 2005;
Karlskrona stad, 2001; and Astra Zeneca, Lund, 1999 – 2000.
Grants include Edstrandska stiftelsens stipendium,
1996; the Swedish Arts Grants Committee, working grant,
1990 – 95; Ellen Trotzig Foundation, Malmö, 1981; Malmö Stad
kulturstipendium; and Aase and Rickard Björklund stipendium,
Malmö. Public collections include Malmö Museum, Kristianstad
Museum, and Blekinge Museum, Karlskrona.
Margot Edström is specialised in video and digital media
(2D and 3D animation, 3D printing, digital imaging, and
postproduction).
She graduated from Malmö Art Academy in 1997.
Her artistic background is in performance-based video
and animation.
Group exhibitions include the National Art Gallery,
Kuala Lumpur; Galleri Stefan Andersson, Umeå, Sweden;
and International Performance Festival, Tampere, Finland.
Laura Hatfield is an artist whose work involves exhibition
making, painting, writing, independent music, and museological
experimentation. She holds a Master of International Museum
Studies from the University of Gothenburg and a Master of
Fine Arts from Valand Academy, Gothenburg, where she also
completed a postgraduate Independent Study in Fine Arts with
Pedagogic Application.
Hatfield has performed and exhibited internationally
and collaborated with many art museums and artist-run spaces.
She is currently on the board of Skånes konstförening and is
part of the editorial group at Paletten Art Journal.
Viktor Kopp is a Swedish artist based in Stockholm. He com
pleted studies in fine arts in Malmö, Gothenburg, and Helsinki
and teaches painting at Malmö Art Academy.
Selected solo exhibitions include Bureau, New York;
Ribordy Contemporary, Geneva; Blondeau & Cie, Geneva;
Galleri Riis, Stockholm; Passagen Linköpings Konsthall; and
Galleri Magnus Åklundh, Malmö.
Group exhibitions include Galerie Nordenhake,
Stockholm; Moderna Museet, Stockholm; Royal / T, Culver City,
CA; Salon Zurcher, New York; Ribordy Contemporary, Geneva;
Bureau, New York; and Ystad Konstmuseum, Sweden.
Charif Benhelima is a Belgian artist. He lives and works
in Antwerp, Belgium.
Through the medium of photography, Benhelima
deals with the topics of memory / oblivion, time, space, origin,
identity, politics of representation, and perception. He gained
recognition with the Welcome to Belgium series (1990 – 99),
a nine-year research project on the sentiment of being a
foreigner. Besides having worked with analogical photography, he has been experimenting for fifteen years with the
Polaroid 600.
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In parallel to his artistic research, Benhelima
is a guest professor at the Higher Institute for Fine Arts (HISK),
Ghent.
Recent solo exhibitions include Museu Oscar
Niemeyer, Curitiba, Brazil; Niterói Museum of Contemporary
Art, Rio de Janeiro; BPS 22, Charleroi, Belgium; Palais des BeauxArts (Bozar), Brussels; Station Museum of Contemporary Art,
Houston; Volta NY 2010, New York; and Künstlerhaus Bethanien
GmbH, Berlin, among others.
Benhelima participated in the Lubumbashi Biennale,
DR Congo, 2015; Beaufort, Triennial of Contemporary Art by the
Sea, Belgium, 2015; Marrakech Biennale 5; International Biennial
of Photography, 2010 and 2012, Houston; and in group exhibitions at the Museu de Arte Moderna, Rio de Janeiro; MuHKA,
Museum of Contemporary Art, Antwerp; Musée de M
 arrakech;
Institute of Contemporary Arts Singapore; Bag Factory,
Johannesburg; Shanghai Art Museum; Palau de la Virreina —
La Capella, Barcelona; Centro Arte Moderna a Contemporanea
Della Spezia, Italy; Museo de Arte Contemporáneo, Buenos
Aires; Witte de With, Rotterdam; EMST — National Museum of
Contemporary Art, Athens; Jewish Cultural Quarter, Amsterdam;
and Lunds Konsthall, among many others.

Dr. Matts Leiderstam
Researcher and External
Visiting Lecturer in Fine
Arts

Matts Leiderstam is a Swedish artist based in Stockholm.
He obtained a PhD in Fine Arts at Malmö Art Academy
in 2006 and studied painting at Valand Academy between
1984 and 1989.
Leiderstam is currently working on the research
project “What Does the Grid Do?,” with support from the
Swedish Research Council. The project aims to focus on ways
of seeing in relation to contemporary painting practices and
to trace what it is that remains — the ruins, perhaps, of artistic
knowledge connected to the grid, a concept deeply rooted
in Western art history. How might the grid frame what it is that
we inherit? Whether that be in the recent return to abstract
painting, historically associated with the grid, or in the amplifica
tion of the uses of the grid in the context of a quantum shift
in our time of today’s planetary-scale computing — in a culture
dominated by the mediations of the screen.
Selected solo exhibitions include Wilfried Lentz,
Rotterdam; Andréhn-Schiptjenko, Stockholm; Kunsthalle
Düsseldorf; Grazer Kunstverein; Salon MoCAB — Museum of
Contemporary Art, Belgrade; Badischer Kunstverein, Karlsruhe;
Kunstmuseum Liechtenstein, Vaduz; and Magasin III, Stockholm.
Selected group shows include Art Encounters
Biennial, Timișoara, Romania, 2019; Tensta Konsthall, Stockholm;
11th Shanghai Biennale; National Gallery Prague; Henie Onstad
Kunstsenter, Høvikodden, Norway; Fondazione Prada, Milan;
8th Berlin Biennale; Gasworks, London; Museo Rufino Tamayo,
Mexico City; Witte de With, Rotterdam; Göteborg International Biennial for Contemporary Art 2010; Moderna Museet,
Stockholm; and Third Guangzhou Triennial.
Publications on and of his work include
Matts Leiderstam: Panels (Wilfried Lentz Rotterdam, 2018);
MOM / 2011 / 47 (and into the room swallows flew) (artist
book, 2012); Matts Leiderstam: Seen from Here (Verlag für
moderne Kunst, 2010); Matts Leiderstam: Nachbild / After Image
(Argobooks, 2010); and his dissertation, “See and Seen: Seeing
Landscape through Artistic Practice” (Malmö Art Academy,
Lund University, 2006).
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Nathalie Melikian
External Visiting Lecturer
in Fine Arts

João Penalva
External Visiting Lecturer
in Fine Arts

Nathalie Melikian is an artist based in Vancouver, Canada,
and Malmö, Sweden.
Since the late 1990s, she has been creating videos
in which she calls into question and analyses the narrative
structures of various film genres.
Her work has been exhibited in solo shows at
the MuHKA, Museum of Contemporary Art, Antwerp; Malmö
Art Museum; Frankfurter Kunstverein; Centre pour l’image
Contemporaine Saint-Gervais Genève; and Voxx, Montreal,
and in group shows at the 4th Biennale de Montreal; Centre
Georges Pompidou, Paris; Seattle Art Museum; Justina BM.
arnicke Gallery, University of Toronto; Kunsthalle Fridericianum,
Kassel; Vancouver Art Gallery; Centro José Guerrero, Granada;
MARCO, Museo de Arte Contemporáneo de Vigo, Spain;
Museum of Contemporary Art, Oslo; and Bergen Art Museum.
Her work features in the collections of, among
others, the Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris; Malmo Art
Museum; and Vancouver Art Gallery.
João Penalva is a Portuguese artist who since 1976 has
been living and working in London, where he also studied
at Chelsea School of Art. He has been External Visiting
Lecturer at Malmö Art Academy since 2003.
Penalva represented Portugal in the 23rd Bienal
de São Paulo (1996) and in the 49th Venice Biennale (2001).
He also exhibited in the 2nd Berlin Biennale (2001) and
the 13th Biennale of Sydney (2002).
Solo exhibitions include Camden Arts Centre,
London; Contemporary Art Centre, Vilnius; Galerie im Taxispalais,
Innsbruck; Tramway, Glasgow; Rooseum Center for Contemporary Art, Malmö; Institute of Visual Arts, Milwaukee; Power Plant,
Toronto; Serralves Museum, Porto; Ludwig Museum Budapest;
Irish Museum of Modern Art, Dublin; DAAD Gallery, Berlin; Mead
Gallery, University of Warwick, UK; Lunds Konsthall; Calouste
Gulbenkian Foundation, Lisbon; Brandts Kunsthallen, Odense;
Trondheim Kunstmuseum, Norway; LOGE, Berlin; Musée d’Art
Moderne Grand-Duc Jean, Luxembourg; Culturgest, Porto;
and Lumiar Cité, Lisbon.
Group exhibitions include, among others, Haus der
Kunst, Munich; Museum Folkwang, Essen; K20 Kunstsammlung
Nordrhein-Westfalen, Düsseldorf; Staatliche Kunstsammlungen
Dresden; Württembergischer Kunstverein, Stuttgart; Museum
of Contemporary Art, Sydney; Australian Centre for Contemporary Art, Melbourne; National Museum of Contemporary
Art, Seoul; Museum of Contemporary Art Taipei; Bombas Gens
Centre d’Art, Valencia; Tramway, Glasgow; Wellcome Collection,
London; South London Gallery; Lunds Konsthall; Hayward
Gallery, London; and Tate Modern, London.
Penalva was awarded the DAAD Berlin Artist’s
Residency in 2003 and the Bryan Robertson Award, London,
in 2009.
He is represented by Simon Lee Gallery, London,
Hong Kong, New York; Galerie Thomas Schulte, Berlin; Barbara
Gross Galerie, Munich; and Galeria Filomena Soares, Lisbon.
He has had numerous exhibitions with these galleries.
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Nina Roos
External Visiting Lecturer
in Fine Arts

Christine Ödlund
External Visiting Lecturer
in Fine Arts
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Nina Roos is a visual artist working in the field of painting.
She lives and works in Helsinki.
Solo exhibitions have been held at Lunds Konsthall;
Galerie Forsblom, Helsinki; Galerie Francois Mansart, P
 aris;
Galleri K, Oslo; Kunstnernes Hus, Oslo; Moderna Museet,
Stockholm; Malmö Konsthall; Kiasma, Helsinki; and Brandts
Klædefabrik, Odense.
Selected group exhibitions include the MuHKA,
Museum of Contemporary Art, Antwerp; Kiasma, Helsinki;
Galleri F15, Moss, Norway; Espoo Museum of Modern
Art, Finland; Artipelag, Stockholm; Lunds Konsthall; Carnegie
Art Award touring exhibition (first prize 2004); KUMU Art
Museum, Tallinn; Kunstverein München; Museum of Contem
porary Art, Helsinki; Nordic Pavilion, 46th Venice Biennale;
and Frankfurter Kunstverein.
Public commissions include Campus Allegro,
Pietarsaari, Finland, 2013; the Church of Shadows, Chengdu,
China, 2012; and University of Gävle, Sweden, 2006.
Roos’s works are included in collections internationally, including the Amos Anderson Art Museum, Helsinki;
Apoteket AB, Stockholm; ArtPace, San Antonio; Gothenburg
Museum of Art; Helsinki City Art Museum; Kiasma, Helsinki;
Malmö Art Museum; and Moderna Museet, Stockholm,
among others.
Christine Ödlund is a Swedish artist and composer living
and working in Stockholm.
Ödlund graduated from the University College of
Art, Crafts and Design, Stockholm, in 1995, and from the Video
Department of the Royal Academy of Art, Stockholm, in 1996.
She studied composition at EMS (Electronic Music Studio),
Stockholm, in 2002 – 04.
Recent shows include the group exhibitions
Modern Nature, Drawing Room, London, 2019, and With
the Future Behind Us, Moderna Museet, Stockholm, 2018.
In 2016, her large solo exhibition Aether & Einstein was
held at Magasin II — Museum & Foundation for Contemporary
Art, Stockholm; the accompanying monograph of the same
name was published by Magasin III and Skira and features
a text by Linda Dalrymple Henderson.
Other solo exhibitions include MLF | Galleria Marie-
Laure Fleish, Brussels, 2019, and Galleri Riis, Oslo, 2018. Ödlund’s
work has been shown in group exhibitions such as the 8th
Momentum Nordic Biennale, Moss, Norway, 2015; Marrakech
Biennale 6, 2014; Magasin III, Stockholm; Stedelijk Museum
Amsterdam; Museum of Contemporary Art, Tokyo; Moderna
Museet, Stockholm and Malmö; Nationalmuseum, Stockholm;
and Lunds Konsthall.
Her work is included in the public collections of
Moderna Museet, Stockholm; Magasin III—Museum & Foundation
for Contemporary Art, Stockholm; Public Art Agency Sweden;
Museum of Sketches, Lund; Statoil Collection, Oslo; and
Trondheim Museum of Art.
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About Malmö Art Academy

Malmö Art Academy is a department at Lund University that has been offering higher
education in fine arts since 1995. Together with the Academy of Music and the Theatre
Academy, Malmö Art Academy is part of the Faculty of Fine and Performing Arts, one
of nine faculties within Lund University.
Malmö Art Academy offers advanced study programmes in fine arts at the
Bachelor’s and Master’s degree levels for aspiring artists. The Academy also has a wellreputed research studies programme. Teaching is not divided into separate categories
of art. As a student, you can choose to move freely between various forms of artistic
expression or to specialise in a particular form. Your studies will provide ample o
 pportunity
to develop your art and a firm professional identity. You will be included in new and
inspiring contexts and acquire the tools to develop your critical thinking. To enable you
to develop your skills, you have access to the Academy’s premises and your own studio
around the clock.
Malmö Art Academy offers well-equipped workshops for work with wood, metal,
plaster, plastic, clay, concrete, photography, video, and computing. It also features large
project studios, a library, and lecture rooms, as well as the students’ own studios and
a common study room for students on the Master’s programme in Critical and Pedagogical
Studies. Malmö Art Academy also offers a PhD programme in fine arts, mainly intended
for internationally active artists, at the Academy’s research centre, the Inter Arts Center.
The programme is key to current artistic research.
Our study programmes offer students the opportunity to work with internationally
active artists and teachers, whose expertise covers a broad spectrum of interests and
mediums. Individual supervision of the student is considered to be key. The language
of tuition is usually English. The students’ commitment to and influence on the design
of the study programme is given high priority. In 2014, Malmö Art Academy was assessed
as being of very high quality, with regard to both its BFA and MFA programmes, by the
Swedish Higher Education Authority’s quality evaluation of all higher education in fine
arts in Sweden.
Malmö Art Academy cooperates with other fine arts programmes all over the
world and has built up strong networks over the years. The education offered at Malmö
Art Academy also benefits from the active artistic climate in the Öresund region, with
its galleries, museums, and other arts institutions in a markedly cosmopolitan context.
Lectures from visiting artists, critics, and curators, as well as various forms of collaborative
projects, are natural elements of Malmö Art Academy’s activities.
Several graduates of Malmö Art Academy have become successful artists
who have earned strong international recognition.
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HISTORY
Malmö Art Academy was set up in 1995 by Lund University. Its study programmes were
offered in the former Mellersta Förstadsskolan in central Malmö, a building that was
considered a model of modern school architecture in 1900. In September 2018, Malmö
Art Academy moved into new premises in the old tram sheds on Förargatan, in Mazetti
Culture House, and in the Dimman neighbourhood just across Bergsgatan in Malmö,
where it will be located until the new shared campus for Lund University’s three arts
academies in Malmö opens.
A major ambition behind the opening of the Art Academy in 1995 was to
establish an institution that was interdisciplinary and international. This did indeed happen.
The Academy became the first school in Sweden to actively avoid the so-called professors’ school model. No divisions were created at the Academy — the idea was to make
the hierarchies as horizontal as possible. Another of the school’s central concepts was the
requirement for students to be independent. It is still the case that meetings with lecturers take place on the students’ own initiative.
From the outset, Malmö Art Academy wanted to make the most of the artistic
expertise of its lecturers and professors. This is also why administration is not part of their
duties. The Academy also wished to facilitate the continuation of the artistic careers of
its lecturers and professors, enabling them to participate in major international contexts.
Hence lecturers and professors have come, and continue to come, to the Academy for
defined periods in order to free up time for their artistic work. In 1996, external supervisors
were introduced into the Academy’s teaching structure, extending further opportunities
for students to benefit from a broad spectrum of artistic supervision. External supervisors
are internationally active artists who come to the Academy five times per year.
Malmö Art Academy launched its Master of Fine Arts in 2002, the same year
the PhD in Fine Arts was established. In 2006, Malmö Art Academy was the first institution
in Sweden to award three doctoral degrees in fine arts.
The Bachelor of Fine Arts was introduced in 2007.
Critical Studies was first set up as a one-year Master’s programme in 200, and
became a two-year Master’s programme in 2008 – 10. The following year, it was reconfigured
into the two-year Master of Fine Art in Critical & Pedagogical Studies.
Gertrud Sandqvist has been Rector of Malmö Art Academy since 2011, before
which she was Head of Department from 1995 to 2007. Anders Kreuger was Director
of Malmö Academy from 2007 to 2010.
The Academy’s first Yearbook came out in 1996 and has been published every
year since then.
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Programme Descriptions

Programmes

Malmö Art Academy is the ideal institution for those intending to pursue a professional
career as an artist and who want solid training in their field of interest.
The teaching is not divided into artistic specialisations and the Academy has
no separate departments. Students have the opportunity to move freely between different
forms of artistic expression or to specialise in a specific form.
The programmes offer a wide range of courses and projects in artistic creation,
theory, and technique. Students choose freely from these options and build up a personalised programme of study. Regardless of the focus the students choose for their work, their
own artistic development is always key, and emphasis is therefore placed on individual
artistic supervision.

Bachelor’s Programme in Fine Arts
— BFA

The three-year Bachelor’s programme consists of individual work in the studio and individual tutoring from professors and other teachers, as well as scheduled courses in major
areas of artistic techniques, artistic interpretation, and art theory. Malmö Art Academy’s
internationally active professors work in a range of artistic fields. This leads to important
and diverse interaction at the Academy and also gives the students the opportunity to
choose courses that reflect their artistic intentions.
The programme begins with a set of compulsory foundation courses dealing
primarily with different artistic techniques and the development of the artist’s role over the
last two hundred years. After this, students select their courses in theory, technique, and
artistic creation. The topics offered vary from year to year, depending on students’ interests
and the current artistic activities of teaching staff.
Students who successfully achieve 180 ECTS credits through studio practice
and completion of courses are awarded a Bachelor of Fine Arts. Students must also
participate in a group exhibition at the Academy’s gallery and write a short text (approx.
five pages) based on their artistic position (documentation and texts from this year’s gradu
ating students are available in this Yearbook). Professors at the Academy act as examiners
for undergraduate students, and an external examiner is also invited to participate in
the assessment.
Graduates with a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree from Malmö Art Academy are
entitled to apply for the two-year Master of Fine Arts programme at the Academy or
for Master’s programmes at other institutions.

Master’s Programme in Fine Arts
— MFA

The Master’s programme in Fine Arts at Malmö Art Academy is a two-year graduate
programme in fine arts, offering more specialised artistic training through individual studio
practice and courses in art and various related disciplines. During the first year, students
begin their advanced artistic work, with continuous discussions in teacher-led seminars
as well as a study trip. Students organise their own curriculum, choosing from a wide range
of technical and theoretical courses, many of which are taught by internationally recognised
artists. Guest lectures from visiting artists and critics as well as various forms of collaborative projects are regularly offered at the Academy.
In the second year, students focus on their degree projects, which includes writing
an essay (approx. ten pages) about their artistic practice and presenting a solo exhibition
at the Academy’s gallery. Students who pass their degree project are awarded a Master of
Fine Arts (120 ECTS credits) (documentation and texts from this year’s graduating students
are available in this Yearbook). Professors at Malmö Art Academy act as examiners for
Master’s students, and an external examiner is also invited to participate in the assessment.

Admission requirements, the selection
process, and tuition fees

Find more information about admission requirements, the selection process, and tuition
fees at www.khm.lu.se/en/studies/application.
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PhD Programme in Fine Arts

The four-year doctoral programme (PhD) in Fine Arts for practising artists and curators
is the first of its kind. Sweden’s first Doctors of Fine Arts graduated from Malmö Art
Academy, Lund University, in 2006. Professor Gertrud Sandqvist is responsible for the
programme, and Professor Sarat Maharaj is Head Supervisor of the doctoral candidates,
who gather for seminars in Malmö at least twice every semester.
The study programme is experimental and highly individualised, focusing
on identifying, understanding, and developing artistic thinking as a specialised field of
knowledge production. The studies are based on artistic knowledge and artistic work,
and the focus is on individual artistic work and research.
The artistic work is both object and method. Reflective and theoretical
study is not a self-fulfilling goal but serves the purpose of being a means for developing
artistic competence. The programme in total is 240 ECTS credits, subdivided into various
seminars or courses (60 ECTS credits) and a documented artistic research project
(180 ECTS credits)..

Admission requirements, the application
process, funding and financing

Read more about PhD studies at Lund University at www.lunduniversity.lu.se/
international-admissions/phd-studies.
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Course Descriptions

BFA Courses

Foundation Course Autumn
Mandatory for all BFA students
Credits 		
30
Objectives
The course is intended to stimulate
the students’ ability to formulate and
present a fully developed artistic concept
and to offer an introduction to artistic
techniques and ideas. The ambition is
for the students to gain a deeper understanding of artistic work.
Contents
The course provides basic technical
training in the following disciplines:
computers, woodworking, photography,
video editing, moulding, and casting.
It also includes writing exercises
revolving around the students’ own
work and a survey of the role of the
artist over the last two hundred years.
Basic library use is also taught.
For the studio work assignments,
professors and other teachers serve
as mentors. Presentations of the
oeuvres of all participating professors
and teachers are also included.
Through the course, students will
become familiarised with the school’s
premises, facilities, staff, and work
processes and will have opportunity
to get to know others in the class as
well as the other students at the
Academy.

Roles of the Artist:
Part of Foundation Course Autumn
Teacher 		
Professor
		Gertrud Sandqvist
This course offers a discussion of
different approaches available to artists
and of the expectations placed on artists
by society at large. It takes a historical
perspective, as this allows us to trace
the various components that constitute
the present-day view of the artist. We start
in the late eighteenth century, as it was
during the Romantic era that the role
of the artist first appeared as one distinct
from that of the artisan.
Subjects
• Genius and the weeping audience;
the sublime; how and why the
artist became a genius.
• Commissioned by history; the
emergence of museums and their
impact on artists.
• The independent artist; the art
proletariat.
• Modernity in Paris; Charles Baudelaire
and positioning the artist.
• Bourgeois life; salons and galleries;
the art market; summing up the
nineteenth century.
• The avant-garde; the artist as boundary
crosser; Marcel Duchamp.
• The artist as political revolutionary;
Alexander Rodchenko and Walter
Benjamin.
• The artist crosses other boundaries;
conceptual art, feminism, and post
modernism.

Plastic
Teacher 		
Senior Lecturer
		P-O Persson
Guest Teacher
David Nilsson
Credits		
3
Participating students: Malthe Møhr,
Erlend Rødsten, Emil Sandström,
Anders S. Solberg
The course in handling plastics gives
knowledge in laminating and casting plastics,
plus basic information about the safety
prescriptions of the workshop. After finishing
the course, you will get a “driver’s licence”
that permits you to work in the workshop
on your own.

Welding
Teacher 		
Senior Lecturer
		P-O Persson
Guest Teachers
Robert Cassland
		Ariel Alaniz
Credits 		
12
Participating students: Andreas
Amble, Therese Bülow, Vanille Dubost,
Maria Jacobsson, Vera Mühlebach,
Fay Rayan, Victor Rothmann
Through this course you will gain knowledge about different welding techniques
such as mig- and gas-welding as well
as information about the security regulations for the different techniques. After the
course you will receive a “driver’s licence”
that allows you to work on your own with
the welding equipment.

Ceramics
Guest Teacher
Credits		

Margit Brundin
6

Participating students: Maria Jacobson,
Tjelle Esrom Raunkjaer, Ruben Risholm,
Erlend Rødsten, Samaneh Roghani,
Karoline Sætre, Emil Sandström
The course is intended as an introduction to pottery using ceramics and
to the different techniques and stages
in the process leading to the final
object.
The course consists of two one-week
sessions bridging a period of individual
work in which the pieces in progress
are also to be dried and fired once. The
second session will consist of glazing
and final firing.
An information meeting will be held
by P-O Persson well in advance of the
start of the course.
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Autumn Semester 2018

Economy and Law for Students
Guest Teacher
Katarina Renman
		Claesson
Credits 		
4
Participating students: Lynn Anjou,
Therese Bülow, Jasmine Christensson,
Mathias Höglund, Linn Hvid, Rebecca
Larsson, Malthe Møhr, Ivan Nylander,
Amund Öhrnell, Tjelle Esrom Raunkjaer,
Victor Rothmann, Emil Sandström,
Viktor Strand, Erik Uddén, Majse
Vilstrup
After completing the course, students
will have a basic understanding of economic and legal issues. They will become
familiar with fundamental concepts and
the impact economic and legal issues may
have on their future activities. Students
will also understand the impact that
intellectual property rights may have both
on their own protection and their possibilities to be inspired by others, as well as
the effect of different types of agreements,
including how agreements can be a part
of the creative process. The course also
covers the difference between different
kinds of associations and imparts a basic
understanding of accounting.
The course is built on three modules:
Module 1 covers the importance of
understanding economy and law, how
economy sets frames, and how law can
be seen as a tool to be able to do what
you want. Furthermore, we will look at
the function of intellectual property rights,
with a focus on how to protect oneself
against imitation and the basic requirements
for setting up a business. Finally, we will
focus on copyright and on regulation
and function: What can be protected?
How is protection obtained? What does
the protection mean?

Module 3 focuses on different types
of associations, looking at the different
kinds of associations that can be used
and what advantages and disadvantages
each has. This will be followed by accounting: What are the demands? And where
can assistance be obtained?
Guest Teacher
Katarina Renman Claesson, JD (Juris
Doctor) and PhD in Intellectual Property

The Analogue Black and White Process
Guest Teacher
Patrik Elgström
Credits		
3
Participating students: Elísabet Anna
Kristjánsdóttir, Sarafina McLeod
The course aims to provide knowledge
of different development methods using
the black-and-white process of photography. The course consists of lectures,
seminars, teacher-led practical exercises,
group exercises, and individual work
with visual representation. Teaching
focuses on students, individually and
in groups, who will critically discuss
and reflect on their own work and that
of other students. The course consists
of meetings in seminar form, centred on
arriving at a working method and material
suited to the student’s planned project.

Module 2 deals with conceptual creations,
including the legal view on conceptual
creations and the legal possibilities for
packaging conceptual creations. The focus
will then turn to contracts and agreements,
including the legal rules and other con
siderations surrounding these. Finally,
we will look at contracts and agreements
regarding intellectual property, copyright,
and other intellectual property rights,
as well as contracts and agreements
as tools in artistry.

Unless otherwise stated, BFA Fine Art Courses are open to students of all levels.

This is the land with no path1
Teacher		
Professor
		Emily Wardill
Credits 		
9
Participating students: Karou Calamy,
Yeoseo Cha, Nadja Ericsson, Mads Kristian
Frøslev, Elísabet Anna Kristjánsdóttir,
Karin Lindstén, Zahra Moin, Julia Sjölin,
Albin Skaghammar, Frederikke Jul
Vedelsby, Filip Vest
This course is a practical and critical en
gagement with the different guises under
which moving image expresses itself.
Together we will try to open up what this
medium might still be capable of — liberated from industrial cinema and art house
cinema and taken as a series of possibilities
rather than recognised as a set of genres.
The course involves critical engagement
with rare moving image works as well
as improvisation running parallel to this
engagement. We will be thinking with
our bodies, our voices, and our gestures.
We will also be trying to take the spirit
of improvisation onward from the perfor
mance and into both its recording and
exhibition.
The course grounds itself in practice.
As such, we will not equate “research”
with “reading and writing” but rather consider moving, filming, recording sound,
editing, and installing as equally important
research strategies.
Taking inspiration from sources as
diverse as Third Cinema, Ericka Beckman,
and Loretta Fahrenholz, we will work
with specific pieces to see what we can
learn from them technically as well as
think of our own bodies as in dialogue
with those technologies.
The course will culminate in December
with a small experimental exhibition
at KHM2 Gallery.
Note: Students will also be expected
to attend the PhD defence of Rosa
Barba as part of the course.
1

St. John of the Cross,
”The Dark Night of the Soul.”
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A Room with New Rules
Guest Teacher
Michael Portnoy
Credits 		
3

Feminist Knowledge Production
Guest Teacher
Katy Deepwell
Credits		
6

Participating students: Therese
Bülow, M
 arta Gil, Benjamin Harpsøe,
Vera Mühlebach, Maria Vedel,
Filip Vest

Participating students: Anna Andersson,
Karou Calamy, Yeonseo Cha, Jasmine
Christensson, Nadja Eriksson, Mads
Kristian Frøslev, Benjamin Andreas
Harder Harpsøe, Linn Hvid, Karl Eivind
Jørgensen, Rebecca Larsson, Karin
Lindstén, Zahra Moin, Louise Hammer
Moritzen, Madeleine Nooras, Amund
Öhrnell, Tjelle Esrom Raunkjaer,
Clara Reeh, Erlend Rødsten, Samaneh
Roghani, Emil Sandström, Julia Sjölin,
Albin Skaghammar, Viktor Strand,
Marie Vedel, Majse Vilstrup, Frederikke
Jul Vedelsby

How can rules be used to structure
participatory or relational art? Artists
as diverse as Yoko Ono, Marina Abramović,
Vito Acconci, Tania Bruguera, Lygia Clark,
Christian Falsnaes, Dora García, Félix
González-Torres, Roman Ondak, Adrian
Piper, Tino Sehgal, Rirkrit Tiravanija, Ian
Wilson, and Erwin Wurm, among others
(including myself!), have all used some
type of rules to change the way we behave
and interact in a social space. Specifically,
we’ll look at how rules that govern the
use of language, etiquette, speculation,
movement, role, and activity can be established to re-engineer human exchange
and make it, for example, more abstract,
poetic, political, empathic, intimate,
or generative.
The first three afternoons of the course
will be spent looking at examples of
rule-making in the visual arts, as well
as at the different contexts in which rules
are woven throughout our daily lives,
with the aim of developing a rule-maker’s
handbook or taxonomy. The remainder
of the course will take place in the early
evenings, when each student will have
the opportunity to set the rules that govern
a room we designate as a social space,
open to the rest of the school. In this
room, we’ll experiment with what other
ways there are to be and do together,
what other selves, narratives, and rituals
we can inhabit, and how new rules can
create a space that is surprising and
transformative.
Guest Teacher
Michael Portnoy is an artist based in
New York. Coming from a background
in dance and stand-up comedy, he
employs a variety of mediums in his
performance-based work, from participatory installations, sculpture, and painting,
to writing, theatre, video, and curation.
Recent exhibitions include Witte de With,
Rotterdam, 2016; Centre Georges Pompidou,
Paris, 2015; Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam,
2014; Cricoteka, Krakow, 2014; Palais de
Tokyo, Paris, 2013; KW Institute for Con
temporary Art, Berlin, 2013; The Kitchen,
New York, 2013; dOCUMENTA (13), Kassel,
2012; and Taipei Biennial, 2010.

Week 1: Feminist Perspectives: Standpoint, Location, Situated Knowledges
In these seminars, we will consider
three different configurations of feminist
knowledge production: in theories about
standpoint, location, and situated knowl
edges. Each approach has sought to
reconfigure how we understand society
and knowledge production while indicating
what feminist perspectives might be
or become in the future. Looking back
at texts written between 1988 and 2004
is offered as a means to start a conversation about feminist knowledge in the
present in terms of local and global dy
namics in contemporary art and feminism,
in respect of geographies, histories, and
ideologies. On the fourth morning, we will
discuss some exhibitions in Copenhagen
and Malmö as case studies for feminist
knowledge production and possibly
arrange visits.
Course materials, week 1:
Susan Hekman, Alison Wylie, Dorothy
E. Smith, Joan W. Scott, Chandra
Talpade Mohanty, Chela Sandoval,
Donna Haraway.
Exhibitions (past and present women
artists, with some visits to be arranged):
Judith Hopf at the National Gallery of
Denmark, plus a look at the representation
of feminism in the main collection display
and online collection; Cecily Brown at
the Louisiana Museum, Humlebaek; Ester
Almqvist at Malmö Art Museum; and Anohni
at Nikolaj Kunsthal, Copenhagen. Plus
online material on Anohni, Kembra Pfahler,
Johanna Constantine, Bianca Casady,
Sierra Casady, and others.

Week 2: Feminist Close Readings: Politics
of Representation of Gender and Sexuality
In these seminars, we will use examples
from the “Feminist Art Topics” project in
relation to different feminist theories of
gender and sexuality as constructions. The
“Feminist Art Topics” project is an online
list of more than nine hundred works by
women artists organised into thirty themes
presented in a chronological order; see
http://www.ktpress.co.uk/feminist-artworks-topic-intro.asp. The project is part
of the Feminist Art Observatory, an internet
resource on feminism and contemporary
art, compiled, developed, and maintained
by Katy Deepwell since 1996.
The key question of exploration is
how these works by women artists may
be subject to a feminist reading. Issues
discussed will included essentialism /
anti-essentialism, constructions of gender,
sex and gender distinctions, theories of
sexual difference, how feminisms meet
queer theories, and concepts of singularity
and the universal.
Course materials, week 2: Judith Butler,
Moira Gatens, Teresa de Lauretis, Rosi
Braidotti, Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick and
Adam Frank, Adriana Cavarero,
Elisabetta Bertolino.
Guest Teacher:
Katy Deepwell is a feminist critic and
academic. She is the founder and editor
of n.paradoxa: international feminist
art journal and is currently Professor of
Contemporary Art Theory and Criticism
at Middlesex University, London.

Course Descriptions

•
Correspondences
Teachers
Junior Lecturer
Laura Hatfield, Guest Teacher Niels
Henriksen, Professor Joachim Koester,
External Lecturer Matts Leiderstam,
Professor Sarat Maharaj, External
Lecturer João Penalva, Guest Teacher
Silja Rantanen, Professor Gertrud
Sandqvist, and Professor Emily Wardill,
among others
Credits 		
15

Let My People Go: Reimagining
the Politics of Identity — Selected
Perspectives from South Africa
Guest Teacher
Betty Govinden
Credits		
6

Participating students: Therese Bülow,
Karou Calamy, Linn Hvid, Benjamin
Andreas Harder Harpsøe, Helen Haskakis,
Mathias Höglund, Maria Jacobsson, Karl
Eivind Jørgensen, Dag Kewenter, R
 ebecca
Larsson, Karin Lindstén, Malthe Møhr,
Zahra Moin, Vera Mühlebach, Madeleine
Nooras, Ivan Nylander, Amund Öhrnell,
Oskar Persson, Fay Rayan, Clara Reeh,
Ruben Risholm, Julia Sjölin, Albin
Skaghammar, Viktor Strand, Erik Uddén,
Maria Vedel, Frederikke Jul Vedelsby,
Majse Vilstrup

This brief course is embedded in
the histories of slavery and indenture,
colonialism and apartheid, liberation,
and feminist criticism.

History is not linear, nor is it neutral.
Walter Benjamin speaks about reclaiming
fragments of the past for the present
as taking a leap or as diving for pearls.
This is not least true of that which we
call art history. When Malmö Art Academy’s
team of lecturers started to talk about the
need for more discussions around artistic
knowledge, especially about twentieth-
century art, it was in recognition of
Benjamin’s insight.
For perhaps a thousand years, artists
looked at each other’s work and made
new works in relation to them, and
this was how knowledge was passed on.
Ironically, this handing down of craft was
interrupted by the nineteenth-century
creation of the concept of art history.
How to proceed? Many artists today do
continue to have an intense and alive relationship to colleagues of the past, for many
different reasons. Like pearl divers, they
have found treasures.
Our idea is that in this course each one
of the Academy’s lecturers will show their
findings. Furthermore, we have invited
the Finnish artist Silja Rantanen to once
more give her brilliant lectures on the
topic of colleagues. A few art historians
will also make an appearance. The course
is named “Correspondences,” based on
the Romantic idea of spiritual affinities.

Participating students: Anna Andersson,
Yeonseo Cha, Jasmine Christensson,
Vanille Dubost, Karl Eivind Jørgensen,
Sarafina McLeod, Elisabeth Millqvist,
Zahra Moin, Louise Hammer Moritzen

The presentations draw from critical
historical studies, literary criticism, t heory,
literature, and art and examine to a considerable extent South African Indian writers and artists in their quest for a critical
rereading of South Africa’s particular and
collective histories. We will look in particular
at two leading figures of the twentieth
century who are from the Indian subcon
tinent — Rabindranath Tagore and Mahatma
Gandhi; they have global significance, with
the latter particularly influential in South
African resistance history and beyond.
While the topics under consideration
emerge principally out of the South African
context, with the use of specific examples
from its history and intellectual work,
they will be situated in contemporary
local and global challenges.
The presentations and discussions will
demonstrate South Africa’s “long walk
to freedom”2 from selected perspectives,
focusing on issues related to identity
politics, memory, home, reimagining the
past, decoloniality, and women’s
experiences.
The presentations include discursive
writing and poetry and also use illustrations
and video where appropriate.
Suggested Topics
•
South African women in the
liberation struggle (history, overview).
•
Women doing history differently —
selected portraits on women writing
history (overview).
•
Black portraitures.
•
Queering the archive: Jordache Ellapen
(photographs).
•
Feminist artists — Sharlene Khan (video,
visuals), Reshma Chibba (visuals).
•
Rabindranath Tagore (poetry, art,
criticism), first Nobel Prize laureate
in Literature outside Europe.

•

•
•

•
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Mahatma Gandhi — passive resistance
and his influence in the twentieth
century, Hind Swaraj, poems on
Gandhi, critique of Gandhi.
Not just an object — exploring
epistemological advantages in critical
visual studies, reading objects (of
indenture) against the politics of home,
exile, and identity.
Gabeba Baderoon (poetry, history,
critique).
Coolitude — exploring the coral
imaginary through a discursive overview from Négritude to Coolitude, with
particular reference to South Africa
and Mauritius (criticism and poetry).
Reclaiming self and history — the
personal is political, Mary Sibande:
The Purple Shall Govern, Simmi Dullay:
Exile and Return.

Guest Teacher
Betty Govinden is Senior Research
Associate at the University of KwaZuluNatal, Durban, South Africa.
2
This phrase is the title of Nelson Mandela’s
autobiography, published in 1994.
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MFA Courses

MFA Critical & Pedagogical Courses

The Grid: Abstraction in Painting
Teacher		
External Lecturer
		Matts Leiderstam
Credits		
6

Analysing Your Own Artistic Work
Teacher		
Professor
		Gertrud Sandqvist
Credits		
7.5

The Disoeuvre
Guest Teacher
Credits		

Participating students: Therese Bülow,
Yeonseo Cha, Jasmine Christensson,
Helen Haskakis, Mathias Höglund,
Linn Hvid, Rebecca Larsson, Malthe
Møhr, Ivan Nylander, Amund Örhnell,
Oskar Persson, Erlend Rødsten, Victor
Rothmann, Emil Sandström, Viktor
Strand, Erik Uddén, Majse Vilstrup

Participating students: Andreas Amble,
Gabriel Karlsson, Elisabeth Östin,
Mariella Ottosson, Simen Stenberg

The aim of this course is to focus on
ways of seeing in relation to contemporary
painting practices and to trace what
it is that remains — the ruins perhaps
of artistic knowledge connected to the
grid, a concept deeply rooted in Western
art history. How might the grid frame
what it is that we inherit? Whether that
be in the recent return to abstract painting,
historically associated with the grid, or
in the amplification of the uses of the grid
in the context of today’s planetary-scale
computing — in a culture dominated by
the mediations of the screen. This course
will be realised through close reading,
studio practice, critique, and, at the end,
a small exhibition, with the aim to underscore the concept of the grid as it is used
as a visual code as well as a prism to
look “through.”
This course takes its starting point in
ideas central to Western painting traditions
connected to ideas around the grid and
its relation to abstract painting. We will do
this by reading and discussing texts, artistic
practices, and contemporary working
methods — all related back to the course
participants’ own work. The participants
will meet for three to four times, two
to three days each time, during the fall
semester. In parallel, each participant
will work on their own work and at
the end we will collaboratively produce
a small show that will open in December
at the end of the semester.
Additionally, curator and writer Maria
Lind will deliver a lecture on abstraction,
which will be open to the whole school.

Objectives
This course offers a model for analysing
your own work and training in analysing the
images of others. Students analyse works
by the other students and listen when their
own work is analysed in turn. The course
serves as an introduction to the analytical
component of the MFA exam.
Content
The course offers close analysis of
the students’ own work in group seminars.
The method is simple. It aims at giving
students tools for thorough analysis
of individual works and an understanding
of how viewers understand their work.
If it is relevant and if the participants wish,
we will also read image theory that might
be applicable to the students’ work.

Felicity Allen
4

Participating students: Ursula Beck,
Sanna Blennow, Clifford Charles,
Marta Gil, Marija Griniuk, Rebecka
Holmström, Rune Elkær Rasmussen,
David Torstensson, Aya Maria
Urhammer, Nanna Ylönen
How does a practice cross between
the studio, the social, and the institutional?
You are invited to consider to what extent
this might be desirable and the motivations both for integrating a practice across
different aspects of life and work and
for maintaining distinctions. We will think
in the short term, the long term, and retro
spectively, informed by ideas of maintenance (Mierle Laderman Ukeles), the Wages
for Housework campaign (Silvia Federici
et al,), and the international preoccupation with art-as-life that threaded through
twentieth-century art (Allan Kaprow, Joseph
Beuys, and their ilk). In a time of precarious
(or feminised) labour and, as Cornel West
puts it, “mass distractions,” is this crossover
between art and life desirable?
We will explore working alone and with
others and consider constraints and
opportunities of working informally and
institutionally. Consciousness of our own
pedagogical strategies can support our
individual reflection as well as inform
the work we do with others. We will try
out possibilities. We will listen, listen again,
listen back; write, write again, write back;
and so on. How do we individually and
collectively work with contingencies and
limitations? How might we do this inter
nationally, across cultures?
Questions likely to emerge might
concern artistic authority, voice, main
tenance, support, and interpretation,
in relation to working alone, working
with others, and working with institutions
and organisations. The course is based
in mutual learning and shared contribution,
and you will be involved in trialling
and observing pedagogical, practical,
embodied, and text-based strategies
as part of the workshops.
Course leader Felicity Allen will present
and reflect on aspects of her own work
and will encourage participants to do
the same. The workshop is based on
an idea of artistic and curatorial labour
(including pedagogy) as practice.

Course Descriptions

Course materials:
bell hooks, Cornel West, Carmen
Mörsch, Silvia Federici, Hilary Robinson,
Felicity Allen.
Guest Teacher:
Felicity Allen is an artist, writer, and
educator who works independently
and collaboratively, in the studio, socially,
and institutionally. She developed the
concept of “the disoeuvre” in her PhD
thesis (2016, Middlesex University) and
explores and develop the concept through
exhibitions, works, and collaborations.
Allen has considerable experience working
in higher and gallery education, including
at Goldsmiths, University of London
and at Tate galleries, London, and several
articles have come from this as well as
her book Education, part of the Documents
of Contemporary Art series (MIT Press
and Whitechapel Gallery, 2011). She is a
former guest scholar at the Getty Research
Institute, Los Angeles, and recent residencies include Bon Volks, Margate, UK, 2018;
CEC ArtsLink, St Petersburg, 2017; Hospitalfield, Arbroath, UK, 2016; and Turner
Contemporary, Margate, UK, 2015.

Pedagogy Intensive
Teachers		
Senior Lecturer
		Maj Hasager
		Junior Lecturer
		Laura Hatfield
		
and invited guests
Credits 		
6
Participating students: Ursula Beck,
Sanna Blennow, Clifford Charles,
Marta Gil, Marija Griniuk, Rebecka
Holmström, Rune Elkær Rasmussen,
David Torstensson, Aya Maria
Urhammer, Nanna Ylönen
This intensive course on pedagogical
theories and practices includes seminars
and presentations on assigned readings
as well as a series of lectures on related
topics by invited guests. We will discuss
key texts that examine pedagogical shifts
in different times and places at length,
alongside the delivery of lectures on
important topics in education.
Artists Simona Dumitriu and Ramona
Dima will give a lecture and host a workshop on how to deal with ethical dilemmas
in the realm of teaching and art practice.
Elizabeth Sweeney will discuss museum
education and disability arts. Artist and
educator Michala Norup will hold a lecture
on didactics. Jonna Pettersson’s presen

tation will focus on Jacques Rancière’s
text The Ignorant Schoolmaster. Barbara
Mahlknecht will hold a talk and workshop
on feminist pedagogies in relation to art
and the archive. Maaike Muntinga and
Lina Issa will present their artistic research
and works that engage art practice and
critical pedagogical methods in the field of
medical humanities education. The course
will conclude with a group dinner and
screening.
Course materials
Tim Ingold, Paulo Freire, Jacques
Rancière, Leanne Betasamosake Simpson,
Elizabeth Sweeney, Catherine E. Walsh.

Internship
Teachers 		
Senior Lecturer
		Maj Hasager
		Junior Lecturer
		Laura Hatfield
		External Visiting
		Lecturer
		Matts Leiderstam
Credits		
18 (15 for internship
		
+ 3 for assignments)
Participating students: Ursula Beck,
Sanna Blennow, Clifford Charles,
Marta Gil, Marija Griniuk, Rebecka
Holmström, Rune Elkær Rasmussen,
David Torstensson, Aya Maria
Urhammer, Nanna Ylönen
The purpose of the six-week internship
is to give second year CPS students the
practical knowledge and skills required for
the application of pedagogical tools learned
during the program. Students are given
the opportunity to apply theories learned
during the first year of the program to
practical skills in a work environment.
A plan is produced prior to each individual
internship, in collaboration between the
place of internship and the student, where
the objectives are stated for further
evaluation.
The internship should be a site for
learning and contain an educational activity
under supervision of the contact person(s)
within each individual organisation. Students
will prepare and deliver a project tailored
for their place of internship that incorporates the skills and knowledge learned thus
far in the program. The intern should also
explore the notion of pedagogy as practice
and the position of artist as teacher through
the process of delivering their individual
project. The internship should include
hands-on experience in the educational situ-
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ations, so the intern can test out experimental pedagogical strategies and education
both on a theoretical and on a practical
level under supervision. This can be
in the format of a course, a workshop,
a seminar, an event, or gallery education
organised and conducted by the intern;
the chosen format will depend on where
the internship takes place.
In addition to the work experience and
project, students will deliver two written
assignments and a final presentation
and peer assessment.
Assignment 1: Logbook
The logbook must be completed during
the course of the internship and should
document the student’s work through
direct written reflections and observations
on their experience and activities. Students
will be given a logbook to use and are
encouraged to write two to three entries
per week. When written on a regular basis,
the logbook can be a valuable tool for
keeping track of experiences in order
to formulate the final internship report
(assignment 2).
The logbook should include a brief overview and presentation of the organisation
(how is it run, mission statement, staff,
protocol); personal reflections, organisa
tional observations, and societal aspects
of the workplace and experiences during
the internship; related images, articles,
and other relevant materials.
Assignment 2: Internship Report
The purpose of the report is to document
and summarise the internship but also
to make an overall analysis of the work
and organisation in relation to the student’s
individual art practice. The analysis should
situate the student’s personal reflections
within a larger theoretical context and
incorporate ideas addressed in the logbook
— such as the personal, the organisational,
and the societal — as the basis for the report.
The report should substantiate the ideas
discussed in the logbook in relation to
relevant theories and literature, detailing
the practical and theoretical aspects of
the experiences, activities, and educational
program as they correspond to one’s role
as an artist. Students should identify and
analyse their strengths and weaknesses
in the teaching situation.
The report should include an introduction
to the organization; overview of the work
completed; documentation of educational
activities; personal, observational, and
societal reflections on the experience;
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references to literature covered during the
first year of the CPS program and / or other
related texts; ethical discussions related
to any issues encountered during the
internship; commentary on how the work
experience relates to, or has informed,
the student’s individual art practice.
Assignment 3: Internship Presentation
Each student will review and prepare two
to three questions on each other’s internship reports in advance of the presentations
for a peer-to-peer assessment.
Students are asked to prepare a twentyminute presentation on their internship
to be given in the CPS room at Malmö Art
Academy. The presentation should include
reflections that highlight the student’s
position as an artist-teacher, course leader,
and / or mediator, how the internship was
experienced in relation to the student’s
own practice, the negotiations of working
with the institution through individual
approaches to education, and a commentary on what developments have come from
the experience of the placement. Students
should meet with their internship supervisors for a debriefing on their work and
include this feedback in the presentation.

Research Proposal for Exam Work
Teachers		
Senior Lecturer
		Maj Hasager
		Junior Lecturer
		Laura Hatfield
		External Visiting
		Lecturer
		Matts Leiderstam
Credits		
2
Participating students: Ursula Beck,
Sanna Blennow, Clifford Charles,
Marta Gil, Marija Griniuk, Rebecka
Holmström, Rune Elkær Rasmussen,
David Torstensson, Aya Maria
Urhammer, Nanna Ylönen
This course prepares students for the
exam work in the final semester. Beginning
with an introduction and review of the
exam project and thesis guidelines, students
will then start to conceptualise and begin
research towards the preparation of an
exam project proposal and an annotated
research bibliography throughout the third
semester. Proposals and bibliographies
will be submitted and reviewed by all
CPS students for group feedback. Students
will also have the opportunity to meet for
individual tutorials on their proposals.
Course materials
Exam project and thesis guidelines,
annotated bibliography guidelines,
research proposal guidelines, The Chicago
Manual of Style (citation guidelines).

Spring Semester 2019

Course Descriptions
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Plastic
Teacher		
Senior Lecturer
		P-O Persson
Guest Teacher
David Nilsson
Credits		
3
Participating students: Yeonseo Cha,
Jasmine Christensson, Linn Hvid, Marie
Vedel
The course in handling plastics gives
knowledge in laminating and casting plastics,
plus basic information about the safety
prescriptions of the workshop. After finishing
the course, you will get a “driver’s licence”
that permits you to work in the workshop
on your own.

Casting: Bronze, Aluminium, Silicone
Teacher		
Senior Lecturer
		P-O Persson
Guest Teacher
Robert Cassland
Credits		
12
Participating students: Anna 
Andersson, Jasmine Christensson,
Oscar E
 riksson Furunes, Benjamin
Harpsøe, M
 aria Jakobsson, Ruben
Risholm, Emil S
 andström,
Marie Vedel.
The course provides basic knowledge
in silicone and cire-perdue casting.
With the help of moulds and silicone,
students will produce objects and moulds
in wax, which they will cast bronze and
aluminium in.

Kinaesthetic Audio
Teacher		
Tim Bishop
Credits		
3
Participating students: Nadja Eriksson,
Kristian Krabbe, Audunn Kvaran, Yoojin
Lee, Emil Sandström, Albin Skaghammar,
Frederikke Jul Vedelsby, Majse Vilstrup,
Amin Zouiten
Background
With the contemporary proliferation of
immersive technologies and media formats
and platforms available to artists, it is
increasingly important for artists to have
technical knowledge in various aspects of
production while being able to capitalise
on the creative potential inherent in new
technology. Recorded and electronically
created sound is a vital part of multisensory
immersive experiences and multimedia
formats, as well as being an artistic
medium in itself. Having knowledge of
and the ability to work with this technology
effectively, while remaining at a critical
distance, is vital to achieving rigorous
and high-quality work using audio and
for a
 nalysing the wider role technology
is playing, and can play, in society.
Objectives
This course aims to provide students
with practical knowledge of techniques
and technology to produce high-quality
sound for various contexts, from immersive
sound installations to sound for video.
The course offers an introduction to the
aesthetic possibilities of working with
sound through various recording, editing,
and playback techniques.
Specifically, the course focuses on
the artistic use of sound and workflows
for maximising creative potential. Topics
addressed include recording with specialist
microphone techniques (e.g., binaural,
contact microphones, hydrophones,
induction coil pickups, ambisonic microphones); editing and exporting audio
using the REAPER digital audio workstation;
spatial and immersive audio workflows;
and playback solutions for multichannel
speaker arrays and headphone listening.

Unless otherwise stated, BFA Fine Art Courses are open to students of all levels.

The course consists primarily of practical
work with talks on key topics and listening
to relevant case studies. Students will
learn the basics of digital audio, gain a
basic understanding of REAPER for importing, manipulating, mixing, and delivering
audio material, and develop knowledge
of microphone and playback techniques
for creating bespoke audio content for
specific contexts.
Students will be encouraged to focus
on the act of listening and to develop
an understanding of the importance
of sound in creating affective, engaging,
and immersive experiences. The course
culminates with students presenting
an individual audio piece developed over
the week using their choice of techniques
covered in the course.
Schedule
The course will be scheduled across
one week. Each day focuses on a different
aspect of audio practice and will start
with a brief talk and discussion followed
by guided and independent practical
work. At the end of each day, students
will present their work to each other for
peer review and reflection. Practical work
and discussion on the first four days will
form the basis for a final presentation
of work on the Friday afternoon.
This will be a ten-minute listening experience exploring some of the techniques
from the week’s activities. The final
presentation will be informed by students’
own research interests but a general
brief will also be available to follow
if students prefer.
Guest Teacher
Tim Bishop is a British sound artist
working in performance, installation, and
video. Bishop holds a BA in Drama from
Bristol University. In 2016, he curated
Mono Festival of One-to-One Performance,
a collaboration wth Lunds Konsthall.
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POWER TRIP
Guest Teacher
Credits		

Kira Nova
6

Participating students: Jessica Ahrling,
Yeoseo Cha, Tringa Gashi, Therese Bülow
Jørgensen, Grälls Johan K
 varnström,
Rebecca Larsson, Yoojin Lee, Vera
Mühlebach, Julia Sjölin, Christian Stender,
Frederikke Jul Vedelsby, Judit Weegar
As artists we are so dependent on our
ability to think outside the box that I believe
sometimes it is necessary to get out of
our heads first, dive deep into our bodies,
and then return to a fresh pallet of
thoughts. In this “Power Trip” course,
we are interested in rewiring the mind
through a high-energy physical work.
We will incorporate Japanese style bodywork with training techniques from the
fields of dance, theatre, and comedy.
Structure
The course consists of group classes
and individual one-on-one sessions.
There is one group class at the start
of the course and one at the end. Each
student has two individual sessions
followed by a homework assignment.
To keep collective spirit high, every
evening we will have a quick fifteenminute dance party and a dinner; both
are obligatory to attend.
About the group classes
The group sessions are two-hour
classes built as a flow of movements
that plunges you into a strong visual
imaginarium. It may feel like someone
is shooting a film in your head and
streaming it live through your body.
About the individual sessions
Think of these sessions as a studio visit
in motion. We will move more than we talk,
while focusing on your individual creative
needs. Depending on your interests,
we will explore different techniques used
in the five modules of Power Trip (PT)
training. PT consists of five self-contained
yet interconnected modules:
Electric Body
How to access an extraordinary amount
of energy? How to enhance energetic
presence and heighten charisma?

Everything we do should enhance our
energy. The key to charisma is knowing
how to distribute your attention correctly.
Professionalism in any creative field is
based on efficient use of your resources.
Knowing how to access your flow makes
a fundamental difference.
This module is based on
a unique synthesis of techniques from
myofascial meridian system, tai chi,
qigong, and Japanese butoh physical
theatre training.
Animal Training
How to be mesmerising? Unexpected?
Evoke a sense of danger? How to be
unapologetically sexy?
When we study how animals
(reptiles, insects, fish) use their bodies
and apply that to our mental and physical
state, we create new patterns, access
other parts of our brain, expand
imagination.
This module is based on Japanese
butoh physical theatre techniques.
Mode Maximus
How to expand movement vocabulary,
the range of characters, states of
mind, and modes? When is it time
to reinvent your creative line of work?
We will train the flexibility to
shift through different modes and expand
our performative vocabulary. Naturally,
we have a tendency to stay with
what we are comfortable with. I want
you to be versatile and comfortable
with the shifting itself.
This module is based on Ruth Zaporah’s
Action Theater techniques, Jerzy
Grotowski’s theatre techniques, method
acting, butoh training, mixed martial
arts, belly dance, Noh theatre techniques,
and kabuki theatre techniques.
Sexual Slapstick
How to combine comedic timing with
seduction? Can sexuality serve as a
base for physical comedy, and the other
way around?
Comedic timing has abrupt
punchlines, whereas seduction is an
ongoing spiral of actions. Combing the
two can be extremely liberating and
expansive. Sexual slapstick serves as a
very v aluable training method and unique
colour in one’s repertoire. This module
is based on a synthesis of techniques
from pole dancing, striptease, clowning,
and physical theatre.

The Bubble
How to use alternate states of mind
to enhance your performance or connect
to a character, movement sequence,
or mode? How to access new sources
of imagination?
The Bubble is a unique visual
guidance method in which I synthesise
butoh and method acting techniques.
The Bubble often transports
a student to a much deeper physical
understanding of various techniques used
in PT training. It can also serve as a visual-
sensorial experience while working on
a new piece, role, dance, or performance.
Guest Teacher:
Kira Nova is a Slow Loris based in
New York. She works in visual arts and
theatre and combines physical theatre,
dance, stand-up, butoh, perverted
academic language, and sculptural work
in her practice. Nova holds a research
MA in Cultural Analysis and an MA in
Political Studies from the University
of Amsterdam.

Course Descriptions

Close Readings: Hannah Arendt
Teacher		
Professor
		Gertrud Sandqvist
Credits 		
15
Participating students: Anna Andersson,
Jessica Arhling, Linn Hvid, Audunn
Kvaran, Rebecca Larsson, Anna Lindgaard
Møller, Ivan Nylander, Amund Örhnell,
Elisabeth Östin, Erlend Rødsten, Emil
Sandström, Julia Sjölin, Albin Skaghammar,
Christian Stender, Erik Uddén, Filip Vest
Hannah Arendt is one of the most
influential thinkers of the twentieth century
and was proclaimed a genius by Julia
Kristeva in 2001.
Arendt defined herself as a political
thinker. She reserved the title of philosopher
for people like her teachers Martin Heidegger
and Karl Jaspers. In many ways, however,
Arendt is a part of the great German philosophical tradition, one of whose predecessors was Friedrich Nietzsche. Thought is
a key concept for Arendt, to the extent that
she defined access to a conscience as the
ability to think. Her last book was entitled
The Life of the Mind (1977–78).
As a stateless German Jewish refugee
during the European terror of the 1930s and
’40s, Arendt knew why thought is important
and why it must be converted into action.
This is what she calls politics. She also knew
why art is important. For her, it is the very
core of a society. Without stories, there is no
human community.
Art makes it possible for us to make
choices, judgements, and assessments.
This means that it is crucial for the functioning of our conscience. And for Arendt,
conscience and thought are the same
thing.
We will be reading Arendt’s major texts
The Origins of Totalitarianism (1951) and
The Human Condition (1958), as well as
the unfinished The Life of the Mind. We
will also read some of her essays on politics
and art, selecting from Between Past and
Future (1961), Men in Dark Times (1974),
and On Revolution (1963). If we have time,
we will also look at the book she is best
known for, Eichmann in Jerusalem (1963),
in which she coined her famous concept
of the banality of evil.

Documenting Your Artworks:
Practical Photographical Course
Teacher
Junior Lecturer
		Maria Hedlund
Guest Teacher
Johan Österholm
Credits		
3
Participating students: Mandatory
for BFA3 and MFA2 students
The aim of the course is to introduce
photographic and digital technique and
to give participants the appropriate
knowledge to be able to make docu
mentations of their own work.
Photo studio
We will go through general camera
settings, how to use a grey card, and
light settings on flat and three-dimensional
objects and discuss common obstacles
and how to overcome them. For photographing installation views, we will discuss
natural light versus portable studio light
and look at examples of both. We will also
document work in motion and reflective
works.
Computer room
We will go over setting up a good digital
workflow: calibrating the screen; Photoshop
editing and raw file processing; correcting
exposure, white balance, and lens distortion;
merging images with different exposures
and removing unwanted objects like dirt
from the floor and walls, emergency signs,
etc.; straightening lines; creating a seamless
sequence of images.
Practical assignment
In smaller groups of preferably three
students, participants will document
an exhibition or a section of it, at either
KHM galleries or another Malmö venue.
Focus on capturing both the artworks
in relation to the space and an individual
work. Edit the image sequence as a group
and present the photographs to the
class. Did you encounter any problems
during the shoot or editing? How did
you overcome them? Is there something
you wish you had done differently?
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The Basics of Colour Correction,
Grading, and DaVinci Resolve Workflow
Teacher		
Junior Lecturer
		Margot Edström
Credits		
3
Participating students: Mads Kristian
Frøslev, Linn Hvid, Karin Lindstén, Anne
Lindgaard Møller, Louise Hammer
Moritzen, Viktor Rothmann, Julia Sjölin,
Viktor Strand, Majse Vilstrup
The main purpose of the course is to
provide students with practical knowledge
on how to record and handle 4K raw
footage to get maximum image quality,
that is, to be able to work with the material
in a wide dynamic colour range and high
resolution. The aim of this is to obtain
as much freedom as possible to push
and pull the footage in post-production,
and still preserve the image quality and
fine details over various compressions
and final outputs.
We will also look into matching footage
from different cameras and compositing.
Students will learn the basics of colour
correction and grading, both in theory and
practice. A central topic here is carefully
observing and comparing what impact
various looks and minor tweaks can have
on filmed material. During the course,
students will use a Blackmagic URSA
Mini 4.6 to shoot in 4K raw and a Panasonic
Lumix DC-GH5M for 4K V-log recordings.
Individual tutoring in DaVinci Resolve
(as well as Premiere and After Effects)
is offered in the second part of the course.
The course ends with presentations of
students’ individual works and discussions
around the used technologies.
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Feminist Reading Group
Guest Teacher
Katy Deepwell
Credits		
3
Participating students: Vera Mühlebach,
Mandus Ridefelt
In each of the seminars in this series,
the structure involves reading and discussing excerpts from key documents as
a group while seeking to arrive at definitions
of feminist discourses and debates from
different times over the last fifty years.
The seminars are about fresh encounters
with old ideas.
No prior reading will be given and
participants will be asked to read quotations
from many different sources and join in
the ensuing discussion. Supporting booklists
and resources will be supplied. Copies
of the excerpts used will be available after
the seminar.
Seminar topics
Kinds of Feminisms: Statements and
Beliefs: This seminar looks at excerpts
on the personal as political, different kinds
of feminisms, different kinds of definitions
of feminist art, and art informed by
feminism.
Feminist Art Manifestos: This seminar
is based on the sources included on
the webpagehttps://www.ktpress.co.uk/
feminist-art-manifestos.asp; the book Katy
Deepwell, ed., Feminist Art Manifestos:
An Anthology (KT press, 2014); and course
leader Katy Deepwell’s recent essay
“Feminist Art Manifestos/Feminist Politics,”
Cambridge Literary Review, no. 11 (2018).
Feminist Aesthetics: This seminar
examines the debates on what “feminist
aesthetics” is. Is it feminism as a critique
of aesthetic theory? A lens or perspective
on aesthetics? Or a “type” of aesthetics
with its own questions and focus?
Feminist Aesthetics, part 2: This seminar
continues to look at the question of feminist
aesthetics in terms of thinking in the feminine and the distinctions between feminine
and feminist aesthetics, including body
politics. Excerpts come from arguments
made in exhibition catalogues in addition
to aesthetic theory and feminist theory.

For insight into these debates around
feminist aesthetics prior to the seminars,
please see the videos at https://archive.ica.
art/bulletin/tags/feminist-art-seminar.
Guest Teacher
Katy Deepwell is a feminist critic and
academic. She is the founder and editor
of n.paradoxa: international feminist
art journal and is currently Professor
of Contemporary Art Theory and Criticism
at Middlesex University, London.

Current and graduating students
Bachelor of Fine Arts — Year 1

Jessica Ahrling
Oskar Eriksson Furunes
Tringa Gashi
Rebecca Jansson
Kristian Krabbe
Grälls Johan Kvarnström
Maia Torp Neergaard
Mandus Ridefelt
Christian Stender
Judit Weegar
Amin Zouiten
Bachelor of Fine Arts — Year 2

Linn Hvid
Malthe Møhr Johnsen
Therese Bülow Jørgensen
Rebecca Larsson
Ivan Nylander
Tjelle Esrom Raunkjær
Ruben Risholm   exchange student
Victor Rothman
Fay Ryan   exchange student
Erlend Rødsten
Emil Sandström
Viktor Strand
Erik Uddén
Majse Vilstrup
Amund Öhrnell
Bachelor of Fine Arts — Year 3

Lynn Anjou
Karou Calamy
Yeonseo Cha   exchange student
Vanille Dubost   exchange student
Louise Hammer
Mathias Höglund
Karl Eivind Jørgensen
Dag Kewenter
Julie Sophie Koldby
Elísabet Anna Kristjánsdóttir
Karin Lindstén
Jesus Morales   exchange student
Madeleine Noraas
Clara Reeh
Filip Vest

Master of Fine Arts — Year 1

Anna Andersson
Jasmine Christensson
Nadja Ericsson
Mads Kristian Frøslev
Benjamin Andreas Harder Harpsøe
Helen Haskakis
Maria Jacobsson
Sarafina McLeod exchange student
Vera Mühlebach
Zahra Moin Najafabadi
Oskar Persson
Samaneh Roghani
Julia Sjölin
Albin Skaghammar
Marie Vedel
Frederikke Jul Vedelsby
Masters of Fine Arts–Year 2

Andreas Amble
Rannveig Jónsdóttir
Carl-Oskar Jonsson
Cecilia Kanthi Jonsson
Gabriel Karlsson
Sisse Mark
Stephan Møller
Mariella Ottosson
Carolina Sandvik
Anders S. Solberg
Simen Stenberg
Karoline Sætre
Carl Østberg
Elisabeth Östin
Critical & Pedagogical Studies — MFA

Ursula Beck
Sanna Blennow
Clifford Charles
Marta Gil
Maria Griniuk
Rebecka Holmström
Rune Elkjær Rasmussen
David Torstensson
Aya Urhammer
Nanna Ylönen
PhD Candidates

Rosa Barba
Jürgen Bock
Matthew Buckingham
Alejandro Cesarco
Lea Porsager
Pia Rönicke
Imogen Stidworthy

Master of Fine Arts — Year 2

Bachelor of Fine Arts — Year 3

Andreas Amble
Rannveig Jónsdóttir
Carl-Oskar Jonsson
Cecilia Kanthi Jonsson
Gabriel Karlsson
Sisse Mark
Stephan Møller
Mariella Ottosson
Carolina Sandvik
Anders S. Solberg
Simen Stenberg
Karoline Sætre
Carl Østberg
Elisabeth Östin

Lynn Anjou
Karou Calamy
Louise Hammer
Mathias Höglund
Karl Eivind Jørgensen
Dag Kewenter
Julie Sophie Koldby
Elísabet Anna Kristjánsdóttir
Karin Lindstén
Madeleine Noraas
Clara Reeh
Filip Vest

Critical & Pedagogical Studies — MFA, Year 2

PhD candidates

Ursula Beck
Sanna Blennow
Clifford Charles
Marta Gil
Rebecka Holmström
Aya Urhammer
Nanna Ylönen

Rosa Barba
Jürgen Bock
Alejandro Cesarco
Lea Porsager
Pia Rönicke
Imogen Stidworthy
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